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REPORT OF THE INDIAN FAMINE COMMISSION 
1898. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

Our Commission was appointed with the approval of Her' Majesty's Secretary 
AppointmentorU,e Commission: of State under the orders of His Excellency the 

its object. Governor General in Council contained in the Reso
lution of the Government of India, Department of Revenue and Agriculture, 
No. 35-245-26 (Famine), dated the 23rd December 1897· The object of the 
Commission was to examine and compare the systems of famine relief sanctioned 
for the several provinces, and the measures actually employed during the recent 
famine; to inquire into the degree of success attained by those measures ; and 
to record the lessons and recommendations suggested by the experience gained 
while the facts were fresh in the minds of the witnesses. 

2. The following observations taken from the Resolution appointing the 

Scope of the Inquiry. 

directed. 

Commission may be usefully quoted, as they give a 
full description of the object and scope of the inquiry 

11 The organisation for the relief of distress which has been elaborated in each province 
on the lines laid down by the Famine Commission of 1878, and emb:~died in the Provincial 
Famine Codes, has now, for the first time in most of the affected provinces, been prac
tically tested on a large scale; and on the whole it has stood the trial welL But while the 
experience of the past year bas suggested no alterations in the main lines which were pre· 
scribed as the basis for the administration of relief, it has been found necessary, in almost 
every province, to depart in some not unirrtportant respects from the detailed provisions of 
the local Code in order to meet the differing conditions of distress. And the direction 
which these departures have taken has Va.ried from province to province. 

"The experience thus gained will be of incalculable value when India is next face to 
face with famine. But in order to render it available for future guidance, it is essential to 
collect and collate it while the facts are fresh, and to embody it in amended Famine 
Codes. It is no doubt the case that, while the broad lines upon which relief is to be 
administered may properly be prescribed for the wh:>le of InJia, variations in detail will 
be necessary under the varying conditions to be found in the several provinces, and 
that each province must retain its individual Code. But it is certain that almost 
every province will have something to learn fr.:>m the . experience of others, and it will be 
advisable to take special measures to collate that experience; and especially, where the 
cost of relief and the numbers relieved have been larger than elsewhere in proportion to 
the acuteness of the distress and the population affected by it, to enquire to what causes 
the excess was due, and whether an adherence to the lines followed in other provinces 
might not, on a future occasion, reduce the cost without diminishing the efficacy of the 
measures to be adopted. 

"The enquiry will Le far narrower in scope than that entrusted to the larger Fatnine 
Commission, which was appointed with such signal advantage in 1878. Twenty years ago 
no gen~ral famine policy had been enunciated by Government, the experience gained in 
Behar in 1873 and in Southern India in 1877 from what were virtually experiments in 
relief, was all that was available, and the Commission had to formulate a policy and to 
evolve g~neral principles for guidance in the actual presence of famine .. But this was, 
perhaps, the least important portion of their duties. They were also bidden to consider and 
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advise upon measures of the widest possible nature, such as might 'diminish the severity of 
famines, or place the people in a better condition for enduring them.' The programme 
that was laid down by them accor.lingly under the head of ' Measures of protection and 
prevention' has since then been actively prosecuted; and, though much still remains and 
always will remain to be done, the omissions and defects are fully recognised, ·and are 

gradually being dealt with as opportunity offers, and no further general inquiry of thii 
nature is either necessary or advisable, So, too, the experience of the past year has 

shown that the general lines of policy laid duwn in 1878 stand in no need of reconsidera
tion. It i:> the details of the scheme of relief that require to be revised, But in such a 
matter details are hardly less important than principles." 

3· The instructions to the Commission were expressed in • the following 

Duties or" the Commission. terms:--

urhe duties of the Commission will therefore be ..... 

to examine the manner in which the provisions of the Famine Codes of the several 
provinces differ f:om one anothu, and in which their prescriptions have been 

departed from; 

to inquire into the degree of success which has in each case attended the measures 
adopted, considered primarily with regard to the relief of distress and the 

saving of human life, and secondarily with regard to economy; 

to advise as to the measures and methods of working which seem likely to prove 

most effective in these two respects; and 

to make any inquiries and record any recommendations or opinions which if is 

thought will prove useful in the case of future famines. 

It is to be understood that the object of the inquiry is to furnish guidance for the 

future; and that it is concerned with the past, only. in so far as may be necessary to that 

end," 
I . 

4· In a despatch No. 229, dated the 23rd December 1897, Her Majesty's 
· Secretary of State informed the Government of India 

Approval of Her Majesty's SeC· 
retaty of State. that he fully accepted the view that the main prin• 
ciplcs of famine administration, as laid down by the Famine Commission and 
embodied in the provincial famine codes, are settled and need not be re-opened, 
but that he was confident that valuable results would be gained by collating and 
reviewing the experience of relief administration in the several provinces. Regard
ing the instructions which it was proposed to issue to our Commission, the 
Secretary of State observed:-

"I attach much importance to the second head of the inquiries to which you have 

drawn the attention of the Commission; and I ~tm glad to observe that under the fourth 
hrad you have t:ncouraged the Commission to make such general or special recommenda. 

tions as they may see fit on the subject of famine relief administr:1tion." 

S· The Commission appointed under these orders consisted only of a Presi
dent, four Members and a Secretary ; but in order to 

Constitution or the Commission. 1 l ' ·assist us in our inquiries and to see that oca. pomts 
or questions were not overlooked or misunderstood, each local Government was 
directed to attach to the Commission as a temporary Member, while we were 
actually making inquiries within its province, a selected officer who was per
sonally ~cquainted with the practical working of the system of rdief adopted. 
In accordance with these instructions the following representatives of local 
Governments sat with us and took part in our inquiries while in the province:-

Btngai.-Mr. J. A. Dourdillon, I.C.S., C.S.I., Officiating Commissioner of 

the Patna Division. 
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.Madr{l!S.-Mr. W • .J. H. LeFanll) L.C.S., Member, Board of Revenue, and; 
late Famine Commissioner,, 

Bomhay.-Honourable Mr'. J. Monte'ath; I.C.S., C.S.L, Chief 5eeretaryro· 
Government. 

Cent'ral Provinces.-1. Mr: R. H. 'Craddock, I.C.S., on Special duty with' 
the Chief Commissioner (at Nagpur). 

2. Mr. A. D. Youn.ghusband, I.C.S., Commissioner 
of the Chhattisgarh Division (at Raipur). 

3· Mr. J. B. Fuller, l.C.S.,. C.tE., Commissioner of 
the Jabalpur Divisio~ (at Jabalpur). 

North· Western Provinees.-Mr. T. Stoker, LC~S., C.S.t; Officiatin!j 
Chief Secretary to Government •. 

Punjah.-Mr. M. W. ~enton, I.C.S., Revenue Secretary ta Government!, 

6. The Commission was formally . constitutedl on the· atrivai of Sir 

Method o£ inquiry, 
James Lyall and Surgetm·Colonel Richardson. from 
E"ngland, and lield its first sitting at Calcutta on the 

1oth January 1898. Our first business was to· settle> the general method of our 
inquiry, to arrange for a tour through the provinces which, had been affected by the 
recent famine and determine the places in each· province at wh1ch ilf was desirable 
we should hold our sittings, to i:ssue' instructions to local Governments and 
Administrations for the pr()duction before us of the best witnesses who- couf<l as.>ist 
us in our investigations and of such documents already on record as would be of use 
to us, and to compile a. series of interrogations for the guidance of the witnesses-. 
As soon as these preliminary arrangements were c-ompleted we proceeded · 
to examine the witnesses, and; for this purpose our first public· sitting was 
held at Calcutta on the xgth January-. We commenced: our tour through- the 
affected provinces with a visit to Bankipur, the head-quarters of the Patna divi· 
sion where distress had been more severe tharr in any other part of the province of 
Bengal. From Bankipur we returned to Calcutta: to resume the hearing of 
witnesses from other parts of Bengal, and then proceeded. to the Madra--s·. presi
dency where we held sittings at Madras and Bellary. In the Bombay presidency 
we visited the head-quarte: stations of the two most distressed districts, Bijapur 
and Sholapur, and took the evidence of the local' witnesses there, the remaining 
witnesses from the presidency appearing before us at Bombay. From Bombay 
we proceeded to the Central Provinces to take the evidence of witnesses.fr~m that 
province and from the adjoining province of Berar, Our inquiries in the Central 
Provinces were especially close and were conducted at the head-quarters of three 
of the four divisions into which the province is divided. In the North-Western 
Provinces' we held sittings at Lucknow, where the local Government was then 
residing, at Jhansi the head-quarter station of the old division of Bundelkhand, 
and at Agra. The Punjab witnesses appeared before us at Lahore. Tllis tour 
occupied us till the 12th April, on which date we commenced our deliberations at 
Simla. 

7· The selection of the witnesses who should give evidence befo~e us was 

The witnesses. 
in the first place necessarily left to the local Gov· 
ernments concerned. The majority of the witnesses 

so ~elected were officials of different classes who had been actively con• 
cerned in, and had personal knowledge of, the recent relief operations. But 
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in addition to official witnesses the local Governments selected for appearance 
before us a number of ,non-official witnesses, both European and Native, who 
from their social position or from their special knowledge of the people or of the 
circumstances of the late famine or for any other reason seemed likely to be able 
to assist us in our inquiry. Among them were zamindars or landholders, mission· 
aries, merchants and grain dealers. We also caused to be inserted in the leading 
newspapers in the affected provinces advertisements inviting voluntary witnesses 
to lay their views before us. And from time to time we ourselves invited the 
attendance of persons who we . thought could give information which would 
be of value to us. Altogether we examined 258 witnesses and admitted to the 
record the written statements of 1 10 other persons who were either unable to 
appear before us or whom the time at our disposal did not permit of our 
examining orally. Forty-nine days were occupied in hearing the evidence of 
these witnesses. 

8. Our formal record of evidence contains the written statements of the 

The evidence. 
witnesses who appeared before us and their oral 
examination, as well as the written statements of 

those witnesses who, for the reasons we have given above, did not actually 
appear before us for examination. As regards the oral evidence of witnesses we 
desire to explain that our staff of shorthand writers was very inefficient. Every 
endeavour has been made to reproduce the questions and answers as correctly 
as possible, and each witness has b·een given an opportunity of revising the proof 
of his evidence ; but even so we are aware that the result in every case has not 
been quite satisfactory. And in addition to the formal e\~dence, a great mass of 
information has been placed at our disposal by the local Governments and 
Administrations. \V e have in every case been furnished with copies of the final 
report or orders of the local Government reviewing the famine relief operations in 
the province, and in many cases with similar reports submitted by the local 
officers to the Government. We have also received from the different provinces 
copies of all important correspondence that took place during the operations, 
copies of the instructions and orders issued from time to time by the local 
Government for the guidance of its officers, of the periodical reports and summa• 
ries submitted to and by the local Governments and complete statistics of the 
operations. And during the cour~e of our deliberations at Simla we have received 
from every province, exce-pt Madras, the special report required by the Govern
ment of India containing the proposals and recommendations of the local Govern
ment for amending its famine code which the experience of the recent famine 
bad led it to suggest. The informat~on placed at our disposal has been very full 
and complete, it has assisted us most materially in our inquiries, and we desire to 
place on record our appreciation of the co-operation we have received in this 
respect both from the Government of India and from the local Governments and 
Administrations. 



CHAPTER II. 

• NARRATIVES OF THE FAMINES AND SCARCITIES WHICH HAVE OC
CURRED BETWEEN THE DATE OF THE FAMI~E COMMISSION'S 
REPORT, 188o, AND THE FAMINE q,F l8g6·97· 

9· Between the report of the Famine Commission of 188o and the late 

Introductory remarks, 
famine several minor famines or scarcities neces· 
sitating relief measures more or less extensive have 

-occurred in different provinces. They have afforded opportunity for testing · 
the prescriptions of the famine codes framed on the Famine Commission's 
report, and on the experiences thus gained the original codes have from time 
to time been revised until they assumed their present form. We think it will 
be useful in this part of our report to give a short account of these inter
mediate famines and scarcities, as they furnish interesting instances of famine 
relief administration, and may serve as a guide as to the amount of relief required 
in a particular area on the occasion of serious crop failure. Of the famines here 
described the gravest were the Ganjam famine of 1889 and the Madras famine 
of 18go·92. On these occasions the loss of crops appears to have been almost 
as great as that which occurred in the same tracts in the late famine. In the 
scarcity which-visited Behar in 1891·92 the crop failure in a portion of North 
Behar approached in its completeness the crop failure of 1873•74 and of 1896·97· 
In none of these cases was relief required on anything like the scale found 
necessary in t8g6·97· · The explanation must be sought in the unpreceder.ted 
rise in food prices which distinguished the late famine, and in the general 
paralysis of industry which so wide·spread a calamity occasioned. The experi
ences of the intervening years between x88o and 1896 point to the conclusion 
that scarcities occurring over limited areas while the rest of the Indian continent 
is prosperous, can be successfully dealt with by a very moderate expenditure of 
money and without disturbing the ordinary administration. 

10. A protracted break in the south-west monsoon in July and August 188o 
• • 

88 
in caused apprehensions of serious crop failure in .the 

Apprehended scarc1ty 1n I o, • 
the North· Western Prol'inces and Deccan and South Mahratta dtstricts of Bombay A 
other parts of India. • 

the Berars, the Central Provtnces and Hyderabad. 
Reports came in that, owing to scanty rainfall and long drought, the klzarif or rain 
crops were withering, the grass was burnt up, the water-supply was rapidly dimi
nishing, and that severe distress was imminent. Fortunately the monsoon sud• 
denly strengthened in the first week of September, and gave heavy and continuous 
rain throughout Southern India, which entirely changed the situation. A large 
proportion of the kltartf crops was saved, the rise in prices was arrested, and 
the necessity for relief measures obviated. 

11. A large p~rtion of the North· Western Provinces also suffered from the 
uncertain and scanty rainfall of x88o. The latter half of September and the first 

Preparations in the North-West. half of October were almost rainless, and in Bun del
ern Provinces. khand and other districts south of the J umna, a dry 
west wind greatly damaged the k!tarif crop. From the lower portion of the 
Gangetic Doab and from the southern half of Oudh equally bad accounts were 
received. Wheat rose to 15 seers the rupee and barley to 18. The local 
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Government wa~ seriously alarmed, and informed ·the Government of India on the 
18th October that it would probably be necessary to open relief works in the tract 
now forming the Allahabad, Lucknow, and Benares divisions, owing to the failure of 
the rain crop and the apprehended difficulty of sowing the cold weather or rabi • 
crop. The Famine Commission's report had by this time n~ached the local Gov. 
ernments, though no orders on it had been passed by the Government of India. 
In accordance with the recommendations of that report the Government of the 
North-Western Provinces proposed to at once organize a system of village inspec• 
tion for the gratuitous relief of the incapable poor who could ofler neither security 
for advances nor labour in return for relief. Each patwari's circle was to form a 
relief circle, and each kanungo was to be the supervising relief officer in his (the 
kanungo's) circle. The tahsildar was to check the kanungo's lists, and issue 
certificates to the persons considered eligible for gratuitous relief entitling them 
to rec'eive specified doles of grain through the agency of the village grain-dealer. 
He was also to enquire into the cases of small landowners and occupancy 
tenants without the necessary means of subsistence, and to these would be given ' 
advances under rules framed under the Agriculturists' Loans Act on the security 
of their landed interests. To larger landholders would be given advances to 
undertake land improvement works for the employment of their tenants. The 
staff of tahsildars and of European officers was to be strengthened in the affect· 
ed districts, and the co-operation of reliable native gentlemen in the work of 
village inspection was to be invited. These instructions were generally approved 
by the Government of India, but a question was raised whether the definition of 
the classes entitled to village relief had been made 11 sufficiently wide to include 
persons who are debarred by pride of birth from manual labour on out-door relief 
works." The Government of India expressed the opinion that the definition 
11 incapable poor who can offer neither security for advances nor labour in return 
for relief" should not be so construed as to deprive of all relief those persons who 
from such· scruples would rathtr die of starvation than work as labourers. On 
this point the local Government replied at some length. It remarked that the 
question whether any relief, and if so, what form of relief !'hould be given to persons 
who cannot repay advances and who being able will not work, had not been dealt 
with by the Famine Commission, and that it required definite settlement. It 
dwelt on the difficulties and risks attendant on any system which recognised the 
right to rel:ef o( any class of able-bodied persons \\ho did nothing in return for 
the assistance they received. It admitted that exceptional c~ses, really deserving 
of consideration, of poor persons of good social position who could not work nor 
beg without forfeiting their respectability migot arise, but consHered that all 
such ought to be investigated by a European relief officer before the claim was 
admitted, and held that all persons who might without real hardship be required 
to labour should be sternly excluded from gratuitous relief. These views were ulti
mately concurred in by the Government of India. Eventually preparations for 
famine relief were rendered unnecessary by good general rain during the third 
"'eck 10 Novt!mbcr, enabling the rabi to be sown in all districts and causing a 

heavy drop in prices. 

12. During the early months of 1884 the condition of the Southern Punjab, 
Scarcity In the southern and comprising the Karnal, Delhi, Gurgaon, Rohtak and 

Soutb-Eutem Punjab in s8S4. Hissar districts, caused anxiety, and required some 
measures of relid. Throughout the tract the ;ainfall of 1883 had been much 
below the a\'erage. The Harif crop promised well up to the middle of July, but 
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a break in the rains lasted for six weeks from the middle of July till the beginning 
of September, and the greater part of the crop withered. A heavy and general 
fall of rain in the first week of September rescued some of it, but generally speak· 
ing the outturn of grain and fodder was very poor. ThP. September rai·n enabled 
a considerable area to be sown for rabz', but the winter was rainless, and by 
March 1884 the unirrigated crops had almost wholly perished. In a great part 
of the tract the previous harvests also had been poor, and grain-stocks had be· 
come deplenished. But from the rest of the Punjab grain was actively imported, 
and prices, notwithstanding the local failure of crops, remained low. Barley in 
March was selling at 26 seers the rupee in the affected districts. The character 
of the five harvests, ending with the rabi of 1884, is shown below in terms of 
fractions of a rupee, 16 annas or one rupee representing an average harvest:-

1S8a. x883. 188.j. 

Ra6i. Kiu:rif. Ra6i. Klltu'IJ· Rahi. Kharif. 

As. As. As. As As. 

Delhi ... ... ... u !8 r6 5 4 ... 
Karnal ... ... . .. 4 8 4 3 4 . .. 
Gurgaon ... ... 4 12 16 5 8 . .. 
Hissar ... ... . .. 12 8 l2 4 8 ... 
Rohtak ... ... 13 8 8 3 4 .. . 
The harvests had been continuously poor in Kamal arid Rohtak from 18821 and 
in these districts the most serious distress was anticipated. The east and . 
south-east of the Karnal district were protected by the Western Jumna Canal, 
but in the Kaithal and Karnal tahsils there was no rabi crop in most of. the 
villages. Portions of the Rohtak district were also protected by the canal, but 
in the south, central and western pitrts of the district which depend on the 
rainfall, the khari/ and rabi failed completely, The condition of the Delhi 
district was better, as the harvests precedir.g the kharif of 1883 had been good. 
In Gurgaon the people we!e exceptionally impoverished and indebted, as the 
effects of the famine of 1876-78, when J so,ooo head of cattle died and 50 lakhs 
worth of crops were lost, had not disappeared. The position in Hissar was 
more satisfactory. The cultivators were reported not to have lost heart, and 
there were no signs of distress. 

13. The relief measures comprised (r) the suspension of the land revenue 

Summary or relief mellllures, 
where deemed necessary: (2) the grant o( loans for 
digging welJs, and later on, when the rains of 188.;. 

broke, of agricultural advances for seed and cattle: (3) the provision of road and 
tank work by the district boards for the unemployed at ordinary rates of wages. 
No regular famine relief works were opened, but in addition to the employment 
provided by the district boards a considerable amount of earth-work was in 
progress on the canals and railways. A large drainage work was started in May 
188+ in one part of the h.ohtak district, but very few labourers came to it, 
and it was closed after about 2 or 3 months. In the canal tracts the harvest· 
ing of, the spring crops also gave good and remunerative work to mttny. A 
scheme of major works for relief purposes was prepared in case the rains of 
1884 should fail, and circle .relief in accordance with the famine code was mapped 
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out against the same contingency.. But as the rains of 1884 were good it was 
not found necessary to put these measures into operation. In· ,no district was 
the distress or demand for employment great. The Delhi district in May report• 
ed that "the people do not crowd to the works, though the rate of wages is fair 
and work plentiful." The Kamal report was to the effect that the people were 
in good heart owing to low prices and large suspensions of land revenue. The 
Gurgaon report was that the people were cheerful, and that if rain fell there 
would be no distress. In that district 3,200 persons were on works. In Hissar 
in the same month (May) '750 people were employed, and 670 in Rohtak. In 
Jun~ the rains broke,· when plentiful employment in the fields became open to 
all classes, and by the end of July the works had generally closed. 

14. The largest amount of land revenue suspended was in Rohtak, where 
Revenue suspensions, and agri· Rs. 2,29,000 of the kharif demand of 1883 and 

cultural advances. Rs. 2,23,000 of the rahz" demand of 1884 were 
suspended. In Gurgaon the kharif and rahi suspensions amounted respectively 
to Rs. 1,16,ooo and Rs. I,Is,ooo. In Delhi Rs. 4o,ooo and in Kamal Rs. 45,ooo 
of the rahi demand was suspended. In Hissar practically the whole demand 
was realised without coercive processes or hardship to the people. About Rs. 
7o,ooo was advanced for wells, cattle and seed in the four districts. · 

I 5· That this scarcity, arising as it did from a very extensive failure of two 
Inferences from the Punjab successive harvests, which in two districts had been . 

scarcity. preceded by decidedly poor harvests, should have 
been tided. over at such small expense to the State, and resulted in so little 
distress, speaks well of the staying power and resources of the agriculturists 
of the south·eastern Punjab. The explanation must be sought, partly in 
the familiarity of the people of this part of the country with . drought, and 
their. consequent preparedness for it, partly on the proximity of the canal 
tracts offering abundant employment to the unemployed and providing surplus 
grain at low prices, and partly in the lightness of the land assessment. The most 
serious aspect of this, as of other similar scarcities in the south-eastern Punjab, 
was the great mortality which occurred among the cattle owing to the dearth of 
fodder and water, especially in the Hissar and Rohtak districts. A proposal to 
advance 2 lakhs of rupees, in these two districts,· to the agriculturists was made 
by the Commissioner of the division but was not supported by the Financial Com· 
missioner, and was ultimately refused by the local Government. The Financial 
Commissioner held that it would be cheaper in the end for the people to sell 
their plough bullocks at low prices and to buy others when rain began to fall, 
than to attempt to keep them alive on purchased fodder: and that it would be a 
great mistake cc to encourage the people to run largely into debt for this 
purpose, when a second failure of the rains would. inevitably result in the death 
of the cattle by starvation." He showed that in those districts the people 
were in the habit of selling their surplus cattle after han·est operations were 
over and buying others '1\·hen required: and argued that it was undesirable to 
interfere with habits of this kind, which were the result of long experience in a 
tract of country where seasons were unusually uncertain. These conclusions 
were accepted by the local Government. 11 As regards cattle required for agri· 
cultural purposes'' wrote. the Government, 11 it is far better, because it is a far more 
certain method of relief, to make advances for the purche~se of bullocks when the 
drought ceases, than to make advances nominally to keep them alive during the 
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season of droug~t. The free suspensions of land revenue which have been made 
will indirectly enable the agriculturist.s to procure fodder for their cattle. The 
people must be left to themselves in this mattt-r: the proceeds of_ the sale of 
surplus cat tie at the spring fairs will, no doubt, in many cases provide the means 
of purchasing fodder for the remaining cattle needed for agricultural purposes. 
Should it be necessary hereafter the Lieutenant-_Governor will be prepared to 
make large advances for the purchase of catti:." 

16. The south west monsoon rains of 1884 were ill-distributed and insuffi· 

D..... . arts r 8 1 . cient in the greater part of the province of Bengal. !Suess IJl p o eoga 111 · 

x884-85. A prolonged break occurred during August in North 
Bengal, Behar and Chota Nagpur. This was in a measure made good by favour. 
able rain in September and October over most of the province, but the crops were 
generally below the average, and a more or less pronounced failure of the winter' 
rice crop was repoite.d in .\ovember to have occurred in the Sadar and Nawada 
sub-divisions of Gaya, the Behar sub-division of Patna, the Sad~r sub-division of 
Darbhanga i in parts of N uddea and M urshidabad ; and in parts of the Burd· 
wan, Birbhum and Bogra districts. The prolonged cessation of the rains in August 
alarmed the local Government, and inquiries were instituted in all divisions as to 
the state of the crops and the condition of the people: but with the copious rain· 
fall of September and October these anxieties were greatly allayed, and it was 
considered that distress would at the most be now confined to strictly limited areas 
in the above mentione;l districts and would nowhere be very severe. Accordingly 
in November further and more minute enquiries were directed to be instituted in 
those areas in order to determine the villages likely to be actually affected, the 
classes of people in each village likely to need relief, the best means of affording 
it and the probable cost. Special attention was also directed to be paid to 
stimulating private charity and enlisting the co-operation of local residents of 
influence and public ~pirit in meeting such distress as might be 'expected to 
occur. 

17· The belief that relief measures might, without hardship to the people, be 
Relief measures in different dis· confined within narrow limits, proved to be well 

tricta. founded, In Nuddea and Murshidabad the district 
boards provided work on road repairs at ordinary rates of wages, but it attracte~ 
few labourers. In Gaya; Patna and Darbhanga similar works were carried on 
during the hot Wt:ather months of r8.:iS on a small scale. In May the Collector· 
of the Darbhanga district was able to report that the condition of the people 
was so much better than he had anticipated, that he d1d not think that any
further measures of relief were required. For relief works in the distressed parts 
of the district the local Government had made a grant of Rs. s,ooo in January, 
but it was not found necessary to spend it The rains commenced in good time, 
and in July the local Government was able to report that such pressure as had 
existed was disappearing. Though there was " more or less pinching in parts of 
Gaya, Patna and Darbhanga ", there was "no want of food and no necessity for 
any save a small expenditure in helping a few old and infirm persons and children." 
By September the Patna and Gaya districts ceased to occasiof\ any anxiety. 
In Uarbhanga distress was prolonged owing to an unsatisfactory Dlladoi or 
early rain crop till November, but with a good winter rice crop it iikewise 
disappeared. 
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18. In the Burdwan division more serious distress actually de¥eloped in parts 
Relief measures i.a the Burdw~ of the Burdwan, Birbhum and Bankura districts in 

divisiou. the hot weather and rains of t88s. In the Burdwan 
district the area affected was about 6oo square miles with a population of 
3oo,ooo; in the Birbhum district 200 square miles were affected with a p0pu· 
lation of JOo,ooo; and ·in Bankura I 70 square miles with a population of 
p,ooo. Distress in these tracts was chiefly confined to the non-labouring popu
lation, and was chiefly met by the grant of gratuitous relief, though for 
the relief of the able·bodied road and tank works on a small scale were 
provided by the district boards. In each district charitable associations were 
formed, and the gratuitous relief given by them was supplemented by similar 
relief given by the district officers, from funds placed at their disposal by the 
Government. Agricultural advances were also freely given. In May 4,500 per
sons were on the Government gratuitous lists in the Burdwan district; 6,ooo in 
Birbhum; and 2,ooo in Bankura. In June the numbers in Birbhum had in
creased to 14,300, of whom 8,5oo were relieved by Government and 5,8oo by 
private agencies. On reli~f works in these districts the numbers were much 
smaller, and . the subject of gratuitous relief attracted attention~ and led to 
correspondence of some· interest between the Government of Bengal and the 
local officers. The first question discussed was as to the proper amount of the 
gratuitous daily dole. It was reported by the Commissioner that the money dole 
granted to each recipient represented the price of half a local seer (or I2f 

ounces) of rice, whereas according to the famine code it should be sufficient 
to procure the minimum ration of the code. The Commissioner admitted that 
this amount of food in itself was not e1ough to support life, but he urged that in 
his division only moderate distress and not famine existed, that the persons 
in receipt of gratuitous relief were either helped also by private charity or were 
earning small sums by odd jobs, and that in point of fact they were not in danger 
of starvation. The local Government, however, took the view that no departure 
from the recently promulgated famine code could be allowed, and that in granting 
gr;ttuitous relief the scale therein prescribed must be adhered to. The second 
quest;on was as to the prominence given in the division, especially in the 
Bitbhum district, to gratuitous relief. The attendance at the road and tank works 
opened for relief purposes was small and showed no sign of increasing; while the· 
numbers on the gratuitous list rapidly rose. The Commissioner recognised that 
in Birbhum the scheme of relief was faulty, and that there was too much reliance 
on gratuitous relief and too little on works. "A glance at the figures," he wrote 
in July, "given in the report shows that one·seventh of the entire population in 
certain tracts are in such a distressed condition as to require gratuitous help, 

, and I cannot credit such a universal state of destitution. .Most of these are 
~ women and children who are said to have none to support them; but this excuse 
can no longer be put forward, for the timely rainfall must have caused a return 
of those who went away in search of work." He urged on the Collector the 
opening of more works and the rigid sifting of the gratuitous lists. The Govern· 
ment took the same view, and from July a sensible reduction in the numbers 
gratuitously relit~ved commenced. A satisf.actory monsoon enabled relief of all 
kinds to be closed at the end of November throughout the di\~sion. In August 
and September t88 5 relief measures, chiefly in the form of loans, were again 
necessitated in M urshidabad, Nuddea and other districts on account of damage 
from flooJs, and in Orissa on account of a destructive cyclone and storm wave. 
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19. The total State expenditure on relief in the province amounted to 3t 
Cost of relie!. 

lakhs of which "Rs. 2.41,900 were for loans and 
advances, and the rest chiefly for gratuitous relief. 

Relief works were, as stated, provided by the district boards. 

20. The south-west monsoon rains of 1884 were abo very deficient over a·. 
Scarcity ill parts of Madras ill great part of the Madras.presidency. In Madura, 

J884-85. Coimbatore and· Cuddapah the rainfall for the 
period from the 1st April to 3oth September was nearly one-half less than the 
normal rainfall, in Bellary and TinneveUy more than one· half less, and in Ananta• 
pur nearly two·thirds less. In all these districts the failure of the south.'west" 
monsoon was more complete than ·in the famine year 1876; Writing in the ' 
middle of October; the Madras Government described the position as critical. 
Fortunately prices still remained comparatively low, the preceding years had in· 
most parts been good, and stocks of food in the presidency were .believed to be · 
large. In November and December all anxiety was removed in respect of all these· 
districts, excepting Be!lary and Anantapur; by a fairly good north-east monsoon. 

~I. In Bellary and Anantapur the crop failure was serious. thqugh from differ-
Tracts affected and character of ences of soils and rainfall four talukas and parts of 

11carcity. two others, forming a block of 3,ooo square miles, 
suffered more than the rest of the districts. These taluk'as were Gooty and 
Tadpatri in the north 9f the Anantapur district; and Bellary and Alur, with parts · 
of Adoni and Rayadrug, in the east ofthe Bellary district, adjoining the affected · 
tracts of Anantapur. The extent to which the rainfall failed· is shown in the 

BELLARY DISTRICT, 

Taluks. 

Bellary 
Alur 
A doni 
Hospet .. . 
Hadgalle .. . 
Kudligi ... 
Harpanahalt .. . 
Rayadrug .. . 

April
December. 

1884-

Inches. 
7'67 
7'4° 

16'92 
IJ'91 

8'14 
15'25 
12'17 
9'91 

Normal. 

Inches. 
17'24 
1g·ss 
~'~4'C'8 
22'56 
2t'JI 
ll:l'03 
'3'33 
19'13 

11'42 21'311 

ANANTAl'UR DISTRICT. 

Taluks; /o!~~~-;. Normal. 
1884· 

Gooty .. . 
Tadpatri .. . 
Anantapur .. . 
Dharmavaram 
Peoukooda .. . 
Hindupur .. . 
Madak<~iva .•. 

Inches. 
8'52 

10'03 
8'44 

11'11 
10'31 
10'15 
u·ao 

Inches. 
ao'66 
19'•5 
16'46 
20'48 

. 15'02 
IT28 
19'72· 

10'17 18'41 

marginal table. But· 
account has· also to'' 
be taken of certain 
physical peculiarities 
of the districts. The 
affected talukas con·· 
tain • large areas of · 
black· soil, which de
pend forcultivation on · 
heavy rain in Septem· 
her and the subse~ • 
quent rains of the' 

north-east monsoon. In the affected talukas the north·east monsoon gave little· 
rain in 1884 and consequently a considerable portion of the area usually cultivated 
lay waste, and such as had been cultivated yielded less than one-fourth of 
an average crop. In the rest of the Anantapur and Bellary districts light red 
soils predominate, which will bear a crop with less rain than the 'black soils ; and 
though the crop on them even here was under one·half the average yield, the loss 
was not so gr'eat as in· the black soil tracts. In both districts prices were 
high. The price of cholum or greater millet stood at· 1St seers the rupee in 
Bellary and 21! seers irt Anantapur at the end of December 1884, against 
38 seers in Bellary and 40 seers in Anantapur in December 1883. These com
paratively high prices pressed heavily on people accustomed, as are the people of 
Bellary and Anantapur, to cheap food. A state of distress though not· fall)ine 
existed, and the Madras Government considered that it called for an enlargement · 
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of ordinary public works, to afford employment for considerable numbers of 
people between the beginning of th~ year 1885 and the following June, when the 
next cultivating season would comme'nce. There were, however, it was said, no 
irrigation or other projects sufficiently large in readiness, and it was proposed to 
reserve certain small works of communication for the approach of the cultivating 
season when it would be desirable to keep the people near their homes. The 
sanction of the Government of India was therefore sought for and obtained to 
commence earth-work for relief purposes on the projected extension of the 
Guntakal-Hindupur railway. This work was kept open till June when the mon
soon set in. The expenditure on it appears to haye been about one lakh. Such 
other relief works as were found necessary were provided by the district boards •. 
No gratuitous relief appears to have been given, but large remissions of land 
revenue were made. In Augus't 1885 a break in the monsoon renewed the anxiety 
of the Madras Government for the Bellary and Anantapur districts, and pre para• 
tions for recommencing the railway work were made. But the monsoon again 
strengthened, and by the end of September the agricultural outlook was good 
and cholum had fallen to 25 seers the rupee. 

22. In 1886_a long break in the rains in August and September greatly 
A prebended scarcity in parts or dani::~.ged the rice crop of the Bilaspur and Raipur 

tbetentral Provinces in 1886-87. districts in the Chhattisgarh division of the Central 
Provinces. In the middle of SeptembAr a heavy fall of rain temporarily improved 
matters, but this was followed by another period of bright weather and hot dry 
winds. At the end of September it was reported that in Bilaspur 50 per cent. 
of the rice area would yield no crop ; that in the remaining area it would be only 
4 annas ; and that the district board was starting work oi1 tanks for the employ~ 
ment of the people. From Bhandara and Balaghat in the Nagpur division 
similar reports as to the failure of the rice crops w~::re received, and preparations 
were made for opening works. ·The local Administration thought the situation 
sufficiently serious to be reported to the Government of India, and asked permis~ 
sion to start earth-work, if necessary, on the projected Bengal-Nagpur railway, 
as a relief work. In the first week of October gJod rain fell which did material 
good. The possibility of having to afford extensive relief was entertained for 
some time, and small relief works were kept open without attracting many labour· 
ers. The rice crop was almost a total failure over a considerable area in Bilas
pur, and in Raipur over a large area it was little removed from a total failure. 
The October rain 9-Jlowed an extensive rabi crop to be sown in many villages, but 
in both districts there were considerable areas in which only a rice crop could be 
sown. In these tracts distress was expected during the hot weather of 1887, and 
prepared for. But it did not· appear, and the expenditure on relief works was 
very small. The ease with which the Chhattisgarh division sustained the dis· 
astrous season of 1886, strongly corroborated the often expressed opinion as to 
the great resources of this tract. Previous se::~sons had been good, there were 
ample stocks of food in the villages, and though prices were higher than usual, 
rice selling at 20 to 24 seers against 30 to 40 seers in ISSs, they never reached 
scarcity level. 

23. At the close of the year 1 SSS the condition of the Champaran, .1\f uzaf. 
farpur and Darbhanga districts caused grare anxiety. 

Scarcity in Behar In 1888 89· In the two critical months of September and October' 

1888 the average rainfall in these three districts was only 5·44, inches, and this, 
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although nearly two inches greater than the amount which fell in the correspond
ing months of 1873 (the year of the Jjehar famine), was yet less than half the 
normal amount. This deficiency of rainfall eli.tended to the whole of Behar and 
affected the winter rice crop throughout the division i but the only tract as to 
which real anxiety was felt, was a strip of land over I,ooo square miles in area 
which ~xtended for about 90 miles along the Nepal frontier through Champaran, 
Muzaf'farpur and O:~.rbhanga. Here little except rice is grown, and in 1888 this 
crop-~·as almost all lost. Prices.rose to a high level, rice from January onwards 
selling at 1 1 and 12. seers in the affected ·tract. This, taken with the high prices 
prevalent, produced, it was recorded by . the Lieutenant-Governor in February 
1889 after a tour through the affected tracts, "among the poorer inhabitants 
<lf the area in question a certain amount of distress, very different in degree 
from that felt in actual famine, but nevertheless quite unmistakeable, and such 
as to call for relief." In January relief works were opened by the district 
boards in numerous localities, so that employment was offered to the needy 
within easy reach of their homes. To the able-bodied piece-work . was 
offered at a rate which would enable the ordinary worker to earn the money 
equivalent of the " full ration " of the famine code. The weakly were 
employed on task-work· on 7 5 per cent. of ·'the full wage. Work was given to 
all who sought for it without e~ception. At the end of January about 8,ooo 
persons were employed in Champaran, 4,000 in Muzaffarpur, and 4,ooo in Dar· 
bhanga. As the hot weather months drew on, the district board works were 
supplemented by relief works conducted by . the revenue authorities from pro· 
vincial funds. Advances were also given to landlords and cultivators, .and gra· 
tuitous relief on a small scale started. At the end .of May the numbers of relief 
workers were about I s,ooo in Muzaffarpur, I 2,ooo in Champaran, and ts,ooo 
in Oarbhanga. In June exceptionally heavy rain set in, leading to a general 
resumption of agricultural operations and a rapid fall in the numbers on relief 
works. In July floods caused anxiety, and interrupted grain traffic, so that prices 
rose and rice was as high as 9 seers the rupee in the affected tracts. Up to this 
time very little had been done in the way' of gratuitous relief. A few kitchens 
were now opened for children, and a small expenditure incurred on grain doles in 
villages. In August 3,000 persons were in receipt of gratuitous relief in Muzaffar
pur, and r,ooo in Champaran. Very few works still remained open. As the crops 
ripened, distress declined, and relief was everywhere closed at the end of October. 

24. The total expenditure by Government on direct famine relief amounted 

Cost or relief. 

amounted to 2 lakhs. 

to about 3 lakhs ; on loans and advances about 3 
lakhs more. The expenditure by the district boards 

25. Commenting in October 1889 on the famine progress reports received 
from Bengal! the Secretary of State expressed his satisfaction with the promptitude 

and discrimination shown by the Government of Ben· 
Remarks of the Secretary or I d . ffi . d )" . 

State ror India. ga an 1ts o cers 111 ea mg w1th the crisis of North 
Behar. "The failure of crops and consequent dis· 

tress/' he remarked, li were happily confined to a narrow tract in Behar and were 
neither so severe nor so extensive as in the years 1869 and 1874. But in such. a 
thickly populated region any serious failure of crops gives cause for anxiety. 11 "The 
people had passed," he added,'' through an anxious time without loss of life or avoid· 
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able suffering.'' But the Secretary of State went on to say that he was not equally 
satisfied that the necessities of the case were promptly recognised by the local offi· 
cials and dealt with in the .Orissa Tributary States and in Angul. 11 In the chiefs hips 
the primary responsibility rests upon the chiefs: but the shortcomings of the Daspalla 
Chief, and the situation in some of the other Estates might have been ascertained 
earlier. In the Government est~te of Angul, British officers were certainly respon· 
sible for ascertaining the facts and for administering relief: and the situation there 
appears to have become critical before active relief work was begun under orders 
given by Sir John Edgar on the spot." The scarcity in Orissa here referred to will 
now be noticed. • 

26. In March 1889 the deficiency of the crops of the preceding year in many 
Distress in tbe Tributary States of the Tributary States of Orissa was the cause of 

or Orissa in 188g. some anxiety to the. Government of Bengal, and the 
necessity for special vigilance in Angul, a once tributary state which had been 
confiscated in 1847 by the British Government, and had since remained under Gov· 
ernment management, was impressed on the Commissioner of Orissa. The Angul 
territory is difficult of access from Cuttack and is shut in on all sides by 
hills and unbridged rivers. It is a net·work of forest clad hills, and its population 
consists largely of aboriginal tribes and, semi-hinduised castes which find a. pre· 
carious subsistence in the forests and in temporary cultivation, or as field hands 
in the more open parts of the country. The total population is about 10o,ooo 
souls. Rice is the sole crop. In 1887 and again in 1888 the crop" was very 
short, the yield being less than h~lf the average. On the failure of the crop of 
1888, reports of distress in Angul were received, and caused the anxiety which led 
the Bengal Government to impress the necessity of vigilance on the local authorities. 
Up to June, however, no special expenditure on relief was sanctioned, and of the sum 
of Rs. 12,ooo placed by the Government of Bengal at the disposal of the Commis· 
sioner of the division for advances to the cultivators, only Rs. 3,ooo had been 
disbursed. The monthly reports from the native superintendent of the Angul terri· 
tory at length indicated such serious distress that in July Sir John Edgar, the 
Chief Secretary to the Bengal Government, was deputed to Orissa. He found 
the situation more critical :han had been realised by the local authorities, and that 
the measures of relief which had been taken were quite inadequate. Great distress 
existed, and while an enormous number of deaths from cholera were reported, 
there was evidence that not a few were really due to privation. A few relief 
centres had been established with works attached to them. But they gave 
employment to only 493 persons and gratuitous relief to I ,gg8 persons, and both the 
amount of wage on the works andthe ration given on gratuitous relief were un· 
questionably insufficient. 1\leasures were at once taken to m~ke relief effective~ 

The estate 1\'as divided into three circles, each under the charge of a European 
officer who was given a medical subordinate. Their duties were to visit each 
village, to superintend the distribution of gratuitous relief to those who could 
not work, to gi\'e light work, such as basket working and husking rice, to those 
capable of light work, to distribute seed and subsistence advances to culti\·ators 
and to others for spinning and weaving, and to provide for the able-bodied such 
'\l\'ork on roads and embankments near their Yilbges as it was found practi· 
cable to carry .out in the rainy season. The cost of these measure-s was esti .. 
mated at Rs. 41,ooo, and to prevent any risk of food supplies in the territory run· 
ning short, Rs. 1 s,ooo was also spent on purchasing and forwarding unhusked rice 
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from Cuttack. · With these meas~res and favourable rains the distress was 
· brought under control, though, as the Government of Bengal remarked, it is much 

more difficult to "overtake a famine which has been allowed to get out of hand 
than to prevent starvation by timely measures." Many of the persons brought on to 
relief were in bad condition, specially the children. At the end of September the 
numbers on relief did not exceed 3,6oo, of whom three-fourths were women and 
children in receipt of gratuitous relief, an~ by the end of November it was found 
possible to close all relief operations. No trustworthy mortality statistics appear 
to have been collected, but the combined effects on the population of cholera, 
dysentery and other diseases usually accompanying a period of general privation 
were admittedly great. · · 

The situati~n in the tributary st~tes in th~ vicinity· of Angul, in the hilly 
country lying north and south of the ~ahanadi river, was also investigated by Sir 
John Edgar, and ascertained to be as serious in several of them as in Angul. In 
each case such measures of relief as were found practicable were concerted with the 
ruling Chief, loans of money for relief purposes granted where necessary, and 
more effective supervision arranged for. That the mortality from privation was 
great in several States unfortunately does not admit of ~oubt. 

27. The south·west monsoon of 1888 began late in Ganjam and was irregular 
and scanty, the total rainfall received by the district 

The Ganjam famirle of I888-Sg. . 
between the 1st April and the 3oth September being 

only 18 inches, aga\nst a normal rainfall of 31 inches. The normal rainfall of the 
north-east monsoon iu Ganjam, between the 1st October arid 31st December, is 11 
inches. In 1888 this period was rainless except for a cyclonic storm which gave 
7'7 inches of rain between the 29th October and the 9th November. The crops 
:which consist chiefly of unirrigated rice and ragi had failed seriously by the· 15th 
October over large areas, water and pasturage became very scarce, grain-dealers 
in panic refused to sell grain, prices rose rapidly, and grain riots and robberies 
occurred. The Madras Government deputed one of the members of the Board 
of Revenue to proceed to Ganjam at once and report on the condition of affairs. 
Mr. Gacstin's arrival in the district on the 4th November 1888 had been preceded 
by rain, and its effect was to save the standing dry crops of red·gram, horse-gram 
and late ragi, and to secure some yield to the rice crop where it had not already 
withered. The conclusion he arrived at was that at that date there was qo general 
failure of food-supply. He estimated the yield of the rice crop at three~ 

eighths of a normal yield, and put that of other crops somewhat higher. He 
considered it berond doubt that the high price of food grains and the prospect of 
a bad rice harvest had c:J.used much distress, especially to the poorer classes 
and the weavers. He recommended the opening of large works, to be carried 
out as ordinary public works by professional agency, and under the powers vested 
in him by Government at once opened the Rushikulya canal project on the 
ordinary piece·work system through contractors. He recommended advances to 
weavers, and in regard to gratuitous village relid to the helpless and those 
unable to work (lists of whom were being prepared by the Collector) he advised 
that relief should be granted to them when the price of rice exceeded the scarcity 
rate. The scarcity rates at that time fixed for the Ganjam district were ll'2o seers · 
the rupee for rice, and 16·6o for ragi. In 1887 the average price of rice had been 
25l seers and of ragi 45 seers the rupee. In October 1888 rice had risen to 10 seers 
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and ragi to 23 seers the rupee. These prices fell to 12 seers and 24! seers respec
tively when rain occurred in November, but 'they gradually rose from this point in 
subsequent months, till in June 1889 rice was selling at 9'9 seers and ragi at 17 seers. 
Under Mr. Garstin's proposal it would have been permissible to the Collector to 
have commenced gratuitous village relief in December r888 when rice became 
dearer than 1 !3 seers the rupee. The Madras Go\'ernment, however, held in its 
order of 12th December 1888 that ragi being the cheapest food in ordinary use in 
the district should be regarded as the standard grain, and forbade gratuitous 
relief being given, except in the case of homeless wanderers and beggars in 
danger of starvation, until the price of ragi reached 16 seers the rupee. It was 
subsequently. ascertained, when His Excellency the Governor of Madras visited 
Ganjam in June 1889, that the assumption that ragi was the common food of the 
people in Ganjam was incorrect, as though largely consumed, it is always mixed 
with rice by even the poorest classes. The course of the Ganjam scarcity also 
showed that distress might become very ge·neral and severe without ragi reaching 
the scarcity rate of 16·6o seers the rupee. As it loses 20 per cent. in bulk in 
being ·converted into meal, the scarcity rate of 16'60 seers of ragi, in grain, 
represents a rate of J 3'3 seers of ragi meal. The decision to defer gratuitous relief 
until the scarcity rate of ragi was reached was thus an unfortunate one, and 
had unfortunate results. As regards relief works, the Madras Government approv· 
ed the orders as to the opening the. Rushikulya canal and other works, but 
directed that all persons, and not the able-bodied only, should be given employ
ment on them, and also authorised the Collector to open subsidiary small works, 
.as necessary, under civil agency. 

28. Up to June r889relief was regulated by these orders. The large public 

Relief up to June 1889. 
works gave employment to about 4,000 labourers in 
January, 13,000 in February, 14,000 in March, 

and 2o,ooo in April. Virulent cholera then broke out and the numbers 
in 1\fay and June fell in consequence to u,ooo. The original intention was that 
all applicants for labour should be provided with employment on these works, but 
the works were given out by the Public Works Department to contractors, only able· 
bodied labourers were admitted, and numbers of people were left without employ• 
ment, until in May the Collector perceiving this opened civil agency works for 
their relief. On these small works between s,ooo and J o,ooo persons were emplor 
ed for some months. \Vhen Lord Connemara visited Ganjam in June 1889, about 
18,ooo persons were employed on professional agency and civil works, and some 
2,300 persons had been admitted by the Collector to gratuitous village relief, on 
the ground that they were in danger· of stan·ation. As distress was severe in a 
tract of about 2,500 square miles \\ith a population of J, Joo,ooo, relief was con
fined to about 8 persons in every square mile, representing only 2 per cent. of the 
population. 

29. Lord Conncm:ua marched in the first fortnight in June 1889 through the 
Lord coonemara'a visit. Famine most distressed parts of the district, and then recorded 

recognised. the conclusion that "a large amount of distress, 
anh•unting to starvation, existed, and that the m0st urgent orders and the most 
prompt action were required if many !ires were not to. be !o·st by the most lingering 
and dreadful of deaths." Famine was declared by the 1\ladras Government to exist 
in the Ganjam district. Numerous kitchens were at once opened for the distribution 
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of cooked food, and' orders were passed for the formati.on of relief circles, the 
appointment of circle relief officers, and the distribution ·of doles of grain or money 
in the villages to the aged, the poor, the sick and the de~titute. Seed·grain for the 
cultivators was also imported from the Godwari district. The Madras Govem
mer.t further relieved the Revenue, Board of the management of the famine, and 
put the Collector in direct communication with itself. Under this changed policy 
the numbers on relief rapidly o.ugmented. The Revenue Board recorded in its 
review of the operations that "The careful inspection of the vii' ages and the opening 
of the kitchens revealed the existence of severe and ·wide-spread distress which 
had not previously been adequately realised.'' The numbers on gratuitous relief, the 
grant of "hicn under the code is confined to destitute resident villagers physically 
incapable of or unfit to labour, increased rapidly. The numbers on village relief 
rose to over 27,000 by the end of June 188g. to 7o,ooo by the end of July, and 
to 93,000 in the· first week in August. In August over 1 1 ,ooo persons were also 
fed daily in kitchens. This month marked the highest point in relief As the 
circle relief organization was perfected, it became possible to exercise stricter 
control, and with a good harvest on the ground the numbe.rs on gratuitous 
relief were reduced to 28,000 by the end of SeptembeP. At the end of October 
t88g this form of relief was discontinued, though relief works were retained till 
the end of November. 

30. Complete accounts of the expenditure on this famine are not given in 

Ccst oCrelief. 
the official report upon)t. But Rs. 3,64,000 is stated , 
to have been expended on professional works, Rs. 

2,45,000 on civil agency works, and Rs. 3,5o,ooo on gratuitous relief. Rs. 1,7o,ooo 
was advanced to wtavers and for seed-grain. Rs. 2,68,o;:;o of land revenue was 
remitted, and Rs. 3,oo,ooo was suspended. The.expenditure was by no means 
excessive, but it may be conjectured that if relief had been more freely given 
in the first stage of distress, less would l:ave been spent on gratuitous relief and 
kitchens in the second stage. 

31. As regards the mortality .:luring the famine period, the chief facts are 
these. The average number of recorded deaths per 

Mortality io the Ganjam famine. 
annum in the Ganjam district for the ten years 

ending the 3oth September 1888 was 19 ooo from all causes, and 18,400 
excluding cholera. In the 12 months from the 1st October 1888 to the 
3oth September a88g, the recorded number of deaths was 38,463 from all causes, 
and 24.422 excluding cholera. This gives a recorded death-rate for these twelve 
months of 42·o per mille from all causes, and 25 ·6 excluding cholera. The latter 
death·rate is below the true df'ath -rate of an Indian district in healthy years and 

. stamps the death registration of the Ganjam district as defective That this 
must have been so is aho shown by the low recorded death-rate of 16 per 
mille, excluding cholera, for the decennial period immediately preceding the 
famine. It is possible that the reg:stration in 1888-89, though imperfect, was 
more perfect than that of the decennial period, as the existence of distress directed 
special attention to the subject But the exact allowance to be made for this 
cannot be determined. On the other hand it is probable that some of the deaths 
ascribed to cholera resulted more or lesi directly from privation. All that can be 
safely said is that the mortality of the famine period from all causes was much 
in excess of that of ordinary years. 
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32. The incidents of this famine led to the consideration of some important 
. Discussion of certai11telie! quea· principles of famine procedure. It was recognised 

tic.ns. that the rise of prices to· a particular rate should not 
be made the criterion of the necessity for granting relief, and that the special use 
of what are called scarcity rates in the codes is to act as a danger signal. A rise 
of prict:s to such points is ordinarily a· sign of the existence of severe scarcity, 
but severe distress may exist tefore prices have reached this limit. The Madras 
Govern111ent also considered that the code scarcity rates for all districts required 
revision, that such rates should be determined with reference to ·local conditions, 
and that it was unsafe to take as a danger signal for the whole presidency one 
and the same percentage of illcrease in the price of food grains. 11 In Ganjam 
wages and prices are ordinarily lower than in any other district of the presidency, 
and any rise in the price of food grains i, felt more quickly and acutely by the 
low paid labourer there than by the better paid one elsewhere." With regard 
to particular measures of relief, the plan adopted in the Ganjam famine of con· 
fining the departmental public works to able-bodied workers and leaving the 
civil authorities to manage small wo:ks for all other classes, was considered to 
have been unsatisfactory. The better procedure, it was held, would have been 
to have placed all works under pr0fessional management, and to have fixed varying 
tasks for ~·arying capacities. Th~ pre:lominance which grain and money doles had 
assumed in the Ganjam famine and the objections taken by the people to 
cooked food were thus dealt with: "The Government considers that cooked 
food is the best form of relief for a11 who cannot earn wages on relief works. As 
regards the alleged difficulty ·of adopting it generally on the ground of caste 
scruples, the Government does not consider that any such scruples are bond .fide 
or should be recognised which do not involve loss of caste by accepting the relief: 
if the food is cooked by Brahmins in a kitchen to which none but Brahmins hd.ve 
access, there is no room for a~y such scruple............................ Acceptance 
of cooked food is the truest ancl safest test of the need for gratuitous relief, but 
the objection to relying exclusively on this form of relief is, that it would be 
difficult to work on a large scale if there were wide·spread distress. \\'hen a 
large proportio:-~ of a not very dense population has to be relie\·ed, the organiza
tion of adequate distribution cf cooked food becomes almost impossible. Some 
discretion must therefore be given to officers in special cases to substitute grain 
doles for cooked food." The preference here given to kitchens is still retained 
in the Madras famine code. The code directs that in the early stages of 
distress, unless the Government should order other~ ise, gratuitous re·lief should 
be restricted to the grant of cooketl food in central kitchens; and differs from all 
other codes in postponing the organization of relief circles and the preparation 
of village lists until distress has become se\'ere. 

33· The autumn crops of 188g-90 throughout the districts of Kumaun and · 
Garhwal were indifferent. The area under plou.:rh 

Scardtv In the Kamaun and Carh• • o 
wa1 districts or the North Western was below the average owmg to a se\'ere epidemic 
Provinces and Oudh in 1fl9o. I T of cho era. he season was also unfa\·ourable. 
The rains were late in coming, were excessive while they lasted, and ended early. 
The result was a bad harvest of the graius which form the staple food of the 
poorer classes in the hills of Kumaun and Garhwal. The usual winter rains were 
also a failure, and, except in the areJ. irrigated from the hill streams, the spring 
crops of 1890 almost wholly failed. The people in these hilly tracts live in 
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scattered and distant villages, communication between which is difficult, The 
fields produce little more than is needed for their food, and throughout Garhwal 
and much of the Kumaun hill country, there is an absence of traders and grain· 
~ealers. The cultivators and landholders live on their own stocks, and in con· 
sequence of the deficiencies of the Harz/ and the failure of the rahi these sto.c~s 
~·ere dangerously depleted. The people in most parts had money to buy food, 
but there was no machinery for getting and distributing the necessary supplies. 
It became accordingly neces5ary to import and distribute grain through Govern· 
ment agency. In April t8ya the local Government sanctioned the purchase of 
45,000 maunds of grain for Garhwal. Most of the quantity was bought in the 
markets of the plains, and, before the rains made transport difficult, it was 
removed to selected depots in tl1e interior. It was sold as required under official 
supervision at rates which covered all costs of purchase, transport and wastage, 
and was also sufficiently high to enforce economy on the purchasers. In Kumaun~ 
the failure of crops not being so serious as in Garhwal, it was considered suffi· 
cient to place at the disposal of the district officer Rs. 15,ooo for purchase of 
grain. In Kumaun grain was given out in return for cash, but in Garhwal it was 
almost entirely advanced under engagemepts to pay by instalments extending 
over two ytars. By one or other of these methods about .. p,ooo maunds of food 
were placed in the hands of the people. Cash advances aggregating Rs. Io,soo, 
representing some 5,ooo maunds of food-grain, were also made in Garhwal. 
Ord.ers were given for the opening of relief works for those who could neither buy 
nor give security. But there was apparently' no need to give effect to these 
orders. Gratuitous relief was neither required nor given. During April and 
May good showers ftll in both districts, which ensured the germination of the 
lhattf crops. The monsoon rains were also favourable, and by the middle of 
August _all cause for further anxiety ceased. In September an excellent harvest 
was reaped. In Garhwal about 75,000 persons, a fourth of the population of the 
district, were for some time dependent on the supplies they drew from the Govern· 
ment stores. In Kumaun upwards of I 2,ooo maunds were sold, and the relief 
thus given was divided over a population of 34,000. The cost of the relief 
measures in Garhwal came to Rs, 1,48,ooo. Of this sum, it was estimated at 
the time that about Rs. 1,38,ooo would be recovere.:l. In Kumaun the cost 
aggregated Rs. 37,ooo, almost the whole of which was recovered. These 
measures proved ample and met the necessities of the people. 

34- In March 1892 the probability of the occurrence of distress in the dis· 

Scarcity in the Kumanu division tricts of Garhwal and AI mora in the Kumaun di\'ision 
and iD Dehra .Dun iD the No~- was brought to the notice of Government • In the 
Western Prcmru:ea and Oudh ID • 
11192· following month reports of a similar . tenor were 
received from the. bill pargana of Jaunsar·Bawar in Debra Dun. In both cases, 
the reason for the anxiety was the same. The ltlzarif or autumn crop of 1891·911 
had been a poor one because of the lateness of the rains, and the partial destruc· 
tion of th~ crops by locusts. Owing to the failure of the usual winter rains, the 
spring crop proved to be even worse. Throughout tht: month of March dry west 
winds and a high temperature prevailed, which prevented the germination of the 
~ops .• These two successive crop failures left a large tract without sufficient grain 
m store to carry the people on till the gathering of the autumn har\'est of 1892·93· 
At the end of March advances to the amount of Rs. rs,soo under the Agricul· 
turists' Loans Act were sanctioned for Kumaun. It was, however, soon found 
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· that owing to the depletion of local stocks and want of private traders to import 
grain from the plains, cash loans were of no use, as there was no grain to be pur
chased with them. It was accordingly decided that, as in 1890, grain should be 
imported by Government for sale to the people. Forty-five thousand five hundred 
and twenty-four maunds of wheat, grani and barley, costing in all Rs. 1,54,624 were 
thti~ brought to the affected tracts and distributed in Garhwal and ·Aimora. The 
cash sales amounted toRs. 25,040, and those on credit to mtn with interest in land 
and to others on their security to Rs. 1,41 1533· Profiting by the experience 
of 1890, 1he purchase of grain on this occasion was made more cautiously, a 
much smaller stock was left in hand, and it was anticipated that no' loss 
would accrue to the State. In Garhwal the number of persons who made purchases 
was 18,134, and allowing, as eslimated by the Deputy Commi ;sioner, eight persons 
for each purchaser, some 15o,ooo people were assisted by advances of Govenment 
grain. The peopl~ in the interior hills displayed great disinclination to go down 
to the plain~, or to travel any great distance even in the hills to buy grain. Besides 
relief granted by distribution of grain, the collection of land revenue was suspend
ed as also the realization of advances made during the scarcity of 1890. No relief 
works were found necessary in Garhwal, but in Kumaun road repairs were under. 
taken in order to give employment to those who could not afford to pay for food and 
for whom no one would stand security. The relief measures taken proved sufficient 
to keep the people. in their homes and prevented the scarcity from deepening into 
famine. In Jaunsar-Bawar there was no necessity to import grain, as there was 
a local market easily accessible from all parts of the affected area which had 
the advantage of an excellent cart road linking it with the plains. The relief 
took the form of advances for seed at~d sustenance, the total amount distributed 
for both these objects being Rs. 23,400. Some road works were also started, 
which however did not attract more than 200 labourers. Special dtfficulties 
were met with in extending to the people the full measure of help they needed .. 
These were caused by their constitutional apathy and shyness, which led them 
to suffer in silence rather than bring their distress to notice, and by their 
disinclination to leave their homes, which prevented them from taking advan· 
tage of works opened for them even when they were at a moderate distance 
from their villages. 

The monsoon of 18g:z was early and favourable. The earliest autumn crops 
were gathered in both Kumaun and Jaunsar-Bawar in the third week of August 
anrl the· distress then came to an end. 

35· With the failure of the north-east monsoon of 1890 a period of severe agri· 
Distress In the Madras preal· cultural distress commenced and prevailed for over· 

dency In 1891 and 1893
· two years throughout the .Madras presidency. The 

failure was most marked in the Central and Carnatic districts which depend· 
chiefly for their rain on the north-east monsoon. But· in the first six months of 
1891, it was only in the five districts of Cuddapah, Nellore, Chingleput, North 
Arcot and Coimbatore that special relief operations were found necessary. The 
south-west monsoon of 1891 was late and seriously deficient and led 'to a large 
failure of crops in the D(::ccan and Central districts, a failure which was afterwards. 
intensified in many parts by the failure of the north-east monsoon of r8g1·92. 
Up to June 1891 the area of distress in which rtlief operations were necessary was 
3,450 square miles. In consequence of the failure of the monsoons of 1 Sgr 
it increased to 21,300 square miles in December 18gr, and 22,700 square miles 
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in March 1892. To;vards the close of April 1892 -~c:npe go?d showers enabled 
cultivation to be commenced, apd the distr_~ssed 3:re~ w~as co_ntracted to ~ 7,6oo 
square miles by the .end of June. The south·west monsoon of 18g2 was excep· 
tionally good and by the end ~£ _S~p~em'ber it w~s possible to close relief works 
everywhere. 

~6. The .dis_tricts seriously affected during these _two years of d_e._6cieot 
rainfall were the same ·which had suffered most 

Districi;ll atrected. --
. . severely rn the -greaCfamine~of ~876~7~.· Butih-e 

calamity was of a mu~h smatler kind, in respect t() poth t~e ~xtent of the are~ 
affected and the acuteness· of the. distres~ experienced by the pe~ple. l'h~ 
extent to 1Vhich the rainfall .was in defect in each district in which famine reli_ef 
operations were found n~ces~ in 18go·g1 or 18gi~92, orin both ye~;, is sho~~ 
by the follov.ing figures :- · 
~ 

R,uNP.U.l. IN .IN~H_BS. RAINFALL IN INCBI!S, 
.(-,'' 

_District. pis_tr!ct. --- ,· .. .. 
Average. 1~9o-?l· 1891"92· Average. 1890'91. 1891·Q2. 

Chingleput ... 46'JJ 30"96 29"44 Nellore ... 34"93 :~s·s~ 16'99 
North Arcot ... 37'87 32'o8 :16'36 Kurnool ... :~po 29'05 14'79 
Salem ... 31"68 31'30 19'46 Bellary ... '1.2']0 2.p8 9'92 
Coimbatore ... 25'59 25'69 2t·to Anantapur ... 23'74 iw86 10'86 
T.inn~velly ·~ 

~6·go 23'35 3:~-ss C_uddapah '" 29"12 21'79 14'17 

37· R_e)ief works were first ()pened in February 1891 in Chingleput and 
· North Arcot, a,nd in M_arch and April · i,n Tinnevelly,, Course of relid operaticms. . . 

Coimbatore and ·Cuddapah. In 1\{ay the numbers 
on relief works ~ere 14,900, a~d in June 16,780, by 'far the majority being 
ret~rned ·in Chinglep~t and No~th' Arcot. In these two districts 1t was aiso 
found necessary, iri Mar~h, to gi~e sorrl.e gratuito~s reli~f ~y means of kitchens 
to those. unable to work. In July, which marks the commencement of the 
second period Quly to December I89I)~' relief "'orks were also ~pened in Nellon~: 
In August works were closed In Tinnevelly. In that nionth the numbers on relief 
works were 29,700, of whom 7,289 were in Chingieput, · 10,248 in North Arcot 
and 6,912 i~ Coimbatore. In October Salem was added to the list of districts 
having relief works _open, and the total numbers of workers rose to 34,658. In 
the two succeeding months the numbers fell to 21 ,8oo and 18, 7oo, and it ·was 
fo~nd. possible to-close r~lief works in Cbingleput and Coiiubatore-at tl1e end ---of 
December. On the other hand works had then to be op~ned in the three 
Deccan districts of Kurnool, Bellary and Anantapur. During the third period 
(l;muary to June 1892) the numbers on relief y.'orks ~o_se rapidJy. In June the 
average numbers exceeded 87,ooo, the highest daily total (92,583) being r~;ch~-d 
on the 18th June. Of this total Nellore accounted for 22,700, Kurnool for 
25,000, Bellary for 18,ooo, Cuddapah for u,goo and Sal~m for 6,6oo. In 
Anantapur, though the loss of crops was great, the atten<!ance on the works was 
surprising! y small, never exc~eding 1 ,soo. Relief kitchens during this pe~io~ 
were maintained in the several districts for the families of the relief labourers, but 
the latter evinced great unwillingness to ~end their children to them, and in no 
month did the total number of persons gratuitously relieved in kitchens in the 
presidency during this period exceed J,JOO. The fourth period (July to Septem
ber· 1892) marks the decline of distress. The average number of relief workers 
fell from 55,ooo in July to 2 1 ,ooo in August and 3,000 in September, and in 
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the later months all relief works still remaining open were closed. Kitchen relief 
similarly declined, and was finally dis'continued in September. 

38. The average number of relief workers and of persons gratuitously relieved 
RelieCstatistics. in kitchens .in the presidency in each month is shown 

in the following table :- · 

liT PERIOD. an PERIOD. 3RD PERIOD. 4TH PERIOD. 

Juu ~o OecawBER 1fl91, 

-- Worlul. Kltchena. ---:~ ::.~~--- Works, Kitchens.--- Worlul. Kltcbena, 

laonary .... .... .... Jolr ... t6,634 a,334 January .... 11,340 1,Ju 
february •.. I,OS3 ... August rio .. ,750 4.7'3 rebruarr Ori ''•438 .,.)3 Jol, - 55,)90 873 
March ... 6,678 t6 September... :19,719 6,;>61 March ... 41,t>;>2 ¢S Aognot ... 21,•94 s.a 
Apnl _ 9,983 f60 October ... 34.658 6,350 April ... 56,658 916 September- ),1P7 130 
May _ t.t,&oo 1,114 Novcmbef... Jt,82'1 4fU3 May .... 73,~3S 1,071 
juDC ••• 16,71P 1,563 December... 18,698 >,364 JuDe '" 87,587 I,<>P-1 

In the districts first affected by scarcity in 1891 the rise in prices during the 
first period was continuous, though it was very gradual and was much mitigated 
by the activity of the grain trade. Taking Chingleput as a typical district, the 
average prices of rice and ragi in the five years preceding 1891 were 16 and 27 

seers the rupee respectively. In June 1891 rice was at 11 seers. and ragi at 19 

seers. \Yith the failure of the south-west monsoon in July 1891 the rise in 
these districts became more rapid, and the sudden cessation of imports from 
the Deccan districts v.·hich now became affected sent prices up .to famine rates, 
and they remained high till June 1892. In October 1891 ragi reached 15·8 

seers, and in December 1891 rice 9·6 seers, in Chingleput. In North Arcot 
ragi was selling at 13 seers against the normal price of 3 1 seers. In the Deccan 
districts cholum, the chief staple in this part of the presidency, was at 14 seers 
the rupee in Bellary, and at 12'4 seers in Anantapur in December 1891 1 the 
normal price for the month being 32 seers. From December 1891 to June 1892 

the price of cholum in the distressed parts of the Deccan was maintained 
between the narrow limits of 13i and 15 seers. In I 892 the distress was so 
severe over so large an area and the surplus produce in the presidency 
generally so small, that resort had to be made largely to other provinces for 
grain. In the two years ending Septem her 1892 the imports into the presidency 
exceeded the enormous total of 4~20,000 tons. 

Cost of relief operations. 
39· The cost of the famine IS exhibited 1n the 

following table :-
I 

I 
w • ·I·~·"""" 

LAND REYEN\711: RniiSSIONs, 
1f\9o·91 AND 1891·92.. 

Loans. District. Total. 
or s. ~ief. I 

I 
I I Wet. Dry. I Total. 
; 

Ra. Rt. I Rs. Rs. 
i Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Coimbatorc ... 75 695 S 136 55 9nl ... ~5 90Z 9 21.9$5 lo.sS.StS 
Salrm ... ... 1.18 034 S.OJS ·-~7 Jb2 849 1.:;11 2Jl l.ii 547 4-30 447 
North Arcot ... 1.40 6<9 .:zS.;I2Z 4 ~OjJ . .. 4 N3 o;J ... 290 •4 1o.b6.oss 
Chin;:lt>put ... . .. 1,97.011 l.).lll6 7.~8.440 . .. 7.88 440 407 SS;~ 14oJ.JS5 
"'•llo•e ... ... 3 04 ~54 I 900 8.~1.1 :/1) l.jJ.$50 10,13 740 1.65 305 •• ss.~S9 
CudJ.•pah ... ... 1.85 so:a .. 0~ 4 •4J 9>9 ... ... 43.<-"9 6,29.376 12 59.345 
Anantapar ... ... :10.141 t6SJ l.tl] J26 J.lj :I] I 284 597 98oog 411.5JI 
R<-lluy ... ... 2,01.5<0 8.10 "ll21 6o~o.~51 6 91 7il 2.6o.8.14 11.63 976 
Kurnool ... ... 4.0,1 t.6.j 6.tJ67 91 S67 os Su ··~i 6]0 .2 25,517 8.2J 527 
Tionnelly ... ... J\'il. /1',/, J 91 So:J 8J.2-15 4 i5 048 Srl. 4 ].S,O.jS 

16.sJ,I77 6~ 977 :J.j.SO,IIJ ll,lj,278 45.6].J91 .:J,P-1639 9~ 00.184 

•Jndut\.,, Rs. 1.21,068 on account of 'P"~i•l.,•t.rbiishrn.,nt· A~•in•t Tinnevellv no relief works expend•ture 
t thown, as the wotlu there opened f.,r the rdtd of di.trc>t~t~·erc conriooJ l<l Local B<>ar.!s \forks. 
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Of these items the expenditure on 11 works" and "gratuitous relief" alone was 
debited to the head ., Famine relief." A sum of Rs. 1,15,983 not shown in the 
abov~ accounts was also spent on account of additional civil establishments. 
The land revenue remissions exceeded by Rs. 4o,66,I37 the average remissions 
for the two years preceding the famine, and the loans and advances were 
similarly Rs. 32,071145 in excess of the average advances and loans of the 
following years. The remissions on wet lands were granted in accordance with 
the standing rules on the subject in force in the Madras presidency, which entitle 
the occupier of land to remissions when tank or canal irrigation fails. But by 
the same rules remissions on unirrigated lands are sanctioned only under very 
exceptional circumstances. The extent of crop failure which led to. 6i lakhs 
being thus remitted in Bellary may be judged from the following figures. The 
average 11 dry" cultivation of the Bellary district for the five years ending 1889~ 
90 was 1,868,273 acres. In 1891·92 only 11455,723 acreswere sown, and of 
this diminished acreage 350,728 acres totally failed, and on 43,981 acres more 
the crop was not in excess of one-eighth of an average outturn, or in' other words 
was not worth harvesting. The outturn of the r,o6o,ooo acres which were har
vested was very much below the average. 

40. For the construction and repair of irrigation wells over 28 lakhs were 

Agricultural loans. 
advanced on specially favourable rates. Consid~ 

erable sums were also advanced for purchase of 
cattle, seed-grain and fodder. These loans are said to have been of the greatest 
service both in increasing the outturn of the harvests and in giving employment 
to the poorer cultivators and agricultural labourers. Though there were un~ 

doubtedly instances in which the money was not applied to the purpose for which 
it was lent, in the great majority of cases it is said to have been honestly utilized 
to the great advantage of the borrower and the State. 

41. Of the 1 6llakhs expended on relief works more than half was. spent 
Relief works and wages. on road making, and the balance on irrigation 

works. In districts in which minor irrigation works 
were numerous it was considered good policy to put those useful works into 
thorough order. But in the Deccan districts almost the only possible kind 
of relief work is road making. In accordance with the orders passed by the -
Madras Government after the Ganjam famine of t88g, every effort was made to 
utilize professional agency to the liugest extent possible, and the general super· 
vision of the road works was entrusted to the engineers of the district boards. 
With regard to the wages paid it was reported that ~~all gangs have been given 
the class Ill task, and when the task was executed, the class III pay, but they 
have been allowed for a proportionate increase of work to earn a proportionate 
pay. Several class III gangs, therefore, have earned class II pay or have earned 
rates of pay between class III and class II rates." The scale of wages for class 

Men .•• xllbs. + t anna. 
Women ... xt , + t ,. 
Children ••• t , + i " 

III gangs under the then existing Madras famine 
code is shown in the margin. With grain at 14 seers 
the rupee these wages were equivalent to 41 ounces 

of grain for a man, 32 for a woman and 20 for a child. The wages earned by the 
relief workers.had, it would seem, to support not only the relief workers but also 
such of the aged and the very young of their families as were unable to work. 
The only form of relief offered by the State to non-workers was cooked food in 
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kitchens and the people showed a very strong reluctance to accept relief in this 
form. In commenting on the smallness of the sum spent on gratuitous relief t~e 
Famine Commissioner expressed his opinion that, as there was no actual f<J.mine 
but only sever.e distress; as work was provided even {or the weakly, and the number 
o.f the destitl}te absolutely uQable to work :was everywhere very limited, the 
r~~triction 9£ grat1,1i~ous reJief to cooked food was wise. But he recognized that 
under differept circumstan_ces grain doles in the yillages fo.r the infirm and sma~' 
a)1owances to the workers for children too young to wor~ would have .b.een neces~ 
sary. 

4~. During the period of distress the death-rate was higher than usual in alt 
The death-rate. the affected districts, but no abnormally high rates 
r · .• · were any~here 'recorded, and in the belief. of the 

Madras Government no one died from absolute want. If deaths from chole~a 
' . . ' ' 

which was very prevalent throughout the presidency in· 1891 and 1892, be 
excluded from the comparison, the death-rate in I89I and 1892 was not much in 
excess of the normal rate. . · · · · ·. · . : · · 

43· The long period du,ring which scarcity .and high prices prevailed1 the 
'larg~e area affected and th .. e scat.tered. ,and, shifti~~ Famine successfully managed. .... 
character of the relief· ope~ations nece~sitated by 

the partial and capricious' rainfalls of the seasons made the administration 
of this famine exceptionally difficult. So' far as can be judged it was con· 
ducted with great skill and prudence. The amount of r~lief given was certainly 
not excessive, and there seem to be no grounds for deeming that it was in 
any respect insufficient. The help given to the people by revenue remissions 
and loans was, it may be .o~served, much larger than the direct outlay on famine 
relief. · 

44· The failure of the south-west monsoon of 1891, which led to distress and 
Distress in parts or the Bombay to relief operations in the Madras Deccan, was also 

Deccan iDX
8
9'"92· felt in parts of the Bombay Deccan. The area 

affected in Bombay comprised the whole of the Bijapur district, the Athni, Gokak 
and Parasgad talukas of the Belgaum district, and the Gadag, Ron and Naval· 
gund talukas of the D harwar district. The total area affected was 9,484 square miles 
with a population of 1,467,ooo. The rains in this tract were in 1891 very 
capricious and insufficient. In some localities t~ere v;as no rain at all. The 
actual crop yield was thus returned, " In Belgaum, in the Athni taluka, there 
were in parts more directly affected practically no crops at all; in Gokak, except 
in the western parts, the crops were nearly an entire failure, and in Parasgad the 
outturn ranged only from about ~th to lth. In Dharwar, in the Gadag taluka, 
the outturn ranged from ~th to l 6ths: in the Ron taluka, the a\·erage outturn 
was slightly better, and in the N avalgund taluka it was somewhat worse. In 
the Bijapur district, where the results for the different talukas lll'ere somewhat 
irregular, the outturn of the chief food-grain, jowari, averaged only from ith 
to ~ths: and that of bajri, lJI•hich ranks next in importance, "'as as a rule still 
smaller. The cotton crop was, everywhere. almost a.n entire failure." · 

45· When October and November passed without rain, and ~he failure of 
· .the crops lll':lS certain, a brief period of panic set in, 

Character or scarcity. 
and prices rose to famine level. The llighest prices 

touched in December were 12 and 13 seers for jowari. But from this point they 
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soon declined as the extreme apprehensions of the people became allayed, and 
from January to July 189l they ranged between 14· and 16 seers. These r~tes 
were everywhere decidedly more favourable to purchasers than those whtch 
pre,·ailed in the famine of J 876-77, but they were sufficiently high to cause v~ry 
appreciable difficulty and privation to the poorer classes. The precedmg 
seasons had been good and large local stocks from the surplus yield of the 
harvests were with cultivators. The imports from other districts into the dis
tressed area amounted to 2-f,OOO tons for the whole period, an amount sufficient 
to feed lth of the affected population for six months. As the outturn of the 
hareest of 1891-92 in the tract was very small, local reserve stocks must have 
been largely drawn upon. At no time was there a true famine, or an absence of 
food stuffs, in the three districts, and the tract is now so well served with rail· 
ways that famine in this sense is scarcely possible. 

46. It was at no time expected that the crisis would be as great as that of 
1876·77· But it was thought that there would be 

Failure of relief works to draw. 
a great demand for employment, and that the stage 

of actual famine might ultimately be reached. In this belief extensive pro
grammes of relief works were prepared in the three districts in October and 
November 1891, and pending their completion, as many ordinary works as 
possible were kept going by the district boards. In January in each district two 
or three large relief works, of the nature of metal collection and tank construction 
on the code system of wages and tas~s, were opened by the Public Works De· 
partment, and camps were formed for the reception of considerable bodies of 
labourers. But the attendance was surprisingly small. · In Belg:mm the number 
of relief workers slowly rose from 1,900 in January to 3,500 in l\Iay. In Dhanrar 
the numbers never exceeded 2,ooo, and in Bijapur they never exceeded 200. 
The total expenditure on relief works in the three districts was only Rs. 93 2JO, 
and of this Rs. g,6+5 was incurred on hutting, and Rs. 37,257 was not strictly 
relief expenditure, as it was spent on skilled labour employed to complete essen· 
tial portions of the works. ' 

41· 'fhe explanation of the failure of the relief works to attract labour, given 
Reasons for this. by the divisional Com miss;oner and accepted by the 

Government of Bombay, was that "the general 
thriving condition of the people and their state of preparedness for contending 
with an adverse season have undoubtedly been underestimated for years past." 
He also laid stress on the fa-::t that the liberal Government advances for well
making and clearing of fields from nut!z grass provided employmtnt in the affected 
tracts for about so,ooo persons for several months. There was also a large 
migration of labourers into the surrounding districts where they obtained private 
employment. Some weight must also be attached to the relative lowness of th; 
scale of wages authorised by the then existing provincial famine code compared 
with the ordinary wages of the Deccan. The scale authorised by the Bombay 
code for all classes of relief w0rkers (i.e., persons able to do a full task, persons. 
able to do only 75 per cent. of a full task, and person:> able to do only so per· 
cent. of a full task) was the money value of 2! lbs. of grain for a man, 2 lbs. for 
a woman, 1 ~ lbs. for a child between 9 and 1 2, and r t lbs. for a child between 
7 and 9· This, 'with grain at 15 seers the rupee gave a cash wage of 1 anna 2i · 

pies to a man, and of I anna 1 pie to a woman. The ordinary cash wage in the 
affected districts was 3 annas for a man and :.:1 annas for a woman, and the code 
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rates were strongly objected to by the labouring classes.· In Dharwar the 
Collector commenced his district board relief works with a cash wage of 2 annas 
for a man, and I l annas fol' a woman, and 1 anna for a working child, giving 
no Sunday wage and no allowances for non.working children·. He considered 
that these rates were just sufficient remuneration for able-bodied agricultural 
lahourers called upon to do 75 per cent. of a full task, and were identical 
with the t~en minimum labour rate of the district. In November, when scarcity 
was officially recognised in Dharwar, these rates were under the orders of Gov· 
ernment reduced to the code scale. This led to the relief workers abandoning 
the works, and the rates first fixed were restored and were in force till April. In 
the other two districts the strict code wages wf!re offered from the first, with the 
result that in Bijapur the works w~re · •irtually unattended, while in Belgaum the 

. workers were chiefly women and children. The Bombay Government seems to 
have come to the conclusion that the code wage was really insufficient, and in 
April authorised the district officers to calculate the wage on the several items of 
the "full ration" of the code. This substantially increased the wages. In 
Bijapur the Collector increased the man's wage to 1 anna 10 pies and the 
woman's to 1 anna 5 pies. In Belgaum, where grain prices were much the 
same as in Bijapur, the Collector's wage·scale based on the revised Govern
ment orders fixed the man's wage at 1, anna 7 pies and the woman's at r anna 
4 pies, with grain at 15 seers the rupee. This difference in the rates allowed 
in two districts under the same orders illustrates the difficulty of accurately cal
culating the money value of the small quantities of pulse, oil, salt, condiments and 
vegetables included in the code 11 ration." But the noticeable point is that even 
the higher wage scale of Bijapur had no effect in attracting labour to the works. 
In Belgaum the attendance increased uf:der the new wage scale, but only to a 
very small extent. In Dharwar the change in April from the wage scale of :z 
annas for a man and •l annas for a woman to a wage based on the code ration 
had the effect of decreasing the number of men labourers and increasing the 
number of women and children. In Bijapur and Belgaum the women and children 
throughout were largely in excess "of the men. The mP.n seem, in all districts, to 
have been generally able to find employment at money wJges in excess of those 
offered under the code on the relief works. Non-working children were in no 
district relieved in large numbers. Attempts were made to feed them in kitchens, 
but caste objections were so strongly urged by the workers that on most works 
cash allowant:es, ranging from 4 to 6 pies, were given to the mothers for their 
support. The conclusion which the divisional Commissioner, from the above 
facts, was inclined to adopt was that the Dharwar p1an of offering for the perfor- · 
mance of a fair task a wage somewhat hi~her than the code wage without 
Sund1y allowances and with no separate provision for children under 7 years of 
.age, is the most suitable for meeting the preliminary stage of a famine. 

48. No village gratuitous relief was given, nor were poor·houses established, 

Other relier meuures. 
nor was any appeal made to public generosity for 
funds for gratuitous help. Rs. 53.525 was spent on 

allowancts to subordinate village officials whose remuneration ordinarily takes the 
shape of rent free lands. The losses of cattle from failure of fodder were very 
great. Many thousands were driven to other districts where the Government 
fort>sts had been thrown open for free grazing. And many thousands were sold 
at very low prices for slaughter. The bnd revenue of the three di:.~ cts wa~ :~8! 
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takhs. Of this Rs. 23,888 was formally suspended, and Rs. 27,73,131 realized 
within the year. There was no case of sale or forfeiture of property. Notices 
with a view to compulsory process were only issued in the case of persons who 
after inquiry were found to be able to pay. , It is said that collections were made 
without difficulty, and t_hat in the interests of the revenue payers themselves 
suspensions would have been a mistake. - Rs. 5,82,887 was advanced for agricul
tural improvements, and Rs. I,ot,378 for seed and cattle. There was a con• 
sensus of opinion that fully as much more was spent by the well-to-do cultivators 
from private capital, that the loans were seldom misapplied, that the work under· 
taken for the most part proved successful, and th-at employment. was provided 
for the poorer cultivators and labourers in the neighbourhood of their homes 
which obviated to a great extent the necessity for regular relief works. "The 
lesson," wrote the Bombay Government, 11 conveyed is that agricultural loans 
are an invaluable resource in dealing with a famine which has not passed beyond 
the preliminary. stage. ...... •.• . ..... ... There must always be a limit beyond 
which such advances cannot wisely be made. But within this limit there is little 
doubt that the money so lent, and eventually recovered with interest, yields a 
better return in the shape of permanent improvements than the expenditure 
incurred on relief works which are carried on with labou_r employed under special 
conditions." 

49· Exclusive of loans and advances, the total cost of the relief measures was 
CostofreUef. about tf lakhs, of which Rs. 93,230 was expended 

on relief works, Rs. 53,525 in allowances to vill~ge 
officers, and Rs. 20,ooo represents the remissions of grazing fees. That the 
distress was not acute may be inferred from the small attendan~..:e at the works, and 
from the fact that the public health was good throughout the period, and 
the death-rate normal. "There was also no evidence," writes the divisional 
Commissioner, "of any general sale of ornaments, such as took place· so exten
sively in 1876·77: and there were few, if any, signs of physical suffering. Not 
a single death from starvation has come to notice: and it is hardly possibl~ 
that even one such can have taken place and remained undetected." No culti· 
vated lands were thrown up by the raiyats in any of the districts. There was 
considerable increase in indebtedness among the poorer agriculturists, but not, 
it was thought, beyond surh amounts as might be cleared off by two or three 
good seasons. All the district reports mention the fact that, owing to good 
seasons and the greater thriftiness of the raiyats, there was comparatively little 
indebtedness among them at the time .the scarcity occurred. 

so. The rains were very deficitmt in the months of September and October 

Scarcity in Beugal in t89t·92· 1891 in parts of Bengal, especially in Behar and 
districts lying north of the Ganges. The blzadoi or 

early rain crop was generally a full average, and the distncts where thi~ crop is 
largely sown enjoyed, mainly on this account, comparative immunity from 
distress in spite of the failure of the succeeding winter and spring crops. The 
general good harvests of rSgo were another helping fact. The winter rice crop 
of 1891 in the affected parts of Behar was nowhere above, so per cent. of an 
average crop and in the most affected parts it was considerably less. On 
the high lands the. crop in many parts of Darbhanga and 1\luzaffarpur totally 
failed. In the cold weather no rain fell till February, and the rabi crop was 
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exceedingly bad in all districts. Fortunately no anxiety was at any time felt as 
to f<.~od supplies. The districts were well stocked and trade was active. Prices 
of the chief staple grains were high, rice being at 11 and I 2 seers 'and wheat at 
12 and 13 seers the rupee throughout the scarcity; but the commoner grains of 
the early rain crop were procurable at I 6 to 20 seers, and this had a great effect 
in limiting distress. · 

51. The districts where re,lief operations were actually carried on for any length 
Extent and cost or relief mea· of time were Muzaffarpur, Darbhanga, Monghyr, 

sures. Bhagalpur, Purnea and Dinajpur. In Muzaffarpur, 
Darbhanga and Dinajpur about half the total dish'ict area in ~ach case was so 
distressed as to require relief operations. In the Monghyr, Bhagalpur and Purnea 
districts the distressed area was comparatively small. In all an area of 5,710 
square miles with a population of nearly 4 millions was found to require relief. 
Relief operations commenced towards the end of January or beginning of February 
1892 in the several districts, and were everywhere discontinued by the micldle 
of the-following Aug•1st.. The expenditure on relief with the exception of loans 
and advances was borne in the first instance by the several district boards, 
which, when their funds were exhausted, obtained advances from the local Gov
ernment subject to future adjustment. In return for their expenditure the boards 
are said to have obtained nearly the full equivalent in the form of roads con· 
structed or repaired, tanks excavated or improved, and other similarly useful local 
works. Owing to the system of payment by results or piece-work on which the 
relief works were conducted, and to the low rates of wages paid, the cost of the 
work done by famine labour on this occasion is said to have been not much 
in excess of what it would have been in ordinary years. 

Expendi· Rxp~ndi· Establish-

District. 
Affected Popula· ture on ture on ment and Loans and 

area. liOn, relief gratuttous other advances. 

I 
works. relief. charges. 

• Sq. miles.! Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs . 

Muzaltarpur ... ... ... 1,300 11,173,000 67,584 Nil. 11,627 2_:,8r6 

I 
Darbhanl:'a ... ... .. r,ass a,soo,ooo 2,oJ,S14 . 1,541 66,gor 31,871 

Monghyr ... ... ... r,o66 :u6,ooo 4,1531 1,167 996 1!).089 

Bhagalpor . ... ... .. . ,.as 23J,Oilo 62,007 5.441 6,o67 :)j,181 

Purnea ... ... ... t44 261,ooo ~~.578 3,198 2,616 2J,6!)0 

Dinajpur ... ... ... I 10:JO 447oOOO 2J,o76 4 J,SSl s,SJS 

--- --- - ----
Total ... 5,710 3,8So,ooo I J,8J,97:1 11 1;151 91,?89 l, . .p,486 

-- ---·---- .. 

52. The total direct expenditure on wages and doles was under 4lakhs. In 
the same districts in 1873·74a sum of 16~ Iakhs was 

Comparison with the 1873·74 
famine. expended in wages and gratuitous cash relief, and 46 
b.khs were ad\·anced in the form of imported grain. It is very difficult to make an 
.accurate comparison between the circumstances of the two years, as although 
the failure of the winter rice crop in the afiectcd districts was probably as great 
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in 1891 as in 1873, the early rain crop had been better in 18g1, and there was not 
the same apprehension of a failure of food supply, and prices remained at a lower 
level. At first it was feared that extensive relief operations would be required 
throughout the Patna, Rajshahi and Bhagalpur divisions, but close inquiries 
instituted by the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Charles Elliott, showed that this was 
unnecessary. In April 1892, after a tour through the affected tracts, the Lieuten· 
ant-Governor informed the Government of India tfiat his anxieties were con· 
siderably allay~d. 11 The present condition of things/' he wrote, "may be 
described by saying that there is apparently food in the country, and that anyone 
can feed himself for an anna a day, but that the usual agricultural labour by 
which the landless classes earn wages is mostly at a standstill and they have 
to resort to the relief works to earn that anna." After making all allowance for 
the difference of the crisis it may be said that the comparative economy of the 
relief measures actually taken in 1891•92 was principally due to the more accurate 
estimate of the situation made by the local Government in the early stage of the 
scarcity, to its resolve not to import grain, and to the careful control exercised 
over the relief works and the distribution of gratuitous relief. 

53· The distinctive feature of the relief works of I 89 I ·92 was the substitution 
of piece·work or rath~r payment by results for task· 

System or relief works adopted. 
work for all able-bodied labourers, and these proved 

to be the immense majority of the relief workers. .The following instructions on 
the point were issued. u The system of piece-work is encouraged by section 35 
of the code, but only faintly. The reason is that the code contemplates a much 
worse state of things than at present exists. So far as Sir Charles Elliott has 
seen, the distress in Bengal has been taken in time. The people are as fit to work 
and ~s strong as they ever were. He has not met with hall a dozen cases which 
showed any signs of emaciation or weakness due to _hunger. In these circum
stances piece-work should be not only encouraged but insisted on as the general 
rule : probably about nine-tenths of the labourers should be classed as A, and the 
rest as Band C." The classification of labourers actually adopted was :-{A) 
Persons who were paid by piece-work, (B) Persons who were paid by task· 
work, (C) Persons paid by daily wage. Labourers in class A received the full 
ration wage of the code on performing a given quantity of work, and a corres· 
ponding smaller wage if they failed to complete it. They were not permitted 
to earn more than the full ration wage, nor was any minimum wage secured to 
them. Labourers in class B were required to do a fair task for people of their 
calibre for a fths wage. If they did less they were fined, but never received less 
than the minimum wage. Persons in class C were encouraged to do what they 
could, but their work was not measured, and they received the minimum 
wage. The following instructions with regard to wages are of interest :
rc The mode of calculating the wi\ge, £.e., the full or the portional ration, is elabo· 
rately described in Chapter XIV of the Code. It is not however desirable ever to 
fix the wage in pies, a coin not commonly used in the villages. Nor is it desir· 
able, having once fixed it, to raise or lower it according to any minute variations 
in the market, that is by less than a pice at a time. Moreover, prices are now 
so even over the whole distressed area that it seems possible to fix a uniform 
wage in all districts in Behar and North Bengal, and thus to avoid the danger 
o£ emigration from the neighbourhood of home to a district where the labourer 
may be told he will receive a higher w:.tge. The only difference that it seems 
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needful to make is this, that where cheaper grains such as marua, lmrtht' or 
makai are procurable, and are the customary food of the people, the calculation 
should be made for a ration compounded of those grains, or for a ration com
pounded half of rice and half of some cheaper grain." As the average selling 
price of rice was then 11 seers, and of pulse 12 seers, the following wage scale 
was evolved:-

Man. Woman, Child 
(8•14)· 

Pice. Pice, Pice. 

Child 
(under 8). 

Pice. 

Class A (full ration wage) 6 5 3 2 

Class B (itbs wage) 5 4 2 

Class C (minimum wage) 4 3 2 

This was the scale for districts . where coarse rice was the usual food. For 
districts where cheaper grains were procurable and were the usual food of the 
labourers, a lower scale was prescribed :-

Man. Woman, Big child. Small child. 

Class A (full ration wage) 5 4 3 2 

Class B (hh~ wage) 4 3 ·2 

Class C (minimum wage) 3 2 

The great mass of the relief labourers fell into classes A and B, and 
eventually it was found practicable by a little arrangement of the working parties 
to do away with the B class and to treat all workers as A class and pay them by 
results, with the exception of a comparatively small number of infirm persons and 
very young children who were formed into class C, whose labour was purely 
nominal, and who were frequently the dependants of the workers. In the Darbhanga 
report it is mentioned that u As a general rule, persons classed as B by the overseers 
preferred to be classed as A, working as earth carriers in gangs where the more 
robust and skilled coolies do the greater part of the digging. The system of 
blending the skilled and unskilled labourers in gangs is on the whole the most 
economical. If both A and B workers are worked together, the A class labourer 
will work to make up for the deficiency of the B class, so that the whole gang 
may earn the full maximum wage per head, while by a private arrangement the 
A class man gets the lion's share, or at all events, more than he could earn 
otherwise under a system of maximum payments."· To make this system work 
the tasks set must have been.light, and this seems to have been the case. The 
comparatively small number of class C or untasked workers is seen in the fact that. 
the wages paid to them only amounted to. Rs. 17,431 out of a total wages bill of 
Rs. 3,80,971. The system of doles or gratuitous reli~f to dependants of the 
workers was not introduced, but as mentioned above many dependants got wages 
for nominal work in class C. It is not dear whether allowances for the Sunday 
rest were received by the workers, but apparently they were not. 

54· In the Darbhanga district the distress .was greatest, and the relief workers 
Further.particularsas to distress· m~st numerous. At the end· of. April the total 

edareas. · · ·· ·· nu!'llher of persons on relief works was 17,700. The .. 
number rose to 33,700 at th~.end of May, and to 47,ooo in the second week of 
June. The daily task for the piece-workers was then raised, as it was found that 
the full wage was being earned by many gangs by half a day's work. and this. 
alo.ng with the ad\'ent of the rains. reduced the numbers onworks to 13poo by 
the end o£ the month. IQ july all works wete closed. as a1l.real distress had 
ceased and field work was abunda,nt. In the Muzaffa.rpur district the number of 
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relief workers in March and April varied between three and four thotisand, rising 
in the first week in June to over 14,000 and falling by the end of June to 4,500. 

Early in July the works· were closed. In Bhagalpur, where there was severe 
distress in the north of the district, S,ooo persons were on relief works in April, 
11,000 in May, and over 12,ooo in the first week in June. The numbers then 
(ell rapidly, and in July and August the works were gradually closed. In the 
other three districts the number of workers was at- no time large, the highest 
figure (4,8oo workers) being reached in Pumea in March. 

55· It has already been said that the relief works w~re chiefly :road repairs and 
Character ef public works under. tank excavations, such as a district board in· ordinary 

taken. years executes with the agency of its engineer and 
his subordinates. As relief works they were similarly managed by the district 
engineer and his staff, but under the general control of the Collector, and 
on relief principles. No necessity for u~dertaking large professional works 
arose, and the system of payment by results with the low rates o£ W'lges was 'con
sidered to be a sufficient test of want. . It was not found necessary to employ 
the additional test of distance or of enforced residence in a relief camp; to which· 
resort has been had in Bombay and elsewhere, when the strict code system of a 
minimum wage and doles to dependants has prevailed. 

56. Gratuitous village relief was kept within narrow limits. It was most largely 
Gratuitous relief". given in B hagalpur where an average of r,ooo persons 

were so relieved from May to August1
• In Darbhanga 

the highest number of persons so relieved was r,a8o· in the last? week of May. 
In Muzaffarpur it never rose t01 zoo. The circle relief system of the code was 
duly adhered to, circle officers were appointed, and enquiries were made in each 
village as to cases of destitution. Private· charity however had not ceased to act 
and the efforts of the relief officers were directed towards stimulating it'. The' 
class (C) on the relief works waS'. also• in reality a form of gratuitous relief1 
11 Gratuitous relief" the Darbhanga report stated; " was confined to those 
persons who from great age, physical decrepitude or extreme weakness, were unable' 
even to go backwards and forwards to the places set apart for C class labour or 
to raise a stick to break clods~" 

57· The death-rate in all the affected districts, and generally also throughout 
Deatb.rate. Bengal, was above the normal oetween. January arid 

August 1892. But cholera and' influenza were 
prevalent, and nowhere for any lengthy period were very high death rates 
reached. The local Government in reviewing the relief operations considered 
11 that in such· districts the necessities of the case were fully. met by the 
measures taken; N'l poor·house reliefor suspension of land revenue was found 
necessary at any stage of the distress. As far as is known, there were no deaths 
from starvation, and the people gem! rally were as fit to work and as strong· as
they ever were, and the works carried out were sufficient to afford employment 
to those who required it. " 

58. The failure of the monsoon rains in Upper Burma in 1891 occasioned great' 
Sctlllcity. io Upper Bunna io failure of crops and serious distress in the tract kno.vn, 

1
119

1
-93- on account of its scanty and insufficient annual rain· 

fall, as the "dry zone" region of Upper Burma, lying between the' 2oth· and 
22nd parallels of latitude, The districts which were more or less affected ~ontain 
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an area of 3o,ooo square miles with a population of nearly two millions. But the 
area of the townships or sub-divisions in which distress was such as to make relief 
operations necessary was only about one-third of this. Measures of relief com· 
menced in August in the Yamethin and Meiktila districts. The harvests of 1890 
had, in these districts, been very poor. The early rice crop of April and May 
1891 had failed, the later rice crop had not been sown, and not till August did 
sufficient rain fall to allow maize and millet seed to be put into the ground. The 
stocks of food in the hands of the p-:ople themsel w~s were nearly exhausted, and 
rice from Lower Burma was being imported by rail and river. But in Lower 
Burma stocks were unusually low and in consequence prices ruled high. The 
relief works which were opened in August were chiefly roads. It was decided 
that payment for work, instead of being regulated by the provisions of the famine 
code, should ordinarily be made by the rate of eight annas per 100 cubic feet of 
earth-work. " This form of payment," the Chief Commissioner reported, ;, is 
generally preferred by the people, who work in gangs generally consisting of the 
people of separate villages under a headman elected by themselves." On the 
opening of the works people soon began to flock to them, and at the end of 
September the numbers on the works in the Meiktila district exceeded 10,000. 

Considerable ad\•ances for seed and cattle were also made, as it was found when 
rain at length fell in August that many of the cultivators had parted with their 
plough cattle or had no seed. In September and October relief works were 
opened in the distressed portions of the Yeu, Lower Chindwin, Sagaing, Myingyan, 
and Minbu districts, but in the Myingyan district only did they attract many 
labourers. The October rains were on the whole good, more land than was hoped 
was put under seed, and there was now a chance of a sm~ll rice crop and a 
moderate millet crop. Owing to the employment thus opened to the people in 
agriculture, the total number of relief workers in the seven districts in which relief 
works had been started did not at the end of October exceed 13,000. The 
wage question also received further consideration, as it was found that the all
round contract rate originally fixed enabled the workers in light soil to earn 
unnecessarily high wages. Excessive daily rates were also being paid. Accord· 
ingly, at the end of September maximum rates of 3 annas per man and 2j annas 
per woman for task·work were fixed, the price of rice being then about 8 seers 
the rupee. These were held to represent bare subsistence wages. Piece-work 
however still continued to be the rule, and with regard to it directions were issued 
that the rates should so be fixed on each work as would give the workers some· 
thing more than the bare subsistence rate ·of wage, and enable them to provide 
for the relief of children or aged or infirm relations at home. \\'ith regard to 
village relief the myouks, or township officers, were required to discharge the duties 
of circle relief 'officers, and to seek out necessitous cases in which gratuitous relief 
was required. But such cases were rare, and throughout the distress gratuitous 
relief in the homes of the people was confined within very small limits. 

59· In No\·ember, ·December and January the numbers of relief workers · 
Character or relief worka tu1der· fluctuated between 1 j ,ooo and 2 3,000. As no regular 

taken. programmes of famine relief works had been' prepared 
beforehand in Upper Burma, the civil and public works officers were at first 
at a dis:.ulvantage in selecting the most suitable works for the employment 
of rt:lief labourers. In a lately acquired country there was, however, ready 
scope for road , making, and most of the relief works first started were of 
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this description.· A still more pressing want was the repair of tbe numerous 
tanks and reservoirs which in the late tim-!s of an:uchy under native rule had 
been allowed to fall into disrepair. "The districts of Meiktila and Yamethin" 
wrote the Chief Commissioner in September 1891, "were at one time in posses· 
sion of a series of fine irrigation tanks which have been allowed to go to ruin 
in the later years of Burmese rule. This year most of them are without a drop 
of water. Projects for reconstructing some of these have been under con
sideration in the Public Works Dt:partm~nt, and work.is to be started again upon 
one or two of them in the present crisis. The lesson of the year is that if . 
these districts are to be saved from the risk of constantly recurring scarcity, 
and are to pay the revenue hitherto drawn from them, we must without delay 
restore their irrigation systems. " This policy was acted upon with the greatest 
promptitude and vigour. A rapid survey of the districts was made by engineer 
officers, and as the roads were finished irrigation projects were taken in hand. 
Many of these were ordinary village tanks which required little professional 
supervision, and were conducted by the civil authorities thro.1gh the agency 

'of the village headmen. Others were impounding reservoirs with masonry escapes 
which required engineering skill, and as projects were prepared and the 
requisite professional staff obtained, they were at once taken up by the Public 
Works Department, and relief workers were concentrated upon them with a view 
to economy an<\ e~dency in supervision. A good deal of work of permanent 
utility was accomplished in the Meiktila and Yamethin districts during the 
scarcity, and though the rates paid to the relief workers were higher than are 
custorrury on relief works in the Indian continent, they were lower than the 
prevailing labour rates in U~per Burma in an ordinary year. The experience of a 
second drought ( 189S-97) in these districts has, however, shown that the 
tanks cannot be relied on as famine protective works, as they have no permanent 
sources of supply, and dry up in bad years. 

6o. At the end of February 1892 the number of relief workers employed in 
Discussions as to wages and Upper Burma was upwards of Jo,ooo. The expendi

piece·work. ture was large, and the high average wages of the 
workers attracted the attention of the Government of India. Enquiry was made 
as to how far these wages and the classification of the workers were in accordance 
with the prescriptions of the famine code. In reply it was stated that the great 
majority of the workers were employed on the piece-work system, and that this 
system w~s more economical and more suitable to Burma than any other. The 
labourers, it was s1id, were all able-boiied and could earn a subsistence wacre at . ~ 

rates calculated on this assumption. The wages might seem high compared with 
the Indian standard, but they were lower than the wages ordinarily current in 
Burma, and work was being executed more cheaply than would be possible in a 
non-famine year. The sum that would provide a subsistence for able·bodied men, 
women and children had been carefully calculated, and on this calculati~n the 
rates for piece-work had been fixed so that an able-bodied man, woman or child 
would by doing a good day's work earn this sum together with a minute margin. 
The principle of thus fixing wages slightly above what would provide a bare 
subsistence was defended partly on the score of economy; and partly because 
it was in accordance '1\'ith the customs of the people. " If a margin" it wa':l. 
said. " were not ldt to enable labourers to provide for the aged and infirm~ 
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Government would have to provide for the latter by village to village relief, or by 
means of poor-houses, or by both means. The expenditure incurred on these 
purposes must be considerable and would probably exceed any faving which 
might be obtained by fixing wage rates so low as to provide no more than a 
bare subsistence. It is quite certain that the people themselves prefer a system 
which enables them to support their relatives, to a system under which they would 

. be compelled to leave them to the mechanical benevolence of Government.'' 
These argume~ts did not convince the Government of India. They informed 
the local Administration that the allowance of a " margin" over a subsistence 
wage was not in accordance with the principles of the famine code, and. th1t 
the wages thereby established were unduly attractive. "All margin over the 
code fami:le wage," it was laid down, "must be shown as gratuitous relief, 
and no margin can be allowed where no sick or infirm have to be supported.'' 
Extra payments to labourers for maintenance of sick and infirm, wherever such 
were dependent on them, were not prohibited, provided such extra payment 
was shown io the account<J as gratuitous relief and not as wages for work 
performed. In compliance with these orders the Chief Commissioner, on the 
8th March, reluctantly issued instructions that in future the wages on a relief 
work were not to exceed 2 annas 6 pies a day for a man, 2 annas for a woman, 
and 1 anna 6 pies for a child, these being the amounts which, at then ruling 
prices, would just purchase the prescribed " full ration '' of the code. Hitherto 
no limit had been set to the amount which a relief worker might earn by piece· 
work. It was now ordered that no piece-worker was to be allowed to earn more 
than the above rate. As no margin for the support of the sick and infirm was 
allowed to labourers under the new system, relief officers were dire<;ted to pay 
particular attention to the work of village inspection 1nd to give gratuitous relief 
wherever necessary. The reduction of the rate of wages led ·at once to a large 
falling off in the number of relief workers. At the end of February they number· 
ed 3o,ooo; and at the end of March they were only 20,ooo. The change 
was unpopular with the relief workers and the local Administration was dis· 
satisfied with its effect. After a month's trial this system was again re,ised, 
the principle of a ''margin " reintroduced, and cash allowances granted for de· 
pendants. The '' margin" was fixed approximately in the case of the able-bod:ed . 
expert class of workers at 20 per cent. on the subsistence wage, and piece rates 
were so adjusted as to allow a family group, by a fair day's work, to earn for each 
member the prescribed su~sistence wage and the "margin." To the less expert 
workers, who were grouped and employed separately at rates adjusted to their 
smaller capacity for work, only the bare subsistence wage without a margin was 
allowed. All classes of workers were also made eligible for· the gnmt of small 
money allowances for any incapable dependants actually supported by them. 
These· rates were not entirely arproved by the Government of India. It was 
considered in the first place that the money equh·alent of the subsistence or code 
full ration had, on a comparison of actually ruling prices, been placed too high. 
Further the " margin" allowed to expert piece·workers was considered excessive 
and was e\·entually rcJuced by one half. Lastly the Government of India expressed 
their apprehension lest the pro\'ision ns to the granting of cash allowances 
for depcnd;mts would, unless strict suFcrvision was exercised, be abused, as the 
rules left it to the headman of each gang to certify the number of dependants of 
each worker. Generally the conclusion drawn by the Gorernment of India from 
a con::.iJcratil)n of the famine exr.enditurc o{ the local Administration ~·as, that 
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waaes were beina maintained at a level which tended to attract labour to the. 
b b 

works rather than to remove it from them. ''The main object of the code," it 
was said, "is to pr.:>vide an adequate test of the need of the people for relief,· 
and so long as the wage provided an adequate subsistence for the labourer, it 
cannot be considered as otherwise than a desirable result that the people refused 
to accept it, for it is .a proof that they do not really require assistance. The · 
circumstance brought forward of the independence of the Burman and his reluct· . 
ance to accept a wage which he considers insufficient remuneration for the work 
rendered by him, does not in any way justify the supply of funds in time of famine 
for the provision of a more liberal subsistence than would be granted to .his fellow 
subjects elsewhere. The only test that can be properly applied to the wage of 
the Burman, equally with the Indian famine labvurer, is that it shall be fairly suffi· 
dent to maintain him in health and strength and not more." By the time these 
criticisms were rec.:>rdeP., the necessity for relief works had almost disappeared. 
Satisfactory rains broke in June, the number of relief workers sa:1k to belo\v 
to,ooo, and during June and July most of the works were closel In August 
the only works open were in the Shwebo district, and thes~ were closed at the 
end of the month. 

Mortality statistics virtually do not exist in Upper .Burma. But it seems clear 
that the peopl~ were in very good case and well looked after, and that the 
scarcity was not sufficiently severe to occasion exceptional mortality. 

61. The total expenditure on relief works from August 1890 to August 1892-
, amounted to 14! lakhs of rupees; on gratuitous relief 

Cost of relief measures. R d · 1 1 J lj s. 3,5oo; an on agncu tura oans to 6 lakhs. 
The returns of relief workers are not sufficiently complete to enable the average 
daily wage rate to be exactly ascertained. In Yamethin it exceeded 3~ annas a 
day for all classes of workers for a considerable period ; and equally high or higher 
rates prevailed elsewhere. The object of the local Administration was not only 
to give relief to the people, but also to get works which were conside:ed to be 
of great importance to the country completed in a short space of time and at a 
cost which is said to comp~re favourably with normal public works rates in Upper 
Burma. It seems probable that the expenditure on famine relief in 1891·92 
was 1arger than it would have been had it been strictly regulated to the relief 
requirements of the people. In the late. famine of 1896·97 in the Meiktila and 
Myingyan districts, which was much worse and accompanied by higher prices· 
than the scarcity of J891·92, the average daily wage of all classes of workers on 
the Meiktila·Myingyan railway, the chief relief work, works out to a fraction over 
2 annas per worker. The code task·work system was adopted throughout on 
this work and appears to have answered very well. Had higher rates been paid 
and piece·work been allowed, a larger propor:tion of able-bodied men would in all 
probability have been attracted to the works, who, as it was, temporarily migrated 
to Lower Burma and there earned good wages. More work would have been 
done and possibly the cost per 100 cubic feet might have been reduced by the 
greater efficiency of the labour. But the famine relief expenditure would have 
been increased. The policy of the local Administration in 1 896·97 was t<> do 
nothing to check migration, whereas in J891-92 the policy appears to have been 
to make it unnecessary. The policy of 1896·97 is unquestionably the right one 
in the ~pecial circumstancei of the 11 dry zone." 
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62. In 1890·92 severe distress was experienced in the Brirlsh districts of 
' Scarcity in Ajmere·Merwara, Ajmere-Merwara, covering an area of 2,710 square 
J89o-9z. miles and containing a population of 54J,ooo. The 
adjoining native states were similarly affected in a greater or less. degree. In the 
first period, dating from the deficient monsoon rains of 1890 and tbe consequent 
failure of the rain crops of J 890 and the rahi of 1 891 1 distress was chiefly con-

- fined to the Todgarh sub-division of Merwara, and to the southern portion of 
Ajmere, and nothing more than moderate scarcity prevailed. But with a still 
more pronounced failure of the monsoon of 1891, and of the kharif and rabi crops 
of 1891·92, distress became severe and general and was not alleviated until the 
bounteous autumn rains of J 892 restored agriculture to its normal course. The 
average annual rainfall of the tract is small, being a little under 21 inches. In 
1890 only 12 inches fell in Ajmere and 13l inches in Merwara. In 1891 the 
Ajmere rainfall was only 8} inches and that of Merwara tol inches. In neither 
year did a sufficiently heavy fall of rain occur at any date to fill the irrigation 
tanks on which much of the cultivation depends. The estimates of the four 
harvests dependent on the rains of these two years place the yield in the two 
districts at about one quarter of the average. Grass, fodder and water also 
failed. Many of the cattle were driven off to more favoured districts in M eywar, 
and many died. The losses on this account fell even heavier on the agricul
turists than the loss of crops, and when the monsoon rains of 189:z came, 
great difficulty was experienced in placing the normal area under the plough. 
In its intensity and duration the drought of 1890-92 was as great as any of 
the great droughts which have visited this tract of coun.try in the past, among 
which the drought of 1812-13, the drought of 1847·48, and the drought of 1868-
70 are the most memorable. The one different~ting circumstance was the 
railway which links Ajmere with the ·outer world, and which, in 1890·92, 
brought ample supplies of food into the country and prevented prices from ever 
rising to a f3.mine level. In the first period of the scarcity (October 1890 to 
July 1891) barley ranged from 18 to 20 seers the rupee. When the second year's 
failure of the rains occurred, in July 1891 the price rose to 14 seers the rupee, 
and ranged frum 13 to 16 seers from July 1891 to March 1892. \Vith the in
gathering of the spring harvest of 1892 prices again became easier and hovered 
about 16 seers until September 1892. In the tR6S-7o famine grain rose to 3 
seers the n1pce, and men with money in their hands died in Ajmere from want of 
food. 

63. Relief works were opened in 1\Ierwara in October 1890 through the 

First period or reliet 
agency of the Department of Public \V orks, and as 
thcj attracted labour, <~nd distress was reported to be 

severe in the Todgarh sub-division where the crop f.1ilure had been greatest, they 
were gradually increased in numbCl' until 18 were open in January, ~'Jpport• 
ing a daily a,·erage of 2,161 person:;. More works were opened in other portions 
of :he !-.I crwara district month by month, and in June 189 r there were 39 
works in progress on \\hich s,ooo labourers were employed. In July and 
August the numbers fell off as the rains, though scanty and intermittent, provided 
agricultural work. ln Ajmere during this first period relief took chiefly the form 
<•f Gon:rnmcnt loans undl'rthe Land Improvement Loans Act to the semi-feudal 
t·statc·holJers or istz'mrardars, "ho own about h1lf the land in 'the district, 
to eraLlc thfm to give emrloymcnt to their tenants. Rs. 67,ooo was thus 
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advanced. To the Government raiyats or cultivators, holding direct from Gov• 
ernment in the khalsa (as distinguished from the istimrar~) portion of the district, 
Rs. 6r,ooo was similarly advanced. No regular relief works were opened, though 
there was some expansion of ordinary public works. The number of labourers 
so employed up to the end of September 1891 ·varied from 1,ooo to 1,5qo a day. 
1 n both districts from the beginning of 1891 relief drcles were formed in ac· 
cordance with the prescriptions of the code, the patwari's circle being the 
minor unit or "local area,'' and the kanungo's circle the major unit or 11 relief 
circle." But during the first period the duties of these officials as relief officers 
were confined to ascertaining and reporting the condition of the people, and 
gratuitous relief to the necessitous incapable poor in viilages was not started till 
the second period. 

64. The second period commenced wi~h the serious grain riots in Ajmere in 
. . - September x89r, in consequence • of the failure of 

Second penod · • • · • d · d' U the rams, nsmg pnces an growmg 1stress, p 
till then a halting policy had been impressed on the dis~rict authorities in the hope 
that the season would improve. The riots showed that relief could be no longer 
delayed. Relief works were hurriedly-... -opened throughout Ajmere and fresh 
loans granted to the istimrardars and the Government tenants. In Merwara 
additional ·works were opened. The numbers on the works. rose in A jmere from 
1,430 persons in September to 6,524 in October, and in Merwara from 2,598 to 
4,223. In December 10,619 persons were on the Ajmere relief works and 
8,787 in Merwara. From Octob~r 1891 the existence of famine was officially 
recognised and the prescrifll:ions of the local famine code were put in force in 
both districts. Special civil and public works establishments were entertained, 
the relief-circle arrangements improved, and village gratuitous relief commenced. 
The numbers on. relief .works steadily rose during the first ~ix months of 
1892. In Merwara where the distress was greatest, the rise continued to July. 

Ajmere. Merwara, Total. The abrupt fall in August and Septem• 
JB!luary ... 9,963 7,220 17,18a 
April .•. 19,1i90 7.947 27,637 her was hastened by the gradual reduction 
June ... a:a,na n,181 33.913 
July ... 14,613 13,9~ 28,555 of the wage, the closing of small works, 
August ... 3,0]2 6,125 9,157 d . . 
September 421 1,897 a,po an the ex:act10n of ptece·work, when the 
rains were seen to be good and prices became easier. From the 1st October the 
minimum code wage only was allowed on the works, and from that date they were 
practically closed .. 

65. In both districts throllghout the scarcity the relief works, with unimport· 

Character of the relief works. 
ant exceptions, wer~ under the professional manage• 
ment of the Public Works Department. Most of 

the works were of permanent utility' such as irrigation tank.s and roads, which 
would eventually have been undertaken in the ordinary course of events 
from district funds. Owing to the enforcement of the piece-work system· as 
far as possible on the relief works and the lowness of the rates compared with 
the normal rates for labour, the works were, it is stated, executed at a cost little 
in excess of the sanctioned estimates. But in this comparison the so·called 
"infructuous outlay" on the wages of the weakly gangs appears to have 
been deducted from the total public works expenditure, of which it repre· 
sent~d f'0th. In Ajmere relief labour was more concentrated and residence 
on the works more general than in 1\ferwara, as several large irrigation reservoirs. 
on which many hundreds of labourers were accommodated io relief camps, were 
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undertaken. In Merwara the works were more numerous and scattered, .and. 
only a small proportion of people from outlying villages lived on the works. In 
both districts the dislike of the petty agriculturists to leave their hames and re
side on the relief works was marked. ''They invariably," the official narrative 
states, 11 prefer to walk 10 to 12 miles daily, which exhausts them and renders them 
less fit for work. • . , . They and their families will live for months on less 
than famine rations, and the result is famine diarrhrea or debility or death, ascribed 
to cholera and fever." A few small relief works were undertaken by the civil 
authorities for the relief of special localities or the employment of weak persons. 
But in no month did the number of labourers on such works in the two 
districts reach 300. Weakly and inefficient labourers were as a rule given nominal 
employment with the minimum wage on the departmental relief works, though 
their presence there was disliked by the Public Works officers on the ground 
that they did no real work and raised the cost of the works . 

• 
66. The question of task and wage was much discussed during the progress 

of famine operations, and the regulations were several 
Discussionsastorelle£wages. times altered. Broadly speaking, payment by re-

sults or piece·work was the rule, and task·work the exception; and the alter
ations made at various. times were mainly concerned with the wage scale and the 
employment and remuneration of inefficient labourers. When works were first 
opened at the end of 18go, it was thought sufficient to offer employment to 
family gangs at rates calculated to give the man a daily wage of 2J annas (sub· 
sequently reduced to 2 annas), the woman It annas, and the child I anna orless 
according to size. These rates were something below the normal district rates 
for unskilled labour. Under the system the average daily earnings of the piece
workers were slightly in excess of what they would have receivt!d, had their wages 
been strictly regulated by the famine code. The system did not make provision 
for the residuu'm of weakly labourers who were found to require· relief, and after 
some controversy the Public Works Department had to acquiesce in finding them 
employment on light labour on a wage of one anna a day. When the rains of 
1891 failed and famine conditions unmistakeably commenced to prevail, the 
famine code was directed to be. applied to the relief works. .This necessitated 
the calculation of the cash value of the '' full ration" of the code with reference 
to current prices, and the calculation with barley flour at I 2 seers the rupee (barley 
graip bring at 16 s~ers) made the wage I anna 9 pies tor a man, I anna 4 pies for 
a woman, and t.he child's wage 8 pie.s to I anna 3 pies according to age. Piece
work as an optional system was continued, and rates were so fixed as to give 
the piecc·workers for a day's work the above wages with a "margin" of 3 
pies. If the earnings exceeded these standards, the rates were reduced. Able
bodied labourers who refused piece-work were put to task-work on three-quarters 
of the full coJe wages. Where the work w:u such that piece.work ~·as net 
possible, such as hard rock cutting, the full code wage on pcrformar.ce of a 
fair task w:ts paid to able·bouied bbourers. \\'eakly labourers, capable of doing 
light \vork, received on some works the full wage ar:d on others the three• 
quarters wage. Special gangs vf old men and women doing nominal work 
received the minimum wa~e. Besides these relief workers proper, a good many 
skilkJ professional labourers seem to hJ.ve been employed for the nusonry work 
of tanks and for expediting works which had to be finished before the rains. 
According to the view of the Government of India such labour should 
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not have been charged to famine relief at all, but the matter was not finally 
settled until a late stage of the famine. Up to April 1892 all such labourers 
formed class I of the relief workers and their wages were practically whatever was 
found necessary to secure their services. Class II comprised the able-bodied 
unprofessional piece-workers. Class Ill comprised the able-bodied labourers on 
task-work on the full or three·quarter wage, and the weakly labourers capa}?le of 
light work. Class IV comprised the infirm and aged whose work was purely 
nominal. Children too young to work were gratuitously relieved, a small cash 
allowance (in 1\lerwara 3 pies per child) being given to the parent. 

67. From vario'us causes the pieae·workers were in a minority on the works, 

Piece.work. 
· and this was more especially the case when the 

skilled professional workmen were removed from the 
category of relief workers. The classification of the relief work population in 

· Merwaraon the nth June 1892 
Class I. Clm II. Class III. Class IV. is given in the margin. In 

107 · 1-733 1,744 148 A' d M Men 
Women ••• Nil. u7~ 1.773 45<> Jmere an erwara combined 

... Nil. 674 1 .943 N•l. the piece-workers in May, June Children ... 

Children gratuitoa•ly re-
lieved ... ... 

1<>7 3,685 5,459 sgS and July 1892 were approxi
mately one-fourth of the aggre· 
gate number of workers em· 
ployed; another fourth of the 

107 3,6ss 5459 2,890 '-----.--·--..J 
'Total - 12,141 

workers were in receipt of the 
three-quarters code wage or the minimum wage; and one-half were on the full code 
wage. The full code wage was found to be" ample to sustain an able-bodied man, 
woman, and child in good physical condition while doing a full day's labour." As 
regards the three-quarters wage it was thought to be attended with risk. It was 
reported from Merwara that " the three-fourths wage was not sufficient to afford 
the slightest margin," and that labourers who endeavoured to suppott, not only · 
themselves, but their households on it deteriorated. This is not conclusive, 
however, as to the insufficiency of the wage in itself. The piece-work system, so 
far as it was applied, seems to have been successful. In the opinion of the 
Public Works officers more of the workers might have been pai:l. by results with 
advantage both to themselves and to the economical prosecution of the \'l-orks. 
There was undoubtedly gre:tt difficulty in exacting a proper tas!c from the task 
workers, partly on account of the insufficiency of the works establishments; 

· and partly because the population of the tract is not naturally laborious. In 
these circumstances the full code wage made the S? called task-work attrac· 
tive, while if the three quarters wage was given, there was, in the opinion ·of the 
civil officers, a risk of tlie health of the workers suffering. 

68. Village gratuitous relief was given in both districts from the close of r891 

Gratuitous relie£. 
to October 1892, on.lists prepared by the patwaris 
and checked by the circle inspectors. The perstms 

so relieved did not in any month exceed a daily average of 1,ooo in 1\Ier
wara and 1,3oo in Ajmere, The fact that this represented less than i per cent. 
of the total population is evidence of the close limits within which this form 
of relief was kept. In Ajmere the local officer~ are said to have worked the 
system e: rnely well. " There is no doubt that the adoption of the poor-house 
system would Lave been much more expensive and much less effective." In 
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M erwara the village relief was also considered " more suited to the people than 
compulsory poor-house relief.'' Had it not been given 11 many deaths would un• 
doubtedly have occurred." In both districts, poor-houses were established, but 
were used only for the relief of starving beggars and for maintaining discipline on 
the relief works. "Home labour" in the form of weaving, winding, and spinning 
"'as provided on a considerable scale in the .towns of Ajmere and Nasirabad, where 
the population is L~l"gely Mahommedan, for parda nashz"n women, deserted 
widows and children, and other destitute. persons who, by reason of caste or 
otherwise, were unable to come to the relief works. The total expenditure 
amounted to Rs. 77,soo, of which Rs. 36,4oo was expended on wages, and 
Rs. 41,192 on materials. The recoveries from sales of work amounted to 
Rs. 40,525. 

69. The total. expenditure on relief works (including establishments) amount· 

Cost ofrelief. 
ed to Rs. I 2,38,ooo. On village gratuitous relief, 
poor-houses and home relief, a further sum of Rs. 

I,oJ,oco was exfended. Rs. 26,ooo was spent on special civil establishments 
and Rs. 47,000 of land revenue remitted. In addition to a total irrecoverable 
expenditure of. Rs. 14, 14,ooo, land revenue to the amount of Rs. 1,o3,ooo was 
suspended, and Rs. 6,o8,ooo advanced as loans to land-holders and cultivators. 
The outgoings on account of the famine thus amounted to 21 i lakhs in a tract 
of which the population is little over half a million and die land revenue under 5 
lakhs. In the 1868·70 famine the Government expenditure was IS lakhs, but 
over one-quarter of the population died or disappeared. In the I89o-g2 famine 
there was no increase in the recorded death-rate until October 18gi. For the 
I 2 months ending the 3oth September I 892 the deaths from all causes were 
15,852, or excluding cholera and small-pox, both of which diseases were very pre· 
valent, 12,408. In the two years preceding the famine the deaths from all 
causes a\'eraged 101750, or 9·579 excluding cholera and small-pox. The re· 
cdrded death-rate from all causes thus rose from 20 to 30 per mille, or exclusive 
of cholera and small-poi ·from 18 to 23 per mille •. These death-rates are so 
low as to suggest imperfect registration. But taking the recorded increase 
to indicate the proportional increase of mortality during the famine period, it 
is not higher that might be expected in a prolonged period of agricultural 
disaster. 

70, The administration of the Ajmere-1\Ierwara famine of 18go-92 was con· 

Wage rate too liberal. 
sidereJ at the time by the Government of India not 
to have been satisfactory in all respects. There was 

no question as to the distress having been taken in time or ,as to the general 
sl!fficicncy of the measures of relief adopted. But the impression formed was 
that, owing to the desire of the district authorities and the Department of Public 
\\' orks to complete the impOt'tant irrigation and road works which had been 
uudcrtaken for relief purposes, many skilled professional workmen had been 
rntertaincd at high wages and improperly classed as .relief labourers, and that 
.in the mJ.tlcr of ''home labour u and gratuitous relief, and the wage·rates of 
persons "ho refused to accept piece-work, the conditions of rcli,+ had been 
maJe too indulgent. These criticisms applied chiefly to the relief admi· 
nistration of the Ajmere district. As regards the wage-expenditure on the 
relid works thde can, be no doubt that able-bodied skilled bbourers were 
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remunerated considerably in excess of the full famine code wage. In the Ajmere 
· district one-third of the 

Total 
num~er1 
of relief Wogen• 
worke~s pendilure. 
exclu lin~ 
depend· 

ants. 

Rs. 

Ajmere ... 4,68o,ooo 6,86,169 

tderwua ... 3,;8o,ooo 3.99.75• 

--- ---
TOTAL ... 8,46o,ouo 1o.8s,g2o 

PF.RCENTAGI OF CLASSIF!• 
CATION OF IlK LIEF WORKERS, 

Average 
daily Below wage. Above Full hrll famine f•mine famine wage. wage. wage, 
~~-- 1----

As. . 
i'J 3ll 40 28 

1'7 to 48 32 

----- --
ll'oS 27 44 29 

total number of relief 
workers were permitted 
to earn wages in excess 
of the full wage ; and 
the average wage earned 
throughout the famine 
in that district by the 
labourers amoucted to 
2'3 annas. The ex· 
perience of the 1896-97 
famine, when grain was 

fully one-fourth dearer than in Ajmere in 1890·92, seems to show that the average 
daily wage need not exceed 1 anna 9 pies. The principle eventually laid down by 
the Governrnent of India in the' Ajmere and Upper Burma famines of 189o·y2 that 
skilled labour employed on works, the completion of which is desired on other 
than faminP. relief grounds, must be charged to qrdinary public works and not to 
famine relief, is obviously correct. The further principle was laid down that the 
earnings of such able-bodied relief workers as were permitted to work at piece· 
work should be limited to the famine wage plus a minute margin. 

71. The question whether relief was given in excess of the actual needs of 

Was relief given excessive ? the people is 'a difficult one. The total population 
of the Ajmere district is 422,000. But the popu

lation of the istimrari area is 18J,OOO and of· the urban area 97,ooo, leaving 
143,000 as the population of the rural klzalsa area. This latter was further 
reduced to 125,ooo by emigration. The urban area did not furnish relief workers, 
and the tstimrari area not more than 2,ooo at the time of maximum pressure. 

Relief works 

Dep•ndants 

· Gratuitou•ly relieved in 
'tillai(el· 

The rural population of Merwara is 99,000, 
Ajmere. Merwart. which Was reduced to 95,000 by emigra• 

tion. Excluding the relief workers who 
came from the ~·stimrarz' portion of the 

17,50o U,ooo 
Ajmere district, the figures in the margin 

I,Soo represent the average daily number of per· 
2,8oo 

1,200 700 sons on relief from 1st April 1892 to 31st 
---- July .I 892 in each district outside the urban 

ar.soo 14·5°0 area, for which latter special relief in the 
Population afl'eeted ... ~~ ~~ form of " home labour 11 and poor·house11 
Percentage relieved ... 18 r6 was provided. Relief was therefore given 
--------'------- to 18 per cent. of the affected population 
in Ajmere and 16 per cent. in Merwara, and this in addition to the relief indirectly 
given by Government loans and advances. • The ratios are high, but they 
have been exceeded in other famines' in other tracts. The numbers gratuitously 
relieved are comparatively low. There is ample evidence that a large proportion 
of the population was in absolute want of food and must have died had not relief, 
been afforded, and that even the relief given did not prevent a considerable rise 
in the death-rate. The infer~:nce seems to be that, apart from the public works 
policy adopted, the relief measures did not err greatly if at all on the side of 
extravagance. 
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72• The followi,ng table shows the ;:m:aand the population affected, the maxi. 

Comparativetableshowingextent mum number relieved on any one day, the sum 
and cost offamines described above. expended on relief of different kinds, the loans and 
advances made to the landed classes, and the suspensions and remissions of the 
to\nd revenue demand in each of the famines or scarcities dealt with in the fore· 
going harratives, so far as data are available for such a statement:-

Year A•ea ,\fnlmurr. \1a1imum 

of rhe atl<cted Popula• dady daily 
Sm1pen· OUIT'I")t::f t1umher Cost of gratuitous 

Province alfectrd. ~.t.mh1c In t100 
~mployc:"d rell~t,·ed 

Costof relief works, 
·~lief, 

A.d ¥ancea and loan•. siuns of 
or square aftected. on re.tcf g atui .. revenue. 

•cardty. mE~:IJ. works. tou•ly. 

-- --- ---
Rs. Rs. R•. Rs, 

Qjlb ... ... 1884 .. . ... .,630 ... ·--- . ...... 70,000 7,63,ooo 

.ower Bengal ... r88~·Bs 117• 41>,000 20,80.1) - ...... t,oS,too J, ... l,poo ... 
adrao ... ... 1884·8; 3,000 ... - ... r,oo,ooo ...... u•- ... 

n\ral Pr~<lncee ... 1886-~7 ... ... ... . .. .. .... ...... . ....... "' 

ar - - uss 89 •• ooo ... 42,000 ... ooo Three lakh• on wMks andlt!'l'tultc .. rellef, ,.oo,ooo -D1•trict J::oaroJ& SpeD l t¥1'0 lak.bs oo wod~.s. 

O.ISI& (Tributary Statce', 18810 - 100,000 !PO ,,, .. 41,000 15,000 _, ... ,... 
(Including some 
r.ratultous relief.) 

loladrac (Gaajam) ... iBBS.Ss t,soo I,too,ooo ••• ooo 104,000 6,0SI,OOO :.,,so,ooo 1,70,000 
(lad odes ad•· an· 

3,00,000 

ces to weavers.) 

It• mana and Ga·bwal rS~o ... . .. ... - _ ... ....... 1,Bs,ooo .. . 
Komaoa l'>l•ltiOD and 189l .. ~ ... ... - u .... -- •• ~4.933 "" Debra Vuo. 

Madril ... ... 1891"1)1 u,, .. - 9>,5113 6,g61 rG,sJ,I7'/ 64,917 34,14,639 ... 
O:J,tjO SJ,Stc;, 

1\ombaJ (l>eccan) ... I 891•)' Po4B4 •• ~r.ooo !.701J ... rlnclnde~ Rs. 66.,63" (GI•en •• a low• o,S.,2115 13,888 •t•eot hy DJstrlot anc-es to vill.age 
Ooardo.) olbcials.) 

r 3,8o,o1•~ 

:s,8So,ooo 
I Spoclol ••· Qi,7"9 l 

Bugal aDd Behar ... rS}t•9' s., .• 77,800 ~.s8o ( tabli>hmcnl. > "·35' *•42,486 -I -I 
lTolal 4,7l,?JII 

. 
Upp"' B~nna ... 11191•9> Jo,ooo 8oo,OI'Io :JO,OOO ... ••• so,ooo ),So0 e,oo.ooo ·~ 

roo •r•rlal .. ,,s,ooo l 
I J r.lrd lo 

th<form 
Aj..,.,...,..M.,.,ara ... ISl/0'9' 1,110 543,000 33.9•3 "" (~{ Wt'.l\t'• t 1,03,000 O,oS,ooo 1,03,000 

1 lng etc, ... ~ I 

I l Total ,,,,s,•ooiJ 

Remho-
siun& or 
revcnac. 

-
R.o.. 

. .. 
-
.. . 
"' 

... 

"' 

J.dS,oca 

-
... 

45,1!7,»< 

-
-
-

.,.OOQ 



CHAPTER III. 

DIFFERENCES 1:-i THE PRESCRIPTrO~S OF THE PROViNCIAL FAMINE 
CODES. 

7J· The first duty assigned to us in the Resolution appointi,,g the Commission 
is to examine the manner in which the prescriptions 

Doty o£ the Commission to e.x· f · d f h a} · d'ff 
aminethediffereocestothepre;;crtp- of the amme co es o t e sever provmces 1 .:r 
tioos of the famine cojes. from one a11other, and in which their prescriptions 

have been departed from. In a m:'!mora1dum which will be fou11d among the 
appendice5 to our report we hJ.ve shown chapter by chapter the main differences 
that exist in the several provincial codes, and in the fourth chapter of our 
report we have discussed the departures from the cocles that have been made 
durin a the recent famine. ·The codes we have dealt with are those of Bengal, 
1\Iadr~s, Uomb:ly, the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, the Punjab, the 

Central Provinces and Burma. 

H· The history of the evolution of these C)des is as follows. In r8S3 the 
· provisional code was promulg1te.l with the Govern-

Origino£theez:istingcadea. ment of India Resolution No. 4-1--F, dated the 9th 

June r8S3. The code was declared to be distinctly· provisional, and permission 
was given to local Go\'ernments to follo;v the example al:e1dy set by Madras and 
to frame provincial codes of their own. In course of ti;ne separate codes were 
preparei ani sanctioned for the different provinces. In 188) the Government 
of lndi~ dee:ne:l it expe.ii<"!nt to su )ject the procedure fotnded upo:l the provisional 
code of r83J to fresh scrutiny in' the light of the experience gained in various 
parts of India since that time, and accordingly Resolution No. 63-77·C., dJ.ted 
the rg~h Dece:n ber 188g, was issued asking for the opinion and advice of local 
Governments and Administratio:-~s on ·the working of th! existing cod.!s 'and more 
particularly on certain points specially mentioned as desen'ing consideration. 
Orders on these points were issued by the Government of India in September 1 Sgt, 
and local Governmcnt5 were as!.:ed to submit copie.> of rules drafted in accordance 
with the instructions issued for incorporation in the provincial codes. Further 
ord~n were from time to time issued by the Government of India on points 
that had ari;en, and again by a Resolution of 24th August 18) 3 each provin.::e 
was re1uired to su)mit a revised draft famine code based on the lines of that and 
the previous Resoi:.J~ions. Th~ revis~d codes calle.i for in the Resolution of 
August 18.)3 were in due! course submitted by lo::al Gover11me:1ts and sanction,.d 
by the Government of lndi1, and they constitute the codes with which we are no1v 
dealing. They follow, with o~1e or two exceptions in the case of l\ladras and Burma, 
a uniform system of di\ision into chapters pre>cribcd by the Government of India. 
It is interesting to connect the changes introduced into the co;:les after thev 
were first framed with the experiences that were gained in the scdrcities and 
famines an account of which is given in the preceding chapter. These scar~ 

cities or famines, it will have been observed, fall into two more or less distinct 
groups. The first group comprises the series of scarcities commencing with the 
Punjab scarcity of t8S-t. and terminating with the more serious Ganjam famine 
of 1888·89. The second group embraces the period from t8go to ,1892 when 
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relief operations ,were required in Madras, the Bombay, Deccan, Bengal and 
Behar, Burma and A jmere· Merwara. Of these latter scarcities the gravest was 
that of Madras in 1891·92. The resolution of 1889 was issued with a view to 
collating and codifying the experiences gained in the first group of scarcities. 
The subjects specially dealt with then were the functions of the Agricultural 
Department in connection with the system of furnishing general information on 
agricultural matters, and its responsibility for special inspections in tracts 

·menaced with famine; the duties of village officers and other subordinates in the 
matter of reporting on the condition of their villages and circles; the extent to 
,..·hich a rise in prices should be accepted as a famine warning; the utilization o£ 

· forests ; the .maintenance of a scheme of famine works ; and the relative 
advantages of a money dole, a grain dole and cooked food for purposes of 

· gratuitous relief. The necessity fvr securing more reliable and certain informa· 
tion as to the probable occurrence of distress was illustrated by almost all the 
scarcities or apprehended scarcities occurring between 1884 and the Ganjam 
famine of t888·8}, and more particularly by the experience of the scarcity in the 
Orissa Tributary States in 1889. The experience gained has resulted in the 
provisions of the existing codes dealing with this matter. It was the occasion 
of the Ganjam famine of 1888·89 which brought prominently to notice the fact 

. that distress might become very general and severe without prices reaching 
what was considered to be the "scarcity rate," and this resulted in the provision 
of the codes requiring the submission of special reports when local prices rise by 
a certain percentage above the normal. And the same famine brought into pro
minence the question of the rela~ive advantage of cooked and uncooked food in 
gratuitous relief, and the desirability or otherwise of confining' depanmental 
public works to able·bodied labourers only. The 1\hdras Government expressed 
a preference for cooked food, anu the preference then given is still retained in the 
provincial code. The result of the second group o! famines was to bring under 
consideration the relatire advantages of piece-work and task·work, the treatment of 

·dependants and the restriction of the wage earned to a subsistence wage and nothing 
more. The experience gained in Burma and Ajmere-~lerwara cal:ed particular 
attentioa to the wage question and the possibility of works being made too attrac· 
tive. The Resolution of August 1893 contained the orders of the Government of 
India on the points that had arisen. By these orders the use of the terms' profes· 

. sional agcnl'y' and 1 ci,·il agency' in connection with relief works was abandoned, 
and it was directed t 1-tat in future all works should be primarily distinguished 
as' ordin:uy' and 'rcli cf.' 1he cost of the latter only bt.:irg debitable to famine. 
On the other hand relief works were divided into two classes 1 small' and 'large ' 
with reference to numbers of workers, and not to the agency of management. 
The cbssiGcat"on of relief worl>crs as ( 1) professional' labourus, (2) labourers, 
but not professional, (J) abl~·bodied, but not labourers, and (4) weakly workers, 
was adhered to, and it was determined that as the system advocated in the pro· 
visional code of forming relid workers into gangs had proved successful, workers 
after having been duly classified should be formed into gangs and a task pre. 
scribd for each gang 1 on the performance of which in whole or in part each 
memLcr of the gang should be entitled to. the wage prescribed for his class in 
whole or in part in proportivn to the amount of the task performed by the whole 

·gang. The tendency d t hcse orders was to abolish the original plan of so far as 
possible cmplvying all the abk-bodied on piece·work and allowing them to earn 
then.: by somdhing a bore the full ration wage by doing a full task. The use of 
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the term 'piece-w0rk' in the codes was forbidden in future on the ground that 
piece-work or payment by results in famine operations, as distinguished from 
piece-work in the ordinary sense of the term, must be limited by the· estimated 
and not the actual capacity of those employed. The sufficiency of the minimum 
ration which had been questioned was reaffirmed, b1:1t at the ~arne time the 
n:ethod of calculating the wage from the ration known as the 'grain-equivalent' 
method was introd\lced, and this practically allowed some increase in the scale 
wages. Permission. was also given to local Governmentg, under certain condi
tions, to relie\'e the non-working children and de11endants of relief workers by 
means of allowances to the working members of the family, though for many 
reasons the Government of India preferred that whenever practicable such 
persons should be separately relieved by the distribution of grain or of cooked food 
in kitchei1s. 

75· In the circumstances it might be expected that the differences in the 
The differences in the various various codes would not be very material, an,f such 

codes not very material. fi d b h C '! d h we n to e t e case.· ompt e as t ey are on a 
uniform system and based upon definite instructions issued from time to time by the. 
Government of India and sub~equently criticized and revised by that authori~y, it 
could hardly have occurred that any important departure in point of principle would 
find a place in any of the codes. Such differences as. exist are mainly in matters 
of detail, and for the most part are due either to' the varying conditions of the 
different provinces or to the individual methods of drafting adopted. We have 
not therefore thought if desirable to burden our report with a lengthy description 
of these differences, though such an accolnt will be found in our appendices. 
The memorandum setting forth the existing differences is in half margin, and 
wherever in the s·Jcceeding sections of our report we have made any recom• 
mendation, a reference to that recommendation is made against the appropriate 
paragraph or paragraphs of the memorandum. The remarks we have to make in 
this chapter will therefore be brief, and of a more or less general nature, 

76. ·The general scheme of the famine codes is as follows. The first chapter 
. prescribes the preparatory or precautionary arrange-

Genera. I scheme or a fam10e code. b 1 · · d · · ments to e permanent y mj!lmtame m ordmary 
times. The main object of these prescriptions is to ensure the maintenance of 
efficient channels of information by means o( which the approach of scarcity 
or famine may be detected in good time, and to provide for a state of prepared· 
ness in respect to measures of relief when the emergency arises. The second 
chapter deals with times when the information received indicates the imminence 
of scarcity or famine, and prescribes the special reports to be then sub·· 
mit ted and the· preliminary action to be· taken. The other chapters, usually 
trnrteen in number, prescribe the duties of all officers concerned when scarcity 
or famine is actually present, and the various measures of relief to be taken. 

77· In the chapters dealingwith times previous to famine, the differences that 
occur in the various provincial codes are not very 

Obligations of lo~al Govern· 
ments and their officers in ordinary material. All provinces are not administered on iden-· 
times. 

tically the same lines, and the administrative agency 
employed by Government varies accord:ng to the circumstances of each province .. 
As it is on the brdinary administrative agency of each province that the obligation.· 
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is imposed of being prepared to anticipate and meet distress, it follows that the 
provisions of th:s part must be moulded so as to fit in with the existing machi· 
nery. The general scheme provides in these chapters for periodical reports by 
the subordinate agency available as to crops, rainfall, health of cattle, and all 
other circumstances affecting agricultural prospects; and also for special reports 
when local retail prices rise by a certain percentage above normal rates. It 
imposes upon Commissioners of divisions and District Officers the duty of 
receiving and forwarding these reports, and of keeping themselves fully acquainted 
with the condition of the people of their respective charges. The same officers 
are also primarily responsible for maintaining statements of areas liable to famine 
and effective programmes of relief works for use within these areas. It 
prescribes periodical inspection of such areas by the Director of Land ·Records 
and Agriculture, and the maintenance in his office of a proper system of com• 
pilation of facts and statistics bearing on the agricultural circumstances of every 
tract in the province. Wh~n indications of the awroach of scarcity or famine 
are observed, special reports are required and special precautions are directed to 
be taken. In every code this scheme is generally adhered to, though the details 
vary. For example, in most provinces the duty of submitting periodical reports 
as to the crops, the weather and the condition of the people is laid upon the 
subordinate revenue agency, but in Bengal it is laid on the police for the reason 
that Bengal being a permanently settled province there is no suitable subordinate 
revenue agency there. Again, in Madras there are no Commissioners of clivi· 
sions, and in place of a Director a Member of the Board of Revenue is in 
charge of the Department of Land Records and Agriculture. Such .Member there
fore to some extent performs duties which fall upon Commissioners of didsions 
in other provinces. As regards special reports on fluctuations of prices, the usual 
practice is to require such a report when the variation above normal amounts to 20 

per cent."; the code of the North• West em Provinces prescribes 25 per cent., and 
that of Madras 25 per cent. in the case of rice and 33 per cent. in the case of 
other food grains. The details of the provisions regarding the preparation of 
statements of areas liable to famine and relief programmes differ considerably, 
the responsibility attaching in varying degrees to the District Officer, the Com
missioner, the Agricultural Department, and the officers of the Public Works 
Department. 

78 •. When famine or scarcity has been declared and relief measures have to 
be introduced, it is necessary fo prescribe the agency 

Coaduct or rel\ef measures. • • • • 
Duties of superior revenue and by whtch they will be earned out and to define wtth 
engineer officerl during famine. 1 • • h d f 'b'l' more or ess prectston t e egree o respons• 1 1ty at4 

taching to the different classes of officers who are employed. This is mostly done 
in the chapter treating of the duties of superior revenue and engineer officers during 
famine. The general scheme is to make the administrative area called the district 
the unit of famine relief administration, the District Officer, subject to the general 
control of the Commissioner of the division, being the agent of Government for 
carrying out the measures of relief that may be determined on. The District Officer 
is responsible for exercising general supervision over all wor~s and arrangements 
for giving relief within his district and for their efficiency, and officers of all depart· 
ments employed on famine duty within the limits of his district are subject to his 
orders on all points except those of a strictly prokssional nature. In addition 
to the staff ordinarily at his disposal h1r the current administration o~his district, 
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including as it does officers of such departments as the Revenue, the Police and 
the Medical departments, it is mainly through the agency of the officers of the 
Public Works Department and of the establishments of Local Bodies constituted 
by law within the district that the District Officer carries out the measures of 
relief. All the codes define the position of the District Officer as indicated above, 
but in the Central Provinces cede the definition is not so distinct, and is not 
given in one place. They also pro\·ide for the general controlling authority of 
the Commissioner of ,the division, but the duties imposed on this officer are 
expressed in varying terms. In Madras, where there are no Commissioners, the 
Member of the Board of Revenu~ in charge of Land Records and Agriculture 
takes their place and is ex-officio Famine Commissioner, if no special officer is 
appointed, and responsible for the direction of all branches of relief subject to the 
orders of Government. The Bombay code contemplates the appointment of 
a Famine Commissioner in whom shall be centred th~ responsibility of directing 
under the orders of Government all branches of famine relief, and failing such 
an appointment it leaves to Divisional Commissioners the chief executive control 
. under the orders of Government. The other codes do ntlt provide for the 
appointment of a Famine Commissioner. While all the codes recognise the 
,powers and obligations of Local Bodies, the provisions regarding their executive. 
:position in famine relief and their liability to incur expenciiture under this head are 
:not identical. In some of the codes (Bengal, North· \V estern Provinces, Madras, 
Punjab, Central Provinces) District Boards are deemed to form an integral part 
of the administration and to be the primary agency for coping with famine, to 
which object they must subordinate the ordinary objects and methods of their 
expenditure. The Bombay code merely says that the Collector ~hould utilize 
as far as possible the agency of District and Municipal Boards and Local Com~ 
mittees, while the Madras code says they a-re to devote their funds to ·famine 
relief so far as the law permits. The law bearing on the subject varies in differ· 
ent provinces. As regards the extent to which the Public Works Department, 

. as a department, is to have control of famine relief works, and as to the autho· 
rity and powers of engineer officers of the department employed in immediate 

. charge or supervision of such works, the provisions of the codes, though gene
rally similar, are not uniform and in many respects not precise. The general 
scheme seems to be to relieve the Chief Engineers of all but certain defined 
and limited duties in respect to these works, and to confine the directing powers 
of Superintending Engineers mainly to professional matters. On all pointSnot 
strictly professional it seems intended that Superintending and Executive Engi
neers shot.Jd work in co-operation with, a~d to· a large extent in subordination to, 
the Com?lissioners of divisions and District Officers. It seems also intended by 
some of the codes that officers of the Public Works Department should only be 
employed on what are defined as large works. The position assigned to the 
chief revenue authority in regard to famine relief administration varies greatly 
in the different provinces. In Bengal and the North-Western Provinces the 
Board of Revenue finds no place. In Bombay there is no Board of Revenue, 
the Commissioners of divisions working directly under the Government. In the 
Punjab the Financial Commissioner conducts the preliminaries and is ronsulted 
en. matters of principle, but does not control famine operations. In Burma 
the Financial Commissioner is throughout gtven a prominent J>Qsition in the 
administration of famine relief. 
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79· Circle organiz~tion is the system by which affected districts are 
di\·ided into circle.:; of convenie 1t size for relief 

Circle organization. 
administration, each circle being placed under a 

Circle lnsp~ctor. All the codes pro.vide . for this organization and contain rules 
suited to existing adminl:;trative arrangements. The size of the circle, the 
class of officer ordinarily to be appointed Circle Inspector and his detailed 
duties, and the extent lo whir:h the services of such village agency as exists 
are to be utilized, are matters regarding which there must be difference of treat
ment in 'the code5 in conformity with the ordmary administrative arrangements of 
the provit~ces. The main object of the organization is to provide an effective 
machinery for the distribution of gratuitous relief at the homes of the people, but 
a further and no less importa:1t object is to ascertain by personal inquiry the 
real condition of the people, to judge to what extent the measures of relief intro
duced are effecting their purpose, and to s~e that all who require relief in any of 
the approved forms are really able to get it. Most of the codes appear to con· 
template that the circle organization should take place at an early stage of the 
distress, though this is not always stated The Madras code on the other hand does 
not contemplate the organization until a later and se\'ere stage of distress is reached. 

8o. In the chapter Jealing with gratuito;ts relief, by which term is generally 

Gratuitous relief. meant gratu;tous relief at the homes of the people, 
the codes define the persons who are eligible to 

receive such relief, and prescribe rules as to the manner in -:rhich the relief is 
to be gi\·en, that is to say whether ;n grain or in money, and the amount of the 

• dole. The persons eligible to receive relid are in general effect practically the 
same in all the codes, though there are differences in the definitions of some 
importance which are given in the memorandum in our appendices. They 
are penons having no relatives able and bound by the custom of the country 
to support them, who are incapacitated by physical infirmity, or by their 
presence being absolutely necessary at home to attend on the sick or infant 
children, from earning a subsistence on relief works. The prescriptions ot the 
codes are not uniform, and generally not precise, as to the stage of the distress. 
at which the distribution of this relief should be commenced. The Beng:d code 
contemplates its commencement as a general rule as soon as relief works have 
been opened and are found to attract labourers, while the Bombay and Punjab
codes are not clear on the subject. The North- \V estern Pro\'inces and the 
B.1rma codes leaye it to the District Officer; and the Central Provinces cede 
lc:wes it to the Commissioner, to decide. The policy of the ~Iadras code is to 

begin with rl'licf at kitchens, gratuitous relief being only resorted to later on 
with the special sanction of Government. Some of the codes leave it to the 
discrct ion of the Collector to decide whether the dole should be given in the 
shape of money or of grain i in ·other cases preference is given to a grain dole. 
\\'hen given in money the dole is everywhere the amount of money sufficient to 
buy the minimum ration. When gi,•en in grain it is generally the minin1um ration; 
but the Madras rod!.! prescribes the speci;tl poor-house ration allowed by th.1t 
coJL', while the Bengal code fixt.:s a weddy grant of 7 lbs. unground gr.1in for 
ad,Ilts and half that amount for children. 

81. The backbone of fa111ine relief ad ministration according to all the colll·:> 
Re!icCworks. i:5 the sy~km of" famine rt·lid works." The prin-

cipii! m.tint:tilH!tl is th:1t all who apply and ;He c:1p~tble 

c·f working :1rc aJmit ted t.> rdid \Yorks, and are th~:rc gi\·en ta:>ks and wage:; 
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graduated according to their respective strength and physical requirements. If 
the able-bodied wilfully fail to perform their tasks their wages are proportionally 
cut do~n by fines, but not below the minimum wage prescribed for the weakly 
class of workers. The wages are not to be more than sufficient for the proper 
subsiste~ce of the actual workers, and any young children or adult dependants 
incapable of work who may accompany them are to be granted separate doles or 
gratuitous subsistence allowances. It is only those who are incapable of doing 
any work at all on the relief works that are admitted to gratuitous relief. The 
system of management of relief works contemplated in all the c~des is practically 
the same, and is known ,as the task-work system. The detailed rules for carrying 
out this system are contained in chapters VI and VII of the codes. We have found 
it necessary to subject these rules to dose examination in subsequent chapters of 
our report. In matters of detail there are divergencies which we there notice, 
a:1d it would be superfluous to mention them here. 

.. 82. It may be mentioned however that the wages and doles fixed for diffe
rent classes are based upon certain rations defined 
in the codes. The rations prescribed are the full 

ration " sufficient to maintain .able-bodied lal:>ourers in health and strength, " 
the minimum ration for weakly labourers and adult dependants, the penal ration 
for labourers sent to a poor-house for refusing to work, and proportional rations for 
children according to age and requirements. All the codes provide that the money 
wage may be deduced from the rations in either of two methods. Either the 
amount of mcney which at the current rates is sufficient to purchase the component 
i;ems of the ration may be given, or the money value of the 'grain-equivalent' 
of the ration. By ' grain-equivalent ' is meant the amount of grain of which 
the value is in ordinary times equivalent to the total value of the various 
items of the ration, and this is computed in all the codes to be 1 ~ times the 
weight of the grain item itself. These rations and the wage scale have been 
prescribed by the Government of India, and are generally adopted in all the codes. 
But some divergencies occur, as for example, in the case of children who are 
remunerated ''according to age and requiremmts,11 and in the adjustment of the 
wage as current prices fluctuate. The Bengal code contains a provision for 
fixing wages in pice and not in' pies (a coin not ordinarily in use) and for ignoring 
fiuctuations in the market which involve a difference of less than one pice, while 
the Madras code contemplates a close adherence to market rates as they fluc
tuate and payment to the nearest pie. In the Madras code the wage of the B 
class female when expressed in chattaks is slightly higher than in other codes 

I 

Wages or rations. 

and special rations are prescribed for poor·hous~::s, for persons in receipt of 
gratuitous relief, and for young children. The rations prescribed in the Burma 
code differ from those in the other codes, and certain margins are allowed in 
the cash wages of labourers of classes A and B. 

83. Poor-houses are institutions for the reception and relief of persons unfit 
to work who either have no homes or cannot con
veniently. be sent to their homes, and of persons in 

need of relief who are fit to work and wilfully refuse to labour, A condition 
attaching to this form of relief is compulsory residence within the poor-house in 

• I 

Poor-houses. 

the case of persons of the first class unul they are fit to work or to be sent home 
and ·in the case of persons of the second class until they consent to work. All 
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the codes except that of Burma provide for the establishment of poor.hous~s. 
Some of thern define the classes of persons eligible for this form. of relief in the 
words used above, while others separately mention professional beggars who 
firid the sources of private charity dried up and other applicants for relief of 
,~hom it i; doubted if they are really in want and to whose case willingness to 
reside ip a poor-house is applied as a test. The intention of the separafe 
mention of these people apparently is that if they refuse to go to the relief workst 
the inspecting officer if in doubt whether they are properly ~ligible for village 
gratuious relief may refer them to the poor· house. The· Bengal a,nd Madras 
codes rule that poor-houses are only required when fami'ne is severe and the 
other remedies applied are insufficient and require to be supplemented, while the 
other codes are not dear as to the stage of distress at ~hich these institutions 
should be started. · 

84. The provisions of the codes relating to kitchens are not uniform as 
different codes contemplate the use of this form 

Kitchens. of relief to very different extents. The system con-
templated by the Bengal code is to relieve the non-working children and adult 
dependants of relief workers by means of allowances to the working members of 
the family ; b~t at some undefined period of the famine central kitchens are to be 
opened for feeding the children of a group of villages. Later on, when famine 
becomes very severe, the non-working children and adult dependants of relief 
workers, who othenvise are relieved by means of cash allowances to the workers, 
are to be admitted to these central kitchens. The system of the 1\Iadras code 
is altogether different. It is there laid down that in the early stages of distress, 
unless otherwise directed by Government, relief for all who cannot earn wages 
on relief work!:! and are otherwise unable to support themselves shall be restricted · 
to the grant of cooked food at central kitchens established for the purpose, 
and it is also directed that kitchens are to be provided in connection with large 
1vorks for the feeding of non-working children and of any persans temporarily 
disqualified for work. The system of the Bombay code is again different as it 
seems to contemplate that kitchens shall ·only be opened in conne~tion with 
works, the non·working children and dep-endants being fed there. The systems 
prescribed by th,e codes ot the North· \V estern ProYinces and the Central 
Provinces are somewhat similar to that of the Bengal code. The Punjab code 
provides that kitchens should be established first at relief works, and only after
wards if considl:!red ncces~ary at selected centres for relieving the children of 
groups of villages. 

85. All the codes except that of Burma devote a chapter to what is called 
Other measures of relief. " other measures of relief''. Such measures· are: (a) 

gratuitous or semi-gratuitous relief to pardll nashin 
women, (b)' rt:lid to respectable men, (c) relief to arti~a:1s, (d) relief to weavers 
and (e) tempo·ary orphanares. Some of. tbe codes also deal in this chapter 
with such subjects as the su!'pension and remission of land revenue loans to a(l'ri
c:Jlturists and land improvement loans, and the utilization of pri,vate subscrip~ 
tions which in other codes arc dealt witl:t elsewhere. In the Madras code 
special prominence is given to the relief of ·havers in their own craft. The Bom~ 
bay code provided that wc.lvers sho!J!d be reliercd in their own craft, but at the 
co:nmenccment of the late famine it was re\·ist'd at the instance of the Bombay 
Government so as to admit of :;uch relief beinO' O'iven onlu to tho:;e weavers who 

~ ~ .l 

might be (.kcmcd incapable of carnin<T a li\'inN on the ordinary relief works. ,. ;.., ~ 
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86. For the protection of cattle when the pa~ture is about to fail, the codes 
provide special arrangements for sending them to the 

Protection of cattle. ·1 1 G h b nearest ava1 ab e overnment reserve t at can e 
opened and for the supply of fodder and water on the route. Provision is also made 
in all the codes for the withdrawal of restrictions tending to e·xclude per.sons in 
distress from the full benefits of the natural products of Government forest or 
waste land containing an important supply of edible fotest produce. 

~7· The duties assigned to the police in times of scarcity or famine 
are much the same in aU provinces. Officers in 
charge of police stations are required to submit 

periodical reports on such matters as increase in crime due to the rise in 
prices or scarcity, the ~andering of needy or starving persons, death:; due to 
want of food, cases of starvation or severe want, and the like. Every such 
officer is furnished with an advance of money to meet urgent cases of starving 
wanderers, and they are bound to see that corpses found by the roadside are 

Duties of the police. 

. properly disposed of. It is the duty of the District Superintendent to organize 
a system of patrol to direct ·starving wanderers to where they can get relief, and 
to take extra precautions for the protection of markets, grain-stores and lines 
of communication. The Punjab code contains a provision that the District· 
Superintendent should obtain from the Civil Surgeon for the guidance of his 
subordinates a simple statement of the kind and quantity of food that should be 
given to starving wanderers. The Burma code omits the provision for furnishing 
station officers with an advance to meet urgent cases of starving wanderers. 

· 88. The Medical Officers who have special duties assigned to them during 
times of scarcity, are first the Chief. Superintending 
Medical Officer of the province, secondly Medical 

Officers in civil charge of districts and thirdly medical officers attached to poor. 
houses or large rdief works. The Chief Superintending Officer is generally 
responsible for the medical arrangements connected with famine relief, and it is 
his duty to keep himself acquainted with the state of public health in the affected 
districts, to issue such instruct~ons as may be necessary regarding the treatment 
of famine pa~ients and their diet, to,personally iuspect and supervise the medical 
arrangements and to take steps for the supply of the requisite staff. l\1 edical 
Officers in civil charge of districts are required to keep the District Officer 
informed as to the state of the public health, and to bring to his notice cases of 
death or illn\.'SS due to starvation and deficient sanitary arr::~ngements. They have 
also if so required to insj'Ject the labourers on relief works and to visit the hospitals 
at relief works or poor-houses, and generally to aid the civil authorities in making 
the necf'ssary arrangements for sanitation and for the proper care of the sick. 
Medical Officers on works have charge of the hospitals that are attached, and are 
required to inspect the labourers, the water-supply and the const=rvancy arrange· 
ments. All the codes contain provisions of this nature though in some the detailed 
rules are more elaborate than in (-thers. The most important point of difference 
is in respect of the duties of the Chief Superintendincr l\f edira1 Officer. In some . . ::. 
provmces as m Bengal, the North· Western Provinces and the Central Provinces 
the functions of the Chief Superintending Medical Officer are performed by th~ 
Inspector General of Civil Hospitals, the Sanitary Commissioner finding no place 
in the code. In Burma the Sanitary Commissioner performs d:e duties of the 
Chief Superintending Medical Offictr. In the Punjab, Madras and Bombay both 

Duties of Medical Officers. 
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the Chief Superintending Medical Officer and the Sanitary Commissioner have 
respective duties assigned to them, but the degree of respomibility attad'.ing 
and the nature of the duties assigned to each \'ary considerably in the three 
provinces. 

89. The final chapter of the codes deals with the question of accounts. 

Accounts. 
This is a matter which we have not felt it incumbent 
on us to examine in detail. But our general views 

on the subject will Le found in paragra ~h 467 of our report. 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE l\1:\TTERS 1:-l WHICH THE PRESCRIPTIO~S OF THE PROVINCIAL 
FA:\llNE CODES HAVE BEE~ DE,PAR TED. FROM. 

go. The following seems to us the best and simples~ method of explaining 
the deviations from the. prescriptions of the local 
famine codes which occurred in the recent famine 

campaign. In the first part of this chapter we shall briefly narrate and explain 
the successive measures of rt>lief adopted in each province, pointing out which 
of such measurP.s were in accordance with the local codP-, and which were devia
tions or modifications of its prescriptions. In this part, however, matters relating 
to the organization of relief works will be noticed briefly and in general terms, 
without going into questions of technical detail, which, though important in 
themselves, are so complicated as to require separate treatment. In the second 
part we shall treat in detail the special question of relief wcrks with the object 
of describing the. system outlined in the codes, and of explaining the modifica· 
tions and additions of system which the several local Governments deemed is 
desirable to make in this the most important forin 'of relief. We may here explain 
that we have not thought it necessary to include in our report a full narrative of 
the recent famine. To have done so would have greatly lengthened our report. 
Each province has published its own narrative, and a general narrative was pub
lished b~ the Government of India at the end of 1897 immediately after relief 
operations came generally to a close. 

Introductory remarks. 

91. The narrative naturally begins with the famine operations conducted in 
· the North-Western ·Provinces and Oudh. Not only 

Precedence ~iveq to the North· were the areas and population affected O'reater and 
Western Pnmnces and Oudb. . · b 

relief operations more extensive in this than in any 
other province, but nowhere were departures from the code system so numerous 
and so important. It will be seen in the course of the narrative that many of 
the expedients adopted by the Government of the North-Western Provinces and 
Oudh were accepted by other local Governments, and their merits or weak points 
can 'thus be judged both by the results obtained in the province where they origin· 
ated, and by those obtained in the provinces which subsequently borrowed them. 
The lead taken in the matter of famine administration by the GovernmP.nt of the 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh was in large measure due to the experience 
acquired by the Lieutenant-Go,•ernor, Sir Antony MacDonnell, in the Behar 
famine of 1873, and in the Bundelkhand relief operations in the ·early part of 
t8g6. The Bundelkhand famine of 1896 was a prelu~e to the much greater 
calamity which befell this and other parts of the North• Western Provinces and 
Oudh in the autumn of 1896 and in 1897, and the operations of the two. periods 
are so closely connected, that any survey of the relief measures undertaken must 
embrace both. 

PART I. 

92. The North-Western Provinces and Oudh.-The four districts of 

B1111delkhand famine of Ill¢. 
Banda, Hamirpur, Jnansi, and Jalaun form the terri. 
tory known as British Bundelkhand, and are situated 

in the Allahabad division of the North-Western Provinces. Distress appeared 
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' ' 

in a severe form in these districts a'nd in part of the adjacent district of Allahabad 
at the end of .1895• in consequence of a deficient south-west monsoon and failure 
of the winter rains· of I895·96. 'In the early' part of January 1896 test works 
on the task-work system provided by the code for relief works were opened in 
these districts by the Collectors in their capacity of chairmen of the several district 

. boards and' at the cost of the boards, their funds being supplemented by grants· 
in-aid from Government. These works at first were placed entirely under the 
control of the Collectors acting under the supervision of 'the. Revenue Commis· 
sioners· of divisions, and the services of the several district engineers and district 
surveyors employed in these. districts were placed at the disposal of the Collectors. 

93· The above system cf control appears to be that primarily contemplated 
by the North· Western Provinces code of I 895, but in 

Transfer or. control to the Depart- a very short time the local Government thought it 
ment of Public Works. · 

advisable to modify it. The test works speedily 
developed int~ regular relief works, and 36,ooo labourers were employed c;n them 
in the first week of March. Many of the works were " large works " as defined 
in section 64, and at a confe~ence held by the Lieutenant-Governor on the I I th 
March it was decided that with effect from 1st April the Public Works Depart-

m~nt should take· over the control of all but very 
New system ot executing small minor works. At the conference it was also decided 

works. 
that subsidiary to these "large works," numerous 

1' sma\1 works," chiefly the deepening and repair of village tanks, should be 
started by the Collectors without professional assistance for the purpose of pro· 
viding employment to the people in the neighbourhood of their homes, and of 
lightening the pressure on the larger works. This was permissible by the code, 
but a system of executing these'works was devised which finds no mention in the 
code. It is thus described :-

,,Official supervision of these works, while i~ progres~, will be reduced to a minimum. 
When it has been decided that a tank should be excavated, a rough estimate of the amount 
of earth to be dug should be made. The rates at which the labour will be paid should be 
fixed, and the supervision of work might be entrusted to the headmen of the village which 
will benefit by the work. Advances may, if necessary, be made to start the work, and 
periodical payments may be made on immedia'te measurements. On completion the quantity 
o£ earth excavated should be measured up, and the account closed by payment for the labour 
done at the rates previously fixed. The headmen should be required to keep a list of the 
persons employed by them and of the wages earned by each party working together. .. .... 
Th~r~t is no objection to this form of relief being combined with advances for agricultural 
improvements, in which case the amount to be given by Government as a free grant would 
be climinished." 

This is the germ of the system of petty works executed under the 11 partly 
recoverable advances" rules, which was elaborated at the end of 1896 by the 
local Government when preparing to encounter the much greater famine of 1897. 
The main distinction is that whereas in 1 Sg6 a sort of contract for the execution 
of the work was given to the village headman, or to the zamindar or landlord, 
in 1897 the greater portion ofthe cost was also borne by the latter. 

9-J• Another departure was made from the code by the deputation of subordi
nate revenue officials drawn from the class of assist· 

Dep~tatioq of subordinate reveq- ant or naib·tahsildars to the Public Works Depart• 
11e offic•ala aa officen La char&e. 

· mcnt as " officers in charge " of the professionally 
mana~ed relief works. The code directs that each relief work shall have an 
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"officer m charge," and it was intended that he should be a civil or revenue 
<>fficer, but it does not direct that the services of this functionary should 
be placed at the disposal of the Public Works Department, The arrangement 
was found to, work very well, and was adopted in the 1897 famine. The profes· 
sional management of the relief works devolved on sub-overseers a.nd work· 
agents appointed by the Public Works Department, and controlled by the superior. 
officers of that department through the district engineer. 

95· No important deviations from the code were made in the matter of poor-
. houses, or of gratuitous relief b villages. ·In the 

Poorhouses and villagegratait· Banda poor-house where the inmates were as a rule 
0 llS relief, d d' .' h . . , . h' , in reduce con 1t10n, t e m1mmum rat10n (w 1ch ts 
a1so the pfJor·house ration of the code) was found insufficient and was considerably 
raised .. The numbers in poor· houses were at times large. The code left it to the 
Collector to prepare village relief lists when the degree of distress might require 
.it. lt appea:-s that gratuitous relief in their homes to persJns incapable of work 
:.and to parda naskin women was confined in the famine operations of 1896 within 
•very small limits except in Banda where it was co:1siderable. In Jhansi and south 
Allahabad th:s form of relief was at no time thought neceS5ary. This subject 
receives little notice in the bcal Government's review of the Bundelkhand famine 
operations. The general policy at the time seems t:> have been to restrict 
village relief mainly to fJrda nashiru and other respectable people \\ho 
could not fairly be referred to the p:>or-house or to the relief works as 
dependants. 

g6. At lhe end of May 1896 over 25o,ooo persons were in receipt of relief in 
the four districts of Bund~lkhand. The condition of 

Policy adop~d in ll.llticipatlou of the workers was reported to be O'<:ne;al\y O'Ood and 
the mOUSOOD CaulS. t> l:> l 

the question arose as to the policy to be adopted by 
the Government in anticipation of the appearance of the monsoon rains towards 
the end of June. The code contains no advice on this matter. The local Govern· 
ment considered that th: proper policy to be pursued was that of "inducing the 
people to return to their ordinary avocations as soon as possible." With this 
obje~t orders were i5sued in the beginning of June for the early .closing .of all 
large rt:lief works, but with reference to the special condition of Ba~da, some 
large stone-breaking and quarrying works were there retained. With the same 
object the orders directed that henceforth "task-work was to be strictly exacted, 
and only persons capable of earning a living on task-work were to remain on 
the public works, debilitated persons being provided for in poor-houses." With a 
view .. of inducing people to revert to agricultural work," no wages were to be paid 
to any person on relief works in excess of the minimum wage which is prescribed 
in section 108 for weakly persons doing' a light or nominal task. It was left to the 
Commissioner's discretion 11 to continue th~ distribution of gratuitous relief in vil
lages and at poor· houses when absolutely necessary.'' Separate figures of the 
l'tumbers gratuitously relieved in the Bundelkhand famine of 1896 are not appended 
to the local Government's review, but as the total numbers on relief works and 
gratuitous',y relieved were only 12,72~ in the middle of July, against 25o,ooo at 
the end of May, it is clear that on the closure of works no expansion of gratuitous 
.relief occurred. The following· table taken from the monthly reports submit
ted to· the Government of India shows the numbers on relief at the end of 
each month from May to September in the four Bundelkhand distric~s and in 
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south Allahabad. From the end of July, the last name1 district disappears from 
the returns altogether : 

' Gratuitous rdief of 
ali kinds including 

Months. Relief workers. dependant• on REMARJ<S, 
wnrks, poor .. houscs, 

village rdiei, etc, 

May ... 18J,496 3],490 The number on works was h;gher in the 
middle of the month but fell ofT owi11g to 
prf'valence of cholera. 

June ... 52,c26 16,953 Cholera generally abated. Of the re]irf 
workers. 39,693 and of the gratuitously 
relieved 1 o,683 were in Bdnda . . 

July ... 2,835 8,,68 Relief \rorks still open or.ly in Banda and 
Hamirpur. . 

August ... 358 6,174 Ditto ditto. 

September ... Nil. 5,752 All relief works closed. 

Judging from the remarks in the reports regarding the district vf Banda 
these figures however do not show nearly all the village relief that was given in 
that district in August and September. 1n October owing to the failure of the 

lharif, relief works were opened again on a rather large scale in· Banda, Hamirpur 
and Jalaun, and gratuitous relief was .also largely extended. 

97· The question of the amount of the gratuitous dole to be given to persons 
gratuitously relieved in their homes is not discussed 

~ount or the gratuitoue dole in the papers reCYardinCY the · Bundelkhancr famine. 
aot dJSCIUlsed. t:. t:. 

Presumably the full sum \Yas given which 'w1s. re-
. quired to buy th~ grain equivalent of the minimum ration, the grain equivalent 

being worked out in accordance with the 11 ready reckoner" or price table of the 
provincial code. 

~· With regard to wages p,aid on relief works, it would seem that the four· 
fold classification of workers laid down in the code 

The wagu paid Oil relict works. 
was followed, and that their wag~s were determined 

in !lnnas and pies in accordance with the ready reckoner abore mentioned. · In 
the notes of the conference of the 2nd May 1896 it is said:-

"The wages paid are r~"gulated most carefully at every change of price in the stap!e 
food, and with reference to the rations prescribed by the fam;ne code and in accordance 
with appendix E (2) of that code, the tendency being towards the 1ninimum wage. The 
relief workers are nearly all placed in class D. The experience is that men coming on 
the works, more particularly in the Danda district, were in an t;'maciated and generally 
indifferent condition, but that they improve on the wages allotted to labourers of class B 
and give a better outturn of work for their wage. Notice was called to the number of 
dependants gratuitously relieved. It was stated that most of these are children-in-arms 
cr under 7 years of age. It was observed that sing-le men do not appear so well nourished 
as family men on the relief works, the latter apparently profiting by the relief giren to 
their wives and children. The conclusion arrived at was that the existin~ wa~e of the 
la.l>ourer in class n and ti fortiori in class C, affords a b.are subsistence and does not admit 
o( reduction, hut that in the case of a man with wife and children there ma_y possibly 
be some small mar~;;in aLo,·e the mere subsisteuce wage for all.'' 
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At the time this opinion as to the famine wage was recorded, the Public 
Works Department had been in control of relief works for one month only. 
Very soon after, as has already been noted, the minimum or D wage of the 
code was made the maximum wage in order to induce people to leave the works. 
We ha\'e been b.te:ly informed by the local Go1•ernment that experien~e subse· 
quent to the conference of the 2nd May led to the conclusion that the above 
opinion as to the code rates of wage was a mistake, tha_t in fact the B wage was 
more than a subsistence wage, a..nd that even the D wage was ample for the 
majority of the workers. This conclusion was given effect to in the r:.tles for the 
manacrement of relief works issued by the local Government on the 1st December 

"' i8g6. In the orders of the local Government dated the 20th Octol.:.er 1 8g'), which 
reviewed the Bundelkhand operations and which laid down instructions for 
"future cruidance" as the result of e::peri~nce, the question of the adequacy or 

l:> • 

non-adequacy of the wage is not touche~ on. The only instruction as regards 
wages rs that " no change in wages should be made if prices vary by less _than 
10 per cent., and ordinarily no change should be made unless with the previous 
sanction of the Commissioner," and this was based on the Lieut~naut-Governor's 

view that" constant and minute adjustment of wage to everchanging prices 
caused unnecessary labour and complication, and should be ;:tvoided." Prices, it 
may be noticed, were much lower in the Bundelkhand famine than in that of 
18;,6·97· The cheapest grain a\·eraged about 15 seers. On that basis the B 
wage, according to the ready reckon~r, was one anna three pies for· a man and one 
.anna two pies for a woman. The D wage was II pies for the man and I 0 pies 
for the woman. The "working child's" wage varit:d from a minimu~ of 8 pies 
to a maximum of one anna. Allowing for the fact stated in the resolution that, 
including non-working dependants, there were on the average 5 women and 
children to one man on the works, this would give an average wage or dole of 
1 anna I pie. As it is stated in the Bundelkhand resolution that the average 
wage for man, woman and child, dependants included, paid by the Public Works 
Department in the famine was only 9i pies, it is probable that reductions were 
freely made in accordance with the provisions of the local code, by fines for uncom
pleted tasks, and that the majority of the workers, though as the monthly returns 
show classed as A and B, in practice only received the cvde minimum wage. 

99· The famine operations of the 1896-97 famine are taken by the local 
The t'a.mineoperatioDS or ,896_

97
. Government to have commenced from the 1st-

. October r8g6, but. practically in the Bunde1khand 
districts and in the Hardoi district in Oudh the operations of the earlier period 
Q[ the year continued more or less into September, and merged into those of the 
later period. At the end of August t8g6, as the table above shows, about 6,ooo 
persons were still in receipt of relief in Bundelkhand, and poor-houses remained 
continuously open in all the four districts. On the 2 r st September 1896 general 
instructions were issued to Commissioners of divisions in the North· \V estern 
Provinces and Oudh authorising them to sanction the opening of test works in 
any district in which symptoms of distress appeared, and further instructing them 
to complete the programme of relief works and to map out and organize relief 
circles and to fix sites for poor-houses. On the 3oth September further instruc· 
tions were issued for' the preparation of programmes of village relief works, 
.and for the f~rmation of local relief committees in the large towns. Durin~· 
October the Lieutenant-Governor visitd each division, and from the memoranda 
"f his confere;Jces with the district officers may be gathered the measures taken 
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at this period to deal with the situation. Briefly, i-n all districts in which distress 
had appeared, or was apprehended, test works had been started and poor-houses 
opened, and lists of persons requiring gratuitous relief were in a more or less 
forward statn. · In the Bundelkhand districts and in Hardoi and Allahabad regular 
relief works were in progress and gratuitous village relief ha~ commenced. At the 
end of October in the united provinces, 62,899 persons were in receipt of relief, of 
who1n 13,532 were in poor-houses, 7,340 on gratuitous, village relief, and the 
rt:!mainder on works. In these preparations no important departure from the 
provincial code is observable, though in several directions its principles. had been 
expanded into detailed instructions. The institution of poor-houses in districts in 
which the works were only in the "test" stage is, perhaps, a development of the 
code, though one fully justified by the :ircumstances of the larger towns. For 
the able-bodied ~f the rural population there was considerabl~ employment in the 
fields in most districts, owing to very large advances which had been made for 
seed and temporary earthen wells. Test works in· the less distressed districts 
failed consequently to draw. But in the towns and among the beggar class 
there was distress and wandering. This was met by poor-houses. Another 
development of the code was the formation of relief cc..mmittees to deal with the 
peculiar kind of distress rr.et with in the towns among the artizan classes and 
the respectable poor. These committees were usually organized by the muni· 
cip1l or town authorities, and the local relief funds collected by them were sup. 
plemented by monthly grants-in-aid from Government. The Government grant 
to the Lucknow committee was Rs. Ij,ooo a month, to the Allahabad and Agra 
committees Rs. s,oco a month each and to the Cawnpore committee Rs. 3,ooo a 
month. In the organization of rdief works an important decision was announced 
as to the general character of the works to be undertaken. The provin· 
cial code disti1~gui!>hes between "large" works capable of giving employment to 
not less than 1,ooo labourers for a period of at least thref: mor.ths, and "small '' 
works, and lays down the principle that '' small" works should be utilised in the 
early days of scarcity, while "large,, works should be the backbone of the relief 
system in the later stage of a famine. The underlying idea of this prescription 
appears to be that while distress has not reached the stage of actual famine and 
its extent ar.d duration are as yet uncertain, it is preferable to rely upon ordinary 
or small works and to avoid starting large works which may proYe not to be 
required for -felief purposes. In the famine of 1897 there was, however, no doubt as 
to the far-reaching character and depth of the distress, and the local Government 
decided to reverse the policy of the code and to begin with large works managed by 
the Department of Public \\' orks. It reported its intention to do this in its letter 
to the Government of India of 2Jrd November 18g6, and gave what appear to be 
very good reasons, so far at least as a similar e::mergency in the North-Western 
Pro\'inces is concP.rnf;'d. Small works were to be kept in reserve until the approach 
of the hot weather, when they were to be utilised to ease off the pressur~· on the 
large works and to draw back the people to their \'illages preparatory to the setting 
in of the rains and the resumption of agriculture. 

100. For the management of large relief works an important set of rules "tras 
Rules ror the management of promulgated by the Go\·ernment Resolution No. 

targeretier wollt~. 18-P. \\'., datt·d thf' sth December 1896, which were 
based on the experience of relief works in the Bundelkhand famine, and 
divcq:~("d in many respects frc·m l he pr0vindal famine code. The rules recognised 
only two cbss2s of wurkers-·he carriers and the diggers-in pbce of the fvurfold 
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classification of the code. and gave the latter the B wage and to the former, who 
formed the great majority of the workers, the D or minimum code wage, which in 
the code is reserved for weakly persons, fit only for very light or nominal employ• 
rnent. It was said in justification of this change that a full day's work on the 
relief work~ was done only by the minority of the workers employed as 11 diggers," 
and that the maiority, whether able·bodied or not, consisted chiefly of women and 
children, and were lightly worked as "carriers." It was also stated that as the 
people came in family groups to the works, the joint earnings of the family ought 
to be so restricted as to be sufficient only for its subsistence, and that for this 
purpose the minimum code wage for the majority was enough. To non-working 
'dependants of the relief workers the rules sanctioned allowances less than the 
minimum code wage to which by the code they were entitled. In expressing the 
wages of earh class in grain equivalents the rules followed the code. 1 he following 
table shows the difference between the grain equivalent wage and dependants' 
dole by the code and by the Resolution of sth December 1896: 

BY THE CODE OF •Hgs. 'BY THi RESOLUTION OF sm DECEMBER,.,. 

. Males. I Fe~aleo. Males. 1 Females. 

Cbattaks. Chattaks. 
Class A. Prolessionallabonrers ... lll 19 Mates of gangs 11od persons pies more 

than· 1 
Giggers. 

in responsible posts. 

<.:hattaks Cbattako, 

Carrier class 

19 I •6 

:: I :: 
Cbattako. 

Adult dependants ••• 

Cla.s B Labourers not professional .19 17 

C las• C. A hie-bodied not labourers 16 15 

Class D. Weakly, fit for light em-~ 14 13 
ployment. 

ft d ult dependants ... • •. 14 13 

Children nrtder 14 years of age from t to t of the Working children above Ill and under 16 years 10 

., 
adult male wage (i.e., from about 14 to schattaks) accord· 

Not in arms and under 7 years 

over 7 " , 12 ,, 6 

3 

ing to age and requirements. Infants in arms an extra pice to the mother. 

In th~ important m3.tter of periodical conversion of grain wages into cash 
wages with reference to prevailing prices, the rules were harder on the labourer 
than the code, by ignoring fluctuations of less than 10 per cent. in the price of 
grain, and by frequently giving fractions of pt'ce-the quarter·anna coin in which 
daily payments were ma:le-against him. Later on (in March 1897) the local 
Government· itself fixed the conversion rate for each district and allowed no 
alteration in it without sanction. Between the rate thus fixed and actual prices 
there was frequent! y a considerable difference. Thus in the Allahabad district the 
conversion rate remaint d at 10 seers the rupee from March to July, but grain was 
as dear as 8} seers. 1 he rules were again harder than the code with regard to the 
Sunday holiday. Up to the 16th :March it was left optional to the labourer to take 
a holiday without pay on Sunday, or to work as on other days. In explanation of 
this rule it was stated that the grant of Sunday wages Vl'ithout work had been found 
demoralising in the Bundelkhand famine. In March, however, the necessity for 
a weekly holiday for the health of the workers and relaxation of the establish· 
ments during the severer conditions of the hot weather was recognized, and the 
code rule regarding a Sunday holiday and Sunday allowances reverted to. Lastly, 
the rules permitted fining c£ the workers for short tasks to be carried down to
the· penal ration wage, although this wage is in the code reserved f~r cases of 
contumacious idleness. The penal ration of the code is about half the full ration. 
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101. With the view of deterring all but those in absolute need of relief from 
Introduction ~r systelllll or pay· coming to the works, another departure from the 

~&~eat by results. code was made by substituting in districts not yet 
recognised as severely distressed, systems of piece-work or payment by results 
without allowances to dependants, for the task-work system which the code 
enjoined for use on test works and relief works~ Under the code system, 
except in case of contumacious idleness, the 'workers a're secured a minimum or 
bare subsistence wage irrespective of the" amount of work th~y perform, and 
receive allowances for the support of their non-working children and other depend
ants. This system was considered by the local Government to be too attractive 
as a test and to go beyond the requirements of relief in districts in which distress 
was not acute. At the same time some means of testing the degree of distress 
existent and of affording employment were felt to be necessary, and it was 
evident that these objects could not be. secured even in the less distressed 
districts by an expansion of work on the ordinary Public Works system. Under 
that system the officer in charge of a work deals only with professional con· 
tractors, who in their turn engage and pay the labourers ; the terms of payment 
in either case being settled by agreement or competition. An " intermediate 
system," that is, midway between the code task-work system and the ordinary 
contract system, was therefore devised, and introduced in December. It 
was the ordinary Public Works Department contract system with these 
differences; (1) the contract rates were not current competition rates, but the 
normal rates of previous years raised by 25 to so per cent, with reference to 
the rise of grain prices ; (2) the contractors were not to be ordinary Public Works 
Department contractors, but petty contractors of the small ganger or piece· 
worker class emplo'ying not morf than 200 labourers. This system was soon 
found unsuitable either for test or relief works, as even the petty contractor was in 
a position to screw down the workmen, and also to exclude the weakly or ineffici
ent workers, the \'ery persons who stood most in need of relief. On the other 
hand efficient labourers who could hold their own with the contractor often made 
high wages. The system was therefore gradually modified by the elimination of 
the contractor and in other ways, and was so converted into what was termed 
the modified intermediate system. This was not a true piece-work system, but 
.rather one of daily task·work with a low maximum and no minimu~ wage. On 
the J 6th March with reference to the commencement of the rabi harvest and the 
presence of great crowds on the works, including very numerous ineffecti\'e 
workers and dependants, it was directed or suggested that this system should be 
substituted for relief works under code rules in all districts except the seven where 
famine wa; most acute, and the prospects of relief from the rabi harvest least. 
Under the modified intermediate system the worker was not allowed to earn more 
than a certain maximum daily wage, if he did the full task or more :·but in theory 
that wage was held to be enough for his own support and for that of such mem· 
hers of his family as were unable to· work. If he did less than the full task his 
earnings were proportionately small. The system was so far successful that it kept 
down the numbers on the works in a remarkable manner in the districts in which it 
v.·as in force. The local Government estimated the reduction due to it from 
April to May as considerably greater than iths, but considered that it afiorde<l 
sufficient ~elicf in a less costly and demoralising form than the task·work and 
minimum wage system of the code. It was, however, found necessary in ~lay to 
supplement the system by kitchens for the non-working children of the ·worker!l 
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and by special gangs and special rates of pay for weakly adults. These two 
conce5.,.ions were not to be general but to be given ouly in case of proyed 
necessitv. N'o provision ,ras t:nad::! for the class of adult dependants, incapable 
of any ~· 0rk. The conces.;ions mad~ were no doubt necessary, but they exemp· 
lify the difficulties attendant on any c;ystem of famine relief which does not 
di>tinguish between the we<~kly workers and the able-bodied, and lea\·es their 
incapaLle dependants to be supported by their exertio~s in a time of phenomen· 
ally high pricPs and great social pressure. 

102. The policy approved by th<:: local Government for the rainy season is 
·P 

1
. d d h th • expressed in its orders of the 27th l\Iav. "No 

o 1cy a opte w en e rams • • • -
set in. mducements," 1t wa<J sa1d, '' should be offered to 
the people to remain on relief works. On the contrary, they should be encour·· 
aged and assi~ted to return to their homes and to engage in .the preparations for 
the k/zarij harvest on which everything will now depend. To this end it may be. 
desirable to increase tasks and stiffen rates when the rain<> are imminent in order 
to weed out those who are not dependent on relief works for their absolute subsiv 
tence. " In pursuance of the same policy "hen the rains were well established, 
works were concentrated, and the intermediate sy:.-.tem was universally substituted 
for the code system of task-work. The rains had then set in, extensi\'e road 
works and tank construction ·became impossible, and more employment in agricul
ture was open to the people, though prices remained 'high and some time had • 
still to run before stocks could be replenished by the next harvest. The con· 
siderations which weighed with the local Government may be illustrated by the 
proceedings of a conference hf'ld on the 13th July by the Lieutenant-Governor at 
Hardoi, the most. distressed district in Oudh. At tlie conference several officers 
expressed the opinion that" the people had grown accustnmed to the system of 

· State relief, and wot.:ld prefer to re'llain upon relief works to returning to their 
villages or seeking employment in field work. " It was also report~~d that the 
relief works then open would in " some cases become impossible and in all cases 
difficult when the ra.!ns became heavy." Accordingly it was decided that the 
relief officers "should endeavour to get the people returned to their homes. As 
soon as it appears that the rains are sufficiently established, all existing works 
should be conrerted into the intermediate system. and wages fixed on the 12-seer 
scale, unless prices fall and make the I 4•seer s.cale possible ....... The work should 
be concentrated in as few centres as possible, so as to prevent people from 
merely com:ng on the relief t~·orks because they happened to be in the neigh· 
bourhood of their homes." It may be mentioned that at this time average 
current prices were at d seers. The large reduction in numbers on the works 
in l\Iarch, and again in June and July, due in part to the voluntary return of the. 
people to their homes, but also in part to these measures, is illustrated by the 
following figures taken from toe table at p;~ge 97 of the final famine report:-

Floiiii<S DISTRICTS. Sc~oRCITY otnRICrs. 

Month. Grand Tot•l. 

Workers. Dep?nd,nts, Workers Dependant•. 

February ... r,o<'5,303 . 2jJ,gq 5s,s2r 7,8l2 r,325,95o 
~larch ... 6 17,!!40 1.14 :.!22 4,465 . .. 756,627 
l\lay .,. 869,243 180,]90 11,636 1,023 r,o62,6g2 
June ... 3J(),Jfi8 71,235 6 166 986 41 7o775 
July ... 7°,509 14718 I ,224 . .. !)2,511 
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103. Another important expansion of the prescriptions· of the provincial 

Rules for the execution of small code was made wi.th regard to the execution of small 
village works. works in the neighbourhood· of villages. The • 
system tried in !he Bundelkhand famine of 1896 of waking eith~r the za.mindar, 
the landlord, or the village headman the Government work-agent or contractor has 
already been mentioned. This system was more fully developed in rules for such 
works which issued in January 1897. These 'rules provided for the execution of 
petty works of village utility by village landlords under a system of advances of 
public funds, the landlords being under obligation to employ village labour and 
to pay certain rates of wages, and being granted an advance calculated on an esti· 
mate of the wor~ to be done. On the work being duly completed, from one·f.ourth 
to one· half of the advance (as agreed on) was remitted, and the balance 
only was to be refunded by periodical instalments to thf" Government. Permis· 
sion was at the same time given to Collectors to arrange for the execution of 
similar village works wholly at the expense of the State, in villages in which 
the landlords were either unwilling or unable to bear any portion of the 
cost. In such cases the work. was e:ther executed directly by Government, 
or through the zamindar as an agent or contractor. On advances made 
to zamindars under these rules Rs. · 4,88,oco was expended and a further 
sum of Rs. 2,69 ooo on similar works executed 'at the sole cost of the 
State. It is mentioned in the final famine report of the provinces that pre· 
ference was given to the better castes and to efficient labourers by the zarnindars, 
and that such restrictions drove the lower castes and the less efficient labourers to 
the larger relief works. The system in the elaborated form which it assumed is 
novel, and, so far as it came into operation, it seems to have been well fitted to. 
meet the requirements of the better classes of tenants and peasant proprietors 
who have strong objections to resorting to public relief works. But the 1\orth· 
\\'estern Provinces Government is the only Government which used to a:-~y ex• ent 
the system of 11 partly recoverable" advances. That system offets a substantial 
inducement to the landlords to undertake works of general village utility, and is 
of course cheaper to the State than village works at its sole cost. The Madras 
and Bombay Governments refused to try the rules, as being unsuitable for 
ryol7.i.·ari tracts. They were not tried in the Punjab, nor were they much resorted 
to in Bergal. The expedient, however, p1oved sufficiently valuable in the 
North· Western Provinces to justify the deputure made from the provincial code. 

104. Profiting by the experience of 189S the Nortl.!· Western Provinces Go,·ern-
. . ment issued on the 9th January 189-:- verv complete 

Rules for the orgamzntton and . . . • • · • • . 
administration o£ v.llage gratuit· rules for the orgamzat10n and admuustratJOn of nllage 
ous relief. relief. The ktter issuing these rules remarked that 
during his tour the Lieutenant-Governor had observed that many persons had been 
reL·eived into poor· houses or relieved as dependants on worb, who ought under a 
full working of the vill.1ge relief system to be relieved at their homes so long as they 
are unable to work. The ordt•rs confined village relid to districts cla;scd as 
"scarcity" or 11 famine" districts, but admitted of village relief being giren 
exceptionally in particular villages even in districts "under obser\'ation. " The 
provincial <:ode, as already noted, left it to the Collector to give village relief when 
he considered it necessary, though it contemplated that circles would be organized 
and circle offtccrs appointed as soon as scarcity was declared. These rules started 
by agsuming that gratuitous relief would Le given at Ot~cc a's soon as a district 
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was declared distressed, and relief works were commenced. The rules also went 
beyond the provisions of the provincial code by directing a revision of the village 

' lists with a view to their amplification whenever a district was transferred from 
the 11 scarcity" ~o the 11 famme" class. As to circle organization the provincial 
code prescribes that along with the opening of public works for the relief of the 
able-bodied, each distressed area should be mapped out into circles of convenient 
size, and circle relief officers appointed with the object ~f bringing under systematic 
review the condition of the inhabitants of each village, and of sending the 
able-bodied poor to the relief works and preparing lists of those incapable of 
labour who require to be relieved gratuitously in their homes. The village and land 
record organization existing in all provinces other· than permanent! y settled Bengal 
adapts itself readily to this system of famine relief. The patwari or village 
accountant makes out the preliminary list d the incapable poor, and the kanungo or 
revenue officerin charge of the revenue circle in which the village lies becomes the 
supervising circle relief officer. These arrangements are prescribed in the provi!lcial 
famine code, and the only departure found necessary inthe code prescriptions under 
tbis head was to sub-divide the ordinary revenue circle of the kanungo into small 
relief circles, to relieve the kanungo of his regular duties, and to appoint additional 
kanungos as circle officers of the newly constituted circles. Overthe kanungos in 
each tahsil or revenue sub-division is the tahsildar, a responsible officer exercising 
magisterial and revenue powers, and usually well acquainted with ali the villages in 
his tahsil. In famine times he becomes the supervising officer of the circle relief 
organization of his tahsil. In the most distressed districts it was found necessary 
to give him one or rr.ore assistant tahsildars, and occasionally an additional 
tahsildar was appointed for relief purposes. In preparing the village lists of persons 
entitled to gratuitous relief the only other ,modification of the prescriptions of the 
provincial code was the inclusion in the lists of such parda nasht'ns, or respectable 
women debarred by custom from appearing in public, as were in need of relief. 
The code does not class them as persons incapable of labour, though it contains a 
separate provision for their relief in return for light work, such as cotton spinning. 
In practice it was found more com·e.nient to relieve women of this class in the 
villages gratuitously, as their number was not great and the exaction of work 
would have been troublesome In the towns they were relieved by the special 
reiief committees organized for the purpose of dealing with distress in the towns. 

105. Under the provincial code the gratuitous dole to the poor on the 
Amount of the gratuitous relief village lists is, if given in kind, to be the minimum 

dole. • ration, and, if given in money, a sum sufficient to 
buy this ration or the D wage (see the table above in paragraph soo). The code 
leaves it to the discretion of the Collectors to give money or· grain. It was 
held by the local Government that money was simpler to distribute and the 
brtter form of relief; and it was also held that the sum paid in village rd1ef should 
be not that given by the code, but that fixed in the local Governmel't's rules 
of the sth D!:'cember 1896 regarding the management of rel'ef works for the 
dependants of relief workers. Under these rules the allowance for a man was the 
money value of 12 chattaks or 24 ounces of grain, for a woman a·nd for a child 
between 12 and 16 years the money value of 20 ounces, for a child between 7 and 
12 years 12 ounces, and for a child under 7 years 6 ounces. When the conversion 
rate was fixed by the local Government at 12 seers the rupee, a woman relieved at 
her home received three-fourths of an anna, ·a child between 7 anJ 12 years 
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received half an aiu1a, and a child under 7 years of age one quarter of an anna. 
This would enable such a faiuily of three to purchase 36 ounces of grain at the rate 
of 12 seers the rupee. But if, as sometimes happened, grain was as dear as 8 seers 
the rupe~, while the conversion rate fixed for the district was 1 2 seers, the amount 
procurable fell to. 24 ounces, which was very much less than the minimum or 
subsistence ration allowed by the code for a woman and ~wo children. 

106. The provincial code fixes no numerical or proportional standard for · 
· Fixation of a numerical standard determining ";"hether admissions to the village gratui-

1irnit of gratuitous relief. tous lists are sufficient, insufficient or excessive.· 
This form of relief cannot be regulated by any self-acting test, and its good 
administration must depend on the care with which the necessities of individuals 
judged incapable o~ labour are investigated by the circle officers and their 
subordinates, and the extent to which the work of these officials is checked by 
the superior staff. ln the North-Western Provinces the need o£ a standard by 
which the working of gratuitous relief in different districts ·could be compared and 
tes•ed appears to have been felt by the local Government at an early stage of the. 
famine operations, and in the orders of 9th January 1897 its officers were 
informed that" while no limit is prescribed for the exclusi,1n of necessitous cases. 
it is only in a very distressed tract, and for a limited period, that the number on. 
the village relief lists should e::ceed 3 per cent. of the population In tracts which 
are not very distressed 3 per cent. of the population rna y be ordinarily regarded 
as a maximum limit." A second test was subsequently prescribed that the 
~umber on gratuitous relief of all forms, including home relief, poor-house, 
r~lief, and relief given on the works to dependants of relief. labourers, should 
not ordinarily exceed one-third of the distressed population of the district. 
We shall have something to say in' another part of our report as to the 
expediency of such standards. The particular standards adopted by the 
local Government are said to have been based on the Lieutenant-Governor's 
own observation and experience, and to have been constantly 11 verified by local 
enquiries and by the collation of the returns and estimates of the different 
districts in which varying degrees of distress were known to exist." They were 
not intended to be more tha;a rough working guides to the district officers, 
and were meant quite as much to encourage an increase of relief in districts 
where it was bdow, as to enforce caution where it was above ;tandard. But as 
dep:.utures on the si·Je of excess entailed explanations, it cannot be doubted 
that a stringent cherk on gratuitous home relief was thereby created. In 
practice the numbers on this f~.mn of relief were maintained consi~erably below 
the 3 per cent. standard in all but Lht.! most severely distressed districts. In 
estimating the character of this standard, it has to be remembered that under 
the ~ystcm of large relief works pursued in the North. \\'estern Provinces on 
which whole famil1es resided, a large number of the incapo.ble poor who were 
dependants of the relief workers recei\·cd gratuitous relief on the relid works, 
and to this extent redured the numbers rcquirin!! to be brouc,.ht on the villaete 

" b ~ 

lists and relieved at their homes. Thus, in February 1897, 2 per cent. of the 
population of the Dundelkhand di;;tresscd tract was gratuitously relit·ved at home 
a11J 3 per cent. on the works ai dependants In 1\Iay, 3 per cent. of the 
pnpubtion was gratuitously rdieved at home and -1- per cent. on the works. In 
June and July home rdid in the tract rose to a littl~ O\·er 4 per cent. of the 
population, but the numbers gratuitously. rdi~.:vcJ as Jcpcntlants fdl to unJcr 
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1 per cent. owing to the closure of many works and the introduction of the 
intermediate system on others. The total gratuitous relief in the tract was thus 
considerably contracted in 1 une and 1 uly, though village relief showed some 
expansion and exceeded the standard laid down by the local Government. It 
may be concluded that if a standard of 3 per ·cent. on the population for gratuit
ous home relief is a safe limit when an equal if not greater number of persons 
are at the same time relieved as dependants on the relief works, it becomes less 
so when gratuitous relief on the works is contracted or ceases. 

107. Bengal.-Famine operations in the province of Bengal commenced 

The relief organizatiou. 
in the Patna division, where test works were 
opened in October and were followed by relief 

works in November 1896. The first matter which claimed the attention 
of the local Government was the organization to be adopted for famine relief in 
the affected districts, and the plan decided on, though not in conflict· with the 
prescriptions of the provincial famine code, involved a considerab!e expansion of 
them. The only clear direction of the provincial code on the po.int is that each 
affected district should be divided ibto relief circles and a relief inspector 
appointed to each circle to discharge prescribed duties, the chief of which are 
concerned with the preparation of gratuitous relief lists in villages and the super
intendence of this form of relief. The size of the relief circles or the classes of 

• officials from which the circle. inspectors should be drawn are not indicated in 
the code. The machinery which the revenue system of a temporarily-settled 
province provid~s for famine relief work, has in Bengal to be extemporised for the 
purpose. In a temporarily-settled province the patwari or village accountant's 
circle is the inf~rior unit for famine relief, the kanungo's circle becomes the relief 
inspector's circle and the kanungo the relief· inspector, while over the three er 
four kanun~;os belonging to the tahsil is the tahsildar. The scheme drawn up 
by a conference of district officers of the Patna di,•ision followed the sa.me 
principle, though the details differed. The affected ar-ea in each district was 
mapped out into relief charges, each charge comprising ordinarily about 300 
square miles, and each charge was again divided into about 10 relief circles. The 
charge thus constituted was about two·thirds the area of an average tahsil in 
Upper .India, and about t~ice the area of an average kanungo circle; while the 
relief circle contained an area equal to that of about eight patwari circles. As the 
charges were for the most part officered by Europeans, who if non-officials received 
a salary of Rs. 200 to Rs. 300 a month with horse allowance, and as the circle 
officers received Rs. 7 5 a month io salary and allowances, the organization 
thus cr~ated was more expensive and powerful than what was considered to be 
necessary in seriously affected tracts in other provinces. In the Behar or Patna 
division there were 6o charge superintendents and assistant superintenJents, 
and 339 circle officers. It must however be remembered that Behar is the most 
densely populated division in India and that the poorest classes are said to be 
always on the verge of starvation : also that this establishment was largely 
employed for the managemer.t of works as well as for village gratuitous relief. 
The local Government held strongly the view that strong establishments were 
in the circumstances economical in the long run. They no doubt enabled 
gratuitous relief in the homes of the people to be brought under close supervision 
and made an important and thoroughly efficacious form of relief; and they also 
enabled work to be given to the people in the neighbourhood of their homes by 
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means of numerous small and scattered relief works and a good task exacted from 
the workers. In the affected districts outside the Patna division distress was 
less severe and the relief organization was on a smaller scale, but the principles 
on which it was arranged were the s~me. 

1o8. Following the question of the relief organization came the question 
of relief works. On this point it was thought neces· 

The nature of the relief works. 
sary to depart from the prescriptions of the code. 

The provincial code directs that while small works should be utilised to the 
utmost in the early days of a scarcity, large works should be the backbone 
of the system of relief in the later stage of a famine. Residence in camp is 
made by the code compulsory for all relief workers whose homes are not within a 
reasonable distance' from the works on which they are employed; and labourers 
are to be drafted from small works to large works. With the exception of a few 
large works opened at a bte period of the famine by the Public Works Depart
ment, small works rem1ined throughout the basis of relief in Behar, and were 
sufficiently numerous to allow the relief workers to return to their homes at 
night. Various causes co-operated to this result. Among the local officers 
there was a strong preference for works near the homes of the people, as the 
great mass of the labo11ring and cultivating population was said to be greatly 
averse to seeking work at a distance. There were very few large works ready 
for execution, and the construction and deepening of ·village tanks for drinking 
purposes were considered to be more useful than roads. The population was also 
extremely dense, and to acccmmoda.te all who required emplorment numerous 
works in any case would be required. Lastly, the staff of the Public Works 
Department in Bengal was unusually weak, and was not in a position till late 
in'the famine to assume the superintendence of relief works to the extent to 
which this was done in the North· Western Provinces and Oudh. Relief works 
wer~ started and managed by the charge superintendents with the assistance of 
the engineers of the district boards, and with such subordinate professional staffs 
of work-agents or sub-overseers as they could engage, and within each charge as 
many small works as were found necessary were opened. In the Darbhanga 
district one work wa~ open in every 16 square miles, in Muzaffarpur one in every 22, 

and in Champaran one in every 32. The code contemplates that the immediate 
charge of relief works, whether large or small, should be, as far as possible, ·pro~ 
fessional. Owing to the weakness of the engineer establishments this prescription 
was at first impracticable; and when it was d~cided that the Dt>partment of Public 
Works should have control of the l<1rger works, the procc~s of making O\'er \Vorks to 
that Department by the charge superintendents, as it gradually obtained a sufficient 
staff, was slow. Even where the relief works under the Dep.:utment of Public Works 
in the Patna division were most numerous, they were not more than one-third of 
those under the civil officers. \Vhen at a late stage of the famine a sufficient estab. 
lishmcnt had been secured cy the Public \\' orks Department, many of the works 
under civil Dfficers v.·ere in an adv:mcl'd stage, and it was thought advisable not to 
transft'r I he control. Th~~ system of relief works followed in Den gal thus \'aried 
from that adopted in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, in that they were 
for the most part dir('ctly managed by the civil officers, and that ~hey generally 
were of small size and so numerous as to bring work close to the homes of the great 
majority of the popubtion. As n·g.1rds the detailed management of relief works, 
the prescriptions of the Den gal fa mir.c code were {ound as i,npcrfect as those 
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of the code of the North-Western Provinces. The code in recommending the 
grouping of the relief workers into gangs does not specify the size or composition 
of the gang, and its schedule of tasks proved to be unworkable. Its fourfold 
division of labourers into the professionals, the non-professional labourers, the 
able-bodied who are not labourers and the weakly, with separate rates of wage 
for each class, was unnecessarily complicated, and the minimum wage which it 
secured to labourers irrespective of the amount of wo.rk done by them was found a 
serious obstacle to effective discipline. In January 1897 detailed rules on all these 
matters were framed by the local Government which followed in most respects 
the similar code of rules issued on the sth December 1896 by the Government of 
the North· Western Provinces. The North· West system of recognising two main 
classes of workers-the diggers and carriers-was a1lopted, as was also its wage 
scale, under which the latter class were given the minimum wage of the code. The 
wage conversion table or" ready reckoner" of the North-Western Provinces was 
also adopted, which neglected fractions of a pice in converting the daily grain wage 
of each class into pice or quarter annas. It has been stated that in the North· 
Western Provinces the conversion rate for the grain wage did not closely follow the 
rise in prices, and that in the later months of the famine the local Government itself 
fixed for each district the conversion rate with reference to considerations other 
than the prices actually current. In Bengal the local Government left this 
matter to the Commissioner of the division and the district officers, and the 
conversion rate followed more closely the rise and fa11 in prices than was the case 
in the North· Western Provinces. But even in Bengal this rate did not always 
accurately represent the prices actually ruling. It was found convenient not to 
constantly alter the cash wages on the works on account of small fluctuations 
in prices: and on occasions when workers were thought to be doing well 0!;1 the 
existing cash wage, it was not raised with prices. Thus in Champaran the 
couversion rate remained at 9! seers the rupee from the 21st January to the 27th 

·July, though during the greater part of the time the whole population of the district 
was li\-ing on Burma rice at about 7l to 8 seers the rupee. On the· 27th July the 
conversion rate was lowered to 1 1 seers the rupee, though the mean price of grain 
was dearer than this, because good rain had fallen and it was thought desirable . 
to remove all possible inducements to labourers to stay on the works. 

109. The question of grouping the workers into gangs and of fixing suitable 

Rigid enforcement of tasks. 
tasks was dealt with minutely in the Bengal rules. 
As the excavation of tanks was the chief forr.1 

of relief work, the most convenient unit for the working squad or gang was 
found to be a group of four diggers with a sufficient number of carriers, and 
suitable tasks with reference to class of soil and lead and lift were drawn up. 
In the absence of anything like a distance test: the enforcement of a full task and 
a low wage were regarded in Behar as of special importance, and to the enforce• 
ment of the prescribed tasks great attention was paid. As the ordinary wage 
for the majority of the workers corresponded to the minimum wage of the 
provincial code, it was found necessary to permit workers to be fined for short 
work considerably below this wage. A sti:l lower or penal wage to which 
fining might be carried was devi1:ed, while on many works the workers 
were paid according; to results, though they were not allowed to earn 
more than the prescribed daily wage. Subsequently, u:-~restricted piece-work, 
though prohibited by the code, was introdut'ed in May on se\'erallarge works in 
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Behar, and in other parts of Bengal was generally substituted for the task-work 
system of the code. In the districts of the Chota Nagpur division, piece-work 
was in force throughout the famine, as it was familiar to and preferred by the 
people, while owing to weak establishments the efficient enforcement of the task
work system was thought to be impracticable. 

110. Gratuitous village relief was early started in Behar, and was given 

Gratuitous village relief. 
on a larger scale than in any other province or 
than appears to be ccmtemplated by the provincial 

code. Several causes co-operated to this result. The population is extremely 
dense, and the proportion of women and children, and of the old and feeble, 
who depend in ,ordinary years on private charity, is said to be exceptionally 
large. The circle organization extemporised for the purpose of famine relief was, 
as already stated, exceptionally strong, and its energies were specially directed 
to the relief of the destitute incapable poor in their vill~ges. The relief 
works were so near the homes of the people that there was practically no 
residence on the works1 and consequently the non-working members of a relief 
worker's family stayed at home, and were put on the gratuitous village list. It 
has been shown that in the Bundelkhand districts of the North-Western Provinces 
the population repaired in f.:tmilies to the relief works, and that the number o£ 
11 dependants'' gratuitously relieved on the works exceeded the number gratui
tously relieved at home. In Behar, on the other hand, the people on the works 
consisted almost tntirely of workers, who daily came from and returned to their 
homrs. In the whole affected area of Behar 2 per cent. of the population were 
in receipt of gratuitous relid in March, and the ratio rose to 31 per cent. in May, 
and remained at that point till the beginning of August. In particular districts 
the ratio was higher. In Shahabad it was 5 per cent. in April and 6 per cent. in 
May. In Champaran it was 4l per cent. in May and S per cent. jn June. A cir· 
cumstance which attracts notice was the high proportion borne by the numbers 
relieved gratuitously in Behar to the numbers relieved by means of relief works. 
In April 2JO,ooo persons in Behar were on the village gratuitous relit£ lists, and 
268,ooo were on the works: in May the numbers were, respectively, 290,000 on 
gratuitous relief and 31 5,ooo on works. The same circumstance appears in the 
statistics of famine relief in some other parts of Bengal. In the province as a. 
whole the number of persons in receipt of gratuitous relief in May was 414,324 and 
on works 3j6,295. In June the num9ers were, respectively, 36o,6gS on. works and 
459,000 on gratuitous rtlief: in July 218,181 on works and 425,186 on gratuitous 
relief: in August IC9.402 on works and 316,42+ on gratuitous relief; and in 
September 35.426 on works and J oS, 148 on gratuitous relief. 

111, Under the provincial famine code the gratuitous dole to persons on the 
Amouot orthe villa•e ptuitous village lists may take either the form of money, in 

dole. which case the money should be enough to buy the 
minimum ration of the code, or of grain, the grain allowance being 1 lb. of coarse 
grain a day for each adult and i lb. for each child. Grain dvles are stated in the code 
to be ordinarily preferable to money, and in the late famine in Bengal gratuitous vil
lage rclid as a rule was given in grain. As regards the sufficiency of the grain dole 
pn:scribcd in the 13engal code, the evidence is that it was sufficient for a bare 
subsistence, reg:ud bc::ing had to the facts that the recipients belonged to classes 
whose food is ordinarily of the most scanty kind, that they lived at home and did 
no wurk, and that they were often able to suppltment the dole in various ways. 
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112. The code prescriptions with regard to 1,\.itchens were in some respects 

Kitchens. 
departed from. The code contemplates the establish· 
ment of kitchens generally throughout the affected 

.area for the purpose of relieving children, and further .authorises their establishment 
on relief works in the case of a very severe famine for the relief of the children 
and dependants of the workers, instead of giving the workers money allvwances 
for their support. In the Behar scarcity, kitchens were not deemed necessary on 
the relief works till the end of May, and were then confined chiefly to one district. 
In August kitchens were utilised throughout the division as a means of curtailing 
gratuitous relief. On the establishment of a kitchen, gratuitous relief by means 
of doles of grain was discontinued except to those who were physically incapable 
of going to it for relief. In the Chota Nagpur division, where conditions ·differ . 
considerably from those Qbtaining in Behar, kitchens were extensiYely used in 
place of gratuitous grain doles, and were considered a valuable expedient, both as 
affording a test ·of distress in doubtful cases and also ~s greatly benefiting the 
health of the children. 

IIJ. The Central Provinces.-It wm be shown .elsewhere in our report 
The period prior to September that distress in these provinces commenced in the 

1896. J abalpur division as far back as , 1894, grew more 
acute in the cold weather of 1895-96, and culminated in the rains of 1896. 
It appears in fact to have been of the same type and severity as -that which 
in the Bundelkhand districts of the North- Western Provinces was held to 
require remedial measures on .a large .scale' in the early months of 1896, but in 
the Central Provinces relief works were not opened till the last month of the year, 
for reasons which will be examined in detail in chapter V ·of our report. 

114. With the failure of the rains in September 1896 the local Administration 
Reller operations from September realised that famine was imminellt in most districts 

JS¢. , in the province, and that he danger was most 
pressing in the Jabalpur division. Throughout October preliminary inquiries 
were in progress, and in November relief measures were nnally concerted, though 
they did not come into general operation until December. The famine code of the 
Central Provinces, like other codes, gives preference to small over large works in 
the early days of a scarcity. It leaves to the district officer to decide whether a 
relief work should be under civil or professional supervision, and even in the 
latter case makes the officer in charge of the work strictly subordinate to the 
civil authorities in all matters concerned with the classification and treatment of 
labourers, the adjustme~t of rates, the payment of wages, and the like. Following 
the example of the Government of the North· West em Provinces in the Bundel· 
khand famine of t8g6, the local Administration decided that the manage. 
ment o( large relief works should be taken over by the Department of Public 
\Vor~s as soon as sufficient establishments were obtained, and caused programmes 
of such works to be prepared for each district. Subsidiary to these large works, 
programmes of small works of local utility were to be prepared by the civil 
officers, and carried out by them in localities which were not sufficiently served by 
the large works, or where n~lief for weakly persons not capable of hard work was 
required, or where -en other grounds they were judged the most suitable form of 
relief. Small works of the nature of land improvements which might appropriately 
be .carried out by landholders were to be promoted by. means of State loans (Jn 
favourable terms. 1n these arrangements the procedure of the Bundelkhand 
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relief operations was closely followed, and when the Government of the North· 
Western Provinces·published its rules. of the sth December I8g6, regarding the 
management of relief works by the Public Works Department, these rules were 
also adopted by the Central Provinces Administration. ·Thus with regard to 
wages and tasks, the classification of labourers and their formation into gangs, 
the responsibility of the Public \Vorks Department for the detailed management 
of the works, and the like, the provisions of the local code were discarded in 
favour of the system which had been devised by the Government of the North· 
Western Provinces. 

I 1 S· At the end of December rrs,ooo persons were employed on relief works in 

Relief works. 
the province, partly on large works and partly on local 
works.. The number rose to 235,ooo in January, 

to 262,000 in February, 384,000 in March, 462,ooo in April, and to 567,ooo in 
May. In some districts the proportion of the total population receiving relief on 
works was very large. In Balaghat at the end of May, 23 per cent. of the population 
of the distressed area were on the relief works; in Damoh 20 per cent.; in Hoshan
gabad 16 per cent.; in Raipur about I 3 per cent. These numbers are exclusive 
of the numbers privately employed by the Katni·Saugor Railway contractors, or by 
landholders in the execution of famine loan works. As early as January the f(Uestion 
as to whether the relief works were not attracting persons who were not in :"bso· 
lute need of relief, and as to the best mode of enforcing a reasonable task, came into 
prominence. This led eventually to the important departures from the prescriptions 
of the provincial code which we shall briefly describe. The information received 
by the local Administration was to the effect that the workers were generally in a 
robust condition, that they would not do an adequate day's work, and that they \\·ere 
content with the minimum wage and made no effort to do the most moderate task. 
It was also reporte~ that non·working children were brought in excessive numbers 
to the works for the sake of the cash allowances given to the workers for their de
pendants. The first step taken on these reports was to substitute kitchens for cash 
doles on the larger works, and the change was considered beneficial both in keeping 
down the number of dependants and in improving the condition of the smaller 
children. The next step taken was in the direction of piece-work. In 1\Iarch it 
was decided to try a system of petty piece·work in districts not acutely distressed, 
and inquiries were made as to how far, and subject to what precautions, it could 
be introduced into the remaining districts. On the 15th 1\Iay more definite instruc. 
tions issued. " Owing to the paucity of good supervising agency," it was stated, 
'' tiothing like an adequate task has been obtained on works conducted on the task· 
work principle. • . . In practice it has occurred that numbers often flocked 
to the work far more rapidly than it was found possible to arrange suitable fresh 
employment for them or establishment to effectively supervise them. The natural 
result of such failure to insist on any adequate task is for the crowd to grow \\'ith 
almost arithmetical progression, until it is apt to generate into a mob of persons 
doing a minimum of work. The numbers returned on such works cannot, therefore, 
be always accepted as a safe measure of the amount of distres-s prevailing in a 
district." Payment by results, it was considered, would be a more effective test, and 
would also facilitate the contraction of the relief works on the arrival of the monsoon 
rains. It would then be 11 more than e\·er necessary to make sure, by an effective 
test, that those remaining are bond fide peopk for whom relief work is a nect'ssity. 
This can be most readily ascertained by a strict test under the piece-work system, 
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the rates· being lowered to a mere subsistence wage." Piece-work therefore 
was ordered to be substituted gradually in all districts on all relief works on 
which 75 per cent. or upwards of the labourers were efficient. When this was 
done on a relief work, the inefficient labourers were to be placed in "infirm" gangs 
and either drafted off to another charge maintained on the ordinary task system, or 
employed on a separate task-work section, and were not to be paid more than 
the minimum wage. For piece-workers the rates were to be kept low1 but to be 
such as would er:able'an industrious worker to earn enough for 'the support of 
himself an.d his dependants. Further orders were issued on the 28th May regarding 
the closing of some of the . relief works open in each district as soon as the rains 
set in, and the temporary refusal of admission to the works of applicants 
not showing signs of privation. These orders departed from the prescriptions of 
the code, but the local Administration held that it was very important to secure 
large rain-crop sowings, and to induce all who could find employment in field 
work to return to their homes. The effect of the setting in of the rains in the 
middle of June and of these orders was to reduce the relief-work population 
from.s67,ooo, at which figure it stood at the end of May, ~o 319,ooo at the end 
of June. Piece-work was generally reported to be very unpopular, but the 
rna jority of officers inclined to the opinion that the popular didike to it 
was unreasonable, that it gave a sufficient wage to the hoi1est worker in good 
health and strer gth, and that the "infirm " gang expedient sufficiently pro
vided for the irefficient labourers. In all districts, however, the precaution of 
making separate provision for in firm people was not at first taken, and in 
scme districts the entrusting of the works to contractors added to their 
unpopularity. It is held by the local Administration in the final report that as 
these defects were removed and as the system became familiar to the people, it. 
satisfactorily fulfilled in most districts the object in view, which was to afford suffi
cient relief to the needy and unemployed on the condition of an effective labour 
test. The departure from the code involved by this extensive introduction of 
piece·work is therefore considered to have been justified. In Saugor, Mandla, 
and Seoni, however, piece-work after trial was abandoned as unsuited to the 
people, most of \\hom in the last two districts belong to the aboriginal tribes. fn 
Damoh and Chhindwara it was never tried o\\ing to the opposition of the Deputy 
Commissioner; and in Betul .the Deputy Commissioner found it necessary to 
give the workers the option between task·work and piece-work. In Bilaspur 
and Raipur it was introduced on a certain number of works under special rules. 
"·ht!reby special provision was made for infirm workers and for feeding children 
and others physically unable to work. 

In August the rules of May were revised and another system of payment 
by results prescribed, which was thought to be better suited to the last sta"'e of 

b 

the famine. Employment in the fidds for the able-bodied was expected to increase 
as the harvests ripened, and it was considered necessary to refuse all induce· 
ment to this class to remain on the works. Under the revised system the 
able-bodied workers were selected and formed into separate gangs and separately 
tasktd. If they did the task they received the code '' minimum" or subsistence 
wage. If they did less than the task, the wage was reduced proportionally. 
The residue, or inefficient workers, also received the minimum wage, but were prac· 
tically unta>ked. This system, it need scarcely be said, widely departed from the 
prescriptions of the code. The only ground on which it could be justified was that 
it was a temporary expedient, preparatory to closing relief operations, and that by 
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a subsequent order which very soon tollowed, it was not to be introduced in any 
district' or on any work except with the consent of the Commissioner. 

1 16. The expedient of " relief centres " constitute.d a departure from the 

Gratuitous village relid. 
code, and events gave it considerable impor· 
tance. In November 18gn it was devised to 

meet the emergent circumstances ·of the Jabal pur division, and to act as a 
stepping·stone to the establishment of a systematic system of village relief 
or as a substitute in certain thinly populated forest tracts, where the complete 
system seemed difficult to organize. At these centres gratuitous relief was 
given to local and wandering. paupers unfit for work, and light labour on a 
small attached work was provided for those able to work but not fit for regular 
task, until they were sufficiently restored to be drafted to a regular work. The 
relief centres differed from a poor-house in that residence within an enclosure was 
not required: and from a kitchen in that grain or money and not cooked focd was 
distributed. The drawback was that they tended to become centres of confusion 
and disorder, where relief was disbursed without discrimination or inquiry into 
individual cases, and very little work secured from those fit for employment. But as 
a temporary expedient, pending the preparation of the village gratuitous lists and 
the organization of village relief on a methodical system which had been too long 
deferred, they were perhaps the best thing that could be done at the moment to 
stem the fast rising tide of distress, to intercept and relieve immigrants from 
native states who were flocking into British territory, and to bring relief at 
once to persons who were temporarily incapacitated by privation from regular 
work.· Numerous relief centres were accordingly opened in November in the 
division before large relief works were started or the village relief system org,.n· 
ised, and it was contemplated that when once these two code measures of 
relief had been effectively established, the necessity for them would largely 
disappear. In the 1\Iarwara sub-division of the jab1lpur. district, where distress 
was very severe, the relief centres in January had a population of 28,ooo. In 
the Mandla. district under similar though even more difficult conditions, the 
numbers rose to s,ooo. In February village relief was effectively organized 
in the Jabalpur district and employment brougl.t nearer to the homes of the 
people by opening more relief works, and the relief centres were gradually 
broken up. As regards their utility the Commissioner of the division wrote· in 
April 1897 :" Except to provide for weakly and emaciated wanderers or to 
meet the needs of wild and inaccessible tracts in large parts of Mandla, the 
relief provided at these centres has not proved economical or cffecth·e as regards 
the exaction of a sufficient amount of work in return for w:1ges paid. They are 
therefore being steadily reduced, some being converted into poor-houses to 
provide for wanderers during the monsoon months, and others being closed 
altogether.'' Outside the Jabalpur division the expedient of relief centres as a 
stepping-stone to organized village relief in the first stage cf the famine was less 
resorted to. Distress elsewhere was slower in coming to a head, and this gave 
time for the organization of village relief for the infirm and for providing sufficient 
work for those fit for work. Relief centres.wcre, howen:~r, employed in a some· 
what modified form in the wilder and more !iparscly inhabited parts of the 
provinces throughout the famine as a more comenient way of providing gratui· 
tous or semi-gratuitous relief for the scattered races of the hills and forests which 
could not be readily reached by the ordinary system of village ir.spection and 
relief. 
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117. In the organization of village reli~f the prescriptions of the provincial 

Organization of village relief. 
famine code were generally followed. The lists 
were prepared by the village mukuddams or 

headmen with the assistance of the patwaris, and checked by the revenue 
inspectors and superior relief officers. The code makes t h~ Commissioner 
of the diYision responsible for directing the preparation of the lists when in his 
opinion the scarcity is, or is likely to be, sufficiently great to require this 
precaution. If the magnitude of the distress could. have been foreseen, this 
discretion would probably have been exercised earlier than it was: Nor was it 
recognised at once that for the proper management of this form of relief 
the revenue inspectors and the superior staff in each district would require to 
be largely increased. In no district were the lists ready before January 1897. 
At~ the end of January less than 7,ooo persons in the provinces were in receipt of 
gratuitous. relief at their homes,. p£ whom 4,428 were in the Saugor district and 
1,842 in the Jabalpur district. At the end of February the provincial total had 
risen to 26,ooo, but of this the Jabalpur district accounted for 13,700, the Saugor 
district for 6,ooo and the Damoh district for 4,500. In other districts 
arrangements were more backward, and in them s'ystematic village gratuitous 
relief did not commence till March or later. The numbers rose fast* throughout 

"March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August • 
September. 

the hot weather months, and stili faster during the 
38.468 rains when relief works had to be contracted, and a 
S7.3C7 
88,626 hie:h death-rate prevailed.. In the Mandla district 

1o8,917 ~ 

xs2,914 the numbers rose from 2,41 8. in .July to 14,649 in 
224·539 294,o64 August and 20,596 in September. In the Bilaspur 

district the figures for. successive months were
April, 6,984; May, 19,097 ; June, 35,764; July, 53,061 ; August, 75,318; Sep· 
tember, go, 716. .In the Mandla district 6 per cent. of the total population, and 
in Bwaspur 8 per cent. was thus relieved in September. This was a greater 
extension of gr::ttuitous home relief than is contemplated by the code, but was 
justified partly by the difficulty of keeping .a sufficient number of relief works 
open in all localities during the heavy monsoon rains, and partly by the extent. 
to which the public health deteriorated at that period of the year. In the Bilaspur 
district where this was the case in a marked degree, the .. distress had been under· 
estimated in the early months of 1897, and owing to an unfortunate misunder· 
standing of certain orders on the part of the local Public Works officers admission 
to such relief works as were open was restricted to numerical limits. Owing 
to insufficiency of staff the Public Works Department was also unable to prompt· 
ly open the additional works asked fot' by the district officer, and' gratuitous relief 
in the homes of the people was slow in being organized. In April, May and June 
distress increased more rapidly than the measure of relief which the local authorities 
were able to provide, and when the situation was finally realised after the rains had 
set in, the only possible expedient was in a great extension of village gratuitous 
relief. In l\1andla the conditions were highly exceptional and such as are not con
templated by the code. The· district is chiefly hill and forest, and very sparsely 
inhabited, the population consisting chiefly of timid aboriginal races who largely 
though not wholly depend during the dry months of the year on the jungles for 
their food. Until the rains set in these forest tribes managed to support them
selves in this way, although their crops had failed, with little or no relief from the 
district officers. With the setting in of the rains this means of livelihood 
ceased, and great distress and mortality ensued. It was then found necessary to 
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org~nise village relief on a large scale, as the only means of reaching the sufferers. 
The special difficulties attending the organization of this form of relief in Mandla 
are vividly described in a paper submitted by Mr. Sharp, Principal of the Jabalpur 
College, who was employed for several months in the district as a relief officer. 

118. The administration of poor-houses became of special importance in 

Poor·houses. 
the Central Provinces, both on account of the great 
number of inmates and of the deplorable state 

of health in which they ordinarily reached the poor-house. In June 1897 the 
poor-house population in the provinces exceeded 3 I ,ooo. With so much 
wandering from district to district within the provinces and with such 
a flood of immigrants from native states, many of the poor-houses assumed 
larger dimensions and required more complete organization and larger paid 
establishments than the code contemplates. Many suggestions on these points 
have been made by medical officers to the Commission. The dietary prescribed' 
by the code for poor-houses was generally found insufficient, especially as 
regards vegetables, and was increased by the medical superintendents at their 
discretion. The poor-houses in fact in the Central Provinces were more of 
the nature of hospitals than resting-places for beggars and wanderers, such as the 
code contemplates, and the dietary had to be arranged accordingly. The code is 
not clear as to the necessity for systematically drafting to their villages, to be 
there relieved, all inmates whose settled residence is known and who are in a 
fit state to travel. The local Administration found it necessary to issue instruc
tions on this point: Where they were insufficiently attended to, the poor-house 
population tended to grow, as in Bilaspur, to unmanageable dimensions. 

I rg. In the Central Provinces, as in other provinces, kitchens were found 

Kitchens. 
to be very useful both as an appendage to the 
large relief works, for the feeding of the chiJdren 

of the workers and of starving wanderers resorting to the works, and ~!so 
as a form of village relief. As a form of village relief their ·utility was 
greatest in the last months of the famine, when the children had greatly 
deteriorated in condition. In the Jabalpur divi~ion in July and August they 
are reported to have been of the greatest service in saving infant life. They 
·were attached to all poiice posts, and others were managed by school masters 
or village headmen. The arrangements prescribed in the appendices to the 
provincial code were found too elaborate for these small and temporary institu
tions, and simpler regulations were substituted. A shed for cooking under and 
another to shelter the children while waiting for the meal, a few brass or iron 
cooking vessels, and a stock of rice and condiments, were all that was 
required. The me;;.! consisted of rice and pulse boiled together, with a little salt 
and clarified butter (g/11') or oil. From two to five ounces was the child's ration 
according to its age. Admission to the kitchen was by ticket gin.~n by the circle 
officer, but without reference to the latter the superintendent of the kitchen 
might grant a ticket when a child was thin and emaciated. 

120. Madras.-Relicf operations in the 1\fadras presidency commenced 
Commencement of operations. in November 1896, by the opening of test works 

The Deccan. in the four Deccan districts of Bellary, Kurnool, 
AnantJpur, nnd Cudc~apah. These districts J,a\'e a total area of -:27,ooo 
square miles and a population of 3,ioo,ooo. The area ,:.(the tracts in wllich 
the crop failure was so great as to necessitate relid measures was returned 
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at 8,495 square milt::s with a population of 1 ~2oo,ooo in November, and at 14,74 ~ 
square miles with a population of z,ooo,ooo in June ·1897, when relief wa~ 
approaching the maximum. The test works appear to have been conduc.ted by 

the district board engineer in each district and to have consisted of road 
repairs· on the ordinary system at rates of wages approximating 'to the wages 
admissible on re~ief works under the famine code. As these works showed 
that a demand for employment existed in any locality, the Collector obtained the 
sanction of the Government to o'pen a regular relief work. Several large relief 
works, with kitchens attached for feeding non-working dependants,. were thus in 
operation at the end of November 1896 in the Bellary and Kurnool districts. In 
the two other districts the attendance on the test works was smaller, and the 
regular code system was introduced at a somewhat later da.te. 

121. In orders passed in the end of November the Madras Government 
Relief works placed under the recorded th:;Lt . all relief works . were to be placed 

rublic :work;~ Department: and "under the control of the Public Works DeiJart
mstructloiiS tSSoed by the local 
Gover~~ment. . ment as contemplate1 by the famine code." But the 
department, as a department, was not really put in charge, nor does the code, 
read as a whole, appear to intend that it should be.· In the orders issued the 
Public Works Department was directed to depute an Executive Engineer to 
each district, and. to arrange for a staff of overseers sufficient to allow one 
for the direct charge of each relief work that might be opened. Tasks were 
to be strictly enforced by the system laid down in an appendix to the code. 
"Weakness," the Madras Gov.ernment said in its directions on the subject, 
" is the only cause directly attribut:..ble to the workers, which is a valid 
excuse for not· turning out the required task. \Vl>en, ·however, it is shown 
that a gang cannot, owing to weakness, turn out the aUott~d task, the case 
should be met by reduction of the task and of the class of the. gang. Short 
work should not be excused under any circumstances. The minimum wage 
should only be allowed in those cases where the default is not directly or indirectly 
due to the workers themselves." Whetht>r these instructions were a departure 
from the prescriptions of the famine code was open to discussion. It was urged 
by the Board of Revenue, one of whose members oc~upied in accordance with 
the provincial c0de the position of Famine Commissioner, that they did conflict 

· with the direction of the code that '' 2.s a general rule the effect of fines must 
not be to reduce the wage below the minimum wage." The Board represented 
that from causes other than weal•ness t\1e relief workers were frequently unable 
to complete ~he prescribed ta,ks, and that the reduced wages which they 
received under a system of unrestricted fining were insufficient to maintain them 
in health. The Government's view, on the other hand, was that its instructions did 
not c~ntemplate wholesale unrestricted fining, but only the enforcement of such 
discipline as was necessary to prevent the relief works from becoming " demora· 
\ising, wasteful and chaotic." ' It held that the regulations of the code, regarding 
the classification of relief workers and the adaption of the task to their capacity, 
enabled the Public \V orks officer in charge of a work, in communication with the 
Collector, to place each gang in its proper class, and to give it a task which, all 
things considered, was well withm its powe~ to execute. That being so, a gang had 
only itself to blame if it failed to perform the task and found its wages reduced; and 
reduction of wages in such circumstances, even below the minimum wage, was in 
accordance with the spirit of the code. To provide for exceptional cases the Madras 
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Government was willing to give the Collector authority to direct that on any 
particular relief work wages should not be reduced for short work below the mini
mum wage, but any exercise of this power was to be reported to the Government. 
The effect of these orders was to bring a large proportion of the gangs on relief 
works into the two lowest classes, in which,' if the task was low, the wag~ for its 
performance was also low. The standard tasks of the code for the two highest 
classes A and B were, no doubt, often in excess of the capacity of the relief
workers consisting largely, as they did, of women and children. It must be 
remembered also th~t A and B gangs must generally have included for family 
reasons a number of weakly people. For under the gang system enforced 
workers of different classes were not allowed in the same gang, as was done in 
other provinces, and the very limited amount of gratuitous relief given, as will be 
noticed below, must have swelled the proportion of weakly people among the 
workers by adding many who in other provinces would have been in receipt of 
doles as dependants on the works or as incapables in the villages. Another cir
cumstance which considerably told on . the working capacity of the people ,ras 
the long distances which many of the workers travelled daily to and from 
their homPs, They rarely resided on the works, nor was hutting accommodation 
provided. En.deavour was made to provide work within fairly easy walking dis· 
tan9e of each village, but in a thinly- populated country, and with limited estab
lishments, this was only partially possible. If tasks. were to be enforced at all, 
they had thus to be very moderate, and under such conditions the strict enforce· 
ment of the most moderate ~ask was difficult.· Revised. task-tables began to be 
prepared in each district, in which the principle of making .ll.llowances for distance 
and physical weakness found some recognition. But the preparation of these 
tables took time, . and the simpl~st practicable expedient was to put the gangs 
into the lowest classes and give them the smallest code task and the lowest code 
wage. Meanwhite the sufficiency of the minimum wage for working people 
began to be questioned by the Sanitary Commissioner and the Famine Com
missioner, and evidence was adduced to show that the condition of relief "·orkers 
in receipt of it deteriorated. Matters stood thus at the end of March, when the 
Madras Government, after a visit paid by His Excellency the Governor to some 
of the works, announced concessions which materially changed the condition of 
the relief workers. It was decided that all relief workers, save the very weak, 
should be placed in one or other of the two highest classes, and thus given the A · 
(the maximum) or the B wage on performance of such task as might be required. 
The very weak alone were to receive the C wage, and the D (or minimum) wage 
was abolished as insufficient for any class of workers. The task for each gang 
was also to be closely adapted to its working capacity. It was to be further re· 
duccd if the workers were thought to be physic:~.lly weak, though as regards 
wages they were still to remain in the A or B class, and it was to be still 
further reduced in proportion to the distance of the workers' homes from the 
relief work. Fining was restricted to clear cases of malingering or insubordi
nation, and even then was not to redttce the wage below the code mm1mum 
wage without the special permission of the civil officer in charge of the sub
division, or for a longer period than seven continuous days. 

122. If the earlier orders of the local Government constituted a departure from 
Liberality or the concessions al- t~.c prescriptions of the famine codc1 in rigidly 

lowed to workers ia March. exacting tasks which are said to have been too 
bigh without the s:J.fl'·guard of a winimum ~·age, the orders of ~!arch 
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equally departed from them in discarding the authorised wage scale, and in 
allowing reductions of the relief workers' tasks on grounds not contemplated 
by the code. The practical effect of the March orders was to secure the 
vast majority of the workers the A or B wage of the code in full, to allow 
the tasks to dwindle down in many instances to a small amount of work, and by 
virtually abolishing fining to make no provision for their due performance. There 
can be iittle doubt that the position of the relief wor.kers, up to the end of Ma'rch, 
was unsatisfactory, and that with the hot weather approaching the conditions under 
which relief was given required .revision. As regards the liberality of the March' 
concessions, they are stated to have been determined by t~e Madras Government 
after considering the reports made by the Sanitary Commissioner on his inspections 
of the population of the affected districts, and on "the examination made by His 
Excellency the Governor of the relief works in operation in the Deccan districts". 
It is probable that their full effect may not have been foreseen. From the Madras 
Government's order of the 18th June 1897, which directed that, as the monsoon 
prospects were favourable, the distance allowance should be altogether discon
tinued and full tasks enforced, it appears that discipline had suffered more than had 
been intended. In the Famine Commissioner's opinion the distance allowance, 
though liberal, had not been "excessive for the hot months," and he urged that in 
modification of the Government order of the 18th June, it should be continued on a 
reduced scale during the rainy season. The Madras Government, in directing the 
discontinuance by the aforesaid order, had directed that huts should be provided 
on the works 11 to meet the case of those who are really in need of relief and are 
willing to live on the works." The Famine Commissioner represented that the 
dislike of the people to leave their homes was so strong that they would rather 
starve in their villages. The Madras Government was so far influenced by the 
representations of the Famine Commissioner that, in modification of the June 
order which had not been communicated to Collectors, it. in July allowed the 
distance allowance, on a reduced scale, to continue. At the same time it 
directed that tasks should be raised to a full day's work, and that works should 
be closed whenever the attendance fell below 300. It withdrew the restrictions 
placed by the March order upon fining for short work, a~d directed that weakly 
gangs should receive the D instead of the C wage, and that other workers should 
be classed as A, Band C workers instead of in A and B only. It thus went 
back to the prescribed classification and wage scale of the code, and restored to 
the officers in charge of the works the power of effectively maintaining discipline. 
These orders took effect in August, and partly in consequence of them and partly 
on account of the improvement in the season, the total numbers on relief works in 
the Deccan fell with the same rapidity as they had mounted up. 

123, The following remarks regarding the conduct of relief works are 
Criticism of the earl:v operations. ·taken from the final report of the famine and are 

quoted t'n extenso : 

"The works opened were conducted in accordance with the provisions of the code. It 
was found that the code tasks were not worked up to, although unlimited fining was · 
resorted to. This showed that the code task-table was generally pitched too high; and it 
was accordingly modified by Executive Engineers, in consultation with Collectors, to suit 
local requirements • 

. "Tn three other ways the conditions o£ employment were originally more severe 
than was contemplated in the code. For the purpose of fixing suitable tasks, persons 
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on relief works are divided into classes, the wage varying with the class. The classes 
.are-

A.-Able-bodied persons accustomed to labour of the kind required on ordinary 
works. 

B.-Able-bodied persons accustomed to labour, but not to labour of the kind re-
quired on ordinary works. · · 

C.-Able-bodied persons not accustomed to labour. 

D.-Persons not able-bodied, but fit for light employment on relief works. 

or more briefly-

A.-Professional labourers. 

B.-Labourers, 'but not professional. 

C.-Able-bodied, but not labourers. 

D.-Weakly. 

11 The majority of applicants for employment on State works were petty cultivators and 
farm servants, accustomed to labour but not to labour of the kind required on ordinary 
works. These should ordinarily have been classed as B, but they were, as a fact, classed as 
C. This no doubt meant a lighter task, but it meant a lower wage. In the second place, 
·wages were in the earlier stage of the famine, calculated on the price of ragi (Eleusine 
t()f'/Jcana), a cheaper grain, but not the grain in ordinary use. Thirdly, the code rations 
for each class are calculated in grain; for a time r grain' was taken to mean unhusked 
grain, i.e., grain in the state in which it is ordinarily to be found in the markets. It was 
subsequently interpreted to mean husked grain, or flour. The original interpretation 
resulted in a diminution of the rati:>n by 1 o per cent. 

"Between excessive fining and the C wage. calculated on a staple not in ordinary use, 
and that, too, unhusked grain, the condition of some of the workers was found by the 
Sanitary Con1missioner to be deteriorating. 

11 On the I gth1 2oth, 21St and 22nd of February, His Excellency the Governor visited 
relief works in Dellary and Anantapur, and, as a result of his inspection, and of the reports 
of the Sanitary Commissioner, order,; were issued that all persons seeking employment on 
relief works should be placed as a rule in class A or class B, the very weak being placed in 
class C. At the same it was directed that the standard tasks should be modified to suit 
local conditions where this h~d not already been don{", and power was given to local officers 
to redu~e ex:cessive tasks where necessary; the orders authorising fining so as to reduce 
the wag-e below the minimum were rescinded; while, in the case of works, where hutting 
bad nnt bee!\ provided, a. deduction from the task, proportio:~ate to the distauce of the 
worker's home, was san.:tioncd. These concessions were very necessary during the scorch
ing heat of the summer, but, as the temperature abated, they were modified i the classi
ficatioll of the code wa~ ordered to be strictly adhered to; and, generally, as the season 
improved, severer t'Onditions \",ere introduced iu order to nmove any inclination t~ linger 
unnecessarily on works. Also where the wage had hitherto been paid in cholum (Sorghum 
1!ulgllrt)1 and it was found that this was being ousted ly the cheaper grain, ragi (Eieuszne 
t()Ya(ana), payments were made on a combined ration of the two grains or on ragi only. 
In place of the rigid system of the code, which" as reportrd unsuitable to the require
ments of the district, piece-work at reduct'd rates was advocated by the Collector of 
Ganjam. The proposal wa$ contrary to the general spirit of the Code and was therefore 
negatived by the Famir)e Commissioner, but Government subsequently ordered that the 
system might be introduced into the localities to which it mi!,;ht be found suited. The 
ta~k-work $)"Stem J,ad by that time been universally introduced, and, as its principlrs were 
understood, it w:ls considw:~d undesirable to make a g~"neral change, especi:!.lly as distress 
was then severe and the p:ece·work system seemed more suited for the earlier stages of 

di~tress, The latter, thcrcfort, had but little triill.'' 
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We have not been able to satisfy ourselves that all the assertions in the 
above quotation from the final report can be accepted as generally accurate. 
Some of them seem to us to require amendment or modification. 

124. The extent to which fining was resorted to in the first period of famine 
Criticism or the ea.rly operations · relief In Madras cannot be accurately ascertained. 

-c•ntd. That there was fining is undoubted, but that it was 
excessive or unlimited to the extent suggested by the Feport is not clear from the 
other evidence' before us •. But the strict orders for enforcement of task originally 
issued, taken with the gang system which we have described, and the defects 
<>f the code task table, must pave led at first to much fining. To what extent the 
task-table was in itself excessive is not clear, but it i~ evident that it was not on• 
a good intelligible basis, and practically unsuitable. It is said to have been made 
up in the Revenue Board's office without professional advice, and to have been 
inserted in the code more as im example of form than as a practical task-table. 
With regard to the cla~sification of the workers, the practice appears to have 
varied in different districts, but the returns for the first months of the famine 
show that in the province nearly three fourths of the labourers were placed in the 
B class. Witli regard to the kind of grain adopted for the calculation of wages, 
the practice appears to have followed the prescription of the· Madras famine code 
which directs that the grain selected shall be 11 grain of medium quality and of 
the description ~n ordinary use at the time of payment." In particular taluks of 
the Madras Deccan ragi is the grain in ordinary use by the poorer classes in 
ordinary years, and if, as appears to have been the case, ragi was in such 
localities adopted as the standard, this was strictly in accordance with the code. 
In the greater part of the Deccan, however, cholum is in ordinary years the 
staple food of the people, though in exceptional years ragi may be imported and 
may on account of its cheapness he more largely consumed. This· appears to 
have happened in 1896·97, and in such circumstances to take ragi as the 
wage basis would be opposed to the intention of the code. To what extent 
ragi was actually taken in place of cholum in localities in which ragi is n.ot the 
ordinary food of the people in the early months of the famine is not clear. The 
practice appears to have varied. In some places the wage was calculated on 
cholum, in others on ragi, in others on a combination of the two. As ragi is a 
grain which loses much in weight in being prepared for food, its exclusive adoption 
as the wage basis would have an unduly lowering effect on the wage. But 
we do not find that such exclusive adoption was at any time general in the 
Deccan districts. With regard to the third alleged departure from the code, the 
code contemplates that when wages are calculated, as they were in Madras and 
elsewhere, on the grain-equivalents system, "grain in the state in which it is 
ordinarily to be found in the market," and not "flour," is to be taken as the 
basis of calculation. The original interpretation placed on the prescription of 
the code in Madras was, therefore, correct, and the code was departed from in 
the direction of greater l;berality when " flour" was substituted for ''grain." · 

125. In the northern districts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam distress was 
later in showing itself than in the Deccan. But for 

~eratioo.s i.o the Northem Cit· the extremely high prices which pre\·ailed in these 
districts in consequence <;>f the drain of surplus grain 

stocks to other parts of India, little relief would probably have been required. 
1he area affected was returned in July 1897, at the time of maximum pressure, 
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at 10,400 square miles with a population of s,6oo,ooo, nearly evenly divided 
between .the two districts. There was some distress alsq in the Godavari district 
but the area in which relief operations were required was only 91 I square miles with 
a population of under so,ooo. Relief works in Ganjam and Vizagapatam were 
opened in .February and March, but did not attract workers in any numbers till 
April and ~ay, and at no time did this form of relief assume the same import· 
ance as in the Deccan. In these districts two peculiarities were encountered 
which make relief works under the code system somewhat difficult to manage. 
In Ganjam the Uriyas, who in the northern tracts are the predominant race, will 
not allow their women to attend the relief works, though they are willing them· 
selves to work. In Vizagapatam where the Telegus 'preponderate, this prejudice 
does not exist, but the famine wage was so much below the normal wage rate of 
the district for men, that few men came on the works. On the other hand, the 
code wages for women and children, with easy tasks and no fining, attracted 
these classes in considerable numbers. · It was thought by the Madras Govern· 
ment that some system of payment by results was better suited to these districts 
than task-work and the code wage, and a trial was directed to be given to the 
method of payment by results in operation in tl:ie North-Western Provinces under 
the na:me of the 11 intermediate system." It was experimentally introduced in 
Ganjam in the last stage of the famine, and was considered by the local officers 
to be well suited to the conditions of the district, and to be preferred by the 
pe,ople to the code system. In other provinces particular castes which will not 

. allow their women to attend relief works, have shown the same preference. 

126. The administration of gratuitous relief in Madras presents some 
interesting features. The provincial code differs 

Gratuitous relief. · 
from other codes in that it restricts gratuitous 

relief in the early stage of ·distress to cooked food in kitchens, and 
prohibits the organization of village relief in the homes of the people by the 
appointment of circle inspectors and the preparation of lists ·of the poor, until 
such time as the Government may declare village relief to be necessary. These 
prescriptions are chiefly bastd on the experience of the relief operations in the 
Deccan in 1891·92, when a very considerable scarcity was successfully met by 
means of relief works to which the weakly were freely admitted, and by kitchens. 
It was recognised that in districts like Ganjam, where caste prejudices are 
very strong against cooked food, home relief by means of grain or money doles 
might be necessary. But kitchens were considered ordinarily sufficient and 
preferable to viiiage relief, in the absence of exception~) circumstanc~s· and when 
distress was not acute. In accordance with this view, in the early stage of the 
late famine, gratuitous relief was confined to kitchens by order of the 1\Iadras Gov· 
.ernment, and a proposal of the Famine Commissioner to appcint circle inspectors 
was negatived on the 3oth December 1896, and the opinion expressed that 

• gratuitous relief would not be required in any portion of the distressed tracts for a 
very long time to come. "Such relief, when once started," the Madras Govern
ment informed the Famine Commissioner, 11 spreads rapidly and is expensive and 
difficult to control. It is needed only when the season continues bad for a long 
time in order to save life, but it should not be started till then." Accordingly, 
during the first months of the scarcity, the general procedure was to establish a 
kitchen on each relief work, at which cooked food was given to the dependants of 
the workers, and to other incapable grown~up persons of the neighbourhood. In 
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special localities, where weavers or other urban classes requiring gratuitous relief 
were numerous, central kitchens apart from the relief works were also operied. This 
form of relief was unpopular, as apart from caste considerations, it appears that 
with these classes social position is injured by entering, or allowing a child to enter, 
a kitchen. At the end of March the daily average number of persons (chiefly 
children) thus relieved was under s,ooo in the province, One of the arguments used 
against the sufficiency of the code famine wage was that the workers, owing to their 
objections to kitchens and to the difficulty of bringing small children and infirm 
persons daily to the works, had to support by it not only themselves but their 
non-working children and othel' dcpendan;ts.. In January the Collector of Ganjam 
represented that " caste Uriyas would never allow their children and infirm 
dependants to be fed in famine kitchens and would much sooner permit them to 
die." On this reference the Madras Government, following the precedent of the 
relief measures o£ r889 and 1891·92·, authorised the Col\ectoc, in cases in which 
he satisfied himself that caste reasons justified the refusal of cooked food, to give 
a grain or money dole instead. From the Deccan districts instances were 
reported of persons physically unable to attend kitchens who required. relief, 
and in February the appointment of circle inspectors was sanctioned for 
Bellary and Kurnool. Finally the Government orders of the lOth March 1897, 
which granted concessions to relief workers, also revised the policy hitherto 
pursueq with regard to gratuitous relief. General p~rmission was given to the 
appointment of circle inspectors and the preparation of village relief lists. With 
regard to the mode of relief the rule laid down was that it should take the form 
of cooked food if a kit~hen could be conveniently attended and legitimate c~ste 
objections did not exist: otherwise grain doles might be given, or money doles 
wpere grain doles were impracticable. 

127. It took some time to organise village relief on these new lines.. The 

Organization of village relief, 
revenue inspectors in Madras, who roughly corres· 
pond to the kanungos of Upper India, are compara· 

tively few in number, and their duties are such that they could not conven
iently be relieved of them and appointed circle officers. The great areas of 
the Madras districts also necessitated the formation of numerous circles, and 
considerable difficulty in finding suitable circle officers was experienced. The 
progress of the new system is seen in the rise of the ·numbers on gratuitous 
relief. In April the daily average number of persons relieved in kitchens or by 
doles of g1ain or money was 13,9441 in May so,631, in June 1291607, and 
in July 215,495· After July, as the season improved, the numbers rapidly fell. 
In August the daily average was '1701940, in September 86,579, and in October 
~7.447· It was not found necessary to resort in any district to the prescriptions 
in the code relating to poor-houses. There appears to have been little or no 
wandering, though this was a notable feature of the great famine of· 1876·77, 
and is still regarded as an unmistakeble sign of severe distress. 

128. The relief of weavers constituted a special feature of the Madras 
relief operations. Weaving is an important industry 

The relief of weavers. 
in the Madras Deccan, and in some taluks th~ 

professional weavers, after eliminating castes which have other occupati~s 
besides weaving, represent from 4 to 8 , per cent. of the population. In the 
Ganjam district also weaving communities are numerous. To relieve all 
professional weavers through their trade would be an, "ndertaking of very great 
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magnitude. But it was found in Madras that, from various causes, the numbers 
requiring relief were relatively small. The Madras famine code is fuller and 
more precise in its prescriptions regarding the relief of weavers through their own 
trade than the code of any other province. These prescriptions were in the 
main adhered to. The principle on which they proceed is that materials should 
be.advanced to owners of looms, and that on the finished goods being taken over. 
the owner should receive a sum sufficient to give him and his assistants wages 
for the time spent in wP-aving, and to recoup him for miscellaneous expenses. 
This necessitates careful inquiry into processes -of manufacture and minute 
calculations as to the number of persons employed and the time occuFied in 
weaving each particular class of goods. It was found necessary to place special 
officers, of the standing of ,Deputy Collectors and Tahsildars, in charge of the 
weaving operations in each district. Their inquiries and the .experience gained 
have resulted in revised task and wage tables and in minute regulations which 
should prove of great use in future famines in Madras and elsewhere. The 
relief given in Madras represented an average employment of 3o,ooo weavers for 
6j months, at a gross outlay of 1 I i lakhs, or, approximately, 3 annas per head per 
day. If the stock should realise half this sum, as is anticipated, the net cost 
of this form of relief will not have been excessive. 

I 29. In the Ganjam and Godavari districts and also in Kurnool, the 
· relief of certain hill-tribes presented special difficulties 

Relief of hill.tn'bes. 
which are not met by the provisions C?f the famine 

codes. In Ganjam and Godavari the hill-tribes are suffictently civilised to 
engage in rude agriculture and to work for wages ·as wood-cutters in the 
forests. But it was extremely difficult to induce them to attend relief works 
or to accept cooked food. Gratuitous relief by means of grain and money 
doles, the importation and sale of grain at cheap rates in special cases and 
advances of seed at the beginning of the rains, were found the most effective 
expedients. In Kurnool a still less civilised and shyer race required rdief. They 
accepted employment in fashioning rude wooden implements, but refused light 
forest work as they were averse to regular work under supervision. Kitchens were 
tried with some success and grain doles distributed in the most necessitous cases. 
The relief of jungle tribes is a subject which will be Separately considered. 

130. The indirect methods of relief prescribed by the 1\ladras famine code 
Indirect methods ofrelief. were fully and liberally applied by the Govern-

ment. The state forests were thrown open for the 
removal of grass, and in May 1897 for grazing. The latter concession might have 
been made with advantage at an earlier date as was proposed by the Famine 
Commissioner. Land improvement loans and advances for fodder, seed and 
cattle were given to the amount of t8l lakhs. Of a total land re\'enue 
demand of 93 lakhs in the six affected districts in 1896-97 the St.i.l of 23f 
lakhs was remitted and 10 l.lkhs suspended. The remissions on "wet" lands 
in thtl ryotwari area were made in accordance with standing rules. For dry 
lands they are, under the Madras system, a matter of grace, and are OJ'Iy 
given when the crop failure has been general and severe. In 18g6-97 they 
were granted in proportion to the loss of crop on each ryoes holding accord· 
ing to the scale adopted in the scarcity of r8gr-g2. In 18gr·92 the wet and 
dry remissions in the I3ellary district amounted to 6 ~ lakhs out of a demand of 16l 
lakhs. Jn 18¢-97 Rs. 7,18,ooo was remitted. From the close approximation of 
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the remissions in t8gt·92 and 18g6-97, and from a comparison of the return 
of rainfall, cultivation and outturn for these two years it would seem that the crop 
failure in each year \vas about the same. The fact that in June 1892 only I 8,ooo 
persons were on relief in the Bellary district and I t8,oo.:> in June 1897 may be 
due to increased pressure in the latter year through higher prices, to difference in 
methods of famine administration, or partly to one and partly to the other cause. 

131. As the Madras Government's orders of the 3oth March 1897 determined 
the policy of relief from that date to the complete 

Results or the Govel'llment establishment of the monsoon rains, their results 
orders of 3oth March !897· 

are of some interest. In March 1897 the average 
daily number of persons in receipt of relief in the province was 8t,ooo. It rose 
SUCCessively to 157,000, Jl2 10001 $071000, and 77J,OOO, in the months of 
April, May, June, and July. In the third week of July _it touched 83o,ooo. Else• 
where we shall sho1v that the only parallel in the late famine to the numbers 
on relief in July in" the Kurnool and Bellary districts is found in the two Bunde!· 
khand districts of Banda and J alaun, in which during May and ] une 1897 25 
per cent. of the population were on relief works and 10 per ce~t. on gratuitous 
relief. It may be safely assumed from the long protracted and intense distress 
which existed in Bundelkhand, arid from the strict economy exercised by the 
Government of the North-Western Provinces in its famine administration, that 
the relief given in that region was not more than was imperatively called for. 
With regard to the Madras figures· the considerations which have be~n urged 
are that the population of the Deccan is poor and its soil unproductive, that 
although the seasons immediately preceding the failure of tbe rains of 189S had 
been good, the districts had not recovered from the effects of the scarcity o( 
18gt·92, that the prices of food-grains from October 1896 were 2oo per cent.. 
above the normal, and that the weakness of the monsoon of 1897 in July caused 
the people to abandon hope and to flock in masse!s to relief. We shall return to 
this subject when we deal with the comparative economy of relief operations in 
the several provinces. 

132. Bombay.-Relief operations were commenced in November 1896 by 
The measures adopted ; first the opening of test works un~er strict supervision 

stage. in the several districts, and the two divisional 
Commissioners were authorised to open such relief works in communication with 
the Superintending Engin'!ers as might be required. In accordance with the 
prescriptions of the Bo.nbay famine code, it was directed that the works thus 
opened should include small works, managed by the civil department, in the 
neighbourhood of villages for the support of persons who. could not leave their 
homes. Most of the works however consisted of metal collection along the chief 
roads, under the direction of the Public Works Departm~:nt. But it was perceived 
that this would not afford sufficient employment, and steps were at once taken to 
prepare larger projects on which labour could be concentrated, and to which the 
workers on the ro..Lds might be drafted On such large works hutting arrange~ 
ments on a large scale were to be made, and residence enforced. The district 
programmes of famine relief works were deficient in large works of permanent 
utility, but on investigation many useful works of the nature of tanks and im· 
pounding reservoirs well suited for relief purposes were discovered, though some 
time intervened before they could be put in hand. The small works which in accord· 
ance with the code had been opened in the villages under civil management, did no 
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meet with m11ch approval from the local authorities. In Sholapur it is reported that 
they were found 11 most wasteful and demoralising.'' It was considered impos· 
sible to open such works in every village, and the Bombay Government ruled that 
one small work at most in a group of villages was sufficient for persons whom it was 
inexpedient to draft to large works. These small works played a comparatively 
insignificant part in the scheme of famine relief, and the general trend of official 
opinion in the presidency ~as in favour of the concentration of labour on large 
works under the direction of the Public Works Department. It was generally 
held that tasks and discipline were essential to prevent relief from being extended 
to persons not in need of it and who used the works as a convenience. It is 
difficult to say how far this theory of the dangerous attractiveness of the relief 
works was justified by facts. On the one hand the destruction of crops had be·en 
quite as great as in the great famine of 1876-77, field employment had greatly 
contracted, and prices had risen enormously. These were causes which made 
the eagerness of the labouring and agricultural population to find employment 
intelligible. On the other hand the generally good condition of the people who 
flocked to the works was noted, and it was considered suspicious that among 
them the able-bodied males were in a great minority, that the proportion 
()£children was very large, that the tasks performed were low, and that reduction 
of the wages ·earned to the minimum wage through fines did not appreciably 
increase the industry of the workers. In November the relief work population 
in the presidency was 40,ooo. In December the daily average rose to t2s,ooo, 
and in January to 261,ooo, of whom 76,ooo were non-working children and other 
dependants of the workers. Representations· as to the difficulty of enforcing 
tasks, the popularity of the works, and the increasing number of non-working 
dependants commenced to come in to the Government from the districts. Some 
officers resorted to the " distance test/' and prohibited the admission of persons 
to works within 10 mile! of their villages. This was very properly disallowed by 
the Bombay Government as being a departure from the code and a restriction 
to which exception had been expressly taken by the Famine Commission. But, 
in disallowing it, the Government indicated its approval of the policy of concPn• 
trating relief labour on large works and drafting scattered workers to them .. " Al· 
though it is desirable,'' the Government said, 11 to provide, when practicable, work 
in each taluk, the workers must be required to go to a distanc:e if this course is 
required for the urpose of getting more useful work done or of getting work done 
under more efficic conditions." From Nasik and other districts came com· 
plaints in January 18 ~that the system of cash allowances to non-working children 
was destructive of discipline. 11 The minimum wage and payment of non•working 
children," it was reported, " enable a family to earn enough by doing next to no 
work." In Nasik and Ahmadnagar there was one non-working child to every two 
workers. Up to that time the Bombay Govern.ment had refused to authorise 
kitchens for the relief of non-working children to be opened on relief works, on the 
ground that it was more economical to adopt the alternative prescription of 
the code, and grant cash allowances to the workers for their dependants. But 
on the further information before it, the Government considered that there was 
very little doubt that the system of cash allowances was leading to serious abuses, 
and that women and children who were not in real need of relief were being 
attracted to the works, while the men in many cases were idling at home. It 
accordingly directed that kitchens should be generally established on relief works, 
and that, except in cases in which there was shown to be difficulty in the 
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distribution of cooked food to children and other non-working dependants, cash al
lowances were to cease. In March the question was again examined by a strong 
committee of famine relief offi.::ers. The conference was unanimous that there 
was no difficulty in getting food cooked and distributed by people of 
sufficiently high caste to avoid any offence to religious feeling. It was believed 
that kitchens might induce many of the children and some of the parents to 
leave the works, but that "there was no probability -of any staying or being 
kept away, owing to their object!on to cooked food, until their health was 
injured." The Bombay GoYemment accordingly adhered to its decision that 
kitchens should take the place of cash allowances on all works on which they 
could be established without incommensurate expense. An exception was made 
in the case of small or scattered works, and in the case of very young children 

Workers Dependants. 
• February ... :as·,6r3 ... ua.475 

March ~· 287 834 ... u6,527 
April ... 365.237 ... Io3.145 
May ... 26$,704 ... Ct.), 7~8 
June ... 229·937 ... 58,704 

unable to eat the food provided at the kitchens. The 
effect of these orders when brought into force in 
April and May was to reduce considerably the 
proportion ,of non-working dependants.* But their 
numbers _remained sufficiently high to show that 

there was no serious prejudice against kitchen relief on the part of the majority 
at least of the workers, and the local Government appears to be quite satisfied 
as to the expediency of its action in the matter. 

J33· As the season progressed the concentration of labour on large 

The relief works. 
works, the enforcement of discipline, and the ex· 
action of tasks, received increasing attention from 

the public works and civil officers. The first measure was deemed necessary 
not only on its merits, but also on account of the increasing difficulty 
of finding engineers and overseers. In March residence in relief camps, 
whenever these were provided, was made a condition of employment, 
and it was ordered that "in no case should either workers or children 
be permitted to travel daily to and from· work so much as 5 or 6 miles." 
In the effort to enforce the task the fourfold classification of relief workers 
prescribed by the code though nor.1inally maintained, was in reality aban
doned. There was a constant tendency towards gravitation from the higher 
to the lower classes. The bulk of the workers by physique and aptitude 
properly belonged to the A and B classes. But as many of them would not or 
could not perform the tasks prescribed for .these classes, they were either reduced 
in class, or else on account of fines received 'tess than the class wllge. 
Nominally about hal£ the workers were classed as B labourers and one-fourth 
as C labourers, but this classification did not connote the wages actually paid. 
In other respects the prescriptions of the provincial code with regard to the 
conduct of relief works were more closely adhered to in Bombay than in other 
provinces. Piece-work was little used. In Dharwar, where the relief works were 
provided 1:-y the district board, a fixed daily wage of 2 annas for a man, Ji armas 
for a woman, and 1 anna for a child was paid for a fair day's work, and no -
allowances for dependants or for Sundays were paid. As distress was not severe 
in Dharwar this scale of wages, which appears the same as that adopted in this 
district in the relief operations of 1891·92, was found to give sufficient relief. 
In the last months of the famine restricted piece·work was tried on two works 
in Sholapur, a limit being placed on the maximum earnings of the workers. The 
experiment appears to have been -only moderately successful. 
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134. The Bombay code contains no prescnpt10ns regarding the contrac- · 
tion or concentration of relief works on the setting 

Concentration of relief works at • f th · 1 h h th h d d' · · 
the commencement ofthe rains. m o e rams, a t oug e c ange con tt10ns m 

\\hich work has then to be carried on, and the greater 
occupation open to the people in agriculture, necessitate some modifications in 
the system of relief. The Bombay Government took up the problem in good 
time, and in May 18;17 requested the two divisional Commissioners to select, in 
communication with Superintending Engineers, the works which they proposed to 
keep open for the longest periods, and on which substantial shelter for the workers 
and the establishments would be provided. The Government's view was that a 
portion of the people would need relief until the autumn harvest was assured and 
prices had greatly fallen : but that the great majority would leave the works on 
the setting in of the rains. It proposed therefore to reduce the number of works 
open by closing those unsuitable for the rains, and by gradually closing other 
\vorks as the attendance became small, and drafting the remaining workers to 
central works. It was, however, found impracticable to pursue this policy of 
concentration so far as was originally contemplated. The rains were unfavourable, 
prices rose instead of falling, and the workers showed great reluctance to proceed 
to distant works. "Early in May," wrote the Commissioner of the southern 
division in July, 11 the large relief works in the Bijapur taluka were closed on 
purpose to force relief-seekers to go to the Honvad-Athni road and Taushi Tank 
(in the adjoining district of Belgaun). This course has proved an utter failure. 
The only results have been that it has been found necessary to open a civil agency 
work at Bijapur, ............ and that the numbers in the Bijapur poor-house and on 
vilbge dole have increased to a very unsatisfactory extent. Many circumstances 
are alleged on the part of the people in· explanation of their unwillingness to. go far 
a field for work : most of these are connected with agricultural requirements 
and the approach of the cultivating season." He recommended the reopening 
of more works in Bijapur and expressed his inability to consent to certain 
concentration proposals made Ly the Superintending Engineer, which he considered 
could not be carried out 11 without either the sanction of a law rendering 
compulsory drafting possible, or without previously allowing a state of things to 
be reached from which people would be ready to flee in despair." The Bombay' 
Government accepted the Commissioner's views, subject to the caution that 
more works than were necessary should not be opened, and that people should 
not be provided with employment too close to their homes. In other distressed 
districts the situation was generally less serious than in Bijapur, and more effect 
was given to the concentration policy. In the Poona J;strict the further step 
was taken by the Collector in July of restricting admission to a relief work to 
persons furnished with tickets by the Yi!lage officers certifying to their h.aving no 
means of subsistence. The Gow·rnmcnt appro\•ed the Coll0ctor's instructions and 
authorised their introduction into other districts in which the numbers in need of 
relief were small. This ticket system contrarencs the principle of self·actit'g tests 
in the form of an adequate task and low wage recommended by the Famine 
Commission, and there is evidence that it did not work well and was open to many 
abuses. 

. 13 3· The peculiar conditions of the hill talu ks of the Sa tara and Poona 

Relief in the hill taluks. 
districts made dfecti,-e relief by means of works 
vcrr difficult throughout the famine, and especially 

so during the rainy season. The inhabitants of the scattered villages of the 
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Ghats showed great reluctance, during even the fair weather season, to attend 
the relief works opened for their special benefit in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the hills, They clung to their hill cultivation, and such relief as they would accept 
took chiefly the form of advances for repairing the embankments of their fields. 
and for seed and subsistence. Some work in repairing ~nd setting up boundary 
pillars in the forests was also provided. The heavy rainfall of the Ghats made 
the maintenance! of relief camps in or near the hills during the monsoon almost 
impossible, and it became apparent that the resources of the people were exhaust· . 
ed and that many of them were in very great distress. In June the Bombay 
Government agreed with the divisional Commissioner that persons needing relief 
and able to work could not be compelled to go either to works or to a poor-' 
house and that the only expedient was " to watch them until they were fit· for 
gratuitous relief and then put them on the dole. " The Collector was instructed 
" to take all possible precautions against the grant of gratuitous relief to those 
not entitled to it. Those. who are engaged in .agricultural operations may be 
granted advances for subsistence, if they have any security to offer, and others 
may be aided out of the charitable fund. Other able-bodied persons must be 
warned that they can get relief only on condition of their doing work for it, and 
they will not be eligible for gr~tuitous relief as long as they are fit for work." 
In September the condition of these hill taluks again came under considera
tion, on a suggestion that it would be more economical to extend gratuitous 
relief for the short remaining period of distress than to open relief works. The 
Bombay Government overruled the suggestion. " It is," the Goventment 
said, " a cardinal principle of the system of relief which has been adopted 

that labour commensurate with the labourer's powers must be demanded from 
people capable of work, in return for the payment made to them. It has been 
recognised that in the hill talukas it is not possible to carry on relief works at 
this season. If residents in these talukas obstinately refuse to go to relief works 
at a distance and thus fall into a reduced condition, it is necessary then to save' 
them from death Ly starvation by the grant of gratuitous relief. But this practice 
must not be carried further than is absolutely, necessary. Economy is not the only 
consideration ; avoidance of demoralisation of the people is even more important.' 
Nor is it possible to distinguish between those who are needy, and those who are 
not, unless a labour test is applied or unless relief is deferred until physical deterio
ration is manifest. " The opening of relief works at suitable places and the res
triction of gratuitous relief to those incapable of labour were therefore directt!d. 

136. To the policy of concentration and strictness which has been described 

Resultsofthepolicyofconcentra- it was no doubt due that, notwithstanding the very 
tion IUld strictness. f bl h f • · f 8 ' un avoura e c aracter o tne rams o I 97 m parts 
of the Deccan, there was not the enormous increase in th~ numbers on relief 

Workers. Dependants. works in July and August in the Bombay Presidency 
J~~e ~~:m ... ~~:~ that marked those months in Madras. Even in 
August 282,092 ... 64,867 S , b 1 tl · f · • ( L 
September 3o2,74x 67,223 epLem er, w )en 1e pnce o JOWart tue great 
g:!::~er ~~~:m ... ~:!~3 millet) had reached 14· lbs. and 15 fus. the rupee 
December 15•429 1•20l the daily average number of workers and dependants 
in the Bombay districts was below the April figures. 

137· In the second great department of relief-the gratuitous relief in 

Gratuitous relief. their homes of those incapable of work-the pres· 
criptions of the code were followed, and, as has 

been seen in the case of the hill taluks of Poona, the Government was not 
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disposed even in exceptional circumstances to relax them. The Bombay code 
is particularly full and e"plicit as to the organization of relief circles and 
the preparation of lists of persons eligible for the grain dole, and differs from 
the Madras code in preferring in all stages of scarcity or famine yillage relief 
thus organized to central kitchens. As early as November 1896 the two 
divisional Commissioners were given authority to appoint " relief mamlat:lars" 
and "circle inspectors" in the districts, and the system soon got into working 
order. It seems to have been gene~ally applied with great caution, in accordance 
with the local Government's view that it was very liable to abuse, and that very 
constant and close supervision was necessary. In January the daily average num
ber of persons in receipt of the dole in the presidency was g,II8, in March 23,379, 
Jane ... 39,2or and in May 33,485. In the rainy months the numbers 
July ... 52,732 
August ... .•• bS.S42 rose considerably, as with the closing and concentra-
~f!~~~er ... ::: ~;~~~ tion of works Collectors were enjoined to see that all 
persons physically unlit, or tempQrarily incapacitated by illness or privation for· 
work were brought on the dole-registers. But relatively to the population of 
the affected areas, the proportion of persons on village relief was at no time ex· 
cessive. In the hill taluks of the Poona district it probably reached 10 per cent. of 
the population in September 189]. But this; was quite exceptional. In Shola. 
pur and Bijapur the highest figure attained in any month was 2 per cent. In 
accordance with the provisions of the code the dole was ordinarily given in grain 
and not in cash. In Bijapur the experiment of substituting cooked food for the 
dole by means of kitchens established in the larger villages was partially tried, 
and was favourably viewed by the local officers. · 

138. For homeless wanderers and beggars, poor~houses were established in 

Poor-houses. 
the affected districts and managed in accord1nce 
with the prescriptions of the code. The attendance 

1\'as large only in the Ahmadnagar district where the average daily number 
exceeded 1 ,ooo during the rains. But in each district throughout the period 
of distress there was a more or less numerous poor-house population, and in this 
respect the Bombay practice differed from that of Madras, where no poor-houses 
were established, and where presumably vagrants and mendicants obtained 
food, without the condition of residence, at one or other of the numerous kitchens 
open throughout the country. 

139· In refusing to undertake special relief for the weaving classes at the 

The weaving classes. 
expense of the State, the Bombay practice also 
differed from that of 1Iadras. On the calculations 

made by the Dombay Government as to the numbers of weavers likely to 
require special relief, the probable outlay and the possible accumulations of 
stock were very serious considerations. But it is not unlikely, judging from 
the Madras experience, that it might have been possible to keep the operations 
wi:hin a much smaller compass, and at the same time to give relief to the 
p:micular classes of weavers who stood most in need of it. 'Ve shall separately 
discuss the question of special rdic£ for weavers. 

140. The prescriptions of the provincial famine code regarding the suspen· 
Suspension lWei remission oi land sion and remission of land reYenue in seasons of 

rneJ:~ue. d. 'd d b I D b G 1strcss, are canst ere y t 1e om ay a\·ern· 
mcnt to have been adhered to, although out of a total demand of 173 lakhs 
on account of the affected districts, only Rs. IS,161 was remitted and Rs. 
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7,83,296 suspended. In Bijapur, a district in which the crops wholly failed, no 
revenue was remitted and less than !th of the demand was suspended. The 
code affirms the principle that, in collecting the revenue, pressure is not to be 
applied such ~s would cause an occupant to sell his plough-.::attle or agricultural 
implements, or prevent or retard the resumption of. agriculture ; and the further 
principle that occupants should not be driven to bo~row from money-lenders in 
order to pay arrears. In December 18g6, in calling for information as to the 
extent to which revenue suspensions would be required, the Bombay Government· 
reaffirmed the principle that, as far as possible, no one should be forced to borrow 
in order to pay the assessment. A few weeks later it approved instructions 
which are, in [orm at lease, not entirely consistent with this principle. Notices 
preliminary to the forfeiture of occupancy were to issue on all defaulters, except 
such agriculturist occupiers as had not obtained a four-anna crop ( 25 per cent. of · 
an average crop) and were also not able, in the. mamlatdars' opinion, without 
" undue difficulty" to pay the land revenue. The question as to what should be 
held to be "undue difficulty" appears to have been left to the discretion of the 
district authorities. It is explained that these instructions were necessitated by 
the mischievous action of agitators incitingthe people to withhold the revenue, 
that they were in prar:tice worked by the district revenue officers with such 
moderation and clemency that in very few cases was resort had to the processes 
of distraint or forfeiture, and that the recovery of 94 p~!r cent. of the demand in 
this way is a striking proof of the general prosperity among the agricultural 
dasses. The land revenue assessment of the Bombay Deccan is admittedly 
light, and if it be the case that the dem~nd has been paid in the late famine with 
little increast: of private indebtedness, the fact satisfactorily illustrates the bene· 
ficial effects of a light assessment. But the evidence as to the amount of in· 
debtedness created by the famine is not clear. Nor in this connection can the 
very large sum of Rs. 53,oo,ooo loaned out in the same period to occupiers 
by the Bombay Government for land improvements and seed and cattle be over. 
looked. There is evidence that of the 37 lakhs borrowed for well sinking 
and land clearance, a portion was diverted by the borrowers to other purposes, 
and that in the pressure of famine business a close check on the1r proceedings 
was impracticable. That the advances so liberally made kept many cultivators 
from the relief works and provided considerable employment is undoubted. So 
far as the loans were actually spent on successful land improvement, the advan· 
tages of the policy, which is in accordance with the prescriptions of the famine 
code, are manifest. But in some cases such hils not been the r~sult. Com• 
petent witnesses have stated that large sums have been wasted in attempts to 
sink wells in localities where there is no prob:1bility of finding water, a,nd that in 
other cases no bond fide effort to expend the loan on the purpose for which it was 
given was made. These facts seem to point to the necessity fo,r surrounding 
the grant of such loans with greater precautions, and for placing technical 
skill at the disposal of the borrowers for making trial borings for wa,ter. 

141. The operations undertaken by the Forest Depa,rtm~nt with the object 
Operations of the Forest Depart· of supplying the di'stressed districts with grass, 

ment. cut and compressed in the forests of more favoured 
parts of the presidency, constituted an important departure from the prescriptions 
of the local famine code, which are confined to measures for throwing open 
the forests for free grazing and the collection of edible products. Effect was 
~iven to these measures both in ~he distressed tracts and in adjoining districts. 
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But in the distressed areas· the drought affected equally the forests, and the 
agriculturists refused to send their cattle to distant forests. -The fodder opera· 

· tions of the· Forest Department invo1vei a net money loss of Rs. 72,000 to 
the State, as the price at which most of the grass wa'i disposed of failed to cover 
the actual charges. But it is claim:!d that many valuable cattle have thereby been 
kept alive, and that the results of the experiment will ba of great use in future 
droughts. In an extensive drought in the Deccan the only fodder that can be 
imported in large quantities is compres;;ed grass. And as there are insuperable 
difficulties in the way of sending cattle to distant pasturages in the Ghats, the 
provisi011 of fodder at a moderate cost within the distressed area is of vital 
importance to the agricultural population. 

142. From the foregoing summary of the a1ministration of the famine 
Policyorstrictadherence to the in the Bombly Deccan, it will be perceived that 

code. th~ general policy of the Bombay Government has • 
been to construe strictly and enforce rigorously the conditions of relief pre. 
scribed by its famine code, to deviate as little as possible from its prescrip· 
tions, to make the relief works in respect of work ani wage and other matters 
a . stringent test of want, and even in exceptional circums~ances like those 
of the Ghat tracts to restrict gratuit'Jus re~ief to p~rs:ms a>certained to be 
physically incapable of complying with the lal:loJr test. Com)ined with this 
vigilance towards the public p·1rse, there was a promptitude of action in the 
several departments of relief and a clear and definite line of conduct which contri· 
buted greatly to the success claimed for its relief policy by the Government. 
Comparing the famine of 18]6·77 with that of 1896·97, the BJmbay Government 
ha > remarked that altho:.~gh in 18 )6·97 the period of intense distre:>s was longer, . 

• Rs. 17 against Rs. 2'3• the cost• per head of the population was 
less than in 18]6· j7, and claims . fhat 

the administration of relief ha-; been conducted by it with economy. " No pre· 
\'ious failure of crops of equal magnitude," it also states, " has left so little mark 
on the agricultural community." As regards ecnnomy the claim is indisputable. 
In the period of maximum pressure the numbers on relief did not exceed 8 per 
cent. of the population of the affected dlstricts. In the Madras Deccan the ratio 
of 29 per cent. was reached. In llijapur and Sholapur, the two worst districts in 
the Uombay Deccan, 1 7 per cent. of the population for a time were on relief. In 
the 1\ladras district of Kurnool 41'2 per cent., and in llellary 3 I '3 per cent. of the 
population were relieved in July. In Bombay, as in 1\Jadras, it is said that no 
death occurred which could be attributed "to the absence of opportunity of 
relief." Dut the rise in the death·rate during the famine period was more marke.:l 
in I3ombay than in the Madras Deccan, and was especially high in the hill 
talukas, regarding which there is evidence that the people underwent very great 
privation. 

143· The Punjab.-The PunjJb famine code' places upon divisional 
Commencement of operations. Commissioners the responsibility for directing the 

opening of test works to gauge the demand for 
employment. In Gujrat, where agricultural conditions had been previously bad, 
test works_ were opened as early as August and immediatcl} converted into relief 
works.. Els~wherc t'-'Sl \\'orks were started in October and No\'Cmbcr. "Strict 
instructions," it is stated, "were gin:-n by Gon~rnment that the test should be 
ll1lde a genuine one." The w~l£es wr~rc limited to the famine code rates, and. 
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though the code is not clear on the point, no allowances were given to the work· 
ers for the support of non-working children an1 other persons dependent on 
them. In the opinion of the Joe~! Government the grant of such allowances 
would have impaired the value of the test. The test works, it is considered, thus 
'Strictly conducted, ''served the purpose intended, and in no case in which they 
failed to draw, and the inference thus afforded as to the non-existence of famine 
conditions was accepted, did the subsequent course o'£ events furnish any indica· 
tion of a mista~e having been made. In other wnrds, Government has no know
ledge of any loss of life due to starvation or its attendant privations occurring in 
any district in which relief works were not opened.'' ~n November 18g6 relief 
works under the code or task work system were in progress in Hissar, Kamal and 
Gujrat. In the other six districts they were opened as the nece;sity arose in· 
December and January. The first question th:1t arose was as to the character of 
the works on which famine labour should be employed. The district programmes 
were found, in accorda·1ce with the directions of the local famine code that 
small works should h:! utilised in the first stag~ of a scarcity to. the utmost, to 
consist chiefly of projects for cons~ructing and repairing unmetalled roads, a 
species of work which the local. Govern:ne.1t on good grounds held to be of 
little or no permanent utility. It was thought expedient to recast these pro• 
grammes, and to concentrate famine labour from the first, as far as possible, on 
works of importance and value, sJch as the Ghaggar Canals in Hissar, and the 
Jhelum Canal in Gujrat. In the hot weather m)nths, in inversion of the policy 
prescribed by the code, sm1ll works were largely resorted to in the Hissar dis· 
trict, to supplement the large W.)rks in progress and rapidly approaching comple· 
tion, and to provide employment nearer the home.:; of the people at a tim:! when 
hot weather conditions were most severe and when the approach of the rains made . 
it desirable to keep the workers within im:nediate reach of their fields. These 
small works consisted of the excavation or deepening of village tanks, on which 
owing to the distance from the surface and the brackishness of well water in 
Hissar, the people largely depend. In July 1897 as many as 24 7 tanks were in 
progress in these districts, giving on an average one relief work for every four 
villages. The measures taken to secure effective manag~ment of so many 
scattered works will be subsequently noticed. 

144. The provincial code provides in general term~ that sm1ll works shall 
Conduct orthe relief work.s. be managed by the civil officers with the assistance 

of the district board's en5ineer and his subordinates, 
and large works by the Department of Public Works. In the mJ.nagement 
of relief works entrusted to them the public works officers are, in their 
capacity of" officers in charge,'' made by the co:le suJject to the control of 
the civil authorities. 'The separation of dJties between the civil and public 
works officers is however somewhJ.t indistinct. The code fo\\ows other co:les in 
prescribing a fourfold classification of relief workers, th~ir form:1tion into large 
work-parties or gangs of 50 or 6o persons as the unit of tasking, the securing to. 
each worker of a minimum or subsistence wage irrespective of task accomplished 
except in case of proved contumacy or wil\ful idleness, and the payment of cash 
allowances to him for his non•working children and other dependa11ts. A\1 these 
prescriptions of the code gave rise at one time or another to difficulties and: 
were the subject of instructions more or less modifying them. But subject to. 
such modifications the task·work system of the code was followed, and was n.ot. 
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found to work badly. Piece work was only resorted to in two places, for special 
reasons and towards the end of ~he operations. The relief works first opened were, 
as already said, in the Gujrat district. At first tl)ey were managed by the civil 
authorities with the assistance of the district board engineer and his subordinates. 
As soon as the necessity for larger works was perceived, the Jhelum canal irriga
tion project was taken in hand, and the plan adopted was to restrict the duties of 
the public works officers to laying out the work and to other strictly professional 
matters and to leave the entire organization and control of the relief workers 
to the civil officers. By the micidle of February the relief work population had 
risen to the enormous number of 3r,ooo workers and rg,soo dependants, concen· 
trated on three miles of \V'ork and consequently overcrowded and imperfectly 
controlled. During February some improvements in organization were effected 
by the civil officers, and a better outturn of work obtained from the workers. 
Cooked food in kitchens for dependants was also substituted for cash allowances, 
and this had an immediate effect in reducing thP. number of children brought to 
the works by the relief workers. But the system of dual management was con
der:nned by the Government as inherently defective, and in March the direct manage· 
ment of the work was transferred to the Public \V orks Department, subject only 
to the general control of the civil authorities. By the change thus effected tasks 
were raised and the wages reduced, and the numbers on the works fell by the loth 
of April to 9,422 workers and 1,580 dependants. As in the opinion of the local 
Government this reduced amount of relief was sufficient for the degree of scarcity 
existing in the district, the relief previously given must have been excessive. 

In the Hissar district the delay which took place in the Gujrat district ia 
placing large relief works under the direction of the Public . \V orks Department 
did not occur, and the Ghaggar canal works were from the fjrst efficiently 
managed. To assist the engineer officers in receiving, classifying and paying 
the workers, subordinate revenue officers were placed at their disposal and 
put entirely under their orders. This plan worked well, as it did also in the 
North-Western Prov~nces. In other districts the same policy was followed with 
regard to all large works. Small works continued to be managed by the civil 

·authorities with such professional assistance ·as they could obtain from the 
district bo:J.rd establishments . 

. 1 45· The fourfold classification of workers prescribed by the code proved, as 

Wages or relief workers. 
in other provinces, too elaborate, and was aban• 
do ned for one of practically two classes, B and 

D, and working children. On some of the larger ·works class A was also 
retained for gangs. which after some experience proved capable of doing an 
A task. On such works performance of the full or A task gave the working 
unit (ordinarily a family party of 3 or 4 diggers with the proper complement 
of carriers) the maximum or A wage of the code, while failure to perform 
it reduced the wage for the day to the minimum ~·:1.ge. It ~·as claimed for this 
rule that it could be readily enforced by measurements which the workers 
themselves could unJrrstand and check, and that it made the penalty for indolence 
suffi,·ie:>ntly great to act as a real stimulus. On the small scattered tank works in 
llis,:lr nothing hi,s;hcr thln the B wage was allowed. In the calculation of the 
wage different nwt hoJs were employed in different districts. In some the calcu
lation was mat!,~ Ly pricing each food item of the coJe ratiL1n. In others the 
alternative mdhod pf '' grain·equivaknts" allowed by th.e code, by whit::h. the 
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wage is stated in terms of grain alone and c6nverted into cash by a price-table, 
was adopted. The second method was preferred on account of its simplicity, but· 
was thought to result in a higher cash wage than the first. This was certainly 
the case when " flour" and not 11 unground grain" was taken, as was done on 
some works, as the basis of the "grain equivalents" wage. The practice with 
regard to the Sunday wage was equally diverse. On most of the large works 
work was stopped on Sundays, and the workers received the minimum code wage 
for the day. This was in accordance with the prescriptions of the code. ·But 
on the Ghaggar canal works in Hissar no Sunday allowances were given, and the 
workers might work or not on Sundays as they pleased. On the small tank 
works in the same district Sunday allowances were withheld, as. it was thought 
undesirable to make such works too attractive. 

146. There was also. divergence of practice in relieving the non-working 

The relief of dependants. 
children and infirm dependants of the workers· 
The code provides that the form~r may be relieved 

either by cooked food in kitchens 'Or by cash allowances given to the parents ; 
and that the minimum wage shall be paid to adult dependants. At first cash 
allowances were granted both for children and adult dependants. This plan 
was soon reported by many officers to give rise to abuses. On the Jhelum 
canal works the dependants numbered 40 per cent. and on the Ghaggar canal 
24- per cent. of the workers. The alternative system of kitchens was accordingly 
directed by the local Government to be adopted. The redu,ction thereby effect· 
ed on the Jhelum canal works in the number of dependants has already been 
noticed. In Hissar where distress was greater, the relief work kitchens were 
largely resorted to, though they were undoubtedly· unpopular and operated to 
k~ep down the numbers of dependants. On the results of these experiments the 
local Government is in favour of kitchens for the relief of non-working children 
and other dependants in future famines, whenever they can be established without 
excessive cost. On the small tank works in Hissar the dependants were not 
relieved, for the same reasons that the Sunday wage was there withheld. 

147. In view of the importance which was attached to the dependants 
Numbers or workera and depen• question in the Punjab, the following figures show• 

daats. ing the number of workers and dependants at 
different periods of relief operations in the several districts, are of some. 
interest. The ratio borne by the total number of workers and dependants to 
the population of each affected tract is also given, as it shows the extent to 
which the relief works were resorted to :-
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· · From these figures it will be seen that the 11 dependants'' question was of 
importance chiefly in the Hissar, Gujrat and Karnal districts. · In Gujrat it lost 
its importance after the introduction of kitchens, and the relief population dis· 
appeared as quickly as it had collected. In Hissar the exteJsive substitution of 
small works on which no relid was given to dependants for large works in May 
and June accounts to some extent for the decrease in dependants in the latter 
month. The ratio borne by the numbers o£ persons on relief works to the total 
population in any month, as compared with the correspon:iing figures for other 
provinces, is very small, except in the case of Hissar and Gujrat. In view of the 
severe distress existing in Hissar it is not surprising that over Jo per cent. of the 

. population attended the works in May and June. ' 

· 148. No important departures were made from the prescriptions of the local 

Village gratuitous relief. 
famine code regarding the organization of relief 
circles, and the appointment of circle inspectors 

for superintending the distribution of gratoitous relief to the incapable poor in 
their hom~s. It was, however, found necessary to give such relief only in the 
four districts of Hissar, Rohtak, Karnal and Umhalla, and even in these the 
numbers so relieved were few compared with the similar figures of other 
provinces. In Hissar 8,400 persons or 1'5 per cent. of the population were 
in receipt of gratuitous state relief at the time of maximum pressure. In 
the three other districts the ratio was very much less. The explanation of these 
low figures appears to be that in the rural areas private and village charity con· 
tinued to act, and that in the towns a good deal of help was given to the poorer 
classes by charitable associations and the Indian Charitable Relief Fund, 
through the medium of cheap grain shops, and by giving them employment in 
spinning, weaving, and othet· occupations. 

149. The code authorises the establishment of poor·houses for beggars and 

Poor-houses and indirect relief', 
wanderers at the head-quarters of each sub-division 
of a district, and of· soup kitchens in populous 

centres. In accordance with these prescriptions poor-houses were e,_perimen· 
tally opened in sev~ral districts, but in Hissar alone were found to be required. 
Even in Hissar the inmates were for the most part wanderers from the 
adjoining native states, and the maximum number on any one day did not 
eKcced Soo.. In the management of the Hissar poor-houses the chid de
partures from the prescriptions. of the code were in respect of the diet scale. 
The code ration was found to be "not sufficient in quantity or variety to 
maintain people who had been suffering from hunger or both." Under the advice 
of the district medical officer the flour ration for a man, woman and child was 
raised respectively from r6, 14, and 12 ounces to 22, 20 and 14 ounces. The 
pulse ration for adults was raised from 2 to 4 ounces, and a vegetable ration was 
added of 8 ounces for adults and 4l ounces for children. In other pro,·inces 
similar departures from the poor·house dietary of the famine codes haYe been 
found necessary, wherever the general he.:1.lth of the inmates was bad. Indirect 
relief was given to the people by the suspension of Rs. ::J:::,oo,ooo and the remis· 
sion of Rs. 74,ooo of b.nd revenue. In Hissar 50 per cent. of the bnd revenue 
was suspended, and in Rohtak 35 per cent. The relief thus granted in the 
province is stated by the local Government to have exceeded the amount 
granted in any previous famine. Rs. 2,22,149 was advanced under the Land. 
Improvement Loans Act and Rs. 1 I,S·h4.90 tor seed and cattll! under the 
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Agriculturists' Loans Act. All these measures are m ~trict conformity with 
the prescriptions of the famine code. 

150. The high water-mark of distress in the Punjab was reached in the month 

Close of the operations. 
of June 1897, at the end of which month the 
total number of persons on relief of every kind was 

close on too,ooo. From that date the numbers rapidly declined, and in October 

- June. July, 

Hissar ... 78,us 29,815 

Other districts ... 21,018 5·747 

- --
Total ... 99,133 3s.s6a 

August. 

15,86J 

2,184 

--
18,047 

September. 

:J.SS4 

11.084 

--
S,6J8 

' 

relief operations were entirely dis· 
continued. No special measures 
were taken on the setting in of the 
rains to reduce the numbers on 
the works and to induce the people 
.tb return t(} their ordinary occu· 
pations, such as were adopted 
in Bombay and elsewhere. The 
famine, it is said, was allowed to die 

a natural death. In Hissar the tank work was automatically brought to a close 
by the heavy rainf<ill, and only a few large works remained open. Late in August 
the wages on these works w~re reduced somewhat below the code rate of wage ; 
but this step was not taken until the crop prospects were assured. 

t 51. In describing the relief operations undertaken in the Punjab, the local 
The degree or distress existing Government has remarked that "if famine be the 

ill the Panj:1b, term applicable to the conditions under which people 
in considerable numbers accept employment at relief works rates of wages, then 
th~.:re was famine in nine districts: but severe famine such as visited the worst 
parts of the North··Western Provinces and the Central Provinces was present 
per.haps in the Hissar district alone.'' This accurately describes the conditions 
of distress which were met with in the Punjab. In a province less prosperous 
and amon·g a people less self-reliant and stout hearted, the extent of crop failure 
and the dearness of food which were experienced throug~out the Punjab 
wou:d undoubtedly have called for much larger measures of relief. As it was, 
the relief given appears to have been sufficient. In Hi~sar alone did the 
numbers relieved and the expenditure approach the standards of other provinces. 
Out of a total direct expenditure of Rs. 22,34,ooo, Rs. I 2,2710oo was expended 
in Hissar. The ratio of 14 per cent. to the total population attained by the 
numbers on relief in Hissar at the height of the famine, is low compared with the 
corresponding figures of other provinces. The average cost of the relief given, 
loth of a rupee per head per day, is also moderate. It will be elsewhere sh~wn 
that, judged by the mortality statistics of the period of distress, the relief given 
was adequate to.save life. 

152. Berar,-Berar is an instance of a province which, on account of its sup· 
Commencement of operations. posed immunity from famine, was without a pro• 

gramme of relief works and without a famine code of 
its own. The latter defect was to some extent remedied by the application to the 
province of the Bombay code, though its provisions were not in all respects suit· 
able to local conditions. The want of a prepared programme of works was perhaps 
less serious than it at first sight seemed, as bet"·ecn the pronounced failure of the 
autumnal rains and of the crops in September and the time when the demand 
for State employment became large there was a sufficient interval to permit of 
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the preparation of projects for roads and other works. The first s!ep taken was 
to expand the ordinary works of the district boards and municipal committees, 
and a good deal of employment was given on these in November and December. 
The district officers were also authorised to open test works as they deemed 
necessary, adhering strictly to the provisions of the Bombay famine code as 
regards tasks and wages. In the hilly tract known as the Melghat, a sub. 
division of the Ellichpur district, the Forest Department was entrusted with tbe 
management of relief of all kinds, and devised without reference to the code 
such measures as seemed most suitable to the circumstances of the aborigines. 
Regular relief works were opened in the Melghat in January 1897 and else· 
where towards the end of February. In March the total number of workers and 
dependants in the province was ret.urned at 17,ooo. The number rose to 34,500 
in April and 38,500 in May. From this point they fell to 32,000 in June, 29,ooo 
in July and 9,ooo in August. The total expenditure on relief works was 
Rs. 4,75,ooo. In the 1\lelghat the relief workers represented in the months of 
maximum relief about 10 per cent. of the ordinary population (47,000) of the 
tract, but many of these were immigrants. In other districts not more than 2 

per cent. of the population at any time were on the works. Compared with the 
corresponding figures for other provinces in which relief operations were under· 
taken, these figures show that in Berar relief through works was on a very 
moderate scale. 

153. In the management of relief works in Berar there were many deviations 

Conduct of relief w.orks. 
from the code which was supposed to be in force. 
At first an attempt was made to follow the Bombay 

classification and rates of wages. But the classification was found too elaborate 
and the rates of wages and dependants' allowances were thought to be too high 
for small works, which were in the neighbourhood of the workers' homes and not 
very strictly managed. On the first works opened no Sunday. wage was paid: 
and relief to dependants was confined to small children. Next, while the 
Bombay wage rate for male adults was retained, women and working children 
were paid according to the wage table in use in the North· Western Provinces and 
Oudh, which was itself a departure from the code of those provinces. This in 
effect gave all women workers the· D or minimum wa~e of the code. :rhe 
object o£ this change was to reduce the wages of the women and children, as 
it was thought that for these classes the Bombay rates of wage were too high 
and attracted persons who wcr~ not in actual want. The practice as regards the 
payment of allowances for dependants seems to have varied on different works, 
but jn some cases whatever was given was gi\·cn from the Charitable Relief Fund. 
Later c,n, when the rains had set in, the men's wages also were reduced to the 
North-Western Provinces scale. On some metal-collection works hunageJ by the 
Public \V orks Department piece-work was substituted in 1\Iarch for task work, the 
rates being so f1xed as to allow the women workers, who constituted the majority 
of the gang~, to earn up to the D wage. On a few works opened in the rains the 
1'\orth-\\"estcrn Pro,·inccs intermediate system, or payment by results, without 
Sunday wages or allowances for dependants, was experimentally introduced. The 
rate per 100 cubic feet of earth-work fixed under this system by the North· 
\\'estern Provinces rules was accc pted without regard to the fact that food 
W.1s at that time considerably chcapa in Upper India than in Derar, and it 
naturally rroved insufficient for the support of the workers, and the works 
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on which the rate was not raise:! were deserted. On some works the rate was 
considerably raised, and the system was considered by the public works offi· 
cers to have then given satisfactory results. But it was disliked by the people 
who had become accustomed to the less rigorous task·work system, and was 
not long in force. In the Buldana district the Godavari Valley Railway offered 
work through the agency of contractors, anLl efforts were made by the district 
authorities of Buldana aud Basim to indnce the people to go to the railway. 
But the contractors were under no obligation to regulate·wages by the price of· 
food, and they seem to have offered insufficient rates. At all events the railway 
work failed to keep the labour it at first attracted, and in the distressed districts 
Government relief works had again to be opened. This is one more illustration 
of tlie failure of public works under the ordinary contract system to nieet the 
special labour requirements of a distressed population. 

15+· In the Melghat the conditions were peculiar, and the relief works were 
conducted entirely outside the prescriptions of the 

Relief wo~ks in the Melghat. code. The want of water ou the works and the 

danger of epidemic disease in the valleys, where the works were chiefly located, 
m~de it unadvisable to allow non-workers to come to the camps, and they were 
encouraged to remain in their villages. The wages of the workers on this account 
were calculated at a somewhat higher rate than the code allowed, and the workers 
were allowed to go away on Sundays to take their savings or the equivalent in food 
to their family in their villages. It was deemed inexpedient to strictly enforce 
tas!<s on the shy and distrustful aborigines, and the forest officers in char~e of 
the works were satisfied if a fair amount of work was performed and refrained from 
exacting fines. A very considerable amount of useful road-making was in point 
of {act executed at a very moderate cost. The success. attained in the Melghat 
relief works is an interesting instance of the necessity for departing from the 
ordinary labour prescriptions of the famine codes when relief has to be given to 
forest tribes unaccustomed to regular work. 

1 55· Gratuitous relief in the Berars was mainly given in the form of poor· 

Gratuitous relief. 
houses and relief centres. Except as regards the 
Melghat tract, there is little detailed information on 

record as to how these institutions were managed. At the district head-quarters 
the organization of the poor· houses seems to have been generally on the lines of 
the Bombay code, and residence within the poor-houses as a condition of relief 
was more or less strictly enforced. But the poor-houses or relief centres 
opened in villages were more of the nature of kitchens at which food was pro· 
vided without such condition to the needy. In all 25 such institutions were 
maintained in the province by official agency. But these were very largely sup· 
plemented by private charity, which seem~ to have been exceptionally active in 
Berar, and by the Charitable Relief Fund raised in the province and aug~ 

mented by grants from the Mansion House Fund. Gratuitous relief in the 
homes of the people was on a small scale, and the systematic village 
inspe::tion enjoined by th~ famine codes does not appear to have been or
ganized. 

156. In the M elghat gratuitous relief took the form of relief centres, where 
. . . destitute wanderers were housed and provided with 

Gratu1tous rehe£ 111 the Mel ghat. . 
uncooked food, whtch they cooked for themselves 

and given such light occupation as they were capable of. An interestin~ 
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account of the management of these institutions was given to us. by the Rever· 
end Mr. A. B. Windsor, Superintendent of the Korku and Central India 
Hill Mission, who was in charge of a large Government relief centre. 

157. With regard to revenu~ suspensions and remissions the liberal policy of 
Indirect relief. the famine codes appears to have been fully im-

pressed on the Deputy Commissioners of districts. 
But the Commissioner reports that the cultivators preferred to discharge their 
dues, and that the land-revenue assessments are so light and the circumstances 
ofthe Berar raiyat so good that the revenue came in automatically without any 
coercion. We have no reason to think that the facts.are other than as stated by 
him. The sum of Rs. I ,25,000 was advanced to agriculturists under the Land 
I mpr0vement Loans and Agriculturists' Loans Acts. It would seem that some 
misunderstanding occurred as to the possible application to Berar of the special 
11 famine advances" rules issued in the North-Western Provinces, which materi
ally restricted the amounts advanced under the Land Improvement Loans Act. 
The special rules in question ~ere meant to induce large land·owners in Upper 
India to undertake local works not of the nature of "land improvements " in 
their villages for the purpose of keeping their tenantry together. They provided 
for the State and the landowner sharing the cost of such works, and bound 
the latter to observe certain conditions as to the class of labour to be employed 
by him and the rates of wages to be paid. These rules are not suited to the 
circumstances of a ryotwari provincP. '"here large estates are unknown, and 
even in Upper India they did riot supersede the ordinary rules for loans under 
the Land Improvements Act. This was not understood· at the time in the 
Berars, and a fruitless effort was made to apply the special rules of the North
Western Provinces to the province. We agree with the Commissioner that· 
more money might have been beneficially advanced under the ordinary rules of 
the Act to occupiers of land. Such advances would, as in Bombay, hav·e enabled 
this class to have employed labour on useful agricultural improvements and 
would have tended to solve the difficulty noticed by the Commissioner of indue· 
ing the village labourer of Berar to attend the State·relief work's. 

158. Burma.-Distress in Upper Burma really dates from the short and 

Commtmcement ot operations. 
untimely rains of 1895·96 throughout the whole 
region. The early crops of I 896 were very sh~rt, 

and in the spring months of the year test-works were opened in several di:;tricts 
to ascertain the demand for labour. The people were, however, unwilling to work 
at famine wages which are considerably lower than the ordinary l1.bour wages 
in those parts, and they got through the hot weather of 1896 by extensive 
emigration to Lower Burma and by various other expedients. \\'hen the rains 
failed in August and Septemrer 18¢, test-works we;re promptly opened by the 
civil officers in the most affected districts-1\leiktila, 1\lyingyan, and Yamethin-:
and these wcre·followcd early in October by the opening of one small relief 
work in each district under the Public Works Dep:utment. The Burma 
famine, code is not precise as to the method of managing test-works, but 
the practice appears to have been for the civil officer to fix a wage apprcxi· 
mating to the famine ·rt:lief wage of the code, which, as already said, is consi· 
dcrably below the ordinary market rate for labour. At a lat<>r date test-works 
were opened in the ~bgwc and l\linbu dis~ricts, but as they did not attract many 
labourers, regular measures of rdid were there deemed not to be required. 
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159. With the opening of the small relief works the provisions of the famine 
· code 'were forrr.ally applied by the local Govern• 

Extensive emigration. ment to the whole of the 'Meiktila and parts of 

the Yamethin and Myingyan districts, comprising an area of 5,331 square miles 
and a normal population of 528,ooo, But over one-third of this population 
temporarily emigrated to Lower Burma where they found remunerative work. 
On the subject of emigration the code merely says that it shall not be interfered 
with by Government officers. On this occasion under the orders of the Govern· 
ment it was encouraged frnm the first in every possible way. Large sums were 
thus earned in Lower Burma, ·which were remitted home or brought back by 
the returning emigrants and did much to lessen the distress. It is the opinion 
of the local Government that in all future famines the encouragement of emigra· 
tion should be a m~in feature of its relief policy. . 

t6o. In the matter of relief works the first departure from the prescriptions 

The relief works. -
of the famine code, which dire<;t that in the first 
stage of a famine small works should be utilized 

to the utmost, was to close the small relief works and to concentrate the famine 
labour of the three districts on to a single large relief work-the earth-work of 
the Meiktila·Myingyan Railway. The local Government said that the people 
would need relief for some months and that large numbers of relief workers would 
have to be provided for. At the same time ·it was held that there were serious 
objections to opening works of the kind carried out in 1891 ·92. · Such works 
consisted of roads which are not required, and of irrigation works-for the most 
part the dig~ing of small tanks which in many cases are of little value. The 
difficulty of managing small works was also recognised, and it was considered 
that they attracted a number of workers who were not .really in need of relief. It 
was not found necessary to open any other work besides the Meiktila-Myingyan 
Railway until the very end of the famine. This work was c.arried on simult<i;ne· 
ously in the Meiktila and Myingyan districts, four large relief camps being estah· 
lished at distances fr~m each other. In these camps 28,ooo workers were frequently 
employed. They were under competent medical supervision, and much attention 
was paid to the hutting of the workers. The famine code directs that the workers 
should hut themselves, being given materials and leisure for the purpose. The 
materials had, however, to be procured from a distance and were expensive, and it 
was found to be more economical for the Department of Public Works to under· 
take the construction of the huts. Residence in the camps was not made a con
dition of employment as in Bombay, a,nd workers whose villages happened to be two 
or three 'miles off the work could return to their homes a.t .night. But the great 
majority of the workers came from long distances, q.s much as so or So miles, and 
had to reside. The reluctance of the Burmese to move away from the vicinity of 
their homes is said, "though very great, to give way to the pressure of necessity. IJ 

This is seen in the great migration which regularly takes place from Upper to 
Lower Burma for the rice harvest. There was found to be no difficulty in the 
famine in drafting the people long distances to the raiiway. Tht:y came not as 
stray individuals but in village groups under a self-chosen headman, and tn ·the 
organization of the works these natural groups were dealt with as working units. 

161. The Burma famine code, like other codes, does not clearly specify 
Manageme11t orthe Public Work$ the respective duties of the Civil and the Public 

Department. \u k ffi · h t' )' f k v or s o 1cers m t e management or re 1e wor ·s, 
though it directs that as far as practicable such works shall be professionally 
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managed. lt was decided to leave the entire control of the 1\leiktila
Myingyan Raihvay rel!ef ,\'orks to the Executive Engineer of tbe specially 
formed Famine Division and his subordinates, the civi,l officers exercismg sufficient 
genr.ral supervision to assure themselves that the works were fulfilling their object. 
The works were extremely well and methodit:ally organized and managed by the 
Public \V orks officers, and the regulations made from time to ·time by them 

. regarding the composition, tasking and payment of the gangs, the sanitary arrange. 
rnents of the camp, and the like, were admirable of their kind. In these regulations 
many departures were made from the principles of the local code. The fourfold 
classification of workers was abandoned as too elaborate. Practically the great 
majority of the worktrs were classed as B (or able-bodied, but non-professional 
labourers). For the small minority of weakly persons who could not perform 
regular tasks a second (the D) class was maintained. Wages were calculated on 
the alternative method of "grain equivalents," allowed by the famine code, and 
in accordance with a peculiarity of tbe Burma code the B class workers in addi. 
tion to the famine wage earned a small margin, which amounted to 6 pies a day 
for a man, 5 pies for a woman, and two pies for a child. The average wage was 
thus higher than on the relief works in India, but the Burma standarc of living 
is higher than the Indian. If a good wage was paid, a good task was enforced, as 
is shown by the fact that the work done is valued aq 5 per cent. of what it would 
have cost if executed by contract in ah ordinary year. For each gang a ·daily 
task was fixed with strict regard to the number of men, women and 'child units 
composing it, and to the comparative hardness of the soil. If it was not dune, 
the earnings of the gang were proportionally reduced, unless it was apparent that 
the short work was due to weakness. In ~ayments the gang was treated as a 
unit, the wages of the indiridual workers being distributed by the headman. 

162. After some expcrit'nce it was decided to abolish the separate Sunday 
Snnoay rest and allowances to wage prescribed by the code, and while retaining 

dependants. Sunday as a rest day, to make a small addition to the 
wages of the working days. It was also decided to fix the da:ly wage in quarter
annas (or pice), this being the smallest coin actually used by the people. 
Another departure from the code was made in slightly raising the cash al
lowances paid to workers for their non-working children and other dtpendar:t~. 
The allowance of one pice for a non-working chi~d in particular was raised 
to two pice, as the former am')unt was found to be insufficient. Owing to 
so many of the able-bodied me:n having emigrated, there was an abnormally 
large proportion of women and children on the works. The earnings of a 
family were thus appreciably reluced, families containing a large proportion of 
non workers did not earn enough fLlr th.?ir support, and the chiidren were percep· 
tibly t,mder-fcd. \Yith the increase in the allowances the condition of the children 
at once impron~d. It may be noticed that I7'I6 per cent. of the a\·erage camp 
population on the railway works were non-working children, and o·~3 per cent. 
adult dependants. Of the workt>rs the men were only 1 in erery 4· 

163. In August towards the r!t1SC of the bmine, when the railway work was 

Piete·worll:. 
nc::~rly exhausted, piece-work was experimentally 
trietl on a new work opened on the projected !\Ian

da1ay Canal. The rt"lid \H1rhrs wrrl! raid entirely Ly results, no ailowance 
lwing made {t\r llvpcnd~nts. The .:lth'Cnt of the rains and other adrt'rse con .. 
oitions prC\'CntcJ the work fn>rn filli1'g, :uhJ no idt'fellCL'S of \'alue can be drawn 
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from the experiment. One officer reports that the "substitution of piece·work for 
task-work was universally condemned by the better classes and by the workers 
themselves". The task·work system, as adopted on railway works,· unques• 
tionahly yielded yery satisfactory results from the point of vie.v both of effi• 
-ciency and of economy. 

164. The Burma code makes no provision for the opening of poor·bouses or 
. 

1
.er d ,.,_ kitchens, and they were not found necessary. There Grat01tous :e 1 an o .... er mea-

6ures. were no homeless wanderers in the distressed tracts, 
and kitchens as a substitut.e for cash allowances for dependants on the work 
or for gratuitous cash doles in. the homes of the people are unsuited to the 
conditi-ons of Burma. Whereas in India cooked focd is regarded with dislike and 
saspicion by the people, in Burma it would be very popular and would attract 
crowds. Gratuitous cash or grain relief in the homes of the peopl-e for persons 
.incapable of work is authorised by the Burma code, and was given in accordance 

· with its prescriptions.· The village headman as the "Loc~. Officer" of the 
.code prepared the lists1 and the township officer, as " Circle Inspector',') 
~hecked them and supervised the distribution of relief. This relief appears to 
have been under strict .control, as less than 1 per cent. of the population were 
so relieved when the numbers were hignest. It was not given in any village until 
it was clear that the village was unable any longer to support its poor, and them 
only to those actually in want and unable to work. Thus restricted it is con· 
sidered by the civil officers to have been most necessary and useful. Indirect 
l'elief was given by remission of the thathameda or house~tax. to the amount-oft 2} 
lakhs of rupees. This is a relief measure not specified by the code, but <me -ol 
obvious necessity. Rs. 1 182,ooo was also advanced for purchase of .seed. It wiil 
be seen that in this famine the great bulk of the relief was given by means af 
.one large public work, and that the task.work prescriptions of the codeJ after 
'being modified acd expanded in details, -proved sufficient and satisfactory. 
The famine operations of Burma may be regarded as an example of ~xcellent 
.administration under the most favourable conditions. There was a large public 
work admirably suited as a relief work, ihe people are used to travelling, and 
th~::ir hahits and soci1l conditions catJse much less difficulty than in India. 
Th.e distressed area was limited, and was bounded on the south by a country 
that was throughout the famine one of the principal granaries of India. There 
was no anxiety about the food supply. All that was wanted was employment for 
those who had been deprived of their necessary field employment and had no 
means to purchase food at the high price that obtained. 

PART II. 

PARTICULAR DEVIATIONS FROM THE: PRESCRIPTIO~S OF THE CODES 
1:-i! REGARD TO ;;!;'HE SELECTION, ORGANIZATIO~ AND MA:-i!AGEM.E:'H 
OF RELIEF WORKS. 

165; Relief works, in all but very exceptional tracts, must be the principal 
Questions to be considered in this measure of relief, and it is, we think, the particular 

sectton. measure in which the greatest latitude must be a!. 
lo>red ~or adapting the form to the variations in local conditions and in the degree 
of distress prevalent. The exi::;ting codes hardly recognize any intermediate 
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stage between the conditions of districts in which no relief works are 
thought necessary, and of others in which the poorer classes are assumed to have 
absolutely no resources of their own, to require numerous relief works for their 
support, to be so destitute that every one coming to relief works requires a day's 

. wage for the day he joined, and a minimum wage for himself and all his. 
dependants that must not be reduced even for a day except in cases of un· 
doubted and active contumacy, and then only under elaborate precautions. 
That there is a phase of distress in which all these provisions are necessary 
cannot be doubted, but it is equally true that there are other lighter phases of 
distress in which the assistance offered by comparatively few well organized 
reiief works, on which payments are regulated more or less strictly by the outturn 
of work done and the industry of the workers, is sufficient if guarded by 
special arrangements for the weakly on the works and for those incapable of 
leaving their villages. 

In the preceP,ing section we have described separately~ province by province, 
all the measures adopted for the relief of distress, and have noted those 
which were deviations from the codes. In this we propose to consider in suc
cession the more important points in the management of relief works, and to 
show under each in greater detail how the procedure or system actually followed 
in each province differed from the prescriptions of the local code, and from the 
practice in other provinces, and the reaso!ls which may be put forward in 
explanation of these deviations and differences. Although our final recommenda
tions will be reserved for chapter VI of this report, it will often be convenient in 
following this comparative method to suspend the narrative of actual practice for 
the sake of explaining here in greater detail or with greater clearness the recom" 
mendations which we have made in that chapter. 

The points which we thus propose to consider are:

{a) The selection of relief works. 

(h) The code system of task·work. 

(c) The system of p<!fmcnt by results. 

(d) The treatment of dependants. 

{e) The relations of Civil and Public Works officers m connection with 
the management of r~licf works. 

(a) Selection of rclit/7ioorks ,· residence and dislat~ce tests. 

t66. The following sections of the North-Western Provinces code relate to 
Relierworks ill the North· West. the selection of relief works to be opened during 

ern Provinces. the course of a famine. The corresponding sections 
of other codes are noted in the margin:-

Section S4· In deciding uptm the charact<'r and number of works to be opened at Benl!:'llt, sectk• 

any one time rt"g:trd shall be had to their prospective utility, and to the possibility of Punjab, sec 

their co:npletion within or soon after the period of s~arcity. 6o. 

St>ction 63. Relirf works will be dh·ided into two classt"s-1 small' and • large.' Bengai, sec 

It should be borne in mind that "hile in the later stage of a famine 'large wo~ks' will be 5~~tral Provi 

the backbone of the system of relief, 'small works' should be utilited in the early days of section _.s. 
a scarcity. 

Section 55 of the llengal code has, howe,·er, been amplified by the addition 
of two sub-sections of which one points out the adr;~ntarres of tanks over roads as 

. relief works and the other uir.:cts that "relief wo~ks should be sufficiently 
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numerous to supply labour tolerably near to the homes of those who require it" 
and that "there should be approximately one work for each 16 square miles of 
the affected tract," subject to the proviso that 11 there should not be many works 
open in the same tract with only a few people on each." 

. The principle laid down in section 63 of th~. North-Western Provinces code 
was not followed in those provinces and the departure from it has been thus 
explained in the Resolution on the administration of famine·relief during 18¢-97-· 

"While utilizing small works at all seasons tC\ meet urgent demands for relief, we found 
it advantageous to employ them chiefly when the advance of the hot weather, and the 
scarcity of water or the outbreak of cholera had, in many localities, rendered it difficult or 
dangerous to keep large crowds of workpeople assembled at one place, But from the 
time famine declared itself till the WJrks were finally closed, large works as a rule 
formed the backbone of the system wherever there were large numbers seeking employ
ment, and no natural obstacles, such as dearth of drinking water, interposed to render such 
works imprafticable. It is far easier to provide on large works than on s!llall works 
thlt unceasing supervision of European officers which is essentially necessary to preserve 

proper organization." 

As regards the North-Western Provinces and Oudh we have ascertained that 
for the week ending 27th February 1897 when the numbers were at a maximum~ 
the number of relief works open in the districts officially recognized as distressed 
amounted to 228~ the average number attending each being 5,417. The area 
of the affected taluks was approximately 33,843 square miles with a population 
of about 375 per square mile, so that the area served by a single charge averaged 
q8 square miles, or over nine times as large as prescribed in Bengal. If it be 
assumed that the affected area was mapped out into regular hexagons, each 148 
square miles in area with a relief work in its centre, the maximum distance of 
any village from a relief work would have .been 7'5 miles, the length of the semi• 
diagonal or side of the hexagon, while the distance between work ~nd work 
would have been 13 miles. Of course such a regular and ideal distribution was 
impossible, but the figures indicate that the distances of the works from the 
furthest villages served by them could seldom have exceeded 10 miles. 

167. In the Central Provinces also the principle of section 48 of the 
Relief works iD the Central provincial tode was departed from, the relief works 

Provinces. consisting throughout the famine almost entirely 
of large works, the maximum atten~ance on small works carried out by the 
civil authorities being 68,202 against 415,474 units on t~e works under the 
Public Works Department. There were altogether 1 OJ charges under civil officers 
and 178 under the Public Works Department. The maximum daily attendl,l.nce 
on the latter amounted to about 57o,ooo including dependants, giving an average 
of 3,200 per charge.· As all the charges were not open simultaneously the 
actual average would have been somewhat higher than this. The area of the 
affected tracts has been estimated at 55,174 square miles, so that there was a 
Public Works charge for every 310 square miles, the population being about 
126 per square mile. This area is a little more than dauble, that served by· the 
North-Western Provinces charges, and the distance from a work of the remotest 
yillage served by it may be taken as averaging about 15 miles. 

168. In Bengal the prescriptions of sections 53 and 55 of the provincial 

Relief works iD Bellgal. 
code were very closely adhered to. In Behar 
there were 441 "'orks in progress in the middle 

of June, or, taking the area of the five affected: districts at 12,836 squaro 
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miles, there was a work for every 29 square miles, which on an ideal and 
equal distribution would be represented by a hexagon with a side of 3' 4 miles, 
the average distance from work to work being 6 miles only. The population is, 
however, at the rate of 7 I 5 per square mile. In Darbhanga the average are,1 
to each work was r6 square miles which is the code proportion. The average 
number on each work in Behar when the attendance was at a maximum was about 
Boo including dependants. At the comm~ncement of operations all works were 
~arried out under the control of the civil orlicers, assisted by the district board 
engineers, but later on some of the works in the four districts-Saran, Cham· 
paran, 1\Iuzaffarpur and Darbhanga-were placed under the management of the 
Public Works Department, and in the three last districts large canal and railway 
works were started. But even in these districts the proportion of relief workers 
employed on works under civil agency to those on works under the Public 
Works lJepartment was as 5 to 2, and elsewhere throughout the province there 
were no works under the Public Works Department. Out of I ·531 works under· 
taken throughout the province no less than 1,416 were on tanks and reservoirs 
or ~arthwork on ro1ds. It may the:-efore be said gene-ally that from first to la,;t 
s~all works formed the backbone of the system of rdief, and about half of these 
rna y be classed as village works. 

16g. The codes of other provinces do not lay stress on the import~nce 

Relief works ia the Punjab. 
of small works as the backbone of the system of 
relief at the early stage of operations, but the sys· 

'tern actually adopted in each may be noted. The policy adopted in the 
Punjab was that of commencing operations as soon as possible upon large and 
important public works, for which there was ample provision in the provincial 
programmes.· The Deputy Commissioner of Hissar states that relief works 
began ~n the gth November, and applicants were at first engaged only in digging 
1anks. By the end of the month, however, large public works were opened, and 
:as each was started, all work on tanks within a radiLJs of 25 miles was stopped. 
In the month of April tank works .were reopened, and by the end of 1\lav out 
of 165 works open, 152 were Yillage tanks, which were opened as the l~rger. 
works approarhed completion. The monsoon broke on the 1 zth July, from 
which date the attend.ance (6o,ooo) on relief works gradually decreased until 
the 25th September when all work:; were closed, but the number of tanks in 
progress at the end of August was six only, the labourers having all gone off to 
field work. Throughout the Punjab large works formed the backbone of the sys• 
tern of relief from the commencement, but in the Hissar district, which was the most 
seriously affected, small village works were found invaluable towards the close 
of operations. 

qo. As to Bombay we ha\'C e\'idence that in the central di,:ision comprising 
the Sholapur, Ahmadnagar, P~1ona, :'\asik and 

Relief works in Bombay. Khand~:sh di~tricts there were at the- time of maxi· 

mum attendance 116 works for an affected an:a of 2S,jS6 sq1..larc: miles, or 
one work to every 222 square miles. At a later stage as road works wen~ closed 
and drafts were m:1de to the Ltrgcr works, the area sen·ed by tach work must ha,·e 
been greater. Th~ numbers on each work at the end of 1\Iay a,·eraged 2,310. The 
p11pulati~111 is <.il.JOut 170 per square mile. Except in part of the Khancksh 
di:-trict, the are.t of which is excluded in the figures ::bore, tl1e number of snull 

. works UIH.kr cinl agl:ncy was inconsiderable. There were no tanks or other 
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villa ere works under the Public \V arks Department, and at the commencement of 
"' operations the works consisted almost entirely of road work, principally the 

collection of metalling required for the next five or ten years. Eventually pro
jects were framed and started for large irrigation and railway works, to which 
labour was drafted from considerable distances as operations on the roads were 
contracted. It· was considered that these works wou!J not only be more useful 
than the road works, but also preferable for relief purposes, as it was thought 
that the road works were too popular, owing to their nearness tot he villages, 
Nothing has been more noticeable in Bombay than this apprehension on the part 
of all officers, whether in the Civil or Pubiic Works Department, that the works 
were attracting many who were in no absolute need of relief. By almost all officers 
it was considered undesirable that the works should be near the villages, 
and in some cases it appears to have been the practice to insist on a distance test, 
and to actually refuse to admit to the works those who had come from distances 
of less than 10 miles, or at least to take the first opportunity of drafting them to 
more dista;1t works. Although conditions of this kind were not approved by 
the local Government, it agreed to a rule that on all . works on which proper 
hutting arrangements had been provided residence should be made a condition 
of relief. Compulsory residence is nearly akin to a distance test, for if a man is 
not allowed to return to his village at night hi(position differs little from that 
of those whose homes are 10 miles or more away. This rule cannot be 
regarded as a departure from the prescriptions of the Bombay code, though 
not directly enjoined by it. For €)aborate instructions are given in section 88 and 
in an appendix for. the constitution and management of camps for large relief 
works, and a general obligation of residence is implied in section 93, in which the 
officer in charge is empowered to grant tickets of lc::ave to relief workers desiring 
to visit their homes, but Is cautioned to guard against any abuse of this 
privilege, which might tend to cause a falling off in 'condition. It thus 
appears that in Bombay large public works were relied on not only as the 
backbone but as almost the entire framework of the system of relief works. 
The distance of ~uch works from the homes of the labourers, which in other 
provinces was regarded as the great objection to them, was here looked upon as a 
positive ad\'antage, ,-_hile the cost of hutting, which is a second objection, was 
accepted as a smaller disadvantage than the laxity of discipline and control caused 
by the workers returning to their , villages at night, and as a useful check on 
excessive popularity. 

171. In Madras also the number of small or village works was incon
siderable. The relief works consisted mainly of 
road works with a few irrigation works, the 

proportion being nearly 4 to 1. But the , policy followed was, the 
opposit~ of that favoured in Bombay. So far irom a distance test being regarded 
as desirable it was considered the first ess·cntial of a relief work that it should be 
as close as possible to the homes of the workers, and the concentration of large 
bodies of labour even on works of undoubted utility was not encouraged if it 
involved the labourers leaving their homes. Residence on the works was thus 
almost unknown. The Chief Engineer mentioned in his evidence before us the 
case of an irrigation project consisting of a channel 26 miles long and estimated to 
cost Rs. 3,oo,ooo, upon two miles of which only were relief labourers employed. 
He was of opinion that a fuller programme of useful irrigation works could b~ 

Relief works ill Madras. 
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prepared if the obligation of showing that they would be financially remunerative 
were relaxed. The possibility of including such works in the programme must 
however depend greatly upon the views held in regard to the permissible distance 
·of a relief work from the villages. The affected area in the four Deccan districts 
has been reported as 14,803 square miles, and for this area 140 works were open 
at the end of June, with an average attendance of about 2,500 workers. There 
was thus one work for every 106 square miles, as compared with 148 square miles 
in the North-Western ~rovinces, where the population is much denser. 

I 72. In Burma relief works consisted entirely of works of public utility. Of 

Relief works in Burma. 
the total expenditure incurred 95 per cent. was on the 
Meiktila-Myingyan Railway, and the labourers were 

drafted from long distances to this work. The other works upon which labour was 
employed were also useful works, such as roads or irrigation tanks. The Burma 
officers are all opposed to small works, and the Lieutenant-Governor fully accepts 
'the view that large public works should form the backbone of future famine 
relief programmes. 

173· In considering 

Average area and population aerv. 
ed by reliet works in different pro. 
Yinces, 

on these points:-

Province, 

--·---------1 
North· Western Provinces and 011dh 
Central Provine"'' • • 
Bengal (BPhllr Districts), , 
Bombay (Central Oiviswn) • 
Nadras (Deccan Districts) • 

the average area served ·by a work some regard must 
necessarily be had to the density of population and 
the size of the work, and the following table sum
marizes the information that has been given above 

A·u•r•ge aru Density of Aver~ge ~M~ximum 
Maximum 

served by each population population attendance percentage 
of popula-work in sq P" sq. served by on each 

t'on on miles. mile. each work. work. WOikS. 

uS 375 ss.:zso 5417 10'2 
!)10 u6 :J9,olio !),200 8'"l 

29 1'5 II0,7J5 8>o 38 
122 170 37·740 2,:110 62 
Jo6 136 14.4•6 2,500 11.1 

The figures in the last column must not be taken as showing accurately the 
maximum percentage of the population of the affected areas relieved on the works, 
which has been separately consid~red in the following chapter of this report. They 
represent it, however, very closely, except in the case of the 1\ladras Deccan, in 
which the maximum percentage was much greater. The reason of the difference 
is that in the table above the figures for the Madras Deccan have been taken for 
the week end~ng 24th June, the number of works open on that date being known. 
At the end of July the numbers on works were much greater, and the-proportion 
to the population affected rose to 24'4 per cent., but there was 'possibly an 
increase also in the number of works. 

174. Having now stated the general practice in each province in the selection 
, . th of relief works, it remains to state the general con-

Origin or the code dire Ctlon at . • • • ~ ' • 
ama.U works should be ~peaed ia S!derat1ons affectmg the questton. The d1rect10nS 
the earlier stages or IIC&I'City, • d . . 6 N h \\' p . contame m sectwn 3, ort • estern rovmces 
code, and in sections 53 and 48 of the codes for Bengal and the Central 
Pro\'inccs are taken verbatim from paragraph 5 of the Government of 
lndia Resolution No. H, dated 24th August, 1893, but if this paragraph rests upon 
paragraph 21 of the Resolution of the 9th June aSSJ, which it quotes, it does nN 
very correctly represent the purport of it. 1 here is no allusion in this paragraph 
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2 1 to small works, but it is stated that "the Government of India considers that 
in the first stage of a scarcity sufficient relief can be given by the extension of 
the ordinary system of public works, especially those of a local or municipal 
character." All that seems to have been then intended was that until '1 distress 
has declared itself in an unmistakable manner" large new public 'vorks, whose 
main raison d'etre was the affording of employment for the distressed, should 
not be recklessly undertaken. The use of the term " small works" in the 
resolution of August 1893 seems to have led to a misapprehension, as in some of 
the codes the term is defined to mean works specially intended for the relief of 
the agricultural population in the vicinity of their villages. There is nothing, 
at least, in paragraph 21 of the resolution of June 1883 to indicate that works 
of this class should be started at the first note of alarm. It is shown in 
paragraph 406 of the sixth chapter of this report that the policy recommended by 

'the Famine Commissioners and accepted by the Government of India is that 
large and useful public works should form the backbone of the system'o{ relief, 
not merely at the later stage of a famine, but from the moment that distress has. 
declared itself in an unmistak~able. manner. All that paragraph 2 I of the reso· 
lution of 1883 c;~.n be held to declare is that until this has happened the expan
sion of works of a distinctly public character, whether lmperi..~.l, Provincial, Local 
or Municipal, on the sanctioned administrative programme, should suffice to meet 
the demand for employment, and not 1 hat a programme of small or village works 
is to be embarked on and persevered in throughout all the earlier stages of famine, 
or until so nearly exhausted that the opening of large public works becomes a 
necessity. We do not wish to deny that there are tracts in many provinces where 
it may be advisible to begin with small works at the test work stage, and to 
maintain them for some time later. Where the poorer classes are very wanting in 
energy, and unaccustomed to leave their homes, or where they are peculiarly shy, 
obstinate, or apathetic in temper, it is probable that till to some extent broken 
in to relief work they will be dangerously slow in resorting to large wcrks at a 
distance from their homes. Again it often happens that in the earlier stage of dis· 
tress the mass of the really able-bodied labourers can still find private employ· 
ment near their homes, or at a distance, at wages sufficient to support themselves 
but not their families. In this case it is only their worr.en and children, and the 
most inefficient of the labouring men, who will resort to relief works, and it might 
not be safe to insist on their going to a distance, nor would they form gangs well 
suited to earn a living on large public works. All we wish to assert is that the 

. right policy is to use large works as soon as it is believed that they will be 
efficient measures of relief. We believe that experience shows that in most parts 
o£ India they can be made effective at a very early stage, if not at the very com· 
mencement of operations. 

17 5· In the North· Western Provinces the policy of small works throughout 
Su1all works insufficient for re· the earlier stages has been declared to be bad 

lief purposes. economy and insufficient for coping with real dis
tress, and in the Central Provinces, the Punjab and Bombay it has been 
rejected in practice. It has, however, been strenuously defended by the 
Government of E'engal as the only one applicable to that province. But 
it is admitted that if at the commencement of operations the programme 
of public works afterwards adopted had been availab!e, an earlier and 
more extensive resort to large works would have been possible even in Behar, and 
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also that in future large works should be opened from the first wherever practicable. 
If this i-. cltarly understood, the contention of the Bengal Government that in that 
provincf! reliance must in the main be placed on small works may, we think, be 
accepted. And Bengal has given satisfactory proof that with a low wage and with 
a high and strict task a distance test of any kind is unnecessary. The figure 5 

given above show that not only throughout 11engal, but also in the Patna division, 
the maximum proportion of the population on relief works did not exceed 4 per 
cent., though there was a work for every 29 square miles in Behar. Even in 
Darbhanga where the code proportion of a work for every 16 square miles was 
observed, the maximum number of persons on the works was less than q per cent. 
of the population of the affected portion of the district; In this district the 
Blackwood system was almost universal, and payment was strictly according to 
results. But however efficient may have been the labour test in Ber.gal, the charges 
appear to us to have been too small. Where village 'i\'orks must be resorted to we 
prefer the village circuit sy~tem adopted in south Allahabad, under which a charge 
comprised four or fiye adjacent small works in a group of villages· at one portion only 
of the circuit, though labourers were admitted from all villages in the circuit. When 
these were completed, the 'i\·orks in another group of ,·illages were undertaken, 
and so on throughout the circuit, the average numbers . in a chargP. being about 
s,ooo. This system facilitates discipline and supervision, requires a smaller 
establishment, and introduces for all villages in turn a certain distance test of 
some value in restricting the attendance to those really in want, though too mild 
to be really prohibitive or even oppressive. 

176. The question of sm11l WJrks has not arisen in Madras where, as already 

Proximity c.f the. works to the stated, the programme has consisted almost t:xclus
homesof the labourersin Madras. iYely of public works, principally reads. But the 
question of small distances must be considered here. It has been shown thc:..t 
the average area served by each work in the 1\ladras Deccan has been at most 
106 miles against 29 in Behar and 148 in the North-Western ProYinces. But 
this must be cons:dered also with reference to density of population, which for 
the tracts affected is 715 per square mile for Behar, 37j for the Nonh-\\'estern 
Provinces and 136 only for tbc Deccan. After allo1ring for the fact that 
the villages in tbc Dccc::m arc ger:crJlly far apart, surrounded by lar&e areas 
of poor araLle IJ.nd interspersed with much unculturabl~ waste, it is crident that 
the average arc:1 re:1lly scrred by e:1ch work was as compared wi~!1 I3cn.~al and 
the ~orth-\\'c~tcrn Provinces sndkr than the figures indic:J.tc. "·car-:- not howe,er 
preparcJ to assert th:1.t these arc.1s were too small. Some of us ::\re disposed to 
hol~l that at times in the ~.IJ.Jr::~s Deccan an unnecessary p:-L'portion cf the pL1pu
l.ition was at:ractcJ to the works, but if this was the ca~c it may have been 
caused by a high w::tg~ and a task not strictly enforced, r.lthcr tlnn by an undue 
proximity of ti1e wvrks to the homes of the L1bourcrs. 

177. As to Dombay th·~ ave~agc arcl served by each work w:..s, as \\'ill have 

The distaace test in Dombay. 
been seen, far l.trgcr than in :\b,~··a-s. Th::re were 
occasi0ns when it was fot:nd nc,'cs~.uy to reduce 

some of the-e areas by opcnin.~ works nearer the homes of the pe )p~t'. \Ye con
siJcr that the lung distant'C t~?st advoc.\teJ by so nuny Dom1' 1.1' olii:.::crs is un
ncc~·ssary a~ a test of Ji::-trcss, and nuy s~ri,)u~ly aiT-:-;:t the c:'>;c.::1cy of relief 

. operations \1 hen tLstress is at all Sc\'c~c. lkngal has shtv.rn th.1t IYi.h an effective 
labour t...:st the distance tc)t may bt.: altogdher disp;:ns.:.:J \\ ith, but this will 
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generally involve larg;r establishments and the foregoing of many useful 
works, for which in Bombay at any rate there appears to be still considerablP. 
scope. It is wrvng indeed to argue that beca·1se a great many labourers 
evince no strong objection to attending works· at a distance, it may be 
assumed that ail who are really in need of relief will think little of leaving 
their villages, but it is equally unreasonable to aver that because a con· 
siderable number of the population will rather die. than leave their villages, 
therefore all work must be given to all close to their own homes. Works should 
not be started at a distance from villages for the sake of instituting a distance 
test, but because the work will be in itself more useful than work nearer the vil
lages, or will relieve the pressure on such village works as may have to be opened 
for the relief of those who cannot leave their homes. Where large works are 
started, with a view to attracting labourers from a considerable distance, hutting 
or suitable accommodation must be provided, and the money will be well spent 
if the works will thereby serve a larger area, but the Bombay plan of making 
residence in a relief camp compulsory, however near the village, is one which in 
our opinion it is difficult to justify as either necessary or desirable. 

178. The policy in this matter of large and small or public and village works 
General policy as to large and which we are disposed generally to recommend is 

small works. that ·which was followed in Hiss•r. \'\-"here larger 
and useful public works are available they should be opened as soon as possible ' 
after distress has declared itself in an unmistakable manner, and no small works 
should be maintained within a reasonaLle distance. This distance must vary, in 
different districts according to the capacity of the works started for employing 
labour, the density and character of the population, and many other considerations, 
but if, for example, it be at first fixed at 20 miles it may be gradually reduced 
by opening small works first in the more distant villages. The large works wiU 
attract all wanderers, and the village labourers who will be the first to feel 
the pinch of distress. Agricultural works undertaken by the village land
owners, with or without advances from Government wholly or partially recover· 
able, will be useful at this stage in providing employment for the small cultivators 
and others who cannot easily leave the village .• As the hot season which pre· 
cedes the rains comes on, operations on the· large public works may with advan· 
tage be contracted, especially on those which cannot be kept open during the 
rains, and village works may be gradually opened. The advantages of this policy 
are obvious, but it will not always be practicable or even the best. It may be 
that no public works can be proposed which are at all suitable for relief works, 
or it may be that an extended scheme of private or village works may be more 
beneficial to the community than any public works that can be suggested. It 
seems probable, for instance, that in the Central Provinces a good deal of village 
tank work might have been done in the plateau districts which would have been 
more useful and more efficient for relief than some of the road work, and in deal· 
ing with some of the hill tribes there are special reasons for preferring village 
works. One witness was of opinion that in south Allahabad the tank work has 
been of greater benefit to the village communities than all the mo1fey spent on 
roads, whereas we have had ev.idence that in the Agra district tank work is not 
required. In such a district as Hissar tank work is undoubtedly more beneficial 
than embanking roads in a sand·swept desert, and if no irrigation ~cheme had 
been available in that district, operations would have been almost of necessity 
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confined to tank work. If the programmes of both village and public works have 
· been made as full and complete as possible, the local officers should seldom 

have much difficulty in deciding on the most suitable plan of operations. Large · 
works should not be opened ·for the mere sake of securing a distance test, nor 
should small works be preferred under the idea that work for all must be brought 
to their doors. When large works are practicable the people should be induced 
to go to them by the prospect of being able to earn more than on village works. 
The nearer the work to the villages 'the greater .should be the restriction in pos
sible earnings, and the more rigorous should be the labour test, payment being 
made as far as possible according to results and the maximum wage being 
limited, so long as the people show no signs of deterioration of condition, to 
something less than the full ration wage. With these precautions the risk of 
many coming to the works· not really in need of relief will be reduced to a 
minimum. We may here observe that as long as the labour test is efficient we 
do not hold the view urged by some witnesses that the fact that many will attend 
works when close to their village, who will not follow them to a distance, neces
sarily proves that such persons were not in need of relief, and we invite.attention 
to the remarks on this subject in paragraph 458 of chapter VI of this report. 
There is, however, a real danger of works being too popular when very near 
to villages, against which the most effective precaution is an efficient labour test, 
and as long as this is maintained there is little risk of m;J.ny coming to the 
works who are not in need of relief, though it will always be difficult to prevent 
a few cases of the kind. 

179· We have elsewhere alluded to the practice followed in the North-Western 
Utilization or the agency or vii· Provinces of utilizin<:Y the a(Yency of landowners and · 

!age landowners and headmen on , . • <=> b , • 

village works. vtllage headmen m the construction of petty agncul-
tural or village works which would afford employment to distressed persons of the 
cultivator class and their families under conditions less repellent to persons of this 
class than attendance at ordinary works. In some cases the whole cost of these 
operations was borne by Government, in others advances, partially or wholly 
recoverable from the landowners or headmen, were made. A note on this import
ant question by our colleague 1\lr. Bose is included among the appendices to our 
report. From the e,idence laid before us we conclude that works of this dass 
are useful, but that there is a real difficulty in excluding from them people who 
should be required to go to ordinary relief works. In reply to our question 
whether the duty of selecting the proper persons or families to be employed on 
these supplementary village works could not be imposed on the civil inspecting 
agency the witnesses answered generally to the effect that the duty of making 
such a selection would be an onerous addition to the ordinary work, and that it 
was also doubtful whether the agency could make the landlords conform to 
tht! selection when the work was to be carried out by loan, and they were not 
inclined oi their own free will to conform. Some witnesses, however, said that 
the S}'Stem might, in their opinion, be tried, and Sir A. MacDonnell,· in an 
interview with the Commission at Lucknow, concurred that it might be suggested 
for experiment. There is no doubt a great reluctance on the pirt of the small 
l.mdholders and tenants of ccrtlin districts or cert::1in castes to attend ordinary 
relief works or to allow their women to attend, whfch in some cases seems to hare 
been stmng enough to lead to an increase in mortality. I~ Dalaghat and Bhan
dara, for instance, the Deputy Commissioner noticed that wbile the labouring 
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classes attended the works the tenants would not, at least unless they could 
go and return in the same day, and that in consequence people of this class were 
in many villages found to be living at their homes in a: terribly reduced condition. 

(b) The code system of task-work. 

Code system o{ task-work. 
180. The code system of task-work comprises 

four distinct heads :-

(I) Classification or labourers. 

(2) The daily wage. 

(3) The task. 

(4) The penalties for short work. 

The prescriptions of the codes of all ·provinces under the first and second 
of these heads differ very slightly, and are explained at length in chapter VI 
of our report. Under the third the codes of three provinces {the North-Western 
Provinces, Bengal, and the Punjab), which in ,this respect follow the prescriptions 
of the resolution of the Government of India of August 1893, exact a higher task 
from two classes of labourers 'than the other codes do. The following table 
shows the general system of classification and the task and male adult wage 
attached to each class:-

TAU. 
Wage Percentage 

Class. in of full Rut.I.R&s. 
The three I Other ounces. wage. 
Provinces. Provinces. 

(Class A.) Professional labourers 100 100 4~ 100 The figures Srs under 

Labourers but not 
task against class B 

(Class B.) srs 75 38 9o·s repres•nt the mean bet• 
professional. ween 8 5 and 90 per cent. 

(Class C.) Able bodied, not 76'2 
The codes in question 

75' so 31 allow the B ta'k to vary 
labourers. between those figures. 

(Class D.) Weakly ... Not defin- Not defin· · 28 66·61 
ed. ed. 

The differences under the fourth head are also slight. To show the general 
system of the codes in respect to this subject of penalties for short work we may 
quote as an example the provisions regarding it of the North-Western Provinces 
code. Section 70 of the North· Western Provinces code is as follows :-

70. The system of payment by results, or by the '1 task" allotted to a particular class 
of relief workers, shall be invariably followed, A task is the maximum amount of work 
allotted to a particular class of relief workers, and though short work will entail short 
payment no relief worker is expected or permitted to perform more than his task. 

This must be read, however, with sections 92 and 93, which are as fol· 
~ws~ . 

92. A relief worker must never earn less than the minimum wage, except temporarily 
in cases of C')ntumacy; and contumacious characters will either be fined below the mini• 
mum or sent to the poorhouse. 

93• Fines may be imposed {or short work, provided that the daily payment does not 
fall below the minimum wage, except as provided in section ga. 

It must be understood that fines are not meant to meet short work due to weakness 
rather than wilfulness. 
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The minimum wage is defined in section 105 as the amount of money suffi
cient at current rates to purchase (a) the minimum ration or (b) the grain 'equi
valent of the minimum ration,, The minimum ration is given in section 102, 

and the corresponding grain equivalent is 28 ounces for a male and 26 ounces 
for a female, so that the minimum wage corresponds with the wage for class 
D. The North-Western Provinces code and the other codes containing similar 
provisions therefore clearly contemplated that workers in classes A, Band C 
should be fined in proportion to the deficiency of work Olltturned, but subject 
to the condition that the daily wage should never be below that of class D, 
except in cases of contumacy. Or it may be said that labourers in the three first 
classes were to be paid by results, or by the quantity of work outturned, subject 
to ~ maximum wage not exceeding that prescribed for their class, and a minimum 
not less than that prescribed forclass D, except in cases of contumacy. 

181. The most important deviations from the prescriptions of the famine 
North· Western P~ovinces rules codes in the code system ,of task-work were those 

or December x896.. initiated by the Government of the North· \V estern 
Provinces and Oudh on the strengt'h of the experience that had been gained on 
the relief works opened during the Bundelkhand famine o~ 18g6. The authority 
for most of these deviations will be found in resolution No. rS·P. W., dated 
sth December I 8g6, and in the rules referred to therein as issued for the guidance 
of officers employed on relief works conducted under the provisions of the famine 
code and carried out by the Department of Public Works. These rules were 
subsequently adopted with some unimportant modifications in Bengal and the 
Central Provinces. It will therefore be convenient to consider, in the first place, 
the system established by these rules in modification of the system of task-work 
set forth in the chapters of the provincial codes relating to famine.relief works. 

182. In the modified task-work system initiated in the North· Western Prov
Task-work classification initiated inces the classification of the code was a ban. 

in the North-Western Provin;cs. doned altogether, and adult labourers were divided 
into three classes, as follows:-

Class A.-Special, comprising mates of gangs and other persons in respon· 
sible posts. ' 

Class B.-Able-bodied' diggers and men in special gangs. 

Class D.-Other workers, mostly carriers. 

Class A included men only. Class B would include women able to dig, but 
practically consisted entirely of males. Class D consisted mainly of women, but 
included all weak and feeble men unable to dig or without any special qualification. 
Children formed another class as regards wages, subdivided into hrge and small, 
the former including all working children between 12 and 16 and the latter those 
under 12. 

ISJ. The table gi•;cn in paragraph roo of this chapter shows the wages fixed 
Task-work wages initiated in by the resolution of December sth for the three 

the North-Western Provinces. classes described in the preceding paragraph. It 
will be seen that they were nominally those prescribed for corresp~)nding classes 
in the codes except that the wage of a worker in class A was defined as II six 
pies more than th:tt CJf a digger," and that a woman digger was allowed only 32 
ouncl's of grain instc:1d of 34 ounces prescribed in the code for a female in class 
D. The gr<:at nl:ljNity of the labourers (:1lmost all the women, and all men who 
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could fr'lt dig and had no other special qualifications) were in class D, and could 
earn no m•re than the wage of this class, or the minimum waO'e of the code, 
. 8 ~ 
r.e., 2 ounc~ for a ffi;jn and 26 for a woman. The wages for working children 
were fixed at 20':lunces of grain for big children (between 12 and 16 years) and 
12 ounces for smal.children (7 to 12). The:;e, were the nominal grain wages, 
but. the ~age actuall} oaid was seldom sufficient to purchase these weights of 
gra10 owtng partly to th. operation of the pice rule which is explained in para· 
graph 45 7 of. our report, "'d partly to the difference between the grain rate 
used as a basts for the calc,lation of wages and the actual marke~ rate, to 
which reference has been rna~ in paragraph 100. . Take, for instance, the 
grain wage<; of males of the B andry cla>ses. Under the rules these will be 38 
and 28 ounces, ~nd with. a grain ra._ of ::10 lbs to the rupee, whif'h was that 
most commonly Ill force Ill the more dLressed districts, the corresponding wage 
would be 1'9 and 1 '4 annas, but under the "lice rule the actual wage would be 
1'75 and f'25 annas, and when the actual pr.~ of grain was only •7 lbs to the 
rupee these wages would purchase only 29..;. and 211. ounces rPspecti el 
Similarly under the rules small working children a1 .,Jfol"e

4
d 

12 0 
n f v .. Y· "'. .. u ces o gra.m, 

but with a grain rate of 20 lbs. to the rupee and. the ,ice rule the wage would 
suffice for the purchase of 10 ounces only, and tf the a .. tal k t t mar e rae were 17 
lbs, to the rupee the wage paid would purchase only Si 01.. . . · . ~es or 29 per cent. 
l~:ss than contemplated m the rules. 

184. Under the North-Western Provinces modiued system L 
1 . • t)tl v persons 

S .J task' d th who are really tasked are the dtggers, or . · b f ,.mn u, mg un er e . . . . -~ ers o 
modified system. class B. It IS found that 10 pract1ce, OWl* .l' +h ., e 
small proportion of men and the short lead on most works, the number of carnt. 
i.s greatly in ~xcess of requirements, that they must be taken as they come, and 
simply distributed among the diggers as effectively as may be possible, and 
without any attempt to fix a carrier's task. The carriers, who received only a D 
wage, were thus often but very lightly tasked, but no records are available 
6ho.ving to what extent this was the case. 

185. If the task performed was short of that set to the gang the mate 

Penalties for short work, and diggers were usually fined one pice each. If 
very short they were fined two pice each, and the 

carriers were also fined one pice all round. · Under sections 92 and 93 of the code 
already quoted, the carriers were not liable to fine, the D wage being the minimum 
wage, but the practice of fining one pice below the minimum wage was so com· 
mon in the North· Western Provinces that the minimum wage appears to have 
been understood by all witnesses as a wage ~ne pice below the D wage, corres
ponding as ~early as may be to the wage that will purchase the penal ration 
prescribed in section 103 of the code. It will thus be seen th::..t not only were 
all able-bodied labourers other than mates, diggers, or workers in spec,ial gangs 
placed in the D class, but they were liable to be fined at least one pice below 
the wage of that class, which is the code minimum for relief workers except in 
cases of contumacy. In cases of very short tasks tne wage appears to have been 
even further reduced in some districts to two pice below the D wage. 

186. In Bengal and the Central Provinces, the North-Western Province<; 
Variations in modified task-work rules appended to circular No. I8·P. W., dated 

tyltem in Bengal and the Cenual D b 8 6 1 d t d d d 
Pro't'ioces. 5th ecem Cr 1 9 1 Were, aS a rea J Sla e t a Opte 
in both these provinces with but little modification. As far as Bengal is 
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/ 
concerned, the principal difference in the modified system of task-work s t~at 
the proportion of carriers to diggers was carefully regulated so t~ give 
the former a full task. This can be done more readily in Benga h:n I? the 
North· Western Provinces, partly because the proportion of d' ers IS higher, 
and partly because there is so much tank wor~ upon whic on~ leads can be 
giv~n. In Bengal it sometimes occurred that diggers w reqUI~ed to c~rry, 
and able-bodied male carriers were enrolled in class The ordmar~ earners, 

h'l · 'ng only the 0 or minimum wag were usually giVen very however w 1 e recelVI 
h f '11 k t' · the North-W ... stern Provi s, and for short tasks were muc u er tas s nan 10 "" • 

liable to what is called the penal wage, which ay be one or even tw? p1ce 

1 h D I th. c ntral Provinces ere was a larger proportiOn of be ow t e wage. n e e . . 
1 B 1 b g at deal Of the k. ts road-metalhng work, and men 

c ass a ourers as a re . 
d h ld rform a B t fell mto that class-. On earthwork, 

an women w o cou pe 
h h 1 'fi t' as the 5 as in the North-Western Provinces and owever, t e c ass1 ca 1on w • 

· II ll t · to th class. In both provmces the pice rule of pract1ca y a women wen m . 
the North-Western Provinces med, but the wage bas1s rate wa~ fixed by the 

C 11 t D t C · ner and appears to have approxunated more 
o ec or or epu y omm . . 

·1 1 t th k t te n m the North· Western Provmces, though not as c ose y o e mar ·e ra . 
1 the coc.es. closely as contemp ate 

estern Provinces rules of 5th December 1896 were not 
adopted in other provinces, and the code system of 
task-work was more closely adhered to. In Bombay 

th ~ sification was in the first instance strictly followed, but by degrees 
he co · ss was practically eliminated, and the wage came to be determined 

t et by the task achiew~d than in accordance with any a priori classification. 
n most districts fines for short work were imposed that would reduce the wage 

to the D or minimum limit, or below it, but as a rule the wage never fell short 
of the D wage by more than one pice. The wage basis was altered from time 
to time by the officer in charge of the works, in accordance with intimation of 
the market rates received from the tahsildar: The method of grain equivalents' 
was adopted, and the wage basis closely followed the market rate. Wages were 
paid weekly, the amount for the week being calculated to the nearest pie and paid 
to the Aearest pice. 

188, In the Punjab relief workers were originally classed and tasked in 
Tuk·..;.o.rk 111 the PIUljah. . strict conformity with the provincial code, but even· 

tually class C was eliminated, and class A only 
rt ta:ned in favour of the best workers on some of the larger works. The carriers 
were not however put into a separate class from the diggers as in the North· 
Western Provinces. All able-bodied workers, whether diggers or carriers, were 
placed in class A or D, and class D, as the codes intended, consisted entirely of 
weakly persons, able to perform only a very light task. On most works those 
thus placed in class A or l3 were fir.ed down to the D or minimum wage if 
they failed, even by very little, to perform the full task assigned to them. 
There was no intermediate payment for short tasks-if full task ·was accom· 
plished the A orB wage was given, but if it was short then only the D wage. 
This system which was a de,·iation from the code seems from the e\·idence to 
have worked well in the Punjab. It has the ad,·antages of simplicity, and of 
giving the gangs a substantial motive for accomplishing their tasks. The incon
vcuh.:ncc of pic payments was felt here too1 and in some districts the system was 
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adopted of calculating the A male wage to the nearest pice, and making the A 
female and B male wage 1 pice lower, and so on throughout the scale. This 
was a deviation from the code, and the wages as thus determined would agree 
throughout exactly with code rat~s only when the wage basis was 8 seers to the 
rupee. In some districts of the Delhi division 'wages were somewhat reduced on 
the O'rouncl that the cost of the 11 other items" of the ration was less than three· b 

fourths the cost of the grain ite:n, the proportion assumed in the grain equivalent 
rule; the assumption that the rati? was one-half only was adopted in the calcula•. 
tians. 

189. In Madras no professed alterations were made in the system of task· 
Task-work in Madras. Ciani· work prescribed by the provincial code, but in 

ficatio" &lld wage.s. practice what were virtually important deliations 
were freely permitted. At first in accordance with the code separate gangs were 
made up under each class A, B, C, and D, and workers of different classes were 
not allowed in the same gang as was the practice in other provinces. In the 
begir.ning of the famine the policy was to fine the gangs freely if the task was 
not performed, or to reduce whole gangs to a lower class if fining was ineffectual: 
Later on this severe system was followed by a strong reaction; and the D class 
and wage were abolished altogether, the weakly being put into class C, and all 
the able·bodied into the. A or B 'class, The prescriptions of the code appear 
to have been relaxed even further than this in places, for the evidence seems to 
show that at this time in the three principal districts, Bellary, Kurnool and 
Cuddapah, all labourers whether able-bodied or weakly were put into class B, 
with the exception of a very few who received the wage of class A, the numbers 
shown in class C or class D being generally the recipients of the rest-day wage. 
In this way the carriers, including male children over u years of age, all 
received the B wage, the result being that in the cas~ of males they received as 
much as the able-bodied diggers (38 ounces in grain), while the women and 
fc:male children over 12 received two ounces less only. , 

190. As regard~ the enforcement of the task the provisions of the ~adras 

The task ia Madru. code seem to be conflicting, It is tru~ that section 
106 directed that no deduction of pay should be 

made when the officer in charge of the work was satisfied that the failure to. 
work was due to weakness, or was not due to any neglect on the part of 
the labourers, and that as a general rule the effect of fines must not be to reduce 
the wages below the minimum or D wage ; but in paragraph 28 of appendix VI of 
the code a very strict system of payment by results is laid down, without any 
qualifications, under which for every' deficiency of 10 per cent. on the full task. 
IO per cent. of the wage was to be deducted, the wage'for less than 10 per cent. 
of the task being nothing. At first the Government ordered tasks to be strictly 
enforced according to the provisions of the appendix. But the Famine Commis
sioner objected, and the Sanitary Commissioner was of opinion that the gangs 
were deteriorating in condition. Moreover the tasks prescribed in the code 
were found excessive and had been framed on a not very intelligible basis. 
They were consequently reduced, and under the subsequent orders of the local 
Government, issued when the hot weather had set in, further reductions were per .. 
mitted in the task in consideration of the distances from which labourers came to 
the works, and on account of weakness. Orders were at the same time issued 
which had the practical effect of prohibiting fines altogether, so that the amounts 
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of the tasks nominally set became a matter of little importance. Later on, or 
to.vard:a the end of July, orders were issued for a strictf:r system of tasking, b11t 
on the whole it· may be safely said that the labour test was less severe in Madras 
than elsewhere, while the average wage paid to the relief worker was higher, 
and that throughout the greater part of the relief operations the tendency was to 
relax the provisions of the co€le in fd.vour of the workers, not to tighten them as in 
other provinces. On the other hand there are features in the Madras relief arrange
ments which may to some extent modify thi;; com?arison. We refer to the treat· 
ment of cependants, and the low quality of the grain on which wages ·were com
monly calculated. These features have been fully described in paragraphs 

1

124 

and 126 of part I of this chapter. 

191. The only deviation from the task-work system of the code in Burma was 

'Task-work ill Burma. 
that the fourfold classifica'tion :was abandoned, and 
only two classes, B and D, were recognised, tre 

former including all workers capable of doing a fair task, and the latter the wrakly 
who were only able to do very light work. With. this modification the system 
worked very well, as the people·are energetic and haye a power of combinatiOn 
which assists the formation of gangs and the mutual completion of the tasks. 

192. Having now described the deviatior.s from the code system of task-
Objection to the code system or work that occurred in all prcvinces, we offer a few 

classification. remarks on the leading questions involved. lt seems, 
in the first place, clear that the code system of fourfold classification is too com
plicated to be workable. Another objection to the code classification is that it 
is meaningless and unnecessary, when considered with the rules as to task and 
wages for each class and the rules :IS to short pay for short work. A reference 
to the table in paragraph 180 wil\ we think show this to be the case. The task 
for class D is not defined, but is meant to be very light or nominal, •~nd the wag':\' 
for class D is also not liable to be reduced for short work as the other wages a:e. 
If, however, the scale of tasks and wages for the other three classes A, B, and C 
which obtain in the codes of the North-Western Pro\'inces. Bengal and the 
Punjab are compared, it will be seen that arpr'Jximately the full wage for each 
class is proportionate to the task, If that is so, and if the actual wage paid is 
reduced in proportion to the share of t11e.task left undot1e, the use of these three 
classes is not obvious. It is much simpler to say that if a man coes a full t:1.sk 
he shall get a full wage, and that if he does less he shall get a wage reduced in 
proportion, subject to the limit of the D wage, which is two-thirds the full wage. 
It would make no difference, either in principle cr practice, if a system of 
payment by results within the maximum and minimum limits set fNth in the table 
above we1e substituted for the elaborate class:fication of the code. 

193. The code classification is open to another objection in tLose provinces ia 
which the proportions of the tasks assigned to the 
different classes do not clearly follow the rropor· 

tions of the wage. The ·extra work demandL:d from those in the highl'r class<:s 
in consideration of but a small increase of wage offers an inducement to the able· 
bodied relief workers to allow themselves to graritate into class D where they 
get two-thirds of the full wnge !or doing very little. This inducement acts 
strongly "hen the people are Ot'pr.:s~ed or naturally w:mting in energ~·· It m:ty 
be added that it also acts strongly "hen the works are not managed with intflli
gcnce and consideration, ''here the finin•" seems arbi:rarv or ur.intclligible to the :::0 • 

Furthu objectioa. 
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people or where the gangs are so made up that there is no spirit of combination in 
them and the industrious cannot force or persuade the idle to do their share of the 

work. 

194· The code classification and tasks are unworkable for other reasons. 
Theoretically a task is assigned to each individual, 

Digger and ca.nier classification. • • • fi k f but in pract1ce 1t 1s necessary to x a tas or a 
gang. But in the most common form of relief work,_ i.e., ordinary earthwork, 
the outtum of the gang depends on the proportions of two classes which are not 
recognised in the code classification, vis., diggers and carriers. Some of the 
codes have task·tables showing the quantity of earthwork that may be exacted 
from each unit in a gang, with a note that if the constitution o( the gang varies 
much from that assumed in fixing the task the officer in charge may modify the 
task, but tables drawn up in this way have proved absolutely unworkable· 
Experience shows that the great mass of relief workers may be most naturally 
divided into two great classes-the able·bodied men who are able to dig, and the 
weaker and less expert, including almost all the women and children, who are 
only able to carry a load on their heads. The task for a gang will therefore be 
the task for the diggers, and each gang will have a complement of carriers 
depending on the lead and lift, and the general capacity of the carriers. On earth· 
work the tasks of these two classes differ not in degree but in kind, and a rational 
system of classification and tasking must take account of this fact. This has 
been recognised in the classification introduced in the North-Western Prov• 
inces and in the provinces which have adopted the North· Western Provinces 
rules. It is not quite so appropriate for other forms of relief work in which all 
are employed on the same kind of work such as the breaking of road metal, but 
when this is not done by piece-work the classific:ttion proposed is as good as 
any other and answers all requirements, those in the able-bodied class being 
expected to perform a task so per cent. in excess of the task for those who on 
earthwork would be classed as carriers. The members of two Madras famine 
conferences, which met at Waltair and Madras to consider this and other questions 
connected with the employment of relief labour, were opposed to any alteration 
in the code system of classification, but it seems to us to be the fact that the gener
al objections to the code classification as unworkable apply with special force 
to Madras, where the whole system of tasking and the relief work accounts 
are based on the supposition that all the members of one gang should be of one 
class. In Bombay the gangs included workers of all classes, but in Madras it is 
the gang, and not the individual, that is classed. This system has a certain 
advantage in simplicity, but the disadvantages are obvious. A number of men 
come to the work who may' perhaps fairly be classed as A or B. They are 
accompanied by a number of feeble folk, who may . be their own womenkind or 
not, but are quite incapable of performing an A or B task. However, gangs ar~ 

formed according to villages and families, and all are put in A or B class as the 
case may be, and deductions from the full task are then made on account of 
weakness. Even if all the members of a family actually fall under the definition 
of a single class, this system must lead to the able-bodied and weak being mass· 
ed in separate gangs, instead of being mixed in suitable proportions as under the 
digger and carrier classification, No doubt this is not such a serious disadvan• 
tage when all are employed in mctal-breakin~, but for earthwork it would appear 
to be the worst disposition of labour possible. The subject. of classification of 
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labour and the whole question of the wage are further considered in chapter VI 
of this report. 

(c) The system of payment by results. 

195. In t:liscussing this system, as distinguished from the code task~work 
. Piece-work not provided for in system, we shall restrict the term "payment by 
the codes. results" to methods of work which can be includeo 
in the two following classes :-

(a) Piece-work, when payment is made to a gang of labourers at a pre· 
scribed rate on the quantity of work, with or without a maximum 
limit, but without any reference to the number or classification of 
the persons composing the gang, or the time spent in performing 
the task. 

(b) Task~work, without a minimum limit to the wage, in which a limited 
daily task is given to a gang, and a daily wage is paid to ·each 
member of the gang, depending partly on sex or other classi
fication, and partly on the quantity of work done. Under this 
system two gangs differently constituted may do exactly the same 
quantity of work in a day; but the total amount paid to each would 
vary according to the numbers of each class in the gang. 

Piece-work has not been provided for in any of the codes, and the 
reason is not far to seek. The codes have been based on the Government of 
India Resolution No.5, dated 24th August 1893, in paragraph 7 of which it is 

stated that the term " piece·work" as ordinarily U!led implies not only that work 
is paid for by results, but also that it is not subject to any other limit than the 
actual capacity of able-bodied labourers to perform it. The Government of India 
considered that some such limit was essential in famine relief operations, and to 
prevent misapprehension on this point directed that " the maximum amount of 
work allotted to a particular class of relief workers will be described in future as 
the task allotted for the class in question, and the term 'piece·work' will be 
abandoned. For although payment will be dependent on results in the sense 
that short work will entail short payment, the Government of India are of opinion 
that it will be convenient to avoid the use of tht! term 'piece·work' in connection 
with any form of labour imposed for purposes of famine relief." It will thus be 
seen that while the Government of India objected to the use of the term 'piece
work,' as long as this implied the existence of no maximum Jimit to the amount 
that might be earned by a relief worker, they did not object to the principle 
that short work should entail short payment. 

1 g6. In most or all of the codes the attempt, has been made to provide by 
Payment by results without the cuttings for short work for a modified or imperfect 

restrictioa or a ll.lill.imum wage. system of payment by results, notably in paragraph 
28, appendix VI, 1\f adras code. But all such pro,·isions have been made mvre 
or less nugatory under certain conditions by the direction common to all the 
codes that ''as a general rule the effect of fines must not be to reduce the 
wages below the minimum wage prcscriberi," and by the further instruction that 
deductions of pay shall not be made when the shortness of work is due to 
weakness and not to persistent neglect or idleness. Vndcr all the codes work can 
no doubt be given out by the piece, subject to a maximum and minimum wage, 
though the term "piece·work" has been proscribed, but a system of task-work 
with a n.inimum wage is only to a very limited extent a system of payment 
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by results. One of the striking points in the late famine has beim that, in most 
provinces, a system of pure payment by results has grown up alongside of the 
code system, not indeed in any case in supersession of it, but as a supplementary 
system into which relief works officers have felt themselves forced as a means of 
securing an adequate labou~ test or an adequate outturn of work. The systems 
adopted varied from one of ordinary contract with no maximum limit to the 
amount to be earned, to one that differed only from the code system of task·work 
in the abolition of any minimum limit to the w~ge. The principal systems adopted 
in each province will now be described, after which the advantages and disadvant
ages of each will be stated as briefly as possible. 

197· In the r-.· orth·Western Provinces two forms of payment by results were 
Distinction ~twe~n Famine and adopted in the recent famine, but the first point 

ScarCity t:hstncts 111 the North· b d • h · h · ·d · 
Western Provinces. to e note IS t at ne1t er was mtro uced mto any 
districr in which distress was believed to be intense, or into what have been called 
" famine" districts. In such districts the code system with a minimum wage for 
all workers and doles for dependants has be~n adopted to the complete exclusion 
<>f any other. On the other hand in districts less acutely distressed, or so-called 
11 scarcity,. districts, payment by results has been adopted to the utter exclusion 
of the code system. In these scarcity districts some relaxation in the matter of 
tasks in favour of weak and feeble gangs of workers and doles to dependants was 
eventually found necessary, but even then the payment depended on the work done, . 
though less work was demanded for the same wage than in the case of fairly 
able-bodied labourers. In other provinces payment by results systems and the code ' 
system have been introduced on different works within the same district, or even 
side by side on the same work, piece-work for the able-bodied, task-work for 
the weak and feeble; but in the North-Western Provinces the policy has been 
to rigidly restrict each system, to the exclusion of the other, to particular dis
tricts, according to the intensity of the distress, it being left to the local Govern· 
ment to declare which were "famine," and which were "scarcity" districts. 

198. The system of payment by results generally followed in the North· 
Modified intermediate system iD Western Provinces was known as the modified 

the North·Western Provinces. • d' · d · b d'fi ' . mterme 1ate system, an was ut a mo 1 cat1on 
of the code system, under which the minimum wage disappeared. Under the 
code system a task was given to a party or gang of labourers, and if nearly 
performed, each member of the party received the prescribed daily wage. If the 
tasks performed were, say, les!' than 7 5 per cent. of the full task, each was fined 
one pice, which brought the pay of the carriers down to the minimum or depend· 
ant's wage. In some places the fining appears to have been carried a little 
further, and if less than 50 per cent. of the task were done, there was a further 
fine of a pice. But in the intermediate system the fining process was continued 
still further; if only a quarter task was done, quarter wages were paid, and if nothing 
was done, nothing was paid. As a set-off against this abolition of a minimum, the 
workers were allowed an extra pice if the fuiJ tasks were eJrceeded by 25 per cent, 
but no further excess was permitted. A Sunday wage was not given as under 
the code system, but the extra amount that could be earned by performing the 
maximum task during six days of the week was slightly in excess of the amount 
of the Sunday wage. No dole or allowance was given to adult dependants, but 
it was found necessary to allow the Collector a discretional power of giving 
non·working t;hi\dren a ration of cooked food. Measurements were taken and 
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payments made daily. In the Oudh division a separate task was given to each 
Jigger, who, with his carriers, was paid daily. A later development in the 
Allahabad division was to associate several diggers with their carriers together, 

. and to pay on the total outturn. · 

199· A different system was followed in the Gorakhpur division, which was 
. ~i~ce·work in the Gorakhpur one of pure piece·wcirk, though with a maximum limit 

diVISIOn. h · H h d' · to t e earmngs. . ere eac 1gger was pa1d at a 
fixed rate per 100 cubic feet outturned, and associated with himself as many or 
as few carriers as he pleased, generally members of his own family or village, 
with whom he divided his earnings. A maximum limit was however imposed 
to the quantity of work to be done daily, and if this were exceeded, the excess 
was not paid for. 

200. In Bengal also payment by results took the form both of piece-work and 

Payment by results in Bengal. of task-work without a minimum wage. The latter 
was generally carried out under what has been 

called the Blackwood system. In this a gang had to dig a pit of a given 
area to a given depth, the cubic contents constituting a day's task. Payment 
was not made to the gang until the work had been completed to the required 
depth. Thus, if a day's task were not completed in the first day, no· pay· 
ment would be made on account of that day. If completed on the second day, 
it would then be paid for, any work done in excess or as part of a second daily 
task remaining unpaid for until that task was finished. If a party took six days 
over a daily task, they would get one day's pay on completion, and so were 
paid strictly in accordance with results. True piece-work, without any maximum 
limit to the amount that could be earned, was also carried out on a considerable 
scale by the Public \V orks Department in Behar. The two most notable exam
ples were on the Sakri·Jainagar Railway and the Tribeni Canal in the Dar· 
bhanga ar1d Champaran districts, respectively. In the former, work was given 
out to large gangs, of which the normal strength was 150 workers, and payment 
was made to the mate or head of the gang at the prescribed rate per I,ooo cubic 
feet for work done, without any maximum limit. Payments were made to the 
headman in the presence of the gang, the rate paid per dh.ur or local unit of 
volume ( 100 cubic feet) being well-known, and distribution betweeQ the com
ponent members of the gang being effected accordingly by themselves. Great 
care was taken in the setting out and organization of the work, so that 
each working party in a gang should know what was due to it, but the officer 
in charge had no concern in the distribution of the amounts paid to headmen 
except in cases of complaint. The daily returns showed the number of men, 
women and children employed, but nominal muster rolls were not maintain
ed, and the payments made depended only on the quantities of work done, and 
were absolutely independent of the numbers of workers employed. A few work
ers were entertained as daily labourers, but this appears to have been the case 
only when work was required whir.h could not be given out by the piece, and 
there was no regular supplementary system of task·work for any that might be 
unable to t'arn a subsistence wage at piece·work. 

201. On the Tribeni. Canal, work was carried out on the small or family 
£"an!! svstem. It was set out in such a way that a 

Pi .. ceooworll: OD the Tribenl Caual. ~ ~ J 

single digger with his complement of carriers could 
have his work separately measured up and paid for daily, though two or 
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more diggers might associate themselves together so· as to form ·a single gang. 
The difficulty of providing for weak persons unable to earn a subsistence 
wage at the rates offered or to ()btain admission into the ordinary gangs was 
here successful1y met, not by a supplementa1ry system of task·work on code 
principles, but by furming special gangs for people' of this class, to which 
higher and more favourable rates were paid. These gangs were kept .under 
special observation, and as the strength and capacity_ of the workers improved, 
they were transferred to the ordinary gangs. In the month of July as many as. 
5;ooo persons were drafted from the gratuitous relief lists to these special gangs 
where they were able, although paid by the piece, to earn a subsistence wage on 
the liberal rates offered, and were finally absorbed into the ordinary gangs • 

. 202. Although piece·~ork had a .more extended trial in Bengal than in 

Other piece-work in Bengal. 
any other province, it was not introduced in Behar at 
the outset of the famine or until the month of May, 

and the number ·of piece-workers in Behar did not exceed 3 per cent. of the 
whole number of workers. In Champaran the proportion was 7 per cent. But 
during the last three or four months that relief works were open, tasks were so 
rigorously enforced even where the Blackwood system had not been introduced, 
that payment everywhere depended very closely on results. Outside Behar, 
piece-work, without a maximum. limit to the earnings, was carried out in the 
Bhagalpur and Chota Nagpur divisions and also in the Puri district of the 
Orissa division, and the local officers were practically unanimous in the opinion 
that it was the system best suited to the conditions obtaining in the districts in 
which it was applied, though in none of them except some districts of the Chota 
Nagpur division was distress very severe. In the last named division a difficulty 
was experienced in working the system owing to the number of women and 
children on the works, whose husbands or able-bodied male relations had emigrated · 
in search of work to Assam ot other distant places. This was met by the 
formation of weakly gangs to whom light or nominal work was given. Dependants 
not capable of work were also put, nevertheless, in these gangs, or were given 
gratuitous relief, ordinarily at kitchens. It was tried also in the Presidency 
division, but was considered less satisfactory than task·work ; the operations under 
both systems were, however, on a very small scale. In the Palamau district of the. 
Chota Nagpur division piece-work appears to have been carried out by the agency 
of the district board contractors, who paid the labourers at a prescribed rate per 
1,ooo cubic feet, and received a rate 12! per cent. higher in consideration of their. 
services in organizing and paying the labourers. The district engineer measured 
the work and paid the contractors once a fortnight, and satisfied. himself that the 
labourers had been duly and fully paid. Operations in this district were, however, 
on a small scale, the number of relief workers never exceeding 6,ooo. 

203. In the Central Provinces relief works were conducted on the code task· 
Payment by results in the Central work system, as modified by the North· Western Prov• 

Province~~. • I • N 8 p W d d h D b' tnces reso utton o. 1 • • ., ate 5t ecem er 
1896, until the month of June, when it was decided for reasons explained in the 
first part of this chapter to introduce piece·work alongside of the code system. 
It was directed that whenever piece-work was introduced, provision should be 
made for employing infirm gangs, the members of which would be unable to 
earn a subsistence on piece-work, upon task· work with a minimum wage, and that 
on works, where the number of infirm workers exceeded 25 per cent. of the total 
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number employed, the code system already in force should not be altered. 
Piece-work was gradually introduced under these conditions, at low rates but 
without any maximum limit to the earnings. In some districts, and particularly in 
the Chhattisgarh division, contractors were employed on much the same system 
as already described for the Palamau district in Bengal, though the contractor 
appears to have been paid as commission 25 or even 50 per cent. of the amount 
paid to the workers, but to have provided all necessary establishment. In other 
cases, as in the Jabalpur division, piece~work was conducted on the gang system 
without the intervention of contractors. The system of unlimited piece·work, 
with task-work alongside for the infirm, did not have a very long or conclusive trial. 
Its introduction in the month of June was partial and gradual only, and in some 
cases the civil officers objected to its introduction, or thought it necessary to 
revert to task-work. It was also found that the piece-workers commonly failed 
to properly support their children and dependants. In the month of August 
revised orders werf' issuP.d by the Chief Commissioner with the object of meeting 
the objections to the piece-work system, and of also making the work less 
attractive to able-bodied labourers and inducing them to return to their fields. 
In these orders it was directed that the weak and infirm labourers should continue 
on task-work at the D or minimum wage, but that all able-bodied labourers should 
be put on piece-work with the same wage as a maximum. In other words, the. 
infirm were to be given the 0 wage without reference to the work perfcrmed 
by them, but the able-bodied, while prohibited from earning a higher wage, were 
to be paid this wage only on condition of completing a moderate task (which 
does not appear to have been very precisely defined), and were to be paid in 
strict proportion to any deficiency in the work outturned. On the other hand 
the children and dependants of the piece·workus were to receive the same 
allowances as those of the task-workers. These orders were not howe\'er acce'pted 
in all districts, and in others they were in force only for a short time. 

204. In the Bombay presidency piece·work was introduced tentatively and 

Piece-work io Bombay. 
to a small extent in some districts, but the results 
have not been as carefully scrutinized as in Bengal, 

and the opinions on its effectiveness laid before us were based more on abstract 
reasoning than on actual experience of the results obtained as compared with 
those under the code system of task-work. In all cases in which the trial was 
made, the principle of a maximum limit to the earnings was acted on, but it 
was considered that this limit should exceed the maximum wage of the code 
by a margin sufficient to cover the Sunday wage and the maintenance of all 
dependants. In the Sholapur district the task was limited to the A task of the 
code, and the rate fixed was such as to give the A wage for a full task, plus a small 
percentage on account of Sunday wage and dependants. In the Southern clivi. 
sion the rate was fixed so as to give a trifle over the A wage when a full A task 
was performed, and the Sunday wage was proyided for in fixing the maximum 
task for which payment could be made in a week, by allowing the workers to earn 
in that time seven days' wages by doing seven days' task. 

205. In the Punjab, a fair outturn of work was generally secured under the 

Piece-work io the Puojab. 
r.ode t:\sk·work system, or that system modified 
by paying only the full wage or the minimum, all 

intermediate proportional fining being abandoned. For thi~ and other reasons 
piece-work was introduced only shortly before the close of operations, either 
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by way of experiment as on the Jhelu~ Canal, or as in the Karnal district to 
meet the case of castes like the Rangars, whose women were prevented by 
custom from appearing on relief works. In Karnal piece-work was given to the 
Rangars while other workers were on task-work, and it is said that the two 
systems were worked together satisfactorily side by side, though the operations 
were on too small a scale for reliable conclusions to be drawn from them. On 
the Jhelum Canal it was found that double the work before obtained was performed 
under piece·work conditions, but as this was at the close of the operations some 
of the conditions may have been different. 

206 •. In Madras, as already stated, the principle of payment by results 

Piece-work in Madras. 
was practically given up at an early stage in the 
operatibns1 although very distinctly provided for in 

the appendix to the provincial code. Even in Madras, however, piece-work was 
recommended by the local officers in Ganjam, not as a means of enforcing a more 
rigorous labour-test, but as more suited to and popular with the able-bodied 
labourers i!l that district who considered attendance at ordinary famine task 
works degrading, but were willing to take piece-work. Its introduction in these 
districts was sanctioned by the local Government in the month of July, but it is 
said that 11 the task-work system had by that time been universally introduced, 
and as its principles wer~ understood, it was considered undesirable to make a 
general change, especi1llly as distress was then severe, and the piece-work 
system seemed more suited for the earlier stages of distress." The piece-work 
system therefore had but little trial. 

207. In Bnrma relief works were conducted during the distress of 1892 on 

Piece-work ill Bur01a. the piece-work system, but during the late famine 
true piece-work was not introduced, except 

tentatively on the Mandalay Canal as operations were drawing to a close, when it 
had not a fair trial. The code system of task-work was followed, but it seems 
to have been virtually changed into a system of payment by results, for although 
high wages were paid, deductions for short work are said to have been rigorously 
made:: wilhout restriction to a minimum wage, except in case of obvious weakness. 
Deductions, however, were not common, as the people are energetic, and formed 
themselves into village gangs, the village headman becoming responsible for the 
full rate of work being done. Under these circumstances the cost of the work done 
compared favourably with ordinary rates. It should be remarked however that 
the works were concentrated, the numbers were not large, and a very strong 
supervising establishment was available. 

208. We may now proceed to consider the merits and disadvanta(Yes of 
b 

the various systems of payment by results that have been described. • 

(A). The modified intermediate system of the North· Western Provinces , 
excluding the form of it adopted in the Gorakhpur division. 

The great advantage of this system is that it is but a development of the code 

Ad t d d. d t r system of task·work, as practised in the North· van ag-es an 1sa van ages o . 
the modified intermediate system of Western Provinces. The same form and methods 
the Nortb-Western Provinces. . 

of classtf'ication, tasking, and setting-out work are 
adopted and the difference between the t~o systems is one entirely of degree 
and not of kind. The intermediate system is stricter in its working and less liberal 
than the code system, but a change from one to the other can be made in a day. 
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On the other hand, it is necessarily open to all the objections to the code system• 
except that which may be taken to a minimum limit to the wage. It involves the 
maintenance of a nominal roll of all workers and their dependants, in addition to. a 
daily record of tasks, with all the opportunities for fraud and peculation incidental 
to a system of daily wages modified by fines. Like the code system it limits the 
earnings of all workers to a bare subsistence allowance Jor themselves, for the 
extra 'wage that may be earned by the performance of a maximum task provides 
little more than a subsistence for the weekly rest day, and leaves nothing for the 
support of non-working dependants, who must either be supported out of other 
.resources or be given gratuitous relief. In the form adopted in Oudh it is 
singularly inelastic and· requires a large establishment to be properly worked, 
though these objections do not apply to the larger gang system eventually 
followed in the Allahabad division. Lastly, like the task-work system, it encourages 
the accession to the works of all the weaker members of the family, and an 
excessive number of carriers. The earnings of a gang no doubt vary with the 
quantity of work done, but in practice the labour-test applies only to the digger. 
The number of carriers in a gang is not restricted to what is normally required for 
the work to be done, and, according to the evidence before us, is generally so and 
sometimes 1oo per cent. in excess. The greater the number of carriers the less is 
the task required of them, but each is nevertheless allowed the higher wage that 
may be given when the maximum task is performed, or the full wage for an 
ordinary task. 

209. (B). The piece-work system adopted in Gorakhpur is not open to 
Limited pleee-work In Gorakh· all these objections. Payments depend solely upon 

'Pur. the quantity of work done, and are independent of 
muster.rolls or the exact constitution of the working party. The people make 
up their own working parties according to requirements, adults taking the place 
of children, or men the place of women, and there is no encouragement to carriers . 
to come in excess. The daily outturn of work is measured as carefully and 
systematically as under the task-work system, so that there is little difficulty in 
reverting from one to the other if circumstances so require. The distribution of 
earnings rests with the digger, and not with the works moharrir as in task-work; 
and as in task-work, the ability of the more able-bodied to earn enough for the 
support of their dependants is limited by the operation of the maximum limit to 
the task or earnings. 

~ 10. (C). The Blackwood system is a third variation in the method 
The Blackwood ayatem ill of payment by results, under which earnings are 

Behar. limited to the code wage. If no restriction be made 
on the proportion of carriers to diggers, it differs only from the intermediate 
system of the North· Western Provinces in that payment is made when a 
task is finished, instead of daily, and that no extra wage can be earned by 
the performance of a maximum task. In Bengal, however, the proportion 
of carriers to diggers was carefully adjusted, though there were variations 
in the numbers attending from day to day which tended to complicate this 
system. Mr. Blackwood, indeed, in his evidence before us, stated that in his own 
practice he often made payments without reference to the number of carriers 
actually employed from day to day. The amount to be paid for earh task 
depended on thP- number of diggers and carriers prescribed by the task tables in 
force, and it was optional with the diggers to bring more or less carriers as they 
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liked. If worked in this way, th6 system would be true piece-work with a 
maximum li nit, differing only from the Gorakhpur system in that payment would 
be made after completion of a set task, and not upon daily measurements. As a 
general rule, however, when this system was employed the carriers were paid 
according to the numbers on the muster-rolls. The system had many practical 
ad\'a1tage~ when applied to task-work in Bengal, but it really differs .only in minor · 
points of detail from the code system of task-work with no minimum, or from the 
Gorakhpur system of piece-work with a maximum limit to the earnings~ accordingly 
as the amount paid for a daily task is fixed with reference to the actual or 
normal number of diggers and carriers required. 

211. (D). The piece-work systems adopted on the Sakri-Jainagar Railway 
and the Tribeni Canal in Bengal are the chief 

. examples of unrestricted piece-work, in which no 
Unlimited piece>-work. 

maximum limit was fixed to the wage. They differ. from each. other only in the 
fact that on tl~e former work was given out to large gangs and on the latter to 
families. The gang system involves murh less labour for the supervising staff, 
and has great advantages among people who are u~e:i to working in combination 
in this way, but the family system will probably be more generally suitable for 
relief works, though there may be many intermediate stages between large gangs 
containing 150 hbourers on the railway, and the small ones, often consisting of 
only thre~: members1 on the canal. The essential feature of each was that no 
limit wa~ imposed to the earnings, while on the other hand there was no minimum 
wage, and nothing was allowed either for a weekly rest-day or for dependants. 
The adva ~tages claimed for such a system over one of limited piece-work are that 
it enables the stronger members of a family to earn enough for the support of 
themselve~ ancl the weaker members, who can thus remain in th~ir·villages, that 
the r.umbers on the work:; are greatly reduced, and consist mainly of real workers 
only, among whom a high state of discip,inr:: can be maintained, and that workers 
are free to return lo their homes as required, supporting themselves on the 
savings from their earnings while on the works. It is urged that the amount 
earned can be sufficiently controlled by careful attention to the working rates, 
and that even those who have no dependants to support may be trusted not to 
trou\Jle themselves to earn more than is needed for their own subsistence, and 
to leave the wurks whenever they get any money in hand. On the other hand, 
it i~ objected that, if rates are adjusted to the capacities of the ordinary 
able- bodied rdief workers they will be unduly attractive to professional labourers, 
2nd "ill not ensure a sub:;istence allowance to the )Veaker classes of labourers; 
that it is the object of relief works to provide a bare subsistence for all, but 
no more than this for any; and that there can be no security that the amount 
earned by the able-bodied in exc.ess of their own actual personal requirements 
will be SFent on the maintenance of their dependants, or will result in a reduction 
of anything like the same amount in the expenditure that would otherwise 
be incurred in gratuitous relief. The difficulty of keeping out of the lists of the 
recipients of village gratuitous relief the dependants of those who are earning 
enough for their support on works many miles away is often insisted on; and, 
lastly, it is contended that, by ';\'ithdrawing all limit to the quantity of work 
that may be done by individuals, there is great danger of exhausting the work 
available for relief purposes. These objections all have considerable torce undef 
certain conditions. As regards the difficulty that infirm workers may find in 
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earning a subsistence at fair piece·work rc.tes, it is generally recognised that 
wherever there is payment by results some provision · must be rriade for infirm 
workers. This may· be done by giving them a daily wage under the code 
system, or by giving infirm gangs piece·work at special and favourable rates. As 
in every other system of payment by results, the proportion of workers admitted 
to privileged rates or to a minimum wage must, of course, be carefully watche~. 
and if it should ever be excessive, payment by results must be given up and the 
code systeu} reverted to. As regards professionals, there is little difficulty in 
disti~guishing them, and, if need be, in restricting their earnings, either by 
distributing them among the ordinary gangs, where their presence may be very 
useful, or by reducing their rates. It must be admitted that unrestricted piece· 
work !s the most aj1propriate form of relief among those castes whose women will 
not appear on the works, and among others the effect of piece-work is to increase 
the proportion of men on the 1\'orks, who take the place of women and children left 
at home. It has been found, too, that the wages earned when there i!l> no limit 
have not greatly exceeded those payable under the task·work system, "h~n 
allowance is made for the Sunday wage and the relief of dependants under the 
latter system. As to the danger of exhausting the work, it is not necessarily the 
case that the daily outturn of work will be greater under unrestricted piece-work 
than ur.der task-work. The out turn of work per individual will be greater, but if 
the workers support others at home, who would otherwise come to the works, the 
number of individuals will be less, and this will affect the total outturn. On the 
whole, however, it may be admitted that the effect of removing the limit to 
individual effort will be generally to increase the total outturn, and that this is a 
disadrantage to unrestricted piece·work when there is a scarcity of work suitable 
for rt:licf labourers. It must also be admitted that the system does not fit in well 
with a free administration of village gratuitous retief, and is probably on that 
account not adapted to famine of a sev~re kind. 

The objections to unrestricted piece-wor~ were fully realized by the Govern
ment of Bengal when a trial of the system was sanctioneJ in its resolution No. 
181 ·T.R., dated 6th l\Iay 1897. The Collector of Champaran, where the trial 
was carr:cd out on the largest scale, has said in a statement laid before us;
" In the forefront of all reforms I beg to recommend strongly the general 
introduction of piece-work, with a gradation of rates, keeping the works or sections 
to which each rate is applicable as far as possible quite separate.'' Unrestricted 
piece-work has also been tried in most of the other distressed districts in 
Bengal and has been favourably reported on by most of the local officers, 
except in the Presidency division, where it was tried on a very small scale. 
The Governmer:t of Bengal, after a review of the experience gained, has 
definitely recommended the system of unrestric•ed piece·work, pure and simple, 
in preference to the Blackwood system, in which a maximum limit to the task 
is imposed. l'he precautions· to be taken have been fully recognised, and subject 
to these precautions we thialk that the system of unrestricted piece-work may be 
regarded as so peculiarly suitable to certain conditions in this province as to 
justify a place being found for it in any revision of the code. 

212. (E:). In the Bombay system of piece-work a maximum limit to the 
Tbe BolllbaJ , 71tem o1 limited earnings of a piece•\vorker is imposed, but the limit 

picc .. work. is placed considerably hight:r than the full code wage 
admissible under task-work so as to make allowance for the cost of dependants 
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and the rest-day wage. If unrestricted piece·work be accepted on the one hand, 
and the Blackwood system on the other, as permissible forms of payment by 
results, there cat. be no objection to the Bombay system, which is intermediate 
between the two. 

213. (F). Work under contractors differs from unrestricted piece-work in 
• · that the work is given out to regular or professional 

Work under contractors. d d' ) h 1' f k contractors, an not trect y to t e re 1e wor ers or 
headmen of the working gangs. This system was practised chiefly in the Central 
Provinc~s where, as already explained, it had but ·a short and not a very full trial. 
It is commended by several of the Public Works officers, but the opinions of the 
civil officers are divided, and on the whole adverse. It is true that the Commis~ 
sioner of the Chhattisgarh division, where the system was most widely introduced, 
has remarked that it proved most successful, and that in his opinion it is, when 
combined with task·work for the w<;:ak and kitchens for dependants, on the whole 
the most satisfactory form of relief work of which he has had experience, and worthy 
<lf general adoption in any future famine. Mr. H. M. Laurie, Deputy Commis
sioner of Raipur, remarks: "I should Lke to see Public Works Department work 
conducted entirely on the piece-work system (with infirm gangs) according to 
Mr. Penny's rules." Though both these remarks imply that the contract system 
in the Chhattisgarh diviston worked satisractorily, they may perhaps be regardtd 
as referring more particularly to the combination of piece·work with provision for 
infirm gangs, rather than to the superiority of this system over all other forms of 
piece· work. On •the other hand, the Deputy Commissioners of Hoshangabad and 
Chhindwara, and the Extra Assistant Commissioner, Harda, in the Hoshangabad 
district, all condemn the contract- system as a failure which led to great abuses, 
though the fir'st and last of these officers declare that gang piece·work, worked 
departmentally, was a success, against which nothing could be ~aid. In Chhind· 
wara departmental piece·work was only tried for ·a week: but the Deputy 
Commissioner (Mr.' Ryves) considered from that short experiment that it was 
too advanced for the Gonds, who constituted the majority of the workers where 
it was applied. The Commissioner of the Nerbudda division (Mr. L. K. Laurie) 
is also of opinion that there should be no piece·work in the plateau districts, as the 
aboriginals are afraid of a system that they cannot understand, thcugh they give 
an excellent out turn as task-workers. No other .officers have referred directly to 
the employment of contractors, though some form of departmental piece·work, or 
payment by results, is approved by almost all, provided task-work with a minimum 
wage is available for weak or infirm workers. The principal argume•1t in favour 
-of the employment of co~tractors is that, owing to the want of properly trained 
establishment, it "as only by their means that the great ~nd sudden rushes of 
labour could be met and properly organized. It is also urged that, as they are 
interested in the outturn of the work, they "ill do their best to deal fairly with 
the labourers and to keep them together as long as possible. w~ile the existence 
alongside of task-work for the infirm meets the objt>ction that weak labourers 
cannot earn a subsistence under contractors. This may be true in a few cases 
where well-known and rt:liable contractors can be employed under adequate 
supcrvi::;ion, but apart from the many obvious and grave objections to the 
indiscriminate employment of contractors over large areas, the cost of this 
method is a most serious objection. The ~ontractor's commission is said to 

have varied from 25 to 50 per cent. of the arnou11t paid to the workers. This, 
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no doubt, covered the cost of a certain amount of petty establishment employed 
by the conrractors, but other establishment was nevertheless necessary to measure 
up the contractor's work, and to see that the workers had been properly paid, 
and the great cost of this system is in itself a sufficient objection to its 
general introduction on relief works. The employment of petty contractors in 
the Palamau district in Bengal has already been referred to. These operations 
were on a small scale, there was no Public Works Department, works were 
scattered over a large area, the contractors were men who were in the habit 
of working for the district board, and their commission amounted to 12~ per 
cent. only. Under such conditions a case for the employment of contractors 
may possibly have existed. The code prohibition against the employmer,t of 
contractors appears to us, however, to be right. We think that the employment 
of contractors, as distinguished from the headmen of pitce·work gangs which 
should never comprise more than 200 workers as a maximum, shrmld not be 
contemplated in the codes, and should be allowed only under the special order of 
the local Government, to be given only when for the time it does not seem 
possible to organize the ~orks on any other system. 

214. (G). There remains the system of payment by results introduced in 

L t t r t b · some districts of the Central Provinces in Au2:ust a er sys em o paymen y ~ 

results i4 the Central Provinces. I 897. This was really a reversion to the task system 
of the code, except that for an able-bodied labourer, not only was the minimum 
wage abolished, but the maximum· wage was restricted to the ~·age of clo.ss D, 
or the present code minimum. .This system was introduced, rightly or wrongly, 
with the special object of driving the able-bodied from the works to their 
fie!Js, but it can never be adopted as part· of an orJinary scheme of relief 
operations. 

21 5· The general conclusion to be derived from this review of the departures 

G I I . • t from the prescriptions of the codt!s as regards piece· enera cone IIStoa u o pay· 
ment by reslllts. work is that most provinces have found it necessary 
at one time or another during the relief operations to adopt some system or other 
of payment by results, as supplementary to the code system of tasking with a 
mm1mum wage. We think therefore that though none of these systems seem 
l~Uitable for cases of acute distre.;s or actual famine, yet provision should be made 
in the revised provincial codes for power to use one cr more o£ systems (A} to 
(E),tlescrib;:d abo\'e, as may be deemed most suitable for the province. \\'e 
consider, however, that in every case it should be a condition th::tt adequate provi· 
sion is mac!e either by task-work subject to a minimum wage, or by piece·work 
at speci.tlly favourable rates, for those who, thou~h capable of performing a light 
task, are unable to earn a reasonable subsistence ~llowance when payment is 
made on the ordinary scale strictly by rt>sults. Without such a safeguard, we 

do not think that. the system of payment by results is suitaUe for reltef works at 
any stage o£ scarcity or famine, We also think that whenever any cf the.:;e 
systt.ms are used, it will be necessary to wqtch very closely the condition or the 
workers' dependants. · As soon as there is reason to believe that t!-:e workers are 
fai:ing to properly support them, separate allowances or food in kitchens should 
bl! pro\idcd for the dependants, and eithtr the workers should be put o:-a task 
work, Pr the piece-work rates should be reduced to the scale of task-work 
wages. 
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(d) Treatment of dependants. 

216. Section 99 of the North-Western Provinces famine code prescribes that 
. . r h N rth w t "the infirm dependants of relief workers and children 

Prescnptions o t e o - es • • • • 
ern Provinces code relating to de- who are unfit to work shall e1ther be fed 10 kttchens, 
pendants. or allowances on their account shall be paid to the 
members of their families who are actually employed on relief works." It provides 
that adult dependants shall be ailowed the minimum wage prescribed in section 
105, that is, the D wage of the code-28 ounces for a man and 26 ounces 1or a 
woman. Nothing is said in this section as to the children's wage, but in appendix 
E-(2) the grain equivalent is given as 10 ounces for a non-working chi!~ under 
seven. 

217. The grain wage of adult dependants was modified by the rules _issued 
Deviations from the above that with North· Western Provinces resolution No. 

occurred in practice. 18-P. W ., dated 5th December 1896, and reduced to 
24 ounces for a man a~d 20 ounces for a woman. This reduced wage has since 
been called the minimum wage or the dependants' wage, and is the wage given 
on Sundays, or wherever a minimum wage is prescribed in the code. This 
reduction in the minimum wage has already been referred to in paragraph 185. 
When cash-doles were paid on account of non-working children, they were based 
on a grain equivalent of. 6 ounces, instead of the 10 ounces prescribed in 
appendix E-(2) of the code. The practical effect under the system of pice wages 
and the North-Western Provinces conversion rule is that the dole for a non-working 
child has been restricted to .one pice for each wage basis actually in force, as two 
pice are not allowed by the ready-reckoner until the wage basis becomes fourteen 
pounds to the rupee, The Lieutenant-Governor has on a reference made to him 
admitted that this is too little and proposes to modify the revised code so as to 
allow a second pice whenever the giain rate is twenty pounds or less to the 
rupee. The alternative permitted by section 99 was followed at a later stage at 
the discretion of the Commissioner, and non-working children were fed in the 
kitchens1 receiving 6 ounces of dal and rice, with a little ghee. It was found 
that this cost nearly 2 pice. The practice was not, however, universal. Thus 
cooked food was given in the Lucknow district, where the modified intermediate 
system was in force, but in the Hardoi district, where the code system w~s in force, 
the cash·dole was given to non-working children. Adults always received the 
cash-dole, and one pice was allowed to the mother of an infant in arms, whatever 
the grain rate. .-

218. Sect'ion 84 of the Bengal code, relating to dependants,· differs only 

Dependants in Bengal. from section 99 of the North•Western Provinces 
code in that it contemplates two classes of 

dependent children, those over and those under 8 years of age. For the former 
one-half and for the latter one quarter of the minimum wage for .male adults are 
allowed, or 14 and 7 ounces, respectively. When Bengal adopted, with modifica· 
tions, the rules which had been introduced in the North· Western Provinces the 
.dependants' wages were reduced to the following:-

Male adults 
Female adults 
Non-working children under 10 

Infants in arms 

24 ounces. 

20 " 

'8 " 
one pice, 
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Kitchens were seldom opened on the works in Bengal and dependants were 
almost invariably relieved by doles in cash. 

219. In the Central Provinces the prescriptions of the code regarding adult 
Dependants in the Central Prov· dependants were the same as in the North·\Vestern 

inces, Provinces and Bengal, but no special rules were laid 
down for children, except that the allowance should not be less than one quarter 
or more than three quarters of that for the adult male ; on the adoption of the 
North· Western Provinces rules the allowances for dependants were reduced to 
the scale prescribed by those rules, when they were not relieved in kitchens. 

220. Section 124 of the Bombay code provides that whenever practicable· 

· Dependauts in Bombay. 
non-working children (i.e., under 7 years d age) and 
adult dependants shall be relieved by the distribution 

of cooked food. Appendix V, however, gives a grain equivalent of 10 ounces for 
non-working children. The dole for an adult dependant when paid in cash is not 
stated, but in section 107 the poor-house ration is defined as the mini.mum ration 
on which the D. wage is based, so that adult dependants would get the D wage. 
Wages were paid in accordance with the code, but eventually children were 
relieved in the kitchens, receiving 6 ounces of flour and other items as given 
in the last column of the table in section Jo6. Adult dependants were usually re-

tlieved by cash-doles, receiving the full D wage. 

221. Section "122 of the Madras code prescribes a ration for adult persons 

Dependants in Madras. 
receiving gratuitous relief, of which the grain item is 
20 ounces. This ration corresponds to a grain equi\·a· 

lent wage of 35 ounces against 28 ounces allowed for a male in class D. If paid 
in cash, however, the amount of the dole was to be that sufficient to purchase the 
latter ration, that is, 28 ounces of grain. The more liberal ration prescribed 
for a person receiving gratuitous relief in section 122 as compared with the 
minimum wage for workers was due to an oversight in drafting this section, and 
it has since been altered. It has not been the practice in Madras to relieve 
dependants by cash-doles, and throughout the farrine they n~ceived cooked food in 
the kitchens, the adults at first receiving the ration prescribed in section 122, and 
the children, on the average, half that amount. Subsequently these rations were 
reduced when section 122 was amended, and brought to the level of the minimum 
ration prescribed in section 1 zo. Owing to the fact that cash-doles were not given, 
the proportion of dependants to workers was much lower in 1\Iadras than elsewhere, 
as parents of the higher castes would not send their child ern to the kitchens. 

222. In the Punjab adult dependants are entitled to the minimurn or D wage 

Dependants in the Punjab. 
under section 14o·A and children under section 171 

to one quarter of the wage of the adult male, i.e., to 
7 ounces. They were relieved sometimes by cash and sometimes in kitchens 
but the prescriptions of the code do not appear to have been departed from. 

223. In Burma the provincial code prescribed 6 pi.:s as the allowance for 

Dependanta in Burma. 
adult dependants, irrespective of the grain rate, 3 
pies being allowed for minors over q years of age, 

and 2 pies for all children under that age. This scale was found to be in~ufficient, 
and an allol\'ancc of 6 pies was made to all dependants other than children in 
arms, for whom 3 pi~s were allowed. 
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224. Generally speaking, the wages or rations ~f dependants were reduced 
su~ary regarding treatment or below what is contemplated in the code in the North.· 

dependants. Western Provinc~s, Bengal and the Central Prov· 
inces, but not in other provinces, though t.he rations prescribed in section I 22, 

Madras code, were reduced by order of the Government of India in the month of 
July. In Burma they were slight1y increased. In all provinces the dependants 
consisted almost entirely of children, the proportion of adults seldom amounting to 
more than 5 per cent: In Madras all dependants received grain-doles or cooked 
food, and cash allowances were unknown.· In Burma the allowances were 
invariably paid in cash, and this wa3 also generally the case in Bengal. In other 
provinces ca~h allowances were given in the earlier stages of famine, but experi
ence in all pointed to the desirability of substituting rations of cooked food for a 
cash wage, and kitchens were generally established on all works on which the 
number of dependants was considerable. 

(e) ·The relations Of Civt'l and Public Works officers z'n 'connectz'on wz'th the 
managemetzt of relief works. 

225, The position and responsibilities of the officers of the Public Works. 
Recommendations of the Famine Department with reference to relief works have not 

Commissioners. been very clearly defined in the provincial codes, and 
there have been considerable variations in the practice actually followed in 
different provinces. '!'he recommendations of the Famine Commissioners on 
the subject are contained in paragraphs 129 and 130 of their report which are 
quoted below:-

" 129. The immed1ate direction of these works should be entrusted to the officers of the 
Public Works Department, whose sp,.cial training best qualifies them for such a duty, and 
who would be responsible for enforcing discipline and directing tile labour. It is to be 
clearly underst0od by these officers that their duty is not, as in ordinary ti~es, to get the 
greatest quantity' of work done at the cheapest rate, but to give effectual relief to the 
labouring population inasmuch as the work is 1,1ndenaken, not for its own sake, but for the 
sake of the people employed on it. Labourers of all kinds and of all degrees of working 
capacity and working p)wer should be received on these works if they apply for admission, 
and Civil Officers should be appointf'd to co·opPrate with the Public Works Officers in~ 

classifying the labourers and seeing that they are properly paid and tasked according to· 
their strength. ' 

The other dutil's of the Civil District Officers will be so numerous and important- , 
that it is not expedient that the ordinary relief works should be carried on by them, unless
in the case of the Public Works Department being unable to supply officers for that pur· 
pose. Work might, however, be carried on under the Civil Officers for the purpose of 
giving employment to persons who have been in receipt of gratuitous relief, and who, 
though beginninig to recover from debility, are not yet strong enough to be sent off finally 
to the regular relief works. ' 

130, The. Collector of the District should exercise general supervision over all works, as 
ov~r all other arrangements for giving relief within his district, and should be responsible 
to Government for their efficiency. Pending reference to the Government or other superior 
authority hil' decision should be acc~pted by the Public Works Officers in all matters 
relating to the task and .wage of the penple employed, as well as in opening or closing 
works, and generally in everything except arrangements of a merely technical nature,". 

With :these must, however, be read paragraphs 115 to 119. The Commis-
sioners proposed the permanent creation of a special branch of the Secretariat (to 
be called the Agricultural Department) to have charge, among othet"~,ubjects, of 
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the relief and prevention of famine, and through it in time of famine all 
orders of the local Government relating to famine administration were to issue. 
They also proposed, in the event of a serious famine, to concentrate the control 
of. the various branches of the administration concerned in famine relief under a 
Famine Commissioner, in whom should be centred the responsibility for directing 
all branches of famine relief under the immediate control of the head of the local 
Government, and in close connection with its Agricultural Department. Th; 
orders of Government on all relief measures were to issue in his name, and 
the officers of the Public Works Department placed in charge of relief works and 
officers of all other departments concerned in famine relief were, if unfit, to be 
removed by the local Government on his demand. It appears in short to have 
been intended that the ordinary heads of all departments should be more or less 
set aside in respect of famine work, not only in the Public \V orks Department, but 
also as regards the Board of Revenue or Financial Commissioner, the Inspector 
General of Civil Hospitals, and the like . 

• 226. The reasons why the Agricultural Departrr.ent was not constituted on 
Reasons why full effect has not the lines proposed by the Famine Commissioners 

been given to these recommenda· d h · · d . . . 1 

tiODS. an w y no provJSJon was rna e m the proviSional 
code for the appointment of a Famine Commissioner, are explained in para· 
graph 8 of the resolution of gth June 1883 and in paragraph 9 of the des
patch of the Government of India to t~e Secretary of State of 2nd October 
1883. In the latter the Government of India say that they recognise that a 
Famine Commissioner may be wanted in famines of very great magnitude or 
severity, but as they do not think such an appointment will be ordinarily 
necessary, they have preferred to make no provision for it in the provisional code. 
On referring to that code, we find that the idea of a Famine Commissioner 
controlling officers of all departments engaged in famine relief is replaced in it by 
a system under which the administrative control of all measures of relief would rest 
with the Commissioners and Collectors (see sections 24 and 26) subject to 
some not very clearly defined exception in the case of relief works under profes
sional agency. Section 64 declares that such works were to be conducted under 
the direct control of the Public Works Department, but the only specified duties 
o£ the Chief Engineer, or Head of the Department, are those stated in sections 65 
and 68, which relate to the preparation and maintenance of programmes of relief 
works and to the decision as to the works to be undertaken when relief is neces· 

I 

sary, in respect of both.of which matters the Chief Engineer will act in communi· 
cation with the Commissioner, and in sections· 69 and 70 which relate merely to 
the provision of funds, tools and plant. The idea prevailing in this code was 
that in professional agency works able-bodied and quasi-professional labour 
would alone as a rule be employed, the works being conducted like ordinary 
works under the direct control of the Public Works Department; but sections 73 
and 74 authorise the Commissioner to make special arrangements for separating 
persons not accustomed to labour or not able-bodied, and arranging either that 
they should be employed under the Public Works officers on special terms, or else 
that they should be flaced under a civil officer or transferred to civil agency works 

227. In the Government of India's resolution No. 35-33, dated 24th 
Dutiea or Public: Worn officera Auctust 1893 it was assumed that professional 

u dtli..a~d ia the c:ode ol the North- ::. • ' 
Weatern PI'O'fi.acea. agency m some form or other would be available for 
the supervision of nearly all works which would be useful for purposes of 
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famine relief, and would b~ ex~rcised either by the engineering staff of the local 
boards or by officers of the Public Works Department. In all the provincial codes 
based on this resolution the definition of the powers and responsibilities of the 
Collector or District Officer contained in paragraph 130 of the Famine Commis• 
sion's report has been inserted almost verbatzm, but in very few of them have the 
position and responsibilities of the officers of the Public Works Department been 
clearly or completely defined, except in regarq to such ~atters as budget provision 
for the works to be undertaken, the supply of tools, and the like. Taking first the 
North· Western Provinces code, its section 29, following the provisional code, pro· 
vides that the Commissioner shall exercise administrative control over all measures 
undertaken for the relief of famine in his division, except so far as provided in 
such portion of chapter VI as relates to the conduct of large works. Section 64 
in chapter VI provides that the supervision exercised in either large or small works 
will, as far as possible, be professional, but this does n<~~t necessarily imply depart• 
mental control, nor is it clear to what sp.ecific provisions in this chapter the exception 
in s~ction 29 refers. The duties of the Chief Engineer or administrative head of 
the Public Works Department, as defined in sections 31 to 36, do not include 
the general direction of operations on relief works; the Superintending Engineer, 
to whom all executive officers in the Public Works Department ate immediately 
subordinate, is not mentioned in the code, while the reports and returns required 
from an engineer in charge of a relief work under sections 37 to 40 are to be 
submitted to the Collect.or only. The responsibility of the Public Works Depart• 
ment, as a department, for the immediate direction of all relief works not specially 
reserved by the civil officers 11 for the purpose of giving employment to persons 
who have been in receipt of gratuitous relief," is nowhere asserted in the code. 

228. Whatever the provisions of the code in this respect, the Govern. 
Aetna! practice iD the North· ment of the North· Western Provinces in practice 

Western Provia,ces. placed almost all relief works under the immediate 
direction of the Public Works Department. But the head of the department 
acted in concert with the Famine Secretary to the local Government, and the 
entire famine relief operations were controlled in all details by the Lieutenant
Governor, who may be said to have discharged in person the duties of a Famine 
Commissioner for the distressed districts, in addition to his ordin~ry work. In 
this way the principle underlying the recommendations of the Famine Commis· 
sion that famine relief is all its branches should be controlled by a single head 
was fully preserved, and to its preservation may be attrtbuted the unison of effort 
and absence of departmental friction which characterised the famine administra· 
tion of the North-Western Provinces. It must, however, be remembered that it 
is not every. head of a local Government who has the famine experience, the 
strong controlling power, and the working strength required for the successful 
performance of such an additional task. The system adopted was also suggest• 
ed by the nature of the agency for public works. In these provinces the profes
sional agents in the employment of local boards, to whom refer~ce is made in 
the resolution of August 1893, did not exist outside the ranks, of the Pub::c 
Works Department. The district engineers or surveyors are all assistant 
engineers and upper subordinates of the department, workin~ under the depart• 
mental organization. They are subordinate to the divisional or executive 
engineer, whose jurisdiction extends over several districts and is conterminous 
with the civil division. These are again responsible to the Superintending 
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Engineer, whose charges comprise 'two or more civil divisions. This organiza• 
tion ready to hand, though at first inadequate in strength, was· in form admirably 

. adapted for assuming the immediate dirf!ction ~£ all reli~f works,· except the 
small village works undertaken by the Collectors under section 65 (a). And 
from the first, although the position of the Collector, as defined in paragraph 
130 of the Famine Commissioners' report, was fully asserted in section 27 of 
the provincial code, the department was responsible for. all details of manage
ment. Rules and orders for the guidance of all officers employed on relief 
works were drawn up in the Public W arks Department, and issued under the 
North-Western Provinces resolution No. I8-P. w., dated sth December 1896. 
Other orders relating to the management of works were issued from time 
to time, as required, by the local Government in the Public Works Depart .. 
ment. At the commeqcement of operations a Public Works officer, Mr.· Palmer, 
was placed on special duty, and was appointed to advise, in pursuance of the 
instructions of Government, Commissioners and Superintending Engineers tas to 
the system Government desired to be followed, so that a general system of control 
and working should be maintained throughout the various divisions, both in works 
under the Commissioner and under the Superintending Engineer. Subsequently 
as operations expanded, the third public works circle was divided into two, the 
larger and more important of which, as regards relief operations, was placed 
under Mr. Palmer. The Superintending Engineers, in free and constant com· 
munication "ith the Commissioners and Collectors, issued all subsidiary ins true· 
tions necessary in regard to the tasks, payments, kitchens, sanitary arrange
ments, and the like. · The offic~rs in residential charge of the works, who were 
employed in cl<~ssifying the labourers and seeing that they were properly paid and 
tasked according to their strength, were, as a rule, nominated and appointed to 
famine duty by the civil department, but they were posted and transferred by the 
Superintending Engineer, and were subordinate to the divisional and district en· 
gineers. The works were too numerous to be directly under the charge of Public 
Works officers or subordinates, who usually had several works under them which 
they inspected in turn, the duties of the resident or civil officer in charge being as 
defined in section 77 of the code. 

2 29. In the Bengal code the immediate direction of all relief works by the 
Duties of Public Worlc.s officers Public \V orks Department is contemplated even to a 

u delint<t in the Bengal code. less extent than in the North·\Vestern Pro\'inces code. 
Section 52 (4) prescribes, like section 64 of the North-Western Provinces code, 
that the supervision exercised in either large or small worl-.s is, as far as rcssible, 
to be professional, but section 54 is to the effect that "by far the greater part of 
relief works, if not all, will ordinarily be of class (2) "-i.e., works carried out 
from local funds by the district board (or district officer when a board does not 
e>.ist) through the district cngit:eer and the staff subordinate to him-'' which will 
chieAy employ unskilled labour, and the wcrks carried out by the Public \Yorks 
Department \\ill consist only of large projects, such as railways, canals, etc., 
specially sanctioned, and will employ only able-bodied labourers." 5ection 59 
provides that for every relief work there shall be an o!Ttccr in charge, appointed by 
the civil authorities, but that if he is an officer of the Public Works Departmt::nt, 
he shall, in his capacity as officer in ch:Hge, be subject to the control of the same 
authorities. The only responsibility ass:gned to the Superintending Engineer, 
(section 93), is that of issuing timely instructions ~or the provi:.;ion of tools, treasure 
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chests, etc., and in section 97 he is permitted to order a copy of the ret~rns and. 
reports submitted by the officer in charge of a work to the Collector to be for
warded to himself, in the case of works carried out by the Public Works Depart· 
ment. The responsible management of all relief works by the Public Works 
Department is not contemplated in the code, nor, as will now be shown, was it 
possible under the constitution of the Public Works Department at the outbreak 
of the famine. 

~30. The conditions in Bengal were diametrically. the opposite of those 

Actua\ practice i11 BengaL 
obtaining in the North· Western Provinces. Every 
district had its own engineer, appointed by the dis· 

trict board, but there was practically no Public Works establishment, except 
in the Presidency division, and on the large irrigation works. This was 
the result of the policy introduced some years ago, un?er which the Public 
Works establishment was reduced to a minimum, and the district boards entrust· 
ed with the construction and maintenance of c,ivil roads and buildings. On the 
outbreak of the famine, therefore, the only relief works possible were small village 
works undertaken by the Collectors, with the assistance as professional advisers 
of the district engineers. But the rush for employment was so great, and the 
want of large and useful works so marked,· that it was found necessary to organize 
a Public Works establishment in Behar which was entrusted with the preparation 
of large projects and with the charge of the relief works started on them. Two 
Superintendents of Works were temporarily appointed, each with three Executive 
Engineers and their subordinate staffs under him. The Collectors made over to 
these officers some of the sma\l works that had been commenced under civil 
agency, but there was some difficulty in transferring more, and, as a matter of 
fact, the number of relief workers employed under departmental agency never 
exceeded two·sevenths of the total number employed in the districts in which 
the Public Works divisions were established, though they were for the most part 
employed on works that required skilled agency for their construction. The 
Public Works Department had, therefore, very little to do with the immediate 
direction of relief works even in Behar, and in other parts of Bengal it was n9t 
employed at aU. In Champaran and Muzaffarpur, two most seriously affected 
districts, the transfer of the district engineers to the Public Works Department 
deprived the Collector d all professional assistance for the works under civil 
agency. All this was perhaps unavoidable under the circumstances, but it in· 
valved some waste of money and loss of power. However efficient may have been 
the latter administration of the works under civil agency, it will not, we think, be 
denied that the petty establishments at first were not under full control and found 
openings for peculation. The Collectors and their staffs, inexperienced in such 
work, had to devote a large amount of time and energy, first to the detection, 
and afterwards to the prevention of frauds of this kind, and this is a burden 
which, with a trained Public Works establishment available, should not be put 
on the civil officers, who, though they must be responsible for the efficiency 
of relief ,works as means of relief, should not unnecessarily be concerned with the 
details of the ma.nagement. Mr. Bourdillon, the Commissioner of Behar, who 
controlled the extensive famine operations in that division with great ability and 
success, in his final report (paragraph 380), has remarked:-

"The Public Works Department were not able to take the field as early as it is hoped 
they will do in future i but their assistance when it arrived was invaluable, and their 
example stimulating." 

:I 
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The assistance rendered by the Chief Engineer in organizing an efficient 
task-work system and in drawing up his admirable task-tables has also been 
warmly acknowledged, but whatever the v~lue of the assistance rendered by the 
Public Works Department1 it would have been much greater if it could have been 
made more directly as well as mo~e extensively responsible for the efficient manage
ment of the works, and so relieved the civil officers of a mas.s of details with 
which it was more competent to deal. It should be added that in Bengal the 
Revenue Secretary was Famine Secretary, and that the Lieutenant-Governor on 
occasions practically conferred some of the functions of a Famine Commissioner 
on the Revenue Secretary by sending him roun~ as an Inspecting Officer. 

231. _The provisions of the Central Provinces code regarding the control and 
Duties of Public Works officers management of relief works are brief. The general 

Ia the Cen!ral Provinces. scheme is that, save in exceptional circumstances 
when it is considered expedient to relieve the Deputy Commissioner of respon
sibility and control in which ~ase the lqcal Government will issue special 
instructions for the guidance of the official in charge, the responsibility for and 
control of relief works rest with the Deputy Commissioner subject to the general 
control of the Commissioner. It rests with the Deputy Commissioner to decide 
whether the official placed in charge of a relief work shall be an officer of the 
Revenue or the Public Works Department, and in either case he is ordinarily 
subordinate to the Deputy Commissioner and to him alone. During the late 
famine the management of almost all the works was, as in the North-Western 
Provinces, put directly under the Public \V orks Department. The establish-

, ment was very short-handed, and there are no district engineers under district 
boards. There are also no Superintending Engineers, though an Executive 
Engineer was temporarily appointed as a Superintendent of Works in the Chhat· 
tisgarh and Nagpur divisions. All general orders regarding the management 
of the works "'ere issued through the Chief Engineer in his capacity of Secretary 
to the Chief Commissioner in the Public Works Department; whether such orders 
were before issue always referred for concurrence to the Famine or Revenue 
Secretary, as was done in the North-Western Provinces, is not apparent. They 
were often found unsuitable in important respects to the requirements of relief 
and had to be modified soon after they were issued. The senior Executive 
Engineers, whose charges were conterminous with the civil divisions, controlled 
the operations of the district engineers, who were assistant engineers or senior 
upper subordinates. The civil officers attached to the works were, as in the 
North-\\' estern Provinces, nominated by the civil department, but were subordi
nate to the district engineer. 

232. The general scheme of the Punjab code in respect of relief works 
Public W0rb officea ill the appears to be that there should be two sets of 

P11.11jab. works. The first set consists of a few, and ordina• 
rily small, works directly under the Deputy Commissioner and his relief circle 
officers, while the other set comprises all other works large or small under the offi
cers of the Public \\' orks Department. As regards the latter, the officer in charge 
is to be appointed by the civil authorities but is generally to be a Public Works 
officer, and in any case is" to work under the officers of the Public \Yorks Depart· 
ment subject to the co-operative control of the Deputy Commissioner and 
Commissioner i the Commissioner is the referee even in disputes on profes
sional puints, and the Chief Engineer or Superintending Engineer can· make no 
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changes without consulting him. Thus the Commissioner exercises supreme 
control over all relief matters in his division, subject only to the orders of Govern• 
ment. During the late famine the immediate direction of the larger relief works 
in the Delhi division was entrusted to the Public Works officers, though civil offi· 
cers cf the rank of a naib-tahsildar were appointed to all the larger charges to 
assist the engineers in classifying the gangs, making payments, and the like, and 
tbe kitchens were managed by them directly under th~ Deputy Commissione·r. 
The village tank excavation in Hissar was entirely under the civil officers. the 
officet in charge being generally the leading landowner in the village. Some 
'Other smaller works, chiefly roads, were in charge of tahsildars or naib·tahsildars, 
assisted by subordinates of the Public Works Department. The officer in charge 
of any relief work, whether belonging to the Civil or Public Works Department, 
had complete control over all the subordinate establishment employed. Th~ 
Deputy Commissioner had as district officer general control of all works, sub· 
ject to which the direction of the larger works was left entirely to the Public' 
Works Department. On the other hand, in the Gujrat district, where a public 
work of extraordinary magnitude was started, the management of the reliel 
work camps was at first entirely under the civil officers, engineer officers of the 
Public Works. Department being deputed merely for the purpose of setting oUt 
the work, seeing that it was properly done, and supervising the measurements. 
The experiment was a failure, and eventually the management of this work wa.c1 
entrusted entirely to the Public Works Department. Both systems are apparently 
covered by sections uo and 1:21 of the local code. It may, however, be noted 
that section 56 of this code, unlike the codes of the North- Western Provinces 
and Bengal, assigns certain responsibilities to Superintending Engineers in· time 
of famine, among others the maintenance, as far as possible, of an equal standard 
of tasks and uniformity of procedure in setting tasks for the various kinds of 
work. In the Punjab also the Revenue Secretary was Famine Secretary, and 
Sir Dennis Fitzpatrick found it necessary almost from the beginning to direct t,hat 
references and orders from or by all departments should be focussed in that 
Secretartat and dealt with under his ov.n general control by the Famine Secretary. 

233· The Bombay code contains a more detailed plan than most codes Qf a 

P bli W 
,_ ., . B ba system of co·operative management of relief works 

a c or .... owcers Ill om 'I· 
by the Revenue and Public Works officers. Section 

37 of the Bombay code, like section 56 of the Punjab code, contemplates the 
control by the Superintending Engineer of all works entrust~d to the Public 
Works Department, but section 38 prescribes not only the subordination of the 
executive officers of the Public Works Department to the Collector in aU 
matters not strictly professional, as is the case in all other codes, but also the 
subordination in the same manner of all officers below the rank of assistant 
engineer to the civil sub-divisional officers. Section 90 provides for the appoint· 
ment by the Collector of a special civil officer to supervise such arrangements 
as do not come under the head of construction. 'During the late famine almost 
.1ll works were carried out by the Public Works Department, the principal 
exception being: certain small works in the Khandesh district.' His Excellency 
the Governor made over the immediate control of famine relief to the Revenue 
Member of Council. Under him the Revenue Secretary (who h,appened by 
seniority to be also Chief Secretary) worked as, Famine Secretary to the 
Government. The Chief Engineer was in constant communication with him, and 
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obtained his concurrence, before issue, to all Public Works departmental orders 
.affecting the management of relief works. The Superintending Engineer exer· 
cised general rontrol over all operations, any differences of opinion between him 
or his executives and the Collectors being referred to the Commissioner, The 
system was very much the same as in theN orth· \V estern Provinces, the manage
ment on each work being almost entirely controlled by the responsible Public 

·.Works officer. The main difference is that the special civil officer appointed to 
co· operate with the Public Works officers was responsible solely to· the Collector. 
This was much objected to by the Public Works witnesses, as it was said that 
. these civil officers, who were unavoidably of quite a different class from that 
contemplated in the code, were inclined to pose on the works as independent 
officers, and to question all orders given to them unless communicated through 
·the Collector. Objection was also taken to the subordination as provided in 
section 38 of all the Public Works subordinates' to the civil offirers in charge of 

·sub-divisions of districts, or to any one but their own departmental superior officer, 
though it was admitted that, as a matter of fact, difficulties had seldom arisen 
from this cause, and that It was the principle only that was objected to. It may 
he added that the force of these objer:tions has been admitted by almost all the 
Commissioners and Collectors connected with the relief operations. · 

234· There are certain peculiarities in the constitution of the Madras · 
·. · · . "-~ Government which tend to hinder the proper con· 

Public Works Gflicen in Maw..,, • , 
. centrated control of famme relief operations. Io 
the first place. the Member of Council who has charge of the Public \V orks 
Department is not the Member who has charge of the Revenue Department. In 
the second place, by the 1\!a~ras code the responsibility for directing all branches 
of famine relief, subject to the orders of Government, is put upon a Mem~ 
ber of the Board of Revenue who is thereby ex·o.lficio Famine Commiso;ionerr 
but the code does not give him the special position in relation to the local Gov~ 
ernment which such special responsibility seems to require, at all events, in the ca5e 
of extensive famine operations. He has to refer ma~ters to the Government 
through the Revenue Secretary, and the constitution of the Government, as des
cribed above, does not facilitate the speedy disposal of such references. The 
Madras code lays down, in section 109, that all relief works other than local fund 
works, whether major works such as the Public \V orks Department would under
take in ordinary times, or minor works such as would in general be executed by 
the Revenue Department, "ill ordinarny be executed in times of famine by the 
former Department. But apart from this there is nothing to indicate that the 
Department, as a department, is responsible for the proper management of relief 
'l'rorks. Nor is the constitution of the Department well adapted for the charge, for 
though there are, as usual, separate chief engineer:; of ordinary Public · \\' orks and 
of irrigation, yet the subordinate engineering staff has charge in its circles or dis
tricts of works of both kinds. Sections 41 to 43 of the code, which comprise 
special rules forth~ guidance of officers of the Public Works Department, simply 
require that timely arrangements be made for establishment and tools, etc., 
required for works under the control of the Department, but systematic 
departmental control is nowhere specifically provided for. Section 52 gives 
divisional officers within their uivisions of districts the same powers and respon· 
sibilities as tl1c Collector, subject of course to the control of that officer. Sections 
93 and 94- provide that the officer in charge of a relid work will ordinarily be a 
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civil officer appointed by the Collector and under his contrcl, and that a Public 
. Works officer when in charge of both the. general arrangements and construction 

shall, as regards the former, be under the control of the Collector. Secti~n 55 
provides for the appointmt:nt by the Collector of a special civil officer on ·large 
works or groups of works, but his relation to the Public Works officer in control
ling charge is not defined. Apparently the former officer is to supervise and 
control the general arrangements and the latter the COI)~truction. Appendix v\ 
paragraph 2, provides that relief works will be carried out by daily labour under 
the immediate supervision of overseers, subject to the professional control of the 
engineer, all orders, other than those relatii1g to purely professional matters, 
being issued by the Collector. Paragraphs 21 and 24 of the same appendix 
provide for the appointment of paymasters who are to be quite independent of 
the establishment ·charged with the supervision and carrying out of the work, 
:and who will be kept in funds by means of imprests from the tahsildar. Section 

·110 proYides that all officers of the Public Works Department, posted to affected 
districts for famine duty, shall be placed under the Executive Engineer of the 
division, through whom the Collector will issue all orders relating to the manage· 
ment of relief works, though the Ext:cutive Engineer will be subject in purely 
professional matters to the general supervision ordinarily exercised by the Super~ 
intending Engineer. Section 111 directs that the subordinate staff. required 
for the execution of works will be provided in the Department of Public Work~, 
eJCcept that required for local fund works, which must be provided by the .boards 
concerned. · 

On the commencement .of operations, works were started by Collectors 
under the supervision of the local board engineers, but as soon as it was evident 
that relief would be required on a large scale, the relief works in each district were 
entrusted to an Executive Engineer of the Public Works Department, whose 
charge was conterminous with the civil district. In a case in which the Exe
cutive Engineer was ordinarily in charge of two districts,. a second officer was 
sent and the Public Works division was divided into two charges contermino'us 
with the districts. The position of the Executive Engineer was a difficult one. 
The works under him were nominally in charge of his departmental subordinates, 
but orders other than those relating to professional matters were issued to th~se 

men by the Collector under paragraph 2 of appendix VI. This would not in 
itself matter much, as the Collector would no doubt issue orders with discretion, but 
in practice orders were also issued to them by the revenue divisional officers of 
the district staff •. This may have been thought to be covered by the provisions 
of section 52, but it seems contrary to the intention of section 1 10. Under 
Government Order No. 216, dated 3oth March 1897, these Public Works sub
ordinates were authorised to reduce tasks subject to the sanction of the revenue 
divisional officers, but without reference to the Executive Engineer, who himself 
had no power under section 107 to alter tasks without the sanction of the Collec
tor. So too in the important matter of payments to labourers, to which all Public 
Works officers in charge of relief works elsewhere have paid the closest attention 
with the object of making it.as regular and systematic as possible, neither the 
Executive Engineer nor the overseer. in charge had any control over the pay. 
maste;, who was appointed by the Collector and subordinate only to the tahsildar, 
The Superintending Engineer's duties. in connection with relief works were in 
practice confined entirely to providing establishment, funds and tools, sanctio.~ing 
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estimates, and issuing instructions on technical details, He had no practical 
control over the management of the works. 

235· The systems followed in the different provinces as regards the manage • 
. c k b ment of works can hardly be said to be deviations 

Management oC rehe wor !I y • • • 
Public Works officers under direct from the proVInCial codes, fort he wordmg of the codes 
control oC civil officers. h b' f h 'b'J' • f h p bl' on t e su 1ect o t e respons1 1 lttes o t e u tc 
Works Department is generally loose enough to cover almost any of the systems 
actually adopted. This was perhaps intentional. Famine relief is an emergency 
of varying intensity, but in every case it absolutely requires the co-operation of 
officers of the Revenue and Public Works Departments, depanments which are 
accustomed to work separately. It is not easy or perhaps safe to frame rigid rules 
for such co-operation, or to lay down precisely where respons:bility is to rest for 
the efficiency of joint work. The Government must rely mainly upon the loyalty, 
good sense, and .temper of the officers of both departments employed, and 
upon their common humane interest in the efficiency of relief. \V e proceed 
however to state the views we have formed upon the main issues. it is in the 
first place admitted by the great majority of witnesses, and also by several 
local Governments, that famine relief works, whether large or small, public 
or village, should, as far as possible, be conducted under professional supervision, 
and some witnesses, especially in the North-Western Provinces, have considered 
that even test works should ordinarily be C'Onducted under this supervision, an 
opinion in which we concur. In distrids in which t~ere is a district board engineer 
this professional supervision can be exercised by that officer, under the orders of 
the Collector, as long as the duty is within his capacity. In such cases there is no 
difficulty. The question with which we are concerned is that of the management 
of works under the professional supervision of officers of the Public Works Depart
ment, either when there are no district board engineers, or when the number and 
size of the works and magnitude of the expenditure are such as to renc~er recourse to 
the Public Works Department advisable. There then seem to be two courses open: 
Public Works officers may be deputed to the affected districts and placed directly 
under Commissioners of divisions or the Collectors of districts as their professional 
advisers and assistants, or the Puhlic Works Department may undertake to 
manage the works departmentally. The choice between these altern~tives 
depends entirely upon circumstances. We have no reason to imagine that Public 
Works officers of the requisite standing would object to being temporarily placed 
under the orders of a Famine or Divisional Commissi{)ner, or of a Collector of 
a district, for employment on relief works within their di,~sion or district. But in 
all such appointments there are two essential conditions if friction is to be a,·oided. 
The deputed officer with his staff must in the first place be responsible in respect 
to his famine· relief work to the Commissioner or Collector only, and not to them 
and also· to his ordinary departmental superiors, and it is the Commissioner or 
Collector and not the supervising officers of the Public Works Department 
who will be responsible to Government for the efficiency of the operations. 
In the second place the deputed officer should have undivided control over 
the works entrusted to his charge, and any. orders to the subordinates which 
the Commissioner or Collector may wish to issue should be issued through him. 
On these conditions, which are really essential to proper discipline and defined 
responsibility, we are of opinion that there is no objection to the temporary 
deputation of Public W 1.1rks officers on district famine work, and that if ordinary 
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care were exercised in the selections made, the arrangement should wcrk satis· 

factorily. 
236. This plan,·which appears to be that recommended by the Government 

of l
·er k b of Bengal and to be favoured also by the Madras 

Management re 1 wor s y 
the Public Worln Department. Board of Revenue, is one that will not always in our 
opinion be appropriate. 'Ahen relief works, are likely to be required over the 
greater part of a province, when the expenditure and attendance on them is likely 
to run into very large figures, and when the gr.eat bulk of the establishment of the 
Public Works Department will have to be employed on famine relief, it seems to 
us to be best,· in the interests both of economy and of efficiency, that the full 
organization of the Department should be brought into play, and that subject 
to the following condition the ordinary chain of departmental responsibility should 
as far as possible be maintained. The condition is that some branch of the Sec· 
retariat, ordinarily the Revenue branch, should be the Famine Secretariat, and 
that all departmental orders affecting famine administration should be passed 
before issue or should actually issue through the Famine Secretariat. The latter 
plan is probably preferable. The alternative plan of placing each Public Works 
officer under the Divisional or District civil officers would mean in such circum~ 

stances as these the practical disintegration of the Public Works Department at 
the very time when the ~hole power of ·its organization might be of the greatest 
service to the State. 

237. We consider therefore that when famine is likely to extend over the 
greater part of a province the Chief Engineer, acting 
under the close control of· the local Government in General recommendation. 

the Famine Department, or of the Famine Commissioner when such an officer 
with special p.owers has been' appointed, should be responsible for the general 
direction of all relief works entrusted to the execution of the officers of the Pu~lic 
Works Department on the lines laid d<;>wn in the code or by subsequent orders of 
the local Government or Famine Commissioner, and that under the Chief Engineer 
and subject to the special powers of the Commissioners of divisions and Collectors 
of distri~ts in respect to famine relief the chain of departmental responsibility should 
remain as at ordinary times. When the famine is less extensive and operations 
are likely to be confined to the minor part of a province, the control may with 
advantage be less centralized, and it will be sufficient as proposed above to depute 
Public Works officers to have immediate management of relief works, and to 
associate one or more Superintending Engineers with the divisional Commissioner 
or Commissioners, or with the Famine Commissioner where, as in Madras, there 
are no divisional Commissioners, as professional adviser and assistant. The 
Superintending Engineer would in such case be responsible to the Commissioner 
for the supervision of the works and of the officers in immediate charge of them, 
but the primary responsibility for the efficiency of the relief works would rest 
upon the Commissioner and the Collectors. The. duties of the Chief Engi~eer in 
respect to famine operations will in this case be confined generally to the 
matters referred to in sections 68 to 70 of the provisional code, i.e., to obtain· 
ing administrative sanction for all the public works to be executed, to making the 
necessary re-distribution of funds and establishments, to the submission of an 
emergent budget, a.nd to the issue of timely and ample instructions for the pro• . 
. vision of tools and other requisites for the conduct of the selected works. Even 
when the first alternative is adopted and the Public \V orks Department as a. 
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Department takes general control of relief works, we wish to state clearly that 
we are of opinion that the principle laid down in section I 30 of the Famine 
Commission's report should be fully observed, that the Superintending Engi:eer 
and ExecutiYe Engineer should act in strict concert with the Commissioner 
and Coll~ctor, and should consult them before introducing any chang~ in the 
management of works which may affect the degree of relief afforded, and that 
pending reference to superior authority they should accept their decision on all 
matters except arrangements of a purely technical nature. We consider, 
however, that except in cases of emergency the orders of the Commissioner or 
Collector should be communicated to the Superintending Engineer or Execu
tive Engineer as the case may be, and not to subordinate officials employed on 
the· works, who should all be wholly subordinate to the Executive Engineer. 
All the officers of the Department, from the Chief Engineer downwards, must con
tinually bear in mind that works are only one form of relief, and that the respon
sibility for the general efficieney of relief must, subject to the local Government, 
rest primarily mth the Revenue Officers of divisions and districts. Experience 
shows that the latter officers must have an effective control of all forms of relief 
within their charges, if the relief is to be really close and successful. There is 
great risk of its failing to be so if the direction of famine relief is too highly 
centralized, and too purely departmental in its different fcrms. 

238. The Famine Commission in paragraph 129 of their report, already 

Conclusion. 
quoted, have pointed out how greatly the duties of 
Public \Yorks officers employed on relief works 

differ from those expected from them on ordinary works. This distinc~ion cannot 
be too emphatically impressed on them, though we may add that, although the 
main and only vital object of relief works is to giye e"ffectual relief to the labouring 
population, it is a duty of the officers in charge to safeguard this relief against abuse 
by the maintenance of discipline and an effecti\·e labour-test. \\'e believe, 
however, that the more strictly the responsibility of Public \\' orks officers is 
confined to mere professional or technical matters the more likely will they be to 
consider the execution of a maximum of w0rk at a minimum of cost their 
principal duty, and that on the other hand the larger the measure of respon
sibility and authority entrusted to them the more certainly v;ill they realize that 
" the work is undertaken not for its own sake, but for the sake of the people 
employed on it." 



CHAPTER V. 

THE DEGREE OF SUCCESS THAT HAS ATTENDED THE MEASURES 
ADOPTED. 

239. In inquiring into the degree of success that has in each case attended the 
measures adopted, we have been desired to approach 

Introductory remarks. the subject from two points of view, primarily with 

regard to the relief of distress and the saving of human life and secondarily 
with regard to economy. This we do, and the present chapter will accordingly 
consist of two parts. Part I is an inquiry into the degree of success that 
has attended the measures adopted in each province judged by the extent to 
which- those measures achieved the object of relieving distress and saving 
human life, and so far as it .is possible in such an inquiry to dissociate the 
important matter of economy we have kept that consideration out of view. 
Part II deals solely with the economical side of the question, and is a com para· 
tive examination of the degree of economy attending the operations as a whole an<.! 
the particular measures of relief adopted in each province. In the first part we 
have refrained from drawing any comparison between the different provinces. 
We do not consider it necessary to draw such a comparison, and even if it were 
desirable, it would be extremely difficult to do so. We therefore in this part 
deal with each province apart, examining the effective results ot the various 
n'teasures adopted within the province and expressing such opinions thereon as 
seem called for. The order in which the provinces are dealt with is that adopted 
in the preceding chapter where we. give a brief narrative of the successive 
measures undertaken in each province. We adopt this order merely as a matter 
of convenience, and not as in any way indicating a greater or lesser degree of 
success in any particular province. In the second part our method of treatment 
is somewhat different. We there deal to a certain extent with reliable statistics 
and with facts capable of being quantitatively expressed, and by far the best way 
of exhibiting those facts is to throw them into comparison with one another. In 
doing so we have made it 011r chief concern to exhibit the facts in the clearest 
possible light, and where the indirect result of our comparisons is to indicate that 
in some provinces greater absolute economy was attained than in others, this in· 
ferer;ce does not necessarily imply that in the latter cases more economy might 
have been .safely exercised. The question is so complicated by varying local 
conditions and administrative resources that nQ absolute standard of economy 
can be laid down or enforced. When therefore we draw comparisons between the 
scale or cost of relief in one province and another, we have tried to state the 
special circumstances which may have led to these differences, and unless we dis
tinctly express the opinion that a greater or a lesser degree of economy might in 
those circumstances have been exercised, the .comparison is merely relative and 
in no way suggests an inference unfavourable to the result. 

PART I. 

240. North-Western Provinces and Qudh.-It will be convenie~t to 

Bundelkhand famine of 18¢. deal first with the famine of 1896 in the four districts 
of Bundelkhand. There was some distress and 

some relief given in thr. same year in three or four other districts of the provinces, 
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but not to an extent which need be mentioned. In these four districts o 
Banda, Jalaun, Hamirpur and Jhansi the distress was very severe. When the 

. Lieutenant-Governor visited the country at. the commencement of 1896 he found 
it on the brink of famine, and mea~ures were promptly taken. If the authorities 
had had at the time the 'experience they gained later, we think they would· have 
probably put village relief into force in all the districts simultaneously with relief 
works, or as soon after as possible, and into further force than was done in some 
cases. It is noticeable that in jhansi, the only P,istrict of.the four in which 
this form of relief was not thought in any degree necessary, and in which other 
relief was also comparatively small, the death-rate throughout the year was 
persistently high. 

24 t, The only other criticism that suggests itself is whether the special 
• d measures put in force in the beginning of June, to Special measures to tn uce • • 

people to leave the works io June tnduce the people to leave the rehef works and 
J8p6. · return to their ordinary avocations as soon as possi
ble, were under the 'circumstances necessary and expedient. These measures have 
been described in the preceding chapter. Looking to the condition of the people 
as indicated by the monthly reports, it seems to us possible that these measures 
may have had some connection with the very high death•rates which prevailed 
in August, September and October in two of the four districts as shown by the 
foll..:>wing table :-

• 

Nu~ttaea or ltELtU RAnt OF MORTALITY 
WOitKKRS. PU IIILLI. 

Popu!ation 
In -- round 

thousands. 
End of End of August. September. October. May. June. 

-
B anda ... ... ... ... 705,<•00 7.j,OIJ 39.693 3'23 :rs-4 4'N 

alaun ... ... ... ... 396,ooo 36,745 1,752 3'8J 3'oS 3'24 

H amirpur ... ... .. . S!J,OOO 38,313 2,729 5'l3 6·,s S·o6 

hansi ... ... ... . .. 68J.OOO 21.446 3,020 7'53 7'09 7'37 

The high death·ratcs in Hamirpur and Jhansi were attributed in these 
months to fcrer. A special inquiry made in the case of Hamirpur resulted in 
the report that it was principally due to malaria acting on a population much 
reduced in stamina. The cause in Jhansi was presuma.bly the same. ·As has been 
already mentioned, no village relief was given in this distrid. 

242. This pol:cy of taking measures to induce the people to l~a\'e the works 
· and return to their ordinary avocations was, as 

Same policy adopted in 1897· 
has been narrated in the prc\·ious chapter, again 

adopted with vrry great effect: first, in the less· severely distre::set.i districts 
in March 1897 at the commcncerncnt of the r«hi harvest;. and, ser~mdlv 
in all distrit·ts at the commenc('nl<'nt of the monsoon rains. Such a polk;· 
is not recommended in any of the bminl.! roJcs, and cannot properly be said 
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to be supported by the only sentence in the Famine Commissioners' report which 
may be thought to be applicable. We refer to the last sentence in paragraph 
132 which runs as follows: "Again, at the ~nd of a famine, if any able-bodied 
labourers are disinclined to go back to their orc:linary work, a system of piece• 
work may be used with lowered rates to induce them to go." This applies to 
the end of a famine and to the able-bodied only, and to a case where they have 
shown an unreasonable disinclination to leave works ; but in this case it was 
assumed beforehand that large numbers of the people woi\ld stay on unnecessarily 
if measures were not taken; and the particular measure used in 1897, the· substi· 
tutioh for code task-works of the modified intermediate system, particularly 
where it was maintained in the form in which it was originally introduced, without 
allowance to dependants, or weakly gangs, was calculated and intended to reduce 
the numbers of the weakly labourers and dependants on the works. 

243. We do not assert or even suggest that the adoption of this policy 
Objections 011 ge~~eral grounds in 1897 had any connection with the high death

to this policy. rates which prevailed in some of the most dis· 
tressed districts during the spring and autumn of that year. The fact shows 
that there was danger, but with perhaps one or two exceptions the district 
death-rates, though high, were not high enough to require special explana• 
tion in time of famine. Moreover, there is no doubt that the measures were not 
indiscriminately introduced in the spring, and that their effect on both' occasions 
was very carefully watched. On general grounds, however, we think that this 
policy of indut;ing people to leave the works before a famine is ended is a dangerous, 
one, unless used with the greatest caution and supported by a large extension 
of gratuitous village relief. Though the policy is not suggested by the codes, 
it is very probable that it may have been used in former famines to some extent, 
but so far as we are aware the late famine is the first in which it has been adopted 
as a rule or canon of famine administration; and the measures taken in the 
North-Western Provinces and t47 Central Provinces in I3g6 and 1897 to carry 
it out seem to us to be unprecedented in degree, if not in nature. No doubt some 
closure and concentration of works is inevitable at the beginning of the monsoon, 
though not at the commencement of the rabi harvest ; but we think that, so far 
as is possible, works which can be carried Ol.lt in the rains should b!'l substituted 
for works closed, and the attendance be then left to die a natural death. 
Even if there is good reason for expecting that the able-bodied agricultural 
labourers will find employment when the rains begin, it is not possible to be 
confident, while prices are still at famine pitch, and the landowners' and tenants' 
stocks at their lowest, that the wage will be good enough to enable the labourers 
to support their dependants. As to the weakly men and women and the non· 
agricultural labourers on the works, their chance of "'ettin"' a livin"' wacre at such 

b .;., 0 ~ 

times appears to be small. The evidence we have taken is in favour pf the view 
that, except perhaps in the case of very laxly and profusely managed relief works, 
the cultivators and agricultural labourers leave works as soon as ever they see 
.their way to getting a living off them, and often on the mere chance of so doing. 

244. The great reduction in task-work wages, made by the resolution of 5th 

Red11ctioo of wsge scale. 
December 1896 and other orders, has been de· 
scribed in the preceding chapter. This reduction 

extended equally or more to the payments under the intermediate systems, as 
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the rates there used were calculated to give the workers the same wages if the full 
task was completed. The average daily wage paid to relief workers, and the 
average dole given to dependants on works managed by the Public Works Depart· 
ment between October 1896 and September 1897, are given at page 103 of the 
final famine report as follows: average daily wage, 13'3 pies i average dependant's 
dole, 4'5 pies; the average for both classes being 11'7• In 1896 the average 
daily payment of relief workers and dependants combined was, as stated in our 
preceding chapter, about 9 pies. It is not possible to compare these figures 
without knowing the number of children. But as grain was very much dearer in 
1897, it is probable that the wage given in 1896 was comparatively the higher of 
the two. • 

We have stated in another part of this report the grain equivalent wages 
and doles which we recommend as standards. It will be seen on comparison that 
"Y'e ·consider the wages paid to have been too low for safety-particularly in the 
case of the carrier class and the children. They were presumably too low judged 
by conclusions previously accepted by high authorities both in respect to famine 
and jail rations in India, but it is !argued that the experience of the late famine 
has shown that they were practically sufficient in the North-Western Provinces. 
As to this point r:1any reliable witnesses who came before us, and who had good 
opportunities of observing the condition of the relief workers, thought the wages 
sufficient, but many ·other good witnesses thought them not enough to maintain 
full health and strength, and some said they were only fit to keep body and soul 
together. · Some of the medical witnesses were distinctly of this last opinion. 
There was evidence that the workers very generally complained that the wages 
did not allow them to satisfy their hunger, and we are disposed to attach weight 
to such general complaint, notwithstanding that the witnesses who mentioned the 
fact often asserted that if higher wages had been paid the same complaint would 
have been made. The best defence, in our opinion, for these rates of wages 
seems to lie in the fact that they were probably sufficient to purchase rations 
equal to those which people of the poorest classes, who did not come on relief 
works, were able to obtain in spch hard times. In the affected districts of the 
North- \V estern Provinces and Oudh and in some of those treated as not affected, 
there was no doubt a great mass of such people, but it is gent:'rally believed that 
in times of high prices they are seriously under-fed. No doubt in many cases the 
people made the wages sufficient by small additions from private resources 
or by eating cheap fruit or vegetables, but this was we think not generally 
possible. 

~45· The modified intermediate system as originally devised, with a very low 
wage basis, without allowances to dependants, or 

The Dlodified intermediate ayattm. · . 
weakly gangs, and Without a Sunday wage, do{s 

not seem to us a safe form of relief work, even for slightly distressed districts. 
For it is the least efficient labourers who are the first to lose work and require 
relief in times of scarcity. Moreover, if it can be safely assumed that the more 
efficient will be industrious enouah to do the full task and virtuous enoucrh to 

:::. ' :::> 

properly provide for their dependants out of their earnings, it is certain that the 
less efficient cannot be expected to do more than earn enough to support them
selVf~s. Even with the addition of weakly <"J.I'lfYS at fa\'ourable rates attached to-t> b 

every work and allowances to all dependJ.nts, this system seems to us not altogether 
aafe where distress is so sc\'ere as it was in some districts of the North·Westetn 
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Provinces to which it was applied. We should prefer in such cases to give the 
weakly gangs, instead of fa'l'ourable rates, task-work with a minimum wage. Under· 
the latter system there is more certainty that the task and wage will be closely 
adapted to the powers of the labourers and the price of food, and if any mistake 
is made in these directions the minimum wage is a safeguard. II) defending 
the modified intermediate system the local Government used· the following 
words in paragraph II of its letter of 1oth July 1897, to the Go~emment 
of India:-

· "The intermediate ~ystem undoubtedly requires very clostl supervision and contro to 
secure successful results, and it necessitates the employment of a large staff than the code 
system. Even with this additional charge it has the advantage in economy of working. 
But these conditions also tend to render it unsuited for the very extensive works that must 

be maintained and the large m.asses of people who must be handled in the acutely distressed 
districts where the code system is in force. But in the localities suitable for its operation 
it has proved adequate as a means of relief, efficient as a test, and effective and economical 
in securing a fair outturn of work at reasonable rates." 

We have no doubt that it was effective and economical from the point of 
view of outturn of work: we are not so sure that it adequately relieved all the 
dependants and the inefficient labourer class. The correspond~nce shows that 
it was expected to greatly reduce the numbers of these people on the works, and 
the statistics show that it had that result. There was severe distress in some of 
the distri~ts to which it was applied. That it ga'l'e such generally. adequate relief 
as it did is du~ in our opinion to the very close control and supervision which all 
measures of relief received in these provinces, but it is not possible to rely on 
that being secured again in an equal degree on all future occasions. 

246. We have described in the preced~g chapter the excellent arrangem'ents 
Organiza,ion ortown andvillage made for organizing town and village relief. The 

relief. • table at page 111 of the final report shows that 
the numbers on this form of relief were :132,662 at the end of January 1897, 
and rose gradually to 288,339 in May. More. than half of these numbers· 
were in the six districts which had suffered so severely in 1896, namely the four 
Bundelkhand districts, South Allahabad and Hardoi. By the end of June the 
numbers had risen to 330,256, and by the end of July to 357,576, an increase in 
the two months of nearly 7o,ooo ; most of this increase was in the same six dis· 
tricts. But in the same two months, as the table at page 97 of the report 
shows, the number of dependants on works fell by 166,ooo mainly in the same 
six districts. It may be assumed that the bread winners of most of these 
dependants found priva.te employment by which they could support themselves 
and their families, and that the 7o,ooo persons added to the village lists include 
most of those who could not be so maintained. But as we have already re· 
marked in the previous chapter, the total gratuitous relief on works and at their 
homes was, except in the Banda district, so considerably contracted that there is 
some reason to fear that many people must ha.ve been severely pinched in the 
interval before the :, ·e , ·ipened, and the evidence we have taken leads us 
to a:,prl;l,nd t~, .• ·. · .. ~districts like Agr.1, where the numbers on village relief 
were a1wiys r.srn 1 /t ::t.n, did not incr·~a~;e when the numbcr9 on relief wc..rks \\Nf 

t' in June ~~~~ '1 dy, a consi1l<.~rablc numb~.;r of incapabie peupl!.! LJ.:bi to 
! lfAid tk.t was dt:s\·ablc. 
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247· The mortality figures• of the twelve months, October 1896 to Septem

Examioatioa of mortality statis· ber 1897, are given in the table at page 135 of the 
tics. final report. The totals are as follows :-

E.NTIRI PIIOVINCE, I FAUINB DISTRICTS ONLY. SCARCin DISTRICTS ONLY. 

Actual death• Normal death· I Actual death· Normal death• Actual death· Normal death· 
rate. rate. rate. rate. rote. rate. 

:!6'30 33'04 I 39'54 32'80 :J6'S3 33'~6 

We see no reason to question the substantial accuracy of these figures. 
There was no disorganization in these provinces likely to make the returns 
'materially less accurate than usual. We say this after considering the contrary 
opinion expressed in a pamphlet entitled " A brief account of the famine" 
issued by the authorities of the St. John's 1\l ission College at Agra, and signed by 
the Revd.J. P. Haythornthwaite, an opinion also expressed by a few of the 
witnesses who came before us. That gentleman does not seem to have had 
before his mind the full weight of the considerations ably expressed by the 
Sanitary Commissioner in a memorandum which is one of the appendices of the 
final report. The Sanitary Commissioner points out that the very causes which 
brought al:lout famine resulted in. greatly diminished prevalence of malarial fever, 
and also that the provinc~s happened to enjoy a general immunity from epidemic 
diseases, the mortality from such diseases being much below th~ average. 
Cholera was well below the mean, even in the famine districts. As is said in 
the final repor~, the mortality was usually in almost direct relation to the 
severity of distress known to prevail. No practicable organization of famine 
reiief can prevent this happening to a very large extent in .times of severe 
famine. Examination of the statistics shows , that in the famine districts 
the death·rate was unusually high in the first-half ~f the period, even in months 
usually healthy. There was then an abatement in April, May and June, fol· 
lowed by still higher death-rates in the most distressed districts in July, August 
and Septt!mber. This was attributed to malaria acting on an enfeebled popula· 
tion, but some of the returns for these districts 2lso show much dysentery and 
diarrhcea. On general considerations it is likely that any deaths really due 
to privation w~uld be returned by the police under two heads-fever, or diarrhcea 
and dysentery. Dy the returns, deaths under these two heads were most exces· 

• Nou.-The above figures are up to September tS97 only. But the death.rateJ were exc•eJingly high in 

tome districts in October and !lloYember, as has been noticed in a com?arison mlde in the Central l·rovinces 6nal 

report. We give here the figure' for Augllllt, September, October and Nm,ember 1897 f.:>r the following eight 
districts:-

Au~tUst. ~pt.omber. Octob&r. Novtmbf,r, 
llamirrur ... 6'03 8'93 g•Pg 6'6o 
ll&nda 2'61 4'05 4';6 S'o6 
Jalaun 6'19 1n4 11'78 6·~--
Jhansi ~·4o s·•s s·6• 4'H 
hluttra l'oo 4'75 8'31 1'13 
Agra 4'11 ns 12'4f sr22 
h·~·h ... ~·r,'-'. 4 .;!J 8 'j i ~() 

li.;Lidv• 5·n 4 ~ l t'40 l't•( 

l~u ··r 1.~! h ti,·.!h rat~! art• nttri;;u•C'J t~"' t~l~ e-fff,·t nf m.~ .1 .,,, f:"'VUf' \ •, ll f'··pu';t;.,n \\';).;':l'l ...,~\ ;.~ 

•·'" t d• ,tri~'::+ ll''~i ~. e-t•Jt''··~Ji'~d l'y 1 rn\1h n. T:.t' C•.' ~.V que"'\1·,\ n qu;-; <!' ,\ ~,\ 1 y tl e• .. ~ h ·.-rt.~ 1 .'-'• "',-~ .. u··~., r.-.kt·l) 

iH J.u~. t1 St·ptf'~ h,•r t,, t', ;r tvl cf 1,. .. ,.re n .t t.J ~··n t:t r-tt•·nl \\~e-;n:lture. Th..: or. v 'Dlrict in wh cl' ''' ~~_;e fr'':, · 

w.u l•"f."l.t tud• .·'«· t1 :'h tl.f' Vf,lrl1 w(·re [f"t~tra! .'' \:ICht•J 1 o Ju1 ... v or August, as Ban~la.. Some ln('r 1-.-~ ~~' .. ~' 
D'11.1 .. in J•L•iHl, Jk<~l,i aud Ha.L~'''· 
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sive in the following districts, which are given in the order of degree of excess: 
Hamirpur, Banda, Jhansi, Hardoi, Fatehpur, Allahabad and Rai Bareli. This is 
very much the order in which one would expect these districts to figure from the 
known intensity of distress in them. The fact that these high, though not exces· 
sivdy high, death-rates prevailed in these districts in these three months goes to 
support what we have said as to the necessity of great caution in inducing people 
to leave relief works at the beginning of the monsoon. In regard to the provinces 
as a whole, we entirely accept the Sanitary Commissioner's opinion that the rise 
in the death-rates was due to perfectly normal diseases acting on an enfeebled 
population. As we have already said, a very considerable increase of this kind is 
unavoidable in hard times. 

It is mentioned in the final report that the number of·ascertained starva· 
tion deaths was only 25. The definition adopted seems to have been extremely 
strict. We do not think the figures of starvation deaths sufficiently reliable in 
any province for serious discussion. 

248. A salient feature of the operations in the North- Western Province's was 
Suspensions and rem.issions or the liberal suspensions of land revenue that were 

revenue. allowed. Sums aggregating in round figures one 
crore of rupees were suspended out of the autumn demand, and later on when the 
spring instalments of revenue fell due further suspensions were made aggregat
ing about 44l lakhs of rupees, while fresh enhancements of revenue in Oudh 
amounting to about 3 lakhs of rupees were postponed. The total suspensions 
made on the autumn and spring land revenue instalments thus amounted to 
nearly one and a half crores of rupees. Of this amount, it has since been deter• 
mined to entirely remit 6o lakhs or about 42 per cent. And full use was made of 
the provisions of the Jaw regulating the grant of taccavi advances. Altogether 
over 42 lakhs were advanced under the Agriculturists' Loans Act and the Land 
Improvement Loans Act, of which Rs. 23,73•407 were under the former Act. 
There can be no doubt that these very liberal measures of relief must have 
greatly mitigated distress, particularly among the smaller landowners and 
tenants, .. 

249· Reiief WJ.S begun not too soon, but in time, though there were plenty 
General conclusions arrived at of sceptical people ready to question the necessity. 

by the Conunission. . The local Government showed incessant activity 
and watchfulness, a constant grasp of the situation, skill in combining all forms of 
relief, and a great power of enlisting the services of the leaders of native society. 
The concentration of powers and direction for the administration of a great 
famine, so strongly recommended by the Famine Commissioners in paragraph 
118 of their report, was secured by the Lieutenant-Governor becoming his own 
Famine Commissioner and most vigorously performing the duties, in addition 
to his ordinary work. 

We agree in the general verdict t bat the result was 'a conspicuous sue• 
cess and a great administrative feat. 

We have freely criticised all points in the operations which seemed to us 
open to question, as it is our business to try to draw lessons from all that has 
been done in the recent famine. The degree of success in saving life and reliev· 
ing distress was we think v.ery great, particularly in comparison with the cost 
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which was proportionately small. The local Gov"'·:nment was confronted in 
the autumn of 1896 by a prospect of most widespread and severe distress; and 
as the Lieutenant-Governor has himst>!f told us, the key-note of his policy was to 
aim at economy, and to rely upon constant watchfulness and information to pr~vent 
the regard paid to this important consideration from unduly limiting the distri· 
bution of really necessary relief. Though we do not say that this result was not 
successfully secured on this occasion, we think that some of the measures adopted 
with the view of economy contained elements of risk, and can hardly be recom· 
mended as general lessons for guidance in a future crisis of the same character. 
Under Jess able guidance, and with a weaker staff of officers, not distinguished 
by the same high average of experience, ability and devotion to duty, we think 
the effect might be a failure. 

250. Bengal.-In Bengal, the short outturn of the crops of 1896 and the 

The area affected. 
consequent pressure· of high prices caused suffer• 
ing more or less throughout the whole province; 

but it was only m I 5 districts that distress amourting to famine was offi
. cia!ly declared to exist. In these 15 districts an area of 27,981 square miles 
carrying a population of I J,245,ooo souls was considered to be affected. 1 It is 
coiwcnient to divide the 15 affected districts into the following four groups:-

(a) The five affected districts of Behar, distinguhhing between the four 
Trans-Gangetic districts of Saran, Champaran, 1\Iuzaffarpur and 
Darbhanga, and the South Gangetic district of Shahabad. 

{~) The two affected districts of the Bha&alpur division. 

(c) The three affected districts of Chota Nagpur. 

(d) The four affected districts of Bengal proper, and the district of Puri 
in Orissa. 

251. As regards the degree o£ success that has attended the measures 

P 
. N h Beh adopted in the four northern districts of Behar, 

rompt measures m ort ar. • . 
whether cons1dered from the pomt of view of the 

relief of distress or of the saving of human life, there is little to be said 
beyond that they were entirely successful in bc~h respects. The economic con· 
clition of that congested region has been a constant source of anxiety to the 
local Government; its liability to famine or scarcity established by the experience 
of the scarcities of 1866, J87.4-. 1875·76, aSSs·86, x887-8S and t8g1·92 has 
always been recognised, and whene\'er agricultural conditions have been unfarour· 
able, the tract has in recent years engaged the special attention .both of Govern. 
ment and of the local officers. As was to be expected in these circumstances, 
the situation in the latter part of 1896 was immediately diagnosed, the approach 
pf distress was promptly discerned, and relief measures on an extensire scale 
were at once introduced. In 1893·9+ and 1894-·95 the harvests had been good, 
in 1895·96 they were indifferent and in 1896-97 they were bad. T~e distress 
thcrtfo1e was due to the occurrence of one indifferent and one bad year following 
upon good years. In the first of these two years the crop failure was not so serious 
as t? materially aficct for the time being the prosperity of the people, and at 
the end of 1895·96 the Com missioner reported that they were f::J.r from scarcity 
or want, and but little worse off than in the previous year. In 1896-97 howerer 
the crop failure was extensive, and this coupled with the pre\'alence of famine prices 
qui(kly brought on distress at the enJ of 1896 in a ?ensely peopled tract where 
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not many months before the Commissioner had reported there was no scarcity 

or want. 

252. Once the situation was judged and relief measures introd,Iced, the 

I th 
. t~ carryin~ out of these measures was comparatively 

. Success o e measures 111 • .,.. ~ 

duced i.n North Behar. a simple matter. There "ere no exceptional 
physical or geographical difficulties to deal with, a?d both the officers of 
Government and the people themselves had the experience of the past to rely 
upon. The people are not averse to accepting relief when they feel they require 
it, and free as they are from prejudice in this respect, the only real difficulty in 
dealing with them is the numerical density of the population and the pressure on 
the soil. But it is to this very density of population that the success of the opera· 
tions may to a large extent be attributed; it renders it obligatory on the Government 
to adopt measures both full and adequate, and to avoid all risk of losing ground 
which, once lost, it would be almost impossible to recover. The evidence in our 
opinion establishes the conclusion that in these districts there has been no excess 
mortality that can be ascribed either directly or indirectly to famine, and that a 
very large measure of success has been atfained in alleviating distress. There 
were very few famine-stricken wanderers in Behar, though a certain number of 
beggars and unemployed people were on the move from their v.illages to the towns 
to bl!g or seek work. In some parts of the province a number of such people came 
down the grand trunk road, most of whom were from Bundelkhand, Rewah and 
the North· Western Provinces, and among them were many whose condition was 
often very bad. The relief works were near the homes of the people, with t~e 
result that the people enjoyed a very tolerable degree of comfort and a fair con• ' 
dition of health; there is little or no evidence that home or family ties were 
unnecessarily broken up, or that houses, cattle, trade implements or necessary 
furnishings were lost. And lastly, when rain fell and field operations again 
became possible, the people appeared to be able to resume their ordinary avoca• .. 
tions without much difficulty and without undue pressure being put upon them by 
the authorities to leave the works. It is true that here as in many other prov· 
inces, resort was had to the· policy of inducing the labourers to leave the 
works. by tightening wages, but so far as this policy was enforced in Beh~r 
the evidence shows that it did no harm and was perhaps even unnecessary, as 
the people generally went off of their own accord without it. In the Manbhum 
district of the Chota Nagpur division, where as we notice later on the same policy 
was enforced, the closure of works in August proved to be a dangerous mis· 
take which was however quickly rectified by the Commissioner. The case of 
Manbhum is in our opinion a good instance of the risks attending this policy. 

25.1· The circumstances of the South Gang~tic district of Shahabad are 
Delay in commencing op~ra:iou somewhat different from those of the four north· 

ill Snahabad. ern districts of Behar. The tract affected was 
the south-west corner of the di.>trict comprising the Bhabhua sub-division and 
part of .the Sassaram sub·division, and consisting of t11·o sharply defined 
regions, vis., the hills and the plains. Her~ the popu'ation is less dense 
than in north Behar, and in part of the distressed tract where the rice crop was a 
total failure, the cultivators are described as being inexpert and impoverished, 
while the physique of the people is poor and their general condition bad. In this 
tract the local officers (ailed to realize the approach of distress, and when the 
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Collector organized relief works and gratuitous relief in February, it was found that 
the people were considerably reduced. The relief sub.>equently given appears to 
have been commensurate with the requirements of the case, but it is doubtful if 
the ground lost at the commencement was ever quite made good. The dispro· 
porti9nately high percentage of the population which had to be put on gratuitous 
relief is scarcely compatible in the circumstances with an entirely successful system 
of relief, while the excess mortality of the year would seem to indicate a degree of 
suffering which was not to be found in north Behar. No doubt the local Govern
ment is right in attributing the increased morhlityto outbreaks of cholera and small· 
pox, and to the presence of fever in August and September, but there is evidence 
that there is something besides this to account for the rise. The Collector in his 
report remarks that the year was undoubtedly healthy in the district as a whole, 
but not so in the affected area. He says that in Bhabhua the death-rate was parti
cularly bad, and while he asserts that there was no actual death from starvation, 
he expresses the belief that the pinch of scarcity and the pressure of want did 
reduce many persons to a. state which rendered them less able than usual to 
withstand disease. The conclusion in respect of this district therefore seems to 
he that, although, on the whole, the measures adopted were successful, yet the 
failure of the local officers to detect the distress at the beginning had throughout 
an unfavourable effect upon the results of those measures. 

~54· Turning to the Bhagalpur division, the northern part ·or the Bhagal-
Relier measures adequate in the pur district where distres.s appeared is similar in 

Bhagalpur division. physical charactf'ristics and in many other res-
pects to that part of north Behar which it adjoins. Here distress develop
ed more slowly, it was never acute and the period of duration was short. 
The evidence indicates that the measure of relief afforded was commensurate 
with the requirements of the district. In the Sonthal Parganas the people to 
be dealt with were largely aboriginal with a marked aversion for regular work and 
extremely reticent. The distress was late in developing and never became very 
acute. The increased mortality of the year is in some degree attributed by the 
Deputy Commissioner and the local Government to sporadic cholera due to bad 
and insufficient food-an element which experience shows it to be difficult to re
move in the case of aboriginal races. 

255. In the Chota Nagpur division, although some relief on a small 

The Chota Nagpur divisi011. 
scale was given in the Lohardagga and Singhbhum 
districts, only the three districts of Palamau, 

Manbhum and IIazaribagh were officially recognised as distressed. From 
first to last the circumstances of this division were such as to cause the 
gravest anxiety to Government. As observed by the Lieutenant-Governor," though 
the numbers on relief were never large, constant anxiety was felt owing to the 
extremely high prices that prevailed and the wild and scattered character of the 
population." The physical aspect of the di,ision as a whole is that of a tract 
broken with hills, and interspersed with cultivated valleys of more or less fertility; 
railway and other communications are generally poor, parts of the divisil1n being 
completely isolated from the railway system ; and the population is scattered, 
consisting hrgcly of aboriginal or semi-aboriginal races. These forest tribes are of 
a restless and independent nature, averse to the regular routine of relief works 
and content to eke out a !lcanty subsistence upon jungle produce which, though 
5ufficient to maintain life for a certain period, is ddeterious if unaccompanied 
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by a due proportion of more nou.rishing food. ·In the circumstances, it is a matter 
d little surprise that at no period of the operations did the system of relief move 
with that smoothness which is such a marked feature of the operations in Behar. 
At the beginning, distress was difficult to locate and the application of the usual 

. tests was frequently far from successful; and even when a work test was of use 
difficulty was experienced in effecting a proper adjustment of task~ and rates. 
Throughout the operations, the exaction of a task sufficiently high to be a test 
of the need of the applicant for relief, and yet sufficiently low to attract these 
forest tribes, was continually a perplexing problem; the administration . o.f gratui· 
tous relief in large areas of scattered distress like the Palamau district, and 
~specially of kitchen relief, was hampered by obstacles which it was difficult to 
surmount; and the regulation of the grain trade and food supply was a matter at 
once hard to correctly gauge, and when gauged difficulty was experienced in 
bringing into effect the measures which it was deemed necessary to adopt. At 
the end, the closure of relief operations was not in every case a matter of 
obvious expediency. On the 24th August the Commissioner proposed. to close 
all relief works and gratuitous relief from the end of the month, giving two weeks' 
pay or dole as valedictory gratuity. The Bengal Government sanctioned the pro· 
posal by telegram and it was carried out, though in some districts there was 
opinion against the measure. In Manbhum at any ~ate .the measure was pre
mature, as the works had almost immediately to be re-opened and the numbers 
on them were at once very large and continued large till near the end of October 
though considerable pressure by reducing wages was put upon the people to make 
them quit the works. As we have already observed, this incident affords a 
~triking example of the risks attending the policy of adopting stringent measures 
to induce the people to leavt: the works when rain falls and agricultural operations 
are resumed. · 

256. It was chiefly in connection with the Palamau district that the 
The importation orgra.in by Gov- question arose whether or not the ordinary efforts of . 

11nuneutintoPatamau. private trade would suffice to meet the' require· 
ments of the division. As early as January 1897, the Commissioner, in view 
of the seriousness of the situation and the alarm that was felt in conse
quence of the unprecedented rise in prices and the prohibition of export from 
the neighbouring native states, recommended the importation by Government 
agency of a lakh of maunds of grain. To this, however, the Government 
was unable to agree, but subsequently sanction was given to a proposal to allow 
a bounty of eight· annas per maund ·on all Burma rice imported. Later on, as 
full advantage was not taken.of this concession, an allotment of Rs. 75,ooo was 
sanctioned for loans for the import of grain, and the restriction of the bounty 
to' Burma rice was removed and the privilege extended to all. rice. But even 
this was considered to be insufficient, and eventually Government imported 
over xs,ooo maunds of Burma rice for use on the Government relief works and 
for gratuitous relief only. The Commissioner, we observe, in his final report is 
still of opinion that his original proposal fully made on the 2 I st Janu,ary for im
port by Government, or through a contractor for Government, was the right one. 
He appears to hold that at that ~ime, before the draught cattle were generally 
required for agricultural operations, the diff.culty of carriage would not. have been 
insuperable. Why the local Government thought it impossible to assent to the 
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Commissioner's proposal we do not know, but so far as we can judge the case 
seems to us to be one in which the general objection to Government importing 
grain it~elf was carried too far. 

257. Whether regarded from the point of vie~· of saving life or of relieving 
The degree or succ~s in Cho!& distress, the high degree of success attained in 

Nagpur not so consp1cuous as m h B h h · Ch · 
B&har. • nort e ar was not reac ed m ota N agpur. 
The three affected districts return a considerable excess mortality and a 
diminished birth-rate. That the excess mortality is to some extent due to 
'cholera and small-pox is undoubtedly the case; little, if any, is directly due to star• 
vation, but on the other hand there is ample evidence that a considerable portion 
of it is due to privation. At page 7 5 of the final report the Government says~
u The reluctance of the aboriginal tribes in Chota. Nagpur to com~ on relief 
works, and their preference for an independent life of extreme privation while 
subsisting on jungle products, has already been referred to, and it was inevitable 
that much suffering should have been experienced and the indirect mortality in· 
creased." This \'iew in our judgment ,i:Orrectly sums up the evidence and may 
'safely be accepted. The Commissioner's report and the evidence of medic<Jl and 
·other officers show to what extent suffering and distress followed by subsequent 
physical deterioration prevailed, and to what degree the measures adopted failed to 
·entirely alleviate the distress. But although the measures adopted may not 
have been completely successful in every 'respect, yet the degree of success 
attained was in the circumstances that prevailed very high. 

258. In the affected districts of Bengal proper and Pu;i in Orissa there 
Adequate relief given in other is no reason to doubt that the measures adopted were 

parts of Bengal. adequate. In SO'lle districts it is acknowledged that 
too many people were for a time admitted to the gratuitous relief lists without proper 
inquiry, but the mistake was quickly discovered. We observe that in the Bankura 
district the Sonthal labourers obstinately resisted attending test and relief works 
because the rate of wage offered was considerably lower than the customary 
wage, and they apprehended that if they accepted it the customary wage "ould 
be permanently lowered. We had evidence of the same idea having the same effect 
on particular classes in other provinces. The fact suggests doubts of the S:lfety 
of the policy sometimes advocated of fixing wages on test works below eYen 
the full famine code scale. 

259· ln the preceding chapter of our report we have shown that in Bengal 
detailed rules for 'the conduct of relief works were 

wnlliclt.aC)' or the we.ge scale. 
issued by the Government which followed in most 

'respects the similar code of rules issued by the Government of the ~orth-\\'estern 
Provinces. The North-Western Provinces system of recognising two main classes 
of workers was adopted, as was also its wage seale under which the lower or 
carrier class was given only the minirr.um wage of the code. In paragraph 244 
of this chapter, when speaking of the North-Western Provinces, we have 
expressed our opinion that this wage is below a safe standard. \\'e observe that 

·among the llehar \'\·itnesses thc::re is much testimony as to its sufficieni.'y,·though 
the or.ly medical uitness we examined there condt:>mned it, but we repeat that the 
minimum ration wage \'1-:J.S not de\'ised as a working wage, and even in the c:tse 
of the poorer cl.J.sses of llc:har, who are of small physique and hJbituJ.ted to 
low diet, it is hard to believe that it could support working people in health 
and strength for any lengthened period without they had some other resources. 
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ln the circumstances ex1stmg in Behar and. other parts of Bengal, where the 
people at large were not reduced to great extremes by prolonged and acute famine 
and where the works were generally adjacent to the homes of tile people, it ~s 
impossible to assume that other resources were not available to them. • 

26o. We have noticed elsewhere in our report the great prominence given 
to gratuitous relief in Bengal, and we have stated the 

The low gratuitous grain dole. reasons that contributed to this result. With ..one 

or two exceptions to which we have already alludeJ, the el3:borate organization 
established for the purpose was able to confine this mode of relief within reason· 
able limits and to restrict its application to those who were really deserving of it. 
The gratuitous grain dole allowed by the Bengal code is lower than that which 
·we recommend as a safe standard, and in paragraph 111 we have ~numerated 'the 
causes which in the circumstances that existed led to its ·being·found sufficient 
for a bare subsistence. 

261. The following table shows the death-rate of the a'ffected districts, both 
for the entire district ana for the area affected 'in 

Examination of the mortality 
atatistic:s. each, as compared -with the average of the preced-

ing five years:-

WHOLE 0JSTRICT, AFPECTBD TRACT. 

• Average of 
DISTiliCTI. 

Average of 
5 years ~ years 

endinq J•·th 1895"96. 1896·97· ending 3oth t895·g6, 1896.g7. 
-l>ept...,.ber S..pi&Mber 

••95· 1895· 

1----------
I 3 3 4 5 6 1 

·---- ---
1,, Shahabad ... ... ... 32"80 39"53 33"30 34'87 30'50 38'22 

41. Saran •u ... ... ... 31'88 34"99 28'43 34'90 3l'S9 •7'73 

3· I hamparan ... ... .. . 36'o7 40'92 34'60 ·34"20 41'40 34'08 

4· Muzaffa.rpur ... ... '" 38'28 4790 30'53 38'28 41'90 30'53 

S· Darbhanga ... ... .. 32'00 48'90 28'20 32'00 48'90 28'20 

6. llh<(alpur ... ... ... 34'09 37'80 27'03 30'25 4o'oo 24'82 
I I 

f, Sonthal Parganas ... ... . .. 22'3!5 25"57 25'18 25'17 28'49 33'13 

8. llazaribagh ... ... .. . JJ'la 
' 

37'37 43'83 32'95 36'12 48'35 

9o Manbhum ... ... ... 25'35 29'24 31'39 11'77 74'70 W7S 

10. Palamau ... ... .. . 33'91 31:21 36'40 33'91 31'21 J6'40. 

u. Bankura ... ... .. 26'37 32'64 27'17 25'96 #g'll 29'41 

u. Nadia ... . ... ... .. . 24'76• 48'35 26'51 Not 
available 

47'52 23"32 

13. M'Uf•'hidabad ... ... . .. 3:t'l8 '31'70 a7•a6 •31'13 i 38'14 24'0:t 

tc.•Khlrloa ... ... po . 31'41 3053 34'09 33'ol 41'29 33'11 

•s. Puri ... ... . .. 30'11 27'44 34'81 ·~'81 ih• '25'00 

" F,ir;urelS fo• 9 months only. 

Verified deaths from actual starvation were so few ·that ·it •may safely be . 
assumed that practically no mortality can be ascribed to this cause .• Shahabad, 
it will be seen, is the only district in Behar in the famine affected parts of which 
the death1rate during the famine year exceeded the· death-rate of ~the preceding 
year or the average of the five·year period ending Septernber 1895· As might 
have been expected, the affected tracts in the hilly 'districts of the Sonthal Par· 
ganas, Hazaribagh, Palamau and Manbhum all show death ratios higher tlmn 
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those of the preceding year and higher than the quinquennial mean. The diffi· 
culties which met the authorities in persuading the inhabitants of those districts 
to accept relief on the conditions on which it was offered have already been 
touched upon, and the causes which led to the increased mortality ha\'e been 
indicat~d. It is only in Hazaribagh that the rise is particuh.rly marked. 

262. Our general conclusion regarding the measures taken in Bengal is that 

General conclusion. 
they were eminently successful both in saving life 
and in mitigating distress, and that on the whole 

this result was attained with a due and proper regard to economy. 

263. Central Provinces:-Distress was officially recognised to· prevail 

C t rd. t . th throue"hout the Central Provinces in the end of 1896, ommencemen o ts ress 111 e .., 
Central Provinces. but in the three districts of Saugor, Damoh and 
Jabalpur it evidently began in J 894, and continued with more or less severity 
·till it culminated in the famine of 1896-97. We think it advisable to give in 
some detail a history of this long continued distress as it affords some valuable 
lesso~s and warnings. lt will be useful to begin by inserting here some 
statistics which will serve for r~ference. 

Jabal pur 

Saugor 

Damoh 

K. R. K. R. 
Average out/urn of all crops, Kharif and Ra6i,from 1892·93 to 1895-96 

( 100 =full crop). 

K. R. K. R. • K, R. Avera~;e K. R. 
District. of Kharif Rabi. 

1892 93· 1893"94· IC94 95· 3 years. !S9H6. 

----
... ... f>g 55 42 ss Kbuif very poor Cropped ta6i area bllen off. 

Outturn good in parts but 
bad ia poor soils. 

... ... '/0 31 39 47 Kharif poor ... Cropped tahi area fallen off. 
Outturn poor. Area of 
wheat less than one-thir d 
of normal. 

... .•. s.s 45 41 47 Kharif poor .. . Cropred area r~llen off. Out· 
!urn very poor. Area o 
wheat len than or.e-fourtb 
of normal. 

The above returns are taken from the tables in the Chief Comm:ssioner's 
letter No. 216 r of 131 h June 1896. In paragraphs 5 and 6 of that letter the Chief 
Commissioner also describes the harvests of 1895·96 as follows. In the Jabalpur 
division the R.h,,,'( out turns of all kinds of crops were exceedingly poor, and owing 
to stoppage of the monsoon in September and deficiency of seed the rabi areas of 
wheat and linseed were far below the normal, and the average outturn poor. 

264. In order to show what the falling off 9£ cropped rabi areas, referred to 
above, amounted to, we give here the following 

Falling of!' or rabi cropped arta. 
figures taken from the table on page 3 of the 

Chief Commissioner's letter No. 849 of 12:h February 1897 to the Government 
(){ lndia. It will be observed that the falling off in rabi cropped area began in 
·1894·95, a.nd it may be added that the deterioration of class of crop by substi· 
tution of inferior grains for wheat (owing mainly to want of power to purchase wheat 
seed) also began in 189,.·95 to a very serious extent in all three districts. The 
Deputy Commissioner of jabalpur, in his letter of 27th Apr:I 1895, reported that 
the area sown with wheat in 1894·95 was less by Joo,ooo acres, or near one-fourth, 
than that o{ 1893·94· In 1895·96 the falling off of wheat in Jaba.Jpur must 
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have been far greater, forthe total cropped atea fell off enormously, as the table 
shows: ...... 

Area under rabi crops. 

k. R. K.R. K. R. 
District. 

1893·94· 1894·95· 1895-96. 

Ac-res: Acres. Acres. 
Jabal pur ... ... . .. 7U,816 629,is92 455>994 

Saugor ... ... ... . .. , 680,$42 ·641,268 S2M51 
'' 

Damoh ... .... ... . .. 35o,t8t :317,939 .237,205 
- '' " ,. 

The importance of this combined decline in 'the total rabz' cropped a:tea, and In 
the proportion of wheat to inferior crops, may be gauged by the following quotation 
from page 2 of the Chief Commissioner's letter ~o. C.·JS6 of 16_th April 1894, 
to the Government of 1India. It refers to Saugor and Damoh, but ·is '~qually 
true of Jabalpm :-

"Wheat is the staple crop of both districts. lt cdVets some 6o per cent. of the crap• 
ped area in Saugor, and 45 per cent. in Damoh. From the winter harvest, of which it is the 
principal constituent, is paid three-fourths of the annual land revenues •of the distrlc'ts. 
Wheat is the main item of export and commerce for both districts. It furnishes the st!!.ple 
food of the people, and their welfare is in consequence very largely dependent on the 
annual outturn of this crop.'' · 

265. In 1894 the Government ·of India, in the Revenue artd Agricultural 

Pnces between 1894 aud xS¢. 
Department, and at other times the Government of 
the Central Provinces, referred to the c6mparatiV'e 

moderation and steadiness of the prices of the more important food-grains as 
evidence that the distress. could not be very great. 

The table below gives a quinquennial average taken from the Director 
General of Statistics " Wages and Prices," and May prices for the years t 8.94•96 
taken 'from the Chief Commissioner's letter o.f 13th June 1;896 : ....... 

I PRrdss IN sa'us iltR. avPu. 
r 

Grain. bistrict. I Quinquennial 
12 months 

May 1~94· May t8g!;. May 1896, avecage 
1886·90 . 

... I Saugor ... . .. 16'83 12'36' 11'75 II 

Wheat Damoh ... ... 18'74 12'75 ri.l·so 10'50 
I t Jabalpur ... . .. 15'o8 17 l.ps 14 

( Saugor .. ... 20'92 19 18'76 16'50 

Gram ··l Damoh ... ... 24'33 18 IS'75 14 

Jabal pur ... .. . 20'5 - 23'50 19'25 16 

... { Saugor ... ... 9'82 9'79 11'05 9 

Rice Damoh ... .. . 12'35 10'00 Ill' so 9'00 .. 
Jabal pur ... . .. 11'84 J.f25 16·oo 13'30 
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1 t seems fair tl) take the quinquennial average for I 88S.9o as representing 
the normal. The decennial average for 1884·93 would give pri:::es too low to be 
treated as normal, for prices were very cheap in 1884 and 18~j and have 1.:ince 
been gradually rising. 

The comparison in the ta?le seems to show that in Damoh and Sa:1gor the 
prices o: 1896 were at or near what is locally the scarcity pitch, but that in 
Jabalpur the rise had been only slight. The com;>arative steadiness and 
moderation of prices in the three districts were apparently due to good stocks in 
other parts of India, and to railway communications with Saugor and Jabalpur. 
Also to stoppage of export via Bombay due to low prices in Europe. 

266. The following mortality statistics are taken from paragraph 19 of the 
Chief Commissioner's resolution of 1st February Mortality statistics between x89J· 

94 and 1895-96· 1897 :-

Year Marwara, 11 

~ (ut Ortober to 3oth Jabalpur. T•hsi: of Saugor. REMARKS. 

September). Jaba'pur. 

1893-94 35'6.2 36 74 38 62 For the calendar year 1893 ... 36 25 
the rates cf mortality in 

J894·95 ... 41'28 36'21 53'34 43'86 Saugor and Damoh were 
30 per mille. 

ts95-96 ... s6·u s8·4o 6pg 79'92 

These are de1ths from all cause:; including cholera an.:l small-pox, but 
cholera is so often an accom?:J.niment of seve~e privatio:1, th1t it seems best to 
use deaths from all c1uses. The year 18~YH· was a yeu of excess:ve rainfall, 
and in the latter half of g~e:lt priva:ion, o·.ving to the total failure c,f the spring 
harvest. We shouU therebre expect the death-rate to be h~a\'icr than usual, and 
it appears to ha\'e bee:t so in the last six months. The great successive 
increases in the dea:h-rates of the ne\:t two years are very strih.ing. The table 
from wh1ch the ablwe figures are taken give~ the monthly details. These show 
that in Jabalpur an.:l Dam-:>h the failure of the rabt o£ tS)lJK.·9+R· was followed 
by a heavy increase of mortality which laste.:l irom April to December 1894-· 
In Saugor the rise d!d not bPgin till August 189.4-, but af~cr th<>t, except for 
two months (June·J,Jly, I8,;l)), the mortality remJ.ine.:l co:1titu-:>Jsly very hi,;h till 
the en.i of 18)j·9S. In Ja~)J.lpur the deJ.th·ra~e, after go:ng do.rn in ja1uary 
1895, became again w:ry high in April and ~fay 1895, an.:l after declining for the 
next three months became ,·ery hc.:wy ag1in i:1 S..:ptember 1895· and remained 
there:~ftcr more or less \'ery heavy till the end of 1895K··96R. In D-1moh the 
death-rate, after keeping fJ.irly IJ\\' for six me>nths after the fa:l in J:muary, rose 
again in August 1895, and after that remained continuously vc~y hca,·y till the 
end of 189sK.·96R. In all three districts the rates of mortality were very 
hea,·y, not only at the enJ of d.~95K.-96R., but throughout that year. The 
lesson seems to be that great failures of the principal f0 od cr0ps wi!IIocoJly 
produce great distress among the labouring chsses, though the rise of prices may 
be gradual and not immoderately high. 

267. The history of the famine or rather scarcity of ISJJ·9-t. is gi,·en in the 
. . or Chid Commissioner's (:'\Ir .. \\'l'ocburrJ resc)lu· 

Rev1ew of the acarclly 1893·94-
. tion of z6th January 1~95 for S .. wgor and 

Damoh, which were the districts treated as distresst:d. Jabalpur was not 
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-considered affected, though from the enclosures to the Chief Commissioner's sub
sequent letter to the Government of India of 29th May 1895 it was evidently in a 
bad way in 1894. After reading all the correspondence of 1894 we think this 
resolution gives a fai~ but rather subdued account of the distress in Saugor and 
Damoh in 1894, and a full account of all that was done to relieve it. 

Land revenue was freely suspended and remitted. Government forests 
were opened. Five road relief works were started on 23rd April in Saugor, and 
two in Damoh. Only minimum wages "'ere allowed on. these till the end of June, 
Till the end of May these works attracted small numbers. They were closed in 
Saugor at the end of October, and in Damoh at the end of November. The 
maAimum and average numbers on these works were-

Saugor 11,583 and 5, toa. 
Damoh 4,145 and 21244· 

Rupees I,OJ,OOO were spent on these works, of which Rs. 2J,ooo were from 
· ·local funds and the r'est from provincial revenues. No Government poor-houses 

or gratuitous relief were thought necessary, but the richer classes arranged to feed 
needy incapables. Not a single attempt was made by proprietors to coilect rent 
where revenue was suspended. 'Ihese proprietors had lost all the seed-grain which 
they ad,·anced to their tenants to sow the rabi of 18~4, but they again did their 
best to advance seed-grain for sowing the t"abi o'£ 189·5. Government assisted 
with taccavi seed advances in August~September to the extent of more than 5~ 
lakhs of ruFees, and a tolerably brge rabi area was sown, but to a large extent 
with gram and other cheap grains instead of wheat. 

268. The number of labourers attracted by the relief works was very much 
smaller than was expected. We think this was 

Small numbers en relief ill 1894. 
probably due to the small number of works a!'ld 

to the minimum wage enforced for the first two months. The heavy 
rains which then came on made life on the works very disagreeable, and 

. to1d against the attraction of a better w:~ge. With the aid of the forests, some 
agricultural employment, and generous help from their neighbours, most of the 
labourers contrived to. keep off the works. Of the reality of distress among the 
labouring classes there can be no doubt, as reported ~y the C hie£ Commissioner 
in bis lcttt:rs to the Government of India of July 2nd and qth (1894), written 
after visiting the relief works. 

As the Chief Commissioner said in his lettt!r to the Government of India 
of 29•h May tS·n the measu:·e; of relief taken in 1894 were none too 
much to prevent the deterioration of the two districts, which had passed through 
a serious crisis. An import of 20 lakhs of mauncis of grain had taken the place 
of the usual l.1rge exports, and the indebtedness of the agricultural classes had 
largelv increased. The rise h death rates which followed the failure of the rabi of 
1894,' as noticed above, in J abal;mr as well as in Saugor and Dam0h, is also a 
proof of the severity of the distress. 

269. We now come to the agricultural year 1894-95· The Chief Commis• 

1'he agricultural year 1894-95· 
sioner (Mr. Woodburn) had said in his letters to the 
Government of India of 2nd July 189+ about Sau~or, 

and 17th July 189-1- about Damoh, that all depended upon a good kharif, without 
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which the situation would become serious and relief works might have to be con
tinued. A large area had been put under kharij crops, and the outturn was prob
ably not kriown when the relief works· were stopped in October-November 
!Sg4. But a little later it was known that the outturn was bad in Saugor, and gen
erally poor in Damoh. As, however1 the rabi crops on the ground looked 
promising, nothing was done, and it was determined to wait to see how they· 
ttirned O'Ut ·(reSolution of tst February 1897). tn the end of April or be
giiming of May 1895 reports came in from Jaba1pur cis well as Saugor and 
Damoh (enclosures to Chief Commissioner's letter of 2gth May 1895 to the 
Govermnent of India). These showed an extremely poor rabi in all three districts, 
the outturn of wheat being six annas in Saugor and three arihas in Damoh and 
Jabalpur. Taken with the Harij, \vhich was not very poor in Jaba1pur, the outturn 
of both harvests of 1894-95 in all three districts was nearer one·third than one-half 
of the outturn of a good average year. For the three years ending with 1894·95 
the average outturn had been a little under half in Saugor and Damoh, and a' 

_little over half in Jabalpur. The gross out turn offood grains in Saugor and 
Damoh was estimated to be not enough to supply the people without allowing for 
seed-grain. In all three districts much land was said to have been sold and 
mortgaged, savings in cash and jewels to have been largely trenched on; and the 
indebtedness of the agricultural classes to have greatly increased. As to the 
labouring classes, distress in more or less severe form was said to be already felt. 
Relief works were expected to be necessary after the harvest and collection of 
maltua were over. A demand for large taccavi advances was anticipated later on. 

270. It does not appear from the correspondence that these reports were con

Measures adopted in 189,5. 
demned as exaggerated, but they must apparently 
have been so considered, as one small test relief work 

which had been going for about a month in Damoh was stopped,* and it was 
decided that no relief works l\·ould be necessary. The Chief Commissioner 
approved, however, of some special road works being started in Jabalpur and 
Damoh1 to be carried on by the Public Works Department in the usual way, 
except that so far as possible contracts were to be given to local malguzars. 
The forests were a I ready op-en in Saugor and Damoh. There were reasons" hich 
made it useless to open the Jabalpur forests, the rnahua crop having fai!eJ. 
No orders were gi,·en about taccavi for seed, and it appe~s that in this year 
11 taccavi was not pressed upon the pe,ople," and very little was actually advanced. 
No Government poor-houses or gratuitous relief were suggested in the corres· 
pondence, but it appears from the resolution of J st February 1897 that in 
Saugor private charity relieved poverty-stricken persons '' ho congregated in 
to"·ns, and that in Damoh private charity maintained three poor-houses, two for 
7 and one for 2 months. Also that in Jabalpur a poor-house was started by 
private charity in September, which in that month took in 673 inm.1tes. Some 
considerable remissions and suspensions of land re,·enue were allowed in all three 
districts, but the amount which the Chief Commissioner ordered to be collected 
seems to be the utmost amount which could be possibly expected to be realised. 
That seems to have been the view taken by the Government of India from their 

·, No~.•;-;r"e.followi!'g e.pl~nation of the. cl •. sing of this test work is gh·et~ in p1rn):(T,ph 23 of the ~inal 
Report.. . . and In ftd.llt1ont test Wt>rll: was opened i11 April in the ne:ghhourh 0od ol Damoh, a n•inimum 
wa~e bcl~g.presmbt·d. The work was op~o for .30 days, but directly ordinary f-ubl>c Works rood WNk was cffer~d 
111 the ViCinity on ccotrnct terms, tlll!' P-:bple fors<:ok the l<"~l work, 11nd 1he OC.:UIT<t"nce of a local holidaY reduced 
f\11111~111 from 'leO to IJ:I. Thereafter It was df'Cidcd by Sir John Woooburn ta resort to orJic•'"" works onlv. 
No111ben 011 theM~ rose (rom 11500 to a,OOo, but no further. • • • • ." -, • 
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remarks in their letter of 24th September 1895 to the Chief Commissioner, but 
with reference to the good prospects of the khan/ on the ground they accepted 
his proposals as sufficient. 

271. It seems to us that da·1gerousty· little was done by Government in a!! 
. r th es three districts in t39+·9j, and that the theory that 

Insufficiency o e measur 
adopted in I39S· though privation prevailed among the poorer classes 
it wa> not acute, was too sanguine. The high death-rates tell another tale. It 
may be argued also that if sed taccavi had been pressed on the people, and _ 
freely given, the area of the rahi harvest of 1895·96 would not have fallen off to 
the enormous extent shown by the table in paragraph 264. 

272. We now come to the year 1895·96. The kharif harvest in the 
ground, upon the good prospects of which the Gov-

The agricultural year IS!IS-96. f I · J' d ' h f emment o nd1a re 1e m t eir letter o 24th Septem· 
ber, was withering from early stoppage of the rains when they wrote. This was 
the first year of drought. Before this, excessive and often ill-timed downpours 
and blight and rust had done the mischief. In December Mr. C. J. Lyall succeed
ed Mr. Woodburn as Chief Commissioner. It was known at this time that the 
kharz'f outturn had been very poor in all th~ee districts, exceedingly poor in 
Jabalpur, where the kharif revenue had to be largely suspended. But it was 
thought that the Mtarif crops would supply the labouring classes with food for a 
fe-.v months, and that the real crisis of danger would come after the rabi harvest 
and would depend upon its character. (Resolution of xst February 1897.) 
It seems to have been thought that practical action could be deferred till full 
information as to the outturn of the r11,?i was obtained and digested. There 
seems to have been no sufficient reason for this h~sitation, as it must have been 
well known that owing to drought at sowing time and deficiency of seed, the 
area of the rahi must at best be small. It ought to have been known also that 
the death·rates had been .very high for some months past, particularly in Saugor and 
Damoh (table in paragraph 19. resolution, 1st February 1897), and that 
there was very little sign of the gre1t drop which reg1larly occurs in December· 
January in mortality figllres. In Fe!:>ruary seyere want and actual starvation were 
reported in Damoh, and the same with epidemic diarrhan added in the Marwara 
tahsil of Jabal pur. ·(Parag1aphs 9 and 20 of the resol~tion of 1st. February 
18)7, and paragraph~ 8 and 9 of Messrs. Anderson and Carey's joint report of 
8th March t8;i>.) The death-rate in this month is ordinarily very low, but this 
ye1r it was at the rate of 53"9 per annum in Sa·1ior, s.pS in Damoh, and 74'44-
in the Marwara tahsil of Jabal pur. Sixteen thousand people came with a rush to 
the railway works in the Marwa.ra t::thsil in the middle of this month,' but many 
were too weak to earn a living, and many quite unfit for any work (Messrs. 
Anderson and Carey's report). Probably about a third ..of these people were 
from the native states to the north of the Central Provinces. 

273- At the end of this month {February) the Chief Commissioner came to 
Jabalpur to examine the situation and decide on a 

Lin~ of action adopted iu 18~6. line of action. On the toth March he held the 
conference, the procee1ing; of which, with Messrs. Anderson and Carey's 

• Non.- It is stated that in M.uwara there wa. a large influx of denitute persons from n•ighb,ariog 
native states who came in search of employment, in addition to local be~~an fro<n other parts of the distr•ct. 
A widespread rumour had pre voile I that work would be be~un on the railway in October, and In November the 
number, who hat\ collected were large. The railway work was not actually started till the beginning of January, 
a"d this .period of enf•>rced tdlene·s prohably accounte-\lor the w .. k state of hoe;lth t<> whi~b many of the•a 1Ver11 
,educed ooiore employment was available, 
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memorandum and notes subsequently received, form the appendices to his letter 
of 13th June to the Government .of India. 

The line of action adopted (apart' from opening the Government forests for 
fruits and roots, but not for free grazing) was to rely mainly for the relief of the 
poor upon the earth·work o~ the Katni·Saugor Rail\\'ay, \vhich had been started in 
the Jabalpur district in January and later in Damoh and Saugor. It was felt that 
this work was dangerously distant from some parts of these districts, so a few 
subsidiary road works and a municipal tank were to be presently started in suit
able places in J abalpur and Saugor, and in Damoh if found necessary. Private 
works or tanks were to be encouraged, but it was felt that they would be very 
few: None of these works were to be relief works under the fa.mine code. They 
were all to be carried out in ordinary Department Public \Vorks fashion by con· 
tractors. · Very serious doubts were expressed in Messrs. Anderson and Carey's 
memorandum as to whether the railway earth-works would prove sufficient for the 
relief of any but able-bodied persons, and whether even they would earn enough 
to· support children and dependants. The Deputy Commissioners were told to 
report whether the railway ergineers of the Company could not get some of the 
contractors to employ gangs of weakly persons at low tasks, on the condition 
that Goyernment should make goud to the Railway the extra cost. This was 
afterwards reported to be impracticabk The proposal, as put, may ha\'e been 
difficult to accept, but arrangements might have been made with the Agent of 
the Company as was done later on in other provinces, to take over parts of the 
railway cuttings and embankments as relief works, to be carried out in charge of 
the officers of the Central Prorinces Department of Public \Yorks. If the severity 
of the distress had been properly recognised such an ideal opportunity of estab
lishing regular relief works would not have been lost. 

The subsidiary road works were started by the Department of Public Works 
in Jabalpur in the middle of April, and in May in Damoh and Saugor. At the 
end of May there were s,OJI persons on these works in Jabal pur, 2,000 in Saugor 
and 700 in Damoh. 

As to gratuitous relief, it was thought sufficient to determine to undertake to 

maintain at the expense of Government two poor-houses in Jabalpur and one in 
Damoh. None were thought necessary in 5'augor. These poor-houses were 
actually taken over by Go,·ernment at Jabllpur and Damoh in l\orember. At 
the end of June there were 1,075 persons in the Jabalpur poor-houses, including 
a third started by priyate charity at Senora, 497 in the Damoh poor-house, and 
8oo in a poor-house at Saugor, which the Deputy Commissioner had found it 
necessary to open on the 22nd June at the cost of private charity, and which was 
taken over by Go,·ernment on the I st December. 

274. The numbers employed on the r:~ilway and roads and tanks, and sup· 
Inadequacy of relief afforded in ported in the poor-houses from the Ist 1\Ia\1 to the 

rS96- end of the Jt.'lr 1895 ·96 are gi,·en in the reso· 
lution of 1st Febru:~ry 1897· The numbers on the \\·orks wer\! nerer wry brge, and 
in considering these numbers it must be remembered th:..t many of the workers on 
the railway were not men of the three district:;, but outsiders from nati\'e 
states. The proportion of outsiders was sometimes as great as 33 per cent. 

From the Commission.er's summ:J.rics of district reports for April and ~fay 
and for June, July, August 1Sg6, and from facts mentioned in the resoluti~)n of 
the rst F~bruary IS97, it seems ckar that wide-spread dis:rcss existed from !\b.y 
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1896 to the end of the year, often in a very acute form, and that, as might have 
been expected, the railway and road works, carried on as they were on th~ ·con
tract system at ordinary rates, were not efficient means for relieving a large 
number of the distressed. If direct testimony of their inefficiency is required 
it is to be found in the Deputy Commissioner of Damoh's letter No. 3236 of 3oth 
November 1896, and enclosed memorandum, which was forwarded to the Chief 
Commibsioner under cover of the Commissioner of Jabalpur's letter No. 9866, 
dated 23rd December 1896.* It is frequently mentioned in the monthly sum· 
maries that many people would not go to the3e works, and wandered about 
begging, flocked into the towns, and that some though infirm would not entei the 
poor-houses. This has been attributed to their innate dislike to work, but their 
conduct when regular relief works were subsequently opened doe3 not support 
this explanation. Moreover, many of the works were closeJ when the rains began. 
The following table shows the mortality of the three districts for the calendar 
year t8g6, as compared with the mean ratio for the previous five years:-

District. 
R .• tio per l.ooo 

fur I8;J6. 
Mean ratio for previous 

5 yean 

Saugor ... ... . .. ... 72 6J 39'33 

Damoh ... . .. . .. ... 83'28 3/'93 

Marwara (part of Jabalpur) ... ... 67 go 35 39 

Jabalpur ... ... ... .. . 61 73 36 go 

I Extract from a le:ter frqm the Oj]iciatinf{ Deputy Commi,.ioHtr, D"n"%, tv the Commissioner, "fabalpur di~ision, 
No. 34J61 dated Damoh, the JOik November 1!96. 

• • • * • I therefore write to say that from what I see and hear I have no hesitation in exp,essin~ my 
opinion that relief works are already ur.~ently needed, and should be pushed on with all possible speed. In this 
view I tna)' of course be mistaken, but I thiok that the works which I propose to open Immediately will show the 
contrary. · 

My reasons for coming to this conclusion may be briefly summed up as follows:-
(1) My personal observation io the poor-houses and on the high ro:tds, and results of my conversations with 

tahsildars and others. 
(ll) Tho crime statistics. 

{Ill) The number of deaths caused or accelerated by starvation, of which I am convinced that the returns 
give a most inadequate idea. 

(IV) The fact that frequent complaints are made of fidds and ~tanding crops b'ing looted, a state of things 
which will render nug'l.tory th• benefits of the already meagre harvests, unless it is checked by giving 
employment to those who are driven by hunger into crime. 

(V) That early starting of relief works will check the emaciation of the inhabitants and thus be economical 
besides benoficial aod may render unnecessary any system o£ village·to village relief. . . . . . . ' . . .. 

Exlractfrom Afewuwandum ofpropo~ed scheme for famint "lief·cenlns and famine relief•works in till Damoh 
dislri<t, 1ubmillcd to the Commi.lsioner, '}abulpur difli1ion, 'IIJilh Deputy Commissioner's letters Nos. ~fJ14 
and 2975, dated tnt Jtst October and rot!• No1Jember 1896, respectively 

• • • • • • • • • 
The circumsb1nce; of the district are pcculior in several w>ys. Firstly'. the northern and southern portions 

are extremely jungly and hilly, and are peopled for the most part with aboriginal tnbes, ouch as Goods, who lead a 
!~rest life, being for the most part ignorant of agriculture exc•:pt for the cultivatiou of a few coarse grains, and are 
hab•tually on \I.e hare margin of •ubsist~nce. S<>condly. the district is not a rich one at the best of times, and four 
successive bad years have re~uced it into a desperote conriition requiring heroic remedies. Thirdly, the construe• 
lion of the Kutni·Snugor Railway h .. s drawn otT tn• st of the able. bodied men, leaving the weaker portion emaciated 
w•th want and unable to earn a living wage on the ratlway work under tho contracts ~nd "pavment·by·result" 
•ystem there prevailing. Many hundreds are said to have gooe to the railway for employment and to h•ve return•d 
to despair un~ble to make enough tu support themselves. It is for this wel\ker and ulrearly emaciated portion of the 
p·•pulat•on that relief works •re rcquir<~d, ar.d I venture to think that, in spite of the remarks contained at the por• 
tion oi page 6 of tho North· Western Provinces Government ~esolution, dated Naioi Tal, the 20th October 1896, and 
of the general recommendation to start rcli•f work• first on the harder forms of labour contained in the Secretary, 
Publtc Works Department, printed Circular letter No. •7o-667:J, dated the 24th October 1 ~96, the circumstances 
of this particular district tequtre a light form and lenient conditions of relie£ t .. bnur, ~ntil the p•·ople have settled 
down to work and had time to recover somethin,g of their original strength. f'ifthly, the neigl hour hood of numerots 
nattve states, (in. which the mea.ures of relief alleged to have been aJ•Jpted by the various Darbars are reported to 
have. had no practtcal result whatever) h" cnu<•d an immense inriux of •tarving wanderers from these parts into tho 
d~Stnct and largely aggravated the dt ij,cultte~ of the ~ituntion. 

• • • • • • 
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The mortality from February to July, a healthy ti:ne of the ye1!', was ex.cee:l
ingly high in all three districts. For August and September it was appallingly 
high~ In the Commissioner's summary for the month of May the follo·.ving 
remark occurs:-

,,The mortality has been high; this is inevitlble in times of distress when the poor 
art insufficiently fed; anJ succumb the more readily to disease." · 

275· No doubt mortality must be high in time of famine, but a mortality 
Conclusion arrived at by Com- like that which occurred in this case can only 

misston. be treated as inevitable if all the methods and 
resources of famine relief. have been brought into play. It seems to us that 
the history of the two preceding years confirms the conclusion which the 
Chief Commissioner's letter of 13th June 18;16 and its appendices of themselves 
suggest. That conclusion is that the high local authorit\es failed to grasp the 
situation which existed in the latter part of 1895 and the beginning of I 896. 
\Y e have compared the facts for these three districts wiLh the circumstances io 
the adjacent districts of ·Eundelkhand, which led the Government of the North· 
\V estern Provinces to consider that famine existed there in the spring of t8g6, 
and we consider that the distress requiring relief was equally great in hoth 
territories. 

276. \V e are disposed to think that some relief works and Government 
More relief should have been poor-houses ought to have been maintained in the 

given in 1895 and in xS¢. three districts in the year 1894-95, and have no 
doubt whatever that at the very beginning of 1896 (when the failure of the klzarrf 
and the deficiency of the rabi were certain), the whole machinery of famine relief 
ought to have been brought into play. We think if that had been done much 
more distress would have been relieved, and a con5iderable number of lives 
saved. 

2i7· Our conclusion that regular famine relid operations ought to have 
Evidence confirn•ing the Com- commenced in the J abalpur di,·ision from the 

mission's conclu:uon. b · · f 8r..h. ·1 · 1 fi d egmnmg o 1 ';;IV' at atest, ts a so con rme 
by the replies given to questions on the point by most of the witnesses 
examined by us at Jabalpur, and by Surgeon-Colonel Hutcheson's memorandum 
on public health in the years 1896 and 1897, and previous years, which is included 
as appendix Ill in the Central Pro,·inces famine report. The remarks of medical 
officers quoted in this memorandum at pages 37 and 3S rPgarding the health of 
prisoners entering the S\ugor and Damoh jails in 1S9j and tSg6 desen·e parti· 
cular notice. It may be add~?d that from the evidence of sereral reliable 
witnesse;; and from a comparison of the death-rates of 1896 \\ith th~ quinquennial 
mean in the table at page 19 of the memorandum, and from the facts stated in 
the correspondence of 1896 as to previllus han·ests, grain riots. and other crime 
of famine type, we are led to the conclusicn that some regular famine relid 
was required in 1 Sg6 in the ~fandla, Seoni and Ihlaghat districts, in parts of 
Dhandara and l3ilaspur, and in i\arsingpur; and that in the proYince generally 
there was considerable pri,·ation among the poorest classes. The proportion of 
deaths in cla~ses gin::n in the table at page 13 is evidence that the high 
d;:ath·ratcs of 1896 were coonected with priratiLm, {,1r the death-rate of the 
outt-.1ste cb..;scs, which is usu1lly about t 7 per c·:nt. higher than that of the 
su periLlr classes, rose tv H per cent. higher in 1 S96. 
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278. It is no doubt important not to start famine relief unnecessarily, but on 
Desirability or starting relief the other hand the history of the Central Provinces 

operations promptly. for 1895·96 shows the great danger of staking too 
much on the hope or chance of coming harvests turning out good, and com• 
pensating for past bad ones. If regular relief operations had been begun early in 
1896 in the worst districts, not only would much distress .have been alleviated, but 
the experience gained, and the organization perfected, would have been invaluable 
in enabling the local Administration to deal properly with the general distress 
which followed the failure of the harvests of 18g6·97. 

279· We now come to the agricultural year 18g6·g7. At its very commence
ment on the 23rd October 18g6, the Chief Commis-

The agricultaral year x8g6-97. sioner reported that another and almost .universal 

stoppage of the monsoon rains had occurred, that prices had gone up with a 
bound, and that general distress, deepening into famine in places, was impend· 
ing. Regular famine relief was begun in some districts in ,December, and in his 
Secretary's letter of 16th December t8g6 the Chief Commissioner submitted a 
report and forecast for .all the districts of his province, and an outline of his plan 
of operations. 

\V e insert here for reference an excellent table taken from this report, as it 
shows clearly the relative condition of the districts in respect to loss of harvests 
and the severity of the crisis in many of them. 

Districts. 

.A Dillricts. 
Nimar 
Chhindwara 

B. Dirtricls, 
Wardha ... 
Nagpur ,,. 
Chanda ... 

C. Districts. 
Raipur , 
Brlaspur .. 
Samba I pur 
lletul .. , 
Mandla ,, 

D. Districts. 

!-Poor. 
Seoni 
Naroingpur 
Hoshangabad 

Bhanrlara 
Balaghat 

ll-Bad, 
l>balplll' 
bamoh ··
Saugor ... 

62 
Oo 
58 

51 
57 

55 
47 
47 

6r 
54 
49 

So 
SJ 

48 
43 
35 

59 
67 
51) 

4 
5 

10 

4 
3 

j\ 

\~ sto\ 
(ito 1 

3 

45 5 
41 6 
47 / 5 to 6 

j PRoPoRTION OF 
KIIARI F To RABI 

AREA. 

Kharif. Rabi. 

6 7 

6o 4o 
So so 
66 34 

Jl 
J6 
a 

39 
JJ 

\ 

... 
Q 

8 

~s 
Jl 
20 

75 
~s 

6o 
so 
75 

85 
25 

66 
6o 
31 

9 10 

25 Poor. 
69 Good, 

• 
9.~ .. 
15 ,, 
75 • 

75 
8J " 

" 50 .. 
Ss Poor 
87 Good, 

~~ Fai~. 
g6 Poor to 

lair, 
90 Good, 

75 " 

87 .. 
too Fair. 
100 J Bad. 
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This forecast correctly recognised certain facts, which, however, do not seem 
t 0 have always been fully borne in mind in measures subsequently taken. These 
facts were as follo1rs :-that the coming rabz' harvest (much below the normal 
in area) could afford no material relief in the tracts mainly devoted to rice culti
vation, whatever it might do for a time elsewhere. That the aboriginal tribes 
would require special care, eren where there had been only one bad failure of 
crop, as they lay up no stores again~t accidents. That the wild fruits and roots 
of the jungle tracts can only afford relief in the hot weather. That though the 

rab£ harvesting and the collection of the mahua flower would in many districts 
cause a fall in the numbers on relief in l\brch and April, yet that the resources 
so earned would be soon exhausted, and that this and the commencement of the 
monsoon rains would then drivethe people from their homes and the jungles to 

the relief works and the poor-houses. That in shcrt the numbers on relief, if 
they fell in the spring, would be larger again in ~Iay and continue at tl':e same 
height till the early k/zarzl harvest might be reaped in August or September. 

2So. The outline plan of relief operations was small works to be supple· 

Plan of relief operations. 
mented as soon as possible by large, where small 
\\'orks alone were insufficient, and for gratuitous relief, 

poor-house3 and relief centres, to b.:! fo:Jo·,red later on, when and where distress 
may be acute and general, by organized Yillage relief. In their reply the Go1·ern· 
ment of India. c1:led for estimates of numbers 0:1 relid, and expressed doubt as 
to the policy of puttin~ o:I the or~anizatio11 of \'illag~ relief, and relying upon relid 
cerMes as a substitute. 

In his Se:rctary's letter of I 2th F..:bruary tS)], the Chief Commissioner gan~ 
a1 estimate of numb.'!rs a:1d a mor0 detailed forecast. Subsequent exper:ence 
sho·.red that this was too sanguin!, plrticularly in Bila;:pur, Raipur, Betul, and 
Bhandara. Theri! had b~e1 two bad succes~ive failure" of the rice han·est in 
Bilaspur and Raipur, and the rabi, which is neYer importatlt, was only growir.g in 
about a quarter of its normal area. It ought, we think, to have been foreseen that 
this must c:mse severe g;;neral distress in these li\'O districts, and especially in the 
former. As to ,-illage relief it was expb.ined that r~'Iief ce:1tres \rere only a temporary 
measure, but the detailed propo~ah fl1r each district in the same letter show that, 
when it was written, villa.~e reli:f had only been organize] and put in force to 
some extent in Jabalpur, Sau~ur and Damoh; that in all but three of the othe: 
rlistricts of the province e\'en the Nganization had not been commenced; and thJ.t 
C\ccpt in Dabghat and parts l•f lletul and Dilaspur the organization was thought 
~ith<:r not likely to be wanted or at any rate not wantcl fror the present. 

The thr<:c exceptions where orgar.ization had been commer.ced \\ere ~!andla, 
I\:us;ngpur, and Raipur. As to ~IandiJ., the organization was intcnctd to bt• 
p<Htial, n:1id centres bein~ expected to be a suitab'e permar.er:t substitute for most 
ra"t of this d:strict and for the affected parts o! Chhindwan. As to .:\:trs:ngpur 
the D<:puty Commissioner had begun the work, but the Chief Com~nissit•rwr di~.l 

not l·ncour;,gc him to complete it as he thPug-ht rillagc rclid would only be wanted in 
is<li.ltt"d tracts or particularly distressed y:iJ:J.gcs. As to Raipur and I3ilaspur, the 
Chid Commissivner in a lcttt:r of Fl'bn;ary ::md had pressed on the CommiS:>it'tllr 
tht· importance <•f quickly gi\'ing vil).<ge rdicf in all rillagcs 11herc em,1ciati~.)n or 
\LllHlning \\(·rc oL~erreJ, or 1\hert JeJth-r::ttcs had been htdy high. ..\~ tt) otbt'r 
part,; l•f th~.·:;,· districts it wa:-> th01J[~ht from the district rq)orts th:lt f~.)r tht' pnsent 
thl- r:m~ of the p~.,or could t·.c ~ ... /<:1y kft in the L:mJs oi the better to do re~i(knts. 
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281. There were no doubt great difficulties to be encountered in organizing 
Village rdief should han been village relief in the Central Provinces, especially. in 

organized at an early stage. the jungle tracts; but we think the degree to wh1ch 

sel'ere distress was already generally prevalent was not fully apprehended, and 
that on the general principles of famine relief, and on facts as shown by subse. 
quent experience in the province, it would have been much better to attempt to 
organize village relief completely from the first in all or almost all districts. Even 
in 1\imar (which in the letter of 12th February was treated as the least affected 
district in the province and only under observation), the Harsud tahsil, i11habited 
mainly by aborigines, was subsequently proved by experience and heavy mortal· 
ity to be in a very bad way. 

282. It does not seem to have been undeBtood that, besides immediate and 
Advantages or starting village prospective relief to the destitute incapables in the 

reliel organizatiol.l. villages, one great object of the organization of 

village relief is that it gives the district officer a knowledge of the real condition 
of the people generally, a power of inducing them to avail themselves of the 
yarious modes of rdief provided, and a way of testing how far such modes are 
efficient which he cannot get otherwise. This is perhaps not surprising,· as· 
in most famines up to this time comparatively small prominence had been given 
to village relief. There was also evident, in our opinion, in respect to some dis· 
tricts, a dangerous disposition to trust too long to private charity, and to think 
that ti!l it was ascertained to be entirely exhausted it was expedient for Govern· 
ment to rely upon it for the relief of destitute incapable persons. 

!<SJ. The village relid dole was fixed in January 1897 at Rs. 2-8 per mensem 

The village relief dole. 
for a man and Rs. 2'4 for ·a woman, and propor· 
tionately less for children, and did not apparently 

vary with prices, t~ough in some districts proposals to raise the rates a little were 
subsequently sanctioned. Again by the Chief Commissioner's order.s passed at' 
various confere:1ces in July, a rule was added restricting the total 'amount to 
be given to any family to rupees 5 per mensem however many members it 
might contain. The highest prices of cheapest grains varied at different dis
trict head-quarters from 6 to 9 seers per rupee, and were often, if not 
generally, much lJigher at out-stations and in villages. These doles must 
often therefore have not sufficed to ·buy more tl~an 8 or 9 chattaks a day, 
instea4 of the q or 13 chatta'cs grain equivalent of th3 minimum ratio1 , 

which according to the local code the d'>le ought to suFfice to buy. From 
the reports of district officers in the monthly summaries as to the condition 
and hel•aviour of the recipients, and from much of the evidence we have taken, 
the:e i~ re:son to fear that th~ relief so given was often insufficient to properly 
rmmtarn hfe and health, putteularly as the rec:pierits. were freq LIP.ntl y in an 
emaciated condition before they began to g.;t the dole. After the rains had 
se't in. and the numbers O!l relief works had fallen· off, signs of emaciation were 
accepted as sufficient reason for admitting a person to village relief even 
thou.r:,h he might be considered capable of light work. Defore then the rules as . 
to tligibility seem to have been strictly construed. 

284. In regard to relief works the first question to be noticed is the scale 

of wages. In the orders of 26th December tl1e Scale of· wages on relief works. 

classil!cation and scale laid down for task-workers 
and drpend::..nts by the North. Western Prcvinces Government in its orders 
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of 5th December 1896 were adopted. The classification practically res
tricted the maximum wage which a large proportion of the relief workers could 
earn . to the D or minimum wage of the local code, and there is evidence 
that whether from their own fault or otht>rwise, many if not the majority 
of the B or digger class earned little more. The grain. equivalent wage 
of working children was also reduced by these orders to a little less than 
two-thirds of that allowed by the local code. The allowances to dependants, 
adults or children, were also reduced. In the case of the children dependants the 
reduction was clearly excessive, but in practice the effect in their case was 
not important, for cooked rations on a more liberal scale than the allowance were 
soon substituted. The officers responsible for t~e conduct of the works and pay· 
ment of this D wage have generally reported that it seemed to them practically 
sufficient to maintain health and strength, but of the witnesses we examined some 
declared it to be always insufficient for a working wage, and many others were of 
opinion that the most that could be said for it was that it could keep workers fairly 
strong and well for a time if they were not below par when they began. In the poor
houses it was generally thought insufficient by the medical officers even for people 
·in fair health. This is the effect of Drs. Hutcheson's and Silcock's opinions in 
appendix IV of the report, and of the evidence given on the point by several 
witnesses who had charge of poor·houses. The Chief Commissioner strongly 
defended the sufficiency of this D wage when it was questionej by the Gov
ernment of India, and reported in his letter of 28th October 1897 that experience 
proved that the workers often grew fat and saved money on it. As to saving 
money, experience shows that the wish to leave the works and anxiety 
for the future induces some natives of India to save out of any wage, but it is at 
the cost of their O\Vn health and that of their children. If people ever grew 
fat on this wage, we think it must have been due, as the Chief Commissioner 
suggested, to some cheap food, such as the malzua fruit, being temporarily available; 
but the malma crop was over by the end of April, and the number of people who 
had stores of it to last much after that time must have been few. In our opinion it 
is, if unsupplemented, too low a wage to maintain for any time in proper health or 
strength people doing fairly hard work on relief works ; and dangerously 
low if the people come to the works in a reduce.:! condition as they frequently 
did in the Central Provinces, 

285. By the end of December the numbers of relief workers and dependants 
Number or relief workers lllld in the province were I 09,80:1 and 4,819 respectively: 

dependants. at this time these were almost all in four districts 
of the Jabalpur division. The· numbers for the province rapidly rose as 
relief works were extended to· other divisions. By April every district had 
some works, and the numbers had risen to 386.9-H workers and 7 5,323 de
pendants. The numbl·rs in this month were very large in all divisions except 
Nagpur. In May they rose still higher and stood at the end of the month 
at 4 79,94 7 workers and 86,8 23 dependants. By the end of June they had fallen 
to 273,492 workers and 44,685 d~pendants. 

This immense fall in numbers was due in part to the departure of cultivators to 
their homes wlwn the first rain fell in the middle of June, and in p;trt to closure of 
v.wks, but it was mainly caused by the substitution for task·work under the 
code of piecc·work of kinds vt:ry simibr though slightly differing from those 
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tentatively introduced in the North· Western Provinces under the names of the 
intermediate or modified intermediate system. That this was the main cause is 
admitted; and it is proved by the fact that in the Damoh and Chhindwara 
districts, where owing to the opposition of the Deputy Commissioners, the 
system was not even partially introduce.d, there was a large progressive increase 
in numbers in June and July. The orders for these measures wer!! contained in 
a general order in the Public Works Department of 15th May addressed to all 
officers of that department. This was somewhat modifi<!d by another circular in 
the same department of the 28th May addressed to officers of all departments, 
and by a circular to Commissioners of about the same date, recommending for 
adoption the measures adopted for the Nerbudda division at the Pachmarhi 
conference, 

286. The reasons given for these measures were that there were a large num· 
Reasons Cor introducing the ill.· her of able-bodied people on the works, not from 

letlllediate system. absolute necessity, but to make a little money 
during the slackest season of the year; that it was extremely important to 
induce these people to return home before the rains to help to plough and sow 
the land for the kharif harvest : that owing to the difficulty of getting work· 
agents, the insufficiency of the supervising staff, and the crowds of people coming 
on to the works, it was difficult under the task-work system to get a fair amount 
of work out of the workers. 

These orders were certainly well calculated to reduce the number of people 
on the works, for the piece~work rates were to be low and the piece-workers 
were to support their dependants out of .their earnings, which,·as might have been 
anticipated, it was afterwards proved they failed to do. Where the task·work 
system was continued, either for infirm gangs or for whole charges, a strict task 
was to be enforced, and only the minimum wage allowed. New applicants were also· 
to be refused work if able-bodied. This last order was by a subsequent circular of 
July 2nd declared to be meant to be temporary, and to cease when kharif sowings 
were over, 

!2.87. In adopting this policy ·of intermediate piece-work and of inducing the 
Intermediate system introduced in people to leave the works at or before the com· 

almost all districts. · · t f h • h. ) 1 Ad ' · · mencemen o t e rams, t e oca mmtstratwn 
followed precedents set by the Government of the North· Western Provinces. But 
the latter Government restricted the system when first introduced to scarcity as 
opposed to famine districts, whereas the Administration of the Central Prov· 
lnces made no such distinction at any time, and the system was, as a matter 
,of fact, introduced to a large or small extent in many of the most acutely affected 
districts, and in tracts to which it was least suited, owing to the workers belonging 
mainly to the aboriginal tribes. 

288. These measures of change of system and closure of works were only 
Dislocation of relief occasioned partially carried out, owing to the discretion exer• 

by change of system. • d b 1 1 ffi d h 1 · ' f . c1se y oca o cers an t e ear y recogmt10n o 
the fact that they were premature. Large numbers of the people who returned 
to their villages could get no employment, or at any rate none at a wage which 
would support their families, and had to return to the works. This was attributed 
to a break in the rains, but would we think have happened to a large extent in 
any case. There was therefore a great recovery of numbers in most districts in 
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July. But from the evidence in the monthly reports and summaries, it seems 
clear that these measures led to an unfortunate dislocation of relief. They were 
introJuccd at the hardc::;t tim~ of the ye.1r, when the re~ources of the people were 
of necessity beginning to be most exhausted, and were inconsistent with the fore· 
ca,st made at the begi:wing of the £<\mine relid operations. They may have 
ha,d ~ome small part in promoting the intense crisis of July in Bilaspur, and 
certainly seem to have been a cause of the in \'as ion of Berar by half-starred 
people from Detul and elsewhere in the same month and in August; and they 
may, it is to be feared, have had some part in causing the further deterioration 
of physical condition, which, as the monthly summaries sl10w, many district 
CJfficers noticed to be generally commencing about this time, among the people 
on the works, and at thtir ~.omes. · 

289. Early in August by a Public Works Department circular of August 
Introduction or new sys·.em of 7th, orders were issued to officers of all department$ 

.flayment by results. for the general abolition, except on a few charges, 

of the piece-work systems. It had btfore this been recognised in the North·\\" estern 
Provinces that the contractor dc'!ment in this system made it generally unsuitable 
for relief purposes. This was confirmed by the experience of July in the Jabal pur 
division and some other parts of the Central Provinces when contractors were 
used, and it was also pro\'ed that, whether contractors formed a fe,1ture of the 
system or not, the piece-workers could not or did not ~upport their dependants, 
whose condition, the children in particu~ar, was often very bad. It was found 
also that practically a number of people were put on piece-work· who "·ere not 
physically fit for it. The new syst~m substituted by the circular of August 
7th, though it had an ap;Jcara:1re of great severity, was probably better for relief 
than the one it ~upersedd, ior it gare d.)le-> or rations to all dependants, and in 
respect to workers directd tl'...1t in cases of any Joubt as to physical capacity 
for piece-work, tl:ey sho...~lJ Lc: al:owed the option of task-\rork. On the other 
hand, "ith the old moti,,e of deterrin~ aWe-bodied persons from remaining on 
the wurks wdout absolute necessity, every undoubtedly able-bodied person 
was to be p.id purdy by results, getting only the D wage as a maximum if he 
did a ful: d::~y's \\orl;, and proportionJ.tcly Jess for short tasks. In tr.i:; wav 
the D wage, which by tile code was ir.tended f0r wea~Jy persons on Yery light ;r 
nomin:JI work, became th~ maximum wage for the able-bodied. But there is good 
reason to belie\"<! •,h:1t n·ry few got more under the intermediate systems, and by 
the new rules those "Lo had dt.pendants were rcliered of the charge of their 
support. 

290. The Govcrnlllent .of India took objection to these new rules in a letter of 
Excfpti~">ntnkenbythe G<'v~m- ~Sth Au·rust and th: Chid CommiJsioncr ll1<1<.lilleJ 

ment of I n<.ha to the payrut.ut by "' ' 
result rules. them in SI.1!11C rc>rcct in September. As c,pL!il1l'J 
in the monthly report for August, and in the Chid Cornmi:;;:;i~'ncr's h::tt:r to the 
Gon:rnmcnt o[ India uf .:!Sth Oct(lber, they \\U~ not tl i,lcly ::~.cted nn f'-C• p in 
four districts of thl! j;l~)alrur divisi(m. In most di:s.:ricis th-:! Comnti'.,:: •. ,~L·rs 
suspendd their introJudiun, or reverted t11 task-wo~k. \\"here imro,:c.,·::J they 
generally kJ to the pt.:l'i'lc, particul.uly the aLI~·bo,!i,.J, k:!ving the \\0rl,s :n 1..~:-ge 
numbers. Sume o%'crs.~:(•ncludt•tl tl:at this \IJ.:S I'~L)l'~ t!_;;,~ tht'Se F•Y•pL: diJ not 
really require n.:!id,, t•,.t the n)nclitio:u. of tho.: system \\Lrl! tt..:....:. strin~cmly rc~dknl 
~a m:;,.ke thi:i com:L.:~!OI:!. a. saft! one, 
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291. One lesson to be drawn from the above history of relief work operations 
Chang-es of system to be avoided in the Central Provinces seetps to be that ·changes 

wbea distress is acute. in system of relid works are in themselves dangerous 

when distress is acqte and works are crowded. New rules, even if good in them· 
selves, are not likely .to be properly carried out in such a crisis. Another lesson 
is the danger of attempting while famine or severe scarcity is still prevalent to 
drive able· bodied people <>ff the relief works, on the supposition that their labour 
is 'required for cultivation, and that they will stay unnecessarily unless induced by 
so~e kind of pressure to leave. The measures taken in respect to the able· 
bodied affect the weakly as well, and there is no. security that those who get 
employment will get it at rates which will enable them to support. their depend~ 
ants. The Fami~e Commissioners indicated that at the end of a famine some 
pressure may be legitimately used if the relief workers show a te~clency to hang 
on unnecessarily, but in the present case the pressure was applied when the 
famine was entering upon its severest stage. There. is in dur opinioq little 
evidence that any considerable number of people of any class are disposed to 
stay on relief works, when they have their· own work to do at home, or when a 
living wage is to be got elsewhere. Cultivators of the petty landowner and 
tenant class are seldom numerous on the works, and are sure to leave when the 
busines~ of cultivation demands their return. Agricultural labourers also will, we 
believe, g~neralJy }eave as SGOn as ther~ is a good chance of obtaining employ~ 
inent in the villages. The reasons why people of this class were· disposed to 
remain on the works In the Central Provinces in spite of the low wages given. 
seem· to be those reasonable ones mentioned in. paragraph 1! 7 of the Ce11tral 
Provinces famine report. The local Administration seems to have believed that 
the large- numbers who' flocked to the works in April and May must have.included 
many who came without necessity, but the subsequent history or the year seel"J?s 
to indicate that the distress was much more acute and g~neral than th.: local 
.Administration perceived. it to be. 

~92. During the years immediately precedin,<; the famine of 1896 97 sus:en•. 
Suspensions and remissions or land sions and remissions of land revenue amounting. 

T.eveoue. altogether to Rs. t 5.58,995. were granted in the 
Jabal pur uivision. By theIst of Octobt:r 1896 the total remissions amounted toRs.: 
9,63,362, while the sum under formal suspension, excluding unsuspended arrears, 
stood ~t Rs. 4,92, 108. The total demand of the province for the revenue year 
1896·97 under Land Revenue and Provincial rates takeB together was Rs. 
9'J,27 ,922, and of this sum Rs. 4,40,253 was entirely remitted during the year· 
t8fi·97, while F.s. 26,52,382 was suspended. Of the amount suspended, a very 
considerable proportion was eventually converted into remissions after the famine 
had dosed. Liberal taccavi advances were also made under the Agriculturists;. 
Loaps Act and the Land Improvement Loans Act. Sums amounting tQ. Rs. 
19,59.314 were advanced under the two Acts, of which Rs. 15,69,196 was ~nder 
the former, and in addition over.eleven and a half lakhs of rupees. was. advanced 
as famine loanswiLhout interest. Thi-s liberal treatment must have done much in 
relieving distretls among the smaller landowners and tenants. But nevertheless 
in the wor:l.t. uistricts there seems reason to, b.elieve· that the famine has most 
seriously t!1rmvn back the agricultural condition- and that these districts may 
take t.xog to recover. The following tah.lt; exhibits the decrease that has occurred 
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in the net cropped area of the!'e districts. The figures for r8~7?g h~v~ been 
taken from the table given in paragraph 232 of the local Admm1stratton s final 
report, while those for previous years are taken from the Agricultural Statistics of 

British India, 1891-92 to 1895·96.. 

Percentag~ of 

Year imme- Net cropped decrease io 

diately preced- area io the 1897·98as 
ing tbe cycle year men• Net cropped Decrease ompared witll 

Diw~ of bad harvests tion~d in area ia 1fl97- io C!'opped the area ~~oader 
and before columo 98 io acres. area 111 acres. crop io the 
it began to Iiiii year mea• 

kll. acres. tioned io . columo 2.. 

. 
Saugor ... ... 1893·94 I,OJ5,570 754.439 2611131 25 

Damoh ••• ... 1893-94 ss6,473 43J,283 123,190 #a 

]abalpu.r "' 
... 1893·94 •.ogg,Ss5 889,307 210,548 ·~ 

Mandla ... ... 1895·96 sgS,gss 445·719 ISJ12J6 'S 

Seoni ••• ... 1893-94 726,ogr 574,34° JSI,7SI ~0 

Balaghat - ... 1894~95 452,336 332,418 ug,gr8 26 

Of other districts that were b~dly affected, Bhandara, shows only a decrease 
of 8 per cent. since • 894-95, while in Raipur and Bilaspur the decrease since 1895' 
¢ is inconsiderable. \V e are unable to make the comparison in the case of these 
two last districts with th~ year. before the bad harvests hegln owing to want of 
distinction between oamindari and Aha/sa areas in earlier years. 

293• In forming an estimate of the degree of success obtained in the saving 
--'-·tl 

1 
....... , ... _.___ of life and relief of distress, the mortality returns 

£..........,. oo o aao ........ , r.......... • 
are of course most Important guides. 

Surgeon.Colonel Hutcheson, Sanitary Commissioner for the Central Pw, .. 
inces, has dealt with the subject of the public health very fully and ably 
in his memorandum which forms appendix III of the famine report. He shows 
that the decennial mean for the province (1881·90) was 32'44, and that for the 
next three years the mortality was about normal or below it.. For the three fol"' 
lowing years the provincial death-rates were as follJws :-JSg.J, 37'22; 1895. 
36·75; 1896, 49'3'· It was in the agricultural year 1893·94 that bad failures of 
harvests began in many districts of the Central Provinces. Dr. Hutcheson 
attributes the deterioration of the public he~Ith in these three .Years mainly to 
gradually increasing privation, and for the reasons he girts this s:eems to be a safe 
conclusion. It may be added that if the tables of estimated annual outturns of 
crop~ in the Chief Commissioner's reports of 13th June 1896 and 16th December 
1896 are compared with the table in paragraph 3 of Dr. Hutcheson's memorandum, 
it win be seen that the districts which show in these three years a great rise of 
death-rate o\·er their own decennial mean and orer the provincial rate for the 
years, are the districts in which there had been the greatest failure of crops in the 
year or preYious years. The correspondence is with two or three exceptions \'eJY 

dose-particularly if allo~\'ance is made for the fact that a very bad failure of even 
a single harvest is sufficient to cause severe distress in tracts where that particular 
harvest is the m;Un source of food for the year. 
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294· The following table taken from page 19 of Dr. Hutcheson's memo· 
., . . r rt 1.1 et 111 randum compares the death-rates of the years 1896 .,.:r;amwation o mo at yr ur - · 

c:o11tinued. ' and 1897 with the mean anlli!al rate lor t891·95· 
That mean differs little from the decennial mean for 1881-90, though it is higher 
in a few districts :-
Stalemtnl showing the ratio of deo:l~s p~r- thou~and of. the "population it~ each district 

of the Central Provinces for llu vumquenmal pertod 1891•95 as compared With tAe 
'ratios of mortality tn 1896-97· · 

Mean annual Death·rate Death-rate 
District. death·rate frono in in 

t891"9S· a8g6. 1897· 

Saugor ... ... .... ... 39'33 72'63 sps 
Damon ... ... ... ... 37'93 88·28 66·83 

Jabalpur ... ... . .. ... s6·ss 6j'l6 72'15 

Narsingpur ... ... ... ... 41'26 sns' 78'48 

Hoshangabad ... ... ... . .. 3,9'18 H'7J 64"79 

Nimar ... ... ... I ••• 3rs~ 48'62 59'61 

Mandla ... ... ... ... 31'53 73 68 g8·36 

Betul ... ... ... ... ghx sns 7l'54 

Cbhindwara ... ... . .. ... 34'16 44'81 51'89 

Seoni ... ... ... ... 3o·6o ' 61'94 7I'S7 

Balaghat ... ... ... . .. so· so 49'99 86·95 

Bhandara ... ... . .. '31'40 36-64 6o·78 . 
Nagpur ... ... ... I ••• 31'80 ,;no 49'97 

Wardha ... ... ... ... ,;S·oo 46'23 sh:.s, 

Chanda ... ... ... .. . 31'46 ,;6·6x 41'58 

Raipur ... ... ... ... 31'93 42'14 7B·ss 

Bilaspur ... . .. ... ... 28'30 47'54 95'54 
sa.mbalpur ... ... . .. . .. 28'51 30'39 30'21 

_........_ ----
MtAN ' ... 33'76 49'31 69'34 

The only district which retained in both years a normal death·rate is 
Sambalpur, in which there was no failure of harvests. The only district (except• 
ing Sambalpur) in which the death·rate of 1897 was less than that of 1896 was 
Damoh. It had the highest death· rate of all in 1896, and the tenth place only 
in 1897. The percentage of the population on relief of all kinds in 1897 was 
highest in this district, and in particular the proportion on village relief was 
comparatively very high. Jabalpur came close to Damoh in relief of all kinds 
and had specially large village relief, and this probably explains the small 
increase of its death-rate in 1897. Of the figures for the other districts, it may 
be said that they correspond closely with the degree and extent of distress due 
to scarcity known to prevail. 
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• 295. The following details of causes of mortality and ratio of deaths per 
Edmination or mortality returll!· I ,ooo from each cause in 1897 are taken from Dr. 

coutinued. Hutcheson's memorandum :-

Ca•"· Ratio of death! per Decennial mean p~ 
11000 of population. l,ooo. 

Cholera ... ... ... ... ()·or 1'66 

Small-pox ... ... ... . .. 0'38 0'63 . 
Fevers 

. 
40'98 19'12 ... ... ... ... 

Bowel complai11ts ... . .. ... s·s3 2'66 

lnjuries ... ... ... ... 0'79' } 8'37 
All other causes ... .... . .. 12'64 . 

All causes for the year ... ... ... 6g'34 32'44 

It will be seen that the proportion of deaths attributed to cholera and bowel 
complaints was more than three times above the noFmal, and that under " other 
causes" there was a considerable· excess. Under small-pox and ferers the 

, proportion was nothing unusual. Dr. Hutcheson•s tables and diagrams also 
show that in respect to time of prevalence of particular diseases and of rise and 
fall of mortality the monthly death-rates generally followed the normal course, 
though the proportion of cholera was somewhat higher than usual in the first·half 
of the year, and that of bowel complaints and fever in the period from June to 
October. 

296. A special inquiry by testing in the villages the returns for selected tracts 
Special inquiry u to the heavy was made into the causes of the heavy mortality 

mortality. of the monsoon months of 1897. The object 
was to test the theory which had been advanced that . it was due to 
fever of a specially malignant type. This theory was not supported by 
the general tenor of the replies. Almost all the medical officers employed 
agreed in holding that the fever was ordinary malarial fever, which, though it 
attacked all classes more or less, was specially fatal only in the case of those 
who had suffered from privation. l\lany of the medical officers attributed a 
large number of the deaths returned as fever to diarrhrea and dysentery. The 
civil officers employed, for the most part, agreed with the medical officers. It 
is of course patent that the village constables through whom these returns are 
collected, are quite incapable of a correct diagnosis. When feyer is prevalent they 
are apt to return too many deaths as due to fever, and when cholera is about 
any death with some .choleraic symptoms is likely to go down as cholera. 

The view taken by the medical officers who made the special inquiry seems 
to be confirmed by the summary of medical officers' monthly repvrts giYen in 
paragraph 58 of Dr. II utcheson' s memorandum. These reports were based on their 
observations from week to week of the crowds of sick people around them. In 
some districts the largest proportion of deaths during this monsoon period ,..-as 
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said in these replies to have occurred among people, who, though hard pinched, 
were not quite poor enough to have been willing to go on the relief works or 
to be held entitled to get village relief. But in many districts the number who 
died on relief works, <>r after leaving them, or while in receipt of village relief, 
was shown to be very remarkable. 

~97· Dr. Hutcheson writes as follows in the latter part of paragraph 65 of 
Degree ot accuracy of •ital ata· his memorandum :-

tiltics. 

''It is important to quote the remark of the Sanitary Commissioner, Madras, on the 
mortality returns for 1877 with regard to their presumable accuracy. 'Great as the in
creased mortality as &hown by the registers is, it must be remembered that the registration 

'-' from causes connected with the famine was more imperfect than usual, and that the figures 
represent relative and not absolute mortality.' On the other hand, since 1877, the accuracy 
of registration ha~ increased, and owing to the instructions issued by the local (Central 
Provinces) Administration regarding the need for precise information, the registration of 
births and deaths was presumably as accurate as if not more so than in ordinary years'' 

There are several quotations in the summaries attached to the monthly 
famine reports which indicate that some officers of experience were from time 
to time of opinion that during the acute stage of the famine and in the worst 
districts the returns of deaths were more than usually below the mark. This 
opinion was also expressed by some of the witnesses who came before us. From 

. the nature of things we think this must have inevitably occurred to a considerable 
extent in districts where the police and village constable3 were much over
worked, where the village societies were much disorganized, and people wandered 
away, or took to living in the jungles., All these circumstances prevailed in some 
districts of the Central Provinces. 

~9S. In paragraph 204 of the local Administr~tion'~ famine report it is said 
Reliable ligures of deaths frolll that the figures available of deaths due .to starva· 

stanatioa aot a'fll.ilable. tion do ·not admit of uselul examination. In this 
opinion we entirely agree, and it is probably more or less true of the similar figures 
for other provinct!s. The first effect of specially instructing the police and village 
constables to be careful to report all deaths from starvation must be that a con
siderable number of doubtful cases will be included. When, however, a technical 
and limited definition of death from starvation is laid down, and special measures 
are taken to locally verify every case reported, it is certain that under Indian 
conditions great under-reporting will occur, however anxious superior officers 
may be to get at the true facts. 

If some simple and not too limited definition of death from starvation could 
be laid down by the Government of India, and the police could be taught its 
meaning for guidance in ordinary years as well as in times of scarcity, it might 
be possible to secure more reliable returns under this head ; but we recognise 
the great difficulty of framing such a definition and of securing with the returning 
agency employed a distinction between deaths from starvation and deaths from 
disease accelerated by privation. 

~99· While we recognise the great exertions of the Chief Commis· 
General coaclusioa arrived at sioner and of the officers under him-exertions 

by the Commission. · 1 · h . , . . mvo vmg muc exposure and mcessant t01l, and 
causm~ ~oss of hfe or of health to many officers-we regret to have to express 
the opmton that the degree of succe$S in the saving of life and relief of distress 
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was not all that it should or might have been. In saying this we are not over· 
looking the many special difficulties which had to be met; most of these are men
tioned in paragraph 189 of the final report and some were undoubtedly very serious. 
The particular points in which we think the measures of relief failed, and the lessons 
to be derived, have been indicated in our prt:ceding remarks. 

3oo. Madras.- In the Madras Presidency relief of distress was confined 

r b 
to four districts of the Deccan and to the two 

Affected area, and causes o t e • • • . . 
distress. . northern dtstncts of GanJam and Vtzagapatam to· 
gt:ther with an outlying portion of the Godavari district. 'fhe distress in all these 
districts was due to failure of the crops consequent on deficient or unseasonable 
rainfall. In Ganjam and Vizagapatam the south-west monsoon of I 896 was up 
to the normll, but the succeeding north-east monsoon failed almost entirely; b 
the Deccan districts both the south-west and the north-east monsoons were de
ficie~t. Prior to 1896 there had been a seri~s of favourable seasons in all the , 
affected districts. In Ganjarq particularly the four years immediately preceding 
the failure of the crops of 1896-97 ~ad been years of prosperity, and it is said of 
this district that had it not been for· what has been called " reckless exportation" 
of grain it might have been able to tide over the famine period without the neces· 
sity arising for measures of St~te relief. Vizagapatam had previously been 
supposed to be naturally protected from famine or scarcity, and speaking gener• 
ally it may be said that at the outset the Northern Circars were in a better position 
to face scarcity than were the Deccan districts. 

301. In Madras, if anywhere in India, the authorities should be on the alert 

Approaching distress prompt11 dis- when signs of distress are discerned, and there ii 
erned. no reason to doubt that on this occasion the im· 
The measures taken. per.ding scarcity was promptly foreseen and ade-

quate preparations made to meet it. \\'hen the north-east monsoon failed in 1896, 
and this failure was followed by a rise in prices from normal to scarcity rates, 
accompanied by a cessation of the ordinarY. work on which the bulk of the people 
are employed, the local Go,·ernment at once realized that scarcity or famine 
would have to be met and that no time 1ras to be lost in making arrangements 
for affording relief to those who might be in need of it. So early as the end of 
] uly 1896 symptoms of danger had been detect~d in Anantapur, and from. that 
date the season was closely watched. Test works were opened in the Deccan 
during the early weeks of 1\ovember, and the population of the areas declared 
to be affected by the end of the month a.mounted to ov~r a million. In the Nor· 
them Circars relief measures were not required or begun in Ganjam until Febru· 
ary and in \'izagapatam until 1\Iarch, while in Godavari they were not started 
until May 1897. At the time of greatest pressure, in July, the total area of the 
province declared to be affected co\·ered 26,073 square miles with a population 
of s,67.J.,ooo persons. The early introduction of measures of relief was in our 
opinion a factor which contributrd powerfully to the success in saving life and 
mitigating distress which attended the operations. 

302. In chapter 1 V of our report we have given a brief account of tl1e 
The growth of the numbers on relief management of the relief works under orders 

and the results or the concessions al· issued from time to time by the local Govern· 
lowed by the Government. mcnt. The conditions in respect to task and 
"age were, we thir,k, at first too much the re\·crse of attracti\·e and thoucrh • .:::> 

they were improved in some details on rq'rcscntations made by the Famine 
Comm',ssioncr, the numbers on rl'J:cf works rcmaint.:J small till towards the end 
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of April. Till then the poorer classes seem to have generally showed a reluctance 
to attend the works without necessity which was in some places very strong, and 
to have contrived to subsi~t on their own resources and help fi'om their neighbouci. 
In April those resources 'must naturally have tended to be completely exhausted, 
and towards the end of this month the somewhat wholesale concessions con· 
tained in the orders of the Madras Government of 30th March began to come 
into effect. The result of these causes was a huge increase ,of numbers on 
relief. Later on the concessions were withdrawn, some in July and the rest 
in August, and this, coupled with the result:s cf a good monsoon, in the shape 
of demand for agricultural labour and prospect of crops, rapidly sent the people 
to their hotne!J. 

303. The following table, compiled from figures in the firial famine report, 

r ··tier .. d .d. shows the average numbers on relief works and on 
Large measure o re auor e • , . , • 

gratuitous relief m each month :-

Table showing numbers on relief works and in reteipt of gratuitous relief in each month. 

ON RliLIEF WoRKS. ON GRATUITOUS I ON RELIEF W<lRkS, ON GRATUITOUS 
RELIEF, RaLJEF. 

Molitbs. 
.... ~--~--~--

i MoiJtftll • 
Deccan I Northern Deccan Northern Deccan Northern Dercan Northern 

Districts, Circars. Districts. Circats.\ Distritts. Circais. Districts. Circars. 

--. 
•8¢· 1897-coatd, 

November ... 22,355 Oh 1,348 ... May ... 218,864 •s,;64 26,423 24,208 

'December ''J4SS So3 june 
~ 

4lll36 s6;6zS ... ... ... ... 312,ogl 5>,979 

i897• J~ly ... m.•91 61,9o6 102,700 !U,79S 

January ... 23.••1 ... i,8.ji: n Augiis~ ... M;t66 ~g,ot6 1oo,967 69m3 
'febniary ... '44;:ltli ... ·3.474 3o• Sepiemi>Or ... !i.l9,ii7a u,g;js ~7,:173 t9,JO!i 

March ... M,oS8 ~.072 3.93• • 's<!d Octdb!lr ... 5~.7.!6 •• ~93 ~3;709 3.7Jii 

April ... uo,420 "·747 8,262 s,6S• November ... ... ... ~il .. . 

These figures indicate that on the whole a very· large measure of relief was afford· 
ea, ana. at the same time reflect with tolerable accuracy the effect that the 
orders issued ana other causes mentioned above had on the numbers attending 
relief works. The concessions made by the orders tH 3otb Match relaxed econ· 
omy and discipiine for the time, and must, we think, have brought on to the works 
persons not in absolute need of relief. But the humber b£ such persons was probably 
not large, as though works were well scattered oiet the country, thost of the 
people had to walk to and fro to them from very considerable distances. More
over the hardships of life on relief works in the Deccan hot seasbn are great, 
and must have acted in most cases as a test. The relief workers dd not seeln ih 
our opinion to have at any time suffered to ah appreciable extent froln the 
vacillations in system of management. The evidence is almost invariably to the 
effect that the health of the workers was generally good throughout. We accept 
this view in spite of the fact that the orders of 3oth March were issued after 
considering certain reports made by the Sanitary Commissioner who it seems 
had formed the opinion that between excessive fining and the C wage calculated 
on a staple not in ordinary use and that, too, unhusked grain, the condition of 
some of the workers was deteriorating. We have already in paragraph I 23 discussed 
this criticism of the early operations. As to the D wage we are disposed to agree 
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with the Famine Commissioner that unless supplemented, as it often has been 
fro1,11 other sources, it is insufficient for labourers doing more than a nominal 
task. But this wage ·does not seem to have been much used at any time. The 
insufficiency of the C wage, we think, was inferred from its quantity and compos· 
ition rather than clearly proved by the ill-effects it had on those subsisting on it, 
though it is not surprising if it failed to keep labourers in robust health when 
calculated as it sometimes was on the price of ragi and accompanied as it also 
was on some works by severe fining. That the condition of some of the relief 
workers in the early stage of the operations was unsatisfactory is in our opinion 
probable, but we find no clear evidence that any serious deterioration of the 
health of the people did actually occur even at that time. There may, however, 
have been a danger of deterioration sufficiently imminent to justify hot weather 
concessions of some kind. 

304. As we have shown in the preceding chapter, the administration of 

Gratuitous relie£. 
gratuitous relief in the Madras Presidency presents 
some pec~liar features and differs from 'the policy 

adopted in other provinces. Taken with the large am'ount of relief given 
throughout on works, the amount of gratuitous relief afforded seems to have been 
enough to successfully save life and relieve distress in the Deccan districts, . 
although for a time in a few places the incapable poor appear to have been hard 
pinched before village relief began. Several of the witnesses who came before 
us were of opinion that it ought to have begun earlier, an opinion in which we are 
inclined on general principles to concur. In the Northern C ircars where some 
classes of the community declined to accept relief either on relief works or in the 
shape of cooked food until they were much reduced, and where the women of 
certain castes were never permitted to leave their homes, gratuitous relief in grain 
or money doles was eventually given on a liberal scale. The extensive use made 
of kitchens, particularly in the Deccan, is a satisfactory feature offamine adminis
tration in Madras. 

305. There was little or no \vandering of famished people, and in no district 

Poor-houses. 
was it found necessary to have resort to poor-houses. 
The early initiation of relief works and the liberal 

amount of relief afforded in other ways obviated the necessity for opening poor· 
houses. If at one time excessive numbers were attracted to the relief works in 
the Deccan or were put on gratuitous relief in the Northern Circars, the fact 
that poor-houses and orphanages were not required should be taken into account. 
It is probable that in Madras those classes who in other provinces were relieved 
in poor-houses got food at the numerous kitchens that were opened. Though 
poor-houses, with hospitals attached, were not required on this occasion, we have 
little doubt that in the case of long continued famine resulting from more than 
one year's failure of crops they would be wanted in Madras as eJ.sewhere. 

306. The measures adopted for ghing special relief to weavers by employ· 
Relief to weavers and jungle mcnt in their own craft were very effecti \'e and were 

tribes. 
fully adequate to meet the distress existing among 

people of this class. The relief of the jungle tribes in the Northern Circars and 
in Kurnool was a matter attended by much difficulty, but in spite of the difficul· 
ties to be overcome a fair degree of relief was afforded to these reople. \\'here 
the difficulties were greatest, the efforts of the State were brgdy augmented by 
the charitable co-operation of private agency. 
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307. Large suspensions and remtssJons o.f land revenue were allowed. In 
the revenue year 1896·97 the collection of land 

Indirect relief. · revenue to the extent of over ten lakhs of rupees 
was suspended, this suspe~sion being in respect of a demand reduced in conse
quence of the drought to 69} lakhs from a normal demand of g6!1 lakhs or by 28 
per cent. And liberal advances amounting in all to 1 Sllakhs were made under the 
Land Improvement Loans Act for the improvement of lands and under the Agri
culturists' Loans Act for the purchase of fodder, seed·grain and cattle, and for 
other agricultural purposes. It cannot be doubted that these measures afforded 
immense relief of distress, especially in the case of the small pattadars who are 
often very poor and sometimes little better off than the labourers they employ. 

308. In some parts the mortality among cattle was great, though it appears 

Loss of cattle. 
to have occurred chiefly among the more worthless 
animals which it was not worth while to preserve. 

It does not appear that the loss of really .valuable cattle was at all general. Some 
difficulty seems to have been experienced in throwing open to free, grazing the 
Government reserves, as at first it was apprehended that such a course would 
interfere with the rights of those who had taken out grazing permits for the year, 
and although some partial_concessions were granted in December 1896 it was not 
till the following May that all forest reserves in the Deccan were thrown open for 
free grazing. The Famine Commissioner in his evidence before us said that the 
order was then "too late to be of much use : cattle cannot march to the forests 
in a s~ason when there is not a blade of grass, or a drop of water, on the route. 
The cattle, too, were too much exhausted to make a march of any kind." It is 
our opinion that if free grazing is to be. given it should be given soon and widely 
to have effect, and we think that on a future occasion some plan should and 
could be devised for overcoming the difficulty of interfering with the claims of 
those who have already taken out permits. 

309. In examining the vital statistics o.f the affected districts during · the 
famine p~riod {October 1896 to Oct_ober 1897), the 

Examination or vital statistics. f "'-Sanitary Commissioner, instead o us1flg a 10 yean 

average, which in the case of both .the Northern Circars·and the Deccan districts 
would have included previous famine periods, has selected two years (1894 and 
1895) which in his opinion represent fairly normal conditions and give· true data 
for. comparison, The result of the comparison so made is exhibited in the 
following table :~ 

DUTH·RATa BXCLUDIN 0 
B!RTI!•RATR PER MILL£, DUTR·RATB PER MILLJI. Cnoi.BRA AND SMALL·POX UR 

Mlf.Lll, 

Average based Average based Average based 

Districts. Famine period. on figures of Famine period. on figures of Famine period. on figures of 
two selected two selected two selected 

years. yea.rs. years, 

Ceded Districts. 27'2 28·8 24'0 19'9 rg•o rg·o 

Northern Circars. 29'1 30'3 33'2 21'5 23'8 21'.2 

The diminution in the birth-rate for the whole thirteen months is insignificant, but 
the monthly details show "that it was large in the last three months before which 
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time famine conditions could not be expected to materially affect the figures. 
The increase in the mortality is marked, more particularly in the Northern Cir. 
cars i but it is not greater than might occur, and as a matter of fact sometimes 
does occur, in unhealthy years \\·hen there is no famine. Looking at the death
rates for each month it will be noticed that in the Deccan whilst up to June 189j 
the ratio per thousand in the famine. period was considerably below the so called 
normal, the increase in the months of August, September and October was sudden 
and marked; iri June the ratio was 19'5 as compared with the normal ratio of 18·5, 
iri August the ratio had risen to 45·2 as compared with a normal of 21' I, in Sep
tember to 41·8 as compared with 19'7, and in October to 43'3 as compared with 
i8'7 i that is to say, iri each of these three months the mortality was more than 
double the so called normal mortality. But if deaths from cholera and small·pox 
are excluded it V.ill be seen that there was no very great increase in mortality 
during the rains; in August, September and October the ratios giYen are 26"1, 

2s·r, and 17'3 respectively as compared with 19'1, t8·2, and t8'I, the so called 
normals. The returns for the Northern Circars are much to the same effect, 
though the increase in mortality there became apparent at an earlier stage than 
i~ the Deccan and was more marked. During the latter months of 18¢ the 
death-rate throughout the presidency was low, and at that period there was no ex
cess mortality that can be ascribed either directly or indirectly to famine. The 
following table compares the death-rate from all causes of the presidency and of 
the affected districts in 1897 "·ith the decennial and quinquennial means:-

AcTtLu., 1897· 

District. I Average Average 

Cho1er:t. ,Small-pox. Other Total. 
five years. ten years. 

causes. 

I 

Kurnool ... . .. ... 4'7 o·.J 2J7 28'8 :~S-o 27'7 

l3ellary ... ... .. . 3'5 o·s 27"2 31"2 25'5 25'7 

Cuddapah ... ... ... 4'0 0'] 21'2 25'9 2Z'3 22'8 

Anantapur ... ... ... 5'9 0'9 20'1 26'9 21'7 u·s 
(ianjam ... ... . .. 12'5 11'7 25'9 50' I th 2o·S 

Vi.tagapat.am ... ... 3'4 0'6 27'6 :p·6 Ii"S l!r3 

Godavari ... - ... 
l 

3'8 o·o5 18'95 zz·S 20'9 . .. 
I 

Presidency - ... ... 4'4 

l 
0'7 20'3 

I 
25'4 :u·s 21'6 

The increased mortality in the Deccan is not rrreater than in the circum-
• b 

stances mtght have been expected, while the rise in the death-rate in the Northem 
Circars is accounted for by the unusual prevalence there of cholera and small· 
pox. These disease.s, howe\'er, would not probably have prc\'ailed so extensively, 
or have been so fatal, if there had been no hmine. r\o deaths from actual 
starv::.tion are reported to have occurred, and the above examin:-~tion of the 
,·ital statistics le.1ds us to the general conclusion that the loss of life due to the 
indirect results of pri\·ation was n.:m:1rkably small. 
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310. The estimate w~ form of the measures adopted m Madras for the 
General conclusion llfl'ived at by relief of distress is that for a famine of no long 

the Commission. duration and of no exceptional severity, they proved 
as a whole adequate and successful, The question whether the cost of 
relief was excessive will be considered separately. We see no reason to 

dispute the opinion described in the following. sentence. of the final famine 
report:-

"The consensus of opinion among district officers is that the famine will leave few 
permanent traces behind it.'1 

3II. Bombay.-The area in the Bombay presidency in which distress neces· 
sitating relief measures was occasioned by the failure 

. Area affected and the cause o£the of the monsoon rains in the early part of Sept em bet 
distress. 

1896 is returned at 46,oo4 square miles with a 
population of 7,54-f.,ooo, and comprises the whole of five districts* and portions of 

four others.t . The most distressed tract was the 
• Bijapur. t Poona. 

Shotapur. Khandesh. 13ijapur district, in which virtually no crop whatevet 
~=:~nagar. g~~':: was harvested. In Sholapur the crop failure was 
Nasik. . equally complete on ur:irrigated lands, and the con-

dition of the district was differentiated from that of Bijapur only by the existence 
of a fair amount of tank and well irrigation. In Ahmadnagar, Satara and N'asik 
the destruction of crops was less, and the facilities for irrigation in parts are 
greater than in Sholapur and Bijapur.. In these districts distress was most severe 
in the hilly country to the west, where the rainfall had never before been known 
to fail and where the inhabitants are exceptionally poor and agriculture indifferent. 
In the Poona district severe distress was also chiefly found in the hill taluks iri 
the west. In the remaining three districts distress was. of a milder type; 
T.he distress was due to failure of 'crops in 1896 from want of seasonable. rain, 
following upon a series of favourable seasons. For the measures adopted the Gov· 
ernment in the final famine report claims success, both as regards their effects 
in the saving of life and the mitigation of suffering and in the matter of economy. 
And the principal reason for the success is held to be the formulation of a famine 

. code and the strict adherence to the procedure therein, prescribed with only such 
deviations as experience showed to be absolutely necessary.' 

312. As regards the saving of life; it appears that 39 deaths were 
recorded in the village registers as being due 

Alleged deaths from starvation. to starvation. The fact that of these cases, 37 
occurred in two districts Nasik and Khandesh in· which the distress was not 
very severe, seems to throw doubt on the value of the returns. For it was to be 
expected that some cases would have been returned, rightly or wrongly, in all 
the districts where the distress was general and the mortality highest. An inquiry 
was held in each of the 39 cases, with the result that in eleven cases on!y 
were there reasonable grounds for holding that death was due mainly to 
the want of food. Seven of these were emaciated wanderers from other . 
provinces, the remaining four being wanderers belonging to the Bombay 
presidency who would not stay on works. Though little confidence can be 
put on starvation returns it may be said that the measures adopted in Bombay 
seem to have been sufficient to prevent the occurrence of deaths from actual 
starvation. 
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313. But although the deaths from actual starvation may be safely 
Examination or mortality statis. assu\ned to have been very few indeed, there 

tics. nevertheless was some excess mortality du~ing 
the famine period, part of which at least must be attributed to the effects of pri
~ation. The death-rate in the presidency during the period November 1896 to 
October I897 was 45 per mille as compared with 35 per mille in the preceding 
twelve months, and a decennial mean of 29·56 for the calendar years 1887-1896. 
In the nine affected districts, the excess of deaths over the normal is estimated 
in paragraph 22 of the final report to be 91 1397· In the earlier months of the 
famine the mortality was generally less than usual, but in March or April a 
marked rise tecame apparent in the worst affected districts, and throughout 
the monsoon months the mortality was in them much above the average. The 
diseases to which the people chiefly succumbed are shown as cholera, fever, 
dysentery and diarrhrea. The strain of continued high prices was greatest in June, 
July and August ; old and partially rotten: grain was brought on the markets, a 
considerable sec:tion of the population resorted to inferior and no doubt reduced 
diet, a deterioration of the public health ensued and the power to withstand disease 
was weakened. But reasons are given in paragraph 20 of the final report why 
some of the excess mortality should be attributed to climatic conditions, and such 
no doubt is the case. Tpe following conclusion at which the Government has 
arrived seems to be justified by the evidence and to be in accordance with the · 
facts :-''on the whole it would seem clear that the high rate of mortality which 
prevailed after the commencement of the rains of 1897, just as the low rate of mor
tality in the previous period, was mainly due to climatic conditions, but in some 
places the powers of the people to withstand disease had been weakened." In 
the hill tracts the mortality was exceptionally high as compared with other parts, 
and there cari be b~t little doubt that in these regions the public health had 
greatly deteriorated and the power of resisting disease had become much reduced. 
The plague prevented some of these people from obtaining customary employ· 
ment in the large towns, and so increased the distress due to the famine. The 
policy of concentrating labour on large works was not adapted to relieve the people 
of the hill taluks, who are for various reasons very averse to go to relief 
works at a distance. Though this was observed it was not found generally 
practicable to give them relief work in the hills or very near their homes, and 
when the rains began it was impossible to keep any works open in these tracts. 
The result was that many fell into a bad physical condition, and had erentually 

. to be relieved gratuitously. For all these reasons there was in the hill taluks 
a certain insufficiency of relief, which is enough to account for the increased 
mortality there without searching for further causes. 

3 q. In the conduct of relief works, the distinguishing feature of the 
Examination or the polic;v or coo· Bombay administration was the sustained effort 

ctntrating labour. that was nnde to concentrate the labour so 
far as possible on large public works, a policy to which we have already alluded 
in the preceding chapter. \Vith this object the number of rold works was largely 
contracted in April and May and some big irrigation and railway works were 
started. The result was that the total numb~r employed on public works which 
was about 290,000 in April, fell to about 258,ooo in May, and to 223,000 in June, 
l.mt in July and August the numbers rose again, and in September they were 
hi~her than ever. Though it was found possible in Bombay to carry out this 
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-concentration of labour to a greater extent tha,n was done in any other province 
with advantage to economy and without any distinctly bad results, still the system 
as it was actually worked has its disa~vantages. There was reluctance. on the 
part of some to proceed to works at a considerable distance from their homes1 

· and the compulsory residence enforced was also found in some cases to be to 
a certain extent deterrent. It is admitted that in all parts of the Deccan 
some of the people have no disinclination to go long distances fo~ 

employment, while others would undergo mucli privation rather th~n 
do so. Consequently there is reason to believe that some privation and 
suffering was endured as a result of this policy. . · In the hill taluks es• 
pecially this was the case, as has already been remarked in noticing the mor~ · 
tality returns. One circumstance which rendered it impossible for these people 
to go to works at a distance is the peculiar local system of rab cultivation which 
requires continuous work and the constant presence at his home of. the cui~ 

tivator. And in the plains too, there can be no doubt that a certain amount 
of suffering attended this policy .. The Government is of opinion that those really 
in want did not scruple to go to distant works, and that very few persisted in 
their refusal to go to a distance until their health was seriously endangered. 
But it is admitted that the closure of the smaller works was attended by some 
suffering, and it is difficult to see how it could have been otherwise.. A marked 
example of this occurred in the Bijapur district where it W<!.S found impossible to 
draft the labourers to a tank work in the adjoining district, and so many ·of the 
labourers fell into bad condi.tion that it was found necessary to re-open works for . 
them near Bijapur. For the professional labourer and his family accustomed. to 
take the work as they find it, the conditions of camp life on the works wer~ 

good enough. But. to the small cultivator and the agricultural labourer 
accustomed only to work at their own homes, they were to a certain ·ex• 
tent repugnant and more particularly so during the rains. We are aware that 
the camps were exceptionally well planned and conducted, that the sanitary and 
other arrangements for the comfort of the people were complete, and that the 
health of the workers was good, but nevertheless the general discomforts of 
camp life, the insufficient protection from the rain and the exposure of the women 
and children to contact with strangers, are circumstances which probably 
deterred some from seeking relief who otherwise would have sought it. It is 
mentioned that in the months of July and August people came to the works in 
such large numbers that it was . impossible at once to provide shelter for all, and 
many who had avoided seeking relief until their condition had been reduced were 
unable to withstand the exposure, this being particularly the case with small 
children. Had the policy of concentration not been carried out to such an extent, 
and had more works near the homes of. the people been left open, it seems 
probable that there would not have been this rush of people in reduced condition 
during the earlier part of the rains. Though the concentration of works caused 
at one time, as has been stated, a large fall in the numbers of relief workers, the 
fall was never so great as that caused in some other provinces by changes of system 
of work or wages. The absence of any extensive changes of the latter kind was 
a feature in the management of public works which tended greatly to ensure their 
efficiency for relief in Bombay. 

We have thus stated in some detail the disadvantages which attended 
the concentration of labour on large public works, as in practice that policy 
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was actually introduced in Bombay. But we are distinctly in favour of 
doing all that can be safely done to enforce such a. policy and we regard 
with approval the efforts made by the Government of Bombay, and in a 
minor degree by some other local Governments, to carry it into effect. Apart 
from the inherent objection that such a policy must necessarily fail to attract 
the jungle and hill tribes for whom it is essential to take special measures, the 
weak point in the Bombay practice was that the large works were not opene<! 
till the end of April, the transfer from small to large works going on in May 
and June and up to the beginning of the rains. This was due to want of pro· 
grammes. If the large works had been started at first and the concentration 
of labour restricted to what the Famine Commission recommended, namely, one 
large work to each sub-division or taluk, and if subsidiary works nearer the 
villages had been opr.ned as the heat became excessive and as the rains were 
approaching, we think the degree of success reached in Bombay would have been 
more complete. We also think it is unnecessary and inadvisable to insist on 
residence on the works for those who can return every night to their homes or 
make other arrangements for the night. 

31 5· In the treatment of the children and dependants of relief workers in 
Successful gratuitOUl reUe! ad- kitchens at the works, a high degree • of success was 

ministration. obtained. And the administration of village gratui. 
tous relief was on the whole carried out with success. The expansion of this 
form of telief after the commencement of the rains was very proper, and the 
orders issued to Collectors on the approach of the monsoon to see that the 
village inspection was carefully carried out and that the dependants of p~"r:<>ons 
who had to resume their agricultural occupation were if necessary to be relieved 
in the villages, must have had a very marked effect in relieving distress and 
mitigating suffering. 

316. As will have been gathered from the preceding paragraphs, the difficulty 

Hill tribes. of affording timely, efficient and economical relief to 
jungle tribes and the inhabitants of hill regions has no 

more been solved in Bombay than in other parts of India. It would be too much 
to say that in Bombay the administration of relief to these people has been 
accomp:mied by that degree of success which must be aimed at. A considerable 
mortality occurred among them, and the evidence goes to show that their 
sufferings must have been very great. Many of these tracts were supposed from 
past experience to be not liable to famine, and the Gm·ernment was at the disad
vantage of having had no occasion to devise any scheme of relief for them. 

317. In the Bombay presidency as in Madras, there are in certain localities 
The relief or I!Veavers. considerable sections of the community belonging to 

. the wea\'er class who depend for their subsistence on 
that trade. In Madras, the policy was adopted of providing relief in their own trade 
for these people where they form numerous communities. But in Bombay a 
somewhat exaggerated view was held of the difficulty and cost of orfl'anisincr such :::. :::. 
relief, and it was decided to alter the provisions of the code so as to admit of 
State relief being given by employment in their own craft only to such wea,·ers as 
w~re deemed incapable of earning a livelihood on the ordinary relief works. For 
th1s purpose funds were placed at the disposal of Collectors, but the Collector of 
Sholapur, acting in co-operation with the Municipality of that town, was the only 
officer who spent time and money on this object. The Government however 
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resolved to encourage Municipalities to do in respect to weavers in towns what 
it was not prepared to itself undertake, and with this otject an Act was passed to 
enable local bodies to borrow for the purpo!'e. Only three Municipalities took 
advantage of this Act and the number of distressed weavers relieved by them 
was 11ot large. So far as it went, the relief given was cheap and acceptable to 
the people and it avoided the risk of breaking up their connection with their 
hereditary trade. With this exception all the weavers in distress were employed 
on the ordinary relief works. In May as many as 13,324 weavers were employed 
on relief works, and it is stated that while there their general condition improved. 
This was perhaps to be expected, as regular weavers were not likely to resort to 
public works till severely pinched. There is no reason to suppose that the mor· 
tality among weavers was increased by the policy ad?pted by the Bombay Gov. 
ernment, but for the more complete alleviation of distress, and for other reasons, 
it would have been better if relief in their trade had been given generally to the 
distressed among town weavers. 

31,8. A,mong cattle there was a df>plorable mortality, and the l~ss incurred by 

Loss of cattle. 
the agricultural community in this respect must have 
been very great indeed. The State forests were 

thrown open to free grazing and were in some ·cases much resorted to, but very 
few qf th~ cattle seem to have been brought back. Facilities were also offered 
by Goyernment for the transport of useful agricultural cattle from affected 
di!!trkts to a,reas where grazing could be found, but advantage was not taken of 
these to. any huge extent. The efforts that were made to induce private traders 
to take par~ in the importation of fodder were not successful. The Government 
operations in the matter of cutting, stacking, pressing and importing fodder, 
unaided as. they were for the most part by private enterprise, could not be on a 
sufficiently large scale to materially contrjbute to the preservation of cattle 
throughout the whole of the area in which the fodder supply had failed. But 
sQmething was done, and the Government considers that the sum of Rs. 7~,740 
which represents the loss on the operations waS: well expended. In this opinion 
we express full concurrence. The, State cannot undertake in severe famine to 
ob_viate all loss of cattle, but when the matter is of such vital importance to the 
agricultural community as it is in Bombay, we think that any reasonable expen· 
diture on measures of this kind is much to be commended. With jungle tribes on 
the one hand starvinp- in the forests for want of suitable employment and cattle 
on the other hand dying in the districts for want of fodder, there would seem to 
be room for a development of this policy, and it may be hoped that the experience · 
gained will be of great value when next famine has to be faced. 

319. Very large advances amounting in. all to Rs •. 52, r 9,638 were made under 
Loa.asa.ud advances. the Land Improvement Loans Act an do the Agricul· · 

turists' Loans Act. These advances }Vere classified· 
under- the head of wells, other la~.d improvements, seed, plough·cattle, sub~ 
sistence and other, purposes. 1£ in certain cases the advances may have been 
devoted to purposes. for.: which they were not intended, this we- think was the 
exception and not the rule. The general consensus of opinion is to the effect that 
the mQnl!y was. used for the purpose for which it was granted. Nearly ~~llakhs · 
wer.e advan~ed for wells, some of which succeeded in tapping water while. others 
didJ not~ The· Governm~nt is of opinion~ that the value of the crops produced in 
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the past year by the aid of the wells that were successful was greater than the 
cost, and that the repair of such as fall iuto disuse will on a future occasion oi 
dro11ght cost much less than the construction of new wells. It is of course a 
matter of regret that in certain cas~s the wells failed to toCJch water, and that 
therefore so much money was wasteJ. But in the circums:::wces this was prolably 
unavoidable; and for the future, the Government is considering whether it will 
not be possible to a'5sist the people by preliminary borings for water when wells 
are constructed through State advances. · 

320. The very srr.:Jl suspens:ons and rernis,ions of land revenue granted in 

S 11 
. d . . the di~trcssed districts seem the most qJestionable 

rna suspeostons an reoliSSIOilS 
of land revenue. feature of the schem~ of relief adopted. It would 
appear that the Bombay Governmf::nt has gi\·en up its old principle of treating all 
the re\'enue payers of a Yi!Ltge alike in the matter of suspensions and remissions; 
but owing to the imperfections of the records it is not easy now to say ,, ho 
is the true revenue payer, and who is or is n<:>t in a pos:tion to pay, 
It is also evident that the Go\·ernment felt it necessary to be rather harder 
in the matter tha'1 it wouiJ ha'e otherwise been in cons~quence of an 
agitation origi;1ating in Poona. · Though GO\·ernment gave out in its orders 
that no one was to be p:e5sei to pay who could not pay without borrow .. 
ing, it is difficult to believe that the majority of the smaller landholdfrS' 
did not have to borrow to pay the re\·enue in such a year. But tht.re is 
nothing in the report or the evidence we have taken to prove that any seiious
incre3.se of indebtedness or of transfers of land has been a consequence d the 
policy followed. If the Bombay revenue system does not allow of remissions of 
revenue eren in case of severe failures of crop of a famine producing type, it is 
prob1bl_v better for the small landholders that they should pay at once as best 
they can and nat receive suspensions. In most parts of India the)', from an . 
instinct which is probably reasonable, dislike s~spensions and prefer themseh·es 
the other course. The revenue assessment is now believed to be light in the
Bombay Deccan districts, and the sums which the smaller landholders hare w 
raise on that account in a year of drought are probably insignificant compared 
to the cost of replacing plough-cattle. 

321. Viewed as a whole, the administration of famine relief in the Bombay 

G I I . • d t ._ presidenc}· was distinctly successful both as re£"ards .enera cone us:ons anlVe a vs ~ 

the Commissioo. the saving of t.uman life and the mitigation of distress. 
In some respects it may haye fd.l!en short of the ideal standard to be aimed at; 
but as a whole the measure of success attained wa~ yery grEat. 

322, Punjab.-The area· aff~cted in the Punjab by the failure of the

The area afl'tcted. 
monsoon rains of d~96 was H~ry exten;;i\·e, but the 
situation was grco.tly imprO\·ed by opJKlr:u:1e rain 

in December \\ hich permitted cold weather sowings to be extcnsi\·ely made, 
and cil1X:ety WaS Subscquen:Jy confined to a tract of COuntry in the south-east 
of the province comprising tht~ greater pa:t d the llissar district and such 
portions of the Gurgaon, Delhi, Rohtak, Kamal and l'ml,alla districts as are not 
prot~ctcd by the irrigation system of the \\'estern Jumm Canal. In. this tract 
,,{ to,ooo square miles with a population of:::= millions measures of reli,.f on an 
exteasivc Sl'al~ \\Cre undertaken, and outsidt! it relief was also required in small 
portion., of the Ftrozepore, Lalwre and Gujrat diHri,:ts. 1 h<' tot:-~! area in which 
n:lid op..:rations were unJcrtahen was 1 ::,ooo sq t:are 111i\::; with a porubtion of 
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31 millions. In Hissar only, where the yield of four successive harvests had not 
exceeded 25 per cent. of an average crop, was the stage of acute famine 
reached. The famine cannot be said to have been entirely due to the failure of 
the monsoon of 1896, because relief operations had beert found necessary in the 
preceding spring in the Sharakpur tahsil of the Lahore district, and also in the 
Phalia tahsil of the Gujral district in August before it was known that the rains 
would abruptly cease. But it is probable that had the monsoon rtot failed it would 
have been unnecessary to undertake any relief measures' in the cold weather, and 
the Phalia relief works would have been closed with the ripening of the autumn 
crops. The failure or premature cessation of the monso_on of 1896 was however 
the main cause which brought about the famine conditions which prevailed in the 
affected ateas. That these conditions were less serious, in the Punjab than· 
elsewhere, was partly due to the fact that the Punjab had enjoyed a series of 
excellent harvests from 1892 to 1895rand despite the indifferent kharif of 1895 
and rabt' of I8j6 the people were in a more favourable position than those of some· 
other provinces to meet the strain ih 1896·97. ' 

323. The period during which fa.mine relief operations were carried on 

Commencement or operations. 
in the Punjab began with the local operations , 
necessitated in the Shatakpur tahsil of the Lahore 

district in the spring of 1896, and practically ceased at the end. of September · 
1897· The distress in the Sharakpur tahsil was very modified in degree, 
and y·as due chiefly to failure of the foddP.r supplies and the consequent 
trtortality among cattle on which the people largely depend. · The measures 
taken to meet this distress were fully sufficient. The early .. commencement of 
operations in Gujrat was occasioned by a fodder famine dating from September 
1895 followed by a failure of the rabi harvest of 1896. We have already shown 
that the relief given in this district was probably excessive at first; as to the suffi~ 
ciency of the measures there adopted to relieve distress and to save lite there can 
be no doubt. In the districts south of the Sutlej, the main scene of the Punjab 
famine, regular relief works were first started in November 1896, although these. 
had been preceded two or three weeks by the opening of test works. The preced· 
ing chapter contains a brief account of the nature of these relief works and of the 
measures adopted for the relief of the non-working children and infirm depend• 
ants of the workers. The policy adopted in Hissar of resorting to village tanks 
in the hot weather and so providing employment nearer the homes of the people 
at a time when hot weather conditions were most severe and when the approach 
of the rains made it desirable to keep the wdtkers within immediate reach of their' 
fields was in every respect most successful. When the monsoon broke in July 
the workers voluntarily left the works to resume their usual occupations. During 
the last week of July the daily attendance on the relief works in Hissar was only 
22,ooo •. Up to this time no pressure appears to have been useJ, or required, to 
induce the people to leave the works and return to their homes and the cultiva· 
tion of their fields. By the end of August there were less than 1 o,ooo people 
on the works; but late in this month their wages were reduced by one ·pice for 
every class below the rate prescribed by the code, and this doubtless contri• 
buted to their final dispersion. This reduction of the wage was not made, as io 
some provinces, at the time when the numbers on relief works were at their' 
maximum and consequently when the distress may be concluded to have been 
tnost severe, but when the famine ·was practically over and the. great majority 
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of the workers had voluntarily returned to their homes. In no other district were 
special steps taken to hasten the close of re.lief operations. As ob~rved by the 
local Government, the famine was allowed to die a natural death. 

:-,24. The gratuitously relieved in villages constituted 1 o per cent. of the 

Grataitous relief. 
total relief units relieved in the province. In only 
five of the nine affected districts was relief in 

this form granted at the cost of the .public funds. The enquiries preliminary 
to the drawing up of lists of persons considered to be deserving of village 
relief took much time. 11 As soon as the registers of any one tahsil were 
passed by the Deputy Commissioner," it is 'stated in the Hissar report, "distri· 
bution began, but the delay gave no small ground for anxiety. Nothing serious, 
however, happened, and the elaborate caution which characterized the prelimi· 
nary inquiries wts fully justified by the subsequent smqoth and impartial work· 
ing of the scheme." This delay led to the postponement of the issue of gratui· 
tous relief in the large towns and villages until long after the opening of relief 
works. On thegth of November 18)6 relief works were opened in the Hissa.r 
district, and "orders were given to start the distribution of gratuitous reli.ef in. 
the Sirsa tahsil in the last week of January 1 897." On gen~al principles we are 
d,isposed to think that as a rule gratuitous relief should commence simultaneously 
with relief works, and it may be conjectured that the delay in the Hissai
district due to the elaborate arrangements adopted for drawing up and checking 
the village relief lists must have resulted in . s_ome distress and 'suffering wh.ich: 
~ight have been averted had gratuitous relief been begun at the same tim~ that 
relief ~orks.were opened. But on the whole when we consider the circumstanc.es. 
o( th~ proyince and the degree ~f distress that existed, we think that relief i9 tJli~ 
form ":_aS given Ot;l a sufficiently extensive Scale. 

325. The amount of indirect relief afforded in the shape of remissions and 
suspensions of land revenue and by advances under 

:M easurea oC int'irect relief'. 
, · · , ,, the Land Improvement Loans Act and the Agricul• 

turists' Loans Act was large, and must have contributed very materially to the 
relief of distress. · 

326. A noticeable feature of this, as of former famines in the Punjab, has 

Lost or tattle. 
been the great mortality that occurred among 
cattle caused by the drying up of fodder supplies. 

As stated in the report, "it will probably never be known to what extent 
agricultural ~tock has been depleted during the past two years"; but in 
the single district of Hissar no less than 7j,IJ4 or 54 per cent. of the plough 
cattle are estimated to have disappeared between the rst May rS¢ and 
the 31st March 1897, a period of eleven months. According to another estimate 
for the same district" lJ2,J25 animals, or 92 per cent. of the plough and well 
cattle of those found ~o exist in AprilJ895, disappeared in the two-and-a-half years 
following." From these figures may be formed some idea of the distress and · 
suffering to cattle and the resulting loss to cultivators. The measures adopted by 
the local Government to mitigate this loss by the opening to grazing of Govern• 
mtnt forests seem to have been as full as circumstances permitted. 

327. Our conclusion is that the measures adopted by the State with 
Saccesa of the measures adopted. the object of relieving distress and saving life were 

· eminently successful. Of actual loss of life 
from starvation there was extremely little. From the very commenc~ment of the 
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famine, officers were enjoined to be most careful to inquire into all c~ses in 
which deaths were reported as caused by starvation, yet, as a result of their 
inquiries, only four deaths (three of them in the Hissar district) could be shown 
to be directly due to starvation. "But it would be incorrect and misleading 11

, the 
the local Government observes, "to conclude that this insig~ificant figure repre· 
sents the total effects of the famine on the mortality statistics. There can be no 
doubt that deaths have occurred as the indirect conseqyence of insufficient nutri
ment, which renders the constitution an easy prey to any disease which may 
subsequently be contracted." As in other provinces, this condition of we~kness 
often occurs among people of small but insufficient means who prefer to stint 
themselves at home rather than submit themselves to the conditions of famine 
relief. 

328. The influence which the famine .of 18g6·97 exercised on the 'health 
of the people may best be shown from the vital Examination of vital statistics. 
statistics of the two years. Dealing first with the 

year 18g6, we fir.d that the birth-rate of the Punjab in 1896 was higher than in 
any other province in India. The death-rate of I 8g6 was less than the birth-rate 
by 1 1'5 per mille, and amounted to 31·5 compared with a mean death-rate of 35 
per mille. For the nine districts in which distress prevailed in 1897 the birth and 
death-rates in 1896 were as follow:-

Mean Mean 
birth-rate Birth·rate, de•th-rate Death-rate 

DISTRICT, during J8g6. during J8g6. 

" 
•. previous previous 

five years. five yean. 

Hissar · ... ... .. . 40'2 45'4 30,3 32'9 
' Rohtak ... ... . .. 426 47'8 29'3 35'3 

( 

Gurgaon ... ... . .. 45'8 49'0 32'0 35'0 

Delhi ... ... 42.r 47'2 40'I 36'3 

Karnal ... ... .. 43'8 47'9 38·8 40'4 

l;mballa ... ... .. . 37'0 36·6 40'6 4°'9 

Ferozepore ... ... :J 41'6 so·8 . so·8 31'8 

Lahore ... ... 41'7 47'0 36'2 JI'O 

Gujrat ... ... .. . 31'7 40'3 

1 
.29'0 .2.2'9 

The detailed ~nthly returns of births and deaths in these districts show 
that in 1896 the death·rate was highest in January and February. In November 
and December, \\'hen distr~ss had appeared and regular relief works had been 
opened in some of the nine districts declared to be famine stricken, the death· 
rate was abnormally low. The explanation of the low rates ~f mortality in the 
last months of the year is to be found in the failure of the usual rains and the con· 
sequent dryness which succeeded their failure. The malarial diseases which 
ordinarily raise the death-rate in the months following the rains were, in conse· 
quence of the failure of these rains, less fatal than usual. 
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329. Turning now to the vital statistics of 1897, we show belo,:w th: b!rth 
Examination or vital statistics- and death-rates for that year for the mne d1stncts 

continued. as compared with the mean rates for the five years 
preceding I 896 :-

1 
I Mean Mean Death-•ate 

Di•trict. llirth·rate Birth-rate death-rate for 1897 
for S year$, for l!lso7· for S years, per mille of 
x89•-xSgs. 1891-1895· population. 

Hissar ... ... ... 40'2 34'0 30'3 45'0 

Rohtak ... ... ... 42"6 45'7 29'3 32'7 

Gurga'Jn ... ... ... 45'8 46'9 32'0 37'4 

Delhi ... ... ... 42'1 46·o 40'1 33'3 

Karnal ... ... ... 43'8 49'4 38·8 

I 
40'5 

Umballa ... ... • .. ! 37'0 31'3 40'6 I 30'3 
I 

Ferozepore 
I 41'6 48·o 30'8 

I 
31'7 ... ... 

... 1 

Lahore ... ... ... 41'7 45'0 36'2 

I 
26·8 

Gujrat ...I 37'1 ~6·o 29'0 21'9 ... ... 
I I 

As iegards births, there was no marked decrease below the mean of the five
year period 1891-95 in any of the nine districts except Hissar. In all of the 
others, except Gujrat, there was an increase. This was what might have been ex
pected 1vhen the favourable he1lth conditions of 185)6 are taken into consideration. 
As previously stated, se\·ere famine conditions \\'ere practically confined to the 
Hissar district; and the truth of this is fully confirmed by an examination of the 
vital statistics." Whilst Hissar was the only district in which there was a marked 
falling off in the birth-rate, so it was the district in which the death·rate in I 897 
was most in excess of the normal rate. In Hissar the death-rate rose from 30·3, 
the mean of the five-year period 1891·95, to 45·o in 1897-an increase of I.f7 
per mille. The only other districts in which there was a marked increase were 
Rohtak and Gurgaon: in the former the death-rate increased by J'..j., and in the 
latter by 5"4 per thousand of population. The following table shows that the 
excess mortality was confined to the autumnal months :-

Alo11tldy return of mortality for 18~7 a11d ']11nua"J 1898. Per mille per tl1111um. 

Gurgaon 

I I . I I I I I I I I _o._n_•"_•._1J•~:21":~;:" j ~lar,b. 1 
Aprol. j May, ~ ~ 

1 

'"""'L s.r:.~· !October j/ r-':::""
1 

0~~·, )~~:'!'." 

Hissa.r 25 I 21 23 29 36 41 40 I 46 69 9l 75 I 44 I :S 

29 ::o 
1 

21 20 23 34 25 I 26 47 SJ 6o I 35 
1 

:1~ 
21 19 19 2l ::6 27' 24 I JO t\4 8] 67 43 JD 

Rohtak 

25 20 23 25 2S 30 25 l :7 <41 61 55 41 JO 

27 23 2o 24 Jl 3l 27 37 44 87 7J 56 37 

Dt>ihi 

Kamal 

Umballa 39 27 23 :u 2J 24 22 26 44 46 44 34 Jl 

Ferozt>pore ... 20 22 25 :14 2S 27 25 27 32 so 57 43 3-1 

lah• . .re 26 21 2o 19 22 23 2o 22 26 .:;S 46 3S :19 

(;ujr.t! 1S IS 16 19 JO 17 17 tS 23 27 35 36 J$ 
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A referen~e to the detailed returns shows that the remarkably sudden increase 
of mortality in the three di!>tricts of Hissar, Gurgaon and Karn~l was d~e 
to fever. In Hissar the deaths from feYer numbered only 1,678 m July; m 
August 2,013; in September 3,308; and in October no fewer than 5,175· In 
November the number had decreased to 4,091 ; in December to 2,388; and in 
January 1898 to only 1,472· In the other two districts, Gurgaon and Karnal, 
in which the death-rate was highest and attained a maximum of 87 in 
October, the cause of high mortality was likewise fever. There was also 
some cholera in the months of June, J~ly, August, September and October; but 
this disease neverwas severely epidemic and was limited almost entirely to the 
Hissar district. It was credited with 160 deaths in July; 147 in August; r54 
in September; and 66 in October, after which it disappeared. Its period of 
greatest intensity did not, therefore, coincide with the period of highest mortality 
nor did the number of deaths due to it ever very sensibly affect the death-rate. 
As might have bee.1 expected, the mortality. from bowel complaints increased 
along with that from fever but not to a noticeable extent. In July, only 116 
deaths were attributed to these diseases; in August they had increased to 236; 
and in September to ·27 r. They fell to 235 in October, and after this c0ntinued 
to decrease until in January 1898 they numbered only 52. From the inquiries 
made, there seems to be no doubt that the fever, which was the main cause 
of the sudden increase of mortality during the months following the setting-in of 
the rains, was of the ordinary malarial type which annually prevails with greater or 
less intensity at this season and which always occurs when a year of heavy 
monsoon rainfall succeeds a year of drought. All observers are agreed that it was 
neither infectious nor contagious. They agree also that the mortality which was 
caused by it was increased by the enfeeblement of health which a prolonged period 
of privation had produced. The increase due to this cause was probably small, 
for the evidence shows that the state of enfeeblement from privation, which pre· 
vailed in certain parts of some pro,vinces at rhe end of the famine, was very 
exceptional in the Punjab. · 

330. Berar.-During the period of nearly half a century that the Hyderabad 

Cause of the distress. Assigned Districts have been under British rule 
the province has never suffered to any appreciable 

extent from agricultural depression, and until 18;6·97 it \'\'as considered by 
the local officers to be practically safe from famine. In 1897, if the hilly 
ttact in the Satpura range. known as the Melghat be excepted, the famine 
in the Berars was never very acute, Throughout the province prices no doubt 
ruled very high, and there was a good deal of distress of a S(:attered nature, 
greatly aggravated in parts by the influx of famished wanderers from other 
territories, in particqlar from the Central Provinces. But with the exception of 
the tract already referred to, there was probably no part 'of the· province that 
suffered from actual famine. As the Commissioner observes in his report, the 
famine of 18g6·9i in Berar was not so much a period of actual scarcity of 
food as a famine caused by high prices, and he is probably right in making the 
conjecture that ha? Berar been an isolated tract dependent on its own resources 
to provide for its own population, there would ·have been no famine and little 
necessity for relief. There would however in any case have been some distress 
among the field labourers who make up 30 per c~nt. of the population. These 
people in the greater part of the province lost almost all their usual harvest earnings 
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fort he kharif and rabi harvests of I 8g6·g7, and also most of their usual agricultural 
employment. It was these people who supplied almost all the local applicants 
for famine relief. They were driven to seek relief by the loss of their earnings 
and by the immense rise of prices. 

·3JI. Leaving out of consideration for the present the Melghat taluk of the 
Ellichpur district, it may be said that the approach 
of distress was promptly recognised by the local 

officers and timely preparations were made to cope with it when it became 
severe. As early as October 1896 it was recognised that relief measures 
would be required, and from then till the end of February 1897, when the 
first works in the plains taluks were started, preparations for the introduc· 
tion of measures of relief in the shape of wJrks, poor-houses, and gratuitous 
relief were rnade. Village gratuitous relief does not however seem to have been 
started " till a late stage of the period of distress, when works were difficult 
to execute owing to the rains, and. the people had become exhausted and unable 
to work. " Till then great reliance seems to have been placed on private 
charity. Though private charity was exceedingly active and liberal, it may 
be doubted whether village relief ought not to hare been given earlier. 1he mea
sures initiated in these circumstances seem on the whole to have been sufficient 
and to have fulfilled their object, at least so far as the people of the province are 
concerned. The management of the relief works however does not seem from the 
evidence \re have taken to have been sufficiently uniform. The system and wage· 
rates of the Bombay code: and the system and wage-rates in force in the North
\\' estern Provinces were intermixed, and trials of new systems were made at times 
which do not seem to have been opportune. The numbers on the works were never 
so large as might have been expected, and it seems probable that this may have been 
to some extent due to faults of management as well as to the strong dislike of the 
people to leaving their homes. There seems also reason to doubt whether the wages 
on the relief works were always sufficient. According to the Sanitary Commission· 
er's report the women and children on the works were often in bad condition, and the 
minimum wage was condemned by many of the medical officers as inadequate. 
That a certain number of deaths from starvation did occur cannot be denied, 
and it is also apparent that after April 1897, and ·particularly in the rains, a large 
rise in the mortality due to some extent to dysentery and diarrhrea took place. 
Dut it is a matter' of extreme difficulty to judge how far this mortality is directly 
r.onnected with the distress existing within the province, and how far it was 
influenced by other causes. Some part of it may 'be due to the fact noticed 
by the Commissioner that the people left the works in August and September, 
when prices were highest, of their own accord. They went to get agricultural 
work, but if they g0t it, they often found the wages too low to pro\·ide them with 
sufficient food. As regards the deaths from actual starvation·, there is prob:.lbly 
no doubt that by far the! most of these occurred among famished wanderers who 
came in from oth~.:r territories. The treltmcnt of these wanderers was throu(Yhout 

"' 

The measures adopted. 

a source of anxiety and diilic~.Jlty to the local authorities. In particular the sudden 
inrush from the Central Prorinces in July and August was unexpected, and as 
many arrived in an almost moribund condition, but little could' be done f~)r them. 
Poor-houses for their reception \\'ere established, but whether or not in sutlicient 
numbers and in suitable localities the evidence is scarcely sunicient to justify 
the formation of an opinion. In any case the difficulties occasioned by their 
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arrival were great, a considerable mortality from actu.al starvation and from pri
vation occurred among them, and the eventual responsibility in their case would 
appear to rest more properly with the authorities of the province from which 
they came rather than with the authorities in Berar. The starvation deaths 
among the people of Berar seem to have been very few indeed, and to have been 
due not so much to the absence of proper measures of relief as to failure on the 
part of individuals to accept relief. 

332. As regards the heavy mortality in the rains, a part no doubt is due to the 
sudden and serious increase of paupers from the 
Central Provinces already referred to. But another 

part, particularly in the Akola district, \vould seem to be due to the effects of 
privation felt within the province. The table below exhibits the mortality statis
tics of each district from January to December 1897 :-

Mortality statistics. 

RATIO OP DEATH$ PER 11000 OP POPULATION, 

Popula-
18\17• 

Dis•ricts. tton. ..: ..: 
& 

.., 
'" ti 

& ..: .fl .: .fl .fl 
<I! ~~~' .· 

\':) E '" E 

~ <I! i: .fl 
::1 bll ~ 2 !: 
" .fl <I! p.. <I! " ..;:-- ::l p.. 
<I! " 

u 0 ...., "" ..;s < ::E .=.. .=.. < ~ 0 z 0 ----
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II •12 13 14 

--------
Amraoti ... ... 6ss,645 2'4 2'0 2'5 '5 s·s 3'9 4'4 8·8 9'5 87 5'7 3'8 

Ellichpur ... ... 259·'64 2'1 t6 2'1 4'6 s·s 3'5 4'2 83 8'2 6·8 4'6 2'8 

Wun ... ... 471,613 1'7 1'7 1'9 2'4 3'2 3'0 3'5 s·6 6•8 s·s 3'4 2'8 

Basim ... ... 398,181 1'7 1'5 1'8 1'9 2'3 2'8 s·s rs 6'7 5'7 3'0 2'5 

A kola ... .. s8o,590 2'0 1'7 1'7 2'4 4'0 4'8 4'6 11'2 9'9 6'2 3'6' 2'9 

Buldana ... ... 478,029 2'0 t·6 1'7 2'0 2'4 3'1 5'3 11'6 II'S 6·6 3'1 ~·9 . -----
Total for Berar ... 2,84J,222 2'0 1'7 2'0 2'7 3'9 3'7 4'" 9'0 9'0 6·8 4'0 3'0 

There is evidence, as might have been expected when the character of 
the people is considered, that many endeavoured to eke out a subsistence 
on jungle produce and submitted to costinual privatiotr before they consented 
to accept relief, with the result that when the rains set in they were 
physically much reduced and unable to withstand the hardships of that unhealthy 
season. But cholera also appeared, and ali circumstances considered it would 
be unsafe to estimate how much of the excess mortality was due to privation. 
The evidence as a whole would seem to point to the conclusion that th~ measure 
of relief afforded was fairly sufficient, that the mortality due to privation and 
the suffering that might have been averted was not large and must be attributed 
chiefly to the peculiar habits and customs of the people, 

333· In the Melghat taluk of the Ellichpur district, distress of a very severe 
The Metghat taluk. type existed. This region is a hilly tract of the 

Satpura range, inhabited almost entirely by indi· 
genous tribes such as Korkus and Gonds-a people of the poorest descrip· 
tion, shy and diffident, living from hand to mouth, with no resources -and 
extremely averse to any work except fitful labour in the forests. In this taluk 
there v:ere no stores of grain, the crops failed completely and the people 
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had no money or resources of any kind except the natural products of the 
jungles. Distress quickly developed and relief was commenced in December 
1 Rg6. Everything in the way of offering work that it seemed possible to do 
for people of such habits appears to have been done. Forest officers familiar 
with the ways of the people were placed in charge of the operations, the ordinary 
code te:.ts were abandoned, liberal rates were offered, gratuitous relief was given, 
cheap grain shops and poor-houses were opened, and one way or another, the 
Commissioner estimates, 25 per cent. of the population receh·ed relief of some 
sort. But even so, it. seems to be admiued on all sides that the relief afforded 

· was not sufficient either to save life or to relieve distress. Reliable vital statistics 
are not available, but it is admitted by all concerned that a con-siderable 
mortality directly due to privation did occur. The Commissioner refers to this 
mqrtality in his report, the Deputy Conservator of Forests (1\fr. Williamson). 
alludes to it in his written evidence, and the Conservator ofF orests ( 1\Ir. Bagshawe).; 
mentioned it in his oral evidence. The mortality was probably unavoidable:. 
so far as our experience goes such mortality is inseparable from famine conditions 
when they occur among people similar in habits to the tribes inhabiting the 
Melghat. The chief direction in which it appears possible to bring relief more 
home to these people is by strengthening the village inspection organization and 
by extending the system of gratuitous home relief. But how far success in 
this direction can be achieved it is difficult to say. 

334· Burma.-The area affected was a portion of the tract of country com· 

Commencement or the distress. 
monly alluded to as the dry zone of Upper Burma. 
This region is about too miles in length and So 

miles in breadth, and there is reason to believe that for some centuries past 
the rainfall has been steadily diminishing and the country as a consequence 
gradually deteriorating. In r8s6·57 it is known that the deterioration hardened 
into faminl! of a severe type, and since that time the method of cultivation has 
greatly changed and a regular system of temporary emigration for employ· 
ment to more fav01.irPd regions has become established. The distressed area 
at the period of rnaximum pressure CO\'ered 5,331 square miles with a population 
of only 528,17 5 souls, and comprised the wr.ole of the l\Ieiktila district, the 
greater part of the Myingyan district and the Yamt:thin sub-division of the 
Yamethin district. The distress, which was the result of the failure of the 
rains·of 1896 following upon unfavourable seasons, was promptly recognised by 
the local offic~:rs of Government, and early measures were taken to meet it. That 
the me:1.sures adopted were commensurate with the requirements there seems to 
te no douht, but the conditions existing in this part of nurma are so peculiar, and 
so difTerent from anything with which we are familiar in India proper, that it 
is difficult to make a comparative examination of the degree of success that has 
attended them. 

335· The first noticeable effect of the crop failure was the very extensive 

Migration oC the people. 
emigration of the population th::tt took pbce. 0\·er 
::zoo,ooo people, or more than one-third of the whole 

' population of the distrrssed area, moved to Lower l3urnn for \\'OJ k. And this 
m<)n!mcnt of the pecple, which in m:1ny parts of India would have bct>n r('garded as 
a calamity, was the 111ost efTective measure of relief that could be afforded. There 
was no reason why the pc•)p\e sh<1uld be tied d.)wn to their dry zone, while other 
part:; of Burma were in urgent teed of their services. The loc<.l Go,·crnn~ent 
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accordingly did everything tha~ lay m Its power to assist and encourage the 
emigration, and so far as can be gathered from the evidence the movement was, 
effected with complete success. The ~verage numbl!r on relief was ::~o.ooo,. 

while 200,000 supported themselves by e1nigration, and also sent or brought back. 
money which kept many of their dependants, who stayed at home, off relief. 

336. For those who remained behind, remedial measures were promptly intra•' 

The measures adopted. 
duced. Large remissions of t~e tlzathameda or house· 
tax were made, test works and then small relief works 

in each affected district were opened, and subsequently a large railway work with: 
several camps took the place of the small works. The code task ·work system was in, 
force on the works, and gave good and sufficiently economical results. As a rule, 
only the poorest and weakest classes were on the relief works. The piece-work 
system so far as it was tried was not a success fr9m a famine_relief point of view, 
for the reasons we have already given. "After the preliminary stage the railway 
se~ms.to have furnished all the employment that was required until very nearly the 
dose of the operations when some supplementary works were opened. For those 
uno:ble to work gratuitous relief was given, while agricultural loans on a liberal scale 
were granted for both the early and the late crops. The local Government appears 
throughout to have exercised a close control over the operations, and to have 
ensured that the measure of relief afforded was adequate. Some amendments made 
in the local famine code were with this object, the most noti~eable of these 
being a provision increasing the .allowances to dependent children, who at one 
time, it was thought, were not receiving enough under the scale then in force. 
The reduction of wage from the B to the C class made on the railway works in 
August, in order to induce the people to move to other works further north, did 
not have the desired effect, though it was one of the reasons which led to a 
large reduction in numbers on the works and to some increase of crime. The 
women and girls on the relief works were often greatly in want of clothes, and 
the gifts under this head from the charitable relief fund supplied a real want, and 
were greatly appreciated. 

33 7· In the absence of reliable statistics, it is impossible to arrive at a definite 
conclusion as to whether or not any excess mortality· 

. Successful result of the opera· occurred which can be attributed to the famine. 
ttons. , . 

Prior to February 1897 there are no stattsttcs, and 
those compiled after that dale are probably not very relia~le. One factor alone, 
namely the great movement of the people, must render them unreliable. All 
that can be said is that there was no ascertained mortality directly due to starva· 
tion, that there was a heavy death-rate in some months due to cholera which 
cannot be ascribed to famine, and that the measures adopted by Government 
were as a whole so extensive as to render it improbable that much mortality was 
indirectly due to the effects of privation. On the relief works the general rate of 
mortality seems to have been very low, though at one time the condition of the 
children was thought to be unsatisfactory, and measures were taken in .their behalf 
as has been noted above. 

338. In two respects only docs it seem possible that something more might 
Indebtedness o£ vill;~.ge headmen have been done to alleviate distress than was actually 

IIJld loss or cattle. done. In paragraph J3 of the official report of ~he· 

Upper Burma famine it is stated that as a result of lhe famine a great' many 
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of a class of Government servants called village headmen have fallen hope· 
Iessly into debt; while from part VI of the same report it would appear that 
in certain localities some loss of ·cattle occurred. The information before 
us is not sufficient td' enable us to correctly estimate the gravity of these 
misfortunes, or to express any ~pinion as to whether further steps could, or 
should, have been taken to avert them. In his concluding paragraph the author 
of the report remar.ks that the two most affected districts, .Meiktila and 
Myingyan, are left deeply impoverished and with less resisting power than they 
had before the late famine. This is greatly to be regretted, but it seems due 
to the circumstan~es of the dry zone country which'has been gradually deteriorat• 
ing from natural causes, and not to any fault in the relief operations or in the 
previous administration of the local Government. 

PART II. 

DEGREE OF SUCCESS WITH REGARD TO ECONO~fY. 

339· The famine of 1896-97 affected an area of about 225,000 square miles 
The magnitude and cost or the in British India and a population of 62 millions. The 

relief operations or x896-97· area which was severely affected, and to which relief 
operations were chiefly confined, may be put roughly at 125,ooo square miles 
with a population of 34 millio.ns. In the direct relief of distress, apart from 
loans and advances to landholders and cultivators and remissions of land revenue, 
727 lakhs of rupees (Rx. 7,27opoo) were expended by the State. Relief was 
thus given to 821 millions of persons at an average cost of 1'42 annas a day for 
each person relieved. This is equivalent to an average of 2,22o,ooo persons 
relieved day by day for the space of one year, at the rate of Rs 32·7 per head per 
annum. It was the opinion of the Famine Commission, judging by the expe· 
rience of the past, that the largest population likely to be severely affected by any 
future famine in British India might be put at about 30 millions, that the average 

· number of persons in such a famine likely to require relief continuously for one 
year might be put at from two to two and·a·half millions, and that. the average 
cost of such relief would be about Rs. 50 a head a year. The recent famine 
has proved the general accuracy of this forecast as regards the population likely 
to be affected and the numbers likely to require relief. But the cost of relief per 
head has been materially below the amount named by the Famine Commission, 
so that only 727 lakhs of rupees (Rx. 7,27o,ooo) were actuJ.lly spentJ whereas on 
the Famine Commission's estimates, which were based on the experience of 
former famines, an expenditure of 1,145 lakhs of rupees (Rx. 1 IJ4SO,ooo) might 
have been anticipated. Many causes have contributed to this reduction of the 
ccst of relief. Elsewhere in our report we b\·e expressed the opinion that in the 
effort to safeguard the public funds and to pre\·ent relief works from attracting 
persons not actually in want, the wage rate has at times and places in the recent 
famine been allowed to drop below the point at which the worker's subsistence is 
assured. Dut this in itself would not account for the great economy in the cost 
of relief per unit relieved that distinguishes the late famine. Something is prob· 
ably due to the increased percentage of young children and infants relie,·ed 
under the prescriptions of the code, which rroride for the separate relief of the 
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non·working children of the relief labourers, These provisions have been applied 
more fully in the late than in any former famine, and as young children cost 
much less to relieve than adults, the result has been to bring down the average 
expenditure per unit relieved. Much is undoubtedly .due to the careful organiza· 
tion prescribed by the famine codes, to economies in establishments anJ miscel· 
laneous charges, and to the minute supervision exercised over famine relief 
expenditure in all branches. In respect of the price o! food-grains, which, as 
the basis of the wage and gratuitous dole, must materially affect the cost of 
relief, the late famine had little or no advantage over its predecessors, for the 
general level of prices in 18g6·97 was as high as in the Southern Indian famine 
of 1876·78, ~nd higher than the prices current in the Behar famine of 1873-74· 
But as the grain-trade was left by the State to private enterprise, the.re was· at. 
all events no expenditure in importing or distributing food such as .that which so 
greatly augmented the cost of the Behar famine of 1873-74· 

340. ('u~ general conclusion then is that, as compared with the past, a con-
General conclusion as t~ the eco· siderable degree of success as. regards economy has 

aomy o£ the me!Ulures. been attained in the relief measures of the late famine. 
\\"hen, however, we proceed to examine the matter more minutely with· reference 
to the famine administration of each province, and to estimate the relative degree· 
of succe~s attair,ed in each, we meet with difficulties. Definite conclusions on 
question~ of economy should rest ultimately on statistic~! data. In the case of 
famine relief and expenditure of the several provinces, exact statistic::~! data on 
many points essential for determining whether the relief given has been given 
with full re£;ard to economy, are unattainable. The sum actually expended is a 
known figure, and the details of the espenditure under various heads of relief are 
also known. The number oi persons relieved under each head of relief, stated in 
terms of unit~ of one day's relief, is also known. The period of time durin'g 
which relief was given is also known. But this· completes the enumeration of 
the accurately .kno~·n quantities in the problem. The area and tile population. 
affected in each province aPd in each district might be supposed to be known 
quantlttes. But this is only true in a general way. Sometimes the whole district 
is so affected that relief operations are required and undertaken throughout it· 
from the first, ar,d in this ca~e there is no doubt as to the population. reg uiring 
re:ief, and in relieving which expenditure is incurred. But quite as often rehef on. 
an extensive scale is confined to a po~tion only of a district, or is so confined for 
the first ,months of the scarcity and extends in the later months beyond its first 
limits, In such case the population unit, for the purpose of comparing the 
population requiring relief with the expenditure actually incurred, cannot be 
exactly stated. Two in->tances will illustrate this difficulty. Up to June 1897 
the affected area and affected population of the Kurnool district in Madras were 
returned at 2,700 square miles and 34o,ooo persons respectively. After June the 
area was returned at 4,019 square miles and the population at 512,ooo. In the 
Bc•mbay presidency the whole of the Poona district, with an area of 5,349 square 
miles and a population of 1 ,o67,ooo, is returned as more or less affected, but a 
portion consisting of 2,987 square miles with a population of 48S,ooo is returned 
as spfcially affected. By far the greater part of the relief given in the Poona / 
district was given in the specially affected area; and it is a doubtful question 
whether in comparing the population requiring re\'d in this district with the 
numbers actually relieved and th'e expenditure in it, the specially affected area. 

• 
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only should not be considered. If the whole area of the district is taken into 
comideration, the average number of persons on relief ?uring the 14 months of 
the famine operations represents 2'2 per cent. of the population. But, if the 
specially affected area alone be considered, the· ratio· of persons relieved to the 
population of that area is 4·6 per cent. Thus there are elements of uncertainty in 
the factors of area and population which enter into the problem of the comparative 
economy of the relief measures in each province. But there are much greater ele
ments of uncertainty in the all important factor of the relative intensity of the 
distress which had to be relieved. The extent of crop failure, and the degree to 
which prices rise above the normal rate, are, as indicated by the Famine Com· 
mission in paragraphs ;7 and 78 of their report, the two determining con .. 
siderations. As regards the first consideration, the opinion expressed by the 
Famine Commission is that pressure, sufficient to re'quire special measures of 
relief, may occur in a locality if the crop outturn of the year falls below so per 
cent. of a full crop, and that inte:1se famine is likely to prevail if the crop outturn 
of the year is diminished to 25 per cent. of a full crop. As regards the second 
consideration, the Commission stated approximately and generally that in times 
of very great scarcity prices of food-grain may rise to three times the ordinary 
amount. If these two criteria be applied to the different tracts in which relief 
operations were carried on in 1896-97, scarcity conditions are found to have 
existed in all tracts, and 'conditions of iutense famine over extensive tracts. The 
extreme rise of prices predicted as possible by the Famine Commission did not 
occur, except in exceptional and limited areas and for short periods; but a rise 
of 150 per cent. was experienced in many places, and a rise of at least 100 per 
cent. was almost universal throughout India. The reported failure of crops in 
all the affected tracts indicates outtums at least so per cent. below the full yield 
of a whole year, and in some tracts 75 per cent. below that standard. But the 
uncertainty arises when we begin to differentiate more closely. In the first 

,,...,;."· r>i'''"'· elace the areas in which the crop failure amounted 
I.'••Jab ... "' H ,.,.,. 
Nor~h-Wuteo rrovlnmf~.~~~~\:ad. to 75 per cent. of the full outturn of a year, are not 

aodOudh. u~~~':;. exhaustively specified in the reports. The districts. 

f
ila mob. 

c p 1 '~••<~ta. mentioned in the mare-in may be placed wi<h little retral ro• IICd "' Bala<h.>t, ~ 

1 sl.~~:;,~:;. hesitation in this class, and, on the test indicrtted by 
•• ( 811Rp.ar. h F · ... F~~.;;~~- t e amine Commission, intense famine may be 

AMtapor. presumed to have existed in them. , The criterion is 
Nadru 

so far correct that they are all districts in which serere distress existed and 
large relief measures were undertaken. But there are other districts in which the 
crop failure did not apparently reach the extreme deficiency of 7j p~r cent., 
which in all other ways displayed marks of equal, or nearly equal, or even greater 
distress. No Bengal district is included in the list, because even in the most 
affected district in Behar the crop outturn was wdl over 30 per ce:1t. of the 
average outturn of the year. But in the cxclusi,·cly rice-growing parts of the 
north Behar districts, to which relief operations in 13engal were chiefly confined, 
the crop failure was very great. 

341. There is thus a great clement of uncertainty in gauging the degree of 
. Difficulty of gauging degree or the distress which had to be relie,·ed by the returns 

Gl&trcss. r I h f h' . . o 1 1e arvests 0 1896·97. Dut t ts. uncertamty ts 
increased by many other considerations incapable ~f quantitative determination. 
There js first the previous history of each tract~ the character of the preceding 
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seasons, and the resources and capacity for self-help c•f the inhabitants. It is 
known that about half the districts of the Central Provinces in which rel;ef 
operations were undertaken had experienc~d one or more very bad years before 
1895·96, that their resources had thereby been exhausted, and that even under
ordinary conditions their populations are not distinguishea lor energy and self
reliance. The case of the Bundelkhand districts in the Nf•rth~Western Provinces 
was much the same. The cumulative effect of these circumstances in aggravat
ing the distress occasioned by the failure of the rains of 1896 is obvious, but 
there is no method of valuing it with precision. The Hissar district had suffered 
a similar series of bad years, but there is evidence that the people had larger 
resources and were more prepared to endure agricultural disas~er. Hence the 
relief required in this district was on a smaller scale than that demanded in the 
worst districts of the Central Provinces or the North-Western Provinces. In 
other provinces the effect of previous bad seasons was less marked. In Bengal 
the year imrpediately preceding the rains of 1896 had been one of indifferEnt 
harvests, but the two years preceding it had been good, and the-re were no 
symptoms of distress before the failure of the rains of 1896. In Mad;·as the 
affected districts up to June ·. 89S had enjoy~d three prosperous years, and 
the people were generally in good condidon. This also was the case in 
13ombay. But considera.tions of another order come into play in the case of 
Madras, Bombay and Bengal, which are equally difficult to quantitatively deter· 
mine. The Madras. and Bombay Deccan is admittedly poor and unprod4ctive 
corr. pared with richer parts of India, and very liable to drought. In the case of 
the Madras Deccan it is u(ged that this circumstance must tend to place the 
bulk of the population at all limes on the verge of distress. In the. case of the 
Bombay Deccan, however, it is stated that the resources and prosperity of the 
population have of recent years much increased. It is .difficult to account for 
the differences thus said to exist between two adjoining and geographically 
similar tracts. In the case of the Behar districts of Bengal ~he great density 
of the population and the poverty of the lowest classes are factors which make 
any pronounced failure of the rains a matter of serious moment, and which 
assume a still greater importance when. to. defi.cient local harvests a.re added 
extremely high prices of foo~·grains. 

3J.2. Another element of uncertainty in determining the severity and duration 
Difficulty or gauging degree or of distress in each affected tract, is found in the vary• 

4istress -tontinued. • f f h 1 ' f · h · ' mg ortunes o t e severa provmces a ter t e cnttcal 
point of the year had be~n reached. The Famine Commission, after summaris· 
ing the climatic conditions and the agricultural seasons of each Indian region, 
remarked that the pressure caused by drought in a single year will generally 
last for about 8 or 9 months, and that if it is prolonged beyond that period by a 
second failure of the rains, the suffering is greatly aggravated. In the late famine~ 
pressure everywhere set in from October or November 1896, and from that date 
till June t8n was characterised by several well marked common fe2tures. 
These were the abrupt termination of the south·west monsoon in September, 
the failure of the north-east monsoon in November and December in the. 
Bombay and Madras Deccan, and the lateness and unequal distribution of the 
<:old weather rainfall in Central and Upper India. The result of these circumstances 
was the. extensive failure of both the early and late sown crops in the Madras and 
Bo~bay Deccan, and. of tbe rain. crop. and the. ~:;old weather cro~ in Central an~ 
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Upper India (including the Behar ~istricts of Bengal). Thus from November t8g6 
until June 1897, in which htter month the south-west monsoon ordinarily make:. 
its appearance and a new agricultural year begins, the conditions of the relief 
problem in each province were, broadly S{'eaking, uniform. But from June 
onward:. these conditions began to differentiate according as the monsoon rains 
were favourahle or the reverse, and this greatly influenced the future course of 
relief measures and their expansion or contraction in each province. In this 
respect Bengal and Central and Upper India were more fortunate than Madras 
and Bombay. !\ladras again, though the po::ition hung in the balance till 
August, was more fortunate than Bombay, in parts of which the mons0on rains 
were defective from first to last. The rap:d contraction of relief operations in 
Bengal, the North· Western Provinces and the Punjab from July onwards, and 
their prolongation on a large scale till a later date in Madras, and t~ a still 
later date in Bombay, are thus naturally connected with the different character 
in each region of the monsoon rains of I 897. But this natural connection 
between the course of relief measures and the season is liable to be affected by 
other circumstances, of which the most potent is the extent to which the 

resources of the people have been impaired or exhausted by distres.s. In the 
Central Provinces, for instance, the expansion of relief measures after July, and 
their continuance until the close of the year, were mainly due to the after effects 
of very great distre<:3, as the season was as favourable as in Upper India. It is 
evident from these considerations that no definite formula can be laid down for 
determining the amount of rel:ef required after the critical period of the famine 
has been passed, or the period for which it will be required. Rut as the total 
expenditure on rel:ef, and the aggregate number of pcrscr.s relieved from first 
to last in a locality largely drpend on the course of relief during the closirg 
months of a famine, any comparison between province and proYince is liable to 
be disturbed by ti1is uncertain factor as \\ell as by the CJthers whith hare been 
prc\'iously enumerated. 

343· It is equally d.fficult to craw any exact conclusions as to the eronomy 
Compar!sollll with former fami.tles exercised bv· the se\·eral provincial Governments in 

diiiicult. the famine. relief operations of 1896-97, from com· 
parisons with the amounts expended ;,nd the numbers relie\·ed in former famines 
in those provinces. The comparisons \\ hich obviously suggest themselves are 
in respect of the Behar famint! of 1873:7-h and thl! great Southern Indian famine 
of 1876-78. The Dengal Limine of 1873·74 cost 66J!akhs of rupees as against 
a total expenditure of I oS lakhs on this occasion in Debar and Bengal. The 
Bombay famine of 18j6·j3 cost 1 q lakhs to the end of December 1877 as 
against 126 l .. khs spent ia Pombay in 18g6-97 up to December 1S97. The 
Madras famine of 1876-78 cost 6Jo lakhs as against gS Jakhs in 1896·97. In 
the case of Dengal there is a sutliciently close correspondence between the 
areas affc::ctcd and the degtce of crop failure in 1&73-74 and t8g6-97 to establish 
tht! supl.'rior er.onomy of the rt:lief given on the late occasion. But the expf>ndi
ture in 1873·74 is admitted to ha\·e been u:1nectss:uily proluse, and the condi· 
tions of the north Behar districts ha\·e so gr:!atly changed by the de\"elopmex:t 
of communications that the relid mtasun·s of that time are of Lttle use as a 
precedent. Detl\'ccn 1873 and 1S96 tl:cre ha\"e btcn two )Tars in \\hich tile 

· deficiency in the monsoon rains and the crop failure in Behar fell littlL', if at 
all, short of what occurred in t 873, without occa:;ioning anythi:'g "hich 
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approached the nature of severe famine or called for relief measures on the 
scale of those of 18jJ·74· In the Bombay case there is a much closer parallel, 
as the areas and populations affected in 18 76-77 and 1896-97, and the degree 
of crop failure and the course of prices, were.ver~ much the ~arne. T~e slightly 
jarcrer expenditure incurred in the late famme m ·Bombay ts what mtght have 
be:n expected from the fact that the present prescriptions of the famine codes 
give relief on less rigorous terms than t~ose adopted in 1876·.78 by the Government 
of Bombay. Between the Madras famme of 1876-78 and that of 1896-97 the paral
lelism is too remote for useful comparison. In 1876-78, 14· districts, or two-thirds of 
the presidency, suffered from long continued drought and loss of crops, which began· 
with deficient rains in 1875, were intensified by the failure of both monsoons 
in r8j6 and protracted into 18 j8 by a failure of the south·west monsoon of 1877. 
In 1896-97 distress was confined to parts of four Deccan districts with a 
population of 2 millions. and to parts of the three northern districts of Ganjam, 
Vizagapatam and Godavari, and it lasted for one year only. In respect of 
crop failure and area affected, the scarcity of 1891·92 in the Deccan and other 
districts of the 1\Iadras presidency, on the relief of which 18! lakhs were 
spent, affords a closer, though not an exact, parallel to the conditions 
prevailing in 189'l·97. Prices rose to a higher point in the latter year 1 and 
whereas in 1892 early and excellent rains in June brought relief operations 
to a speedy termination, in 1897 the fate of the harvests hung in the balance till 
August •. 

344- The statistical tests usually applied to famine relief operations are these: 
The statistical tests applied to ( 1) the number of persons in receipt of relief of all 

ramiae relief operations, k' d d h · h' h h b h ·m s an t e proportiOn .w tc t ey ear to t e 
total population of the distressed area: (2) the relative amount of gratuitous relief 
in each province: {3) the expenditure on relief, and particularly the cost of relief 
per unit relieved, under each prescribed mode of reliei: (4) the expenditure on 
special establishments and miscellaneous charges: (5) the cost of the pul:tlic 
works executed by relief labour as compared with the normal cost of such works: 
(6) the extent to which the works executeJ by relief labour are of permanent 
utility. We propose to consider the relief measures of each province in connec· 
tion wi~h these tests. 

llze numbers reli'eved in each provi11ce. 

345· It was thought by the Famine Commission that the proportion of the 
Figures sbowi.ug total amouat population of the whole famine area likely to be in 

or relief given in each province. . . • 
receipt of rehe£ m the worst months would not exceed 

15 per cent., and for the whole period would not exceed 7 or 8 per cent. How far· 
the relief figures of the late famine agree with these estimates will appear from 
the subjoined table, in which the material figure~ for comparative purposes are 
given. Under each province the tract most seriously distressed is separated 
from less distressed districts, and figures are separately given for each, In this 
way the high proportions to which relief attained in the most distressed localitit:s, 
and the comparatively small amount of relief given in other localities; are brought 
out. In further illustration of this point we have added similar figures for parti• 
cular distr~cts in each province in which the greatest amount of relief was • 
given. 
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Figures slzowing the Iota! amount of rehef given t'n each provznce. 

PRRCE~TAGE OF PERSO~S 
PERCENTAG~ 

RRLIEVEO DAILY ON 1HE PARTICULAR 
PERSOt-;S RELIEVED 

0~ THE ... AFFECTED POPULATION DISTRICTS. 
APFKCTED POPULA• u .,; Dt:RING cj TION CURING .);; "' 

'"" 
> • ----
-~ ~-~ "E .§ 

Province and tract affected. () c tl! ~- 5 c; 

" ·;: ..; e E 
~ " " "' Highest 
= 0 

.£! .!!: Highest month, District. .:: 
·~ 

4,; ::; " month. 
"' ::.. 

" " 
c ., u 

~ :; 2 0 :;: 
c: c ,. .t: 0 0 

0 :E ~ <I v 
Cl.. <') <') ________ .. __ ---- - - - ----- --- - -----...... 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ---------·· - - ------ ---- - ---
(I Patna division ... 7.628,ooo 110 s·~ 7"6 

7'7 J June ... { Champaran 9'4 I0'3 May. Bengal "'(,:a. Rest ... J,7J5,0oO 22 2~ 42 44 Darbhanga &·~ 9'7 May. 

(1. Four Bunde!- 2,297,ooo 'Jo2 •4·e 22'8 27'8) 
North·Western I khand dis~rict;. 

5'4 ~May ... ~ 
Banda • .. 32'9 42'1 May • 

Provinces and~ lil. Otloer ''famine" rs,SJo,ooo 161 3'4 4'4 
... 12J'8 Oudh. I districts. I Jalaun 2)'3 May, 

L3· Scarcity districts 9,834,000 19 O'j '9 l'o) 

( 1. Hissar ... S.U,ooo 12'2 9'3 12'5 14'0 J ... { Hissar 12'5 14'o May • Punjab 2'4 May ... "' (,2. Rest ... 2,61J1000 10'2 I~ 2'1 

f' 1•"'''" divi· 1,8Jo,ooo 62 JO';i 11'8 15'3~ ... ) Damob ... 24·8 26-2 May. 
Central Prov• sroa. May 

ioces. J•balpur ... rs·rlrg·6 Apr.!. 
2. Rest ... 4,632,ooo s;6 6·3 10'0 11'1 tla:agbat ... 23'8 27'1 May. 

Madras f 1. Deccan ... 2,005 000 78 12·4~ 2o·8 3o·o) J I ( Kurnool ... 34'4,41'3 July. 
'" t :l. Rest ... 3,o.u,ooo 16 22 .p 6·1 j uy "'{ Bellary ... 2!1'5,34'7 August. 

[ J, Bijaour and 1,546,ooo 62 Ill' I 15'7 16
'3 ~ Septem. ~ Bijapur ... 15'3 16·8 August. 

Bombay ,.. Shulipur, 
4
.
9 

bcr. Sbolapur ... a6·o\ 17·6 April. 2, Rest ... 51319,00:1 57 3'2 3'4 

Berar ... ... ... 1,18J,ooo 5 1'7 :rol 3'5 July ... Melgbat .. . 8'8 9'7 

Burma ... ... ... 381,000 8·6 1!:-o 8ol8·2 July ... ---,-
162,440,00o 821 

346. The North· Western Provinces and Oudh and 1\fadras exhibit the highest 
ratios. In the former province for three months High ratios in the North-West· 

era Provinces a.nd Oudh and in 22·8 per cent. vf the population of the four Bundel· 
Madras. 

khand districts, and J2'9 per cent. of the population 
of one (Banda) of these districts, were in receipt of relief. In 1\Iay the numbers 
on relief in the Banda district rose to .p·r per cent. of the district population. 
In Madras for three months 2o·8 per cent. of the population of the affected 
portions of four Deccan districts, and 3·f4 per cent. of the population of the 
affected portion of one (1\:urnool) of these districts, \\Ne on relief. In Kurnool 
in July the percentage rose to 41·2. No parallel to these figures is to be found 
in any previous famine, exct'pt perhaps in particular parts of Behar in 1873·74· 
They indicate either the exist':~nre of most acute and wide-spread , distress, or 
exceptional librrality in the distribution ,)f relief. There is no doubt as to the 
severity of the Bundelkh:md bminc, which has been described as the \\WSt 

1. F.:n B•n~:al •nd ~orth-Wtstern Pr .. viucel and Ou,lh 

a. .. Puo.jab, Ccutral Pr.:>viuces and Bcrar 

3 ,, Madru 

4 . , Bomhay 

.5- ., B11tma 

~hrch to ~'·'Y· 

~lay t" Juiy. 

June to August. 

July tO September • 

D~cemb« to Febi"Gary; 
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famine in the. century. That the measure of relief here given though I<i.rge w:~s 
not in any distri::t in excess of what w.as required, is" onr opinion from the 
evidence, and may be inferred from the very moderate limits w~thin which relief 
was kept in the other "famine" districts of the province where distress was 
undoubtedly great, and from the constant precautions taken by the Government 
of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh to make the conditions of relief 
strinO'ent. In the Madras Deccan distress though severe was of a milder type, 

t> 

and the largeness of the numbers on relief during these months "is admitted to 
be connected with the relaxation of tasks and increase of wages authorised by 
the Madras Government on the ground that the people were receiving insufficient 
relief, and that it was desirable to induce. them to come freely to the works before 
their resources were exhausted or their strength impaired. The figures for the 
Bombay Deccan may be compared with those for the Madras . Deccan, as in 
Bijapur and Sholapur the loss of crop was as complete as in the affecte~ parts 
of Kurnool and Bellary. In Bijapur and Sholapur the proportion of the popula· 
tion on relief in the worst months did not. ~xceed 17 per cent. The difference 
between this ratio and the ratio found in Kurnool and Bellary is, partly at l~ast, 
due to the strict attitude taken up by the Government of Bombay with regard 
to the exaction of tasks, and the concentration and enforced residence of the 
wnrkers on large works. We have already expressed our opinion c.ts to the 
merits of this policy. Regarding it here from the standpoint of economy, it 
undoubtedly kept down the numbers on relief, while the policy preferred by the 
Mllrlras Government augmented them. "" 

347· The rtliefratios of u·S per cent. to the population maintained in the 
Ratio in the Central Provinces Jabal pur division of the Central Provinces for three 

and elsewhere. h d f • h f h ' mont s, an o 10 per cent. m t e rest o t e prov. 
ince, are certainly not more than the degree and extent of the prevailing distress 
required. They are indeed lower than might be expected if they are compared with 
the ratios in the Bundelkhand districts where the type of famine was much the 
tiame. The higher figures reached in Damoh, Jabalpur and Balaghat are still 
below those of Banda and Jalaun in Bundelkhand. The figures of the other 
provinces call for no special remarks. The standard of 7 to 8 per cent. on the 
total population continuously maintained in the Patna division closely conforms 
with the estimate of the Famine Commission and is not excessive. In the 
Punjab the ratio of 12· 5 per cent. maintained in Hissar for three months is not more 
than might be expected, as severe distress unquestionably prevailed in the 
district. ' 

348. Generally it may be said as the result of the numerical test that, although 
General conclusion as to the re- the high proportions which relief attained in parti-

sult of the numerical test. I l 1. . . { , cu ar oca 1t1es suggest the necess1ty for care ully 
enforcing the conditions and restrictions prescribed by the codes, the figures as 
a whole are not such as to raise apprehension that famine rdief in the future need 
outrun the capacity of the State or demoniise the people. 

3 49· In considering the number relieved in each province or part of a prov• 

Expenditure 011 iudirect relief. 
ince, some regard· must be had to the exp{·nditure in· 
curred on indirect relief in the form of loans and 

advances for agricultural works, and of suspensions and remissions of· land 
revenue. The following table shows the extent to which the direct expenditure 
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on relief was supplemented in this way, and by assistance from the Indian Chari· 
table Relief Fund :-

Percent• ' 
age of Direct e:xpendi· average ture on r•lief Indian number excluding Loans 

Suspensi~ns. Remissions, Province. daily establishment and . Charitable 
relieved and incidental advances, Relief Fund. 
on the charges, affected 

population. 

• Ill 3 4 5 6 
\ 

7 

Rs. Rs, Rs. Rs, Rs. 

Bengal .. , ... 4'4 86,12,707 22.49, rt5 
1,44,64,875 6s,·;9:1oo 

20,65 636 
Nortb-WesternJ Provinces 3'4 1,67,15,417 42,1J18JI 48,87,527 

and Oudh. 
Punjab ... 3'2 18,11,9o5 13.76.~39 lH,19,157 7-M70 11,73.822 
Central ProYinces ... 7'4 I,Jo,6o.S99 :JI,U,674 1114.44·9'3 27,64,321 3J,t5,163 
Madras ... ... 6·9 86,oo,oo6 li-,55 337 1o,o9,ooo 2J,6l,000 14,25,412 
Bombay ... ... 5"2 1,18,69,634 52,96 982 9.67.484 48,977 14.84,9.'0 
Berar ... ... 1"7 So 57 8g3 112S,oJ6 6],]00 2.),0JO I 92,795 
Burma ... ... 6·o ro,J6,8og r,81,905 ······ ••t••• 3 og.266 ------------1-·-----

Total ... ... 6,22,64,9/0 l 184,11o519 2,10,]3,135 1,17,90,898 '·49,04,571 

Loans 2nd advances amounted to nearly so per cent. of the expenditure on 
direct relief, the proportion varying from 18 per cent. i~ Burma to 75 per cent. 
in the Punjab. The greater part of these advances were spent by the landowners 
in the employment of labour that would otherwise have come on to relief. 
In the Central Provinces Rs. 1 1,53,36o was advanced as famine loans without 
{nterest, under precautions which ensured their being expended almost entirely on 
the employment of labour on petty agricultural works. The suspensions and remis 6 

sions of land revenue amounted to nearly 50 per cent. of the expenditure on direct 
relief. This percentage is however only approximate, as in some cases the amount....
shoV~n as rell!itted is also included in the amount shown as suspended, and we 
have not been able to correctly differentiate the results. The figures in the 
last column of the table show the extent to which further assistance was given in 
the affected area from the Indian Charitable Relief Fund. 

The relative amount of gratuitous relief in tlze se1Jeral provinces, 

350. The econo~ic value of this test does not lie in the greater costliness 
The value or this test. per head of gratuitous relief. On the contrary gratui. 

tous relief is the cheaper, and though the value 
of the work done diminishes the gross cost of relief works to the State, this 
value may in many cases be neglected as the works are of little or no utility. 
But in relief by means of works there exists or may exist a self-acting labour 
test which, if effective, affords a guarantee that the numbers relieved are not in 
excess of the numbers really in want. The Famine Commission recognised 
that the guarantee disappears if the task is light and discipline slack and the 
terms too easy : and it would not be safe to afiirrri that in the late famine it 
was always operative. Still, broadly speaking, the fact that on relief works 
labour is exacted in return for wagt'S distinguishes this form of rFlief from 
.others in which the bbour test is not applied. It is therefore of some import· 
ance from the point of view of eccmomy to ascertain in each prorince the extent 
to which gratuitous relief was given. This extent may be mt"asured in two 
ways. First, by the proportion which the number of units gratuitously relieved 
be~rs to the number rclien:d by means of works : and second: by the percentage 
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ratio of the numbers on gratuitous relief to the total population~ The 
material statistics as to gratuitous relief are contained in the sub joined tables, 
Table (1) gives the total number. of persons relieved from first to last in the late 
famine, and the proportion relieved respectively by relief works and by gratuitous 
relief. Table (2) gives the proportions of relief in these two forms at successive 
stages of the famine in each province. Table (3) gives the proportion of the 

· total population of the affected tracts gratuitously relieved in ea<;:h province in 
pq.rticular months. Table (4) illustrates a closer and m.:)re detailtld comparison 
between the relief figures of selected districts, in which the amount of relief given 
was very large. 

Table (r).-Ratiq of relief through works to gratuitous relief for whole p~riod of 
relief operations. 

"" >i' -" NUMBER OF UNITS (111 " PERCENTAGE OF UNITS RELIEVEQ 3~ .. 
MILLIONS). -~ GRATUITOUSLY. ~b 

] ~·5 
.,; !l 

I 
~-5 

" ·~] ~"' rl .. 
Province, .!! "WI 

" f '0~ .t 
~ "oi 

'a5 .>1 
".l! ii 

-~ 
g>. d 

~ 
bJI,. 

Ill OI'<J oj "' " ::., -..::~ "" " 0 ... 
~ j c::" " " "' " c!: .. l:\w " "' l. s ll" :::; 

~~ fr H 0 

" 5 0 :a 0 0 t~ c.: ... Q il< :r:: tlo" ---- - - - --~ ----- ---.--
I ll 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO ---------- ---- --------------:-o--

B~ngal ... ... 61 7i 132 46·o 3'0 4'5 (I) ·s 46'0 Nil. 

North-Western Provinces and 1S9 123 z8z s6·o 
Oudh. 

12'4 ... 4'3 (6) zn Na. 

Punjab ... . .. !6 6·s 22'4 71'0 15'4 z·s (2) 1'2 g·6 '3 

Central Provinces ... 84 74 ISS 53 9'5 6·o (3) s·o 25'5 ~·o 

Madras ... ... 67 27 94 71'0 . .. 7'2 (4) Nil IS'O 68 
Bombay ... . .. Sz·s s6·s II9 69'4 12'4 6·7 (S) '3 11'2 Nil. 

Berar ... ... 3'5· t'S s 67'S II'S Nil 9'0 12'0 Nil .. 

BtJima ... ... 6·o 2'5 s·s 70'0 ZfO Nil Nil s·o Nil. 

------- - --- - -.... --.--
ToTAL ...• 479 342 Szr s8·4 . .. ... . .. I . .. ., . 

-· 
I 

(x) and \•J, In Bengal and Madras, kitchens were maintained both for the support of dependant4 of r•lief 
workers, and alsL,oart fro~~;~ relief works instead of gratuitous tillage 'relief, 

(2) and (S)· In h bay d th P · b k' I · I · l bl' ' I' 
1 1 d · m an e UDJa , tic tent were e~c u>~ve y esta tshed 10 connection with relief wtrks 

for the re te o epen~,, of \he workers. 
(J).ln the Central Pr~~:. ..... .., ~ 

famine. The numbers shown here a:,~·~~,7~~~ larg~ly employe~ f~r tfl_e relief of children In the last month• oftho 
· "'Sons rel1rv:Jd m' relief centres/' 

(6) In the North·Westt·rn Provinces tho numbe:. . · 
lleved i~ kitchens. •h0'," under " P POr·houaea" include also the npmber' re• 

\ 



Table (;}.-Percenlage of persons rdievcd othenl'iU than by relief wor/;s to total number of persons receiving relief on the last Saturday of particular months. 
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;;~ ~·~ !l~ ~1l 
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Table (J).-Ratio of persons gratuitously relieved to population affected. 

-- February. May. July. ln. 

I ll 3 4 5 6 

... { Patna division ... 3'0 .4'4 3'!) ·o61 ... 
Bengal ... 

Rest ••• ... 'I 5 2'7 2'3 '03 'I r iou; Bundelkhand dis- 5'7 ro s·6 2'8 '3 
tncts. 

North-Western Prov- ~ Other "famine" dis. o·s 2'1 l'S 0'7 ... 
inces and Oudh. l .tricts. 

. Scarcity districts ... '4 '3 '4 •:z ... 
{Hissar ... ... 2'3 2'J 3'2 '7 ... 

Punjab ... ... 
Rest ... ... '9 1'0 '4 '03 ... 

••• { Jabalpur division ... 4'1 5'4 6·o 1'4 6·o 
Central Provinces 

Rest ... ... '9 2'7 3'6 s·s 2'2 

... {Deccan ... ... '5 2'9 6·g 4'0 '5 
Madras ... 

Rest ... . .. '04 1'1 4'2 •o6 ... 
... {Deccan ... ... 4'2 3'2 3'5 3'9 1'5 

Bo'llhay ••• 
Rest ... ... I'll '9 1'3 t•6 ·s 

Berar ... ... ... ... .. . l'O 1'0 ·6 'I 

Burma ... ... ... ... J'O J'O 2'0 J'O •8 

Table ( 4).-Ratios of relief workers and of persons on gra!uttous relief to affected 
lopulaft'M of urtain districts. 

APRIL. I MAY. jUNE, I jULY. AUGUST, I SEPTENB&R. 
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3SI. From Table ( 1) it will be seen that, taking the whole volume of relief 
. Largevolumeofe:ratu!tousrelief given in the late famine, 42 per cent. of it took 

explained. the form of gratuitous relief. This at first sight 
seems an unexpected result from the recommendations of the Famine Com
mission of 1 S8o, which attached such gre~t. importance to the imposition 
of a labour test on all persons capable of doing any work. There is no 
doubt that tlie development of this form of relief, and especially of gratuitous 
relief in the homes of the people, is ~ distinctive feature in the administration 
of 'the late famine. The perfecting of the system of village and circle relief 
organization has greatly contributed to this, as have also the instinctive efforts 
of the local Governments and their officials to raise the standard of relief, and 

·their discovery that in no other way can distress among the weakest and most 
helples~ of the community be so satisfactorily alleviated. In further explanation 
of the great proportions attained by gratuitous relief it may be remarked that as 
the principle of famine relief works is to confine the wage of the relief worker 
to what is sufficient for his O\Yn subsistence only, separate relief has to be given 
to the members of his household who are incapable of work. It may also be 
remarked that famine at once affects the incapable poor who in ordinary years 
depend on private or village charity, and that this class is the last to return at 
the close of a scarcity to its ordinary mode of existence. Again, in the last 
~onths of famine or scarcity when the rains have set in and relief works are 
being contracted, the numbers on gratuitous relief naturally gain on the numbers 
on works. This is especially the case when, as in the Central Provinces or the 
Bundelkhand districts of the North.\Vestern Provinces, distress has been very 
severe and prolonged. In such circumstances, howe\ler favourable may be the 
prospects of the crops, private or public charity or the natural obligations of the 
able-bodied towards their weakly relations cannot, it is found, be relied upon to 
support the young, the aged and the infirm among the poorest classes. Able
bodied labourers find in such a time that employment is exceptionally scanty 
and precarious, and the low wages which they have to accept are insufficient, 
with food at famine prices, for the maintenance of themselves and their families, 
That the general condition of this class should deteriorate in such circumstances 
is not surprising, and it has been proved in the late famine that the only way 
in which extreme suffering and increased mortality can be prevented in a severely 
distressed district is by the expansion of gratuitous relief during the rains, and 
its continuance until with the ripening of the early rain crops the situation 
becomes easier. In proportion as distress has been comparatively slight and 
of short duration, it is less necessary, if prospects be fJ.\'ourable, to expand 
gratuitous relief during the later stages of famine or scarcity, or to con· 
tinue it into the late autumn months. These are the general principles which 
the late famine has illustrated, and they explain in a great measure the 
\'ariations discernible in the gratuitous relief figures of the several affected 
tracts. 

352. Turning to the provincial statistics cont~incd in Table ( 1 ), the provinces 
High proporti~n ol gratuitous in which the proportion of gratuitous relief was high-

relief io Bengal. I3 1 · d . est are cnga, the North-Western Pro\·tnces an 
the Central Pro\'inccs. From TaLic {2) it will be seen that Bengal is differ
entiated from the other two provinces by the high proportion which gratuitous 
relief attained in May bdore the rains had broken. By that time over half 
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the persons in receipt of relief in Bengal were gratuitously relieved. This 
circumstance was much discussed at the time, and we have elsewhere stated 
the causes which appear to have led to it, and have described the elaborate 
orO"anization which was extemporised in Behar for the purpose of administering 

b . . 

village gratuitous relief and the great care taken to bring on to relief all cases 
of helpless destitution· in a population which is extremely dense and in its 
lower ranks very poor. It is also probable that the strict enforcement of the 
labour test and. the exaction of high tasks on the works led to weakly adults 
and children being pla9ed on gratuitous relief, who in other provinces would 
have been enrolled as nominal workers on the relief works. It will be seert 
from Table (3) that the percentage of persons gratuitously relieved in May in 
the Patna division was 4'4 per cent. of the population of the affected area. 
Higher percentages than this are recorded against the Bundelkhand and 
Jabalpur divisions, but the comparison is affected by the greater distress 
which there prevailed. On the whole we are of opinion that g~atuitous village 
relief was carefully controlled and economically administered in the Patna 
division of Bengal, though this necessitated the entertainment of large establish· 
ments. In one or two districts in Bengal outside the Patna division it was 
given at first with insufficient discrimination, and without due regard to 
economy. 

353· The high proportion which gratuitous relief in the North-Western Prov· 
. h . of • inces and Oud h appears from Table ( 1) to , bear to 

Htg proportion gratu1tous . • • 
!elief in the North-Western Prov- rehef through works ts due, not to expansiOn of gra-
mces. tuitous relief, but to the great contrat'tion of relief 
'works in the province as ·soon as the rains set in. This is clear from the July 
figures given in Tablf' (2). We have elsewhere discussed the considerations involv· 
ed in the policy adopted by the local Government. It need scarcely be said that 
gratuitous relief in the North· Western Provinces and Oudh was administered with 
the strictest regard to economy. The percentage of the numbers g~atuitously 
relieved to the total population was high in the Bundelkhand districts, but 
by no means higher than the intensity of the famine justified. In the other 
districts in the province in which the existence of" famine 11 was officially recog· 
nised and 'which included such sorely distressed districts as Allahabad and 
Hardoi, the percentage of gratuitous relief was throughout the relief operations 
much lower than that obtaining in Behar. 

354 The high proportion of gratuitous relief shown against the Central Prov· 
High proportion of gratuitous inces in Table (I) is a~counted for by the figures 

relief in the Central Provinces. for successive. months given in Table ( 2) and by 
the pecentage incidences of gratuitous relief on the population figures given in. 
Table (3). Gratuitous relief continued to expand till the end of September 1897 
and was maintained on a scarcely diminished scale throughout October, while the 
relief. workers dwindled down to small numbers. Large as gratuitous relief 
was m these months we have no hesitation in pronouncing that it was all 
required by the bad state of the public health at that time, There is 
e~idence, . ho.vever, that had more relief by means of works been given in 
Btlaspur m the early months of the famine, less gratuitous relief might have 
heen needed in that district from July onwards. We think that to some 
extent t~is was also the case in other parts of the province. · 
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, 355· In the five other provinces a considerably smaller proportion of the 
Pro rtioa or gratuitous relief ia relief given wa3 gratuitous : and it will be seen from 

the other provinces. Table {3) that, except for a short period in the 
Madras Deccan, the proportion of the total population of the affected tracts 
in those provinces in receipt of gratuitous relief was considerably less than 
in the severely distressed tracts in the North· Western Provinces and the Central 
Provinces. Between May and July there was a very large addition in Madras 
to the numbers gratuitously relieved, butr as there was an almost equal increase 
in the numbers on relief works, the ratio between the two forms of relief shown m 
Table (2) against Madras did not materially alter. · 

356. ln Table ( 1) the distribution of gratuitous relief under its various sub·divi· 
Different methods or giving gra- sions is shown. They tend however to run into each 

tuitous relief. other. Where it was the practice to relieve the non· 
working relatives of the workers at the relief works by cash allowances they 
were classed as· ,,. dependants." Where, =iS in Bengal, they were ordinarily 
placed on the village gra~uitous lists, they came under "home relief," and 
where, as in Madras and Bombay, thev were frequently relieved by cooked 
food in kitchens, they were shown under " kitchen relief.'' As regards the 
respective economy of these three methods of relieving dependants, it seems 
to be generally agreed that relief by means of kitchens was the most economical. 
It was belie\'ed in Bombay and elsewhere that the system of giving parents a 
fixed money allowance over and about the worker's wage for every child brought 
by them to the works, attracted persons who were not in actual want and who had 
no intention of doing a fair day's wcrk : and that cooked food acted as a good and 
not too stringent a test, at all events in the case of child dependants. As between 
the alternatives of relieving the ''dependants" on the works and placing them , 
on the village gratuitous list, the preference was given to the former on econo· 
mica I grounds by the North·\\' estern Provinces and Oudh Government, which 
held that the requirement of residence on the works operated as a test of neces· 
sity. In Bengal, on the other hand, the circle relief agency was considered to be 
sufficiently strong to dispense with such a test, and in point of fact it cannot be 
applied when the relief works are so near the villages of the workers that the 
latter do not reside on the works. In Bengal, however, the practice of relieving 
child dependants by means of kitchens established either on the works or in an 
adjoining village l\'as commonly adopted in the last months of the famine, and 
was favourably regarded by the relieving officers. 

357· As regards poor-houses they are necessary institutions, and the expendi

Poor-houses. ture on them and the numbers admitted to them in 
different provinces depended so much on varying 

local conditions that no question of comparative economy arises. In 1\Iadras the 
s~age of distress which necessitates poor-houses is said not to have been reached i 
but kitchens were very numerous, and it is probable that beggars and wanderers 
received in these the aid which in other provinces they could only obtain by 
becoming inmates of a poor-house. ln the North-Western Provinces and Oudh 
and in the Central Provinces the extent to which poor-houses were resorted to 
denotes the existence there of a large population which either had no settled 
h?me or under stress of want had drifted from its place in society. It is 
possible that the poor-house numbers might have been somewhat reduced by 
greater extension of the village relief system. But with famine as intense as it 
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was in these 'provinces and with immigrants pouring into them from native 
states a considerable poor-house population was inevitable. 

ss8. 'With regard to the detailed figures given in Table (4) for particular 
Comparison o£ detailed figures districts in which the amount of relief given was ex• 

for particular districts. ceptionally large, the comparison between the figures · 
for the two worst districts in the Bombay Deccan and the two worst districts in 
the Madras Deccan is ofinterest. It will be observed that the excess in numbers 
relieved in the Madras districts commenced in May, 'and that it first showed 
itself in the numbers of the relief workers, whose tasks by that time had been 
largely reduced and whose wages had been raised. In July and August the excess 
over the Bombay figures was great, and it must be remembered that in July 
the numbers on gratuitous relief were also much higher than in the Bombay 
Deccan. If the extent and degree of . distress were approximately the same 
in the Bombay and Madras districts, it is difficult to avoid the inference that 
economy was more successfully exercised in the former province. On the other 
hand, the figures for the two selected districts in the North-WesternProvinces 
show an amount of relief 4uring April, May and June largely in excess·· of what 
was given in those months in the Madras districts, and it may be argued 
from this that the relief given in the Madras Deccan was not excessive. The 
character of the distress existing in Bundelkhand and the evidence before us as 
to the economical spirit which pervaded the relief administration of the North· 
Western Provinces forbid us to think that the numbers admitted in Banda and 
Jalaun to relief were excessive. We have no doubt that distress was less intense 
in Madras than in Bunde!khand. But we are unable to quantitatively de~rmine 
the difference in intensity, or to say how far this difference ought to influence 
the view taken of the relief figures of the Madras Deccan. With regard to the 
figures of the five selected districts in the Central Provinces, it is sufficient to 
remark that the districts were among the most distressed in the province. The 
Bilaspul' figures taken in relation .to .those of the neighbouring district of Raipur 
show the insufficiency of the relief afforded in the earlier months of the fa~ine · 
in this district, and explain th~ larger amount of gratuitous relief which had to be 
there given in the later months. · 

The expenditure on relief and the incz'dence per unit relz'eved. 

359· Wages of workers.-It is not easy to exactly ascertain or fairly compare 
Difficulty o£ effecting a compari- thew age-rate in different provinces, owing to want 

SOQ or the wage-rate. f 'f . . h I o um ormtty m t e returns. n some the amount 
shown as paid to workers includes payments to works establishment, and pn 
account of contingencies or miscellaneous items ; in some it includes the allow· 
ances to dependants. In some the workers and dependants are not shown 
separately, while others do not give the total number of day units of workers 
relieved, or the proportions of men, women and children. Jt is possible however 
to eliminate the uncertainties due to these causes by making assumptions that can 
involve but a very small margin of error, and so to ascertain approximately 
the average wage in each province in terms of both the worker unit and the male 
unit. The wage per worker unit is the average wage drawn by every worker, 
irrespective of age and sex, while the wage per male unit is that which is derived 
by reducing the number of workers to male units, on the assumption that every 
male receives the male unit wage and every woman and child three·quarters and · 
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three-eighths respectively of the same wage. These proportions follow very 
closely the proportions of the wages that have been actually paid in Northern India 
durina the late famine and also those which we shall recommend for adoption in 

l:> 

future, and by adopting them it is possible to fairly compare wages even when 
the proportions of men, women and children differ greatly. 

360. When the wage-rate per male unit has been worked out for each pro~ 

Analysis of wage-rates. 
vince, there is another element however to be con· 
sidered in the comparison of wages, viz., the average 

price of grain on which wages have been calculated. The exact determination 
for each province of the average grain price on which wages were actually 
based is not possible with the data available, but it is believed that the figures 
given in column 8 of the following table may be accepted as substantially 

correct:-

l I ''KRCEN~AGHS. ~ I Wage I 
N 

L. l-----~----1 Average rate p•r 1 ,. __ . 
umuer Wage \Vage wage maleun'.•t ·1 vrdln 

of W"' ker ,;; I rate per rate per 1 basiS on a bas1s , wage P:M 
units ~ " w~rker unit male unit. per of ao lbs.\ male uM 

employed. .; ~ ~ I I I rupee. to a tn ounces. 

Province. 

~ I ~ rJ rupee. 

-------:--- I --------

----·-··----:--3--'--• ___ s_\ __ 6_j __ 7 _l __ s ___ 9 _ ~-
\Thousand> fer too.ll'er 100. Per 100. II Annas. Annas. lbs. Anna•. Ou. 

Behar (task-work) ... \ so,7o2 43 ~o 17 1'19 t·so 22 1'63 3l 

Behar (piece·workl ... 1,963 so I 36 14 I 1'94 2'~ '7 1'99 40 
,-. ---·-,--- ---;------~--- ---- ---

.... 61, '91> I 45 31 I' I 1'41 I 1'j'6 I 21 1'83 31 
I i I 

North·We>lero Prov• 145,043 i 32 4 1 27 I no l'SI 22 ··66 33 

All Bengal 

inces. 1 l 
Punjab ... ' 15,8>) \ 42 39 19 , 1'52 1'95 20 1'95 39 

Central PrO\inces .•. 14,101 I 31 46 2J I I'S; 2'0 9 16 1'67 3l 

1,6ro I 28 4i 25 J vntral Provinces 
trod works), 

39 l'!i>) 

I 
Madras Deccan ... I 6o,•2o I 2S 51 20 1'4q 1 1'~9 24 2·;;S 4S 

B..•mbay ... 
1 

So,ooo I 32 4• 24 1'83 2'47 'I 11 2'1•' 42 

Bcrar ... \ 3,.s6 I 34 49 17 2·os 2'66 17 2'26 45 

Burma ... ~:-_::! _ __:.:_ __ ,_s -~'--3-'17_\ __ ~~~--5~ 
ToTAl. · ... \ 456,7•2 \ 3.) l HI 231 1'441 1'941 20 1'941 39 

The figures for the :\'orth-Western Pro,·inres and for Bomba\' relate to the 
trar.sactions in the Public \\' orks Department only. The avera ere. wa(Te basis rate 

0 0 

in column 8 is approximately the rate which on the classification and wage sca.le 
in force in each province would result in the payment of a wage bill equal to that 
actu11ly incurred. It is not necessarily the an~rage rate at which grain wai obtain· 
able, becaase in some provinces, particularly in the ~orth-Western Prorinces and 
to a less extent in Bengal, the wage basis was gtnerally fixed on a higher grain-rate 
than the mJ.rkcc rate, for spec:al reasons which were considered to justify the 
difference by the authorities who fixed the wage basis. In column 9 we hare 
reduced the wagc·rate per malt! WOrker Unit Of each proYince shown in column 8 
th a common basis for the purpose of cr,np.•rislm, and in column 10 we hare 
shown the food cqui\'alent of the wagc·r.tte of the sereral prO\·inces thus reduced 
to a common basis. For facility o( description we shall refer to the comparative 
wage figures of column 9 as tl:e "r~:ductd wage·rate." 
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361. The first point to be noticed is the practical identity of the reduced 
. wacre-rate of Behar, the North· Western Provinces 

Low wage-rate ill some provlllces. 0 • • • 

and the Central Provmces, and 1ts comparative low• 
ness. This is due to the introduction in these provinces of the North·Westt!rn 
Provinces wage scale and classification. The grain equil'a!ent is given in column 
10 as 33 ounces, but in reality it was less than this owing t_o the difference gener· 
ally obtaining between the wage basis and the market rate for grain. This 
difference also existed, though to a less extent, in the Central Provinces, but the 
actual grain equivalent was here ::.!so less than indicated by the figures, as the 
amount paid as wages included the commission to contractors in those districts 
in which contractors were employed. This system is said not to have been 
very extensively employed, but some allowance must be made on its account. It 
is in evidence that when contractors were employed the commission amounted to 
not less than 25 per cent, on the amount paid to labour, and in at least one case to 
at least .as much as 50 per-cent. Taking this into consideration it is probable 
tnat the actual grain wage received by the labourers in the Central Provinces was 
even below that which obtained in the North-Western Provinces. It may be 
doubted whether these wages were sufficiently liberal except perhaps in Behar, 
where the unavoidable proximity of the works to the names of the labourers 
justified a very low wage. 

:)'62. The next point to be noticed is the comparatively· high wage paid to 

H. b t t . k . piece-workers in Behar. Piece-workers were less than 1g ra e o p1ece-wor ers IJ1 

Behar. 4 per cent. of the total number of labourers em· 
ployed, and the works were at a distance from their homes. If allowance be 
made for the fact that they received no Sunday wage and no allowances foe de
pendants, the disparity between their average wage and the wage 'Of the task· 
workers is considerably lessened.. It is also a fact that the piece-workers did 
more work than the task-workers in return f:Or their wages. 

363. In the Punjab .and Bombay the code system JG{ classification was 

WagNate ill other provinces. 
more closely adhered to than in the other large prov·. 
inces, and the rt:du'Ced wage-rate in either prov· 

ince averaged about ll annas. It appears probable that the Bombay wage in· 
eludes the cost of butting, as no separate miscellaneous expenditure has been 
shown, and, if so, this will explain the high rate, which under any circumstances 
cannot be regarded as very excessive when the distances from which many 
labourers h:J.d to attend the works are considered. The high rate in the Madras 
Deccan is mainly due to the system of classification, and when con.sidered with 
reference to the general proximity of the works to the' homes of the labourers 
and the leniency shown in the matter of t~sks, it probably was for a time 
unnecessarily high and attractive. This conclusion is confirmed by the large 
percentage of the population that during this time flocked to the works. It may be 
added that the ~Ltdras rate was higher relatively to other provinces than shown 
by the figures, as children over 12 were classed as adults, and have so been 
regarded in these calculations, as their number is not known. We have however 
recommended that they should be so classed everywhere in future. The rate in 
Berar was almost as high as in the Madras Deccan, but this is partially due to the 
fact that in the Melghat, in which 15 per cent. of the workers were employed, the 
wages w:ere calculated so as to include the Sunday wage and relief of dependants. 
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36+. In Burma the workers were almost all ip receipt of the B wage 

Wage-rate in Burma, 
except towards the cbse of operations, but the 
Burma code allows a cash addition to the code 

grain wage, which accounts for the high rate per' worker unit, It must also 
be borne in mind that the Sunday wage is not paid separately, but is 
included in the week-day wage, which for purposes of comparison should be 
reduced by about one-eighth on this account. The women in Burma, who 
formed 58 per cent. of the workers, are more capable workers than elsewhere 

' and are almost as efficient as the men, so that the rule for reducing to male units 
is not fairly applicable to this province, and the resulting rate per male unit is 
unduly enhanced. The high wage in this province was howe,·er accompanied 
htrigorous fining in strict proportion to the shortness of work outturned, and 
as the labourers were employed at a great distance £10m their homes on large and 
useful public works and the actual cost of their work bore a high proportion to 
its normal value, the expenditure on wages cannot be regarded as uneconomical. 

365. Grafuttous rehef.-In comparing the cost of gratuitous relief per 

C 
. r t r t 't unit, it is also necessary to consider the grain-rate ompansoo o cos o gra u1 ous • • 

relief. and the proport1on of chtldren to adults, but not 
the proportion of men to women among the adults, as the difference between 
the allowances made to male and female adults is never large and in many 
cases has been nil. In statement B at page 2;;6 the cost of gratuitous relief has 
been shown for all the principal forms of relief in terms of units relieved and also of 
"adult units," the rate per adult unit being calculated on the assumption that two 
children are equal to an adult unit. As in the table in paragraph s6o showing the 
wages of workers, the penultimate column of the statement shows the cash wage 
reduced to a basis of 20 lbs. to the rupee, ar.d the last column shows the equivalent 
grain wage in ounces per adult unit. As the various forms of gratuitous relief are 
under very different conditions, it will be convenient to consider each separately. 

366. A question oi some interest in connection with this form of relief is the 

Dtpendants. 
proportion whic1 the numbtr of dfpendants bears 
to the numb~r of relief worker;;. The average per· 

centage for each province as struck over the whole period of operations is as 
follows:-

n~ngal 7 Madras 7 
North-Western Provinces 24 Bombay zS 
Punjab 25 Derar t6 
Central Provinces 20 Durma q 

All Intiia 18 

The proportions are very small in Bengal and Madras. In the former prov• 
ince, where the works were generally near the villages, the number of non-work· 
ing children on the works wa:; ah\·ays small. In Madras relief to dependants 
was always given in kitchen:; or by grain d0l.!S, and the former are said to have 
been very unpopular. Tht! dependants, though separately returned, were some· 
times relieved in the villages and not on the works, while on the other h:md relief 
was sometimes given at the works' kitche:1s to others than dependants on the 
workers. The cost of relieving dependants in Madras has been included in that 
o[ home rdid and o[ kitchens, and cannvt th~rcforc be shown sep:uately in state· 
mcnt B. In I3urml. the number wa:; also snull, and in Bcrar the low percentage 
is due to the f..1ct that in thc l\Ich.!hnt there were no dependants but a hi[Yher wa[Ye 

"ol' I J :::, t) 

than the normal was given to the workers to enable them to maintain their depend· . 
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ants in their homes. In tht: four remaini!Jg provinces the percentage varied from 

20 in the Central p,·ovinces to 28 in Bombay, though in the code of the latter 
province it was anticipated that the proportio:l waul~ not ~ormally' e~ceed to per 
cent. The cash allowances paid to non·workmg cht!dren m the earher stages of 
famine in both these provinces resulted in excessive numbers of children attending 
the works, many of .whom were thought not to belong to the workers, but with the 
introduction of kitchens the numbers decreased. Probably from 20 to 25 per 
cent. may be regarded as a normal and reasonable proport~on, when the workers, 
brina all their children to the works. 

"' 367. The codes cont,emplate a grain allowance of 28 ounces to an adult · 
Grain s.llowance or dependants in male and 26 ounces to an adult female, children 

the different provinces, receiving from one-quarter to three-quarters of. the, 
allowance for an adult, or on ·an average about one-half. Statement B shows 
that in Bengal and the North-Western Provinces the adult: unit .received 15 and 

16 ounces respec:tively. This is primarily due to the introduction of the North· 
Western Provinces rules of December 1896, under which the adult allowance 
was reduced to 24 ounces for males and 20 for females, while non•working 
children under seven were allo~ed 6 ounces only, one pice being' given for 
children in arms. In these, as in all provinces, non-working children formed · 
90 per cent. or over of the whole number of dependants, and the effect of the 
small allowance given to them, less than one-third of tryat prescribed for adults, 
has been to greatly reduce the rate for the adult unit. In the Central Provinces 
the same rules were introduced, but the average· rate per adult works out to 24 

ounces, or so per cent. higher than in the. North-Western Provinces. This is 
probably due to the earlier and more extensive substitution of kitchens for a cash 

·allowance, but unless the rations were also increased the difference· must be 
partially due to expenditure on items other than food being charged against the 
kitchens, and it is not very clearly accounted for. It should be added that in 
statement B, as _in the table showing the average ~age paid to workers, the rate 
shown as the average grain basis is the average rate on which wages were 
calculated, and not the average rate at which grain was actually purchaseable, sa 
that the grain allowances in Bengal and the North-Western Provinces must have 
been less than shown in the statement, when the allowances were given in cash. 
The rate per unit in Burma was equivalent to an allowance of 6l ounces only, 
but the rate per male unit cannot be given, as the proportion of children to adults 
has not been reported. The Burma code however, while allowing a higher wage 
to workers than other codes; prescribes a very small allowance for dependants, 
The rate shown for Berar is not reliable as the data are insufficient, and has 
been assumed in order to obtain the approximate wage paid to workers. As 
already explain~d, the Madras rate cannot be given. In the Punjab and in Bombay 
it averaged 21 ounces per male unit, which is a fair rate though somewhat less 
than contemplated in the codes. 

Home relier. 
368. The average rates per adult unit are as 

follow:-
Ounces, 

Brngal 17 Central Provinces 20 

North-Western Provinces t8 Madrai ·. 33 
Punjab 22 Bombay 32 

They are again remarkably low in Bengal and the North-Western Provinces, 
being only 17 and 18 ounces respectively. Under 'the Bengal code the grain 
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allowance for adults relieved in their homes is one pound, half a pound being 
allowed for a child, and when allowa:Jce is made for the difference between the 
wacre basis assumed in the statement and the actual grain rate, the true grain 

.:. 
allowance was probably close upon 16 ounces. The North-Western Provinces 
rules provide that home relief should be given on the same scale as prescribed 
for dependants in the rules of December 18;16, and this allowf!d 24 ounces for a 
male and 20 ounces for a female adult. Here again however the fixed rate per 
adult unit has been affected by the low allowance for children, which is only a 
quarter of that for an adult male. The pro?ortion of childre·1 oa home relief was 
24 per cent. only, but if they are reckoned as quarter units, the resulting average 
grain wage per adult. unit would not exceed 20 ounces,·though 30 per cent. of the 
adults were males, and the average rate should have been over 2 I ounces. The 
operatio:1 of the pice rule, which has b;!en referred to elsewhere, will probably 
account for this difference. As the allowances were generally paid in cash, 
and the market rate was frequently much below the rate on which wages were 
based, the rate must have been much less than 18 ounces per adult unit. In the 
Central Provinces the grain allowance o!l home relief works out to 20 ounces per 
adult unit, which is not much less than contemplate1 by the North-Western 
Provinces rules of December I8g5, it being rememberej that 70 per cent. of the 

·adults relieved were fema'es. In the Punjal:l the rate per adult unit was 22 

ounces. In Bombay the rate works out to 32 ounces, but home relief includes 
allowa~1ces to village servants, and this pro'.:nbly accounts f?r the high rate. The 
proportion of males was also high, 6o per cent. of th~ a1ulrs relieved being men. 
In Madras the grain wage averaged 33 ounces per adult unit, though 28 
ounces is the code allowance for adult males, and two-thirds of the adults on 
home relief were females. It is not easy to explai:-~ this high figure, unless 
the expenditure shown includes charges other than incurred on actual relief. 
If for purpo3es of village relief children over 12 were classed in ~fadras as adults 
as they were on the relief works, the rate as com?ared with other provinces will 
be even higher than indicated in the stateme:1t. The rates for Berar anl Burma 
cannot be stated in terms of the adult unit, or so as to be comparable with other 
provinces. 

369. The grain rates per adult unit in poor-houses and kitchens deduced from 
Poor-houses and kitche.nll. the reports are as follow:-

Oune~t. Ouoces. 

Bengal { 28 Poor-houses. 
Cer.tral Produces { ~~ Foor-h )uses. 

2~ Kit;:bens. Kitchens. 
North· W rstern Madras 45 Kitcht'ns. 

Provinces ... 39 Bombay 45 ro,)r-houses. 

. In the North-Western Provinces the expend:ture on poor-houses and 
k1tchens has not been shown separately. The rate per adult unit in these 
i~stitutions .is .much higher lhan for ether forms of relief in these pro· 
VInces. Thts IS partly due to the fact that in poor-houses the ra~ions are 
not restricted anr\ may be increased undl'r the order of the medical officer:: in 
charge, and as the inmates generally arrire in a n:~ry emaciated condition it 
is often necessary to give more liberal rations than contempbted in tl1e code. 
The C:"\pcnditurc under this head probably also includes in all provinces other 
outlay conm:c'ed with the maintenance of. p0or-hoJses besides the mere cost 
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of rations. In Bengal and the Central Provinces the cost of poor· houses and 
kitchens has been shown separately. In the former, the rates per adult unit 
are low compared with other provinces; but much higher than in the case 
of dependants and village relief. In the latter, the cost of poor-houses per 
adult unit is, as might be expected, high, though not so high as the rate for poor· 
houses and kitchens in the North· Western Provinces. The rate per adult unit for 
relief centres and kitchen; in the Central Provinces is however· remarkably low, 
amounting to only 15 ounces. These institutions were e!}tablished in the Central 
Provinces before village relief was fully orgmized and when the rush for relief wa<; 
very great, with the object of supplying a meal to every applicant without 
enq·uiry, and 1t was not intended that the relief to individuals should be on the same 
scale as in the regular village relief. The ration was -limited to 18 ounces 
for a man and 14 for a woman, and the rate per adult unit given in the statement 
is probably very nearly correct. In Bombay the cost of poor-house relief 
was high, the rate per adult unit being 45 ounces, but the total expenditure 
did not amount to Rs. so,ooo, and the operatioas were on too sm1ll a scale 
to justify this being regarded as a normal rate. In Madras there were practi· 
cally no poor-houses. But if there were no poor-houses, kitchen relief appears 
.to have been given in this presidency on a scale of extraordinary liberality, 
as the grain cost per adult unit was not less than 45 ounces, or consid
_erably in excess of the code wage for an adult male of the A class, which is 4:l 
ounces only. It is of course true that a certain amount of expenditure occurs in the 
maintenance of kitchens other than the purr.hase of food, and that the actual 
grain allowances were less than shown in the statement, but this applies to all 
provinces, and when allowance is ·made for it, tf.Je cost of kitchen relief in 
Madras appears to have been excessive. There were no poor-houses in· Burma, 
and in the Punjab and Berar the expenditure on them was small and the cost 
·per adult unit cannot be given, but the grain cost may be taken in each at 
~2 ounces per unit relieved. 

370. Statement B gins particulars of relief to weavers and others in Madras, 

Weavers. 
the Central Provinces and the Punjab, although this 
is, strictly speaking, not gratuitous relief: In Madras 

no less than Rs. 11,49,095 were spent in the reiief of weavers at their trade, but. it 
is anticipated that fully half this amount will be recovered by the sale of cloths, 
and on this assumption the relief afforded appears to have been at the rate of 
37 ounces per adult unit, which is not excessive. In the Central Provinces and 
the Punjab the operations were on a imaller scale, and details have not been 
given in the provincial reports, but the cost in grain appears to have been at the
rate of 22 ounces per adult unit in both provinces; or less than the: full code 
allowance for an adult on gratuitous rtlief. 

General incidf'nce of cost cf relief per 1 ,ooo unz'ts relz'eved. 

3 71. Having now examined and compared the wages paid to workers and 
Gel:Jeral cost of relief in each the cost of various other forms of relief we may pass 

province to the consideration of the general cost of relief in 
each province in terms of a thousand units relieved. In the following table we 
first show the actual rate of expenditure incurred per 1 ,oor1 units in each province 
and .then for comparative purposes we endeavour to show what this rate would 
have beeq had the price of grain, on which the cash wages and doles C!,re based, 
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been the same. throughout the famine in all provinces. The last column of the 
statement gives the results of this hypothesis :-. 

Pro'l'ince, 

I Cost PER t,ooo 
UIUTS RHLIEVED ~ 

Cosr PER J,ono UNITS RELIEVRD II!DUCID 
TO A GRAIN RAT& 01' 20 Jbs. Pill 

(ACTUAL). c 
g_ 

IIUPE&. 

.. .. 
"' " " 

;. {.. .5 2 
" .. ~ "'fli 1 'J 1 ' ... u .!! ., ·;; ncz rnla tna>cez 
"'- "' " " (actual). is J ~..0 f 
.. ~ :0 ~ .~ ; 
~·c ~ u o.. tA 3 ~ 
·e = :. =-.. ~ s.. ~ • .-~- u t. . 
.,!'OG 1D O ~.: .5 =~ .. 
..,~ ~~ +'::: .t:..C: t II 

.~] t ~ ~ .~ ; ~ a z ! ~ ~ ~ 
o<>b.O <'" Q" 0 ~ .. r-c 

-----------il--1--- ----------
3 1 4 s 6 7 s 9 

-----------1---1------ f----

Beng-al •.• , ... .. . 
Nurth·\Vestern Provinces and Oadh .. . 
l'unjab ... ... .. . 
Central Provinces ••• .. . 
M a· .ras (a) ... ... , .. 
Bombay "' ... ... 
Berar ... ... • .. 
Burma .. ,_ • .-
All India ... ... ... 

Rs. 
82 
70 

100 

99 
99 

1<..6 
109 
141 
8g 

lb~. 
21 
!12 

2o 
16 
24 
17 
17 
18 
20 

Rs. 
t8 
65 
8J 
66 

Rs. 
7 
4 
7 

IOJ 4 
Bs J 

.~~ I ~ 
~6 ... 

lh. 
to 
? 

12 

9 
3 

II 

Rs. 
17 
11 
19 
10 
13 
6 

,ij I IJ 

Rs. 
BS 
701 

100 
~ 

116 
S8 
93 
1~9 

Sg 

(a) The rates in eoiumns 2, J, 5 and 9 have been struck alter exellldiog from e:r:peodituu the sum of Rt, 
.5.74,547 estimated as recoverable by nle of cloths woven by weavers. 

372. It will be seen from column 2 th~t ·the actual cost per I,ooo units 

V . 1• • th 1 t ~ relie'.'ed, including all incidental charges, varied from ana sons 1n e genern cos w 

relief iu the differeut provinces. Rs. 70 in the North· Western Provinces to Rs. 141 

in Burma, but that, if the cost of direct relief is considered with reference to the 
price of grain and reduced to a uniform rate of 20 pounds per rupee, the rate 
for total expendfture will vary from Rs. 76 in the North· Western Provinces to 
Rs. 129 in Burma. Reduced to the same basis the cost of direct relief, exclud· 
ing incidental charges, raried from Rs. 65 per r,ooo in the 1'\orth·Western 
Provinces to Rs. 111 in Burma, the average rate for all India being a little 
over Rs. 76 per 1 ,ooo. 

373· Confining attention a~ present tu the cost of direct relief as shown in 
Variations iu the cost of direct column 5 it will be seen that in the thrr.e provinces 

relieC. -Dengal, North· Western ProYinces and Central 
Provinces,-which adopted the North·\\' estern Provinces wage scale of December 
1896, the rates per t,ooo were Rs. 68, Rs. 65 and Rs. G6 respectively, while the 
lowest rate in other provinces was Rs. 81 in the Punjab. \\'ith grain at 20 lbs. to 
the rupee, these rates would represent an average grain allowance of from 21 to 22 

ounces per unit rclieYcd, but for n asons already explained the amount actually 
received must have been considerably less than this. The rates in the Punjab 

·do not appear to be higher than would resulr from adherence to the prescriptions 
of the code for the province, and there is rea'ion to believe that the amount 
shown as wages in Dombay includes some items of miscellaneous incidental 
expenditure. The high rate in 1\ladras follows from the system of classification 
adopted on the relief works, the treatment of children over twelve years of age 
as adults, and the great expenditure in kitchens. Apart from the cost per r,ooo 
relieved, the numbers on relief in the Deccan bore a very high proportion to the 
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population when compared with other areas in which there appears to have 
been an equal degree of distress, but we are now co'nsidering the cost per unit 
relieved and not the numbers on relief. The rate in Berar was rather high, but 
as there is some uncertainty as to the actual average grain r11te, the rate shown 
may be somewhat exaggerated. The Burma rate is very high, but as already 
explained it may be justified by the special pi ovision of s'ection 99 of the Burma 
code and other conditions peculiar to this province, and, as will be presently 
shown, when the real value of the work done on the Burma relief works is taken 
into consideration, the high rate of expenditure may be regarded • as fully 
justified. 

374· In chapter VI of our report we make certain recommendations as to the 
standard grain wages and allowances to be given in 

Comparison of cost of relief in the . • ~ • , . • 
late famine with.sc~le n;commend· future famtnes,. and tt may be mterestmg to compare 
ed by the CommiSSion. the cost of direct relit:£ in the late famine with that 
which would have resulted if the wages and allowances had been in accordance 
with these recommendations. Taking first the case of relief works, the table in 
paragraph 360 shows that the average distribution of workers throughout India was 
men 33 per cent., women 44 per cent., and children 23 per cent. It may be 
assumed that at least 1 o per cent. of the men ·would fall into our class II, 
and that the effect of the proposal that children over twelve should be reckoned 
as adults would be to reduce the proportion of children from 23 to 14 per cent. 
The week's wages for a gang of roo workers, including the Sunday wage, would 
then be as follow:-

30 class J at 
s6 II II at ••• 
14 , III at ... 

Ounces. 

6x40+24 = 71920 
6 X 30+ 24 = 111424 
7 X 16 = I 156S 

Total for 7 days 
Total for 1 day 

At 20 lbs. to the rupee, which was the average rate during the recent famine, 
2,987 ounces would cost Rs. 9·5·4· Nothing is allowed for special gangs, as the 
number will always be small, and the extra wage drawn by them will be fully 
balanced by deductions on account of fines, for which no allowance is otherwise 
made. Statement B shows that of the recipients of gratuitous relief, including 
-all dependants, 46 per cent. are children, and allowing an average of 12 ounces 
per child the cost per 1 oo gratuitous! y relieved. will be-

54 adults at 24 ounces 
46 children at l.3 ~ · 

Total 

Ounces. 

-·· 
The cost of 1,848 ounces at 20 lbs. to the rupee would be Rs. 5·12·5· 

During the late famine the workers formed 58 per cent. of the total number 
relieved. In future the proportion will probably be less, as the tendency appears 
to be towards an expansion of gratuitous relief so as to include many of the weak ' 
and feeble that would otherwise go to the works. But assuming, to be on the safe 
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side, that 6o p~r cent. of those relieved will be relieved ori the higher scale 
. allowed at the works, the cost per r,ooo relieved would be as below :-

R$, a. p. Rx. a. P• 
6oo at 9· 5·4 per roo = 56 0 0 

4oo at 5-12 5 II .... = 23 I 8 

Total per t,ooo = 'l9 I . 8 

The actual cost during the late famine was Rs. 76 per 1 ,ooo Something 
should however be added for extra expenditure to be incurred ir poor-houses, and 
allowing for this the normal expenditure on direct relief may safely be estimated 
at Rs. So per r,ooo units relieved, or about 5 per cent. higher than that actually 
incurred during the late famine. · 

375· We have al~o expressed an opinion that a marpin of deviation from the 

D . . "th' th . standard scale that has been proposed should be ev1ations WI 111 e marg~a 

recommended by the Commission. allowed to meet variations in the circumstances 
within affected districts, and have suggested that the limits of this deviation 
should be 25 per cent. in either direction. The permissible rate per 1 ,ooo units 
relieved would, therefore, be Rs. 6o as a minimum and Rs. too as a maximum .. 
The figures in the fifth column of the table in paragraph 371 indicate that in the 
late famine the minimum limit was nev~r pssed, and that the maximum 
limit was exceeded only in the provinces of Madras and Burma.· If therefore 
the average wages and allowances shown in the tabJes really represent the 
amounts actually paid to the recipi~nts of relief, if the wage basis adopted 
was in close accordance with the actu<~l market rate, and if the deviations in either 
direction from a standard sca~e were justified by all the circumstances, none of 
the rates shown in th~ table would be open to objection, with the exception of 
those for Madras and Burma. \\' e doubt, however, whether these three condi
tions were fully satisfied in the Central Provinces, or in the most distressed 
districts of the North· Western Provinces, and we consider that in thest: cases the 
cost of relief, if not actually bdow the minimum limit which we regard as 
permissible, appro,tched that limit more closely than was fully justified by the 
circumstances and the severe degree cf the di.mcss that existed. 

376. As regards therefore the general question of the economy of the 

A d.1 1. r mea~ures of relief adopted, as gauged by the cost of ver•ge expen 1 ure on re te • , • • 
per z,ooo units neither inadequate n.:ll(:f per I ,ooo umts relieved, we amve at the con· 
aor excess1ve. l . I f . . 

c USltln l1at the cost o the rehef operatwns over the 
whole of India was no greater than contemrlat{d in tLe codes, and that tl:e 
actual expenditure \Ia~ just 5 per cent. less thi\n the amount which would have 
resulted from the gen. ral adoption of the scale of. rclid wages and allowances 
which, after carefulc• >11sideration, we have elsewhere recommended as a standard 
for future guidance. .\s rcg::~rds p;•rticul;:r provinces we lind that there have 
been considerable deYiati()ns in both directwns from the a\·erage and star:dard 
rate, but that, with the exceptions which have been already noticed: these ceviations 
were well within the margin which we rt'glrd as permis.,;ible, and were warranted 
by local ch-umstances. \\'e h.1ve no hes:tation in pronouncing an opin;on that 
the aver:tgc exp\?nditure on n·lid rer 1 ,ooo units relit:ved was on the whole 
neither inadequate nor exccssi\'.:' 1 and that it \'NY closely corresponds wit!J that 
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which would have resulted from the general adoption of the standard which we 
ha\'e recommended on independent grounds. 

Expenditure on special establz'sllments and miscellaneous ch~rges. 

377· We have hitherto regarded onll the proportions of those relieved to the 
populations of the affected areas, the proportions of 

Incidental charges incurred. · • 1 I' d h 1 d the gratmtous y re 1eve to t ose emp oye on works 
and the actual expenditure incurred directly in the relief o( the distressed. An 
important element in the economy of relief measures is, however, the proportion 
borne to the actual expenditure on direct relief by the incidental charges incurred 
in its administration. A reference to the table in paragraph 371 will show that, 
whereas the cost of direct relief all over India was Rs. 76 per I 1ooo units 
relieved, the ~ncidental charges amounted toRs. 13 per I,OC'o, or about 20 per 
cent. on the relief expenditure, the cost of special establishment only being 
about Rs. 5 per I ,ooo units, or 6l per cent. on the relief expenditure. The rates 
varied in different provinces and require further examination in detail. 

378. The pay of the ordina~y establishments in all departments of Government 

Special establishments. 
which are employed on relief operations is not 
charged to the head Famine Relief, but only the 

. cost of such extra or special establishments as it may be necessary to entertain 
in addition to the ~egular Government staff. The cost of this supplementary 
establishment will necessanly vary in different provinces and will depend upon 
the extent to which the existing establishments are adequate for the conduct 
of the administration of relief. The cost of special establishments per 1,ooo 
units reliered was as follows :-

Rs. Rs. 
Bengal 7 Madras 4 

Punjab 7 Bombay 3 

Burma 7 Berar 3 

North· Western Provinces 4 

lhe exact rate in the Central Provinces is not known, as only the total of 
incidental charges of all kinds has been reported, but as thesf' do not exceed 
Hs. I6 per I ,ooo, it is probable that the special establishment did not exceed 
Rs 5 or Rs. 15 per I,ooo, The range of variation is no greater tran might be 
expected. The high rate in Bengal is mainly attributable to the non-existence, 
owing to the permanent set"lement, of a subordinate revenue establishment, 
such as was available in other provinces. The great number 9f small works 
also necessitated the entertainment of much extra establishment. It is not so 
easy to explain the high rate in Burma and the Punjab, but it is probable 
that, if operations had been on a larger scale, the rate per I ,ooo for establishments 
would have been considerably reduced, the low rates in other provinces being 
in a measure due to the fact not that the establishments employed were sufficient 
but that men of the necessary qualifications v:ere not available. As regards the 
North· Western Provinces the expenditure on establishments shown in the final 
report amounts to Rs. 4,39·730 only, but the expenditure on wages is said to in· 
elude work establishments and contingencies, The local Government has 
reported that the actual expenditure under thes~ heaqs cannot L~ separated, b:.~t 
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that an examination has shown that it may be taken at one·seventh the recorded 
expend1ture on wages. This would am,unt to Rs. t6,68,I8j, and for the pur
pose of the 'tables under considera:ion half of this amount has been treated as 
charges for establishment, and the other half as miscellaneou<; incidental exper.di. 
ture. The charges for establishment ca:mot be 'regarded as excessive. The 
success of relid operations depends so Jtuch upon the existence of an adequate. 
jntelligent and honest S11bordinate establishment, that it is on the contrary prob· 
able that a greater expenditure on this head would have been advantageous, 
if more men ·of th'! stamp required could have been obtained, and we think 
that an average rate of Rs. 6 per I,ooo relieved may be contemplated as 
reasonable. 

Other miscellaneous expenditure. 

Total 

Rs. 

Bengal 10 

~orth-\Vestern Prov-
inces 1 

Punjab 1.2 

!\Iadras 9 

379· The incidence of other miscellaneous charges 
per 1 ,ooo units relieved was as -below:-

To~ls Total Tools. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

3 Bombay ... 3 3 

Berar fractional. 
2 

Burma 11 

5 

4 

The rate fur the Central Provinces cannot be given for reasor.s already 
stated. As the expend[ture was mainly incurred in the purchase of tools, the 
incidence per I,ooo of the cost of tools is also shown alongside. In Bombay and 
Berar tools and plant account for the whole of the miscellaneous expenditure, and 
this justifies the belief already e>.pressed that the considerable expenditure incurred 
in the former province in hutting the labourers must have been included in the 
amount shown as wages to workers .... ~fter deducting tools and plant the ex. 
penditure remaining to be accJunted for will be at the following rates per 1,ooo 
relieved:-

Rs. 

Bengal 7 per 1,ooo units. 
North-\Vestern Provinces 5 , ,, 

" Punjab 1 " 
,, 

" 
~ladras 5 II II , 
Burma 10 

" " 
,, 

The hi;h rate in BurmJ. is due to the hct that the relief works were 
}:lrge public works at a gr~at distance from the homes of the peoplc-, and that 
heavy expenditure haj to be incurred in hutting, de. The other rates do not 
call for comment, and cannot be regarded as excessive. 

3So. It ha,; been shown that the cost of dirc~ct re!id accordin<T to the standard 
;:. ' 

Basis for ~stimating: the co5t of that we have recommendeJ, \•:ould on an average 
famine relief ill future. grain rate of 20 lbs. to the rupl!e hJ.ve amo:mted to 

Rs. So per 1 ,ooo ur,its rclie,·ed, the rate fJ.Iling and rising directly with the price 
of gr.>.in. If Rs. 6 pl.':r 1 ,ooo units be allowed for specic1\ establishmt•nts, and 
Rs. 8 for othl'r incidental charges, the total cost at the grain rate assumtd would 
be Rs. 94- per thous:~.nd units, which may fairly be taken as a ba~is in estimating 
the cost t•f b.minc relief in future. The artu.1l rost durin,r the latt' bmine under 

;;;, 

1he sa·nc average grain rate has been Rs. 89, L•r abQut 5 per cent. kss. 
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Ratio o( actual expenditure to value of work done at normal ra:t!s. 

381. It is difficult to arrive at any exact and reliable conclusion on this impor· 
Method of making the compar- tant point. In some provinces the matter h.as received 

ison. 1 considerable attent;on, and the normal cost of every 
individual work at ordinary· rates has been recorded in detail. Assuming that 
the rates have been fairly fixed it is not, however, always clear whether the 
amounts include merely the ordinary payments that would be made to petty 
contractors, or also all incidental and contingent charges for which provision 
would generally be made in the estimates.. In the former case the amounts enter
ed would be comparable with the amount paid as wages to workers. In the latter 
case they are more properly comparab~e with the total expenditure incurred, in· • 
eluding special establishment, tools and plant and other contingencies. In some 
provinces again, the ratio of actual to normal cost has not been worked out 
even in this degree of detail, and appears to have be'~n merely loosely estimated. 
In the following comparison the estimates of the value of work done which have 
been made in the final reports have been g,enera\ly accepteq, except where reasons 
for modifying them have be"::n given, and an· attempt has been made to show the 
approximate ratios borne to this value by the wages of the workers, and by all 
charges incurred in connection with the work!J concerned. These are shown in 
the subjoined table, in the second column of which are entered ratios given in 
the final famine reports or in other returns received by us which have been 
considered. The differences between these ratios and those which we think should 
be accepted are explained in tl-)z remarks that follow the table :-

Table showing ra!t'o's o( actual expenddure on relz'ef w~rks to value of work done 
at 110rmal rates: · 

I 

.ACCEPTRD R<\TJO, 

Ratio shown 
. Proviuce. iQ 

I 
. final reports • 

Total Wages only. 
expenditure. 

I II I 3 I 4 

Bengal ... . .. ... .. . 1'3 t 5 :n 

North.\Vestern Provinces ... ... 
I 

1'7 2'0 :.a·s 
Punjab ... ... ... . .. x·8 1'4 1'8 

Central Pr.~imce& ... ... . .. 2'5 1'8 :1'5 

Madras ' ... ... . .. . .. n z·g 3'4 

Bombay ... . .. ... . .. 2'7 z·6 3'1 

'Berar .... . ... . .. ... 1'3 .. . 1'3 . 
Burma ou ...... . .. . .. 1'3 l'O 1'3 

ratio gw·em in the second column is that estimated bv the Commis· · 
BengaL sioner of Patna for works carried out by task-work 

. under civil agency, the expenditure on which was 
nearly two-thirds of the total expenditure on relief wo:: ks in the province. On 
works outside Behar .and those under Public Works agency in the Patna 

·,division, the majority of which were on piece-work, it is claimed that the 
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::~.ctual cost did not on the whole exceed, and was in some cas~s less 
than, the value at normal rates. The rates, however, appear to have been 
arrived at on a consideration of the wages paid to diggers and carriers only, 
without reference to the amounts paid to daily labourers employed irrespective of 
task, which included also the Sunday wage. There .is no doubt t'nat full tasks 
were exacted in Bengal, and that the wages were very low i and the average ratio 
fo1 the whole province, exclusive of relief of dependants and other items may, when 
allowances are made for the untasked labour and Sunday wage, perhaps fairly be 
put at 1 '5· In the total expenditure Rs. s.oo,ooo has been taken for miscel
laneous charges. The accounts show Rs. 8,86,825, but the distribution of this 

• amount between works and other forms of relief has not been given. 

383. In these provinces the value of work done appears to have been estimat· 

North-Western Provinces. 
ed at considerably more than the normal rates, on the 
gr:>Und that the same quantity of work could not 

have been carried out throughout the hot weather at anything like the usual 
Public Works rate of R >. 2·8 per tho:Jsanc! for earth-work, and it is said that 
the value of work done throughout the provinces has been estimate.i by the 
Chief Engineer with regard to this conside-ration. The contention may be 
reasonable, but a large proportion of the \rork was actually executed in the 
cold weather, and in practice it would never be necessary to carry out works 
of the kind at such high pressure or within so limited a time. The argument is, 
moreover, applicable to all other provinces, and although it may be used as a 
partial explanation of a high ratio, it is not fair, for purposes of comparison, 
to reduce'the ratio on this account. It is impossible to say to what extent 
normal rates have been enhanced with reference to these considerations, but if it 
be assumed at no more than 25 per cent. the correct ratio would be apparently 
ab::mt 2·2. Contingencies and special establishments have been included in the 
wage account; but on the other hand, the Sunday wage, in the greater part if 
not the whole of the province, has been treated as griituitous relief. Making 
allowances on these accounts the ratio struck on wages only may be set at 2·o. 

384. The ratios quoted include all charges. The reports for both provinces give 
the ratios also for wages only, which have been shown 

Puojab and Central Provinces. • d .1 f h k 
111 eta1 or eac wrr , the final or a\·erage ratios 

being as shown in column :a of the table. The final ratio of r·S in the Pun jab is 
based on the whole of the operations i for irrigation works it is 2·5, for roads 2'0, 

and for tanks in the villages, where lower rates were paid and nothing was allowed 
for dependants, it was very little over 1. 

385. No details hare been gi,·en, but the Madras Famine Commissioner has 

Madras. 
given evidence to the effl!ct th.:t t the district ratios 
varied from 3·6 in Ganjani and Cuddapah to 1'7 in 

Godavari, the average rate for the province be:ng 3·3. This ratio included cost of 
work establishments and contingencies, but not the relief of depend:mts. · After 
making allowances for establishment and contingencies the ratio for wages only 
may be estimated at 2'9· 

:.;S6. The rate in the second column includes wages of workers and the cash 

Bombay. 
doles paid to dependants. The latter item h:ts been 
eliminated in striking the aco•pted rJ.te. Th~:re is 

reason to think, howe,·cr, th:1t the amou:1t returned in Bombay as 1vorkers' wag~s 
included othl.!r items or miscellaneous expenJiture. 
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387- The rate~ given are those for the Me;iktila-Myingyan Railway, the expen· 

Burma. 
diture on which was about 95 per cent. of the total 
expenditure on relief works. 

388. In comparing these ratios it will be most convenient_ to consider those in 

Comparison of these ratios. 
the third column, on the assumption that the estimat· 
ed value of work done is the amount that would be 

paid for labour only. The ratios should properly be incr_eased by perhaps JO per 
cent. to allow for the work establishments employed, tools used, and other 
charges which are usually included in petty contractors' rates. The ratios 
given in the last column include all charges for establishment, tools and· plant 
and contingencies, but these charges vary so much according to circumstances 
that a fair comparison cannot be made, while there are many doubtful factors 
in the ratios themselves. Those in the third column are more reliable, and will 
be approximately correct and fairly comparable, if it may be assumed that the 
reported values of work done at normal rates have been fairly caiculated ·on a 
generally uniform basis. The ratio varies from x·o in Burma to 2'9 in Madras. 
It may be remarked that the reported value of the work done is far more reliable 
in Burma than elsewhere, as the work was actually valued after completion by an 
i£1dependent Railway Officer. The results ·attained in this province under which 
the actual expenditure on relief works exceeded the value of the work done by less 
than 28 per cent. must be regarded as very creditable, but as has been elsewhere 
pointed out the work was carried out under more favourable conditions than 
ordinarily obtain on relief works; the numbers employed were small and a strong 
professional supervising staff was available, while the ordinary .labour wage in 
Burma appears to bear a higher ratio to the famine wage than in other parts of 
India. The ratios for other. provinces follow generally the order that might have 
been anticipated from what is known of the general condition and physique of the 
relief labourers, of the character of the works undertaken, of the proportions of 

· men to women and children, of the strictness exercised in the enforcement of 
tasks, of the adeq•Jacy and competency of the available establishments, and of 
the ratio of current grain prices to the normal rate. When allowance is made 
for the high and low scale of wages that obtained in Madras and Bengal respec· 
tively, the general conclusion would seem to be that the cost of wages 
may be expected to vary from one and-a.half to two and three•quarter times the 
value of the work done when calculated at normal rates, according to cir-
cumstances. 

389 It will, of course, be understood that the value of work done when calculated 
at normal rates does not represent the actual perma· 

Considerations to be kept in · h · 1 • 
view in making this comparison. nent gam tot e commumty resu tlllg from the ex pen• 

diture on relief works, which may properly be deduct• 
ed from the gross expenditure for the purpose of exhibiting the net cost to the State 
of famine relief. That is a separate qu~stion which will be next discussed, The 

. ratios which we have been considering are of interest only as an ind;cation of the· 
probable cost of works carried out by relieilabour, and as a measure of the effici· 
ency of the discipline and labour test, which, whe11 all other circumstances are the 
same, is a principal factor in the economical administration of famine relief, In 
prartice, however, a general similarity of circumstances can be assumed to exist only 
within adjacent districts of the same province, and in comparing provincial ,ratios 
it must be remembere~ that good discipline is only one of the causes that make 
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fer a low ratio. For instance unprofessional diggers will for some time at least 
work more effectively as compared with professional labourers in the soft soil 
of Bengal than in the hard murrum found in some other provinces. Much will also 
,depend on the ratio of the famine wage actually adopted to that paid in. ordinary 
times to ordinary labourers, on the minimum age at which children are admitted 
as workers, on the percentage of male adults, on the position in which the line has 
in practice been drawn which separates the workers from the recipients of gratui
tous relief, and on the intensity of the distress and the degree to which the condition 
of the people has run down. 

11te extent to which the works executed by relief labour are of permanent utzlzty. 

390, The last question which we have to consider in regard to the economy of 

Classificatioa or relief works. 
relief operations is that of the real value or utility to 
the community of the works that have been carried 

out by relief labour. If this value could be correctly appraised the total cost 
of relief operations might fairly be reduced by the amount, the balance represent
ing the net or ultimate cost to the State. It is, _however, difficult to fix the 
value quantitatively, or to give more than a very gt>neral idea of the permanent 
gain to the community, apart from the· relief of distress, which has resulted 
from tr.e expenditure incurred. For this purpose it will be convenient to divide 
relief works into three classes, as follow :-

A.-Public works, such that the whole or ncar!y the whole of the ya1t:e 

cf the work done, as calculated at normal rates, may fairly be 
deducted from the cost of relief operations. 

B.--Public works, such that only a small portion, if any, of the value of 
the work done, may fairly be so deducted. 

C.-Vilbge works. 

Class A wilt include:-

(i) Works which are likely to prove remunerati,·e, either directk or 

indirectly, by the protection that they will afford against famine in 
future, and for the early completion of which funds can be made 
available. 

(ii) Works for the early completion of which funds can be made !raii:;.blc 
and which, though not likely to be rcmuncratin", are likely to be 
of t,rreat public benefit, and would if not constructed during 
famine have been in the ordinary course of administration carried 
out sooner or later. 

(iii) \Yorks, such as the collection of road metal, which will lead to a 
reduction in future years 0f charges, :,;uch as the maintenance of 
metalled roads, t.:> which the Administration is committed. 

Class B will include :-

(i) Works which, though of ccmsid~rable public benefit, are likely to be 
useless or to fall into desuetude for want of th~ funds neces:::.:~ry for 
their completion, utiliz::ttion, or subsequent nuintcnancc. 

(ii) \\'orks which ~re of little or no public benefit at all, a!ld which h:l\e 

mcn:ly been constructed as a means of employment [Qr relief 
labourers. 
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If works of class A were completed during the famine, or if they are carried · 
on to completion without serious it1terruption .after the relief works are closed, 
the whole of the actual value of the work done on them may be regarded as a fair 
set-off acrainst the cost of famine relief. If delay occurs the whole amount 
cannot be so charged off, partly because the State virtually loses interest on the 
money sunk, and partly because the works will deteriorate. If the delay is great 
the works will fall into class B, and if very prolonged no share whatever of their 
actual cost can fairly be deducted from the cost of -famine relief. As regards 
works of class C, ordinarily a very small portion of the exper:diture incurred 
on them can fairly be regarded as a reduction of the cost of famine relief. 
For the most part they are not in themselves works on which public revenues ~ 

w~uld ordinarily be spent, as at the best they represent local improvements or 
conveniences in the narrowest sense of .the term. Few of them are calculated 
to lessen the effects of future droughts. ,Many of them, however, are of distinct 
local utility, especially tanks for drinking purp:>ses and for watering cattle, and 
they are naturally much appreciated by the village communities which have thus 
been benefited. But beyond this the State derives no advantage from their 

, construction. 

391. The provincial reports do not give the information that would render it 
possib!e to distribute the expehditure incurred on 

Attempt to estimate the real 
1JB!ue of the works executed in eac~ relief works between these classes, but some general 
pro•ince. idea may be formed of the real value of the works 
executed in each province. 

Bengal. 
392. In Bengal' the following expenditure was 

incurred on railway and irrigation works :-

Sakri-Jainagar Railway ... 
Bettia-Bagaha Railway 
Bhagmati Canal 
Bayanala Cnt 
Tribeni Canal 
Dhaka Canal 

.· .. 

TOTAL 

Rs, 

64,936 
II ,265 
s,8r7 
7.539 

I,4M28 
(about) 13,0I5 

2,5o,ooo 

The Chief Engineer states that the value of the work done closely approxi· 
mated to the adual cost, and that the value of the two first works will be 
eventually recovered from the Tirhut State Railway, and will be practically 

_ equal to the amount expended. The other works form parts of projects which 
it is proposed to recommend on their merits as famine protective works and which 
will, it is said, be works of permanent utility. If the railways are taken over 
and the other projects are sanctioned and completed without great dP.lay, much 
of the expenditure shown above may be considered as permanently useful, but for 
the present it may be assumed that the proportion will not exceed 75 per cent., 
or, say, Rs. I ,9o,ooo. The expenditure on wages to relief workers in Bengal 
amounted to about Rs. 54, 12,ooo, and if R s. 2 ,so,ooo be deducted ol"' account of 
the above works, the balance will represent the expenditure on other· works. The 
report shows that these other works consisted mainly of roads and tanks in equal 
propottions, and if the average numbers on road and tank charges were also 
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equal, the outlay on roads may be put down at about Rs. 25,8o,ooo, and accord· 
ing to the Bengal ratio the actual value of the work done will have been two-thirds 
of this, or sa'y, Rs. 1 7,2o,ooo. The proportion of this value that may be regard
ed as effective will vary from 1 oo per cent. to nil, according to the class and 
sub-class under which the works fall, but in view of the admitted difficulty in all 
provinces of finding funds for the completion a11d maintenance of new reads it will 
perhaps suffice for purposes of comparison ·to take two-thirds of the actual 
value of the road 7o·ork executed in all rrovinces for relief purposes as effective 
value. The effective value of the road work executed b Bengal may thus 
be put at Rs. I 1 ,so,ooo. The expenditure un ~anks will be seprately con

sidered. 

393· In the North· Western Provinces the works carried out, with the excep

North. Western Provinces. 
tion of some canal works, were mostly roads, tanks 
and wells, with a few miscellaneous works. The 

expenditure on these is not stated separately, but in the report of the Superin· 
tending Engineer, Additional 3rd Circle, the following figures are given for his 

circle:-

Cost of fami;1e labour on road work ... 

,, 
" 

,, tank work ... 

,, , stone work and rnurrum 

TOTAL 

Rs. 

39,15,202 

2,17,928 

The total expenditure on wages in the Public Works Department may be 
taken at Rs. l ,oo,oo,ooo, but the reports indicate that the proportion of tank 
work was very much smaller in other circles. In the 2nd circle the wages on tank 
works do not appear to have exceeded Rs. :,s7,ooo. The total expended on tank 
works under the Deparqnent of Public \V orks in the province probably did not 
exceed Rg. 43,oo,ooo,leaving Rs. 5 7,o:>,ooo for roads and other works Taking the 
value of these \Yorks at so per cent. of the expenditure on wages, or Rs. 2S,so,ooo, 
and assuming as befo:e that two-thirds of this is effective, we have Rs. 19,2o,coo, 
as the effecti,·e value of the works. No account has been taken of the tank 
works or of the works under civil officers, as these were mostly village works; 
nor of the canal works, in regard to which no inform:1~ion has been giren, though 
the expenditure is believed to have been small. 

394· In the Punjab Rs. IJ,o8,3o6 was spent on irrigation works, the value of 

runjn.b. 
the \\ork done ~nd charged off to the projects con· 

Ct'rncd being Rs. 4,41 ,c29. These \\'Orks all fall within 
class A (1). \\'ith the exception of tbe Jhelum Canal work all were completed 
dunng- or soon after the famine, and the Jhclum Canal is in progress. The 
cxpt~nuiturc on tanks and m:sccl!aneous works arnvunted to Rs. 6

1
Jo,ooo, none of 

which ran be considered cffecti\'e. On roads and l·mz~·ar excavation Rs. 2,Js.soo 
was sp<·nt, the \'alue of the work done at normal rates being estimakd at so 
per ce::t. or aLout Rs. 1,18,ooo, tl\'o-thirds of which, Rs. j9

1
ooo, will fully 

represent the cffccti\'e raluc of the work done. 
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395· In the Central Provin~es the relief works under the Public Works Depart

Central Provinces. 

-
I 

New roads ... .... 
Roadq raised in class ... 

TOTAL 

ment consisted almost entirely of roads. The work 
dot:te is reported by the Chief Engineer as below:-

llletal!ed 
Unmctalled. or Total. 

murrumed. 

2 3 4 

Miles. Miles. Miles. ... ISO 429 579 ... U7 6g2 819 

--------- ---... 277. 1112 l l,Jg8 

Out of 178 charges no less than I 72 were road works, and five were tanks 
or impounding reservoirs on which the expenditure amounted to Rs. so,ooo only. 
Onlv one or two of these were completed, and all will require masonry regulators 
bef~re they can be utilized for irrigation. Many of the roads are of great 
utility, and much of the work done will reduce the cost of maintenance of exist• 
ing roads for the next few years. The permanent value of the new roads depends 
however on the construction of the necessary masonry works, and on the 
adequacy of the funds that may be made available for their up-keep and mainten. 
ance, while some at least of the roads were not really required. The effective 
value may therefore be taken here, as elsewhere, at two-thirds of the actual value 
of work done. The total expenditure on relief works under the Public Works 
Department was Rs. I,o2,88,297 1 and as the actual value of the work done has 
been estimated at 40 per cent. of this expenditure the effective value may be . 
taken at two-thirds of 40 per cent. or say Rs. 27,4o,ooo. 

396. In Madras the total expenditure incurred in the Public Works Depart
ment and on works under civil officers amounted to 
Rs. 71,32,091 including all charges except relief 

of dependants. From the figures given in appendix VIII of the Madra·s 
report it appears that about 8 per cent. of the total expenditure was 
incurred in the maintenance or construction of irrigation works, and a little 
over 1 per cent. on miscellaneous works. The balance or over 90 per cent. of the 
entire expenditure was incurred on roads, regarding which the Famine Commis
sioner reports that in the large majority of cases they were taken in hand merely 
from the necessity of finding work of any kind for the numbers demandin<Y 

' b employment, and that many of the roads constructed by famine labour are not 

Madras. 

kept up afterwards from want of funds. The actual value of the work done 
!1)ay be taken at one-third the recorded expenditure, or in round numbers at 
Rs. 24,oo,ooo, of which Rs. 2,oo,ooo was on account of irrigation works, and 
may be regarded as effective value, though it is at least doubtful whether all 
the irrigation works are worth their value at normal rates. Of the balance, or 
Rs. 22,oo,ooo spent on road work, two-thirds may, as elsewhere, be treated as 
o~ permanent value, and the total effective value of the works in the presidency 
lnll then stand at Rs. 16, 7o,ooo. 
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397· In the final report on the famine in the Bombay presidency the famine 
expenditure on different classes of works is com
pared with the useful expenditure, as below:-Bombay. 

\ 

Famine Useful· 
expenditure. expenditure, 

Rs. Rs. 

J, Improvements to roads ... 58,86,670 19,70,0:)0 

2. New roads 12,59·484 4•9 1 ,I92' 

3· Railway works ... 8,39.760 4·75,175 
4· New irrigation works IJ,171186 4,41,279 

5· Improving old works 11{]1559 78,709 

6. Water-supply 1,26,336 49,644 

TOTAL 95·76,995 35,05,999 

Regarding item I it is said that ''it is probable that when masonry works 
are completed and the masonry material spread and consolidated, the improve
ment to many roads will be such as to warrant the establishment of tolls which 
will at least bring in enough to maintain roads which before the famine were a
constant drain on the yearly expenditure for maintenance/' and again that 
u many roads have been so much improved as to warrant the establishment o l 
new tolls which should maintain the roads, and the reserved stock of metal 
collected should reduce the maintenance charges during the next ten years.',. 
In the case of ~uch roads the whole or nearly the whole of the useful expenditure, 
£.e., the value of the work done at normal rates, may be regarded as effective 
value, but on the other hand it is certain that on some roads metal has been 
collected that will never be laid or subsequently maintained, and for present 
purposes we may assume that, as in other provinces, only two-thirds of the value 
of the work done on roads will be really effective, whether under item 1 or 
2. In regard to railway works it is stated that '1 it is questionable if the 
earth-work done on the Pundharpur-Sangola extension, the value of which at 
normal rates is Rs. 1 ,So,ooo, should be counted as useful work, as it is doubtful 
if this extension will ever be mad~1 or in any case till much of the work done • 
has deteriorated." The balance of the expenciitt:re on this item may be regarded 
as effective. As regards the apparent excessive cost of new irrigation works it is 
explained that "the embankment and filling in of the puddle trench are the works 
most suited to famine labour, but before these can be commenced the puddle 
trench has to be excavated, a slow and troublesome work, the difficulties of 
which are aggravated by having large numbers of unskilled labour to deal with. 
In addition to this there is the expensive item of pumping out water from the 
deeper portions of the trench to be considered. There is no doubt but that so 
much of this work having been done during the present famine has much 
improved the position with regard to providing useful famine W'Ork in the future, 
as even if the puddle trenches fill in with soil and silt, as is most probable, the 
excavation of this soft material will be a matter of small amount, now that the 
hard rock and murrum has been cut out." It is added that "the most difficult 
and expensive '\\;ork connected with several irrigation projects has been c.:mied 
out, and the position with regard to providing suitable famine work in the future 
has been much improved." It is understood from these remarks that the new 
irrigation works hare not been completed, and have been little more th:m well 
begun. The effective value of the work done depends upon whether the works will 
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not be proceeded with until the recurrence of famine, as appears to be contem· 
plated, or whether they can be faken up as Famine Protective works, ll.S may be 
the case with some of them. On the whole it is thought that not more than a 
quarter of the actualvalue of the work done should, under the circumstances, be 
regarded as effective. As regards items 5 and 6 the whole of the useful expendi
ture shown may be accepted. The effective value of the work done in Bombay 
will then be as follows :-

Road work 
Railways 
New Irrigation'works 
Improving old do, ..• 
Water·suppl y 

Total 

Rs. · 

J6,40,795 
3·95,175 
11101J20 

78,709 
49,664 

398. In Berar the actual cost of work done by famine labo~r is com pared with 

Berar. 
its estimated valu~ at ordinary rates as below :-

Actual Value at 
cost. normal rates. 

Rs. Rs. 
( 1) Construction and improvements to un• 

metalled roads 2,39,370 1,70,074 
(2)" Collection of metal 71,010 49,096 
(3) Earth·work ... 88,1.23 66,88g 
(4) Construction or improvements to tanks 

81,535 and wells 76,063 
(5) Miscellaneous ... 2/'>81 2,68t 

Total 4,8:!,718 3,64,803 -- --
The Commissioner states that nearly all the works are of permanent utility 

except some of the tank excavations and dams, which in his opinion are of 
doubtful value. Most of such works probably belong to class C, and may for 
the present be disregarded on that account, and the effective value of the work 
done may be taken as Rs. 2,5o,ooo. 

3~9· In Burma the total expenditure under the Public Works Department 

Burma. 
amounted to Rs. I 1123.441, of which Rs. I0,52,900 
was for work done on the Meiktila-Myingyan Rail· 

way, the effective value of which may be taken at Rs. 8,25,545. In addition useful 
expenditure was incurred on tank and road work which is valued at Rs. 2,690, 
and the effective value of all relief works in Burma may be put at Rs. 8,28,235· 

400. In this estimate of the real or 11 effective" value of works of permanent 

Local or village works. 
public utility executed in the late famine we have, as 
already stated, excluded purely local or village works. 

We have however stated that such works are often of much utility in the particular 
localities where they have been undertaken. If a definite valuation has to be 
made of them, this may best be made on the basis of the quantity of work 
done valued at normal rates. The amount for each province, following the 
assumptions which have already been made, are shown in the table in the 
next following paragraph. In the case of Madras no such works have been 
entered, as there are no means of separately distinguis,hing them. It is 
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probable that many of the irrigation and miscellaneous works, the expenditure 
on which has already been considered, might more properly be reiegated to this 
class. In saying that works of purely Ion! or·village utility are not in ordinary 
times legitimate objects for the expenditure of public funds, we do not imply 
that they are not in particular circumstances legitimate famine relief works. If 
on the one hand they are difficult to manage and are liable to be dangerously 
attractive, they fulfil in other respects at certain 'seasons and in certain localities 
the requirements of relief in a more satisfactory manner than large works. 
Apart from their ralue as relief works many of these will be of considerable 
permanent utility to the small communities for whose benefit they have been 
constructed, and aithough their value cannot properly be considered as effective 
in the sense of anticipating expenditure that would othenr:ise be incurred sooner 
or later by the State on public works, or in materially diminishing the liabi;ity 
to famine in fufure, it ne\'ertheless represents substantial benefits conferred by 

. the State on the agricultural community of which sepuate account may legiti· 
mately be taken. 

401. The assumed effecti\'e value of the work done for each pr6rince and the 

Comparative table or effective useful expeoditure on village works are compared 
value of work: doue. below with the amounts paid as wages to workers 

gi\'en in statement C at page 238. 

I VILLAGE WoRKS. 

Province. Wag•:s to E:1ecti\'e nlue I Percentage Wurkers. d work done. 

I Perceutage. 

I 
Expenditure. 

I I a 3 I 4 s 6 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
en gal ... 54,12,.po '3·40 000 2.rs 31'8 R 

N 'orth· \V estern Prov· 1103 1191450 19,20,000 
17,20,000 

18'6 .21,5<),000 2o·8 
inccs. 

unjab ... t 5·'3.481 5,20,000 3-.f.'4 s,So,ooo 38'3 
entral Provinces ... 83,17,055 .27 1.t01COO 6,02,000 7'2 
laC:ras 

p 
c 
1\ 
B 
B 
n 

... 6o,SS·4H 16,70,000 
32'9 
27'6 ... .. . 

om bay ••• 95,15,075 22.75,0110 24'2 r,s6,ooo I I 6 
r:rar ... ... 4,72.71~ 2,5o.ooo 52·9 j6,JOO I !6'1 
urma ... ... 

1 

9,62,328 8,28,ooo SG·o 6,ooo : ·6 

Total ... 4,25,67,971 -;;;;,;;;;;j---;; -;,go,ooo ~-,-;:;-
I 

The wages include those paid on works under civil olTiccrs, all of which 
except in DcngJ.l m.1y be regarded as fJlling unc!er class C. 

The general conclusion is that the real value to the St.1te ar~d to village 
communities of the works executed durin" the bte famine ma)' be re<"lrdcJ as 

~ b 

approximately 40 per cent. of the expendi:ure actually incurred on w.1ges, the Yalue 
of the public works being approximately Rs. r,I5,13,ooo which may be regarded 
as a sct·off to the State expenditure on relief. 

402. for 6o per cent. (of the cxprnditure there is nothing more t0 show 

Sixty P•'r cent. or the e:a:pent!i· ultimately tbn for th:H incurred on gratuitous relief. 
tun uon·ello:ctive. 1'1 · · h f 1 11s IS t c price p.1id for r('licring nnsses o pel)p c 
under famine conuitiuns, in a yc.1r \\ben fL10d is cxccssiwly dc:lr and at aseJ.sc•:l 
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of. the year when the climate is lJ,gainst efficient labour. It might be argued 
from these figures that it would be simpler and cheaper to place a large propor· 
tion of the relief workers on gratuitous relief in their homes, and to employ 
only the able-bodied and efficient workers. To some extent the policy of restrictiug 
relief workers to the comparatively able-bodied. was pursued in Bengal, and in 
other provinces where piece-work or payment by results was resorted to. We 
have elsewhere discussed the conditions and limits to which the adoption of 
any system of payment by results in future scarcities or famines should in our 
opinion be subjected. In the event of severe famine we do not contemplate that 
any m~ terial improvement in the economic returns of relief labour is likely to be 
reached. It is impossible to so extend gratuitous relief in the homes of the 
people as to restrict the exaction of the labour test to the able-bodied only. Un· 
satisfactory as relief works open to all classes are from an economic point of 
view, it would be far more unsatisfactory from another and a still more important 
point of view to accustom the people to a gigantic system of gratuitous relief on 
the occurrence of every severe famine. It is possible that in some provinces the 
labour test may have been applied to the infirm and young who might well have 
been sent to their homes and placed on the gratuitous lists,. But to this is the 
objection that families would thereby be broken up, especially when the homes of 
the labourers are distant from the works. The conclusion which has been stated 
indicates that if the administration of gratuitous relief could be safely relaxed so 
as to include among its recipients a number of the less capable individuals who 
are ordinarii y required to attend relief works as a condition of relief, the resuit 
would be a great saving in the cost of relief, which .would also be fu~ther reduced 
by the more effective discipline which would be rendered possible on the 
works. 

403. The provincial percentages' given in the foregoing table vary greatly. It 
variations ill the provincial per· would be unfair to regard them in any sense as 

tentages. figures of merit, and SQ far as the figures and 
arguments on which they are based can be relied on, they indicate only the 
extent to which circumstances have rendered it possible to employ relief labourers, 
on works of real utility. It is possible that in all provinces, except the Punjab, 
Burma and Berar, somewhat higher percentages of effective value for public 
works might have been attained, if programmes of relief works had been main· 
tained more systematically and up to date before the outbreak of the famine, 
and they are naturally lower in those provinces in which the total expenditure 
on works bears a high proportion to its actual value at normal rates, a question 
which has been separately considered. The choice of works for the employ· 
ment of relief labourers is however so inevitably governed by circumstances 
and by other considerations than that of their intrinsic usefulness, that the 
percentages given must be regarded as roughly expressing the facts as to the 
economic value of the works which have been carried out, rather than as 
measures of the effectiveness of the administration. . They are, of course, open to 
question, and it may well be doubted if an independent analysis of the figures 
available would lead to exactly the same results, but the data upon which they 
are based ~ave been stated in sufficient detail, and the general conclusions. 
derived from them, though not absolutely reliable, will nevertheless be of some: 
interest to those who are concerned with the economical side of farr.ine adrninis.· 
tration. 
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404, We have now considered the degree of success which has attended 
General conclusion as to the the relief measures undertaken in each province, 

success of the operations. primarily with reference to the relief of distress and 

the saving of human life, and secondarily with regard to economy. The former 
is no doubt the more important question, and it has engaged our very careful 
attention, but it is impossible to consider it wholly without reference to the 
latter, or to dissociate the question of efficiency from that of cost. We have, 
however, discussed them separately, and after expressing our opinion as to the 
degree of success ·attained in each province in the relief of distress and the 
saving of human life, without immediate regard to the expenditure incurred, 
have endeavoured to bring into· fair comparison the cost of relief in each, 
with due consideration to all variations in circumstances, and with reference 
also to what may be regarded as average or normal standards. Viewed as a 
whole we consider that while the areas over which intense and severe distress 
prevailed in the famine of r8g6-97 were greater than in any previous famines, the 
success actually attained in the relief of distress and saving of human life was. 
if not complete, far greater than any that has yet been recorded in famines that 
are at all comparable with it in point of extent, severity or duration, and that this 
result has been achieved at a cost which, when compared with the expenditure in 
previous famines, and with other standards that we have had before us, cannot 
but be regarded as very moderate. 



STATEMENT A. 

Duration of I Millions of 

Percentage Direct State LoANS AND ADVANCES. SUSPENSIONS AND Rg.. 

Average daily of average expenditure Average cost MISSIONS. 

number of daily num- on relief in- of relief per 
Amount per 

l'rovince. Affected area and population. relief units persons ber relieved eluding estab- thousand 
J,onc of 

Amount per 
operations. relieved. relieved. to ))OPUla• lishment and units Total population Total 1,ooo of 

incidental relieved. amount. amount. population tton. charges. of affected of affected 
area. area. 

I I 2 3 4 s 6 1 8 I !I 10 " . 12 

Population I 
Sq. miles. (in thou- Days. P.C. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. sands). 

EN G-AL ... •.. 1 Patna Division ... -· IO,fS6 7,6•8 270 110 407,5~0 S"3 87,89,649 So 1 
2 Rest ... ... . .. 14,.5'3 3,735 2(0 22 92,000 2"4 20,14,108 92 ~(a)••,49,I •s 198 l'lil. Nil. ------- -------------------- J 25,199 ti,36J I 132 499,500 4"4 I,o8,oJ,757 8• 

ORTH-\VFSTRRN PROVTN- 1 1 Four Bundelkhand distTicts ... 10,41-4 3,297 Jno 102 340,000 •4·8 7o,o2,45••gt ) -
CES AND OUDH. I 

2 Other •• Famine" districts ... 2!1,804 15,S3o JOO 161 539,000 3"4 ,,•o,s:o~,8Bg·79 >- <42,TJ,83t lSI 2,69,83,975 150 

3 Scarcity districts ... -· 17,595 9,854 1170 1!} to,soo 0"7 1J,04,378'30 J --------
~--~ 57,813 2J,g8t 949,500 3.4 (b)t,98,4],829 70 ------

3 UNJAB: -· ... 1 Hissar ••• ... . .. 3,763 544 240 I 12"2 51.000 9"3 12,26,610 JOI 4.79,097 881 3,R9,074 715 

2 Rest 7.676 :2,613 210 10 .. 2 49,000 t•S 'f0,07~394 99 8,g1,542 343 18,o4.553 6gt -· -· •.. ------- -----.--
11,439 3,157 22:"'4 100,000 3·• 2:1:.34,004 IOO 13,76,639 -------

~BNTilAL PROTINCES' ... 1 In Jabalpur Division •.. •s,6B• 1,830 WI li2 t88,ooo 1o•J 4o,56,93t 65 8,]6,]64 419 l 52,Dg,234 zR.est - ... . .. J6,2Jl ~ -4,632 330 g6 291,000 6·3 l,tS,sJ,8e8 120 22,35,010 482 8o6 ---- ---- I I 
52,915 6,46'2 158 479,000 7"4 1,56,10,739 99 (<) 31,12,674' J ------

300 i ,fADR&S ·- ... 1 Deccan ·- . .. 14,743 :l,oos 78 26o,oao 12"9 81,51 1 162 lOS 15,99,093 798 29,45,ooo 1,468 

• Rest B,6o8 3,043 18o I 16 89,000 2"9 16,]6,475 105 2,s6,z44 84 - -· ... 4,25,000 140 ------- I 
.. .. ~----

23,151 5.048 94 349,000 c·9 g8,•7,637(d) 105 •S,ss,JJ7 
' ----

OK:SA.Y ... . .. 1 Bijapur and Sbolapur ·- 10,1(}9 •,546 330 I 62 J8S,ooo J~(l li4,99,299 105 19,_30,908 1~249 168,755 109 

• Rest 3"2 61,37,503 108 33,66,074 633 ... ... . .. 3•.743 5,319 :uo 57 170,000 84],]06 159 --- ---- ---------I .f2,Q12 6,86s 119 358,ooo s·z r,26,J6,8o2 100 52,QO,g82 • ------- ----
£RAil ... ... . ..... 7,2t7 J,tSJ 240 s·•s 20,000 1'7 5.74,875 109 J 12-S,.oJ6 106 go,]36 '11 
URMA ... ... -··· 3,982 381 365 s·s ZJ,OOO 6·o u,ss,S94 141 t,~t,gos 477 . .. ... 

-------
I ToTAL ... ~24,828 62,440 821 J 2,778,ooo 4"4 7,'l7,21,237 81) 1,84,11,5191 295 3,28,64,033 526 

-1~ Th-e area and population figures are based on the monthly rehef returns of the S8\eral provmces. As the area and popu I 
lati.o.n re~or-ned varied fcom mo~t h to month, a fair mean avera~e for the whole period has been taken. -

2. In esbmatmg the duration of rehef operations the period only during which relief on a considerable scale was given, 
has been taken. 

' l· In each province the area most severely affected ha.. been separated from th6 area less severely affected. 

(a) lndudes Rs. 3,53,179 on account of famme loans. 
(b) Includes Rs~ 4,88,to9 on account of non-recoverable advances .. 
(c) Includes Rs. 1 I,53,36o on account of famine loans, much of which will be remitted. 
(d) Includes Rs. 11,49,095 on relief or weavers, half of which will be recoverable. 

INDIAN CHARTTABLB 
RI!LIEF FUND. 

Amount per 
Totaf t.ooo of 

popuJation amount. of affected 
area. 

13 14 

Rs. Rs. 

oo,6s,6J6 IS. 

48,8],527 115 

f 11,13,82:2 372 

33,1i5,t63 521 

} 14,25~12 282 

} 14,84,950 u!i 

1,92,795 I6J. 

3109,266 812 

1,49,.04,.Si'l 239 



STATEMENT B. 
Statement sltowin.~ for each Pro<n"nce the cost of?:ariousforms of Gratuitous Relief, per .tinit relieved. 
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MADRAS ·-

BOMBAY ... 

Bl!li.A& 

BIIUIA -· 
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STATEMENT C. 
Stafenunf sho-eing prop;-,lioxs of direct expenditure on reliif and incidental cltarges for each Province. 

' "' o EsTABLtSRMiiHT jTOTAL tNCti)ENTAL 
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CHAPTER VI. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO MEASURES AND METHODS OF WORKING. 

405. The suggestions to be made in this chapter fall under six distinct 

Jntroduetory remarks. 

{;;~) Relief works; 

(b) Gratuitous relief; 

sections:-

(c) Aboriginal hill and jungle tribes; 

(d) Special relief to weavers; 

(e) The utilisation of charitable funds; 

(/) The order and method of use and combination of all these methods 
of relief. 

The section relating to relief works may also be conveniently sub·divided 
into six heads:-

(i) Programmes of works; 

(ii) Test works; 

(iii) Class of relief works to be opened; 

(iv) Organization and direction of relief works; 

( v) Classification and wage scale of daily labourers ; 

(vi) The code system of task·work and systems of payment by results, 
tasking, rest-day allowance, relief works accounts, etc. 

SECTION I. 

RELIEF WORKS. 

(i) Programmes of works. 

406. The first subject to be considered in connection with relief works is that 

R d t
. r th F . of the programmes to be maintained in anticipation of 

ecommeo a lODS o e amme 
Commissioner• regarding large famine, and the character of the works to be included 
works. in them. Lord Lytton's minute of the 12th August 
1877, written at the height of the famine campaign of Southern India, laid down, 
as the result of recent experience, that at the beginning of a famine "relief em~ 
ployment, at a subsistence wage, should be provided on large, fully-supervised 
works, which will be of permanent benefit to the country." The minute went on 
to say "the advantage of large works over petty local works is two-fold ; firstly, 
the obligation to do a full day's work at a low rate of wage, arid to go some 
distance to work, keeps from seeking relief those who can support themselves 
otherwise; and, secondly, the money expended on such works bequeaths perma· 
nent benefits to the country." In appointing the Famine Commission of 1878, 
the Secretary of State, in his Despatch of the 1oth January 1Sr~. referred to this 
exposition of principle, and to Lord Lytton's visit to Madras and Mysore made 
with the object, among others, of enforcing it in those provinces. '' I have 
already," wrote the Secretary of State, "fully approved of Your Excellency's 
proceedings in this respect, and do not doubt that you t:xercised ~ wise discre. 
tion" . The Secretary of State then adds that "it is desirable, however, that for 
guidance in future famines the experience obtained of the worJ.-ing of. the twa, 
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systems should be ascertained and recorded. The relative value of the work 
done for the same wage in each case, the effl!ct of the larger works in discourag· 
ing peculation and the relief of applicants n::>t in want, and the extent to which 
the distance of relief works can without undue hardship be us~d a<> a test of 
destitution are the points on which evidence is required." The Famine Com· 
mission took evidence on these points and fully considered the matter. Their 
final opinion is recorded in paragraph 128 of their report. They were in 
favour of large works. " The works selected should be of permanent utility 
and capable of employing a considerable number of persons {a large pro
portion of whom would be unskilled. labourers) for a considerable period of time. 
. • . . . . . If possible, one ~ch work should be opened in each · 
sub-division of a district in which severe distress prevails. It is not necessary~ 
and may often be undesirable, to offer to every one work close to hi,s door, but 
on the other hand it is unreasonahle to expect people to travel great 
distances in order to olrtain relief, or to make such a journey a condition prece· 
den~ of their being received on relief works ; and we trunk that such a test should 
not be applied." They recommend that such works should be immediately directed 
by officers <1f the Public Works Department, with whom civil officers should be 
associated. They add that "work might, however, be carried on ·under the 
civil officers for the purpose of giving employment to persons who have been in 
the receipt o.f gratuitous relief, and who, though beginning to recover from debility, 
are not yet stro:1g enough to. be sent off finally to the regular relief works." 

Such were the recommendations of the Famine Commissicmers on the· 
reference made to them, which wer.e accepted by the Government of India and 
the Secretary of State. The actual practice in this respect in different provinces 
h~s been described and compared at some ~ngth in paragraphs 166 to 173 
of this reportt and in paragraph 178 w~ have given an indication of our views on 
the subject. We do not dispute the conclusion of the Famine Commissioners-, 
that large works are to be preferred as the backbone· of famine relief, and in 
the case of extensive and prolonged famine we regard them as indispensable. 
The policy of large work!:. has been followed with great success in Burma and the 
Punjab, though in neither of these pro,·inces was distress very acute or wide· 
spread. It was adopted, though not in the earlier stages of distress, in Bombay, 
and although hardships may have been caused in some cases by the sudden 
closing of small works on the introduction of a change of system, it has been 
clearly shown that in that province large works may in future be relied on as the 
backbone of relief operations. It has been carried out in the North·\\' estern and 
Central ProYinces, but in the former at least, the works althoucrh brcre were more 

I b b > 

numerous than in Dombay, so that as a rule not more than one-third of the workers 
resided on them. Dut while there is thus ample evidence of the feasibility 
and advantage of employing relid labourers on large and useful works at some 
distance from their homes, it is equally certain that such works cannot be exclu· 
sivcly relied on for the relief of all who arc able to work. In the densely populated 
distrids of Dengal, brge 'rorks, however valuable, can ne\'er be the only or 
even the principal form of relief works. In the plateau districts of the Central 
Provinces they fail to attract the furest or aboriginal tribes, and in all provinces 
the necessity for suppbncnting them at times by sm:11l works near the homes 
of the people appears .to hare been establishrd. We consider, therefore, that 
while lar.:;e works should ordinarily be regarded as the mainstay of relief operations, 
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there are occasions when small works must also be largely resorted to, and 
be carried out either by professional or civil agency, according to circumstances. 

407. If the foregoing remarks are accepted their purport can be embodied in 
the code rules regarding programmes of relief works. 

Public and village works, • 
It is evident that well-considered programmes should 

be regarded as the first ess~ntial for a well-conducted famine . campaign. By ' 
present rules there are separate programmes for "large'' and "small 11 works, 
which are defined as those which will employ respectively more or less than go,ooo 
day units of labour (i.e., r,ooo labourers for three months). But this classification 
seems of little use, for as long as a programme shows the number of day units 
that a work will employ, a glance at this"bumber suffices to show whether it is a 
large or small work in the code sense. We think it would be better to class all 
relief works under the heads of 11 publt'c workS,'' and "vz'lluge works." Under the 
former head we would include all works the. cost of which .is properly chargeable 
to public funds, whether imperial, provincial; or incorporated or excluded local 
funds. Under the latter we would put all works whether large or small that would 
in ordinary times be executed at the cost of private individuals or _communities, 
but which are suitable for relief works in times of famine, and can then be 
executed either at the cost of the State, or by means of loans wholly or partially 
recoverable from the parties benefited. Separate programmes for these 
two classes of works may well be prepared by the district officers, the former in 
consultation with the district engineers or local Public Works officers, the latter 
with the assistance of the district revenue staff. If the former programme is 
inadequate, the head of the Public Works Department should be responsible for 
taking what measures are possible ~o complete it. As long as the programme 
of public works is adequate for the"!Jurpose of meeting the first rushes of relief 
labourers the programme of village works need not be prepared in very great 
detail, but the more inadequate the former the greater attention must be paid to 
the latter, and when reliance will have to be placed on it almost exclusively the 
local Public Works officers should be directed to assist in elaborating it in the 
necessary detail, and to undertake the control of the works when started, if this 
is considered desirable by the local Government. When the programme of 
public works is adequate it will seldom be necessary to consult the Publi_c 
Works Department. regarding the village works programmes, and the question 
whether they should in time of famine undertake the control of such works, as 
well as of the public works, ~ill depend upon all the circu~stances of time and 
place. The two programmes would, however, form together the district pro· 
gramme, neither being' in itself sufficient when distress is widespread. Each 
class of work has its peculiar advantages and disadvantages, and the relief of 
distress will be best carried out by a combination of the two programmes, the 
effectiveness of which will depend upon the completeness of each. 

408, As regards public works, which will include all improvements properly 

Programmes or public works. chargeable to district funds, the responsibility for 
maintaining an effective programme should we thi11k 

be thrown more definitely on the Public Works Department. The only point in 
which the prescriptions of the codes relating to programmes of relief works 
appear to be defective is that the programmes of large works only include works. 
actually sanctioned, or other works which have not been actually sanctioned, but 
the construction of which sooner or later is contemplated as desirable, whether 
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relief works are required or not. What is wanted is a more systematic method 
for including in the programmes works which, although not sanctioned or con· 
templatcd as desirable, will nevertheless be most effective as a means of famine 
relief. The best way of ensuring this is that the heads of districts when sub· 
mitting their programmes should state distinctly if any large works are required 
outside their programmes, and if so, their approximate position and the number of 
labourers for whom relief should be provided. Whatever opinion may be held 
regarding the relative advantages of large and small works, the former when 
available must be regarded as the backbone of relief operations, and it should be 
the duty of those respon~ible for the district programmes to point out clearly 
when their programmes are deficient in this respect. They should of course also 
make suggestions for any work that will fulfil the required conditions, but whe· 
ther. they· can make suggestions or not they should clearly point out where 
additional works are wanted. The Commissioner in forwarding the distriot 
programmes should in like manner point out their deficiencies, and whether he 
can make any suggestions for remedying them or not should call on the Public 
Works Department to see what can be done. The responsibility for making 
further proposals will then definitely rest upon the Public Works Department. 
It may be that the Chief Engineer will reply, either at once or after enquiry, that 
no such works can be proposed. If so, the way is clear, and it will be certain 
that for the part of the district in question reliance will have to be placed entirely 
upon small works. But it may be that works can be proposed for the purpose of 
filling up the programme, although some investigation will be necessary before 
they can be recommended for inclusion. This will generally be the case with 
m;nor irrigation projects and storage reservoirs. It will then be the duty of the 
Chief Engineer to take measures for the proper investigation of these opera 
desiderata. Investigation costs money and competent establishment is required 
for it. Projects are thus often shelved when there is no strong primJ facie 
evidence that they will be remunerative, but when it is ~shown that a project is 
wanted for the purpose of completing a relief programme the Chief Engineer 
should be resFonsible for providing both funds and men for its proper investiga
tion, or should show cause why these should bt. withheld. \\'e have elsewhere 
recommended that the cost of investigating new projects of a famine protective 
character should form a charge against the famine relief and insurance grant, 
and we think that the cost of investigating all projects that may be proposed 
mainly for complding the relief programmes v.ould be a legitimate charge 
against the same fund, if it cannot otherwise be met. The codes provide· that 
the Chief Engineer shall submit annually to the local Goycrnment a consolidated 
programme of relief works for the province. To this should be appended a 
statement showing the districts or parts of districis not adequately provided "ith 
large works, and it should be clearly stated whether no large works are possible 
in these tracts, or whether there are proposals that will be inrestigated or are 
under investigation. 

409. In some pro\'inces, e.g., the Punjab, the North· Western Provinces 

P r I . ti k and Bengal, there ·are two branches of t Le Public 
rogrammes o mgn on wor s. • 

\\'orks Department-the General (or Buildings and 
Road~) Branch and the Irr:gation Branch. The preparation of programmes of 
public works for relief purposes would rest primarily with the Superintending 
Engineers of the former branch, whose circles are usually conterminous "ith civil 
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divisions. But it is most important that the Superintending Engineers of irriga· 
tion circles should also assist· in the preparation of progra'mmes. E.xtensions 
and impr.::>vements of existing irrigation systems, and the construction of new 
minor irrigation works will generally be the most desirable form of relief work, 
and the Superintending Engineers of irrigation circles should prepare their own 
programmes of such works, which after acceptance by the Chief Engineer, 
Irrigation Works, should be incorporated in the district programmes . . 

. 410. The irrigation department is, however, a commercial department, and 
_,. . . k extensions and improvements of the existing systems 

Improvements"' U'l'lgabon wor s. 
of irrigation works would not be recommended by 

the irrigation officers unless likely to be inthemselves remunerative, or unless they 
were desirable improvements which though not in themselves remunerative must 
sooner or later be undertaken as a charge against the system, and as an essential 
part of the project. If such works are carried out as famine relief works, the 
normal value only of the work done will, under present rules, be charged to the 
project, the extra cost due to its being carried out on famine relief principles 
being charged to famine relief. But it has been represented that improvements 
in existing canal systems may often be recommended which, though in themselves 
desirable, will not. really be worth even their normal cost, and would never be 
undertaken on their merits. In such cases the Irrigation Branch can be fairly 
asked to contribute or bear the charge of a portion only of the normal cost, just 
as a railway company or pr_ivate proprietors might be willing to contribute a 
portion only of the cost of a relief work by which their property would be in some 
degree improved, though not sufficiently to justify their bearing the entire charge. 
This contention is correct in principle, though it may be doubted whether the 
number of cases of the kind that will occur in practice will be as numerous or import· 
ant as has been represented, or whether they will often be near enough to the affected 
tracts to be of much value for relief purposes. Works of this kind might, how· 
ever, be entered in the Irrigation Branch programmes, with suggestions by the 
Superintending Enginelrs as to the share of the normal cost that may fairly be 
charged to the Irrigation Branch. Final orders on this point would be passed by 
the local Government, if the amount that it was proposed to charge tQ the Irriga
tion Branch were within its power of sanction, and otherwise by the Government 
9f India to whom the estimate would in the ordinary course of departmental 
routine be submitted for sanction. 

411. As regards new irrigation works, chargeable either to famine protective 

New irrigation works. 
works or to minor works irrigation, i.e., charge. 
able to revenue, the case is different. In many 

parts of the country works of this kind can no doubt be proposed which, 
although unlikely 'to be directly remuneraf'ive, may nevertheless be justified on 
their merits as likely to improve the condition of the people and to prevent or 
mitigate distress in the future. If such works can be recommended on their 
merits, it would not be right that anything less than their normal cost, after 
deducting extra charges due to their being undertaken as relief works, should be 
charged against the projects. Financial returns shown in the accounts of the 
irrigation department, based upon figures of capital outlay which did not 
represent the true normal cost of construction, would be fictitious returns, and 
there is nothing to be gained by under-writing the capital cost in order to show 
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that such works are directly remunerative. The irrigation department is, no 
doubt, concerned to show as high a return as possible on its protective and 
minor irrigation works, but the primary justification for grants under these heads 
is not that the works constructed under them will prove directly remuner· 
ative, but that they will strengthen the agricultural community and mitigate 
distress in future. It is probably desirable that grants for protective and minor 
irrigation works should be given more liberally in future than they have been 
in the past, and it is at least certain that works of this kind may with advantage 
be undertaken on a very extensive scale when it is r:.ecessary to open relief works ; 
but although the real importance of such works cannot be too strongly insisted 
on, no claim for greater liberality in respect of such grants is likely to command 
attention if it is based on returns which are demonstrably incorrect and misleading. 
While, th'erefore, it may fairly be contended that the financial results of exist
ing irrigation works should not be unfairly obscured by charging against them, 
as a m_atter of course, the whole normal cost of improvements .undertaken mainly 
for the purpose of affording employment for relief workers, the principle must also 
be maintained that the whole normal cost of new irrigation works should be 
charged against them. To reduce the capital account to the amount upon which 
a fair interest might be anticipated would unnecessarily obscure the financial 
results. The difference between this amount and the true normal cost will 
represent the price to be paid for the indirect advantages of the scheme, and the 
question whether such advantages are worth the price is one that can always be 
decided on its own merits, without a manipulation of the capital cQst which will 
only result in the exhibition of fictitious returns.' This qttestion is of some import
ance, as it appears probable that irrigation schemes might occupy a more 
prominent position in programmes of relief works than has hitherto been the 
case, although in the Punjab they were very largely resorted to. 

412. The public works programmes should also include such raihray works 

Railway works. 
as may be feasible, and should be prepared in co~
munication with the officers of the Railway Depart· 

ment. The rules prescribed by the Government of Indi~ • regarding the inclu· 
•In Circular Resolution No. s- sion of rail 1ray projects in the programme of relief 

52, dated :mt March tfl9z. works are sound, and require no modification. \\'e 
understand, however, that an extensive railway construction programme is now 
maintained and annually reconsidered and revised in the Public Works Secre
tariat, and it may be possible to employ relief labour more extensively in future 
upon railway works which, though not finally s::mctioned, may have been entered 
in these programmes. There may also often be minor works on railways to which 
those rules do not apply which would form useful relief works, such as the excavation 
of reservoirs at railway stJ.tions, di\·crsions of road approaches when it is proposed 
to substitute an overhead for a !eve) crossing, collection of balbst, etc. If some 
of these works though desirable are not worth the full normal cost, arrangements 
might be made here also for charging only n portion of their cost to the railway. 

413. The public works programme h:n·ing thus been made as full and 

Programmes of village works. con]pTcte as possible, the preparation of a programme 
of vilbge works would devolve upon tht> ci\·il offi· 

ccrs. This programme would not be in as great detail as that for pu'..llic works, 
but should give a general idea of the works that could advantagNusly be under· 
taken as relief works either with the assistance of advances by Government wholly 
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or parti~Ily recoverable, or at the cost of Government, of the benefits to be 
derived from them, and of the extent to which they may be relied upon as a means 
of employment. If on a comparison of this programme with that of the public works 
it appears that for any reason resort must be had mainly to village works, the 
Public Works Department should, if so directed by the local Government, take 
up the village works programme, and in conjunction with the civil authorities 
work it out in all further necessary detail. The two programmes should be 
regarded as supplemental rather than rival, and each should be maintained in suffi· 
cient completeness to permit the drawing up of the most suitable plan of cam· 
paign at the firit warning of distress. 

(i1) Test works. 

414. The general provision of the codes as to test works is that the Coil ector 
Opening and conduct of test must have power to start them to enable him to 

works. report with confidence whether the degree of distress 
existing does or does not call for famine relief, or will not require it very shortly. 
He is directed to ~se for the purpose ordinary works, in progress or required, 
under district or local boards, regulating them st~ictly in accordance with the 
provisions of the code rules for relief works. It is generally added that the tasks 
and wages should be fixed on code principles, and that the wage should not exceed 
the famine wage; but it is not distinctly said whether the wage may be less, or 
whether allowances for a day of rest or for dependants. of 'Yorkers should be 
granted. As to the practice in recent years we believe that such allowances have 
been usually withheld, and that in some cases the wage earnable by the workers 
has been limited to the minimum wage of the code. From the evidence before 
us we are disposed to hold that such reduction of the wage was unadvisable, and 
calculated to falsify the test by making it too repellent. On the other hand if 
test works are to be a reliable test it is generally necessary that the conditions 
should be strict. We therefore think that the following general conditions might 
with advantage be laid down for the guidance of Collectors in the exercise of 
their power of starting test works. The work shall be task·work, and the tasks 
shall be not less than 'by the code scale : the maximum wage earnable by the 
workers shall not exceed the code wage of their class, and shall not be less than 
it by more than one pice. Payment shaH be made in strict proportion to results 
without the proviso of a minimum wage, and no allowances for a day of rest or 
for dependants on workers shall be given at commencement, or without the sane• 
tion of higher authority. We think such a system of test works will be found 
suitable for the purpose in most parts of India, and on most occasions, but we 
recognise that for some times and some tracts it may be too severe a test. We 
recommend therefore that Commissioners of Divisions should have power to 
direct ailowances for a day of rest and for dependants to be given even at the 
test work stage if from experience they think it advisable; and we consider that 
the local Governments should have wide discretion to authorise the use at the · 
test work stage of any systems of work, not essentially more liberal than the 
ordinary task·work system of the code, which they think best adapted to local 
conditions and the particular circumstances of the time. 

415. We think that test works should, whenever po;sible, be conducted 
Should if possible be under prO• under the supervision of a competent' professional 

fession~l supervision, officer, who would ordinarily be the district board's 
engineer or might be an officer of the Public Works Department placed at the 
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Collector's disposal for the· purpose. In rural tracts the work should as far as 
possible be centrally situated among a number of villages supposed to be 
affected but not too near the largest ones i and in drawjng conclusions from 
the attendance regard should be had to the distances from which the workers 
come. 

. (iiz) Class of relief works to be opened. 

416. As a general rule works under district boards or the Public Works De· 
partment of the class which we call public works,in 

Class or relief works to be first • 
opened. paragraph 407 should be first opened as relief works 
and should from the commencement form the backbone of the tcelief operations. 
But in cases in which no such works have been entered in the programmes, or can 

, be carried out only at an excessive distance, say, more than J 5 miles from the 
villages requiring relief, or in which it has been decided that small village works 
will be more generally advantageous to the people at large and the more effective 
~r economical form of relief, arrangements should be made for opening such 
works. Ordinarily, howiver, village works should be reserved until the advent of 
the hot weather or as a reserve in case of epidemic disease Village works may 
however with great advantage be undertaken, even in the earlier stages of 
distress, by land owners with the object of keeping their tenants or labourers 
toO'ether, and the land owners should be encouraged by loans wholly or partly 

b • 

recoverable to undertake them at this stage·. 

417. The advantages of beginning with public in preference to village 
Advantages ofpubUc as compared works are-

with villa.ge works at first &tage 
·~f operations. 

( 1) that they afford good training grounds for the establishment to be 
drawn on as works are multiplied ; 

{:z) that they enable the relief officers to deal more readily with large 
rushes; 

(3) that on them proper tasks and diS<Cipline can be enforced; 

(4) that they sufficiently meet the circumstances of the labouring classes 
who are the first to leave their homes, and can do so without great 
inconvenience ; 

(5) village works are thereby held in reserve; 

(6) the works are generally works of a useful if not remunerative 
character. 

Village works pro\ide relief for the agricubural population in the neighbour· 
hood of their homes under easier and more congenial conditions than prevail 
on public works, but there is a danger of their becoming too popular if started too 
soon, and also of their being too soon exhausted in the event of prolonged dis· 
tress. In the earlier stages of a famine the more respectable classes in the 
villages, especially the petty cultivators and proprietors, have resources and 
employment, and are not in as urgent need of relief as the labouring classes. 
They can also be conveniently aided at this stage by advances for wells and land 
improvements or for seed. As distress deepens they may require further assist• 
ance, and \'illage works will give them this under conditions that are not de(Trad· 

b 

ing. But to prevent such works becoming unduly attractive, and to keep off 
from them the classes who may be more advantageously and conveniently 
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employed on the. public relief works, the full amounts that can be earned should 
generally be appreciably less than on the public works, and it should be ·a 
'question for the local Government to' decide whether payment should not be I 
made strictly by results without a minimum wage, and whether Sunday wages 
and gratuitous allowances to dependants should or should not be curtailed. 
Village works may, however, be fully opened from the outset in the ·case of 
hill or jungle tribe~ who cannot be induced to attend relief works except in the 
immediate vicinity of their homes, and for whom special measures will generally 
be required when distress threatens to beco~e 'acute. . 

418. We are of opinion' that as socln as distress requifingreliefis admitted· to 
Ordinary public works should exist, any public works tharinay be 6pene'd for its relief 

110t be carried out on contract · h' th ff t. d · ' · l·.i.J' th · · · • •ystem after distress bas been wtt m e a ec e area, me uumg ose In progress 
-declared. at the tirrie, shoul'd riot, except for s~cial reasons, 
be carried out under the ordinary departmental or ·contract system, though they 
may be conducted under one or 6ther of the systems referred tti in paragraphs 
268 to 212, as may be prescribed in the provincial codes •. We believe that at 
this stage some form of payment by result's, or 'of 'family or village piece~wofk 
gangs, with or without supplem'entary ptovisi·on for aependants, will often prote 
sufficient and effective, if carried out tinder pr6fessionil supervision; arta with dile 
care in the adjus~ing of tasks or. rates to tlie capacities· of those'seeking employ
ment and with proper provision for infirm gangs. Howeter helpftil 'Works carried 
out under the departmental or contract system may be when distress is threat· 
ening, we consider that little reliance can be placed on them after it has becoWe 
distinct and general. Apart from the obvious disadvantages of the contraCt system, 
we regard it as most desirable that at the very earliest stages of declared distress 
works shoul'd be organized at once ori the most appropriate of t~e systems tMit 
may be contemplated or prescribed in the provincial code. The establishments 
will thus from the first be constituted ih accbrdance with the ·requirements bf 
the code system selected, arid can be carefully instructed ih all the details Of 
management, in anticipatioh of . tlie rush of labour that ll'ill otcti~ as disti'ess 
deepens and relief works are multiplied. 

419. We consider also that as soon as distress is apprehended the local 
Expediency or utilizing railway's Government should consider the expediency of 

under construction as relief works. taking over any large works that may be in pro-
gress or in contemplation within the affected tract under some other agency than 
that of the Public Works Department, and. of utilizing them as relief works 
under the supervision of the Public Works officers. The most common and 
perhaps the only probable case of this kind is the construction of a branch 
or feeder line of railway under a company, whic;h would ordinarily be carriea 
out on the contract system. We recommend that whenever a work of this 
kind is available, which would be of value as a relief work, the local Gov· 
ernment should arrange with the agent of 'the company to take over sections 
of the work within the affected districts and to carry out the work under one of 
the prescribed or permissible code systems, un'der the supervision of the Public 
Works officers, who will be responsible for.its execution in accordance with the 
prescribed specification, while arrangements will be made under which the com
pany will be eventually debited with the cost of the work actually performed at 
normal rates, to be agreed on beforehand. Ordinary railway ec:1rth work and the 
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' 
collection of ballast would both be very suitable for relief works. The proposal 
is, indeed, one that has been happily anticipated in the course of the late famine. 
The most noticeable instance was in Burma, where the principal relief work under· 
taken was the Meiktila-Myingyan Railway. The total estimate for this work 
included 7o,6o3,ooo cubic feet of earthwork and 2,2o2,ooo cubic feet of ballast, 
costing at normal rates Rs. 7,02,J2o and Rs. I 132,ooo, respectively. This was. 
opened as a relief work early in November •896, and was closed in November 
of the following year, after giving employment to an average of 19,333 people 
for one year and nineteen days. During this period 61,265,ooo cubic feet of 
earthwork were execute~, and 67~1 397 cubic feet of ballast and 41,173 cubic 
feet of stone collected, the total outlay incurred being Rs. 10,52,goo. The 
value of the work done, as estimated on behalf of the railway company, is 
said to have been about Rs. 8,25,545, so that the actual cost of the relief 
operations, after credit is given for this amount, did not exceed Rs. 2,26,345, 
or 27'54 per cent. of the value of the work done. In Bengal and Bombay 
large railway works were also carried. out as relief. works by Public Works 
officers on behalf of public companies, though this was not done at the earliest 
stage of the operations or until a considerable expenditure had been incurred 
upon works of a less useful character. On the·other hand, the Katni-Saugor 
Railway which traverses portions of three of the most distre!:sed districts in the 
Central Provinces, and was under construction in 1896-97, was, although admir· 
ably adapted for purposes of relief, of little real service. The people are indeed 
said to have flocked to the work in thousands, but as long as it was carried out on 
the ordinary contract system, were unable to obtain the barest subsistence on it. 
The idea of giving one contractor specially favourable rates on condition that 
he would arrange for the employment of a certain number of inefficient labourers 
was broached, but was dismissed as impracticable. The question of taking 
over sections ·of the railway and converting them into relief works does not 
appear, however, to have been considered. In view of the satisfactory 
arrangements made elsewhere there is no reason to suppose that the agent of the 
railway would have objected, unless for special and sufficient reasons; but to 
meet cases of this kind it may be suggestt-d that in future agreements with 
railway companies, a clause might be inserted reserving to Government the 
right to take over the construction of any works in prog1·ess or contemplation if 
required for purposes of famine relief on terms that will involve no loss or extra 
cos_t to the company. 

420. The proposal that all public works in districts in which distress has been 
Exception to the rule ror con- declared should be carried out on relief principles is, 

·~tiog ordilliiJ}' public works into of course subj' ect to exception in the case of works 
relsel worlu, ' 

of such a character or requiring to be executed with 
such urgency as to demand the employment of professional labour under the 
ordinary public works or contract system, b~.;t this is already proYided for in the 
codes which direct that such works shall not be classed as relief works or charged 
to famine funds. The point on which we wish to insist is that, as soon as more 
or less general distress and the necessity of rdieYing it are recognised, works 
intended to give such relief must be carried out on famine relief principles, that 
is, on one of the systems to be approved or prescribed in the provincial famine 
codes. The intervention of the ordinary public works contractors must be from 
that time done away with, except perhaps in a few cases in which, under the 
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-special orders of the local Government and for local reasons, it may be permitted. 
The codes generally forbid the .use of the contract system on relief works, but 
some of them treat the development of the ordinary system of public works as a 
proper remedy in the early stages of distress. · 

421. We do not, however, desire to underrate the immense importance and 
value of large public works conducted on the ordin· 

Advantage or ezpandillg OrdiA· • • 
·JrY public works outside dis- ary contract system m the penod between the first 
tress~ districts i.a time offamille. warnings and the recognition of a state of distress 
requiring State relief, or in that immediately succeeding the closure of relief works, 
cr in districts adjacent to the affected area in which the pressure may be severe, 
but not sufficiently pronounced to justify the inifation of regular relief measures. 
The Famine Commissioners in paragraph 136 of their report remark that when there 
is only "severe scarcity the Government will commonly find it sufficient to enlarge 
its ordinary works, so as to o:fer employ1nent to greater numbers than usual, but 
without any change of system; and this, with the additio;l of some help .in the vil· 
lages to those incapable of work, will probably enable the people to tide over the 
season of distress." The word scaret'ty h<~s in recent famine literature been used 
to indicate a more severe stage of distress than thi~, and is for instance applied in 
the North·Westem Provinces to districts in which relief works, though extensively 
opened, are worked on a system of payment . by results, to distinguish them from 
''famine districts" in which all who may ~ock to the works are entitled at least to a 
minimum wage. A scarcity district is one in which tlistre~s has been declared, and 
we have already indicated our opinion that when distress· has been declared public 
works should be conducted on the most suitable of the approved systems for roan· 
agement of relief works. The expansion of ordmary public works without change 
of system is, no doubt, desirable before this stage is reached, or in adjacent districts 
in which this stage may never be reached at all, but the difficulty arises that the 
expansion of ordinary works generally involves an increase in the Public Works 
bw.iget which cannot be easily arranged in famine years. It may, of course, be 
possible for the provincial Government to contract public works expenditure 1n 

parts ol the province far removed from the affected area, or on works such as 
buildings or waterworks, which are of little use for the employment of relief 
labourers, or on which the outlay will be principally. on account of 111aterials. 
But as the obligation of meeting famine relief expenditure to the extent of its 
resources rests on the provincial Government, s~ch savings would ordinarily be 
used Mt to expand ordinary p:.tblic works outside the immediately distressed 
area, but to improve its financial position. The chances are thus against an 
active prosecution of ordinary public works outside the actual area of distress, 
however desirable such expenditure may be for the purpose of preventing distress 
from extending. We recogni5e the financial difficulty created in a province by 
famine conditions, and in India at large when the distress extends to several 
provinces at once. It may under such conditiono; become absolutely necessary 
to curtail expenditure in all departmentt=, including even the Public Works Depart· 
ment, which is not for direct famine relief purposes. We do not wish to make any 
suggestion opposed .to a policy which in certain conditions is the only one that can 

· be pruuently followed, but we think the1e is a danger, whenever scarcity threatens 
to increase the public txpenditure, that ordinary public works outside the 
affected area may be hurriedly cut down without sufficient regard to the steady· 
ing effect that their prosecution would have in districts where, though distress 
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may pot be sufficiently severe to justify the introduction of the machinery of 
famine relief, it may nevertheless be considerable on account of high prices and a 
more than usual demand for employment. So far as the Provincial or Imperial 
finances can afford it such works ought, in our opinion, to be· at such a time 
expanded rather than contracted, in localities a~jacent to those actually distressed, 
or in which there is reason to suppose the existence of an exceptional demand for 
labour. We think that weight should be g: ven to these considerations by both 
the Provincial and the Imperial Governments in the acljustment of budgets to 
meet the demands of a fam;ne campaign. In the case of productive works, such 
as r~ilways or canals already in progress, there need be less hesitation in main· 
taining the ordinary grants for the year, or increasing them, even though the work 
may not be conducted on famine relief principles. Any additional grants that 
may be made for the purpose will involve, pro tanto, a reduction in the grants 
to be n:ade in subsequent years, while the more rapid completion of the works 
will result in an earlier earning of revenue, and fruition of other benefits antici· 
pated from their construction. 

(iv) Organizatt"on and dz'rectio1~ qf relief works. 

422. All the codes accept the principle that both large and small relief works 
Agency by which relief works should as far as possible be conducted under some 

allould be tarried out. professional supervision; and all more or less dis· 
tinctly indicate that the Public Works Department should departmentally manage 
large and important works requiring skilled supervision. As to the extent to 
which other relief works should be placed under such departmental management 
the intentions of the codes appear to differ considerabiy. For example the Bengal 
code seems to exclude all other relief works, while most of the other codes seem 
to intend that departmental professional control shall extend, so far as possible, 
to all relief works of the kind which we propose in paragraph 407 to class 
as public works. We have given our opinion on the principle of this question in 
paragraph 236. Whatever principle may be adopted in the codes, a discre· 
tion will have to be left to the local Governments to decide in detail what relief 
works should be managed departmentally, and what by civil agency. The 
management by the Public Works Department of all relief works entrusted to it is 
however to be subject to a power of control by the Commissioners of divisions and 
by Magistrates and Collectors or Deputy Commissioners of districts of all points 
affecting the efficiency of relief. To this extent a large degree of joint control and 
joint responsibility is inevitable in the case of relief works managed by the Depart. 
ment of Public Works. In the case of works not under such manarrement the Chief l:> , 

Engineer and other supervising officers of the Public Works Oepart'ment are only 
responsible for any special duties which may be imposed upon them by the Gov· 
emment, and executive officers of the department employed on such works must 
be considered to be temporarily deputed to serve under the civil di,·isional and 
district authorities. In s:1ch cas!.! the latt...:r authorities are primarily responsible 
for the whole management, on the construction side as well as on the relief side ; 
but the professional officers deputed to serve under them are also responsible for 
the whole management in a secondary degree as is bid down in some of the codes. 

423. Our views as to the responsibilities of the offict'fs of the- Public \\' orks 
R~sponsibilitiesorofficers ofthe Drpartment for the conduct of work;; entrusted to 

Public: Works I>epartmCI.Ilt. th . r d' t' .l f I . . . • I . 
l'l tree 10n. anu o t 1e1r posttton m re atton to 

the civil officers, have already been inJicated in paragraphs 235-237 of this 
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report. We doubt however whether it is desirable to define their position and 
responsibilities more rigidly than in the following terms, which have been taken 
with some slight modification~ and additions from the proposed revised famine 
code for the North-Western Provinces and Oudh. The Superintending Engineer 
in his circle and the Divisional Engineer in his division should be respons\ble 
for the proper conduct of all departmental relief operations by their respective 
subordinates in accordance with the rules of the famine and Public Works 
Department codes and such supplementary orders as may be issued from time 
to time by the local Government. They should by personal communication and 
otherwise keep themselves in constant touch with the Commissioner and Collec• 
tor on all matters not of a strictly professional nature, such as the opening, 
extension, transfer or cessation of departmental relief works. Tasks and wages, 
though on ordinary works matters of a professional nature, should not on 
relief works be fixed or altered by the S'uperintending or Divisional Engineer 
without a reference to, and the concurrence of, the Commissioner or Collector. 
The agencies recognised by Government for the relief of scarcity and famine 
are the civil administrative staff (including district and municipal boards), 
the Public Works Department, and relief committees of private persons organ· 
ized under official control. In any case in which the civi~ staff and Public 

·Works departmental agencies appear to overlap and difficulties are thereby pro
duced, the Collector should apply a remedy. Should his orders be questioned 
as contravening departmental orders, a reference may be made to the Divisional 
or Famine Commissioner, as the case may be, whose orders should be carried 
out at once, and should be final, subject to a reference to Government. 
The Commissioner within his division, and the Collector within his district, will 
exercise general control over all relief operations in times of scarcity or famine. 
Within a district the Collector will be the agent of Government for carrying: 
out the measures of relief which may be introduced. He will exercise general 
supervision over all works and arrangements for giving relief within his district. 
and will be responsible to Government for tneir efficiency. His decision should 
be accepted pending reference to superior authority in all matters relating to the 
employment and wages of the labourers, the opening or closing of works, the 
arrangements for, and actual distribution of, gratuitous relief, and generally in all 
other matters which are not of a professional nature. Officers of all departments 
employed on famine duty within the limits o£ his district should obey his 
orders. 

424. The size and nature of ,the public works which will be opened in any 
particular famine must depend on the anticipated 
extent a~d severity of the distress. The number of 

persons employed on a charge under the Public Works Department should not 
exceed s,ooo Fersons. When this number is considerably" exceeded, a new charge 
should be opened to which some of the labourers should be drafted. When villa"'e 

b 

Size of public workll charges. 

works are carried out by the Public Works Department, a relief camp or head· 
quarters of a charge should be formed in a central position among a group of 
villages, so that there may be ordinarily not less than, 3,00::> workers in .a charge. 
These workers may be employed at one or more villages at a time, but not 
exclusively in tgeir own • villages, works in each village being completed in 
tum. 
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425. When it is necessary to open village works on an extensive scale in 
consequence of widespread or acute distress, they 

Management oC village works. d f · should, as far as possible, be manage pro esswnally 
on the same principles, as near as may be, as public relief works. Detached 
viliage works, or works carried out by means of advances from Government, w:ll 
be carried out by the ~ ollector with the aid of his assistants and the relief 
circle staff under the rules to be framed for such works. When such works 
are likely to be numerous, they should if possible be supervised by a Civil 
Works Inspector, appointed by the Public Works Department under the orders 
of Government, but working entire! y under the orders of the Collector. 

426. The Famine Commission dealt with the subject of management of 
relief works in paragraph 1 29 of their report. After 

Officers in charge of relief works. . 
. saying that "the immediate directton of these works 

should be entrusted to the officers of the Public Works Department whose special 
training best qualifies them for such a duty, and who would be responsible for 
enforcing discipline and directing the labour," they go on to say that "Civil 
officers should be appointed to co-operate with the Public Works officers in 
classifying the labourers, and seeing that they are properly paid and tasked 
according to their strength." This pr:nciple of appointing a civil officer to each 
large work, or group of smaller works, to have charge of matters affecting relief, 
or in other words of all matters not relating to construction and direction of the 
work, has been approved by experience, a'1d is proyided for in most of the codes. 
But as to whethtr such civil officer should be the "officer in charge" of the 
work, or an assistant to the Public Works official or other professional officer whose 
special duties are those of construction and direction .of labour, is a point which 
the provisions of the codes either leare op•:n or to some extent decide differently. 
It is evidently desirable that some one officer resident on the work should ~ubiect 
to control from abo\'e have chid command and,be "the officer in charge." \Ve 
think that the question which of the two should hold this position must cepend 
upon their comparativ'! social and official rank and education, and must be left to 
be decided by the officers of the Publ:c Works Department wh<l have the super· 
vision of the work, in consult~tion with the ci\·il authorities in doubtful cases. 
To make this system work smoothly we think that the sen·ices of these civil 
officers attached to relief works for famine d .ty shou!d be pl:l.ced at the di~pr)sal 

of the Public Works Departm~:l't. They shculd bl! selected and appointed by the 
civil authorities, but be posted and transferred by the Superintending Engineer 
in communication with the Commi~sioner or district officer. \\'ith reference to 
the importance of their duties it is \·ery necessd.ry that these officers should Lc of 
the best class a\'ailable. Experience shows tbn the best class for the work is 
that of naib-tahsildar or a~si5tant n amlatdar, or of approved candidates fer those 
offices. \\'hctber the civil officer is" officer in charge" or not, his special duties 
would be the !allowing :- · 

(i) The admission and regi~tration of all applicants for employment. 
(ii) The classification and treatml'nt of \\Crkers and dt:pendants. 
(iii) The calculation and payment nf wages. 
(iv} 111Jrket arrangements and the supply of food. 
(v) IILaring and investigating complaints. 
(vi) Hospital and sanitary arr.tng·~ments. 
{vii) The care of children and infirm persons. 
(viii) The submission of accounts and reports. 
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427. Work should be set out and the necessary daily or periodical measure· 

Work Agents. 
ments made by sub-overseers or work agents of 
that class, who should be carefully instructed and 

trained in their duties by the resident officer in charge, if he is a professional 
officer, or if he is a civil officer by the professional inspecting officer. As the 
demand for work agents will increase as works multiply, this matter will require 
very earnest attention. 

428. In the early stages of famine and when sufficient professional estab
lishment of superior grade is available the resident •t officer in charge" of a relief 
work should usually be a Public Works officer. As the number of charges increase 

h r the supply of Public Works officers of superior grade 
Arrangements for c arge o , , , 

works as .the number of charges will become too short for them to remam tn restdent 
increase. charge, and the most competent of the civil officers 
should then be placed in responsible charge of the relief camps, the Public Works 
officers and subordinates visiting them in succession at frequent intervals to 
supervise the work of the work agents, to check the daily returns and payments, 
and to exercise generally all the supervision required. 

(v) C!assificatz'on and wage-scale of daily labourers. 

429. One of the most important questions that has engaged our attention 
has been that of the classification and daily wage 

Recommendations or the Famine 
Commissioners as to classification of relief labourers when employed upon task-work. 
and wages or labourers. 1 d d h 1 ' fi As the wage-sea e must epen upon t e c asst ca• 
tion, the two points can only be con,sidered together. The prescriptions of 
the provincial codes as regards classification and wages follow almost verbatz'm 
the orders contained in the Government of India Resolution No. 35, dated 
the 24th August 1 893· The deviations from these orders which occurred in the 
different provinces have already been described at some length in chapter IV of 
our report, but it will now be convenient to trace the history of the orders them
selves; and to compare them with the original recommendations of the Famine 
Commiss!on, as contained in paragraphs IJI 1IJ2 and 184 of their report, which 
are as below. 

131. It has been proved by experience that when there is little to do· in the fields, 

The wage and the task, large numbers of people are apt to flock to get 
employment on Government works although 

there is not any such general need as to justify the offer of work to all 
comers. This .is particularly th~ case if tht" task is light and discipline 
slack, and too easy terms may even have the effect of drawing labour from 
its legitimate sphere, and discouraging the continuance or resumption of 
ordinary agricultural occupations. It is therefore necessary that proper 
discipline should be maintained, and that, though all applicants should be 
receh·ed, certain self-acting tests of wage and labour should be enforced to 
prevent the relief work from being so light or unduly attractive as to induce 
any to remain who are not really in want. The wage should be adjusted 
from time to time so as to provide sufficient food for the labourer's support, 
allowing him one day's rest in the week; and separate rates should be 
prescribed suitable for the various classes of persons as well as for different 
ages and sexes. A mat·gin should be left with the view of giving security 
against accidental error on the 11ide of deficiency, not with the view of 
providing the labour<:r with the power of saving, and care should be taken 
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that penalties for wilful idleness, io the form of deductions from the wage, 
1ihould not be so large or so often repeated a.s to have the effect of reducing 
the food of the labourer below what is necessary for. subsistence. The 
wage should be paid if possible daily, oth'!rwise at intervals of not more 
than three or four days, and the payment should be superintended by a 
thoroughly trustworthy officer. The labour would be a task fixed according 
to the capabilities of the labourers, who should be divided into suitable 
classes for this purpose, and care should be taken to classify and employ 
them so as not to break up families, which should as far as practicable be 
enabled to work together. In apportioning the task, the fact that. a large 

, proportion of the labourers are doing unaccustomed work, that many may 
be physically and morally depressed, and that the disruption of their ordinary 
life, and the novelty of their position on relief works probably act injuriously 
on their bodily powers, should be borne in mind. The full task demanded 
from such persons should not be more than 75 per cent. of that commonly 
performed by labourers in ordinary times, and fro:n the less capable labourers 
a still smaller task should be required. 

132. The contract system in its ordinary form, under which the labourers become the 

Piece-work. 
servants of the contractor, on wholi,l all re· 
sponsibilities for their payment rest, should 

be prohibited on relief works, as it is incompatible with that direct supervis
ion and control on the part of the supervising officer, and that free commu
nication between him and the labourers, which are essential to secure the 
effectiveness of the relief. The method of payment by the piece may, how
ever, be introduced with advantage, provided that it is optional with the 
labourers to choose between it and the daily wage. One or more piece-work 
gangs might therefore be attached to each large relief work, in which all 
"'ho are both able-bodied and skilful labourers should be classed, and to 
l\·hich those who are improving in strength and skill may, if they wish it, be 
transferred. The rates should be so fixed (with reference to the price of 
food-grain) as to give a little more than the ordinary .daily wage in return 
for the quantity of work likely to be performed. Such increased earnings 
may tend to encourage a spirit of industry among the labourers which wi!l 
be beneficial to all; but it should be remembered that it is not expedient to 
add to the outlay on relief, or to the consu mptioo of food beyond what is 
essential, and that no object is to be gai.ted by the early completion of any 
work put in hand. Again, at the end of a famine, if any able-bodied 
labourers are disinclined to go back to their ordinary work, a system of 
piece-work may be used with lowered rates, to induce them to go. 

* * * * * * * * 
184. One of these is the amount of food required by workers and non-workers. The 

Amount of food required. conclusion we draw frum a careful exam ina· 
tlon of the evidence of authorities in all parts 

of India is, that on an average a ration of about tllbs. per diem of the meal 
or flour of the CL1mmon coarst"r grain of the country suffices for an ordinary 
working adult mate. 1 n the rice·eating countries an equal weight of rice 
may be accepted in lieu of flour, and in any case the ratiJn should include 
a suitable pre>portion of pulse. A man doing light work would require about 
I llbs.; and the ration which consists o£ 1 lb. of flour with a little pulse has 
been found sufficient to support life in numerous relid -houses, where no 
work is exacted, all o,·er the country. On these bases the diet scale should 
be built up, it being understood that a female requires a little less than a 
male, a d1iJJ Ltlow 12 years of age about half the allowance of an adult 
rn•le, and a Mn·working rhild below six or seven about half as much as a 

working chilJ. On relid works, however, where a money wage is given, 
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the rate of pay should be tuc'h as to leave a slight ma~gin above t.htl actual 
cost of the fiour, so as to allow for the purchase of salt, pepper, and ~h~. 
-condiments and firewood, and to avoid the risk. of the wage being insufficie-nt 
to purchase the full ration of food. Whenever it is necessary to supply 
people with a kind of food to which fhey are unaccustomed, the result shpuld 
be carefuly watched, and endeavour should be made to counteract, by some 
adjustment of the dietary, the unfavourable results which will probably arise 

from the change. · 

430. The Famine Commission .thus recommended that kll labourers who 
SamiiJlU1 or the Famine Com- were both able-bodied and skilful (corresponding to 

missioa's recommeadatioas. class A of .f'he ~uti6n t>f Attgust 1-89r) should not 
be paid as daily labourers at all, but should be employed on piece-work, the rates 
for which should be so fixed, with reference to the price of food-grain, as to 
give a little more than the ordinary daily wage in return for the quantity of work 
likely to be performed. They also suggested that as other labourers improved 
in strength and skill, they might, if they wished it, be transferred to these piece
work gangs, and so be given an opportunity of ~arning a little more than the 
ordinary daily wage. But they considered that relief works could not be con· 
ducted entirely on the piece·work system, ior reasons wnkh are stated more .fully 
in paragraph 133 of their repol1t, and that it .would be necessary to em ploy the 
great majority· of the workers ron a daily wage, at ,separate rates "suitable for 
the various classes of persons, ar'! well as for different ages and sexes." It was 
recommended that the full task to be demanded from the most capable of 
these daily labourers 11 should mot be more than 75 per cent. of that commonly 
performed by labourers in ordinary times, and from the les,s capable labourers a 
still smaller task should be req.uired." For all 11 the labour would be a task fixed 
according to the capabilities of:the labourers, who should be divided into suitable 
classes for this purpose, and rcare should be taken to classify a

1
nd employ them 

so as not to break up families, which should as far as practicable be enabled to 
work together." As regards wages the Commission contemplated di-fferent 
x:ates for differ~nt classes, and also for .different ages and sexes within the same 
class, the governing principle being, not that the wage should be' str.icdy pr:o.po.r• 
tioned to the task, i.e. to the capacity of the :worker, but so as to provide in each 
case sufficient food for the labourer'.s support, allowing him one day's rest in the 
week, a margin being ''left with the view of .giving security against accidental 
error 011 the side of deficiency, not with the view of providing the 1"-bourer with 
the _power ,of $aving.'' The question <>f the amount.Qf food required by workers 
and ·non-workers i111 considered in paragraph 184 of the report. Tl)e full ration 
for an ordinary adult male and for one .doing light .work is st.a[ed,· b:ut not very 
precisely, and also the minimutl\ ration which had been found sufficie111t to support 
life in relief-houses when no work is exacted. Jt is .stated that a feQnale requires 
a little t~ss th:~.n a male, a child below 12 years of age abemt half the. allowance of 
an adult male, and a non-working child below six or seven about half as much 
as.a working child. 

431. 'The recommendations of the Commission both as rega~ds the classi· 
. . . fication of workers, and the wage to be.paid ,to 

FullandDHotmiSIIltati:OIIs.oftbe h 1 d b 1 ·h -
provisioaal ~o4e. eac c ass an su •C ass, were t us very general, 

and as was unavoidable at the time, dealt with_prin· 
ciples rather than with details. No suggestions were made as to the number of 
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classes, or as to the relative proportions of the tasks and wages to be assigned to 
e.ach class, or to different ages arid sexes within the same class, while the proposed 
rations were not stated in sufficient detail to permit of their evaluation in terms of 
a grain-equivalent: These omissions were to a great extent supplied in the pro
visional code, which was issued by the Government of India with their circular 
resolution No. 44·F.1 dated 9th June 1883. In that code the full and minimum 
rations prescribed for workers and the penal ration for labourers sent to a poor
house for refusing to work were as follows :-

I 
Description of ration. 

For a For a 

i 

For children. mao • woman. 

... ,Flour of the common grain 
10 oz. Th oz. 

Full !, l and ! according t 
used in the country, or age and requirements. 
cleaned rice ... I 8 I 4 

Pulse ... ... 0 4 0 4 
Salt ... ... 0 i 0 i 
Ghi or oil ... . .. 0 I 0 i 
Condiments and vege-

tables ... ... 0 I 0 I 

Minimum ... Flour of the common grain 
used in the country, or !, i and l according 
cleaned rice ... I 0 0 14 to age and require· 

ments. 
Pulse ... ... 0 .2 0 2 
Salt ... ... 0 t 0 t 
Ghi or oil ... ... 0 t 0 i 
Condiments and vege• 

tables ... . .. 0 i 0 t 

Penal ... Flour, grain or rice ... I 0 14 0 J.2 Not stated. 

1 

Pulse ... 0 I 0 I 
Salt ... 0 l 0 l 

... 

Classi I! cation of labourers under 
the provisional code. 

432. The provisional code recognised three 
classes of labourers, which are thus defined in 
sections 39 and 71 :-

Class. Civil Agency works. Professior.al Agency works. 

(a) Able.bodied persons accustomed to Able-bodied persons accustomed to 
labour. labour of the kind required at the 

works. 
(b) Abie-bodied persons not so accus· Able-bodied persons not so accus. 

tomed. tamed. 
(c) Pe.rsons not able-bodied, but fit for Persons not able-bodied who demand 

11g)1t empJ,,yment o£ the k'ind re- employment at the works. 
quared at the work. \ 

Professional agency works were defined as those conducted under the direct 
co~trol of the Public \V orks Department, whereas civil agency works were those 
whtch 

11

• wh.cther managed by a civil or professional officer are under the control 
of the dtstnct authority." Broadly speaking, it may be said that by ·professional 
agency works were meant public works of general utility while civil a(Yency 
works would cons' ·t 1 1 f 'll ' I:> 15 arge Y o \'t age works undertaken solely for the 
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purpose of employing labour, and not on account of their intrinsic merit as 
public improvements. The rules as to wages varied in accordance with this 
distinction. In accordance with the recommendations of the Famine Com
mission the code contemplated that all workers of the (a) class should 
be employed on piece-work, and should be, as far as possible, drafted to the 
works under professional agency, and on such works it, was directed under 
section 132 that "payment for labour on profcssionaJ agency works may be 
made at the rates ordinarily given under the rules in force in the Public Works 
Department, provided that the sum which a labourer can ordinarily be expected 
to earn by a fair day's labour shall in no case be less than the full wage prescribed 
in section 131," that is, than" the amount of money which at the current prices 
is sufficient to purchase a full ration." It was thus intended that on professional 
agency works all persons of class (a) should be given piece-work with rates so 
adjusted that by extra industry they might be enabled to earn something more 
than the full wage. As regards persons in classes (l) and (c) who might demand 
employment upon professional agency work'S, section 72 provides for their trans· 
fer to class (a) whenever fit to fulfil the conditions thereby involved, but until 
such transfer they would be employed under the rules for civil agency works. 
Section 73 provides that on the opening of a professional agency work 11 the 
Commissioner may either tell off certain portions of it as subsidiary, or else order 
the opening of a separate subsidiary work for the employment of persons in 
classes (b) and (c): such subsidiary work shall be deemed to be a civil agency 
work, and shall be administered in all respects under the rules laid down for civi~ 
agency works by the engineer officer in charge of the professional agency work. 
It will, however, ordinarily be expedient, in the case of large numbers coming to 
these subsidiary works, for the Commissioner to appoint a civil officer to conduct 
them." As regards civil agency works, section 40 directs that all applicants for 
admission shall be received, but that "those who come under classes (a) and (b) 
shall be drafted from tlme to time to professional agency works, when any such 
works have been opened and designated for the purpose of receiving such drafts." 
On civil agency works it was· provided under section 43 that 11 the system of pay· 
ments by results or piece-work may be introduced where practicable/' but that 
" person.s unaccustom~d to labour or weakly pP.rsons ", [i.e., in classes (b) or (c)] 
'' shall, as far as poss(ble, be separated from able-bodied labourers accustomed to 
labour and provided with suitable work, and remunerated in accordance with the 
rates prescribed in section 134." Section 134 prescribes that in .no case shall 
payment for labour on civil agency works, when m~de according to task, be greater 
than 75 per cent. of the full wage, nor less than the minimum wage, that is, the 
amount which at the current rates is sufficient to purchase the minimum ration. 
Lastly, as regards piece-workers on civil agency works, section 1 33 provides that 
the payments "shall be so arranged that the sum which able·bodied labourers 
can ordinarily be expected to earn, shall be, as nearly ·as possible, equal to the full 
wage prescriped in section 131.11 

433· The provisional code thus evidently contemplated that subject to the 

S mmary Or P 
.. 0 f • necessity of not breaking up families too much, and U fOVISI ns 0 prOVI• 

sional code as to classification and to the co-existence of works under both a()'encies all 
~~ b ' 

able· bodied persons accustomed to labour, and aU 
who, though not at first accustomed and able-bodied, might afterwards become fit, 
should be employed on the works under professional agency as piece-workers, 
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and that all1ess capable labourers should be employed on civil agency works as 
task-workers. It was recognised, however, that a certain number of persons 
of the capable class would come for employment on works under civil agency 
whom it r'night not be possible to draft to the professional agency works, and, on 
the other hand, that many persons of the less capable or incapable classes would 
frequently demand employment on the latter works .. It provided, therefore, that 
labourers of the capable class on civil agency works might .be given piece-work, 
like those on professional agency works, but with this difference that, while the 
rates on the latter should be adjusted so as to allow the piece·worker by extra 
industry to earn something more than the full wage, they should be so arranged 
on the former as to limit the earnings to the full wage. A short task on the part 
of labourers of this class would on both kinds of works entail short payment wit~
out limit, but on civil agency works, whatever the task performed, the payment was 
to be limited to the full wage. Labourers in classes (b) and (c), or those who were 
not employed on piece-work, were on both kinds of works to receive wages vary· 
ing from 7 5 per cent. of the full wag~ to something not less than the minimum 
wage. The full and minimum 'wages are defined under sections 130 and IJ I as the 
amounts of money which at the current prices are sufficient to purchase a full or 
minimum ration. Under this definition no margin is provided 11 with the dew of 
giving security against accidental error on the side of deficiency," or" to avoid the 
risk of the wage being insufficient to purchase the full ration of food," agd it may be 
assumed, therefore, that the quantities of the rations were so fixed as to secure the 
former kind of margin and that the other was not thought necessary. On the other 
hand, it must be pointed out that the principal item of the rations is· expressed 
in terms of "flour of the common grain used in the country, or cleaned rice," 
and that in converting the rations into grain equivalents some allowance must be 
made for cost and loss in grinding or cleaning, that is for the difference between 
the cost of equal weights of grain and flour. 

In issuing the provisional code the Go,·ernment of India remarked (see 
paragraph 28 of resolution No. 4-t·F., dated gth June r8S3) that "the principle 
upon which the Government of India has framed the scale of wages embodied in 
the code is that the wages should be the lowec;t amount sufficient to maintain 
health under given circumstances. While the duty of the Govt'rnment is 
to save life, it is not bound to maintain the labouring community at its normal 
level of comfort. To do so would be unjust to other sections of the community 
besides prolonging the period for which the labouring population would cling to the 
relief wot:ks. !he scale laid down in chapter X is believed to be sufficiently Ilberal." 
On this point, howc,·er, the opinions of the local Gorcrnments were invited. 

4 'l4· The question of classification and wages was again next considered in 
er;:es~!5;{~~~rcf:~~~~r i~e~~~: Government of India Circular Kesolution N' o. 6-.f.f, 
tioo of Ma.rcb 1~3· dated 17th March I 892. The classifications of 
sections 39 and 71 of the provisional coC.e were combined so as to crive four 

• b 

classes, wh1ch were defined as follows:-

A.-Able-bodied persons accustomed to labour of the kind required at 
proft's::>ioml agency worb [cor,-espt%ling Ia c/.zss (a), tro(fs· 
sion.zl agtncy ~c·ods in /lie pro1.'isio1lal code]. 

B.-Able-bod:cd persons accustomed to bbour, but not to labour of the 
kinJ required on professional agency works [cf.'rrespo.nJi11g lo ,/au 
(.1), civil tlt;CHCJ ~iOI Is of fNvisivnJ.L coJe ]. 

• • 
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C.-Able-bodied persons not accustomed to labour. 

D.-Persons not abJe.bodied, but fit for light employment of the kind 
required at civil agency works. 

This is the origin of the fourfold classification adopted in the resolution of 
August 1893, which is embodied in the present provincial codes. 

In this resolution an apprehension was expressed. that section 132 of the 
provisional code might be taken to mean that no maximum limit should be 
imposed to the amount which a piece~worker on professional agency works (new 
class A) might be allo~ed to earn in extess of the full wage of the code, and it 
was pointed out that this was opposed to the intention of the Famine Commis. 
sion, that even skilful and able-bodied labourers sh~uld only receive 11 a little 
more than the ordinary 'l'l'age," which would, in the terms of the provisional famine 
code, mean" a little more than the. full wage." Some doubt was expressed as 
to the system that might be followed by local Govemments in distributing able
bodied persons accustomed to labour betw~n the two new classes A and B, and 
information was called for on this point, and also on the relation between the 
money wage actually given and the money equivalent of the famine ration at 
current prices. In the meanwhile it was ruled that labourers in classes A and B 
should receive the full wage of the provisional code, together with a margin, 
which should be small for class A, and smaller still for class B, the degrees of 
margin depending on the percentage of the able-bodied labourers placed in class 
A. The' wage of class C was not to exc~ed the full wage, but was to be deter· 
mined in general accordance with the principles of sections 133 and 13+ of the 
provisional code, that is, if payment were made by results, .the earnings should 
be as nearly as possible equal to the full wage, but otherwise should be limited to 
75 per cent. of that wa;e It may, however, be pointed out that. the provisional 
code did not contemplate any margin in excess ·of tile· full wage for labourers of 
class (a) on civil agency works, i.e., class B of the new classification. 

' . 
435· After receipt of replies from !<?cal Governments the final order~ of the 

Government of India were issued in their resolution 
No. 35-33, dated 24th August 1893· The four• 

fold classification of the resolution of March 1892 was retained, but owing to 
the definite abandonment of the terms 11 professional agency" and" civil agency," 
the definitions of classes A and B were verbally altered by the substitution of 
the word "ordinary" for the words 11 profess/anal a[ency," and that for class 
D by the substitution of the words 11 on relief works" for the words 11 of the kind 
re1uired at civ£1 agency works." The amended definitions are those adopted 
in all the present .codes. In paragraph 7 of the resolution it was ordered that 
the use of the term piece·work should be ab:1ndoned, because, as ordioarily used, 
it was held to imply no lim;.t to the ta>k that m:ght be performed and the wage 
that might be earned. It was ruled that the maximum earnings of a labourer of 
class A should be re'>tricted to the full wage of the provisional.code, without any 
margin, and this was to be p:tid only on the performance of a task equal to the . 
amount of work ordinarily performed by able-bodied labourers on ordinary works. 
At the other end of the scale, persons in class D were to re-::eive the minimum 
wage, the task being only such as to give weakly relief workers a reasonable 
amount of healthy employment. lntermediatt> between these were to be classes 
Band C, the task for the former being from 10 to 15 per cent., an,d that for the . 

Resolution or August I893· 
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latter about 25 per cent., below the A task, the wages for these classes being 
intermediate between the full and the minimum wage. 

For the sake of simplicity it was directed that the wage of each class might 
be expressed in terms of the grain equivalent, which was defined as "the.amount 
of grain of which the value is in ordinary times equivalent to the total value of 
the various items of the ration," the grain selected as a basis for calculation being 
in every case the ''staple or staples in ordinary consumption in the affected 
tracts, and not the more expensive classes of grain which, though occasionally 
consumed in times of plenty, are abandoned for cheaper grains as soon as pressure 
sets in." It was added that " after a careful review of the statistics indicating 
the relations existing at various times in each province between the price of the 
staple grain and the prices of other items of the ration, the Governor-General in 
Council is satisfied that the cost of the other items in the minimum adult male 
ration will seldom, if ever, be found to be 'more than lths of the grain item." 
Under the method of grain equivalents therefore the grain equivalent of a given 
ration would be equal to I! times ijle weight of the grain item. It was recog
nised that under this method there would generally be a margin in fa,·our of the 
worker, which would increase as scarcity intensifies and the price of grain rises, 

' and decrease as prices fall, but His Excellency the Governor-General in Council 
did "not regard this result as a serious disadrantage." It was, howe,·er, pro· 
vided that in cases when the assumption of the 1! ratio would lead to a material 
diminution in the margin or to an extravagant expansion of it, the wage might be 
calcu\:::,ted from time to time in terms of the money value of all the component 
items of the ration at current prices. 

436. \\"orking on this principle the full and minimum wages for classes A and 
Grain wage scale or Resolution D' respectively, were declared 19 be as follows, ll1 

or August I893· terms of the grain item of the ration :- . 

Full-
I\! ale 
Female 

AHnimum
l\lale 

I i lbs. 'X I'75 = 2~ lbs. 
t! lbs. x 1'75 = 2! Jbs.* 

,., I Jb, X 1'75 = Ii lbs. 
Female ... ~ lb. x 1'75 = t-l6 lbs.t 

The wages for the intermediate D and C classes were obtained by interpola· 
tion, the grain wage scale for the four classes being as below:-

\\'e;IGHf IN Jbs, \VEIGHf IN chJitaks. 

Cl.,ss. 

1\ble. Female. Male • Female. . 
---

Class A ... ... .. . ... 2t 2! (a) 21 
,, ll ... ... ... . .. 2~ 2! (b) 19 , c ... ... ... .. . 2 Jt 16 
II n .. ... ... ... I! I~ (c) }.!inimum for all cbssrs ... 14 

• Should be 2.',,\bs. arithmetically. 

t Shuul.\ he II ;Ihs. arilhmeticn~ly. The Female miuimum wns afterwards a'tered t~ tllbs. 
(a) ~hou!J be J,'"l\"· or lit cha'lak~. arithm,•ticnlly. 

(b) 2llb<. - 18 <"h-•ttuks, but probably =!II•s. \\'as int.·ndt·d. The :\la.lras code ailows 18 chattaks. 

(•·) Shouhl b~ 1l;ibs or nl dutt.1k~, arithmetically. 

19 (a) 
I 7 (b) 
15 

13 (c) 
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The weights given in the two last columns are base~ on the assumption that 
a chattak is ~qual to one-eighth of a Ib., an assumption involving a slight error of 
a bout 2j: per cent. in favour of the worker. This was allowed intention· 
ally. As regards children it was ruled that their wages or allowances should be 
determined on a consideration of their ages, their powers of work, and their re· 
quirements, but that they should not be less than one-quarter or more than three. 
quarters of the wages allowed for adult males. The class was not specified, so 
that the strict application ot this rule would involve the distribution of children as 
well as adults into four classes. 

437· The wage-scale so laid down, which has been adopted in all the 
Adoption or foregoing wage provincial codes, was thus based, on the rations 

scale in all provincial codes. proposed in the provisional code, which are stated 
in the resolution to have been determined in 1883 after consultation with medical 
experts, and after careful comparison with standards adopted in jails and elsewhere, 
and to have been found by subsequent experience to be sufficient. The 
introduction of the grain-equivalent method allowed, however, in many cases a 
considerable margin which was not contemplated in the provisional code, except 
in so far as needed to cover the conversion of grain into flour ; but the use of this 
method though recommended for gen~ral adoption was not obligatory, and it 
was left open to local Governments to prescribe the calculation of wages in the 
manner indicated by section 130 of the provisional code. 

438. Having now described sufficiently the origin of the code system of 
North-Western Provinces system "cla3sification and the corresponding scale of grain 

of classification. wages, we may proceed to consider, in the first 
place, the method of classification that may be recommended for general 
adoption in future. It may be premised that classification for the payment 
of wages is required when relief labourers are employed on task-work or a daily 
wage, not when payment is made strictly by results. There will probably, 
however, be on all works a number of persons who cannot be paid by the piece or 
otherwise than as daily labourers, and even if piece-work were universal a rational 
classification of workers" and corresponding wage scale, showing the amounts 
considered necessary for supporting the individuals in each class in health while' 
employed on the works, will always be necessary as a basis for fixing and scrutiniz· 
ing the rates paid for piece-work. Some system of classification must, therefore, 
be regarded as indispensable, but the code system has in practice proved unwork· 
able, and is in theory indefensible, for reasons that have been stated at length 
in paragraphs 192 to 194 of this report. We have there indicated a preference 
for the more rational system initiated in the North· Western Provinces, under 
which the mass of relief workers are broadly divided into two great classes, 
consisting of the able-bodied workers who can dig and of the weaker or less 
skilled persons who can only carry a load on their heads. The Government 
of India had, in their resolution, No. 31-237·2-J:i'., dated the 25th October 1897, 
before the constitution of our Commission, invited the opinions of the local 
Governments on a proposed system of classification based essentially on the 
system followed in the North· Western Provinces, but with some modification 
in details. We have considered the replies which have been received from the 
local Governments, and now make the following recommendations in regard to 
the classification of relief workers employed on task-work. 
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439· We recommend that on all works in which earth-work is the main 
form of . relief all adult relief workers should be ~ecommendations as to classifi

cation of workers in futur~. divided into two main cla.sses. Class I, or the 
dzgger class, will include all able-bodied persons who are capable of performing 
a full task as diggers, a full task being defined as 75 per cent. of the digging 
task usually performed by able-bodied labourers on ordinary works. Class II, 
or the carrt'er class, will include all other adult labourers who are given a 
fair or moderate task as carriers, or on other work requiring no special skill 
or aptitude, and also all juvenile adults, £.e., boys and girls between the ages 
of 12 and 16. Class I will, therefore, consist almost entirely of men, though 
women who are capable diggers may be admitted into it. Class II will usually 
comprise all the females on the work over 12 years of age, all boys between the 
ages of 12 and 16, and all old or feeble men who are unable to do anything more 
than carry. The task to be given to members of this class will depend upon 
circumstances. When the proportion of carriers to diggers is excessive they will 
unavoidably be lightly tasked, but care should be taken to prevent excessive 
tasking on the few occasions in which the conditions are reversed, which can 
always be done by employing the superfluous diggers as carriers. The maximum 
carrying task for a member of class II should not ordinarily be more than half or 
less than a third of that usually performed by able-bodied labourers on ordinary 
works, and appropriate rules for the determination of this limit should be laid down 
by the local Government in the Public Works Department. Some suggestions on 
this subject will be found in the appendix to our report discussing the task for 
camers. 

There will remain the working children under I 2, who will form a separate 
class, which may be called class III. Opinions are divided as to the minimum 
limit of age at which children should be permitted to work. The limit under the 
present codes is 7 years of age, but many officers are of opinion that children 
under IO should not be permitted on the works, as they only play about and get 
into everybody's way, and that exceptions made in favour of those who may 
show some willingness to working will only open a door for favouritism on the 
part of the subordinates. We are of opinion th..1t, in accordance with the custom 
of the country, children who are willing and apt workers and not under 8 years 
of age should be permitted to work, but we would leave it to local Governments 
to prescribe a higher minimum limit if thought necessary, but not so as to exceed 
10 years. Any limit can only be proposed for guidance, as in practice it is im· 
possible to determine the exact age. The officer in charge of a work should, 
however, be empowered to transfer from this class to th.;.t of non-working or 
dependent children any children who are found to get in the way, by· idling or 
playing on the works. \V or king children will generally be employed as carriers 
and should be reg.udcd as half carrier units, or given tasks equal to half those of 
the members of cbss I I. \V e do not think that working children should be liable 
to fine. 

It has been sug~eskd above that when there is an excess of diggers, super· 
fluous diggers nny be employed on carrying. This will not necessarily invoke 
their transfer to the lower class, as if able-bodied and capable they may be tasked 
as equal to 1 ~ nr :::1 carrier units and still be graded and paid as in class I. 
Conversely when carriers arc in excess, some of the more capable may be em· 
ploycd as diggers ;wJ given a blf digger's task, still receiving the wage of class 
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II .. The classification proposed is primarily adapted for earth-work which is the 
principal form of relief work. It may, however, be applied to many other forms 
of work, the principle being to employ the able-bodied and skilful labourers on, 
work that is beyond the capacity of the women and children. When all are 
employed on the same work, as in metal breaking, class I should be required to 
perform a task not less than 1 i times or more than jwice the task demanded 
from class II. 

440. On almost all works there will be a few to whom it may be necessary 

Special class. 
to pay a higher wage than that allowed for class I. 
These may include mates or heads of gangs or others 

holding a slightly responsible position, or labourers with special qualifications, 
such as quarrymen, water-carriers or others, whom it is necessary to entertain for 
the proper control of the labour or prosecution of the work. Opinions are divided 
as to whether persons of this class should be returned and classified as relief 
labourers, or whether their pay should be chargeable to the works establishment, 
or to some appropriate works sub-head, and the practice has differed even within 
the same province. We consider that persons of this class may fairly be describ· 
ed as relief·workers if they receive a uniform wage, varying with the price of 
grain, and exceeding the wage allowed for class I, whether expressed in terms of 
a grain-equivalent or cash, by a constant difference. They may then all be placed 
in a single and separate class, to be called the Special class, and will be included 
in the returns as r~lid workers. But no persons who are paid either a monthly 
wage or a daily wage, differing from the wage for any of the prescribed classes, 
should be returned as relief workers. If, however, they are paid by the piece and 
not a daily wage, there will be no objection to including them with other piece· 
workers as relief labourers. 

441. The Gov~rnment of Bengal has pointed out that many relief labourers 
Relief labourers ill receipt or a who may be placed in either of the prescribed classes 

dally wage irrespective of task. are paid the daily wage of their class irrespective of 
task, or are given a task of a special character which cannot be shown in the 
periodical returns. An example of the former is a water-carrier, who might, 
perhaps, be classed as a digger, while, as an instance of the latter, we may take a 
gang of earth-work dressers, whose task is expressed in superficial feet, but can• 
not be shown in the earth-work progress, which is expressed in cubic feet. It is 
pointed out that in order to effectively scrutinize the outturn of work by thP. 
regular earth·work gangs and the numbers of chose paid irrespective of task (which 
require very cardul watching), it is. of great importance that all who are not 
employed on t:arth-work as diggers or carriers or who are not in the special class 
should be separately classed as labourers in receipt of a daily wage irrespective of 
task. This is, however, more a question of relief works accounts than of classifi· 
cation. We consider it essential that the class should invariably and primarily 
connote the wage, all persons entitled to the same wage being· placed in the same 
class. It is only in this way that the total of a wage bill can be effectively or 
readily compared with the amounts normally due to the workers employed accord· 
ing to the wage sca1e in force. Such a comparison we deem of great importance 
for the purpose both of checking the wage bills and of detecting at a glance the 
extent.ta which fining has been resorted to, though it is one which it has hitherto 
been practically impossible to make in any province, under the system of 
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classification and accounts in force. But it will always be possible to devise the 
subsidiary accounts on works so as to show separately the numbers who are 
employed irrespective of task, and this will involve simpler forms of accounts and 
derived returns than would be required when persons drawing the same pay are 
placed in more than one main class. At any rate, for our present purpose, it is 
sufficient to regard ~11 persons entitled to the same wage as forming a single 
class, whatever sub-divisions of classes may be considered necessary in order to 
exhibit the outturn of work in the most convenient form. 

442. We have now considered the classification of all workers properly so 
Dependants a.nd nominally task· called. There will, however, be on all works a few 

ed workers. d l d d f k a u t epen ants o thP- wor ers who are absolutely 
unable to perform any task at all, but who cannot be left behind in the villages, 
and a considerable number of non-working children. In additio~ to these incap· 
able dependants a few adults will present themselves at the works who are really 
incapable of performing the moderate ta.;k expected from labourers in class II, 
and who are given purely nominal work which cannot be enforced, and is 
merely intended to provide them with a little healthy employment, and to keep 
them from wandering. These people cannot always be turned away from the 
works or sent to a poor-house though they may not be actual dependants, but 
nominal employment has to be given to them, and as long as they behave them
selves their presence must be tolerated, and they may be paid the mit,imum wage, 
which is that prescribed for dependant-; or persons entitled to gratuitous relief. 
They may, therefore, be classed with other adult dependants, the amounts paid 
to them being regarded, like the allowance to true dependants, as gratuitous relief 
and distinct from the wages paid to workers. It is not intended that all persons 
who cannot be employed in the carrier gangs should be relegated to this class. 
There may be many who can be employed on light and useful work irrespective 
of task, who may fairly and properly be placed in class II, al\d fined down to the 
minimum wage if they idle. But there will remain· a few whose task will be really 
and purely nominal, and for whom nothing but the minimum wage would ever be 
appropnate, persons who would in the ordinary course be classed as dependants 
if they belonged to any of the workers. When these cannot be phced on 
village relief or sent to a poor·house they should be given nominal employment 
and the minimum wage, and may be conveniently included in the same class as 
adult dependants. 

The only other class will be that of ncn·working children. This will include 
all children under 8 };ears of age, and a few over that age who, on account either 
of debility or unwillingness to work, may not be admitted into the class of working 
children. 

443· There are two points in which the system of classification now proposed 
Abolitioo o1 aexual aub·divisions differs from that which has been followed in the 

withi.o the l&llle class. North· Western PrO\·inccs, ri~., the abolition of sexual 
sub-divisions within the same class, and the inclusion in class II of all boys and 
~iris between the ages of 12 and 16. As reg:uds the f1rst point the Famine Com· 
missioners recommended that separate rates should be prescribed ~uit:1ble for the 
\'arious cbsses d persons as well as fl)r diffL·rent ages ;1nd sexes, and stated also 
th:1t a female requires a lit tlt:lcss tlLlll a male. Sexual sub-divisions for each class 
ha.ve accordingly been providd fc)" in thr existing codes. Dut the broader classi· 
fication now proposed is in itself for al1 practical purposes a sexu:1l cbssification. 
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The special class and class I will consist almost. entirely of males, while 
class I I will consist matnly of females and of boys between 16and 12 years of age, 
the only adult males in this class being the few feeble men who are ineligible for 
class I. It m,ay be that on physiological grounds a woman requires, cceteris 
paribus, a little less food than a man, but under no system of classification can 
other things be so equal as to render it necessary to observe such a minute 
distinction, and it may be added that under the system of pice payments, to be 
prese'1tly referred to, the difference is so small that it is often practically impossible 
to give effect to it. In the North-Western Provinces the wage of a man and 
woman in the carrier class were .identical on the 10-seer wage basis. On the 
J 2-seer basis there was a difference according to the ready reckoner of one pice 
in favour of the male, but on the introduction of the intermediate system it was 
found necessary to assimilate the wage, even on this basis, anri to pay all carriers 
the same wage, irrespective of sex, the male wage being levelled down to that of 
the female. Practically, therefore, the male and female carrier received the same 
wage on both the ro-seer and the 12-seer basis, or almost generally throughout the 
province. It has been urged that among the natives there are sentimental objec· 
tions to a man and woman receiving the same wage. This .is perhaps the case, 
and it has been reported that in Ganjam some classes of women caine to the 
works without their male relations, for the men thought it beneath them to work 
for a wage which is virtually the same as that for a woman. The fact, however, 
constitutes the strongest argument in favour of our proposal. In Madras the 
man and woman were placed in the same class, receiving a grain wage of 38 
and 36 ounces respe~tively, and the difference between the wage was regarded 
by the men as virtually nz'l. The code system of classification maintains a 
distinction in letter but not in spirit. Under it the wag_e of a woman in class A 
is equal to that of a male in class B. If husband and wife are put in the same 
class the difference is too small to be appreciable, and if the gangs consist of 
mixed classes many of the women may actually be drawing more than the! men. 
If, however, the men and women of a family are put into different classes the 
required difference between their wages is secured, and sexual distinctions within 
the classes are unnecessary. Under our proposal there will be not merely a 
great simplification in accounts but also a real and appreciable difference between 
the wage of an able-bodied man and that ~f the women of his family, and we 
do not consider it an objection that the few feeble or inexpert men th~t may drop 
into the carrier class should not be allowed a higher wage than the other members 

· of this class. 

444· As regards the proposal to include all boys and girls over the age of 1 2 

Juvenile adults. in class II, we observe that the Famine Corrmis· 
sioners in paragragh 184 of their report considered 

that a child below 12 years of age required about half the allowance of an adult 
male, but made no recommendation regarding children above the age o£.12. In 
sections 127 and I 28 of the provisional famine code children were to be allowed 
~. i or! rations according to requirement, section 128 defining children as those 
•• not being infants, uelow 14." The Resolution of August 1893 prescribes that 
the wages of children should not be less than one-quarter or more than. three• 
quarters of the wages allowed for adult males, and the higher limit may be taken 
as applicable to children over 12, in view of the Famine Commissioners' recom· 
mendation that half rations should be given to children under 12. We shall 
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presently propose that the wage for class II shall be three·quarters of that for 
class I. Section I 23 of the Madras code declares that the grain rations pres· 
cribed for adults shall be applicable to children above 12 years of age, and this 
is the practice that has been followed in that. province. Section 73 of the 
Dombay code . provides that boys and gir!s above 12 years of age may be 
classed as adult males and females respectively in class C, and the wage 
table allows 3o.ounces as a maximum for the grain wage of working children, 
which is also the grain. wage for a female in class C. This, too, is allowed as a 
maximum wage for children in all other codes, and it is only in the provinces which 
have adopted the classi~cation and wage table appended to the North-Western 
Provinces ResoJ,1tion No. 18-P. W., dated sth December 1896, that the maxi
mum allowance is reduced to 20 ounces. All prescription is therefore in favour 
of giving children ovtr 12 at least the same wage as females in class C, and this 
will be the result of our proposal to inc! ude them in class II. It may be said 
that children of this age are unable to do the task of a full-grown woman. It 
has, however, already been remarked that in practice the carriers will seldom be 
Yery fully tasked, and it may be added that in Madras, where great care has 
been taken to proportion tasks to the capacities of different ages and sexes, girls 
between J 2 and I 6 have ahrays been given the same task as full-grown women, 
and boys of the same age have been given either the same task or one higher by 
filty per cent., according to their appearance. But even if it be found necessary 
to task children of this age more lightly than the adult members of the class, so 
that, for instance, three children should be regarded as equivalent to two carrier 
units, we are still of opinion that there is no cause for departing from the pres· 
cripticns of the existing codes, and that on physiological grounds children over 
12 should be allowed the same ration as adults in our proposed class II, even if 
not required to perform quite the same task. 

Summary of proposed classifica· 445· O~;r pr0posed classification may now be sum-
tion, rr.arised as follows :-

IVorkcrs-

Special class-to include all persons in responsible positions cr with speci<tl 
qu::t!ifications, who are paid a uniform wage exceeding by a constant 
difference that allo1red to workers in class I. 

Cl.1ss I.-Diggers.-To include all able-bodied labourers who are capable 
of perforn1ing a bir digger's task, the ,task to be not less than 75 per 
cent. of that usually required from able-bodied labourers on ordinary 
works, 0r on tasks other than digging not le::s than so per cent. in 
rxccss of that required from labourers in class II. 

Class IL-CtPTitrs.-To include :-til :-tdult labourers n0t iccluded in the 
special or dip·gcrs' class, or in class IV, and all working children over 
12 years of agf. 

Class Ill.-To inc!L,de all working children below 1 ~ and overS years of 
age \\hn are c:l.Jnble of carrying a fairly-sized basket of earth. 

Graluif,,!ts/y rr!it·~·cd.-

C:l~S 1\1 .-Gurlllituus!y rdi,·;·e.l.-To include all adu:t dependants of 
worker:; '' ho an• tmab!e to work, and othc; h'cble pcr~ons who may 
l·e gi\'l'll putrly nominal <>mploynwnt on the works, so that they may 
qralify fvr tb .. · dcrt:nd.\nts' or minimum \\age. 
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It will generally be convenient to sub-divide this class in the returns into two 
sub-classes (1) nominally worked, and {2) f!Oi worked, Non-worked ,adults 
who are not actually dependants of workers in class I or class II should be 
sent to gratuitous relief at their homes or to a poor-house (if they have no 
settled home) on the first opportunity; or else 'transferred to the H nominally 
worked" sub-class. , 

Class V.-Aron-working children.-To· include all children of workers 
under eight years of age, and any above that age who may for suffi• 
cient reason not be admitted as v.orking children. 

446. Assuming that relief labourers and their dependants will in future be 
Wages to relief workers in ditrer- classified on the system that has now been proposed, 

ent provillces. we have next to consider the question of the wage 
appropriate to each class. This is a question of great difficulty. Although the 
provincial famine codes prescribe a uniform system of classification and grain 
wage for each class, we find that in practice the divergences from the standard 
thus set up have been very great. To take the case of women workers alone, 
who may be said to average so per cent. of the whole number, it has been 
shown that the nominal grain wage for all women workers in the three prov· 
inces which adopted the rules of the North-Western Provinces has been 26 
ounces only, though· some in the Central Provinces received the full B wage of 
34 ounces. This was the nominal wage, but owing to the operation of the pice 
conversion rule and the difference generally maintained between the wage basis 
rate and the market rate, the cash wage actually paid was in the North· Western 
Provinces and Bengal seldom sufficient to purchase more than 22 or 24 ounces. 
In the case of children both the nominal- grain wage and the actual cash wage 
were far below the amount contemplated in the code. Even in the case of able 
bodied diggers who were nominally allowed the code wage for class B (38 ounces) 
the actual cash wage was, as has been shown, often insufficient to purchase 
more than 30 ounces. And yet it is maintained by these two local Governments 
and by many experienced witnesses that the scale of wages adopted was found to 
be sufficiently liberal, that a higher wage would have attracted many to the works 
who were not really in need of assistance, and might have interfered with the sup· 
ply of labour to private employers. On the other hand, in Mad~as all the women -
were for some time given a B wage of 36 ounces; all children between 12 and t6 
received the same high wage, and throughout the period of distress a very small 
percentage were put on a lower wage than this. And this was not a nominal but an 
actual wage, as the greatest care was taken to prevent any appreciable different:e 
between the wage basis rate and the market rate, not in the large towns, but in 
the villages close to the works. Nor was the grain wage always limited to the 
prescribed grain equivalent even for the B class. In some cases the alternative 
method of calculation, by evaluating all the component items of the presr.ribed 
ration, with an added allowance for fuel, was adopted "·henever this was found to 
give a higher wage than the grain-equivalent method. And yet the general 
opinion of the Madras witnesses is to the effect that the wage given was by no 
means excessive, while it is maintained by some, and especially by the Sanitary 
Commissioner of Madras, that a lower wage cou1d not have been introduced with· 
out endangering the health of the labourers and even incurring a great loss of 
human life. In Bombay and the Punjab, where th~ code provisions were more 
closely adhered to, the tendency in practice has been towards a less, rat.her than 
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a more, liberal scale than contemplated in the codes, and in Bombay the majority 
of the witnesses appear to be in favour of a wage scale only a little more liberal 
than that of the North· Western Provinces. 

447· The question which we have had to consider is whether there is such 
· . a material difference in the conditions in the different 

Possibility or a standard rabon • . d · 
wage to be applicable in all pro. pronnces of I nd ta as to ren er It necessary to pres. 
vinces. cribe different wage scales for different provinces, 
or whether it will be possible to lay down a standard ration wage which, 
with some permissible limits of deviation, may be generally adopted in future 
all over the country. As to this point we think that in dealing with the 
different races and classes of India, the rations absolutely required to 
maintain health and strength must vary a little in proportion to differences 
l·n averacre weiaht and mav also vary to some extent in accordance with ~ ~ , ' 

differences in habits of diet. For example, it seems probable that in tracts where 
the labourers are in the habit of eating only one full or cooked meal in the 
day they may be abie to do "·ith less food than where two full cooked 

· meals is the rule. To take another instance, the labourers and artizans of 
most parts of the Punjab are heavier men than the same classes in the 1'\ orth
\Vestern Provinces and Oudh and in Beh1r, and are also, we believe, habituated 
to a larger and fi ecr scale of diet. Again, it seems probable that where, as in 
some of the 1\fadras and Bombay districts, the proportion of petty land-holders 
and tenants who come on relief in seYere scarcities is large, the average dietary to 
which the relief workers are habituated will be on a more liberal scale than where 
the ciasses which come on relief are almost entirely confined to the poorer labourers 
and artizans of the towns and village~. N'eYertheless we are of opinion that the 
differences between the dietary requirements of famine relief in the various 
provinces are not great e~ough to make different standards of ration and \\·age 
necessary. In v;ew of the limits of deviation which we shall presently indicate as 
permissible, we think that our scale of rations and of wages derin:!d therefrom 
will do as the standard f.or all parts of India, with the possible exception of Burma. 
In respect to the standard to be adopted we accept without hesitation as suffi· 
cient and not more than sufficient the full and minimum rations laid do\\'n by 
the Goverr•ment of India in the provisional code, which "·ere based upon the 
suggestions of the Famine Commis~ioners, and were the result of much practical 
Indian experience and expert inquiry. The only alteration we prc>pose is a 
\'ery small addition to the extra items of the minimum ration. 

4+8. As reg:uds Burma, it has been shown elsewhere in this report that the 
Possible exception in the case of scale of wages in that province has been much more 

Burma. libl·ral th.:tn in other parts of India, and that it in· 
eludes a fixed cash allowance or margin to labourers of classes A and B, over and 
::tbove the cash value of the grain rations, which are those allowed in the Indi:m 
codes, and prescribed by the resolution of August rSgJ. \\'e ha\·e had befl)re 
us the proceedings of a Committee of Famine officers appointed to consider the 
rl:vision of the Durma code in the light of the experience g:~ined during the bte 
b.minc in which it is rt.!commended that the workers should be di\·ided into two 
class(·~ I and II, tach with sen·ral st.:b-dirisil)ns, corresponding to rbsses D and 
D of tlte present co~c, and entidcJ to the prescribed grain w.1ges of th<J~e 
lLts~es: The Com:mttee proposed, lwwercr, th.1t the extra cash margin alk)wed 
by St·cttn~l 99 of the present code shuulJ be biven to workers in the new cbss I, 
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but only at the discretion of the Commissioner, in cases where it may be consid~ 
. ered necessary owing to the di~tance from their homes, difficulty in obtaining 
firewood, or other reasons.· \\"e think it probable that the proposal which we 
have made in paragraph 459 infra would suffice to meet any conditions under 
which.the standard wage scale now proposed by us would be insufficient, and that 
it is on principle preferable to an extra cash allowance rigidly fixed and bearing 
no rdation to the price of grain, and confined to a particular class; ·But we are 
not prepared to recommend that Burma should be required to accept this pro· 
posal, or the classification without reference to sex which we have suggested. We 
recognise that however high the scale of wages may have been in Burma; .t;he 
value of the work done has borne a higher proportion to the cost of relief there 
than in any other province, and that a!l conditions differ so widely ther~ from those 
obtaining in India proper that there may be special reasons for a classification 
and wage scale in that province differing from that which we consider more ap· 
propriate elsewhere. We are the less inclined to recommend absolute uniformity 
in this respect as we have not had an opportunity of visiting Burma. If the recom• 
mendations made in this section are accepted by the Government of India as hr 
as other provinces· are concerned, the Government of Burma will no doubt be pre· 
pared to consider them on their merits, and will perhaps be wi!Iing to adopt them, 
but we do not recommend that their adoption in that province should be obligatory. 

449· Before dealing in detail with the standard rations and wages which we 
. f d'" b t propose, it seems desirable to consider whether any 

Explanation o werences e • . 
ween the wages paid in ~adras explanation can be given of certain great differences 
and the North-Western Provmces. f f · · · · o rates o wages whtch have preva!led m the recent 
famine. The difference between the extremes found in Madras and in the 
Nurth~Western Provinces in the matter of 11·ages is primarily and principally a 
difference in classification. In Madras ,it was held that practically all relief 
labourers belonged to class B, whereas in the North-Western Provinces only 
able-bodied diggers were put into this class, all other labourers being relegated to. 
class D. The Government of the latter province appears to consider, however, that 
it placed its diggers and carriers in classes A and C, although the wages allowed 
are those prescribed for classes B and D in the existing codes. It is said that 
the margin allowed under the method of grain equivalents is excessive, and 
that if the value of the prescribed rations be calculated on the basis of 
the cost of the compon'ent items, the grain wages paid during the iate famine 
to the diggers and carriers which it is proposed to prescribe for these classes in 
the revised code, are really the wages for classes A and C, We do not propose 
to consider these arguments and calculations here, but are of opinion that 
the pracfce of placing diggers and carrbs in classes A and C, respectively, of 
the existing codes, is closely in accordance with the principles laid down by the 
Famine Commissioners and embodied in the provisional code, for reasons 
which will now be stated. 

450. Section 132 of the provisional code, when· read with sections 7' and 
72, provides, in accordance with the recommenda. 

])iggers and carriers belong na· 
turally to cla.scoes A and C respect. tions of the Famine Commissioners, that on profes· 
ively of the present codes. . . 

swnal agency works able-bod1ed persons accustomed 
to labour of the kind required at such works, that is professional hbourers, or class 
A of the present codes, should be allowed to earn something in excess of th~ 
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full wacre. The Government of India in their resolution of August I 893 l1ave 
demurr:d to this, and under the code system of task-work have limited the 
earnings of this class to the full wage on the perf<?rmance of a full task, that is, . 
"the amount of work usually performed by able-bodied labourers on ordinary 
works/' Section 133 of the provisional code provides that labourers not 
accustomed to labour of the kind required at professi?nal agency works, i.e., non. 
professional labourers, who ar~ nevertheless sufficiently able-bodied and accus
tomed to labour as to be paid by results on civil agency works (class B of the 
present codes), shall be allowed to earn a wage as nearly as possible equal to the 
full wacre of the code. The Government of India, in their resolution of August 
1893, ;bile prescribing a lighter task for persons of this class, have also reduced 
their wage below the '' full" wage, which is allowed only to labourers of class A. 
As before pointed out, this principle of reducing the wage proportionally with the 
reduction of task renders clas!:lification unnecessary, and is opposed to the 
intention of paragraph 13 I of the Famine Commissioners' report, under which it 
was contemplated that a full wage should be given to any labourer on the 
perfcrmance of 7 5 per cent. of a full ordinary task, whereas in the resolution of 
August 1893 a short wage is prescribed for the performance of 85 or 90 per cent. 
of a full task. It appears to us that if labourers of class A are not to be 
permitted to earn more than the full wage, it is unadvisable to require from them 
more ·than 7 5 per cent.-of the full task, and, on the other hand, all labourers· of 
class B who do 7 5 per cent. of a full task should be entitled to a full wage. 
The Famine Commissioners' reasons for fixing the task of relief workers at not 
more than 75 per cent. of that commonly performed by labourers 'in ordinary 
times are in our opinion still good. A moderate tas~ is of great importance in 
facilitating the formation of gangs without the breaking up of families and village 
parties, in diminishing the troublesome and dangerous necessity of fining for short 
work, in giving the relief workers plenty of spare time for the necessary require
ments of life, such as getting their wages, buying grain, grinding, cleaning, and 
cooking it, collecting fuel, going and .coming to and from their villages, and 
looking after their children. For these reasons we propose to revert in respect 
to full task entitling to full wage to the Famine Commissioners' principles, and 
if this i.s done, classes A and B of the present codes may properly be amalga
mated mto our pwposcd class I, and able-bodit:d labourers capable of performing 
not less than 7 5 per cent. of a full task should all be included in it, "hether 
professional or not, and should be entitled to the full wage. Thus all person~ 
of the digger class should fall under class A of the present codes. As regards all 
labourers other than those capable of earning the full wage under a system of 
payment by results, i.e., all who are incapable of performing a task equal to 
7 5 per cent. of a full task as a! ready defined, section 134 of the provisional code 
provides that their wages shall in no case be greater than 7 5 per cent. of the 
full wage or less than the minimum. The higher limit is practically the class C 
wage of the codes, and the lower that of class D. Able-bodied labourers unable 
to do 75 per. c:-nt. of. a full !ask may, therefore, rightly be put into class C, 
under the prmc1ples la1d down tn the provisional code, · 

451. From this point of view the 1\Iadras method of classification appears to 

It · b . . . have been unduly lenient, and the wa(Tes paid exces· 1g wage 111 Madras pnnc•· • • ~::> 
pall~ due to the system of classi· SJVe, for It may safely be said that only a small pro-
ficatJon adopted, • f . 

port1on o those who were placed m class B were 
ahle to perform a task not less than 7 5 per cent. of that usually performed by 
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able-bodied labourers on ordinary works. Apart, however, from the excess due 
to this cause, the grain wage for females in class B was, under the Madras code, 
2 ounces higher than in other provinces, as shown in paragraph 436, while 
children over 12 years of age were classed as adults. 

452. In accordance with the foregoing considerations we recomm~nd that our 
Principles 011 which it is proposed new class I should be ~ntitled to the full wage 

to fix a wagesCllle. for an adult man, while the wage for 'class II 
will be 75 per cent. of this. Working children or class III should be 
paid about half the wage for class II. Adult dependants or class IV should 
~eceive the minimum wage, and non-working children about half of this allowance. 
It is on these principles that we now propose to fix the wage for each class.' As 
already stated we propose to accept the rations of the provisional code as a basis. 
We consider that the plan of stating the wage in terms of a grain equivalent 
recommended in the Government of India Resolution of August 1893 is convenient, 
and should be prescribed for universal adoption, but we think that the margin 
allowed under the rule fixing the grain equivalent at If times the weight of 
the grain item of the ration is in excess of requirements. We would prefer to 
keep the margin as small as possible in fixing a standard, and to allow the 
local authorities to fix a 11 circumstantial margin 1

' within the limits of deviation 
from the standard scale which we shall presently indicate as permissible. The 

• grain equivalents for the full and minimum rations which we propose are based on 
a computation of the cost of the grain and other items of the rations, the price 
of grain being taken at 20 lbs. to the rupee which may be regarded as the general 
famine rate. We have allowed a margin of 5 per cent, This margin we propose to 
allow " to avoid the risk of the wage being insufficient to purchase the full ration 
of food." This was the reason for a margin given by the Famine Commissioners 
and it appears to us to be still sound. The margin is meant to cover not the 
ordinary fluctuations of current prices but the difference which often exists between 
bazarrates and the price which the relief worker has actually to pay. The rates for 
other items used in the calculations are those reported as obtaining in the North. 
Western Provinces. The rate for pulse is said to have generally risen and fallen 
par£ passu with that for grain during the famine, while the rates for the remaining 
items were practically constant. 

Gratn-valae of the ruu a.ad miul. 453· The grain values of the full and minimum 
mam wage. rations are therefore calculated as follow :-

Full wage-

24 oz. of the common grain used in the country or cleaned 
rice at 20 lbs. -

4 oz. pulse at :.10 lbs, ... ... '" ::: = 
1 oz. salt at 20 lbs. ... = 
I oz. ghi or oil at 3 lbs. ... . .. -
l oz. condiment and vegetables at 8 lbs. ... = 

Add-s per cent. as margin 

Total wage in annas 

Annas. 

1'2 

·.a 
'025 

'333 
·us 

1'977 

Corresponding grain equivalent at 20 lbs. to the rupee equal 39'54 ounces 
or say, 40 ounces, 
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As regards the minimum '1-rage, the ration prescribed in section 128 of the 

pro,·isionai code allows 16 ounces of flour for a m.an. an~ 14 ounces for a ';oma~. 
For reasor.s already given we prefer to make no d1stmct10n of sexes, espec:all.y m 
the class that will be entitled to this wage, and we propose to take the gram Item 
therefore at the average of 15 ounces. We consider, ho'IVever, that the weight of 
the salt and ghi or oil items may with adrantage be increased from t tot of an 
ounce, thus raising the total of the items other than grain and pulse to a full 
ounL~e lnd-a-half. In ·actual practice the relief workers seem to consume more 
vecretables and less oil or ghi than is contemplated in the rations. The allowance 
fo; condiments and Yegetables is no doubt ,·ety low· in both rations, but taking it 
v:ith those proposed for salt and ghi or oil, we believe the sum total is practically, 
sufficient. \\'ith these modifications we may calculate as follows :- . 

llfiJZimrem wage-

I 5 oz. of the common grain used in the country at 20 lbs, 

l.oz. pulse at 20 lbs. 
~ oz. ~alt at 20 lbs. 
! oz. ghi or oil at 3 J'Js. 
i oz. condirncnt and vegetablc:s at 8 lbs. 

hdJ-5 per cent, for mar;;in 

Total wage in annas 

Annas. 

... = 0 75 
,., = O'IO 

... = 0'025 

. .. = 0'167 

. .. - o·o6z 

1'104 

·oss 

I'I 59 

Corresponding grain equiralent at 20 lbs. equal2J'I8 ounces or say, 24 ounces. 

454. We have followed the system of the Resolution of August 1893 in using 
grain instead of · flour in the rations, and in 

Conversion of grain into tlour. treating pulse as of the same price as the 

grain. By "grain., v.e mean cleaned grain, as sold in retail shops fit to be 
grour,d or cooked unground. Except where ragi is the staple grain on which the 
calculations arc based, the cost and loss in conYersion will be small, as the grinding 
is done by the women, and there is no waste, the bran being consumed as well as 
the flour. It will be seen that in order to bring the grain equi,·alent to an e\·en 
number of ounces, the actual margins will be 'a little O\'cr 6 per cent. in the case of 
the full, and n:ry ne:1rly 9 pL:r cent. in the case of the minimum ration, while the 
conversion of ounces into cltnttaks, on the.conventional assumption that one 
c/Ja/f,l.t equals two ounces, im·oln:s a fm·ther addition to the margin in fa,·our of the 
worker of about ::'! ~ pt:r cent. in eJ.ch cJ~e. These margins will, in our opinion, 
amply coyer the loss in con\'Crsion to flour, and also thl! lvss generally mvolved 
by treating puis~ as at the same price as the st:1ple grain. In respect to the 
sp(·cial case of r~tgi, \rhirh has b,'t:n sometimes u::;ed as the staple grain in p::trts 
of Southern India, tiJ,:rc is c\'idcnce that it is seldom eaten as the sole ("rain 

~ ' 
even by the pnt)rest. \\' l! think that where r:1.p,i h:1.ppcns tu be the cheape~t grain 
in comm<'n usc in the market it should twt be rcg:mlcd by itself as the su.ple 
grain; a mixed basis c.f n~i and cholum or other gr:tin might be useJ, the pro· 
portion of ra . ..:;i not bLir.g more than two-thirds or lt:ss th::tn onc·third. 

' 
435· OL!r gr:tin cquivaknts fur the full and mi~imum rations \rill thus be 40 

l'roposed grain wn~:cs. ror all and ::!+ ounces, rcspcctircly, .:llld tLe former will 
classts. 

be the gram wage t>f our eLl~:; I, \lhi\e tht• 
lattt.:r will Lc the minimum gr::un w:tgc fvr a:J workers anJ the ::.1:-:man~·e 
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for gratuitously relieved adults, or class IV. The corresponding full and mtm· 
mum grain-equivalents of the existing codes are 42 and 28 ounces for males and 
38 and 26 ounces for females, but we consider that the margin allowed by the old 
conversion rule was higher than necessary, and under it the grain-equivalents for 
females were overcalculated, as shown abo,ve in paragraph 436. The grain ":age 
for class II will be 30 ounces or three-quarters of the ful~ wage. Working children 
below the age of 12 should receive about half of this, and we propose to allow 
16 ounces. We consider, however, that working children should not be subject 
to fine. For non-working children under 8 years of age we propose an allowance 
of 10 ounces. In the case of children over this age, who are not admitted as 
workers or may receive gratuitous relief in villages, we consider that this allowance 
may be increased to 14 ounces. We recommend elsewhere, however, that as a 
general rule, and whenever possible, non-working children should be relieved in 
kitchens, in which case it may be left to the local authorities to prescribe the 
component items of the food to be given, and the average weight that should be 
allowed for children under and over 8 years of age respectively, so that their grain 

iquivalents may agree as nearly as may be with those here proposed! 

456. The provisional grain wage which we propose for all classes, except the 
spec£al, will therefore be as follows, in terms of 

Wage scale in Indian measure. the usual Indian measure the chattak which is equal 
1 I 1 

to one-sixteenth of the seer, or 6hth of the maund of 82t lbs., so .that 1 

chattak = 2'051 ounces nearly. 

Class I.-Diggers 
, 11.-Carriers 

11 Ill.-Working children ... 

{ 

Adult dependants } 
II IV.-

Minimum wage 

, V.-Non·working children
(i) Over 8 years ... 

(ii) Under 8 years ... 

Cbattaks. 

.20 

IS 
8 

u 

.,. 7 
5 

As regards nursing mothers we would allow them the wage of their class, 
which will usually be 15 chattaks, along with the non-working child's allowance of 
5 chattaks, In other words a nursing mother will receive the full wage of 2<> 

chattaks for herself and child. It is unnecessary to specify a grain wage for the 
special class. When such a class is considered necessary the wage may exceed 
that for class I by a constant difference, that will be specified by the local Gov· 
ernment. The number in this class will always be small, and should not exceed a 
certain percentage of the number of other workers, which will depend upon 
circumstances and can be fixed by the Superintending Engineer or other local 
officers, as may be prescribed in the provincia! code. ' 

The grain wages thus suggested are for works conducted under the code 
system o! task-work, on which the workers never receive less than the pres. 
cribed minimum wage, except in cases of contumacy. Where payment is made 
strictly by results, and no minimum wage is recognised, we are of opinion that it 
may be left to the discretion of local Governments to authorise in their provincial 
codes the payment of wages exceeding these limits by about 25 per cent. on the 
performance of a proportionately enhanced task. · 
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-457· In applying these grain-equivalents we recommend that daily wages or 
allowances when paid in cash should always be fixed . 

• Ca&h .daily wage to be calculate4 in terms of full pice whether payments be made· 
m full p1ce. . 1 

daily or n.ot. The system of full pice payments 
was proposed in the rules issl1ed with the North· Western Provinces Resolution 
No. 18·J:l.·W., dated the 5th D.ycember 1896, and was adopted by the other 
provinces in which those rules were followed. The practice did not, however,, 
originate with those rules, but was in force long before their issue in the 
Behar and North Bengal relief operations of 1891·5)2, and is prescribed in 
section 103 of the Bengal code, in which certain pice wages are proposed 
to correspond with the full, three~quarters, and minimum wage, and in which it is 
directed th.at "the wage should never be fixed in pies, a coin not commonly used 
in the villages." In the Punjab and also in Burma a system of full pice payments 
was independently evolved during the course of the late relief operations. It was 
only in Bombay and :Madras that wages were throughout calculated ~nd paid in 
pies, and this practice rendered daily payments impossible, whereas daily payments 
were the general, but not universal, pra9tice when the wages were in full pice. With 
daily payments a full pice daily wage is obligatory. In provinces in which pay· 
ments have not been made daily, the practice is thought to involve unnecessaryt 
labour for the staff and to interfere unduly with the progress of the work, but we 
are impressed with the fact that wherever it has been in force, it has been 
a.ppr~lYed with absolute unanimity by all the officers, both Civil and Public 
Wotks, concerned, both on account of its popularity with the workers, and the 
security that it provides against fraud. We do not, however, wish to re~ommend 
that daily payments should be made universally obligatory. We are content 
that this should be left to the discretion of local Govemments, but whether 
payments are made daily or not, we consider that the daily wage should be 
invariably fixed in full pice. \Ve advocate this not only as facilitating the prac
tice of daily payments, but also on independent grounds. The system of a full 
pice wage, apart from the simplicity which it introduces into the accounts, renders 
it unnecessary to alter the wage scale with erery petty variation in the price of 
grain, and it enables every worker to know exactly what his daily wage should be 

·throughout a long period. We are aware that frequent variations have P-een 
avoided in some provinces by what is known as the 10 per cent. rule, under 
which no alteration is made in the wage basis for variations of less than 1 o per 
cent. in the price of grain, but we consider such a rule is open to objection on 
principle, and that it will be unnecessary if the wage is alw·ays calculated and 
paid in full pice. Nor do we consider it a disadrantage that under the rule the fine 
for a day cannot be less than one pice, and must always be a full number of 
~ice. But in recomtnending this system of full pice wages we must take excep· 
ton to the North· \V estern Provinces pice-conversion rule which is to the effect 
that i~ the exact money cost. of the grain equivalent exc~eds a pice-multiple by 
!wo p1es or more ~he next htgher pice~multiple is to be paid, but that if the excess 
ts less than two ptes then the pice-multiple below shall be paid. The effect of this 
rule theoretically is that in nearly two out of three of all cases in which the 
true w::tge exceeds a pice-multiple the advantage is in hvour of Governme11t 
-.nd agains~ the worker. In actual practice under the waf;e bases which gen· 
erally oLtamed the advantacre · f f G ~ 

~ ;::. m avour o overnmcnt appears to hare been 
grcaler than thts, anJ many workers received nearly 2 pies ll!ss than the true 
wag~! due to them. We consider thcrdore th"t '1£ a full · · J t J ' , .. ptce wago ts -. op e , 
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the rule should be that when the true and exact wage excel';q,s a J?k~-r~wltipl<;_ 
by 1! pies exactly or more, the next higher pice-multiple should be given, . 
and in other cases the pice-multiple that is exceeded should· be taken. In an 
equitable give·and·take rule the only really doubtful case is when the excess, 
as worked out to three places of decimals of an anna, is If pies exactly, and• 
in such cases we propose that the benefit of the doubt should be given to 
the worker. Under such a rule the difference between the daily wage in 
pice and the wage [he would receive in pies will never exceed one pie either 
way. 

At the end of this section will be found a full pice wage table which has 
been calculated on the principle· recommended above for the grain equivalents 
whic~ we have provisionally proposed, and for grain rates varying ~rom 12 to 32 
lbs. to the n1pee. It will be seen that under it the same wage scale will often 
obtain through a considerable ran~e of prices, and that the differences between 
the wages of class.es l, II and IV are ~ractically constant throug~out. 

458. In saying that we considered that only. one s.tandard: of ratjo.n · a,ncl 
N:cessity ror deviatioos £rom the wage need be laid down for all India, we indic~ted, 

sW!clard. wage-ac;\Lie. · · that we. proposed to guard this by a rule aHowing 
the local Governments a certain power. of, deviation. We think it necessary that 
within certain limits the local Governments should have a discretion equal to 
their responsibility in this matter which so seriously affects the lives and health. 
of the people, and the finances of the State. We consider that the prlnciple 
recommended by the. Famine Commission that the rates of wage should be based
on approved scales of rations, and should closely follow the rise and fall of prices; 
is a most important one, which should not be abandoned or deviated from at aU 
without due reason. We are not sure that itl the recent famine too free a power 
of deviating from it has not been assumed in some provinces. At the ~arne time 
we recognise that conditions vary greatly in different provinces, and· even in. 
different parts of the same province, and at different times and seasons. A. 
particular wage which may be materially inadequate at one time and place, may, 
be unnecessarily liberal at another.· In some places and at some times the people 
have natural resources which are wapting at other places and times, and it may 
be legitimate, a11d perhaps nec~ssary, to ta~e the existence or absence of these 
into ac<;ount. F Qr. ex~mples we· may mention the abund<ilnce Qr. a.bsence of 
mahua or other wild fruit and vegetables, of fuel which can he picked up near 
the works, or of cheap meat. Again, where the stanqard famine wage is muc~ 
below or in excess of the prevailing market wage of the country, this may indi~ 
cate that some variation is. advisable and legitimate. When the circumstances 
of life on relief works are extremely trying as in the rains in some places, and in 
the hot winds in others, it may be judicious to allow a somewhat higher wage 
than is ordinarily necessary. Th!'l same argument. applies when it is known that 
the physical condition of a large proportion of the workers is below par. 
In such a ca.se a wage may be not enough to gener~ly restore or even maintain 
s.vergth, tho11gh if the same people had not fallen into a reduced condition it 
might have been quite sufficient. ·On the other hand, at the end of a famine, an4 
occasionally at other times when a demand for labour has aris~n and the able· 
bodied relief workers clearly show themselves inclined to remain on the work~ 
without necessity, it may be le&itim~t~ ~nd. advisablt: tq ~a~€; the works I~~ 
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attractive by some moderate reduction of the standard rates and wages in 
order to induce people to leave. 

There is also one case in which we think a more or less general deviation 
from the ordinary wage standard may be contemplated, and that is when people 
are employed on small works in or closely adjoining their own villages. Such 
works are very popular and ·are apt to attract almost all the available labour in 
the viltage. Moreover, the people iri their own homes have ways and means of 
making a wage go further than it wit~ at a distance. We think that in this case 
local Governments. would generally find it safe to direct that all persons of class 
1 as defined above should be placed in class II, or as an intermediate measure 
that all sucli persons should receive a wage less by one pice than the prescribed 
wage of their ~ass: There will usually be no difficul.ty in getting a sufficient 
number of diggers m such cases, and when payment IS not made by results the 
proposal is entirely in accordance with section I 34 of the provisional code. We 
propose this, however, only in the case of small village works, in the execution 
of which the villagers themselves are the principal or only persons interested, 
and not in the case of large or public works that may be in progress in the 
immediate vicinity of a village. The reasons for the distinction are obvious~ It 
is no doubt true that people will attend a work close to their village for a smaller 
wage than wilt attract them to a distance, and that they will often leave the work as 
the distance increases. But in the case oflarge works it would hardly be practi
cable to introduce different wage scales or systems of classification varying with the 
distances from which people might come to the works, nor do we think it 
objectionable that people coming to them when in the vicinity of their villages 
should be allowed the benefit of the classification and wage scale generally in 
force on such works. Although they may have pt:tty resources of their own which 
may render it possible for them not to follow the works as the distance from the 
village inqeases, those resources may not in themselves be suffiCient to maintain 
them throughout the whole period of distress, and if they are willing to husband 
them hy doing a fair day's work for a relief wage when the work happens to be 
brought near to their doors, there is no rea~on why they should be discouraged 
from doing so. 

459· To cover all possible r~asons for deviation, and to give the local Gov· 
Limit or permis!ible deviation ernments the degree of free discretion in the matter 

from the standard wage-scale. which we think oucrht to be entrusted to them we 
tO> I 

propose that they should have power within the limit mentioned below to suspend 
the rule by which the standard rates and wages follow the rise and fJ.ll of prices. 
They would do this by fixing from time to time as the wage basis for particubr 
works or groups of works a grain rate somewhat hicrher or lower than that actu
ally obtaining at the time. This discretion will ;eressarily be exerci:-ed with 
reference to a pice wage table or ready-reckoner in some such form as that gi\'cn 
at the end of this section. The local Government should, we think, be allo1red 
to depute this power formally to officers not below the r~nk of Famine Commis· 
sioner or Commissioner of a Division i surh officers to be bound to immediately 
report each exercise of the power. We think this fixing of a grain rate differing 
from the actual should tle'i.'er be done except by writtt'n orders to be officially 
recorded, and that the reasons should always be stated in the orders. Such 
order~ would.' of course, have to be reconsidered with every subsequent chan.:;e 
of pnccs whKh would ordinarily require a change of wage by the pice table. 
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The maximum limit of deviation which we would propose is 25 ,per cent. in either 
direction. Thus when the actual rate is 20 lbs. to the rupee, the wage basis to be 
prescribed should never be Jess than 15 lbs. or more than :5 lbs. to the rupee. 
\V e believe that the limits of deviation thus proposed will be sufficient to- give 
all the margin which is necessary, and that it is sufficiently wide to render 
our provisional grain equivalents appropriate a~ all times in all provinces. It 
is not however necessary that they should be regarded as absolute: whenever 
circumstances require it, local Governr:J;lents · should be permitted to propose 
revised grain equivalents and corresponding pice wage tables of their own, ,but 
we think that they should be brought into force only with the sanction of the 
Government of India. 

46o. The recommendations which we have now made in ~egard to classifi· 

G raJ 
•-~ opoaed cation and wages appear to us to be in close accord-

ene remar..... on pr ~ . 
classification and wage-scale. ance with the original proposals of the Famine Com• 
missioners and of the provisionai code. We think that in the course of the 
long correspondence that attended the evolution of the present codes, those 
proposals have been to a certain extent departed from, sometimes in the direction 
ot greater liberality, and sometimes in the opposite direction. In some respects 
we have reverted in the direction of the original proposals. On the whole our 
recommendations in respect to wages and classification will probably be thought 
somewhat Jess liberal than the prescriptions of the present codes. On a review 
of all the. evidence we are confident that they are sufficient, 'but do not believe 
that they could safely be put lower. We consider that any more liberal system 
than that now proposed would go beyond the necessities of the case, and might 
entail a_large unnecessary expenditure. An unnecessarily high wage is of course 
to be· most carefully avoided for other obvious reasons. It would be likely 
to attract to the works some people not really destitute who could and would 
otherwise manage to support thems~lves on their own resources, to keep labourers 
on the works when other employment was open to them, and to ·render it 
difficult for private employers to obtain all the labour that they may require. 
It must also be remembered that there are thousands who. do not attend relief 
works who support themselves during periods of distress on means that would 
not compare favourably with the wages that can be earned by relief. labourers. 
After considering all the evidence that has been placed before us, we think 
the maximum wages which would have been allowable under our proposals would 
never have been found inadequate to the requirements of the situation in any part 
-of the country affected by the recent fa~ine. 

On the other hand, it may be urged that the adoption during the late famine 
of the full standard scale of wages now recommended would have entailed an 
expenditure on relief works, particularly in the North· Western Provinces, con. 
siderably in excess of that actually incurred, and that such a scale cannot be 
justified unless it can be proved that the wages paid in those provinces were 
inadequate for the proper relief of distress and. saving of human .life. This is as 
difficult to prove as to disprove. Distress and a rise in the rate of mortality 
must occur to a considerable extent in all famines, and the causes are so 
numerous, complicated, and obscure, that in any province in which relief has 
been promptly and extensively administered, it is very difficult to say _how 
far a low scale of w:J.ges may or may not have affected the i~Jsue, or 
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whether an increase in expenditure under this head would have been justified 
by an improvement in results. It is, for instance, obviou;; that promptitude in 
opening relief works and distributing village relief at the times when, and 
in the places where, such aid is most requir.ed may be more effective in relieving 
distress and reducing mortality than a more liberal scale of wages and allow· 
ances not so serviceably put into the hands of the people. We do not 
consider it necessary to question the general success of the famine admi.nistration 
in the North· Western Provinces in order to justify our proposals. This sue· 
cess does not affect our opinion that at certain times and stages the wage 
scale there in force was lower than with all the evidence before us we can recom· 
mend as a standard for future guidance even in the provinces in which it has 
been applied. 

(vi).-Tlze code system oj task-11•ork and systems of payment by results, 
taskt'ng, rest-day allowances, relt'e/11'orks accounts, etc. 

461. Under the preceding head of this section we have considered the classi· 
fication and wage scale of daily labourers employed 
on what is generally called the code system of task· 

work, which involves the payment to each worker, however short may be the 
task performed, of a minimum wage, combined ·w1th relief to all the dependants 
that may accompany him to the work, and the Sunday or rest-day alJowance. 
We believe that when distress is acute this system is, in spite of the objections 
which have been frequently urged against it, the only cne that can be safely 
adopted, and when there is no doubt that acute distress is impending it will 
probably be best to use it from the beginning. It combines better than any 
other system with the free administration of gratuitous relief which is necessary 
at such a crisis. With good management and a population not specially lazy 
or apathetic, it ought not to fail to secure a fair outturn of work. A slightly 

·modified form of this code system of task-work was largely adopted in the 
Punjab during the recent famine. The modification consisted in doing away 
with all intermediate proportional fining; for the full task the full wage was 
paid, and for anything Jess only the minin:um wage. This system and its 
advantages are well described in the evidence of Messrs. Floyd and \\' akefield 
who used it on the Ghaggar Canal excavation works. It is very simple and we 
think it would often secure a good outturn of work where the pure code system 
of task-\\ork might fail. \V e recommend therefore that it should be recognised 
as a permissible variation in all the codes. Though the code syste:n of task 
work must be brought into play sooner or later in cases of acute distress, there 
are in our opinion oth'er systems better suited to lighter phases of distress which 
require relief though they are not expected to reJ.ch the point of famine. There 
is a long interval between a system of ordinary contract and the code system of 
task-work, and the practice followed io so many provinces during the late famine, 
~nd the ~xperie~ce gain~d therefrom, indicate the expediency of permitting the 
mtroduct1on of. mtermed1ate methods which, while affording gre..1ter protection to 
weak and unsk1lled labour than the former system, will nevertheless secure a stricter 
and more efficient labour test than is ordinarily possible under the latter. \r e cc•n· 
sider, therefore, that the famine codes should permit the introduction of a system 
of p~yment by results on all relief works when first opened, and in the carlil·r stJges 
of d1stress. If there are any districts or portions of districts in which the system 
would, for local reasons, be inapplicaLle, they can be excepted in the codes. The 

Payment by resnlts. 
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system thus allowed to be introduceq may be ·any· of the systems A to E which 
have been described in paragraphs 208 to 212 of this report, and which vary from a 
simple modification of the code system of task-work by the elimination of a 
minimum wage to unrestricted piece-work in which there is no maximum limit to 
tile earnings. It may rest with thelocal Government to decide which uf these 
systems shall be authorised by the local codes. Whate~er system of payment 
by results be introduced, provision must always be made for such weakly persons 
as may be unable, though not fit objects for gratuitous relief, to earn a subsistence 
wage under the system in force, or to obtain admission into any of the family or 
village gangs working under that system. This provision may be in the form of a 
special·piece-work rate to be paid to feeble gangs, or they may be treated as task
workers under the code, and be granted the wages prescribed for classes II and 
III. The proportion of such weakly persons to those working under the payment 
by results system must be closely watched, and should it become excessive as 
distress deepens, the local Government should direct the discontinuance in any 
district or portion of a district of the system of payment by results, and the 
general introduction of the task-work system with a minimum wage. The local 
Government may also delegate this power to the Commissioner, 

Payment by results must not be regarded as excluding allowances for depend~ 
ants. When it is considered necessary to provide for these, as we think it must b~ 
when the distress is at all severe, it will rest with the local Government to decide 
whether ;he wages or rates to be paid to the workers should be so adjusted as to 
leave a margin for the support of their dependants, or whether the workers should 
be restricted to the scale of the famine wages proposed in paragraph 4561 with 
separate allowances for dependants. The latter seems to us the safer course. The 
former entqlsts the support of the dependants too entirely to the sense of duty, 
the capacity and the industry of the workers; and a3 the margin allowed must 
apply to all workers, whether they individually have no dependants, or few, or 
many, the tendency must be for it to be dangerously low. 

462. Whether payment is made by results or not, and whatever system is 

The standard task. 
adopted, i't is necessary to define a standard for 
the task. We have already expressed our opinion 

that the standard proposed by the Famine Commissioners should be observed, 
and we recommend that task-tables should in future be prepared on the 
basis of a task for all relief labourers of class I employed on task-work equal 
to 75 per cent. of the task usually performed by able-bodied labourers on 
ordinary works. The task for labourers of class II employed on the same ~ork 
(e.g., in digging or breaking metal) should be not more than two-~hirds 

of that of class I, or 50 per cent. of the ordinary task for able-b6died 
labourers. But labourers of class II and class III will usually be employed in 
carrying, and they cannot be refused work and wages, though, if the proportion of 
these classes is excessive; it will not be possible 'to give them a fair task based 
on that performed by ordinary labour, But some standard for tasking carriers is 
necessary, even if it be only for the sake of showing how far the actual tasking 
deviates from the standard, i.e., the extent to which a real labour test is 
inoperative, and we have already suggested in parairaph 439 that appropriate 
rules should be framed by the local Governments for determining a standard 
task for relief carriers. It should be understood that the basis of tasks here 

• 
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proposed applies equally to the calculation of rates for all modifications of 
task-work. 

463. In connection with tasking, the question of the task unit requires consid· 

The task llllit. 
eration. In some provinces the practice of tasking 
each individual worker has been tried, but even where 

practicable, as in the case of metal breaking, it has generally been given up, 
as liable to great abuses. In the case of earthwork attempts have been made 
to task separately each digger with his group of carriers, but this has been 
found to involve an excessive number of measurements. On the other hand, 
the system of setting a task for a whole gang, consisting generally of about roo 
workers, is open to objection, owing to the difficulty of distinguishing the slack 
from the industrious workers, and preventing the latter from suffering from the 
idleness of the former. We do not desire to propose any rule on this subject, 
but it appears to us that the Bengal plan of tasking the sub-gang, containing 
from tweh·e to twenty-five workers and in~luding generally four or five diggers 
with their associated carriers, is the most effective and convenient. 

464. When piece-work subject to a maximum limit is given out, the rates 
should be fixed on the basis of the task·work tables Fixing rates Cor plece·work. 
and the wages prescribed for different classes .of 

"·orkers. Thus the rate per 1,ooo cubic feet of earthwork will depend upon the 
required number of diggers with the proper complement of carriers according to 
the prescribed tables and formul;;e. The rate per 1,ooo cubic feet may then be 
taken as the sum of the daily wage due to the number of workers in each class 
according to the wage scale in force. A margin may be added for relief of 
dependants when this is authorized, or for the rest-day wage if piece-workers are 
not permitted to work on Sundays, which we think should be the general rule. 
The scale of rates adopted will be subject b enhancement or reduction when 
alterations are ordered in the wage basis. \Yhen there is no maximum limit to 
the task, the rate may be calculated in the sarr.e way, but may require modification 
on account of the absence of a limit, or with reference to rates paid by private 
employers or to other considerations. 

465. We consider that all workers to whom payment is not made by results 
should be alloweq one day of rest in the week, either 

Reat-day allowances ot Sunday 
wage. on Sunday or the local market-day, and should be 

given a rest-day allowance, equal to the minimum 
or class IV wage for adults, and the class III wage for working children. 
Dependants should also be given the allowance of their class. In the case of 
villaf.e works, or when payment is made by results, it may be left to the local 
Government to decide whether the rest-day allowance may be given or not. 
The rest·day allowances to workers should be recorded in the accounts as 
payments to labour, and not as gratuitous relief. The conditions as to previous 
attendance that should qualify for the al!o,,ance may be left to the discretion of 
the local Government. ~ 

466. There should be no absolute rule that all new comers should be g1ven 
RelieS to 11ew comera. a cash w.:~gc on first arrival at a relief work. They 
. • should, however, receive a dole in dry grain or a 

::atJon of cooked food, at the discretion of the officer in charge, if he considers 
that they are really in want of it • 

• 
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467. In considering the rep.orts, statements and evidence which have been 
laid before us in relation to famine relief works 

Returns and accounts. we have experienced great difficulty in arriving at 
definite conclusions on many points owing to the 

defectiveness and want of uniformity in the system of retums and accounts 
adopted. As an instance it may be noted that in the North· Western Provinces 
the expendit'ure on works establishment and on contingencies has not been kept 
separate from that incurred on wages to the workers, a result that has to be 
borne in mind in all comparisons with the accounts of other provinces. The 
general question of famine returns and accounts is not one which has been 
referred to us for consideration, but effective analysis of the results attained under 
different methods of management on relief ·works depends so much on the 
adoption of a systematic and uniform system in the periodical returns, that we 
think we may usefully indicate the main points on which statistical information 
should be recorded. They are:-

(i) The total daily attendance 'of workers and of persons gratuitously 
relieved on the works ; under " workers" to be shown separately 
the numbers of men, women and cl'iildren (undet 12), and under 
" gratuitously relieved" the number of adults and non· working 
children. 

(ii) Workers on piece-work, if any, to be shown separately from those in 
receipt of a daily wage. The numbers of the latter in each of the 
prescribed classes to be shown separately, and for the former the 
numbers of men, women and children. · 

(iii) The total amount of the wages paid to workers on daily wage and 
on piece-work to be shown separately and brought into comparison 
with the amounts payable to them if paid the ordinary famine wage 
at the prices current. 

(iv) Payments to works establishment to be recorded separately from all 
other payments. 

(v) Payments, other than wages or earnings of relief workers and of 
works establishment, to be shown· together·under 11 other items", 
unless it is considered desirable to show therr. under separate sub· 
heads, such as conservancy, hutting, etc. 

(vi) The total value at normal rates of work done during periods of not 
more than one month to be brought into comparison for such 
periods with the expenditure incurred during the same periods. 

(vii) Total value at normal rates of work done up to date tobe similarly 
brrmght into comparison at intervals of not more than. one month 
with total expenditure to date. 

(viii) The total payments on account of the gratuitously relieved to be 
separately shown. 

\V e consider that information on all these points should be given in the final 
returns, and that the initial and derived returns should' be prepared accordingly 
so as to work np tci them. In addition certain subsidiary inlormation will be 
required by the authority responsible for the etitcient management of the works, 

I • 
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which will be incorporated in the initial returns, but will not necessarily be 
carried into the final returns. The details will depend on the character of the 
work and the system under which it is being carried out, but they will relate 
to such points as the number of labourers on daily wage employed on general 
duty or irrespective of task, the number of diggers and their outturn of work in 
comparison with the amount due from them under the prescribed task, the num
ber of carrier units in comparison with the number required under any rules 
for fixing a standard carriers' task and the like. 

We fully recognise the importance of making relief returns, accounts, and 
office work generally, as simple as possible, but in order to attain simplicity the 
first essential is a clear formulation of the demands for statistical information 
which will be made by the authorities. We have indicated all the points on which 
we cor.sider information is ever likely to be required, in the hope that future 
returns will not only be much more useful but also much simpler than many of 
those which have been maintained during the recent famine. 

Ready reckoner for pice wages. 
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SECTIO~ II. 

GRATUITOUS RELIEF, AND THE RELIEF OF ADVL T DEPENDANTS AND NO~·WORKING CHILD· 

REN OF WORKERS. 

468. The view taken by the Famine Commissioners, and accepted by the 

CTbe •le.w taken by the Famine Government of India was that labour commcnsur· 
omm1sston, . ' 

ate With the labourc·r's powers should be exacteJ 
from all applicants for relief; and that the old, the intirm and other persons 
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incapable of work should be gratuitously relieved in their own villages. In dis· 
cussing the question of gratuitous relief, the Famine Commissioners observed in 
paragraph 141 of their report =-

" 1£ gratuitous relief is never given to those who are able t() do a reasonable am6unt 
of labour, but only to the children, infirm, and old, to cripple~ and house-ridden people, 
and to those necessarily required to attend to them; and if there is an efficient system· of 
village inspection to see that the persons on the relief list are, as far as outward signs go, 
deserving of it, and that they do receive it; the result will be that relief will reach the 
majority .io the most effective way, though there may be a certain small number of people 
who get it improperly. With these two safeguards, the danger of the misuse of the State 
funds will be minimised, and the danger of imposing a test so repugnant to the people as 
to prevent their accepting relief will be avoided. But there will still be room for relief 
houses, the proper sphere of whirh will be to receive such persons as have separated 
themselves from their homes and villages,- aimless wanderers, habitual beggars, or 
debilitated people who have fallen out of the ranks of the labourers and require to be 
fed up or receive medical attendance in order to regain strength and return to work." 

In these principles we express full concurrence, and the experience of the 
recent famine does not suggest that in their broad application to home relief 
any departure should be made from them. 

469. In codifying these recommendations of the Famine Commissioners, 
The classes eligible for gratwtous the framers of the provisional code prescribed 

relief. that-

,. The following classes of persons would at sucli times (times of scarcity or famine) 
ordinarily receive gratuitious relief, provided that they have no relatives able, and by the 
custom of the country bound, to support them:-

(a) idiots and lunatics, 

(b) cripples, 

(c) blind persons, 

(d) all who from age or physical weakness are incapable of earning a living, 

(e) all persons whose attendance on the sick or on infant children in their homes, 
is absolutely necessary." 

This prescription of the code, if properly and liberally interpreted, appears 
to correctly express the views of the Famine Commissioners as to home relief, 
and it is reproduced in all the existing codes. In the Bombay, Madras, and 
Punjab codes there are some small differences in the wording of the proviso, 
or of the classification, which are apparently intended to guard against the 
proviso being too rigidly enforced, or to make sure that class (d) is liberally 
interpreted. \V e do not think that these differences need be objected to: It is 
not intended, nor would it be proper, to give gratuitous relief to those who are 
capable of attending relief works, and of doing a reasonable amount of labour 
there ; and the five classes enumerated appear to embrace all persons who are 
"other than able·bodied." The case of pregnant women, which may be thought 
a doubtful one, is expressly admitted by one of the codes. We are certainly of 
opinion that if women of whose pregnancy there can be no doubt, or nursing 
mothers, apply for gratuitous relief, and are not debarred by the proviso, they 
should be considered temporarily eligible. The case of parda nashin women 
and of a few ·other persons of fallen fortune, who cannot be fairly expected to 
attend relief works, is provided for in another chapter by most of the codes, With 
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these exceptions, the prescription of the provisional code above quoted does not 
seem t0 us, if properly interpreted, to exclude from the receipt of gratuitous relitf 
any person or class of persons in need of relief who cannot reasonably be expected 
to go to a relief work. In the case of a relief worker, no inquiry is neces:;ary or is 
allowed as to whether or not he is really in need of relief. The fact of his submit
tincr to the test of ~\'ing a reasonable amount of work in return for a subsistence 
wa :e is considered to be sufficient proof of his necessity without further inquiry. 
Bu~ in the case of a recipient of gratuitous relief there is no such test and no such 
proof. It was for this among other reasons that the Famine Commissioners 
insisted so strongly upon the safeguard of an efficient system of village inspec
tion to see that the persons receiYi.ng gratuitous relief are really deserving of it. 
An inquiry was to be made in each case, not merely to ascertain whether the 
applicant fell within any of the classes enumerated but also to make reasonably 
sure that he was personally destitute and without relations able and bound to 

support him. It is this latter part of the inquiry whi9h requires the most care 
and judgment, and in respect to which the most trust must be placed upon the 
discretion of the inspecting oscers. 

4jO. \Ye hare said that we consider that the definition of persons eligible for 
The classes enumerated embrace &.1.1 village gratuitous relief quoted abJve from the 

dtsdving objects. • • 1 d · · d' · pronswna co e 1s m or mary c1rcumstances 
sufficiently wice and that it requires no alteration. But we desire to point out, 
and to lay stress upon the fact, that no persons of the classes describd in that 
definition shou!d be considered ineligible for village relief under the proviso be
cause the bread-winners of the famiiy are employed on relief works, or be referred 
to relief as dependants on works for the same reason. They should on the con· 
trary be allowed free option either to go to relief works as dependants, or to apply 
f•)r village rC:licf, and if they choose the latter course they should get village reEef 
if not ineligible on other grounds. In the event of their going to a relief work 
as dt:pcndants, the fact of their presence on the work and their submissioa to the 
control and discipliae that is there maintained has to be accepted as a sufficient 
test of their necessity, and no further inquiry into their circumstances is required. 
If however they elect to remain in the ,·ill age and to be put on the gratuitous re!ief 
list no such test is forthcoming, and it therefore becomes necessary to make an 

inquiry into their circumstances as in the case of all other applicants for s'lch relief. 
In such inquiry the fact of the bread-winners of the family being on relief works where 

· they only earn wages sufficient ft)r thLir o~vn support or having m:grate,J to a 
distance to obtain employment as "cooly" labourers wi:i be a very it:l ?"rtant 
consideration, but it will not necessarily be conclusi,·e proof of the r.e.:-L ssity of 

the applicants. The existence of priyate me.1ns is not incompatible with sue h 
circumstances. The inquiry should embrace so far as possible the appFc:1n:s' 
whole circumstances before they arc fin;Jly brought upon the Jist, thou_;h as 
a temporary meas:.~re penJing full inquiry, and especially "hen the staf_c of acu:e 
famin;; has been reached, absence of this kind of their ordiniry brc:,J·winr:ers 
and supporters might of itself be accepted as sufficient to brin·..,. them nn the lis~ 
. • • ::> 
lL)r the time bctng. 

471. There are two exceptional c.:1.scs in wbich an expln'il)n bcyoaJ tLi5 
Two n:ceptio~at casrs w•,en an d r: • • 1 · • 1 b 11 J T L t" · 

Utmnsion of gratuitous relid is per· .:'!lnltl01l m:l)' l'gttlmak y e a L1WC • l:C l;st 15 
llliSSible tl f 1- • • II ']) • d · 1 ·.b \\' J 1 · . 1e case o auortgtnJ. 11 an JUnge tn cs. c C:i· 

!Jily wtth the trcatmcr.t of these pedp)e LL1th :1s regard:; works and gr.1tui:ous 
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relief in a subsequent section of this chapter. The other exceptional case is when 
the rains break, and it becomes impossible to provide suitable work fairly adja· 
cent to the homes of. the people. A certain proportion of able-bodied persons 
must be in the villages at this season for cultivating the fields. In the case of the 
cultivator, he may have difficulty in finding the means of subsistence between the 
sowing of his crop and the reaping of the harvest ; and in the case of the labourer 
he may not be able to find continuous employment for himself and his family, 
or the wage he may get may be a bare subsistence wage for himself only and insuffi· 
cient for the support of his family. In such circumstances some relief is necessary 
either by way of taccavi advances or by an expansion of gratuitous relief. When 
an expansion of village relief is allowed in these circumstances, it will have to be 
conducted with great care and caution and under the closest supervision, as other• 
wise it might open the door to much abuse. 

472. We are of opinion that the organization of village relief and village 
Necessity ror early organization inspection should begin at least as -soon as relief 

ofvillage relief. works, and that as a general rule the actual distribu· 
tion of a certain amount of village relief should begin at the same time or soon 
after. We attach very great importance to the early organization of village relief. 
Besides immediate and prospective relief to the destitute incapables in villages, 
one great object of the organization is to enable the district officer to obtain a 
knowledge of the real condition of the people generally, to ascertain whether 
all who require relief on works, or in poor-houses or at home, are getting it, or 
are in a position to get it if they require it, and to form an estimate of the 
efficit:ncy of the measures of relief affordt::d which he cannot get otherwise. 
The first recipients of village relief are the class of destitute incapables who in 
ordinary times have no relatives able to support them, and who depend habitually 
upon the voluntary alms and assistance of their neighbours. Bearing lhis fact 
in mind, we consider that when the necessity for starting regular relief works· 
has had to be admitted, the necessity for giving gratuitous relief to this class 
will as a rule assert itself at the same time, It is no doubt undesirable to take 
action which will have the effect of causing the springs of private charity on 
which these people ordinarily depend to dry up prematurely, but the disposition 
to trust too long to private charity is a dangerous one. When the existence 
of distress not restricted to the very poorest classes has become well established, 
it will generally, we think, be found that village charity is incapable of meeting 
adequately the necessities of the helpless destitute of this class. Later on when 
distress becomes really severe many of the other class of incapables, who in 
ordinary times depend upon their relations, will have to get State relief, if such 
'relations are people of small means. 

473· In paragraph to6, while treating of the deviations from the prescrip· 
Fixation of a numerical standard tions of the provincial code that occurred in the 

limit of gratuitous relief not desirable. North· Western Pro,vinces, we have alluded to the 
practice of fixing a numerical standard limit of gratuitous relief. We do not 
approve of the fixation of a limit beyond which if gratuitous relief be given, 
explanations must be submitted to the local Government or other superior 
authority.· •\Ve think' it inadvisable to fix percentage limits entailing special 
explanat'ory reports, though they may be suggested as guides to adminis· 
trative or super~ising oflicem. 
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4 74· Village gratuitous relief, we think, should ordinarily be given in the 
shape of a grain dde equal to the grain equiva-

7he gratuitous relief dole. lent of the minimum wage, or the adult depend· 

.ant's wage, recommended in paragraph 456 of our report, , namely 12 chattaks. 
ln the case of children the amount of the grain dole should be that recommended 
by us for class V, namely 7 chattaks for children between8 and 12 years of age 
and 5 chattaks for children below 8. But we t~ink that all the codes should 
.continue to retain the alternative of giving a money dole instead of a grain dole; 
when cash doles are given the amounts should be those shown in columns 41 6 
and 7 of the re~dy reckoner or pice table at page 282 of our report. When 
famine is very severe it may be necessary in places to establish kitchens for feed
ing the children on village relief; but this will not always be possible. We observe 
that section 227 of the Punjab code contains a provision requiring the District 
Superintendent of Police to obtain from the Civil Surgeon for the guidance of his 
subordinates a simple statement of the kind and quantity of food that should 
be given to starving wanderers in urgent need. This is a useful provision which 
might well find a place in all the codes. 

· 475· As regards the non-working children of relief workers and their adult 
Nou.workiag children and adult dependants who are present on the Works and are 

dependants of relief workers. treated as such, they can either be fed in kitchens 

or a cash or grain allowance for their support can be given to the workers on 
whom they are dependent. The provisional code contemplated that the non· 
working children should invariably be fed in kitchens while adult dependants 
should be given the minimum wage. All the existing codes, except that of 
Burma where there are no kitchens, provide for both systems, namely for cash or 
grain allowances and for kitchens. The advantages of kitchens are that they act 
as a test and tend to keep off people not absolutely requiring relief, and that they 
are esp~cially suited to the requirements of young children who in times of acute 
famine run the nsk of being neglected by their parents (it may or may not be for 
reasons beyond the control of the parent~) and consequently deteriorate. The 
disa~vanta~es are that they are no real test in the case of certain low castes, while 
in the case of respectable people and the better castes they may be too severe 
and deterrent a test, particularly with adults. Also that they are expensive and 
require the rnaiutenance of large e:;tablishments. The advantages of the cash or 
grain allowance system are that the system is easily worked, that it is inexpensive 
in the matter of establishment and that it involves no repugnant test. The dis· 
advantages are that it may prove too attractive and so become unduly expensive. 
and that in times of severe famine it fails to afford with certainty sufficient rdief, 
particularly to children. 

476. We are of opinion that all the codes (except perhaps that of I3urma 
Preference should as a rule be where peculiar circumstances exist) should continue 

giveo to kitchens. to contain provision for both systems, and that local 
Governments should have discretion to adopt in any particular case the system 
which seems most suitable to e~isting circumstances. But as a general rule we are 
in favour of the kitchen system in the case of children. In tl~e case of adults 
the existence of caste or other prejudice may undoubtedly prL~n:nt many persons 
requiring rdid from accepting it in the sh:tpe of cooked food, but with young 
chilrlr.en we think this is true Dnl~· of a few tr:tcts, or p.1.rticular c;stes. The 
cx.~encnce uf the rcce 1t bmint! aud the cviJcncl! we ha\'e taken on the suLjcct 
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-confirm us in the belief that in the great majority OJ cases parents wilt not object 
to sendincr their young .childrento kitchens, although it might be they would not 
be willincrbto accept such relief themselves. I.n scarcities, or at .the beginning of 
famine, ~he cash or grain allowance sy!>tem m.ay be found convenient. and un· 
-objecLionahle for children as well as adults. But if it is considered ,necessary to 
-enforce a test owing to the excessive numbers of persons _claiming to be depend· 
.ants attracted, .or if it is found that sufficient relief is not afforded to children, 
then the kitchen system should be substituted. ln severe famine we think it 
-will always be necessary to introi!uce the kitchen system for children. But in 
'Order to guard against the possibility of -deserving persons, who from caste or 
'Other prejudice cann.ot accept cooked foodJ being excluded irom all relief although 
they reaJiy require it, we think that when the kitchen system is introduced dis·· 
-cretion should be allowed to the officer in charge of the work to exempt from 
the obligation of accepting cooked food persons who from caste feeling or pre• 
judice, or loca1 status, cannot reasonably be expected to submit to such a form 
Q{ relief, and to give such persons either a money dole or .an uncooked ration, 
preferably the latter. 

477· In paragraph 461, while 'Speaking-of relief works on the system of pay· 
Relief or dependants unde~: sy.s- ment by results, we have stated that such a system 

terns of payment by results. must not be regarded as excluding allowances for 
.dependants, .a:nd we have expressed the opinion that when it ts considered neces· 
sary to prov~de for -dependants, as we think it must be when the distress is at all 
severe, it should rest with the local Government to decide whether the wages ()t • 

.rates to he paid to the workers should be so adjusted as to leave a margin for 1be 

.support of their dependants or whether the workers should be restricted to the 
, famine wages proposed by us 'with separate allowances for dependants. It is our 

belief that uo lt:~cal Government will ever use the system of piece-work w\tlout a 
.maximum unless it intends that it shall be a condition of the system that th.e 
'Workers shall support their dependants out of their earnings. As to piece-work 
with a maximum and other systems of payment by re5ults of that nature, we 
~think the margin allowed by the maximum will always be ~mall and intended rather 
to encourage industry than to support dependants who may or may not exist. 
If such a system is used for famine relief without separate allowances to depend· 
ants, we think local Governments would be wise to restrict it to petiods of com· 
paratively light distress. If distress is at all severe we do not think it safe with 
such a system to trust to the relief workers being able and willing to support 
their dependants out of what they earn on the works. · 

478. Poor· houses are intended primarily for the reception and relief of persons, 
such as vagrants and professional beggars unfit to · 
work, who either have flO homes or cannot conve· 

niently be sent to their homes, and for contumacious persons fit to work whsl 
refuse to labour. The decision as to the particular stage of the distress at which 
a poor-~ouse syste~1 should be established depends very largely upon the degree 
of seventy of the distress and upon the measures, particularly in the direction of 
v~llage gratuitous relief, which. have been taken to meet it. In the early stages of 
distress, whether or not to start poor-houses must be a matter of local discretion. 
but we thi.nk.that when the prevalence of more or less severe and general distres; 
has been rec..ignised by the starting of relief works and the organizing of village 
relie~ it ntay be taken as a general rule that poor-house' at principal centres are 

Poor-house1. 
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are certainly desirable, There will, by that time, be undoubtedly a considerable 
number of vagrants and professional beggars who can best be relieved in poor
houses. 1\loreover poor-houses have by this time another use. As the Famine 
Commissioners suggested, applicants for village relief can in case of doubt as to 
eligibility be sent to poor-houses and so can contumacious idlers on the works. 
When famine is very severe, many people resort to poor-houses or are brought tC> 
them in a greatly debilitated and sometimes even in a moribund condition. The 
poor-houses then become somewhat of the nature of hospitals or large infirmaries. 
In these circumstances e:xperience shows that the minimum ration is quite in
adequate, and a larger ration, or special dietary, has to be prescribed by the 
medical officer in charge of the institution, not merely for those admitted to the 

., hospital side as patients, but also for many of the ordinary inmates. We there· 
fore think that all the codes should contain a distinct provision that the officer in 
charge of the poor-house, who if possible should be a medical officer, should have 
full discretion to give any inmate, whether admitted to the hospital or not, a 
special diet suited to his requiremen~s. In ~ractic<:, this is wha,t was generally 
done during the t:!;!ce.nt famine, 

SECTIO~ Ilt 

THE ABORIGI~AL HILL AND jlJ~CLE TRIBES. 

4 79· One of tne greatest difficulties of relief administration during the Ia te 
famine has been in dealing with the half-civilised 

Relief o£ hill and jungle tribes . • • . • 
should be a specializtll bra.ncl,l or abortgmal populatiOn of the htll and JUngle tracts. 
relief organization. The difficulties experienced were n<>t confined to any 

one province, but were a feature common, in a greater or less degree, to all the 
provinces that had to organize relief for people of this class. The ordinary code 
machTl'lery fvr meeting yarious degrees of privation and suffering, including the 
automatic labour-system which prO\'ides for all able to labour sufficient work at a 
wage large enough to keep them in hc::~.lth and strength, has proved in their 
case more or less inadequate. As pointed out by the Famine Commissioners in 
paragraph 83 of their report, there will always be classes who, from their habits, 
personal character, or ignorance, will neither help themselves nor be easy to help, 
and who, though they suffer from extreme want, will linger on without applying for 
or accepting relief till it may be too late to save their lives. This description 
applies to the condition of things among these hill and jungle people during the 
recent famine. In many cases they responded b:1t little to the efforts made to 
bring relief within their reach, and as a consequence they suffered much, and 
the mortality among them stood high, especially during the rainy months. It is 
obvious that their relief must be a specialized branch of relief operations, and 
before formulating our recommend::~.tions on the subject, it will be convenient to 
examine the various measures adopted or $uggested for their relief in the differer.~ 
provinces. 

480. In the Ce.ntra\ Provinces, the aboriginal tribes constitute a considerabie 
The aboriginal races in the Ctn· section of the people, numbering abl1ut two.and-a

~:lstfc;villtcs and their charac· half millions out of a total population of ten and three 
qu:utcr millions. They are to .be found in varying 

degrees nf civilisation. Broadly speaking, however, they may ~e divided into 
two classes, those who by their intercourse with thL'ir Hindu ncicrhbours hare 
acquired some of the arts of civilised life and ha\'e become mcrcred i~ the ,.,.encr:,\ .::. .::. 

• 
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labouring and agricultural population, and the rest, constituting the majority, 
who still retain their distinctive characteristics as jungle tribes. The case of 
the former presents no special difficulty. They are amenable to the influence 
of the ordinary .relief operations like the rest of the' population. It is only the 
latter class whose case demands special consideration. Included in this class 
are the Baigas of Mandla and Balaghat, the Bharias of Chhindwara, the Marias 
of Chanda, and the Dhanwars of Bilaspur. The efforts a£ Government to teach 
these people the elements of civilisation have generally failed though their grosser 
habits of human sacrifice, and the like, have been suppressed. Their mode of 
cultivation is of the rudest description. The axe, rather than the plough, is 
their principal implement of husbandry, and a yoke of bullocks is beyond their 
management. They have to move their huts at short intervals from one tract 
of forest to another as the land they roughly cultivate becomes exhausted in a 
few years. The crops they grow are the coarse hill millets, which yield a com· 
paratively large return with but little trouble. They avoid the better classes of 
crops requiring a regular method of cultivation and greater expenditure of time 
and labour. Jungle roots and forest-products form a recognised and subs:antial 
portion of their fare. These, however, do not contain sufficient nourispment, 
and a certain admixture of cereal food is essential for the preservation of health. 
Some of them rely mainly for the modicum of grain sufficient to temper their 
diet of wild roots, fruits and flowers, •upon their harvest-earnings in the adjacent 
ci,·ilised tracts in the plains, and are much affected by the loss of such earnings 
whenever those harvests fail. They are thriftless, improvident and careless of the 
future; they accumulate no wealth, and are possessed of no reserve of resources.. 
When their own crops fail, they are reduced to a state approaching starvation 
much more rapidly than the people of the plains. They then wander in the forests 
and Jive on what they can pick up there, without the usual addition of a small 
portion of some cereal. But this precarious and unsubstantial diet failj after 
a short time to sustain their bodily strength and leaves them unfit to resist 
the depressing influences of the rainy season, and the m,alaria which their 
forests breed. During the rains, moreover, the wild edible products are much 
more limited than in the summer, and some become unfit for food or even 
harmful in their effects. Leading a free wild life in their forest homes, isolated 
from their civilised neighbours and not amenable to the influence of the arts 
of settled life, they develop a spirit of independence and impatience of 
control and discipline; and like the wild beasts among whom they move, they 
become shy, timid and suspicious to a degree. Such is the condition of the 
wildest and the lowest of these tribes, and from this point they vary in every 
degree of civilisation until they reach the level of their Hindu neighbours. To 
the wilder part of these people ordinary relief works can do but little good. 
Steady regular labour, submission to discipline, and method in the general 
conduct of life are qualities essential on famine as on all organized work, and 
these qualities they do not possess. They therefore generally prefer to starve in 
the recesses of their hills and jungles rather than to join the relief works in the 
plains. Even when sometimes forced to come under pressure of starvation, their 
free and easy nature soon rebels aga:nst the irksome fetters of organization, and 
any attempt to make them conform to order may quickly drive them back to. 
their jungle hpmes and haunts. The inhospitable nature of the country they live 
in adds to 'the difficulties of relieving them. It is often a hot·bed of malaria. 
and fever, and its steep hills, rushing streams and tangled mass of jungl~ 
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combine to make it always difficult of access, and during the rains almost im· 

• penetrable. 

481. Considerable experience in attempting to relieve these people ~vas 
Sugl!'estions or the Central Pro•· gained in the Central Provinces, and the fol!owing 

inces' officers. is a summary of the recommendations made on the 

subject by the officers there:-

Mr. Fuller, Commissioner of the· Jabalpur division, gave his opinion ·as 
follows:-

,,There are certain classes of the population who have shown the greatt:st repugmnce 
to resort to relief works, and have held aloof from them even in :lirest extremity. These 
in the main belong to the aboriginal tribes, the Goods and Kols. The Gond villages in 
Mandla suffered very severely indeed. Yet I only came across one which sent large num-
bers to a work, and this was situated within half a mile of the camp. . .............. The 
Gonds will w0rk in their own vill::tge, or in their own way, but will gen~>rally not submit to 
the novelty and the discipline of a relief work. If they are to be relieved they must be 
relieved in their villages and be provided with work on the spot under the control of the 
headman. I believe that it would be easier to arrange for this· than would at first sight 
appear~ ............... In the case of aboriginal people it will be necessary to grant rdief 
in this form (village relief) with exceptional liberality as soon as signs of distress appe~r, 
and to include within its range persons who afe ca:)able of doing light work. I think that 
it would be quite possible to arrange for their employment on petty works of improvemf'nt 
within their village. PeJple of this class are, as a general rule, honest in their dealings 
with Government, and I have known cases in which vilhge headmen have at their own 

instance successfully insisted on the performance of some work by those on the gratuitous 
relief list." 

Mr. Sharp, special relief officer of the l\landla district and one of the most 
important witnesse> on the subject, considered that kitchens and gratuitous 
village relief must be the backbone of relid throughout the whole period of famine 
for aborigines. He recommended that these measures should be thoroughly orga
nized, and be in working ord~r before the rains and in anticipation of the need 
for them and that in addition a system of petty village works should as far as 
possible be arranged for. He added that wbtever relief measures are adopted 
they must be early advertised, that is, the people must be told of therri in time and 
be actively encouraged to take advantage of them. l\fr. Dellrett, Deputy Com• 
missioner, 1\landb., suggested that when dealmg with aboriginal tribes ,,ho are 
timid about going to relief wor~s, it would he well to make patwaris prepare, besides 
the list of persons fit for vilbge gratuitous relief, a further list of persons who, 
t~ough able-bodied, require aid. The mukaddam (vilbge headman) would be 
gm:n charge of these men and directed to m:1ke them \\'ork at improving \·ilbge 
sites and roads, embankinr! fields, enlar(Tincr and improvin(T ,·illa,ye tanks er::tdi-

UI b ~ 0 (.~ I 

eating kans grass, or any other useful village work that might be availabl<.!. 
These people would, he thinks, work under their own headmen willinrrh• and ::tre 

:::> • I 

hon.est. enough to carry out their side of the b::trgain. They should be kept in 
t he1r Villages and prevented from wanderinri and losing condition. A list of possi· 
ble ~·illage improvements should be prepared in anticipation of the occurrence of 
famine. Mr. Lauric, Commissioner of the Ncrbudda divi5ion considered that the . ) 

rehcf centres in the Chhindwara forests, where the people were fed at kitchens 
and given, if cal'ablc, some light \\'LWk to do, ans\\crcd their purpose well. lie 
pronouncl'd against any attempt to introduce 11 p.:tymL·nt-by·results" where the 
shy and suspicious Gond is CC.iH.l.'n~cd. lie would dose all rclid \\Orks in the 
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rains, and place on gratuitous relief all persons who seem likely to starve 
JVhether apparently fit for work or not. He expressed the opinion that the. 
reduction of the forest dues on bamboos and articles manufactured from the 
products of the forest was a great help to the Gonds. Mr. Ryves, Deputy 
Commissioner1 Chhindwara, condemned with Mr. Laurie the piece·work system 
for the Goods, and agr~ed with him that tht relief centres worked well, although 
at lirst the Goods, Korkus, and Bharias looked upon them with suspicion. He con· 
sidered these relief centres preferable to village relief in the case of forest tribes, 
and explained that bei~g open to all applicants; they relieved persons of all con· 
ditions, whether eligible for gratuitous village relief or not. He was strongly of 
opinion that relief works for the Gonds should be numerous, easily accessible 
and near their homes. Mr. Crump, Deputy . Commissioner, Hoshangabad, 
thought it impossible to persuade the Gonds to leave their jung)es and come 
to relief works in the plains, and suggested that they should be employed by 
the forest department as far as possible. Mr. Greany, Extra Assistant Corr.· 
missioner, Hoshangabad district, proposed to place the Gonds in the forest 
villages on gratuitous cash relief at the beginning of the rains, a special 
officer visiting their vilfages in rotation for this purpose. Mr. Lampard, 
a missionary in the Balaghat district, mentioned some Baiga communities whom 
he found in an advanced stage of emaciation because they w<;mld not leave their 
homes for relief works. He put them on village relief at half the code rates 
for two ·months and so saved them. He says these feople can do with much 
less grain on account of their intimate knowledge of jungle foods, and he 
recommended small village works for them, and gratuitous relief a'> far as 
possible in grain. 

482. The Korkus and Gonds in the Melghat taluk of the Ellichpur district 
Aboriginal tribes in the Berars in the Berars belong to the same stock as their 

~!a. measures taken to relieve fellows in the adjoining Satpura or plate1u districts 
of the Central Provinces, and are in much the same 

stage of civilisation. They live partly on the produce of a rude cultivation, 
partly on wages for, intermittent forest work and partly on jungle produce. The 
system of reliC£ pursued here by the forest officers, who were placed in charge under 
the Deputy Commissioner, appears to have been to a certain extent successful. 
They acted more on the spirit than on the letter of the famine code, and modified 
its provisions so as to make them suit the special characteristics of these pea· 
pie. The problem was to get persons to do work 11 who hate steady work under 
supervision and road work especially. " This they endeavoured to accomplish 
by patience and moral suasion. They relaxed the ordinary relief work rules, 
forebore from exacting rigid tasks, and paid a wage sufficient to support the 
worker and his dependants, if the worker showed that he was doing his best. 
The works were necessarily numerous and scattered, and no attempt was made 
to obtain exact measurements of work done, or to chssify the labourers and 
determine wages in strict accordance with the code. Subsidiary to this relief 
by means of work, export of forest produce by the hill people was encouraaed 

. 0 
by means of reduced forest dues, and cheap grain shops were established at 
relief centres. Each of these relief centres served an area of about r so 
square miles, and gratuitous or semi-gratuit.:>us relief to those who could not 
work was there distributed, the recipients either living at the relief centre or 
in a neighb?uring village. Actual relief at the homes of the people was no~ 
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attempted, and relief centres prope~ly and timely org;tnized, as they were, are 
thought to have met the needs of the case. 

483. The difficulties of relieving aboriginal semi-hinduised races were also 
experienced in the Ghat districts of the Bombay 

Aboriginal tribes and measures 
taken to relieve them in Bombay. presidency, though the people there are for the most 
part more civili:ed than the jungle races of the Central Provinces. The Bhil.s. of 
Khandesh are another instance in point. In all these cases the features of the 
problem are the same. Mr. Orr, the Assistant Collector in charge of the 
hill taluks of the Poona district, described the following main difficulties 
encountered in directing relief in this tract : ( 1) the impossibility of maintaining 
relief works near the hills in the rains; (2) the necessity for keeping the hill agri
culturists near their fields for the greater part of the year, but particularly in the 
rains, on account of the continuous character of the special system of agriculture 
pursued by them; (3) the difficulty of pers:.~ading the Koli tribe, though landless 
labourers, to leave their hills for work in the plains; (4) the difficulty of getting 
the grain required for village doles com·eyed to the hiil villages in the rains. He 
remarked that these difficulties necessitate a modification of the ordinary policy "of 
not encouraging people to come to relief works until all their home resources are 
exhausted"; that it is better that in this particular case the people should save their 
little resources till the rains; and that relief works, in or near the hills are an absolute 
necessity. He explained how the relief camps were gradually brought near the 
hills, and that even then there were villages where the people preferred to let them· 
selves run down to a condition in which gratuitous relief was absolutely necessary. 
He added u the timely opening of works near the hills, even if they are sparsely 
attended, is a safeguard against the demoralisation to which the hill people are 
prone when they have no ocular evidence of the actual existence of the means of 
relief within easy reach of them." In addition to works near the hills, he recommended 
scattued village works in the hills, just before the rains, when the rab seed-beds 
are being prepared, and the undertaking of such forest work as may be available. 
Mr. Arthur, the Assistant Collector in charge of the western taluks of Satara, 
explained the difficulties he met with in a similar manner. The hill people refused to 
attend the relief works and suffered much during the rains, and regular village in
spection and systematic gratuitous relief became necessary. Ad,·ances for seed 
and subsistence were largely given and kitchens opened. He found the greatest 
reluctance among the hill people to accept gratuitous relief even in the form of 
grain, as they have a strong sense of self-respect. In Khandesh the Bhils, accord. 
in~ to 1\Ir. Cumine, the Collector, were most difficult to manage. He stated 
that the women to some extent would come to the ordinary relief works, but the 
men would not, and that ,. if relief works ha,·e to be started for the Dhil, it is no 
use offering him the usual ones: employment in the forest-the cutting of 
creepers, felling or planting trees, repairing cairns, etc.,-would be most con· 
genial to him." 

484. In l\fadras there are the cases of the Khonds and Savar,ls in Ganjam 
and Vizag.:tpatam, the Chcnchus of Kurn,)ul and 

Aboriginal tribes and m~astiret 1 J • · f Bl · · Tl 
takentorelievethemlnMadras. t1e \.OIS 0 1adrachalam m GodJ\"Jfl, le 

. . Sa\'aras of Ganjam are an example of a scmi-ci,·ilised 
r~ce, prac~ts~ng a rude agriculture and willing to work for w:tgcs on timber-cut· 
tmg and S11111lar f,)rcst work. Fl)r some month:; of the year they depend greatly 
011 the mall!la and manf;o crops and on the pith of the s:tgo ralm and on jungle 
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tubers. These failed them in the dry season of 18971 and in some localities 
more than half the population were in receipt of gratuitous grain doles for a short 
period. Special civil works of the nature of jungle and road clearing were also 
devised for them in their hills, and it was found best to pay them by the piece 
and not on the task system. In Vizagapatam similar works on similar lines 
were provided for the Savaras, and no difficulty was found in getting them to 
attend kitchens, while grain doles were given in the more distant villages. Grants 
for seed-grain were also made with most beneficial results from the charitable 
relief fund. The Chenchus of Kurnool are a much wilder and shyer race, living 
almost entirely on forest produce. The relief offered to them consisted .of ~ight 
work in the forests,. but even this they would not accept. They however ·were 
willing to fashion spokes and felloes on contract terms, and they accepted 
kitchen relief. The Kois of Bhadrachalam are in a somewhat similar stage of 
civilisation as the Sa varas. The first attempt to relieve them was by a road work 
on famine code terms. This failed, and though at a later period similar works 

· managed to attract a few perSQns, 'they were never generally successful. To this 
there was an exception near Dummagudem, where the Revd. Mr. Cain and his 
wife, of the Church Mission Society, who after a residence of over. twenty years 
had gained the confidence of the people, succeeded in getting good work out of 
them in tank repairs. Eventually gratuitous relief had to be granted on a large 
scale, and to those not entitled to this help, assistance was given by selling 
imported grain at normal rates, the loss resulting from these transactions being 
met at first from the charitable relief fund, and when that was exhausted, from 
public funds. Reviewing the special measures adopted, the Collector wrote as 
follows:-

"Test works are not. suited to these jungle tribes, for they are nat_urally indolent and 
averse to wc,rk of any kind. They are not used to such as earth·work. Moreover, they will 
not leave their villages on any consideration, If at all they will work, employment must 
be provided near their homes. So they cannot be massed on any central work, and a large 
nu~nber of works means a waste of money, as adequate supervision cannot be provided 
except at a prohibitive cost. It is also utterly impossible to enforce task~work which is an 
essential condition of relief works. The grant of gratuitous relief must suffice until the 
country is opened up, and their chronic state of indebtedness to their sowkars removed, 
Highly scientific and complicated measures of relief are useless in their present condition 
of indolence, and no system of loans can be tried, as the Koya has no permanent landed 
property of any kind, but shifts his pod a from year to year, Relief in kitchens has not been 
tried, but it is not likely to find much favour with the Koy~1 as their villages are small and . 
scattered," 

485. The .causes which rendered relief to aboriginal tribes difficult in 
other provinces were also present, though in a some· 

Aboriginal tribes and measutes h · • · • · 
taken to reJien them .ia Bengal. w at m1lder form, In the d1stncts of the Chota Nag· 

put division in Bengal. Referring to the compara• 
tively very small number of persons who attended many of the relief works, 
notwithstanding the unprecedentedly high prices of food grains and the un• 
doubted depletion of food stocks, Mr. Forbes, the Commissioner of the division, 
stated in his famine report :-

"This, there can be no doubt, must l::e attributed to the strong dislike to anything in 
the shape of 'task-work' engendered by the independent and free life to which the 
aboriginal and semi·aboriginal tribes are accustomed and especially to their being able to 
sustain life ·at a pinch for weeks together on berries and roots without being obliged to 
have recourse for their daily food to any form of unwonted labour ......... In all these three 
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districts (Palamau, Lohardaga and Hazaribagh) it has been found quite a diffkult matter 
to induce people even of the workin::! classes, and with no other mrans of sub•istf'nce 
(except jungle roots and fruits) to accept task work or piece work on our relief works." 

Surgeon-Captain Nott, Civil Surgeon, Hazaribagh, stated that the general 
characteristics of these people are such that they will go on with the help that 
their jungles give them in the shape of edible products without seeking aid at 
the Government relief institutions until they are unfit for work, and will then 
uncomplainingly remain in their houses to die. His knowledge of the people has 
convinced him that they will prefer to do this rather than work at unusual occu. 
palions, such as digging earth. He continues :-

11 Starvation is not a. pure a~d simple dying for ';ant of food, ina~ much as thes" jungly 
people usually can obtam suffic1ent food to stay thear hunger, but w1thout r.ourishing their 
bodies, leading to a slow death by starvation dysentery. In this connection I feel sure 
also that pay!Uent in 'money, however high a rate is given, will not lead people, who have 
been used to obtain rice at 18 or 20 seers to the rupee or not to take it at all, to purchase 
it at the rate of 4 or 5 seers to the rupee. They will most certainly purchase inferior 
grain or moltwa and then lie idle until they again want, with the result that their fra~es 
will become debilitated by the time they are required to .do bard work under unfavourable 
climatic conditions during the rainy sea&on. What therefore is to be done taking the 
people as they are? I must admit I fail to see any but two plans, both most objectionable; 
these are; either wholesale gratuitous relief to able-bodied men and women, beginning 
long before there is any evident need of it and preferably in grain; or otherwise to make 
attendauce at relief works compulsory, payment to be made in grain." 

The Revd. Mr. Campbell of Pokhuria in the Manbhum di~trict told us in his 
evidence that the majority of the relief workers under his charge belonged to 

aboriginal tribes, Santals, Kols, Kodas, 1\laliks, Bhingas, etc. They stuck to tl:e 
works all through the famine and gave no trouble whatever. He added that he 
had no difficulty ,\·ith them because he had li\'ed among them and known them 
for many years. 1hey were timid with strangers but not with bim. 

\\'ith regard to the general question of managing people belonging to abori· 
ginal races, Mr. Glass, Chief Engineer, Beng:1l, has stated as folbws :-

" 1 have had much experience of the aboriginal bill tribes in tbe Central Provinces, 
but not in [3,•ngal. I ha\'e not had to do"' ith them in times of famine. I have had great 
numbers of them on works, and in\'ariably found them easy to manage when treat~d with 
kindness. They always worked by themscl\'cs, and wou)j Ml j.1in with the people of the 
plain:; ........... .I bad no difficulty whate\'C:r in deal in~ with the aborigines there (Central 
l'ro\'inces) ...... l know them very well, and 1 have never had any diffirulty because they 
knew me personally." 

The people to whom Mr. Glass refers must have been men of the more civi· 
liscd tribes, as he Sl)'S they were accustomed to resort to public works: but 
there is no doubt of the general t~uth of hi~ rcm::uks. 

486. A consideration of the evidence summ:nised above leads us to the ron· 

Recommendationa. Clualllcatioa. 
elusion th..1t the ordinary rules L'f the cod!.! 
n·garding rclid measures will nut bt.ar 

applicati'm to thC'sC tribes, but must be rthxed to suit their peculiar rharactrns· 
tics and surroundings. As soon as the ftrst signs of distress arpcar, cardullt1cal 
enquiries should be made, and if it is founJ th:1t the aboriginal population has 
g<.!nCra\1y begun to live Oil jungle products \\ ithout a (e:lStln:lbJc aumixtUfL' ~f 
cereals, arrangements for in~pcctitHl and rclid shuulJ be at once nudt'. ·n:15 

shoulll bl.! fullowcd by an active, cardul and well-dirccteJ enquiry into the Clf" 

cum~tan~:cs o( the pl·oplt\ accomp~micJ by selection of those "ho.:>c resource.; arc 
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wholly or partially exhausted and who will need relief ~ooner vr later TJ
1 

• • 
- • e prmCI· 

ple to be kept in view should be that selection must here take the place of the 
usual self-acting tests. Persons thus selected for relief, immediate or prospect· 
ive, might be divided into three classes-

( I) those incapable of work and requiring gratuitous relief; 
(2) those capable of work and absolutely without resources and therefore 

needing complete relief; and 
(3) those with some resources and requiring only partial relief. 

As regards the first class, the ordinary code definition of persons entitled to 
gratuitoLs relief if strictly appli~d will be found tou narrow. In the first place, 
cases in which incapables could be safely excluded under the proviso will be 
extremely few. In the second place, not only persons permanently incapacitated 
by reason of age or infiriTiity from working for their livelihood, but also all persons 
showing signs of emaciation, or physically capable of. doing only very light nomi· 
nal work, should be temporarily admitted. For the second class work near their 
homes, of a kind they are likely to accept, should be provided. The wages or 
doles for these people should be paid in grain, or partly in grain and partly in 
cash. It has been noticed that, in some plares, these people do not buy grain at 
prices greatly above those they are accustomed to, even if they have earned some 
money on works. In other places they have obstinately refused to work for cash 
wages below the customary rate. for fear that suc.h rate would then be permanently 
reduced. People of the tr.ird class should not be prevented from joining in the 
work provided for the second class if they wish to do so, and if work can be found 
for all: but as a rule we think the best form of partial relief for this class will be . 
the sale to them of food-grains at cheap rates and in quan~ities just sufficient for 
their requirements. through the agency of shops or depots under direct officiat 
management or through grain dealers specially appoint~d for t,he purpose. 

487. Relief works for these people.'should generally be separate and reserved 

Clas r k d t. for them alone. If it is ever necessary to give them 
s o wor s au managemen l k h sh 1 d emp oyment on open wor s t ey~ ou d be place 

in separate gangs, and if possible on a detached portion of the work. The control 
and supervision of works reserved for them should, as far as possible, be in the 
hands of persons they know, such as forest officers, resident missionaries or the 
revenue ·officers in charge of the tract. The immediate management should be 
entrusted to their own village headmen or to their natural leaders, whenever such 
persons are to be found, and are not proved incompetent. As to the 
kind of work to be provided the following may be mentioned: clearing 
out village tanks, digging wells in village sites and fields, improving village 
sanitatL>n, constructing an~ repairing nulla-crossings, weeding fields, rais. 
ing embankments and such like village improvement works. Severe tasking should 
not be enforced, but reliance should be placed more on the honesty of the people 
and the energy and the good sense of the local men in charge. As the people will 
be more or less personally concerned in the successful execution of the work, self· 
interest will here furnish to some extent a substitute for the safeguards that have 
to be adopted in the case of ordinary relief workers employed on works whi~h 
to them are only a· means to earn a wage. The works suggested need ~ot be m 
every village at the same time. They may be in cir~les of four or five ~1lla~es ?r 
even more as may be found expedient, the principle to be kept m v1ew 1n 
forming the groups being that these people will not make a long journey from 
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their homes in order to obtain relief, The paymen.t of wages should invariably be 
made by the supervising authorities, or under their personal inspP.ction once a 
fortnight or at some such interval. While relief offered and pressed upon them 
through their own headmen would encourage the people to come forward, <;uper
vision and payment of wages by officers of Government or missionaries with whom 
they are familiar would constitute a check against abuse, dishonesty or neglect. 
Another very suitable form of work for these people is forest work, and the 
more of this that can ~e found the better. There are probably many things 
that ~e forest department would be glad to get done for which they cannot 
get funds in ordinary years, such as demarcation, or fire lines, forest roads or 
tanks, and the like. These might be carried out· as relief works. It may also 
be possible to find employment in some places in cuaing and collecting grass 
for fodder and in taking it down to the plains where it may be needed. 1f this 
could be done, two useful p~rposes would be served. 

488. If it is difficult to keep relief works open during the rains anywhere 
· it is much more so in the hill and forest tracts. Such 

Measures to be takea ill the of the works as can be kept on may be continued ; ram... 
the rest should be all closed after the commencement 

of the monsoon. Selection of deserving objects of gratuitous relief among the 
workers must then take the place of the labour-test, and all persons who are 
likely to starve unless helped should be relieved gratuitously at their homes. 
Thus in the case of the able-bodied the village or village-centre works should 
come first, and gratuitous relief at a later stage when climatic conditions render 
the maintenance and supervision of works very difficult or impossible. 

489. People of this description are accustomed at ordinary times to live 
Rednc~ grain dole and wage partly on forest products, and there is no reason why 

permissible. they should cease to do so when on State relief. 
The dole on gratuitous relief need not therefore be the full code ration 
{or such relief, but may be reduced to 1 lb. of grain. Considering their 
partiality for fort;st products, and the facilities they possess for gathering a 
sufficient quantity of them to satisfy the pangs of hunger for the time 
being by spending a few hoJrs in the jungles, the dole should as far as practicable 
be in the form of dry grain instead of cash. This would compel them to supple
ment their forest dittary with the necessary quantity of grain. These principles 
should also be kept in view and gi\'en effect to as far as may be in the fixation of the 
wage for workers. Concurrently with the relief of the aoove kinds, full permission 
should be given to these people to gather, free of charge, edible products from 
Government forests, and fees on forest produce in \\ hich they trade should be 
reduced or remitted acc~rding to circumstances. 

490. A strong staff of relieving officers should visit the homes of the peopie 
in the acutely affected areas, so that all cases of 

A strong and sympathetic estab- .. ~ d'. " , b d'. d d d 
lishmeot required. SC\ ere I:stre.,s rna y e 1:.covere an succoure , 

and the people generally encouraged and induced 
to take advantage of the varil)US kinds of relid kept rcad.v for them. The fer· 

sonnel of the agency employed i:. a matter of great importance. For the e\'idence 
has established that if the officer in charge be a person who, by his free commu• 
nication with them and by hjs sympathetic attitude towards thPm, has been able 
to win their ccntldcnce, they 1ri1l readily Wl)rk under him and be relieved at his 
hantls, whit> th~y will shun and cvl.!n run away from persons tht'y do not know

1 
or 
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who do not care to remove by kindly treatment their susptctons against all 
attempted interference with their customary existence. The degree of success 
attained in relieving these people by missionary gentlemen working among them 
has been very great. Instances have occurred of Government works having 
failed to attract, while works under missionaries have been crowded. Their aid and 
co-operation would thus be invaluab1e in all matters relating to the relief of 
distress among the aboriginal races, and should be utilised when forthcoming. 

49'· The distress in hill and jungle regions generally comes to an acute pitch 
The necessity of having all all at once during the rains, and it is just then' that 

reliel measures fully organized the distribution of relief becomes a task of immense 
before the raiDs commeoce. 

difficulty. It is therefore a matter of the greatest 
importance that all the details of the relief organization should be carefully thought 
out and arranged during the hot weather, so that, when with the advent of 
the rains distress suddenly assumes large proportions, the officers in charge may 
be in a position to cope with it in an adequate manner. Neglect to take 
this precaution is likely to result in disaster. 

SECTION IV. 

SPECIAL RELIEF TO WEAVERS. 

492. Notwithstanding the competition of miii·made cloth, hand-weaving still 

The weaver populatioa. 
continues to be an important industry in India giving 
employment to cons!derable numbers of people. 

Weavers working their hand-looms are to be found in every province, some of whom 
combine the profession of weaving with agriculture, or field labour, or some 
other occupation, while others do nothing but weave. As a class they are nowhere 
well-to-do, although their earnings in normal year,s suffice to give them a decent 
livelihood. 1 he majority of them are in the hands of cloth merchants who finance 
them and take their finished articles in repayment of advances. At the 
Census of r8gi, the number of persons returned as depending on "manufacture 
of textile fabrics and dress 11 in British India is g,6551213. 

493· The effect of a calamity such as famine soon manifests itself on the weaver 
F11111ine seriously depresses the population·. When the crops fail, the resources of 

weavtng trade. the people at large are crippled, the customary demand 
for cloth is arrested, the weaving trade ceasing for want of a market to be 
a source of profit fails to be a means of support to those engaged in it, and the 
high price of food-grains induced by famine aggravates their depressed condition. 
As in the case of the poorer agricultural and the labouring classes, it then becomes 
necessary for the State to intervene and help the weavers by providing them 
with the means of earning a wage enough for their subsistence. The important 
question arises, what should be the mode of relief in their case; should they 
be employed in their own craft, or. in some other form of manual labour? 

494· Speaking e>f the artizan classes generally, the Famine Commission 
Ooinion or Famine Commission of r88o remarked• that it was certainly desirable to 

as to how weavera should be re- 1. th · the'tr 0 .,.n trades if this could be 
lleved. re 1eve em 10 .. ' 

done conveniently. "Weavers," the Commissioners said, "are the most numerous 
class among artizans who habitua11y ~equire relief, and much employment has in 

• Paragraph t8S, !?art I of the Report, 
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many instances been given to them in their own trade. The thread which is spun 
impoverished females in respectable families can be given to weavers to turn into by 
cloth at rates corresponding to those of the market, and the cloth thus woven 
can generally be disposed of in the relief houses and hospitals. If there is any 
surplus at the end of the famine it should be sent for sale to some distant 
market, so as not to interfere with the local sales and deprive the weavers of 
work when times begin to improve." 

495· The Commissioners in another part• of their' report pointed out that 
Economic advantage or trade· the circumstance that agriculture forms the sole 

relief to weavers. occupation of the mass of the population, and that. 
there is no other industry from which any considerable part· of the community 
can derive its support, lies at the root of much of the poverty of the people, and of 
the risks to which they are exposed in seasons of scarcity. They added that " the 
complete remedy for this condition of things will be found only in the develop
ment of industries other than agriculture and independent of the fluctuations of the 
seasons.'' We agree in this view, and consider that under the exceptionally depres
sing circumstances of famine, protection of existing crafts in which the people find 
a means of support independent of agriculture, is a matter of considerable 
importance. In the absence of extraneous aid, many weavers are obliged under 
the stress of famine to fall off from their own trade ; and of 'these, a considerable 
number never return to it, but sink into and swell the ranks of ordin~ry labourers. 
Any system of relief which accentuates this tendency, and by divorcing the 
weavers from their own trade aids in their absorption in the class of labourers, 
cannot be a desirable system to adopt. It inflicts some permanent injury on 
the country as the price of a small temporary convenience. 

4¢. Again, considerable hardship is involved in sending to the ordinary 
Hardship of ordinary relief when relief works a class of people unaccustomed to work 

applied to weavers. out of doors, who are generally unfitted by their 
physique and antecedent occupation for any kind of heavy manual labour. 
Weavers, especially those among them whose sole occupation is weaving 
and who make the finer kinds of cloth, acquire by constant work at their 
own trade a certain degree of skill and delicacy of touch which they are apt to 
lose when employed on outdoor labour, and they are thus incapacitated, at least 
for some time, for their usual work when distress subsides and with the return of 
favourable times their trade revives. The manufacture of cloth may not 
be so useful to the general public as road making and metal breaking, but 
utility ought not to be the only important factor in determining the selection of 
any particular class of work for purposes of relief. A no less weighty considera
tion is its adaptability to the conditions under which famine labour has to be 
org::wized, and its ultimate effect on the health and method of life of the section 
of the community for whose benefit the work is undertaken. 

497· The introduction of any schcn1e of special relief has been objected to 

{ th b
. . on th~ ground that it cannot be carried out without a 

Consideration ., e o JCctaons 
aga.inst the adoption of a system large outlay, the bulk of which will never be recoup• 
of tracle-relieC to weavers. , • • 

ed. Dut the same obJeCtiOn holds good as regards 
ordinary rdid works. \\'ea\'crs, when forced by privation tq resort to such works, 
are seldom able to perfL1rm a sufficient task to secure them a wage large enough 
to maintain their working strength. One of two must then happen, if they 

' ParaJ:raph I OJ, anJ also l'art II, Cbapt<'r VI. 
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are to get a sufficient wage. Either such a wage must be given to them irrespec• 
tive of the work they are able to do, or the task must be reduced to the level of 
their capacity, and whichever alternative is adopted the cost of the work done 
must bear a very unequal proportion to its real value. In some cases it has been 
.estimated to be as low as three annas in the rupee ; and when regard is had to the 
fact, which we have discussed in another part of our report, that the permanent 
utility of the ordinary relief works is in many cases inconsiderable, the real or 
effective value of the work turned out on them by the weavers is· proportionately 
still further reduced. Another objection put forward to trade-relief of weavers is 
that the amount spent on wages,· that is, on direct relief, bears only a small 
proportion to the expenditure on materials and establishment, and that this fact 
makes the immediate cost to the State much greater than in ordinary forms of 
relief. This consideration is no doubt of much importance when the demands on 
the public revenues to meet the cost of a wide-spread and severe famine can only 
be met with great difficulty. But even in such a case the weight of this objec· 
tion could be greatly reduced, if not entirely removed, by carefully limiting the 
relief to those distressed weavers most unfitted for ordinary relief works, and by 
restricting the operations either entirely or as much as possible to the manufacture 
of coarse cloth, the materials of which are inexpensive. 

498. It has further been said that great difficulty will be experienced in 
disposing of the stock turned out, in a market 

Consideta tioo of objections-coo- • • 11 f f · · d h · h · 
tinoed. where 1t WI etch a a1r pnce, an t at m t e mean~ 
time the manufactured goods accumulated will deteriorate. As to this, the 
experience of the recent famine, in so far as it may lend support to the objection, 
ought not to serve as a guide for the future. For, owing to a combination of 
unfavourable circumstances, such as the wide prevalence of distress in varying 
degrees of intensity all over the country, the dislocation of the trade by reason of 
the plague, and the occurrence of what is called the '' singhast," or an in· 
auspicious year for Hindu marriages (marriage being an occasion when cloth is in 
great demand), the trade in cloth was exceptionally dull throughout India during the 
recent famine. Such a combination is scarcely likely. to recur in the future. More· 
over, the manufacture may be restricted for the most part to· such articles as can 
be utilised by Government in jails, hospitals, police and other departments, and to 
such coarse stuffs as are likely to find a ready sale at the close of the distress, or as 
could be bought by the charitable relief committees for free distribution to persons 
in receipt of State relief and others in need of clothing. As to the need for the free 
distribution of clothes during acute distress, there is a consensus of opinion among 
the witnesses who have spoken on the subject. At Sholapur, where a system of 
special relief by means of private charity was organized, the weavers employed were 
able to turn out the cloth used for clothing the police at a cheaper rate than that 
usually paid for it, and their blankets were 11tilised in the relief camp and poor· 
house hospitals. Again, a large expenditure has to be incurred in buying materials 
for hutting on relief works. In Bombay, in order to give employment to \\'eavers, 
a kind of coarse cloth (klzad~) was used instead of matting for huts in many places. 
In the opinion of the Bombay Government it did not prove "very suitable." Con· 
sidering, however, that huts made of ordinary materials fall to pieces in 
course of transportation from place to place with the shifting of a camp, it 
seems possible that an attempt might be made to turn out a more· suitable 
kind of stuff. The matter is of some importance, for if the experiment can be 
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made to succeed, it would be the means of giving considerable relief to the 
weavers without any extra cost to Government. Another objection urged is 
that the production of cloth on a large scale on behalf of Government would, by 
glutting the ordinary market, injuriously affect the very people for whose benefit 
the special relief is to be organized. The answer to this objection is that Govern· 
ment would only be helping to continue weaving, people who ordinarily weave 
and live by so doing. Moreover, if there is a contraction of the demand during 
a famine, this is generally followed by an expansion at the return of pros· 
perity. People who had to stint themselves during the famine, or to go without 
clothes owing to the hard times, in fact the great mass of the population, would, 
on the re-establishment of the normal state of things, find the necessity for supply·· 
ing themselves ·with new clothes. This eventual increased demand would, to a 
considerable extent, absorb the increased supply resulting from the system of 
special relief, and as we have already shown there are many means by which the 
Government itself would utilise the outturn during the progress of the famine. 
We do not think the stock th3.t would be accumulated under relief operations, 
restricted as we consider they should be restricted, would be so large as to be 
incapable of being worked off without materially depressing the market. 

499· For the successful carrying out of a scheme of relief to weavers, estab-
. . lishments of a special kind possessing knowledge of 

How the spec1al establishment .. 
oecessary for trade relief operations the craft and ab1b ty to test the products, would no. 
ahould be arranged for. • . • 

doubt be reqmred. But the weavers to be relieved w11l 
generally be found in towns with municipal committees. What could not 
conveniently be' done by Go\'ernment, especially in a period of extreme famine when 
the administrative staff is tried to the utmost, could be done by municipal bodies, 
acting under the general control and supervision of officers of Government, 
These bodies would generally be found to include representatives of local 
dealers in cloth, and where such representation might be wantir.g, some experts 
in the trade could be associated with the committee in the work. The neces
sary technical knowledge would thus be secured for the efficient management 
of the business. Where municipal committees do not exist, specially qualified 
unofficial helpers can be secured from the ranks of cloth merchants, of whom 
a sufficient number will be found in most places where the weavers form a 
consider:J.ble section of the community. 

soo. The conclusion we arrive at after a careful consideration of all the 

T d I. r 1 d t d c\'idencc is that a scheme of special relief hedged ra e ·ff 1e proper '1 con uc e 
is not objectionable. round by careful precautions, managed on busi-
ness-like principles, and generally carried on in a cautious manner so as to keep 
the sphere of operations and the output of cloth within reasonable bounds, is not 
open to any of the objections that are generally urged against this mode of relief, 
and that such a scheme is not likdy to result in a greater loss to Government 
than in employing the wca\'ers on such uncongenial work as is a\·ailable on the 
ordinary r<;Jicf works, or in giving them semi-gratuitous rdief. 

so 1. A 11 the existing pro\'incial famine codes, except that for Burma, 
E'lli~ting codes on special reller have provisions for special relief to weavers in their 

to wca.era. own craft. Effect was gircn to them on an extensive 
scale in Madras, anu on a more limited scale in the Central Provinces, Bomb:ty 
aml Dengal. Much also was done to relieve weavers by the committees of the 
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Indian Famine Charitable Relief Fund, by miSSionary bodies, and by other 
ch.:uitable agencies in all the affected provinces. 

502. The we,wers in the .Madras presidency, though living in tolerable 
Special relief operations in comfort in ordinary years, are not possessed of suffi-

:Madru. · t 't 1 t h ' 11' • c1en cap1 a o carry on t e1r ca mg on their own 
account, and have to depend upon advances made to them by cloth merchants 
who are repaid in manufa.ctured articles. During the late famine, the demand 
for cloth being very dull, the customary advan~es and orders for cloth were 
withheld, and the weavers were thrown out of work. To provide employment 
for them, weaving operations in accordance with the provisions of sections I 28 
to I 32 of the ~ladras code were organized in the four Deccan districts and in 
Ganjam and Vizagapatam. An interesting and instructive report of what was 
done in the Deccan districts by the Deputy Collector on special duty is given 
in the second volume of the Madras famine report. It contains information 
whic.h may be useful to other Governments when considering how relief to weavers 
may best be given. The system followed corresponded with the task-work 
system as obtaining on ordinary relief works, the management being entirely 
official. The self-acting tests regulating admission to ordinary works being 
from the nature of the case inapplicable here, the recipients of relief were selected 
after personal enquiry inte their circumstances. Those admitted were kept engaged 
in making certain specified kinds of cloth, selected in consideration of the facility 
with which they could be utilised by Government for its own use or sold to the pub
lic. A limited and weighed quantity of yarn and cash for paste etc. were advanced, 
and in return articles answering the samples as regards quality, texture, dimen· 
sions and weight were accepted. Task-tables for each kind of article selected for 
manufacture were prepared on the basis of the special relief officer's perso!la! obser
vation of the process of weaving and of enquiries made from experienced weavers 
and respectable cloth merchants. ' Wages so calculated as to allow the C. class 
wage of the code to the number of persons necessary according to the sanctioned 
task-tables to make up in one day the raw material into the article ordered were 
paid to the workers. As on ordinary works, the wage varied with the price of the 
food grains taken as the basis of calculation. The wage given being so fixed as 
to be a bare subsistence for those actually engaged in weaving and its subsi
diary processes, non-working children and incapable dependants were gratuitously 
relieved. The establishment consisted of two departments, {I) the appraising 
and (2) the paying department. The appraisers were practical weavers or cloth 
merchants who received, verified, measured and stored the goods. The paying 
department issued the raw materials and made payments. The relief given, 
as we have stated elsewhere, represented an average employment of 3o,ooo 
Wteavers for 6! months, at a gross outlay of 1 I l lakhs, or approximately 3 
ann as per head per day. If the stock should realize half this sum, as is antici
pated, the net cost will not have been excessive. 

503. Excepting agriculture, the only other industry of any importance in the 
Special r~lief operations inlhe Central Pro\'inces is weaving; and a considerable 

Central Provinces. · 1 h • t' f proporuon of the weaver c ass ere, cons1s mg o 
Mahars, combine other occupations with weaving. Special relief to weavers 
from Government funds was organized only in the towns of Nagpur, Kamptee 
and Umrer, in the Nagpur district, and was confined to those l't'hose sole means 
of livelihood is weaving,-Kosthis (Hindus) and Mom ins (1!ahomedans). The 
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system followed was somewhat different from the Madras scheme. To begin with, 
the manaaement was in the hands of a committee specially constituted for the 

b 

purpose, which included some of the local cloth merchants and had for chair· 
man the Vice-President of the lor.al municipality, while the Secretary was the. 
officer placeJ in charge of this relief by Government. The benefit of the relief 
was extended only to those who, after due enquiry, were found to be in absolute 
want of it, the principle kept in view being that the persons to be admitted should 
not only be destitute, but should also be incapable of gaining a livelihood on the 
ordinary relief works. The committee dealt with the finished article and had 

' nothing to do with its manufacture. Orders were given for certain kinds of 
cloth, and when complied with payments followed according to the valuation 
made by the committee assisted· by a paid expert. Following the usage 
of the. trade obtair.ing in the district, the weavers relieved were given employment 
through the agency of the middlemen, who were their customary employers, the 
agreement between the latter and the Government being that they were only to 
employ th~ people selected by the officer in charge of the relief, and to remunerate 
them at rates fixed by the committee. These rates were the customary rates slightly 
enhanced in view of the dearness of grain. The price paid included a small margin 
of profit for the middlemen, and was so adjusted as to permit of a wage 
enough for the support of the weaver and his family being earned only on the per· 
formance of a task which a man of ordinary skill and diligence could do in a fixed 
time. This precluded a larger wage than a subsistence wage being earned, and to 
attain this result the orders for cloth were also regulated. The number of weavers 
in the .Nagpur district according to the last census is sixty thousand, of whom about 
twenty-two thousand are to be found in the town of Nagpur. The maximum number 
relieved was 7,8.49, or about I 3 per cent. of the total weaver population, the total 
number of units in terms of one day being 595, t 20. The amount of advances given 
and the value of cloth received were Rs. 8j,8I6 and Rs. 83,743, respectively. 
The whole of the stock has been sold, the sale realizing Rs. 77,139, or 89 per 
cent. of the advanr:es or 92 per cen't. of the estimated value of the cloth. The 
net cost of the relief has thus been Rs. 8,67;,.which gi,·es an incidence of 2·8 
pies per unit relieved. The cost of relief on Public \\'orks Department works in 
the province was 1 ·8 annas per day unit. The average wages earned were 
2 annas for a man, 1t annas for a woman, and ~~hs of an anna for a boy. Regard 
being had to the fact that the wearers thus relieved in their own trade could 
at the besl have performed a ,·ery light task on the only kind of work provided 
in the l\'agpur district, vis., metal breaking, the special relief has proved 
more satisfactory and less expensive than if these people had been relieved in 
the ordinary way. The local Administration considers the scheme to have 
succeeded well. 

504, A somewhat prominent feature of the distress in the Bombay 
Special relieC operations i.a presidency was the large number of weavers 

Bombay. in need of relief. ·Under section 151 (a) of the 
loc~l famine code it was the intention to provide employment for them in 
thm own craft. llut the Bombav Government thourrht the number likely 

J b 

to ask fvr such employment was so larrre that the or<Tanization of relief 
• • b b 

m stnct accordance with the provisions of the code was bevond the ran(Ye of 
wh.l~ was practicable. It accordingly applied to the Go,·ern:nent of India.:. and 
oLtamed sanction to amend the section of the code so as to limit the special relief 
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to such weavers as would be "deemed incapable of gaining a livelihood on the 
ordinary relief works". While recognising that there must be some limitation 
as to the classes of weavers who should be relieved in their own trade, ~nd that 
the old provision•of the Bombay code, under which trade-relief was contemplated 
in every case, needed amendment, we think that the section as it now stands 
goes too far in the opposite direction, inasmuch as it is capable of being construed 
into an absolute denial of special relief. And practically this is what happened 
in Bombay. Funds were placed at the disposal of the Collectors to enable them 
to give effect to the new section of the code, but except in Sholapur, where the 
Collector undertook on behalf of Government to share· the cost of the relief of 
weavers :employed by the local municipality, no expenditure--from these funds was 
incurred. It was thought, however, that what could not be done by Government 
on a large scale could be done by municipal committees on a moderate scale; and 
the Government of India at the suggiijstion of the Bombay Government passed 
an Act to empower local bodies to borrow for such a purpose. Only the three 
municipalities of Yeola, Sholapur and Gokak took advantage of the Act and 
gave relief to distressed weavers. The number thus helped was compara· 
tively SJ?all, but the operations so far as they went were, in the opinion of the 
Bombay Government, carried out with perfect ~uccess. The total expenditure 
came to about Rs . .39,ooo, out of which a little over half has been recouped 
by sale of doth. As the stock in hand has been valued at about the same sum, 
it is expected that the operations when brought to a close may possibly yield a 
small profit. The system followed was to give orders for certain kinds of cloth, 
and when they were complied with payment was made on the basis of a previously 
settled rate for a certain length of each kind of cloth woven. At Sho!apur the 
men earned from 2j to 3-l annas, women from ti to li annas, and children iths of 
an anna per day. 

sos. The Bengal statement of expenditure on famine relief shows in the 
Special relief operations ill aggregate a sum of Rs. 23,810 as spent under the 

Beugal. head of 11 special relief to artizans " in ten districts. 
Particulars have been obtained only of the operations carried on in the district of 
Manbhum. Relief in both forms, namely by payment of wages for work done 
and by purchase of cloth ordered, was given in this district to about 2,ooo peo·ple, 
Rs. 6,994 was spent, out of which Rs. J, 121 has been realized by sale of the 
products. The balance represents the value of cloth in hand and has yet to be 
recouped. The operations were mostly in charge of the Rev. Mr. A. Campbell 
of Pokhuria. Cotton-spinning on a considerable· scale was carried on under his 
supervision, and the thread produced was made. over to weavers. Thus while 
supporting the weavers, he also supported many poor women who could not have 
earned a living on the relief works. Cotton-spinning as a home industry is on 
the wane, but still there is a possibility of fostering it during a famine in connec· 
tion with special relief to weavers. 

506. Relief administered through the agency of the various charitable orga· 
nizations that existed iri most of the affected districts was as extensive as it 

Relief giveu to weavers £rom the was successful. The Indian Famine Charitable 
Charitable FWld. Relief Fund helped about 26,ooo families of weavers 
at a cost of about a lakh and·a·half. In some cases money was advanced to · 
buy materials, in others materials themselves were given, the finished work being 
taken over by the fund. Here one of the main difficulties of this form of reliefj 
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namely the accumulation of stocks, did not pres~nt itself. Many .of those in 
receipt of Government relief were found very badly m need of clothmg, and the 
clothes manufactured by the weavers in return for wages or advances given were 
distributed in charity among these people, and thus did an imrpense amount of 

good. 

507. Of the two systems of employing weavers, the Madras system of task· 
. th work seems the more costly. A larger and a more 

The systems followed 1n e . • • 
different provinces compared. elaborate estabhshment IS needed to work It. More· 
over, the task is difficult to fix, and even when fixed, it is no less difficult to fix 
the wage by taking into consideration the work done and the time occupied in 
doing it by each of the persons by whose united labour the cloth is produced. 
The settlement of account of materials advanced and of cash paid for paste and 
subsidiary processes also invoh·es some complicated calculations. Further, the 
adjustment of account and the payment of. the wage and the advance of fresh 
m<~.terials invoive delay, and the people had sometimes to wait for six or. seven 
days before they could go back to their work and begin again to earn a wage, 
The payment-by-result system, on the other hand, is merely an adaptation 
of the practice as it actually obtains in the trade, and is thus readily unsferstood 
and appreciated by the people concerned. It is also much simpler to work 
and costs less in establishment and in other ways.' The argument advanced 
against the adoption of the piece-work system in the case of acutely affected 
areas has no application here, for the weavers are to be employed on work 
which is congenial to them, and in which they will not experience those 
hardships and discomforts which are inseparable from life on ordinary relief works. 
The dealings may be either ')'ith the \rea\'ers direct or through middlemen where 
they exist. In the latter case the usual trade relations between the two classes 
will not be disturbed. The middlemen will only employ sllch weavers and pay 
them at such rates as will be appro\'ed by Government. They would continue to 
advance yarn and pay the workers for finished goods, and the Government would 
take these goods off their hands at prices previously agreed on. This system 
has not yet been worked on anything like the scale the other system was worked in 
!\Iadras, and until it is fully tried, it is somewhat difficult to say whether it would 
bear the strain of large operations, and would be equally successful as an instru· 
ment of relief. But it certainly deserves a full trial. As regards the :Madras 
system, the !\Iadras GO\•ernment has now acquired considerable knO\rledge 
of the subject, and when next a serious fanine in that presidency has to be 
combated it should be in a position tv undertake speci:1l relief for weavers at 
smaller expense than was incurred on the late occasion when its officers had 
to feel their way. 

soS. The experience that has been trained SU"'rrests the followinrr rules which 
b b~ ~ 

Recommendations, 
we recommend for adoption in the prorincial fam~ne 
codes:-

I. Distressed wearers shall, if possible, be gi,·en special relief in their 
own craft if their sole <'Ccupation is wea,·incr and if the)' ;.1re . .::,1 

deemed-

(,l) unfitted by the practice or" their profession and hereditary h:1bits 
for hard out·door labour or 

I 

(h) physically incJpable of earning. a sufficient liveliho~..)d on the 
ordinary relief works, or 
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(c) not susceptible to the ordinary labour-test on such works without 
risk of impairing or injuriously affecting their rnanuq.l skill 

~ or delicacy of touch necessary for the successful carrying on of 
their own craft, or without otherwise endangering their connectiofl 
with their own profession. 

II. Special relief shall only be organized in localities where the weavers 
qre found congregated together in considerable numbers in the 
same town or village, or in a group of adjacent towns or villages. 

III. The admission to special relief shall be controlled on the basis of 
personal enquiry and knowledge of individual circumstances as 
ascertained by such enquiry. 

IV, The operations shall be placed under the control of a specially qualified 
official, who should, as far as possible, have associated with him 
members of municipal committees where they exist, and respect
able no!l·official doth merchants or other experts in the trade. 

y, Persons admitted to the relief shall be remunerated either by wages. 
on the performance of a prescribed task in accordance with the 
wage scale applicable to the case o~ ordinary relief workers, or by 
purch<j.se at current rates of cloth woven in pursuance of order:> 
given. If these rates are so low that a weaver Cqnnot support 
himself and his family on them under ~he abnormal state of things 
due to iamine, they may be raised as may be deemed necessary. 

VI. When special measures for the relief of weavers are not instituted, 
they should be employed on light work, as carrying earth or 
digging soft soil, and should, as far as possible, be specially 
ganged and tasked in careful relation to ·their strength, usual 
occupation, and mode of life. 

509. We are of opinion that so long as the net cost of trade-relief to weav
ers (to the limited extent we propose) is not likely 

Under what circumstances trade-
reliefshould have preference over to exceed very ~aterially, either (a) the net cost of 
ordinary relief. 

relieving the same people by employment on ordin· 
ary relief works, or (b) the cost of relieving them by gratuitous village relief, 
preference should be given to the trade form, in spite of the objection based upon 
the inconvenience of the larger initial expense. Our reasons are as regards (a), 
the reasons of policy and humanity already indicated, and as regards {b) that to 
support in .idleness a number of weavers capable of working at their trade, would 
be demoralising to themselves and to their neighbours. 

510. As to the question of municipal bodies engaging in such trade relief 
Municipal Connnittees engaging operations and bearing their cost in whole or in part, 

in trade·relief to weavers. d h I . . we recommen that t e aw govermng the1r powers 
and obligations should be assimilated in all proyinces. The Acts governing the 
constitution of municipal committees in Bombay, Burma, the Centr'!.l Provinces 
and the Punjab, expressly inch,1de famine relief as an object on which municipal 
funds can be expended, while no such provision is found in the law of the other 
provinces. Where power to devote municipal money to famine relief exists,· Act 
XII of 1897 now gives the necessary authority to borrow when the ordinary 
revenues of the committees do not suffice for the purpose. Considering that 
most municipalities are not likely to be in a financial condition to undertake 
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unaided trade-relief operations for weavers, we think that whenever the institution 
of such relief is deemed expedient,Government should assist municipal committees 
who undertake it, either by sharing the initial advances and net losses, or by 
partly recoverable loans, leaving the profit or loss to the borrowing authority. 

511 , We would add that any weaver trade-relief organization conducted by 
State or municipal agency at the expense of public 

Charitable Relief Fund to be 1 b l' k d ' h h F · 
linked with state trade·relief funds ought a ways to e m e Wit t e amme 
organizations. Charitable Relief· Fund of the province to this 

extent, that the managers of the Fund should be induced to agree to buy cloth and 
blankets for charitable purposes from such organization in preference to buying in 
countries or districts not affected by the famine. · 

SECTION V. 

UTILISATION OF PRIVATE CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS, 

512. During the famine of 1877 in Southern India, a sum of something like 
t . h .ty £7oo,ooo sterling, equivalent then to about eighty 

Ample scope for pnvate c a.n • • . 
outside State relief. lakhs of rupees, was ra1sed m England to be applied 
in India to the alleviation of distress caused by the famine. The application of 
this money led to a correspondence between Lord Lytton's Government and the 
Secretary of State, which terminated with Lord Cranbrook's Despatch No. 46, 

dated the 16th May 1878. In the course of that correspondence it was laid 
down that "the Government is responsible, as far as may be practicable, for the 
saving of life by all the available means in its power," and that "it is not proper or 
expedient that the Government should ask for private subscriptions to supple· 
ment its own expenditure on famine.'' The Famine Commissioners of 188o after 
a consideration of the above correspondence recorded their opinion on the subject 
in paragraphs 187 and 188 of the first part of their report. They remarked:-

" UnJer the system of Government relief which recognises the responsibility of the 
Stale to provide for all who really require relief, there does not appear to be any reason 
for making an appt"al to the public to aid the Government by their contribution , • . • 
Such full rc~ponsibility baving been accepte4, the spontaneous contributions of private 
persons, given for the purpose of supporting the lives of the farnine·striken, are as much 
out of place as they would be in meeting any other public charge; though something might 
$till be llvne towards supplementing the subsistence ration of Go\'ernmcnt with small 
comforts, especially in the case of hospitaJ patients, of orphans, and of the aged and infirm, 
and any (haritable assistance of this kind should be '''elcomed and encouraged, prorided 
it is so aJmini~tered as to work in with the Government organization and system. But 
when the famine is coming to an end there is a wide and useful sphere for private charity 
in rc~toring the sufferers, as far as possiblt>1 to their 01 iginal position, or in giring them a 
little capital with which to start again in their 0ld moJcs of life • • ; • The State 
cannot properly expend the money rai~e,l hy taxation on such t !·j 'cts

1 
though it may c<'r• 

tainly lend its ofiicers to assist in tl1c work of distributin;; charitable contributions in the 
most us<·ful way," 

513. \\'hen towards the close of 1896 Indil was threatened with a famine 
Definition. of objects to .which more wide·spr~ad than that of 1S·1 7-"'8 the sympa-

prtvate chanty may be apphed as . . , . i 1 

auxiliary to ::>tate relief. thws of the fhttsh pubhc were dct'ply stirred, and 
the Lord 1\layor of London and others in England addressed the Secretary 
of Stat~~ with a view to the opening of subscription lists for the relid of the im
pending di~tress. In a Despatch !\o._ 6-j., dated the 23rd December 1896, the 
Go\'crnmcnt of India. cxprl'ssed their adhcr~ncc to the principles laid down by 
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Lord Lytton's Government in 1877 in the following words "to im;te subscriptions 
which are to be spent in the performance of a task for which· we have undertaken 
the responsibility would be to invite them for the relief of the Indian exchequer-an 
end towards which we could neither ask nor receive contributions with propriety." 
The despatch, howeyer, went on to say that there was ample scope for the opera· 
tion of private charity outside the task of saving people from starvation. It ex· 
plained that in spending the money of the ta.'!:·payers, the Government has to regu· 
late its action by some fixed rules to prevent waste and misapplication, and to 
satisfy itself by some self-acting tests, or by some special enquiry through its 
officers, that relief is really needed i that it also has to limit the relief to what is 
absolutely necessary for the presen·ation of life, and to obtain from those applying 
for relief (with due regard for sex, age, infirmity and the customs of the country) 
some return for the relief given. Such a system, it was added, however necessary 
in the interests of the public purse, can at best afford only partial relief. There 
still remains a very wide possible margin of suffering and distress, in the relief of 
which private charity may find an ample field of usefulness. Guided by these con• 
siderations, the Government of India thu::; defined the objects to which private 
charity may legitimately be applied as auxiliary to State relief:-

Firstly, in supplementing the subsistence ration which alone is pro>ided from public 
funds, by the addition of small comforts, whether of focd or of clothing, for the 
aged or infirm, for the patients in hospitals, for children, and the like. 

Secondly, in providing for the maintenance of orphans. 

Tlrird!JJ in relieving the numerous poor but respectable persons who will endure 
almost any privation rather than apply for Government relief, accompanied as it 
must be by official en~uiry into, and by so:r.e kind of test of the reality of the 
destitution which is to be relieved. 

Fourthly, in restoring to their original position, when acute distress is subsiding, those 
who have lost their all in the struggle, and in giving them a fresh start in life. 

514. The question of the organization through which charitable relief should 
Principles to be kept in'riewin be systematized and distributed also received atten· 

organizing the distributing agency. tion. The principles adopted were that when Govern· 
ment undertakes such a gigantic task as the saving of life amongst a yast popula
tion smitten with the full force of a grievous famine, it should have the ultimate 
direction of whatever volunteer agency may be organized for the collection cf pri
vate subscriptions and their appli.::ation to the mitigation of distress. This is neces
sary, ( 1) to secure the efficient administration of the fund ; ( 2) to inspire confidence 
in the public and thus to stimulate the flow of charity; (3) to obviate the clash
ing of State with charitable relief; and (4) to prevent friction and confusion likely 
to result from the existence of two agencie.s, working side by side but independent• 
ly of one another. Subject, however, to this general control, the appeal for 
aid should proceed from and the collectioa of funds and provision and distri· 
bution of relief should rest with committees, which should in the main be 
non-official in t hei; character. \\'bile the district officers must of necessity 
be the backbone of these committees, the· active aid and co-operation of the 
non-official public should be utilized to the fullest possible extent in their 
formation and working. Charity to their poor and suffering r.eighbours is 
ingrained in the Indian character, and at no time is this feeling evoked in 
a higher degree than when uni\'ersal distress o\·ertakes the land. A system 
which does not assimilate and assign its proper place to this most valuable 
and trustworthy unpaid agency is not only unsound in princip!e but distincty 
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lrasteful. Success is best assured and attained when the two elements, official 
and non-official, are found to work together in harmonious collaboration. 

5,5, The response to the appeal ultimately made ~as a fun~ of u.nprece· 
Response to the allpeal to priv~te dented and colossal magnttude. Bestdes thts, large 

c~ari,ty ~~;nd tbe organtzauon for it~ gifts of grain and clothinCY were also received. The 
thstn bution. b 

machinery to administer this fund was constituted in recognition of the principle 
of Government control and of sympathetic co-operation between the official 
and the non-official classes. The non-official members were drawn from all castes, 
creeds and professions, and full use was made of missionary bodies and other 
pre-existing charitable associations with objects similar to those of the fund. 
The following is a summary of the organization constituted:-

1. (a) A general committee for the whole of India with representatives from 
each province affected by famine. 

(b) A central executive committee, nominated by the general committee, 
and invested with full powers of administration, including receipt of 
moneys transmitted from England and other countries and also 
moneys subscribed in India, the apportionment of these moneys among 
the affected provinces according to their needs, and the arrangements 
for distribution of relief in accordance with the principles laid down 
by Government and accepted by the general committee. 

II. Provincial committees for the affected . provinces, with executive com· 
mittees appointed by them for the receipt of moneys allotted by the 
central executive committee, and also of moneys subscribed locally, 
for their distribution among the district committees, for general super· 
vision o\·er the action of these committees with a view to ensure the 
application of the fund to its prescribed objects, and for the trans· 
action of all other business of the provincial committees. 

Ill (a) District committees for the affected districts, for tre detailed admin
istration of the fund, the institution of meas•1res of relief and the 

I 

disbursement of moneys placed at their disposal. 

(b) Sub-committees under the district committees to de::~l "ith local areas 
which, owing to the .se,·erity of the distress or any other cause, 
called for special organizations to meet their wants. 

516. This scheme of organization, '' hich placed the responsibility for the 

S r th . . . actu1l administration of the fund on the local com-access o e organtzattcn JQ • 

effecting judicious distribution of mtttees, wlto alone \\ere in a position t0 act with 
the fund. 

local knowlt'dge ar.d trerefore with fffect, while the 
central committee laid down the general principles of action, was eminently calcu
lated to secure the judicious and efficied distributicn of the relief in accordance 
with the varying needs of the pc0ple in the d:ffenr:t 2 f ccted provinces and tracts. 

517. The various modes of rt>lief as actually dc,·i~ed and put into 0reration 
Summary or the various modes in furtherance of the four prescribed objects of the 

of rehef as actually employrd by f d b , 
the fund committees. un may c ~hus summ:mzed :-

Un,hr o~jcct !. 

(a) Givin~ small comforts, such as milk, vegetables and other articles 
of diet, and extra meals to p<;rsons in Government poor-houses 
and kitchens and on relief works. 
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(b) .Making money grants to supplement the Government wage on relief 
works, and the Government dole to persons on gratuitous relie£. 

(c) Providing meals for children and aged and infirm persons on or about 
relief works. 

(d) Giving medical comforts to patients in hospitals attached to poor· 
houses and relief camps. 

(e) ·Employing attendants in addition to the .ordinary staff allowed by 
Government to nurse the sick and the infirm and to look after 
young children of relief workers while their guardians were at wo!k,. 

(/) ·Giving clothes and blan~ets to persons in receipt of Government. 
relief. 

(g) Distributing quinine and other medicines. 

(h) Maintaining poor-house$ and kitchens in places where Government 
poor-houses and kitchens did not exist. 

(•) Relieving distressed wanderers. 

Under object II. 

(a) Maintaining orphans and giving subsidies to private orphanages. 

(b) Giving clothes1 blankets1 extra meals and medical comforts to orphans, 
and meeting the cost of their education or training in useful crafts. 

(c) Providing for the maintenance and education of orphans left on the 
hands of Government at the end of the famipe~ 

Under object Ill. 

(a) Giving money or grain doles to poor but respectable persons, and to 
parda na,,hin women, not in receipt of Government relief. 

(h) Supplementing the Government dole to persons of the above class 
who were in re~eipt of Government relief. 

(c) Giving clothes to persons of the above class. 

{d) Providing work for them at their homes in the shape of embroidery, 
sewing, cotton carding and spinning1 corn-grinding and paddy 
husking, etc. 

(e) Providing employment in their own craft for artizans, supplying them 
with money or materials1 or both, and buying their finished 
articles1 or giving them wages for work done. 

(/) Supplying wholesome food-grain at cheap rates in fixed quantities 
from shops or dep6ts specially opened for the purpose to respectahlo 
persons of small means, who1 ·though suffering great privation 
owing to the high prices1 would not accept charitable relief. 

Under ob;'ect IV. 

(a) Aiding broken-down artizans to start afresh in their own occupations, 

(b) Giving seed-grain, plough or well bullocks and implements of 
husbandry to the most impoverished agriculturists to prevent them 
from being forced to take loans on onerous terms, or to meet their 
inability to provide the security to obtain loans. 

(c) Supplying food for agricultural cattle. 
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(d) Giving subsistence allowances to agriculturists who h.ad
1 
come to the 

end of their resources and had no property or cred1t eft to enable 
them to arrange for the support of themselves and their families 
during the interval between the sowing and the harvest. 

(e) Giving ~aledictory doles to relief workers and recipients of gratuitous 
relief on the close of Government relief, and grants for repairing or 
rebuilding houses. 

sr8. Up to 12th March r8g8, the date of dissolution oft he central executive 
. d d·.t e of the committee, the receipts came toRs. I,70,27,5401 the Recetpts an expen 1 ur 

flod. details being as follows :-
Rs. 

Subscriptions recei9'ed by the central committee 1,46,23,295 
Interest received by the central committee on Gov· 

ernment promissory notes in which a part of 
the fund has been mvested ..• 14,725 

Receipts by the provincial committees-

Local subscriptions 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

Rs. 

20,9J,705J 
2 19S18Ij 

23,89.520 

GRAND TOTAL 
--
--

The consolidated expenditure of the central committee up to the date of 
its dissolution, and that of the provincial committees up to 31st January I 8g8, 
amounted toRs. r,62,oo,576, the details being as under:-

Central committee's expenditure-
Rs. 

Cost of relief and office expenditure, etc. 43,36o J 
Cost of purchase of Government paper 

of the nominal value of Rs. 7,8g,8oo 7,77,476 
Provincial committees' expenditure 

TOTAL 

Rs. 

8,~20,836 

The balance was thus Rs. 8,26,964, of which the central committee held Rs. 
11,024 and the provincial committees the rest. 

519. Out of the investments of the nominal value of Rs. 7,8g,8oo, Go,·ern· 
ment paper of the nominal \'alue of three lakhs 

Constitutioo or the unspent f d t h Ad . . . f 
balance of the fund into a trust·fund o rupees was rna e over o t e mJmstratiOn o 
for relief of distress in future the Centra! Provinces for the maintenance of orphans fa~~~ines. 

left on its hands, and the whole of the balance with 
the North-Western Provinces and Oudh committee, amounting to Rs. 2,9.j..4S9, 
was h2.nded over to the local Government for a s:milar purpose. Thus, at the close 
of the operations, there was left with the central committee Government paper of 
the nominal value of Rs. 4,Sg,Soo and cash Rs. 1 1 ,o:q. These securities have 
been constituted into a trust-fund for relief of distress in future famines, its control 
being vested in a committee of which the Chief Justice of Bengal is the e:N,ff.cil} 
Chairman, and the Comptroller General the Treasurer. Refunds of unspent 
balances by the provincial committees will as they corr.e in, be added to the 
trust·fund. 
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R eoei pts aod u:penditure of the 
pro'rirloal cOJJlllllttee:S. 

520. The following table shows the receipts and 
expenditure of the various pro,;ncial committees:-

(Grants f~o:n tl>e 

PI'O't'lnctt. 
Central Commit· 

Loeal receipts. T ot&l receiplS. Expeadit:are. Balaoce. tee, uclusne of 
ll:nmt for orphalzs. 

I ll 3 4 5 6 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. . 
North-Western Prov. 46,gg,rg2 ..j.,82,824 sr,82;or6 {8,87>527 2,94.489 

incts and Oudh. 
Central Prm·inces ... 3J,07,191 I,2J1291 34.30,482 33,65,16J 6s,Jrg 
Bengal ... q,6g,847 6,20,468 2o,go,Jt5 20,65,636 24,579 
B::~mbay ... IJ,6.f,250 J,04,836 r6,69,o86 14,84,950 r,84,136 
Madras ... 12.97.923 2,85,639 15,8J,562 l..j.,25.4U r,sS,rso 
Punjab ... 8,6.f,58J 3,65,240 u,29,823 11,73,822 s6,oor 
Central India ... J,so,oso 1,oo,o6g 4,so,ug 4,J8,on u,o42 
Burma ... 3,o6,ooo r6,67r 3,22,671 3,og,266 IJ,405 
Berar ... 1,ro,ooo 90>478 2,00,478 1,92,759 7·719 
Rajpntana ... 17,122 Nil 17,122 17,122 Nil. 
Baluchistan ... :ao,ooo Nil 2o,ooo 20,000 Nil, ---------- -

TOTAL ... r,J8,o6,rs8 2J,89,516 r,6r,gs.6741 r,sJ,79.734 8,15.940 

Detai's ofpi"''rincial expeoditare 521. The following table gives the details of 
&der the foar prescribed beads. provincial expenditure under the four prescribed 

beads:-

I MiseeJ. Total (iodud· 
Pton-. Object J. Objec::tU. Object 1IL Objec::tlV. laoeous. ing aonas 

aud pi<>s). 

I 2 3 4 s 6 7 

h Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. R,. 

Sorth-Wette111 PI'OYinCI!il and 
Ou:!:l. 

2,6J,594 2.4.3')9 9,85,l¢ 35,88,'189 2.4947 48,8].527 

Central Pto'fi.ocel - t.ls.ns ;p,S57 I,SJ,:IIl; ~791 2o>4SJ 3J,65,103 

Bengal ... ·-- 2,34.908 40,100 8-S9983 B,fi9.s7s 31,000 ao,6s,6J6 

BomlnJ ·- - 1,~273 l.f,U] s,S!J,;or lo,j'6,]8l s,o66 14.1!4.950 

lotadns ... - J6.3.49 2o,495 1,1],1.34 12,.44,oS8 7.344 14,25,411 

Pu';all ... -· 1<!-747 3.719 a,s6,.ll90 8,8$..4JI 13.633 II,].),Bza 

C..ntnllat.:a - ... IJ,14J 9,3So usoo 3.72.115 631 4..JS.on 

Burma ... - 8.946 ... .. 10 2,99.424 .. so J.Ofl,lS(i 

Bent ·- ... _58.;)30 7,J18 SJ.9JJ ]1,00] 2,168 :,92,]59 

S.U•chistu - ... - ... ... 2o,OOO . .. ao,ooo 

Rai?"tana .. - 7,2101 •346 1.451 7,123 -· 1],1112 

lo,oo,:~;o I ---Total ... 1.5,),812 li6,8J,~9J 11 1J.:6,6J,I I,05,7JI 1.5,) 79.740 
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Adding the two allotments for orphans, aggregating Rs. 5,94,489 referred to in 
paragraph 519 and the central committee's own exp·enditure of Rs. 43,360, the 
grand total of expenditure on relief and on working charges comes to Rs. 

1 .6o, 17,589, out of which the expenditure on actual relief has been Rs. 1158,68,498, 
or a little over 99 per cent., of the whole. · 

522. In the following statement is compared the direct State expenditure on 
relief, exclusive of loans and advances to the land· 

State expenditure and charit· 
able fund expenditure compared. holding classes, and the expenditure from the charit-

able fund:-

State expenditure. 
Fund expenditure, Percentage of 

Province. incl11ding grants for column 3 oa 
orphans. column ll. 

-
I ll 3 4 

Rs. Rs. 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh ... 1,98,47,829 51,82,0!6 26·t 
Central Provinces ... ... r,s6,10,739 36.65,163 23'4 . 
Bengal ... ... ... r,o8,o3,757 20,65,636 19'1 
Bombay ... ... ... 1,26,36,8o2 q,84,950 II'7 
Madras ... ... .. . g8,27,637 14.25,412 14'5 
Punjab ... ... ... 22,34,004 11,7J.822 52"5 
Burma ... ... .. . 11,8j,594 3,09,.256 26 
Berar ... ... .. . :,74,875 1,92,759 33'5 -

TOTAL ... 7,27,2 I, 237 1,54,99,014 21 

523. In the following statement is compared the loans to agriculturists for 
seed, bullocks, implements and subsistence under the 

Loa11s and girts to a~iculturists 
Cr(;m State and charitable funds Agriculturists' Loans Act and the gifts for the same 
respectively. 

purpose made from the charitable fund :-

Provint:e. 

I 

North· Western Provinces and Oudh 

Central Provinces 

Bengal 

om bay B 

A 

p 

tadras 

unjab 

B 

B 

urma 

erar 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

. .. 

. .. 

. .. 

. .. 

... 

. .. 

TOTAL 

! 

-· 

... 

. .. 

... 

. .. 

. .. 

. .. 

... 

... 

... 

Gifts from the charitable fan d 
. State loans. as per fignre under object IV 

excluding aid to artizans. 

I 3 

Rs. Rs. 

!13,73,407 .35·46,625 

r 5,6g,rg6 zg,r6.sss 

rr,3s,872 8,:zg,072 

l5,17,503 ro,6o,284 

1o,o7,88r 12,43 .. 946 

11,54.490 s,s6,569 

r,Sr,gos 2,99.424 

15,So2 71,007 

-- --
89,56,os6 I r,o8,2J,4S2 
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Nua1ber oi' persollS relieved from 
'he fund. 

524. The following statement shows the number 
of persons relieved from the fund under each head in 
the different provinces:-

FRoM cOMMENCEMENT TO 31sT OcroaEJI. 1ll97• 

Province. 

Object 1. Object II. Object Ill. Object IV. 

I 2 3 4 s 

North-Western Provinces and 407-936 3·587 15J,J28 447.588 
Oudh. 

Central Provinces ... ... 351,662 6,237 25,041 258,8og 

Bengal ... .... 27o,o86 8,202 194h8 2{6,328 

Bombay ... ... 180,449 r,zs6 87,141 164,615 

Madras ... ... 2{,108 708 23{.389 t61,952 

Punjab ... ... 8,367 7 78,u7 sS,us 

Central India ... ... 15,155 ... ,,763 23,979 

Burma ... ... 18,174 ... 4 41,g2o 

Berar ... ... 61,885 r,647 2t,886 281157 

Rajputana ... ... 4,g8o 313 6oo 286 

Baluchistan ... . .. . .. , ... . .. 715 ---------------
Total ... 1,342,8oz 21,957 8o2,947 1,432.464 

----------------
Add-Approximate number re· :!oo,ooo s,ooo 30,000 1o8,ooo 

Jieved from rst November 
I 

1897 to end of operations. ---- ----------
GRAND 70TAL ... •·542,802 26,9~7 832,947 1,540,464 

525. The figures give'n in the preceding paragraphs, which have been abstract· 

0 
• h l'u d th d ed from the report of the central executive com. 

peratiotiS oft e n , e goo • 
it has done lllld the gratitude it bas m1ttee, go to show that great as has been the effort 
evoked. d b h f . d ' rna e to com at t e amme an avert tts consequen• 
ces by the Goiemment, it would in itself have been incomplete and inadequate to 
the results actually attained, if it had not been supplemented by the aid from the 
charitable fund. Testimony is unanimous and overwhelming as to the incalculable 
good it has done as an auxiliary to the S~ate systems of relief, and the universal 
gratitude it has evoked among the people. Seventy-one per cent. of the fund has 
been spent in giving a fresh start in life to peasant cultivators and small land
owners, who had been forced to eat their seed-grain and part with their plough· 
cattle, or whose plough-cattle had died for want of fodder, and who had no agri" 
cultural resources left, nor credit "'herewith to procure them. But for the 
timely aid from the fund, those who were thus helped would have been unable 
to take advantage of the favourable season of 1897, and many of them would 
have sunk into the condition of landless labourers. Apart from the personal 
benefit to the recipients of the aid, the economic advantage to the country gener· 
ally from this rehabilitation of a large section of the most important class of the 
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community at a crisis of the agricultural season bas been immense. The bulk of 
the residue ?:as spent in giving clothes and blankets to relief workers, and to 
recipients of gratuitous relief and orphans, and doles. to pard~ nas~in wo:r:en 
and respectable persons in distress who could n~t owmg to their. social posttion 
and national custom take advantage of State relief. A comparatively small sum 
was devoted to supplementing the Government ration in poor-houses and the 
code wage on relief works. It is intended to devote the bulk of the allotments 
set aside for orphans to the bringing up in a decent way of life of the residue of 
children left on the hands of Government at the close of the famine. The charit· 
able fund has thus distributed in relid a little over a fifth of the direct expenditure 

from the public revenues v.·hile as recrards the av-icultural classes, its gifts to 
I I 1:> ~ ' 

enable them to recoYer from the blow the famine had dealt them have exceeded 
the loans for the same purpose from public funds by nearly nineteen lakhs 
of rupees. \Yhile helping to supply subsidiary wants which could not be furnish
ed from the public revenues, the operations of the fund committees have not, 
except to an inappreciable extent, displaced State relief. How powerfully and 
successfully the fund has operated to soften the sharpness of distress is best 
expressed in the following words of the central committee's report:-

,,The number of cultivators alone, with their families dependent upon them, wbo 
have been assisted with grants of seed-grain or cattle in 1897. is returned at nearly 1} 
millions, a figure which is probably under the mark. In one tract alone (the Central Pro
vinces) the area of land cultivated, thanks to donations from the fund, is put at a million 
and a half acres, equivalent to r ,748 square mile~. according to estimates made by the 
officers of Government themselves, that is to say, land which the present owners had no 
means at their command to cultivate. These examples prove, it is thought, bow valuable a 
work l1as been done. Large sums from the fund hwe certainly been spent, as many sub· 
scribers no doubt wished and expected, in feeding the hungry, mainly wanderers or those 
whose caste prejudices or social position led them to prefer death by starvation to accept· 
ing Government relief, br Government gave work or even gratuitous relief with an un· 
stinting hand, in clothing the naked, a duty which Government cannot undertake at all, in 
selling grain cheap to respectable persons and so enabling them to pursue their ordinary 
callings and tide over the time of scarcity, in giving work to weavers and artizans or tJ 

poor wom•:n, for whom the relief works were unsuitable, and also in providing homes and 
maintenance until they come of age for several thousand orphans, for whom no friends 
willing to adopt them could be found. But all these measures of bene,·olence, carried out 
as they were on an unprecedentedly large scale, fade into insignificance by the vast num
bers of peasants set once more upon their feet. • • • • 
The central committee may add that great as was the surn entrusted to them to distribute, 
·and incalculable the good which has been effected by it, the distress was also so gigantic 
that they could have usefully spent a larg:er amount, without any danger of pauperising the 
~~~· . 

526. Experience gained in the administration of the fund has disclosed some 

Reasons for suggesting a .modi· imperfections in the sta:ement of its objects. \Yhi!e 
!~~~ :/~eef~~7.ent st&tement of in some respects the statement lacks precision and so 

allows overlapping with State relief, in other respects 
·we think it needs to be widened so as clearly not to exclude certain forms of relief not 
~entione~ .in it, but which wrre used in th~ d:stribution of the recent fund, and may 
m our opm10n be properly used again. To attempt by too rigid a definition to 
prc~·ent all ~verlapping would do more harm than good by hindering the free 
act10n and discretion of the committees to whorn the contributir:g public must 
always tntrust the administration of the fund. The committees must on each 
occasion of a fund being raised be the real authorities to decide. N e\'ertheless 
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it is right that Government in permitting an appeal should define the objects it 
thinks legitimate, and . to the extent to which the definition tends to prevent 
overlapping, the public will be all the more encouraged to subscribe. It has also 
occurred to us that to particularise in the statement. of objects all the principal 
modes of relief recently used which seem unobjectionable, showing them as 
sub·heads under each major or object head, might facilitate the proper distribu~ 
tion of charitable funds on future occasions. It is with these objects in view, 
and after a full consideration of the actual manner in which the fund has recently 
been expended in the various provinces, that we have drafted a revised statement 
of objects; and under each major head, we have put as the first sub·head the 
particular mode of relief we think most important. Before giving our revised 
statement we think it advisable to make some 'other introductory and explanatory 
remarks under each object or major head. · 

Object 1.-The present statement confines the relief given under this head 
to persons already in receipt of State relief. Under this hea~, however, relief was 
given to persons in distress of the class who generally come on State relief, but 
who did not get it because they resided in localities not officially declared as 
affected. Owing to high prices of food-grains induced by exports to famine 
tracts and partial local failure of crops, • individual cases of extreme distress, or 
much diffused distress falling short of absolute destitution, may exist which it 
should be permissible to alleviate by means of the charitable fund. At the same 
time we think it desirable that the expenditure under this head should be con· 
fined strictly to charges incurred in supplementing the relief given by Govern· 
ment by the recognised methods of State relief within tracts in which those 
methods are in force. We therefore suggest that relief given in tracts not offi· 
cially decla~ed to be affected should be shown under a separate head, object V. 
Under the head of object I in our revised statement we have made the gift 
of clothes and blankets a separate sub-head, and by putting it first have indicated 
our opinion that it should., as far as possible, form the principal mode of relief 
under this head. For, while Government makes itself responsible for the saving 
of life by giving the people a ration enough to maintain them in health, it 
cannot undertake to distribute clothes to the needy; yet in an acute famine 
it is almost as much necessary to clothe the naked and the insufficiently-clad 
as to feed the hungry. Moreover one indirect advantage of distributing clothes 
is the employment it gives to poor hand-loom weavers, whose business during a 
famine seriously suffers owing to the general destitution which then prevails. We 
also think the gift of clothing should cover a wider range than is permissible 
under the present definition. As a matter of fact it was not confined to the 
limited classes mentioned therein but was extended under this head to all deserv· 

· ing persons in receipt of State relief. 

Object 11.-This is defined in general terms to be 11 providing for the 
maintenance of orphans. " But the Government having accepted the respon• 
sibility of saving life, support of children left destitute by the death or dis• 
appearance of their guardians is, during the currency of the famine, a charge 
on the State, and it cannot legitimately be thrown ttpon the charitable fund, 
which is intended to supplement and not to supersede Government relief. 

Object 1//.-Under this object should come all classes whom the State 
relief systems fail to reach. Additions to the dole to respectable men and 
women on the Government list under the chapter of the codes dealing with 11 Other 
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measures of relief," were made under this object ; but, as this is supplementing 
State relief, the proper place for such charges is under the first object, and we 
have accordingly provided for this mode of relief there, reserving this object 
for those to whom the State systems are inapplicable, or who are not brought 
under them but who are nevertheless deserving of help. We have included 
under this head grants-in-aid to private poor-houses of an auxiliary kind, 
established by voluntary charitable action. Such grants-in-aid by the fund ought 
to be encouraged, for certain classes of the community may well be willing 
to establish such private institutions for the poor of their own community or 
for the public generally. 

Object /V.-Aid to agriculturists under this object to be of real benefit 
must be given just before the commencement of the two sowing seasons irrespec· 
tive of the character of the distress at those periods. It should further be 
made a condition of relief that the applicant should be without resources or 
credit, so as to exclude those who are in a position to obtain statutory loans 
from Government. The condition that the relief should be given when distress 
is subsiding is also unnecessary in the case of other classes who are to be helped 
to make a fresh start in life. 

527. The following definition of the objects of a charitable fund embodies 
Revised definition or the objects all our suggestions, and we recommend its adoption. 

or the fund suggested. \V e deem it necessary, however, to point out that 

the sub-heads under the major heads are not intended to be exhaustive, 
although we believe they cover the. whole ground of charitable relief as adminis· 
tered during the late famine :-

Object /.-In supplementing the relief given by Government under the re· 
cognised systems of State relief, such as-

, (a) by gifts of clothes and blankets to persons in receipt of State relief; 

(h) by the addition of extra or special food, or medical comforts, to 
the subsistence dole or ration provided from public funds, for the 
aged or infirm, for the patients in hospitals, for children and the 
like; 

{c) by an addition to the Government dole to parda nashz.,z women and 
persons of respectable positinn admitted to gratuitous relief. 

Object 11.-ln providing for the relief of orphans, such as

(i) during famine-

(a) by giving grants-in-aid to private orphanages; 
(b) by the addition of extra comforts, whether of food or clothing, for 

orphans maintained from public funds; 

(ii) after the famine is over-
(a) by making prorision for the maintenance and training of orphans left 

on the hands of Government; 

(b) by giving grants-in-aid to societies, institutions or persons who have 
adopted famine orphans. 

O[!jecllll.-In providing for the relief of persons or classes to whom the 
recognised systems of State relief are inapplicable, such as-

(a) by helping by free gifts or supply of work poor but respectable 
persons and fardu uas!Jin women precluded by their ;;ocbl position 
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from applying for, or accepting, State relief, accompanied as it' 
must be by official enquiry into and by some kind of public test of 
the reality of the distress to be relieved ; · 

(b) by supplying work in their trades to artizans and craftsmen to whom 
such work is not supplied at the cost of public funds, and to whom 
labour on 'ordinary relief works would be a hardship ; 

(c) by giving grants-in-aid to private poor-houses or other similar insti• 
tutions maintained for the relief of persons in whose case residence 
in a public poor-house would be too severe a test of distress ; 

(d) by selling wholesome food-grains at cheap rates in fixed quantities 
to selected persons in receipt of small incomes, who, though suffer· 
ing severe privation, would not accept charitable or State relief. 

Object JV.-In re-starting in life those who are left without resources-

(a) by giving seed-grain, plough or well bullocks, and impl~ments of 
husbandry, or their equivalent in money, to the most broken-down 
of the small landholJers and cultivators who are ineligible for 
statutory loans from public funds, by supplying fodder for their 
cattle, by giving subsistence allowances for their support . during 
the interval between the sowing and the harvest, and generally 
by helping them to start afresh in life; 

(b) by restoring artizans, petty workers and others, who have lost their 
tools or stock-in-trade in the struggle, to their original position, 
and giving them a fresh start in life ; 

(c) by giving valedictory doles to persons in receipt of relief from public 
funds on their discharge from such relief. 

Object V.-In giving relief in areas not officially notified as affected, such as, 
by relieving di~tressed individuals of the classes which generally come on State 
relief in famines, but who are not getting such relief because they reside in 
localities where distress is not general and which therefore are not officially 
notified as affected. 

528. Relief through the agency of cheap grain shops is shown by the evidence 
we have taken to have given help much needed by 

Remarks as to particular objects 
to which the charity fund was certain classes particularly in the larger towns. These 
applied. 1 fi d · were people with smal xe tncomes, whose dis· 
tress was caused by the great rise in prict::s far exceeding their limited 
means. They a1 e known everywhere to have suffered much. They were too respect. 
able to seek or accept charitable re:ief, and they could not have been reached 
except by means of these shop:::;. There is no evidence that these institutions 
interfered with private trade, though in some pl.1ces, where owing to want of 
ready communication with centres of trade the local dealers could combine to 
fix their own rates, they seem to have steadied the ml\rket and prevented the 
undue:: raising of prices. Such a system of relief is in our opinion eminently 
suited to be left to local private charity and private organization; and though it 
cannot properly be undertaken by Government itself, there is no reason why it 
should not be countenanced by Government officers and recommended by them 
to local charitable organizations:. As regards that most important branch of the 
charitable relief operations, namely, gifts of seed and bullocks to agriculturists, 
it must, we think, generally be administered through, or in close co-operation with, 
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the revenue officers of Government, who have the duty of giving loans from 
State funds for the same purpose. But such State loans can only be given to
persons who can produce fairly reliable security, and to the extent covered by 
that security. The most broken-down either have no security to offer and must 
get free gifts or nothing, or they can offer acceptable security for an amount too 
small for their requirements. In the case of the latter class it is advisable that the 
small loan they can get from the State should be supplemented by a free gift from 
the charitable fund. There are again other small cultivators, who, if helped by 
a small free gift from the fur.d, can b'orrow something more from their bankers, 
and so get the sum absolutely required without incurring too heavy a debt at the 
high rate ·of interest which they have to pay in such circumstances. 

SECTION VI. 

0RDRR AND SUCCESSIVE USE OF THE VARIOUS METHODS OF RELIEF'. 

529. In the course of this and the preceding chapters we have indicated in 
Summary o£ general recommend· a general way the particular stages of distress at 

ations under this head. which in our opinion the various forms and methods 
of relief should be introduced. In such a matter it is impossible to lay down 
any hard and fast rules, and much must always be left to the discretion of the 
local Government and its officers. In exercising this discretion it will always 
be necessary to have regard to the nature of the distress to meet which measures 
are taken, the causes of the distress and the presence or absence of cumulative 
misfortunes, the economic condition and past history of th.e area affected, the 
extent of crop failure and the abundance or depletion of stocks, the gravity of 
the situation according as the distress is confined to small local areas or 
is likely to be spread over extensive tracts of country, the estimated period 
of duration and many other considerations. Subject to the ordinary course 
of administrative supervision, the responsibility of determining when and where 
test works sho·.:ld be opened and, thereafter, whether or no regular relief 
works should be started, will primarily rest with the Collector or district officer. 
\\'hen it is decided that regular relief works should be started, two important ques· 
tions will call for immediate settlement. The first question will be the system on · 
which the works are to be carried out, th.:tt is whether ,they are to be conducted 
under what is called the code system of task-work or according to some other 
system of payment by results permitted by the local code, and in the latter case 
whether or not separate allowances for dependants will be given. The determina· 
tion of this important issue subject to the provisions of the local code will rest \rith 
the local Government. The importance of not beginning with a system which 
is unlikely to meet the necessities of the situation except for a very short time, 
will no doubt be recognised. The other question i~ the agency by which the 
works will be carried out and the extent to "hich the services of the Public 
Works Department will be utilized. Our views on this subject are expressed in 
p.1r:1graphs 235 to 238, and subject to the provisions of the codes it will lie with 
the local Government in c1ch case to dekrmine the action to be taken. \\'e 
haYe already said th:1t the org.1nization of ,·iiJage relief and village inspection 
should in our opinion imariably begin simult::meously with relief works, and that 
;~s ~ general rule the actual distribution of \'illacre relief should be(Yin at the c;;ame 

1:') ;::, ~ 

time or soon after, and in paragraph -tjS we h::wc discussed the considcrltions 
affecting the decision as to the particular stage of the distress at which a poor· 
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house system should be established. Speaking generally we think it will as a rule 
be desirable to open poor· houses at principal centres as soo~ as the prevalence of 
severe distress has been recognised by the starting of relief works and the organ· 
ization of village relief. When hill and jungle tribes have to be dealt with, we 
have laid stress on the necessity for making very timely preparations as the diffi. 
cui ties to be encountered are usually very great.· In the case of weavers, it must 
rest with the local Government to determine in every case whether special relief in 
their own craft is required and if so, to what extent. The question of the organ· 
ization of private charity will depend upon the indige~ous agency existing with· 
in the distressed locality and upon the existence or otherwise of any large public 
organization such as the Indian Famine Charitable Relief Fund of 1897. Ad.; 
vances under the Land Improvement Loans Act can be utilized to the best 
advantage during the early-stages of scarcity, while those· under the Agricul· 
turists' Loans Act are of great use at all stages .. When loans are given under 
the latter Act for the purchase of seed, it is of the utmost importance that the 
advances should reach the hands of the cultivators so as to admit of their 
purchasing the seed as nearly as possible at the exact time of sowing. 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS, 

530. The following is a summary of the recom· 
Summary of recommendations as . . 

to methods and measures of work· mendat1ons as to methods and measures of workmg 
ing. which we have made in this chapter:-

I.-Programmes of works. All relief works should be classed in the pro· 
grammes under the heads of " public works " and " village works" (paragraph 
407). The responsibility for maintaining an effective programme of "public 
works" should be thrown more definitely on the Public Works Department 

·{paragraphs 408·412). The preparation of a programme of'' village works" 
should rest with the civil officers, but if the "public works" programme is un-. 
avoidably deficient, the Public Works Department should take up the "village 
works" programme and work it out in full detail (paragraph 413). 

II.-Test works. Should if possible be under professional supervision and 
the test should be a task not less than by the code scale i the maximum wage 
earnable by the workers should not exceed the code wage of their class nor be 
less than it by more than one pice. Payments should be made in strict propor
tion to results without the proviso of a minimum wage, and allowances for a day 
o( rest, or for dependants, should not be given by the Coiiector without the 
sanction of· the Co~missioner or some higher authority. We think the above 
system will be found generally suitable, but as it may be too repellent in some · 
places local Governments should have discretion to substitute for it any system of 
work not more liberal than the ordinary task-work system of the codes (para• 
graphs •i-14•415)• 

III.-The general policy as to large and small (or public and village) works. 
When large and useful public works are available they should be opened as soon 
as possible after distress has declared itself in an unmistakeable manner, no small 
works being thereafter maintained within a reasonable distance. Public works 
should from the commencement form the backbone of the relief operations. 
Agricultural works undertaken by the village landowner$, with or without advan· 
ces from Government wholly or partially recoverable, should be utilized at tfie 
early stage of distress to provide employment for small cultivators and others 
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who cannot easily leave their villages. As.the hot weather advances, operations 
on the large public works should be contracted and village works gradually 
cpened (paragraphs I 78, 406 and 416). 

IV.-As soon as distress requiring relief is recognised in a district, some one 
of the code methods for managing relief works should be substituted for the 
ordinary contract system in the case of all public works intended to afford relief 

(paragraph 418). 

V.-Systems of payment by results. We have described certain systems 
which experience seems to show may be adopted with advantage in place of the 
ordinary code task-work system at certain stages of relie~ operations, and we 
recommend that provision should be made in the revised provincial codes for 
power to use one or more of them subject to the condition that separate provision 
is always made for the weakly. None of these systems are in our opinion suited 
to the stage of acute distress or actual famine (paragraphs 215, 418 and 461). 

I 

VL'-In respect to the policy of contracting ordinary public works in time of 
famine, we tLink that so far as Imperial or Provinci.:~.l finances and estaLlishments 
may possibly permit they should be fully maintained or expanded in districts not 
recognised as actually distressed, but in which there is reason to suppose the exist• 
ence of an exceptional demand for labour (para~raph 421 ). 

VI I.-All relief works, or at any rate all of the ''public works" class, should 
as far as possible be conducted under some professional supervision. As to the 
agency by which relief works should be carried out, we recommend that in a 
widespread famine the Chief Engineer, acting under the close control of the local 
Government in the Famine Department or of the Famine Comfl'issioner, should be 
responsible for the general direction of all relief works entrusted to the execution of 
the officers of the Public Works Department, and that under the Chid Engineer, 
and subject to the special powers of Commissioners of divisions and Collectors 
of districts in respect to famine rebef the chain of departmental responsibility 
should rem:lin as at ordinary times. When famine is less extensive, we think the 
control may be lc:ss centralized and that the primary responsibility for the mamge
ment and efficiency of the relief works should rest with the Divisional Commis
sioners and the Col'ectors; Public Works officers, in districts in "hich there is no 
district board engineer, or the work is beyond his capacity, being in such case 
deputed to ha··e immediate charge of the relief works under the Collector's 
orders, and one or more Superintending Engineers being directed t) co-opc:rate 
with the Commissioner or Commis5ioners as famine duty professional adviser and 
assistant (paragraphs 2.35-237 and 422). · . 

. VII~.~Resp0nsibi~1ties of officers of the Public Works Department and 
the1r pos1t10n an~ r~bt10n. to civil. officers. These should not be too rigidly 
defined. The pmwple )aid do,vn m section 130 of the Famine Commission's 
report should be fully observed. The Commissioner within his division and the 
Collector within hi~ district should ha\·e a power of (Teneral control o\'er all relief 
operations, including relief works under the man,tg;ment of the Public Works 
Department, and should be primarily responsible to Government for their 
efficiency in afforJing relief. The Collector's decision when he considers it 
~ccessary to interf.ere should be arcepted pending reference to superior authority 
111 all matters rdanng to the emrloymcnt and wa(Tes of the l.ibourtrs the opeuina I . f b I l:> 
or c osmg o works, the paymt.!nt or feeding of dependants, and generally in all 
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other matters which are not of a strictly professional nature. I3.ut ~xcept in 
cases of unusual urgency·such orders should be communicated by the Collector 
to the Executive Engineer or other Engineer officer having control, and nqt 
direct to' his subordinates resident on the works. When the conduct of relief 
works is entrusted to the Public Works Department as a department, the' Super: 
intending Engineer in his circle and the Divisional Engineer in his divisio~ will be 
directly responsible to the Chief Engineer for their proper conduct by their 
subordinates in accordance with the rules of the Famine code and such supple
mentary orders as may he issued by Government or tpe Famine Commissioner if 
such an officer is appointed. They should however in such case, by personal 
communication and otherwise, keep themselves in constant t~uch with the Com
missioner and Collector on all matters not of a strictly professional nature, and 
must accept their orders in such matters pending reference to superior , authority, 
if they think it necessary to interfere (paragraph 423). 

IX.-Chil officers and officers in charge of relief works. W ~ attach im poJ:'· 
tance to the principle of appointing a civil offi~er to each larg~ work or group 
of smaller works managed by officers of the Public Works Department to hav~ 
charge of matters affecting relief, or in othe.r words of all matters not relating tq 
construction and direction of the work, and we define his special duties. But in 
order to avoid division of authority on the works we recommend that the services 
of these civil officers should be placed at ·the disposal of the Public Works 
Department for famine duty, and that the Superintending Engineer or Divisional 
Engineer should, in communication in doubtful cases with the Commissioner or 
Collector, determine whether the civil officer or the Public Works officer whose 
special duties are those of construction and direction of labour should be the . 
cc officer in charge 11 of a particular work (paragraph 426). 

X.-We recommend a new classification of relief workers, the main feature of 
which is that the hulk of the labourers will be divided into two classes, via., 
II diggers" and II carriers." We recommend the abolition of se~ual subqivisions 
within the same class, and make definite proposals for the treatment of adult 
dependants and non-working children and working children (paragraphs 439·445 
and 450). · ·. . 

XI.-We adhere to the full ration of the provisional code but make a slight 
alteration in the minimum ration, and we have devised a standard wage-scale 
based on these rations which we think can be applied to the new classification we 
propose (paragraphs 446-456). One result of our proposals as to classificati~n 
and wages is that we revert to the principle laid down by the Famine Commis· 
sian that all able· bodied labourers capable of performing not less than 7 5 per cent. 
of a full task should be entitled to the full wage, while in the case of labourers 
incapable of performing 75 per cent. of a full task we follow the principles laid 
down in the provisional code and restrict their wages to 75 per cent. of the full 
wage (paragraphs 450 and 462). • 

XII.-A system of cash daily wage to he calculated in full pice (and not in 
pies) is recommended (paragraph 457). 

XIII.-A limit of permissible deviation from the standard w~ge-scale which 
w.e pro~ose is su_ggested in order that local Governments may have "the necessary 
d1scret10n to adjust the wages actually earned to the requirements of existing 
circumstances {paragraphs 458 and 459). 
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XIV.-Rest day allo~vances should be made to all workers, except where pay
ment is matle by i:e~ults at rates calculated to allow seven days' subsistence 
to be earned by six days' work (paragraph 465). 

XV.-Returns and accounts. We make suggestions for securing uniformity 

and simplicity in these (paragraph 467 ). 

XVI.-Gratuito~s relief. We consider the provisional code's definition of 
persons· eligible to receive gratuitous relief sufficient in ordinary circumstances, 
provided it is properly and l,iberally interpreted, We think it necessary however 
to point out that persons of the classes described. in that definition should not 
be considered ineligible for village relief because the bread-winners of the family 
are employed on rei ief works, and propose that t~ey should be freely allowed the 
option either to go to relief works as dependants or to apply for village relief 
(paragraphs 46S-470 ). In two exceptional cases we consider that an expansion 
beyond the provisional code definition may properly be allowed. These are 
first in the case of aboriginal hill and jungle tribes, and second at the commence· 
ment of the rains when it is impossible to provide suitable work fairly 
adjacent· to the homes of the people (paragraph 471). \Ve attach great 
importance to the early organization of village relief and village inspection 
(paragraph 472). The dole to be given in village relief is specified (paragraph 

474)· 

XVII.-Non·working children arrd adult dependants of relief workers. All 
the codes should contain provision for both systems of relieving these persons, 
namely, either by feeding them in kitchens or by means of cash or grain allow· 
anccs gi,en to the workers for their support. As a general rule, we are in 
favour of the kitchen system in the case. of children (paragraphs 4 7 5 ·4 76 )·· 
When relief works :1re conducted on a system of payment by results, it will 
rest with the local Government to decide whether the wages or rates paid to the 
workers should be so adjusted as to leare a margin for the support of their 
depcr.dants, or whether separate allowances .should be giren for dependants. 
Pre~erenrc should be given to the latter course when distress is at all severe 
(paragraph 477). 

XV I I I.-Poor-houses. It is a matter for local discretion to decide when 
poor-houses should be opened. The ration to be given in ordinary circumstances 
is the minimum ration as modified by our proposals, but officers in charge should 
have full dis_cretion to give special rations (paragraph 478). 

X I X.-The relief of aboriginal l1ill and jungle tribes should be a specialized 
branch of rtlief operatiurs. Detailed suggestions for effecting the relief of 
these people are made (p::tragraphs 4 79-491 ). 

XX.-Special relief to wcanrs in their own craft. \\"hen 'rearers are con
greg3ttd t?get~~r in considerable numbers they should be relieved in their own 
trade, prov~dc~ the net cost is not likely to materia1ly exceed either (a) the net 
co~t of rel.~ev:ng them by employment on ordinary felid \Yorks or (b) the net 
cost of rchev1ng them by gratuitous \'illage relief. A set of rules is recommend· 
ed for adoption (paragraphs so8-SII). 

XXl.- Utilisation of private charitable contributions. A revised dtfinition 
of the objects of a charitable fund is rccomrntndcd for adoption (paracvraph 
52 7)· 1::> 
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From the above summary of our recommendations it ~·ill be seen that in 
the matter of the broad principles of relief administration we adhere very closely 
to the recommendations niade by the Famine Commissioner~ in 188o. It is 
only in matters of detail that we have proposals to make, and these proposals 
are more of the nature of an expansion of the principles laid down in 188o 
than of divergencies from them. Indeed in some cases the resul~ of our in· 
vestigations has been to lead us to revert to the recommendations of the Famine 
Commission, where in fact they have in some respects and in some provinces been 
since departed from. \V e assert the necessity for concentrating the control of all 
the various branches of the administration concerned_in famine relief, and maintain 
the responsibility of the chief civil officers. of divisions and districts for effectively 
·supervising and controlling all the measures of relief undertaken within their res
pective charges. The recommendations we make regarding the responsibilities 
of the officers of the Public Works Department for the ·conduct of works 
entrusted to the direction of the department are in strict conformity with these 

. considerations, and our proposals merely put in a more uniform and definite 
shape what we believe to be the general .intention of the various and sometimes 
rather indefinite provisions of the existing codes. In the all important matter 
of the system under which relief works should be conducted, we adhere to the 
task-work system of the codes as the only system which is really effective when 
famine is at all severe. Our recommendations as to the adoption of any of the 
systems of payment by results which were so largely resorted to during the recent 
famine are of a permissive nature, and are intended to restrict such syst~ms to 
circumstances other than those of acute famine. In making these recommenda· 
tions we do not depart from the principles of the Famine Commission who 
intended that piece-work, or payment by results, should, when suited to the cir· 
cumstances of the time or the locality, be largely used for the relief of the able· 
bodied. Our recommendations as to the classification and wages of workers are 
based upon and are intimately connected with the principles laid down by the 
Famine Commission, the object of our proposals being only to secure simplicity 
and facility of working and a certa:n elasticity in application which it is essential 
to obtain. ln the equally important matter of the administration of gratuitous 
relief, it will be found that the few recommendations we make constitute no real 
departure from the principles hitherto accepted. The general result of the 
experience gained during the recent famine is to show that the existing codes 
have been framed in almost all respects on suitable lines, and to confirm the 
principles on which they are based. Our recommendations, if accepted, should. 
render the codes more adaptable to all the varying conditions to which they 
have from time to time to be applied, and supply some deficiencies in the few 
matl ers in which they are not sufficiently precise. 



CHAPTER VII. 
' . '' 

• 
OTHER OPINIONS OR RECOMMENDATIONS. 

53 ~, !n the previous chapters we have endeavoured to answer the specific 
questions conta~ned in the first three paragraphs of 
o1,1r instructions. The final paragraph invites us tq 

make any further inquiries and record any further opinions which it is thought 
will prove useful in futu,re famines. 

Introductory remarks. 

SECTION I. 

THE FAMINE RELIEF AND INSURANCE GRANT. 

532. Under this head we have in the first place thought it advisable and 
Th~ Famine Relief and Insur· permissible to make a summary inquiry into the 

a.nce Grant. working of the Famine Relief and Insurance Grant, 
in order to see whether there were any recommendations in connection with that 
scheme which might in our opinion be usefully submitted. The. scheme, in its 
first form, owed its introduction to the pressure of the great famine of I 877·78. 
Before that the obligation of the State to do all that is possible towards preserv
ing the lives of the people in time of famine had by degrees become fully accept· 
ed, and for some years the principle had been urged that famine relief must be 
regarded as a charge liable to constantly recur, which must be met like all other 
obligatory and recurring items of expenditure in a way which would not involve 
increase of permanent debt. The occurrence of the great famine of 1877·78, 
and its great cost, strongly enforced these conclusions, and induced Lord 
Lytton's Government to take measures to create new resources by which in 
normal years a surplus of revenue could be secured to meet the extraordinary 
charges thrown upon the State in time of famine. With this object certain new 
taxes calculated to provide the greater part of the desired surplus were imposed 
by legislation. In connection with this new taxation, though not in dependence 
on it, Lord Lytton's Government offered a pledge to the people of India that 
due provision should be made by yearly grants, not only for famine relief, but also 
for famine insurance. The sum of the annual provision or grant was fixed by 
Lord Lytton's Government at Rx. r ,soo,ooo until a less sum should be found 
sufficient. This sum was based upon actual famine expenditure in the 'ro years 
preceding, and the Famine Commission on the same basis arri\'ed at nearly the 

·same amount by a wholly independent calculation: but ·it may be mentioned that 
it appears from the responsibk utterances made by Lord Lytton and his Financial 
Minister on more than one occasion, that at the time they anticipated that this 
sum would form an assurance against extraordinary losses of revenue in famine 
years as well as against the actual cost of famine relief ; and though they 'i\·ere 
pledging themselves to a special scheme, it is clear that the main object they had 
in mind was the general financial result. The simple object was in fact to pro· 
vide so far as possible an annual surplus of one and a half crores for famine 
relid or famine insurance expenditure. To the extent to which in any year the 
amount was not spent on relid, it was to be spent solely on reduction of debt, or 
rather, upon ayoidance of debt, which is the same thing. Such aYoidance \\'as 
to be effected by spending the money on productive public works, the cost of 
which would otherwise ha\'e been met by loans. 
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533· In the budget for 1878·79 the grant required by the scheme was made, 
Measures taken for the proper but in the budget for 1879·80, owing to war and 

carrying out of the scheme. . financial difficulties, it was suspended, In the 
accounts only actual famine relief expenditure, if any, was shown ; the surplus 
secured by the new taxes and arrangements was merged in the surplus or deficit 
of the general finances. This obscurity in the accounts and the suspension of the 
budget grant in 1879·80 led to much protest by the public, and attracted the atten· 
tion of the Secretary of State to the subject. In his despatch of 23rd December 
r88o the Secretary of State took exception to a statement made by Sir John 
Strachey to the effect that, whether the public accounts show surplus, equilibrium, 
or deficit, the new taxes must prevent debt by the amount they yield and that that 
was sufficient. The Secretary of State held that to fulfil the pledges of the 
Government and satisfy the public, some greater security for the proper carrying 
out of an insurance scheme must be obtained. The Government of [ndia con· 
curred in the view taken by the Secretary of State, and after correspondence the 
whole scheme was reconstituted in 1881. It was decided that the full grant of 
one and a half crores should always be entered in the Budget under the head of 
Famine Relief-and Insurance, with sub-heads for (1) Relief, {2) .Protective 
Works, and (3) Reduction of Debt; and that in the accounts the expenditure 
should be shown under the same heads, the third item being treated, quoad this 
special account, as expenditure, for the better information of the public, though 
from a financial account point of view it is not technically expenditure. In the 
annual account under the special head the charges to the sub-heads were to be 
regulated as follows. The actual expenditure on famine relief, if any, in the year 
was to be a first charge upon the whole grant. Protective works were to be the 
next charge. To reduction of debt was assigned only the balance, if any, left 
after the charges for relief and protective works had been met. 

This description of the new scheme or settlement of 1881 shows that by this 
time the original policy of devoting the whole of the grant, less actual cost of 
famine relief, to reduction or avoidance of debt had been changed by the accept· 
ance of the view that a large part of the grant might be better applied to what 
are called Famine Protective, as distinct from Productive Public Works. This 
view was agreed to in 1879, from a conviction of the urgency of carrying out 
such works, as recommended by thl"! Famine Commission; and upon the theory 
that such works may be expected either to prevent famine or to render its relief 
less costly when it occurs. The share of the grant intended to be annually 
allotted to Protective works by the scheme was three quarters of a crore or half 
the full grant, but expenditure under this head was to be cut down by stopping 
or reducing works in years when expenditure under relief in excess of half the 
grant might be anticipated ; so as to maintain, as far as possible, the principle 
that relief was a first charge upon the whole grant. 

534· The arrangements briefly described above were to come into force from 

Working or the Famine Reller 1881-82, and they constitute the Famine Relief and 
11.11d lnslll"ance Scheme since Insurance scheme in what may be called it,s later 
J88I·82. 

form. It was part of the new scheme that Commis· 
sioners for managing the reduction of debt should be appointed, but as that 
provision very soon became inoperative, it does not seem necessary to discuss it. 
It is this new scheme, with some slight modifications that have been since approved 
by the Secretary of State, which we have considered. The following table exhibits 
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the working of the scheme from 1881·82 to 1897·98. It is only from the former 
year that the account is held to have been running. 

Famine charges. 
----

In the tS yearo Actualo, Total Revlserl E•timate, Total - ending tB96·97· 
up to the end of 

1691·9~. up to the end of 
tll9;·¢. !8}5·?7. Jfl;,7.g8, 

Rx. Rx. Rx. Rx. Rx. 

1. Spent upon actual Famine Relief ... 320,664 2,079.525 2,4001189 5•39I,Soo 7•791,989 

:1. Spent upon construction of 
tective Irrigation Works. 

Pro· 1,813,841 46,830 I,86o,671 22,400 r,83J,07I 

3· Spent upon construction of Protec-
tive Railways. 

6,sso,931 ... 6,sso,gJI ... 6,sso,931 

4· Spent in meeting interest upon the J,6JI,450 438,857 4,0]0,307 368,200 4.438,5o7 
Indian Midland and Bengal· 
Nagpur Railways. 

5· Charged as reduction and avoid· 5·32],299 ... 5·327,299 ... 5·32],299 
ance of debt, that is, as famine 
surplus, - --Total ... 17,644,185 2,565,212 20,209,397 5.782,4<)0 25,991,797 

It should be understood that the sums spent under the fourth heading count 
as money spent on protective works, that mode of using the grant to promote 
the construction of protective railways by private enterprise having been sane· 
tioned in r886. It will be seen that the cost of actual famine relief during 17 
years has amounted to Rx. 7,79r,g89 and that during the same period an expen
diture of Rx. J2,872,509 has been incurred on protective railways and irrigation 
works, the object of which has been either the prevention or mitigation of famine, 
or the facilitating of measures of relief. In addition Rx. 5,327,299 has been 
applied to the reduction or avoidance of debt. Including this amount the total 
expenditure under the scheme on Famine Relief and Insurance has amounted to 
Rx. 25,991 1797, which gives an average of about Rx. I,5JO,ooo, or a little more 
than one and a half crores, per annum. But it may be noticed that the table also 
shows that the expenditure for the 15 years ending 1895·96 amounted only to 
Rx. 17,644,185, or an average of Rx. 1,1j6,279 per annum, and that the ultimate 
average for the 17 years ending 1897-98 ha'> been brought up to Rx. 1 ,53o,ooo 
only in consequence of the extraordinary expenditure on famine relief during the 
last two years necessitated by the occurrence of severe famine. If the scheme 
had been fully carried out in all respects for the first 15 years the total grant for 
that period would have been 22-} crorcs, of which 1 rt crores would have been 
allotted to Protective works, and instead of Rx. 5,327,299 a sum of nearly 11 
crores would at the end of 1895-96 have been the famine surplus aYailable to 
meet the heavy famine expenses of the two following years. It will be seen, 
however, that the actual expenditure within the 15 years on account of protective 
works amounted to Rx. I 1,996,222, which is more than the half share of the full 
grant allotable to such works under the scheme. In respect to such works, 
therefore, the intentions of the scheme as approved by the Secret<i.ry of State 
appear to have been fully carried out, on a series of years if not annnally, and 
the short appropriations have affl·cted only the head of reduction of debt. The 
question whether they ha\·e affected this head really or only nominally seems to 
depend upon whether they were inevitable or could hare been avoided by measures 
of economy in the general administration of the finances. If the short 
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appropriations ·were inevitable it may be said, as we understand the matter, that 
their only effect bas been to reduce the amount of the famine .surplus, by which we 
mean the sum shown under the special head of Famine Relief and Insurance as 
applied to the avoidance or reduction of debt. This would be a mere matter of 
account, for the sum which is actually devoted annually to the avoidance and 
reduction of debt is the amount of the famine surplus plus the budget surplus, 
and a pro formJ increase of the former would have resulted in a corresponding 
decrease in the latter. 

535· The short appropriations to the famine grant during the 15 years 
Appam1t reasons ror short ap- ending 1895·96 appear· to have been attributable 

propri.a.tions. partly to financial exigencies and partly to a 
belief that was at one time held that the cost of famine had been over-estimated, 
and could be met by a grant of less than 1} crores annually. The actual work· 
ing of the scheme in this respect is clearly shown by the first seven columns of 
the subjoined table, taken from Part I of the Financial Statement for 1 8g6-97. 
The last column shows the declared surplus or deficit of the general accounts for 
each year. This column has been inserted \\ith the object of showing that though 
for certain reasons the sums applied within the scheme to the reduction of debt 
ha,·e been deficient, yet if the surplus in the general account for the whole series 
of years is considered, the object of the scheme will be found to have been 
secured. 

I I I Cowsnucnoll or I 
! c,..-.. , •~na>j u ....... Declared 

Famine I of protee• 
Reduction !Dr{>llll <+> 

Years. Charged or avoidance Total. or deficit 
relief. ti ve irriga· Charged under of debt. (-)iu 

- _ .. !""'" '""' Retief and Railway accounts. 

Iusmance. Rewnoe 
Account. 

R:~t. Rx. RL R:r.. Rx. R.x.. R:r.. 

1S81-~l ... 3-I.SSJ 1.35.449 68z,40J - 715,1$1 t,.s67J86 +3595.451 

• ~:2-SJ ... :U 103 1163,443 -133129 ... 1.34J.SSS 1.49.5.972 +67-4.837 

ISSJ·S.. - 9205 28J.:UJ 649.2.48 ... sSr,IJ7 1.52l,SIJ +1,879.7o7 

1~-S.s ... 7350 t5J,o.t6 946.457 ... 341,504 1,548.357 -JS6446 

1~$-86 ... 406y5 t85.S07 s~ooo ll!f-271 68J.498 I 529271 -a,So1,;26 

1886-87 ·- 1,041 IOj,9j9 :loo,ooo tstSI:z ... 400,8.}2 +t/8.427 

IS..~-&'3 ... 402 g;,oo6 . .. 285o199 ... 376,&7 -:J,o.2S,8J2 

tSSS.tlg ... '1·799 70.SJ7 . .. 4.)0.182 . .. soS.s•8 +Jt,ot8 

•ES9-9o ... 68,a88 714~7 ... ,.t}2.009 400,255 1,o62.009 +2,612.0.33 

ISs<>-91 
I 

SS79 74-.392 ,.82,351 l,o82..:l51 +3,6SE,171 ... ... sm.ozg 

1891"92 
·~ :13423 77931 ..S...79S l2Jt,681 682170 I,SOO.OOO +467.535 

J$g.2"9J ... 70141 &793 ~ 383.897 . .. 1,500000 -83.).411 

'189J·94 -- 496 ,s6 :JSI I.OOo954 371 ']68 - q!log.s69 -1.546.998 

1°9~~5 - 10258 • .).ItO ss6.i67 3$g 765 I 000,000 i-(lgJll9 

Total of 14 yean I t------------
30~Jt'J 1.i7SS24 I 6,o2t,o64 3 217935 5.3211199 1664.pss +6~875 -·-- -~~~4-Soo -------------

I 895'96 (Re..;>ed lo.soo 414,500 I.OoOoOO +95lAOIJ 
Esti~r.a•e). ---

ToW ol 15 years 3t2.SC3 I 8tS,i24 6sss84 :J.6Ja.4JS 
5 327·1199 ' 

•16«.ass 7,tSo.111s 

It will be seen that in 7 years out of the 15 the expenditure against 
the grant was limited to the actual outlay on famine relief and on protective 
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works, and that there was no famine surplus applied to the avoidance or reduction 
of debt. In regard to the last column it should be noted that the 
actual surplus for 1895-96 was Rx. l ,533,998 instead of Rx. 951,400 shown 
in .the revised estimates, and allowing for this difference the net surplus by the 
general account for the 15 years amounted to Rx. 7,762,873· This is in addition 
to the famine surplus of Rx. 5,327,299 shown as expenditure in reduction of debt 
under the Famine Relief and Insurance scheme account during the same period. 
The table shows1 therefore, that although the exigencies of finance or other con
siderations prevented Government from completely fulfilling its self-imposed obli- . 
gations, the finances as a whole had been so ad ministered as to practically fulfil 
the policy of insurance involved in the scheme. In other words that an aggregate 
surplus of over Rx. IJ,coo,ooo had resulted to the end of 1895·96, which by 
causing the reduction or avoidance ·of debt to the same amount gave the borrow· 
ing power necessary to meet the cost of the great famine in the two following 
years. The only question that seems to arise as to the sufficiency of this ex plana· 
tion is whether the existence of declared surpluses in the general account, which 
would have been extinguished or reduced if full appropriations had been made 
irl the Famine Relief and Insurance account, may not have sometimes encouraged 
the incurring of new expenditure not absolutely necessary. 

536. In a communication from the Government of India of October 
• 1885 a description of the objects of the Famine 

Opinion as to the maintenance of • • 
the Famine In.su.raJICe grant at the Insurance scheme m Its later and present form 
full amount ongmally ti;z:ed. • • d. · • h · · 

IS gtven, an agam m t e same commumcat10n 
the question of the periodical redsion of tbe amount of the grant is 
referred to. We are not aware of any present intention of reducing the 
amount: our mrn study of the subject \rould not lead us to recommend any 
alteration of the sum at which the famine insurance grant was originally fixed. 
On the contrary, we are of opinion that it should be maintained at the full 
amount of a crore and a half. \V e have shown in paragraph 534 that the 
average expendit'Jre for the last I 7 years under the scheme has been up to that 
figure, and so long as half the amount is devoted to protecth·e works, as we think 
it should, for reasons given below, there seems to us to be no ca:se for reduction. 
If we try to estimate the working of the scheme on its present basis for the next 
20 years, and assume that the full grant of one and a half crores is appropriated 
annually, the total grant for the perioJ "·ill be 30 crores. The cost of relief in 
the same time, if simply calculated from the actual cost for the 17 years ending 
in 1897·98, may be put at 8 crores, and the cost of protectire works at say 14 
crores (allowing for such reductions as can be made in the two or three years in 
which relief will abscrb the whole grant or more than half of it). This leaves a 
surplus of 8 crorcs to be shown under the sub-head of reduction of debt. Such 
a surplus does not seem too great if we consider the indirect cost and losses 
attribut2.ble to famine, which we refer to further on, and the impossibility of fore· 
casting the direct cost of relid with any accuracy. \\' e may not ha,·e a aain such a 
long period without extensive famine as occt.:rred between 1 SSt -82 an~d 1895-96. 
Experience shows that on the occasion of a r. ide-spread failure of the rains such 
as was recently experienct:d, railways, however useful and nccess:1ry they may 
be, do not keep d.own prices to a point at which slight pressure only is felt. So 
far as they equalise prices, they widen the area of scarcity thou(lh lesseninCY the • . 1 ~ ~ 

mtcnslty t St:whcre of famine. Though they bring grain to tracts liable to !.:imine 
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in years of drought, they also prevent large accumulations of grain in those 
tracts in years of plenty. The Government of India must reckon not only on 
frequeut small local famines, but also on the occasional recurrence of widespread 
droughts, and experience sho\fS that in spite of all railway facilities such a 
drought will cost 0\·er seven crores of rupees in direct charges, and will cost 
much more than this if it is continued into a second year. A further consider· 
ation invoked is the fact that the standard of relief, and of promptness in affording 
it is certain to rise. We have mentioned in our report some instances in the 
l;te, and other recent famines, where, in our opinion, hesitation to commit the 
State to the great expense of famine relief led to loss of life which might have 
been avoided. The very perfection of communications and of the system of relief 
organization conduces to this rise of standard; and since it is found possible to 
so extend relief as not only to prevent death, but also to maintain strength and 
prevent absolute ruin, the impulse of humanity impels the State to widen the 
scope of its relief measures and to make them more costly. 

537· \Ve consicer, therefore, that in accordance with the existing scheme the 
budget estimates should be so framed as to include 

Budget estimates to include the 
full grant ror famille relief and a full grant of I i: crores for Famine Relief and In
msura.nce. 

surance, and we recommeod that, if at any time 
financial exigencies should necessitate a contraction of the grant, the amount by 
which it is reduced should be made good by an addition to the grants of subsequent 
years in which conditions may be more favourable. It is true that a surplus shown 
in the annual accounts of the Empire is in its financial effects the same as a famine 
surplus shown under the Famine Relief and Insurance account, but we think that 
the adoption of our recommendation might tend to economy, and that much mis
apprehension as to the working of the Famine Relief and Insurance scheme would 
be removed if the famine grant were maintained, as far as pos:;ible, at a constant 
amount, and the balance remaining after meeting the charges of the year for relief 
and protectire works were distinctly shown in the accounts as a famine surplus. 

538. As regards the share of the full grant to be ordinarily allotted to protec-

Am be 
tive·works, we may begin by observing that the annual 

ount to devoted to protec. 
tive works. Irrig-ation ill preference charge for interest upon the Indian Midland and 
to railway works recommended. " , • • 

Bengai-Nagpur Ra1lways, which we have described 
above in paragraph 534, varies according to the net revenue of the railways con
cerned, but appears to average about Rx. 400,000 per annum. This charge is 
peculiar inasmuch as it must be met in full e\·en in famine times : if not from the 
grant then from other resources. It cannot be avoided by postponing work, as 
ordinary charges for protective works can. The amount may be reduced in time, 
but at present may be regarded as a fixed and recurring annual charge against 
the fund, and is the price paid by the State for the large protective value of these 
railways which traverse some of the districts most seriously affected during 
the late famine. This liability has to be borne in mind in considering the amount 
of the grant. As regards protective works in general, their construction from 
the Famine Relief and Insurance grant was orginally justified by the prospect of 
their largely preventing famine and diminishing future outlay on relief. No 
doubt they will have effects in this direction, but we are not sanguine as to the 
degree. \\' e are disposed to agree largely with the follo\\ing opinion expressed 
by Sir John Strachey in which we believe he had railways specially in mind. 
"The true object of these protective works is to give increased security ao-ainst 

,I:> 
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the greatest dangers that arise in extreme drought, to supply the means of 
saving life, and of averting suffering and misery, rather than to cause an eventual 
reduction in the cost of famine relief." We do not in fact expect that these 
protective works can be trusted to materially red!;lce the outlay on famine relief 
in the near future. Nevertheless we are of opinion that the existing policy of 
spending half the grant on works of a bona fide protective character is one that 
is justified by the increased degree of immunity from famine it will gradually 
produce, and by the other benefits it will confer on the country: and we recom
mend that it should be continued as long as a suitable programme of such works 
is forthcoming. This is our opinion, though we do not forget that all expenditure 
on such works diminishes pro tanto the famine surplus that would otherwise be 
made available to meet the cost of future famine. We understand that as long 
ago as 1886, Major Baring recommended that the whole or nearly the whole of 
the three quarters of a crore allotable to protective works should be spent on irriga
tion in preference to railways. As the interest on the Indian Midland and Bengal
Nagpur Railways now constitutes a first charge on the grant, the balance 
available for the construction of new protective works will, at any rate for some 
time to come, never exceed Rx. 35o,ooo; and, provided always that a suitable 
programme is forthcoming, we think that the greater part, if not the whole, of this 
amount should be devoted to protective irrigation works. It appears to us that 
most of the necessary protective railways ha\'e now been constructed, that 
there is a possibility of others being constructed on their merits as productive 
works or as feeders to the trunk lines of railway without assistance from the 
famine grant, and that under existiflg circumstances greater protection will be 
afforded by the extension of irrigation works which would not otherwise be under
taken than by the construction of railways of that kind. It may we think be 
added that as the bulk of the revenue, and of the special taxes imposed in 1878, 
is paid by the holders and occupiers of land, and as the State in India is generally 
in the position of superior landlord, there are special reasons why the Govern
ment should undertake without expectation of direct return works peculiarly 
protective of agriculture, such as irrigation "·orks. · 

539· In considering the working of the Famine Relief and Insurance scheme 

E d·t d 1 i we ha,·e not reterred to expenses and losses of xpen 1 ure an oss o revenue 
attnbutable to famine outside the revenue attribuLble to famine which are outside that 
account. , . 

account. The followmg table, compiled from tables 
given in the Financial Statement for 189S-99, purports to give an approximate 
estimate of such losses and expenses for the two years 1 S9S-97 and 1 Sg7-9S :-

Item, 
I !19(5·97. 189;·~8. 

- -~··-·-~---

CompPnsation for high price of provisions anJ ether 
Rx. Rx. 

charges due to f.uninc. 
766,100 J1o.;S,soo 

Remissions of l.tnJ re\enue 871 ,6oo 576,-too Loss of rrvenue unJcr salt, excise, cust~·1;1s and forc.~ts 576,700 66J,700 Loss of railway revenue ... ... ... 1,504,100 1,477,400 

Dt•dud- 3,718,soo 3.766,ooo 

Increase of revenue Jue to irrigation ... 424,900 ss6.,oo -Nl't total ... 3,:293,600 3·Zl)91300 
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The total loss or cost shown by the table amounts to the large sum of Rx. 
6,so2,gco, a ~ery serious addition to the direct ~ost of famine, the. effect of 
which on the general finances has to be b~me in mtn~. The first two 1tems are 
reliable: the others are said to be mere approximations, and are in fact little more 
than a guess. It is not possible to estimate what the indirect cost under these 
heads has been for the 17 years since 1881-82. We have no estimates, nor 
would they be of much value if prepared. As to the land revenue remissions, the 
real amount for 1896-97 anc;. 1897-98 is likely to be somewhat greater, as some 
of the revenue suspended will probably be ultimately remitted. But it shculd be 
remembered that these remissions, though a most useful and necessary form of 
relief in famine times, are not strictly famine expenditure. The duty and policy 
of making such remissions to the landholders, in years of absolute and abnormal 
failure of crops from any cause, is an old obligation on the State, based on its original 
title to take land revenue. They are often made in years in which no proper famine 
relief is granted. They are not allowed in permanently settled tracts, and in 
temporarily settled districts the large increases generally taken when the terms 
of settlement fall in may be considered to cover any balance of them not covered 
by the Famine Relief Insurance scheme. We take this opportunity of remarking 
that any want of proper liberality in granting these remissions in· times of great 
loss of crops and cattle, would in our opinion be inconsistent wit~ the present 
policy of readiness to make great changes of laws and regulations in the hope of 
saving the agricultural classes from indebtedness. This seems plain, but with 
a strongly departmental system of Government such an inconsistency is not 
impossible. Each department is apt to find reasons for its own hard and fast rules, 
though it is apt to cry out against the rigidity of those of other departments. 

The loss in Railway traffic receipts appears to have occurred on the 
guaranteed lines leading to Bombay, and was attributed to plague and famine. 
It must have been difficult to distinguish the share attributable to famine. In some 
former famines the result was to increase railway traffic receipts. Excise is an 
item which fluctuates from year to year in accordance with the means of the 
lower classes ; more than half the decline shown in the table seems to have 
occurred in the North- \V estern Provinces. The immense decline in the affected 
districts of these Provinces is e'idimce of the severity of the distress, and of the 
close economy of the relief afforded. Under the head of customs, a large part of 
the decline seems due to diversion to India of rice from Burma which would 
ordinarily have been exported to foreign ports, and would have then paid duty. 
The forest revenue for India as a whole shows increase in the two years. There 
must no doubt have been some loss in certain tracts, but we think it must have
been small and very difficult to calculate correctly. 

The increase of revenue due to the greater demand for irrigation in seasons. 
of drought is an important set-off against the loss of revenue under other heads. 
We refer again to this subject below in paragraph 579· 

SECTION II. 
IRRIGATION, 

540. The Famine Commissioners, in Chapter V, Part II, of their report, 
General recommendations o£ the remarked that 11 among the means that may be 

Famine Commissioners. adopted for giving India direct protection from 
famine arising from drought the first place must unquestionably be assigned to 
works of irrigation." They pointed out that the true value of these works could 
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not be measured by their financial success considered only with referenct::. to the 
net return to Government on the capital invested in them, but that account must 
also be taken of the direct protection afforded by them in years of drought by 
the saving of human life and by the avoidance of loss of revenue remitted, .and of 
the outlay incurred in costly measures of relief, while in seasons of average 
rainfall they are of great service and a great source of wealth, giving certainty 
to all agricultural operations, increasing the outturn per acre of the crops, and 
enabling more valuable descriptions of crops to be grown. After giving some 
figures showing the value of irrigation works in different provinces in this respect, 
they remarked that in spite of the ill-success of some works "the actual experi· 
ence is altogether opposed to the view that the existing works of this class, taken 
as a whole, are otherwise than positively remunerative to an extent which com- · 
pletely justifies the measures which the Government of India has carried out for 
their extension during the last 20 years or more." They showed that the net 
re\'enue on all these works in the year 1879-80 amounted to very nearly 6 per 
cent. on the capital expenditure, which included £ 3! millions on works not yet 
brought into operation. Their general conclusion was expressed in the following 
words:-

11 Viewing the provision of irrigation works as a means of affording an insurance 

against drought, the Government may, we think, properly regard them as a class of under

takings which should be treated as a whole, so that any unusual facilities obtained in one 
direction may be set off against special difficulties in another, and the general financial 

outcome of the entire class may be accepted as a sufficient test of the policy that should 

regulate their treatment. Thus considered, and bearing in mind that it has never been 

the desire of Government to manage these works with a view to show great profits, the 

actual results which have been stated appear to us entirely satisfactory, and such as to 

justify their continued prosecution with all suitable precautions to ensure economy of 

construction." 

The Commissioners then made detailed recommendations for the improve· 
ment and extension of irrigation in those proyinces in which it was most 
needed. W ~now propose to consider first the general progress that has been made 
in the extension of irrigation since 1879·8o, and next the extent to which effect has 
been gi,·en to the Commissioners' recommendations for each province. 

Classification of irrigation S·P • lrrigaticn works are divided into three 
works. classes-

I.-Productive works. 

' 11.-Protective works. 

111.-1\Iinor works. 

The capital cost of productive works is not ch.:uged to Revenue, but is pro
vided for.out of loan funds. These works include all the larger irrigation systems. 
Although some works have been included in tl1is chss which are nen;~r likely to 
be remuncrati\·c, no works have for many years been sanctioned under it unless 
there was reason to· believe that they would prove remunerative in a strictly 
financial sense. It is only on this condition that the construction of irrigation 
works out of loan funJs is f'Crmittcd. 

Protective works are those which h.:we been constructed as a protection against 
bmine out of the grant for Famine Relit>! and Insurance. Such works have 
been sanctioned wht.:n the pro~pects of their pro\'ing financially remuneratire 
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have not been sufficiently clear to justify their construction as productive. works, 
while the cost was too considerable to be undertaken as a charge against the 
ordinary minor . works grant. · Expenditure ·was · first incurred- on-· protective 
irrigation works in 188t-82, and no reference is therefore made to them as a 
class in the Famine Commissioners' report, although some of the works recom. 
mended by them have since been sanctioned under this class and ~omplete~. _ . 

Minor works are those which are constructed out of ordinary revenues, other 
than the Famine grant. For all the more important works capital and revenue 
accounts are maintained, but this. is merely for the sake of showing more clearly their 
financial results. The expenditure shown as capital is met from ordinary revenue 
and not from loan funds, and no interest charges are therefore made against these 
works. The Famine Commissioners in their report have made. occasional 
allusions to some of these works, but their remarks were mainly confined to the 
productive irrigation works, the progress on which since 1879·80 will now ~e 
considered. 

54~· The capital outlay on productive irrigation works at the end of 1879-80 
Productive works. was reported by the' Famine Commissioners as amount• 
Capital outlay since 1879·8o. • R 8 T mg to x. 20,29 ,ooo. he capital outlay at the en.d 

of 1 896·97 on these works, including one purely navigation work1 the Hidgili 
Tidal Canal, amounted to Rx. 3 I ,252,948. The capital expenditure during 17 
years has therefore amounted to Rx. 10,954,948. This however includes a sum 
of Rx. 1,742,246 paid to the Madras Irrigation Company when the Kurnool-

•chapter v, Part 11, paragraphs Cuddapah Canal, to which reference is made in 
49-53· the Commissioners' report, • was taken over by Gov• 
ernment, and excluding 'this the actual c::~.pital expenditure since 1879·80 has 
averaged Rx. 54o,ooo per annum. 

543· The areas irrigated by productive irrigation works · in the three years 
Extension or irrigated area since preceding the issue of the Famine Commissioners' 

xB78-79. report were as below-

1876·77 
1877·78 
1878·79 

Acres. 

4,027,758 
4,736,017 
5,171,497 

During the three years ending 1896-97 the areas irrigated by productive 
Irrigation works have been-

Acres. 

1894-95 6,ogg,g52 
18gs-g6 7.775.936 
18g6-97 9.448,6ga 

The years 1877·78 and 1896·97 were famine years, and the area in the latter 
year was abnormally high, although that of 1897·98 will not fall far short of it. 
The year 1894-95 was unfavourable for irrigation in many provinces owing to 
abundant and opportune rainfall i the areas in the two years preceding averaged 
about 7,ooo,ooo acres. 

544· The net revenue of productive irrigation works in 1879·80 amount-
Returnonthecapitaloutlay. ed to Rx. J,I6S,8oo, or, as reported by the 

Famine Commissioners, to nearly 6 per cent. on the whole capital outlay. 
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The returns for each province during the three years ending 1896.97 are as 
below:-

I 

Pro,inces. lB94·9S· l~5-9<i. 18¢-g7• 

Punjab ... . .. . .. ... 4'30 5'37 9'47 
North-Western Provinces ... - 5'56 3'45 7'68 

Madras ... ... ... ... 7'10 7'34 r14 
Bombay (Sind~ ... :0'.1. ... 6·oo 5'59 6'30 

Bombay (Deccan and Gujarat' ... ... I'9S ~n8 1'45 

Bengal ... ... . .. . .. . •og '19 ·83 

- -
TOTAL 4'29 4'10 6·Js 

The returns for 1894-95 and 1895·96 were below the average, while those 
for 18¢-97 were increased in consequence of the strong demand for irrigation in 
a famine year. The effect of this demand will however appear more fully in 
the accounts of 1897-98, when according to the revised budget estimates the 
return will have been not less than 7l per cent. It may thus be said that although 
the capital outlay on productive irrigation works has been increased by over 50 
per cent. since the report of the Famine Commissioners, an average return of 
about 6 per cent. is still realized, and that the new projects and extensions under
taken since 1879·8o have been financially as profitable as the works constructed 
before that date, in spite of the fact that the outlay subsequent to 1879·8o 
includes the purchase from the Madras Irrigation Company of the Kurnool
Cuddapah Canal, which, with a capital account of Rx. 2,171,3491 barely pays its 
working expenses. 

545· The remunerativeness of these works may be shown in another way. 

S I d 
. d r Taking them as a whole, including the works which 

urp ua revenue enve rom • • 
works after meeting all iuterest are never hkely to be remunerative and those not 
charges. yet opened or in full operation, the surplus rewnue 
realized to the end of 1896·97, after paying all interest charges and working 
expenses, amounted to Rx. 4,829,917, the surplus for the year x8g6·97 itself 
being Rx. Sog, 173. The interest charges are calculated throughout at 4 per 
cent. 

546. There are altogether 41 productive irrigation works. For 14 of these 
Number or productive irrig:atioo all interest charges incurred during constructi~n and 

works. until they were fully developed have been pa1d off, 
while on six others the accumulated interest is being annually reduced and will 
be eventually cleared, There are 13 works which ha,·e proved unremuneratire, 
and are never expected to repay the a~cumulated interest charges on the 
capital in\'estcd in them. Twelve of these were undertaken prior to the introduc
tion of the rules now in force which lay down the conditions to be fulfllled b~fore 
a work can Le classed as productive. The amount of the cJpital expendtture 
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on these works at the end of 1896·97 was Rx. 7,sog,8:n. There remain eight 
works out of the 41 ,. eithe~: under construction or not in full· operation, th<t 
remunerativeooss of which has yet to be ascertained. The capital oqtlay 
oo these eight works to the end of J8g6-97 amounted t() Rx. 1,264,6SJ.o 

547· In addition to the capital outlay incurred on productive works since 
Protective works. 1879·80 a sum of Rx. 2,0991253 bad been spent on 
Capital outlay on • protective · f · · · • k · · 

works. ' the construction o protective 1rrtgat1on wor s up to 
the end of 1896·97, of which however Rx. 1,6g8,424 only has been charged 
against the grant for Famine Relief and Insurance. Expenditure has beeq 
shown against 9 projects, some particulars of which are shown in the {ollowini 
table:-

.'0 ~ c ARtUS IRRI~A_TBD. ' N.llT RBVBNt11!; .. ; -.:1· 
.s "'' .. 
~t!l . I g-

Name of work. 
.. 

Province. 18¢-97· 1897·98. 
::1 s: "' ' ...... 

~~ 1894·95· 1895·96. 1896-97' (Revised ii,b' (Actual.) estimate.) "01 c.. .... ..,co c:lo .... 
·-··-·-- - --_z_ 

'' E 

Rx. Acres. Acres. Acres. Ric. Rx. Rx. 

North-Western Betwa Canal ... 428,~86 i 8,041 35.292 8],306 .,..I>400 3·500 -42,178 
Provinces. ' 

Madras ... Rushikul)a project ... 447>937 27·389 35·917 6J,J27 1,9s5 2,600 3,4]8 

8 om bay Nira Canal 566,sso 
.. 

28,370 42,553 1,597 6,ooo ~285 ·- ... 2J,453 

Mhasvad Tank ... 20],250 4,226 3·481 7·547 -102 100 -1,845 

- ,......_.. - - ---- ---
Total ... t,649,s:a3 68,026 98,143 .2oC1,733 l!,o8o 12,20.0 -3~.260 

i---.:-,_ - - --- r-
', 

Gokak Canal ... 41,267 "' ... ... .. . . .. ... 
Chankarpur Tank ... 7,225 ... . .. ... ... . .. .. . 
Maladevi Tank ... 3,oo6 ... ... ... . .. ... ... 
Shetphal Tank ... 748 ... . .. "' ... .. . ...... 

Punjab ... Swat River Canal ... 39],184 91,892 81,210 UJ,oS? 25,896 30,ooo 1,424,009 

----------- - -
GR4ND ToTAL ... 2,099,253 159.918 1]9.353 32J,820 27>976 42,200 '·391·749 

The Swat River Canal was originally sanctioned as a productive work, but 
there was afterwards reason to doubt whether it would fulfil the prescribed condi
tions for works of that class, and it was therefore completed as a prote~tive work. 
It has however proved more Sllcces5fu1 than anticipated, and is really a produc
tive worlt; the net revenue has for some years exceeded the interest that would 
be chargeable had the work been constructed from borrowed money, and repre• 
sen ted in 1 8g6-97 a return of 6.·52 per cent. The Gokak Canal, to the cost of 
which Rx. 4t,267 has been contributed from the Famine Fund, has since been 
classed as a minor work1 and the last three Bombay works in the table are not 
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in ope~ation.. Excluding these five works there remain four, the capital outlay 
on wh1ch has amounted to Rx. 1 ,649,823.. The gross revenue from these works 
taken as a whole does not cover the working expenses during ordinary . years, 
and m 1896-97, when there was a large extension of the irrigated area due to 
famine, the net revenue amounted to Rx. 2,o8o only. The revised estimate for 
1897-98 shows a net revenue of Rx. 12,2oo, but this i~ also a consequence of 
famine. 

Interest is not chargeable against protective works, as the ,cost of constru~. 
tion is met from revenue, but the capital cost of these four works might have been 
applied to the reduction of debt to the amount of Rx. 64,990 per annum. To 
this must be added the average annual excess of maintenance charges over gross 
revenue, which may be taken as amounting to Rx. 2o,o6o to the end of 1897

•93 
or an average of perhaps Rx. 2,010, making the total cost of Rx. 67,000 pe; 
annum. This is the price that has to be paid for the protection against famine 
afforded by these four works. 

548. The extent of this protection is indicated by the areas given in the 
Areas irrigated by protective table, from which it is seen that over 2oo,ooo acres 

works. were irrigated from these works in districts which 
were all subject to severe famine, the result being a considerable addition to 
the local food supply, and the provision of agricultural employment on their own 
lands for thousands who must otherwise have required State relief, while· the 
necessity for considerable remissions of land revenue must have been avoided. 
Allowing for all this it must be admitted that expensive works of this character, 
the capital cost of which averages over Rs. So per acre irrigated even in a famine 
year; should be undertaken only in districts in which cultivation is exceptionally 
precarious and drought is of frequent occurrence, unless there is the prospect of a 
net revenue which will represent a moderate return, though less than 4 per cent., 
on the capital cost. It may be observed, however, that better returns were antici· 
pated from all these works when they were sanctioned, and that the failure to 
attain them has been due to causes that were not foreseen, whil~ it is possible 
that one consequence of the greater utilisation of their power of irrigation during 
the late famine will be that water will be more freely taken in future, and that their 
financial position will improve. On the other side may be set the unexpected 
success of the Swat River Canal, and a!thougl-t this would have been more · 
properly classed as a p. dnctive work, the general results of the expenditure on 
protective irrigation works are not unsatisfactory when this too is included. 

549· The irrigation rffected by minor works is very extensive and 
Minor worlu. important, and deserves some notice. 1\lany of 
Importance (){ minor irrigation • • · k d f 

work•· these are old tmgat10n wor s constructe by ormer 
rulers of the country, or more recently by district boards or private individuals, 
which have been taken over by the State, while the number constructed 
ab initio by Government is comparatively few. Some of the systems are of 
great size, irrigating several hundred thousand acres, but little or no capital 
expt::nditure has been incurred on them, though sufficiently ample grants have been 
made annually for their effective maintenance and gradual improvement. There is 
some difficulty in determining the financial resuhs ·of these works, as much of the 

. revenue attributablt: . to them is indirect, forming an arbitrary portion of the 
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land revenue assessed on the lands served by them, while in some cases there is old 
irrigation to be distinguished from areas brought under new irrigation in conse· 
quence of the improvements effected by Government. It has on this ·account 
never been proposed to class these works as productive, or to undertake 
extensions and improvements out of borrowed money. Provision is however 
made for the maintenance of minor works out of ordinary revenue, the annual 
grants usually including a considerable sum for' new wor;ks or the improvement 
or extension of old works when regular estimates for these have been sane· 
tioned. 

It has already been stated that for some of the larger works pro formd 
capital and revenue accounts have been maintained, while for others revenue 
accounts only are kept up, the cost of improvements, etc., being charged to work
ing expenses. For both these classes of minor works the irrigation revenue 
reports and administrative accounts give ample information. There remains 
however a third class of generally petty works for which neither capital nor 
revenue accounts are maintained, concerning which there is less information. 
These works are of importance only in Madras, where the expenditure incurred 
in 1896-97, a normal year, was Rx. 187,342, the area irrigated was 2,849,185 
acres, and the net revenue, mainly indirect, dependent on the works,' amounted to 
Rx. 5t6,958. We shall refer again to these works, but it may be noted here 
that the average area of the irrigation annually effected by them is about equal 
to that on all other irrigation works in this presidency taken together. In the 
next paragraph the expenditure on minor works for which no revenue accounts 
are kept is excluded from consideration. 

550. The total expenditure incurred since 1879·80 on minor irrigation works, 
Expenditure 00 miuor works excluding those for which neither capital nor revenue 

since I879"8oo accounts have been kept, amounted to Rx. 8,27,214 
to the end of 1896-97, or an average of Rx. 486,718 per annum. The direct and 
indirect revenue attributable to works of this class to the end of 1896-97 has 
exceeded the expenditure incurred on new works and on maintenance by over 
Rx. 6,346,729. It is convenient to show the financial results. in this way because 
for many works capital accounts have not been kept, while on others the charges 

. which have been made to capital have often been nominal only, the cost of 
improvements, however permanent, being charged to revenue. For those works 
however for which capital accounts have been keot the net revenue for 1895·96 
and 1896·97 yielded a return of 8·24 and 9'13 'per cent. respectively on the 
recorded capital outlay. The financial results of the expenditure on minor works 
have therefore been very satisfactory. 

551. The increase in the area irrigated by productive and protective works 
since the Famint: Commissioners' report was written 

Increase ill area irrigated by 
irrigation works of all kinds since has already been shown. The. following table shows 
187

8-79• the total areas irrigated under each class of works in 
the three years ending 1878-79 and in the three years ending 1896-97. The irriga· 
tion under minor works includes that effected from works for which no revenue 
accounts: are kept, although no account has been taken of the expenditure on such 
works in the preceding paragraph. During the latter period there has also been 
some irrigation on minor works in Upper Burma, but the areas are not included 
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in the table, although expenditure on· minor works' in Burma has been included in 
the amounts shown in the preceding paragraph. 

IRRIGATION IN INDIA, EXCLUDING BuRMA, 

'Vear. 

Productive works. Protdctive works. Minot works. TOTAL. 

---"-~ 

Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. 

1876-77 ... ... '. 4,0'zJ, 758 .. . 51448,rgg 9·475,957 

~sn-7s ... . .. 4,736,017 ... 5.873,614 ro,6og,63 1 

1878·79 ... . .. S,I 7 I A97 ... 6,547,019 u ;7r8,5r6 

----
Total 3 years ... 13,935,272 ... 17,868,832 JI1804,104 

·--
1894"95 ... ... 6,o99,952 159.918 7,228,324 I3,488,r94 

aSgs~g6 ... ... 7>775.936 179.353 7,1g9,716 I5,155,005 

1896·97 ... ... 9,448,6g2 323,820 M42,ggo 17,215,502 

- -
Total 3 years ... 23,324,58o 663,091 2 r ,87 r ,o3o 45,8s8,7or 

It will be seen that the area irrigated by State irrigation works during the 
latter triennium has been nearly 50 per cent. in excess of that recorded during 
the former, but the increase shown is not entirely due to State expenditure. Of 
that under productive works', 954,907 acres represent the area irrigated during the 

·last three years from the native states' sections of the Sirhind Canal and the Sirsa 
branch, Western Jumna Canal, the capital cost of which has been defrayed by the 
states concerned. The increase· under minor works is partly due to the transfer 
to State management of minor works previously constructed. The table shows 

' however that the irrigation from protective and minor works together is about 
equal to that from productive works, but that the expansion in the last in a 
famine year, such as 1897, is much greater than i11 the others. This is due to 
the more assured supply on most of the productive works which is available to 
meet an increased demand, whereas in the case of many protective and minor 
works the supply is seriously affected in years of drought, though it is satisfactory 
to note that these works were able, taken as a whole, to irrigate a larger area in 
18¢-97 than has ever been' previously recorded. The area irrigated by produc• 
tive works in 1894·95 was much below the a\·erage, owing to abundant rc.infall. 

552. We have now shown in general terms the great extensions in State 
General resulu or the extensioa irrigation which have, in accordance with the recom· 

or irrigati0.11 emce J88o. mendations of the Famine Commissioners, taken 
place since tS8o, and that the result has been a great advantage to the State, 
regarded merely from the direct financill return on the money inv~sted, and 

'.apart from their value in increasing the wealth of the country in ordinary years, 
ann in prevetting or mitigating famine in years of drought. \\"e will now 
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consider in greater detait the' extent to which the specific· recommendations made 
by the Commissioners for :each province have ·been· carried out. 

553· The first recommendation of the Commissioners· was the fuller pro· 

E . f. . t' , • the tection of the tract lying between the Jumna and xt e.os•"'lt o 11'1'1ga 100 m . 
Punjab (Cis·Sutlej.) Sutlej rivers by the completion of the Sirhind Canal 
.and the construction of the proposed Sirsa branch of the Western Jumna' Canal. 
The former was formally opened in 188.:~, irrigation commencing in -the following 
year. In 1896·97 it irrigated 1,338,o8o acres, including 3941291 acres from the 
native states branches. ·The Sirsa branch was commenced in 188g, and com· 
pleted in 1895·96, the area irrigated in 18g6·97 amounting to 217,572 acres, .of : 
which 62,416 acres were in Patiala territory. In addition to this many important 
extensions of the old Western Jumna Canal have been carried out, principally 
in the Rohtak and Hissar districts, whife the whole canal has been remodelled so 
as to increase its capacity and remove 'the ·defects in its original construction 
and alignment. In the famine year 1877·78 'the area· irrigatM · bf this canal 
amounted to 507,974 acres, 'which was the· highest on record until I 895·96, 
when it amounted to 667,609 acres, In !896-97 a' total area of 739,752' acres 
was irrigated, of which 217,572 acres were on the·Sirsabranch; ·and·szz,r8zacres 
on the old canal. The canal afforded almdSt complete· protection during the 
late famine to the Karnal,Delhi, and' Rohtak districts,'but cinly partial protec· 
tion to Hissar, of which district· a ·ta.tge ·portion cannot be" commanded ·by· it, 
while as to the rest the supply ofwater available from the Jumna is ·not sufficient 
to justify many further extensions. I A po'Itiorl of this district will,· ho-wever, be 
benefited by the canals below Sirsa which were- constrncted dating the late" famine 
for the utilisation • during' the 'monsoon' seasonl·'of ·• th~ water in' the Ghaggar 1tiver. 

554· The Commissioners ·hext1 suggested that. other canals -might' be r made 
E:Xte.otionsin the Punjab (Ttans• which,· though not so·-urgently necessary for famine 

Sutlej). 1 protection as those just referred to, would bring under 
cultivation large areas· of' waste· and u!lcultivated !.and in. the Muzaffarga17h, 
M ultan, Montgomery, Jhang, ·Gujranwala and Sialkot districts, and· that apart 
from the new works necessary for this purpose the policy should be pursued of 
extending the inundation canals or minor irrigation works in these districts. 
Much has been done to increase the efficiency ofthe. Sutlej and' Chenab 
inundation canals, which serve portions of the Lahore,·IMontgomery aitd Multan 
districts; and the inundation canals in Muzaffargarh, which draw their supplies 
from the Chenab and Indus, were taken over by Government in 1881, and have 
since been greatly extended, the irrigated area having been increased from ab~ut 
18o,ooo to JOO,ooo a~res. Two new productive works, the Lower Sohag and 
Para, and the Sidhna_i Canals, have been constructed for bringing under cultiva
tion large areas of waste land in the Montgomery and'Multan districts. These 
have been successfully colonized, the' area irrigated in 1Sg6·97 amounting to 
208,377 acres. · 

555· The most important new productive work which has b'een ·undertaken 
I for' the purpose of giving effect •to' the• recommenda• 

The Chenab Canal. 
tions of the Famine C<>mmissioners is, however,· the 

Chenab Canal, which has- been designed to irrigate annually·about 1!,3oo,ooo acres 
in the Gujrariwala, Montgotnery ·and · jhang· districts. The' area: rtbmmanded . 
is 3,823·''square· miles~ of which 2,829 square·· miles or over 70 per·cent.· were 
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until lately Government waste land. This work was originally designed as 
a small inundation canal, and was commenced as such in 1883. It was sub· 
sequently decided, however, to construct it as a perennial canal, and to enlarge 
its scope, so that it might command the whole of the Rechna Doab, except 
where the spring level was less than 40 feet below the natural surface. Work 
was started on the ne.w scheme at the end of 1889·90, and perr.:Janent headworks 
were completed and opened in April I 892. The extensions of tlte canal and the 
gradual colonization of the waste lands have been since progressing simultaneously, 
and the whole work will be practically completed in 1899. The area irrigated in 
1896·97 amounted to 520,2j9 acres, and the revenue realized yielded a return 
of 6·7 5 on the whole capital cost, including that incurred on the branches which 
have not yet been completed. 

556. The Famine Commissioners referred to the objection that the re· 
munerativeness of works for extending irrigation to 

Attraction of population to un- , . 
cultivated tracts on introduction of waste and uncultivated tracts m1ght be affected by 
Irrigation. the scarcity of the population, hut expressed an 
opinion that if canals were opened in such districts a sufficient population would 
not be long in growing up. Experience has demonstrated the soundness of this 
opinion. The preliminary experiments on a comparatively small scale on the 
Lower Sohag and Para and the Sidhnai Canals showed that this difficulty had 
been exaggerated, and were very useful in indicating the precautions to be taken 
to ensure the success of colonization on the larger scale which has been 
attempted in the case of· the Chenab Canal. The success has been complete. 
Up to the end of 1896-97 no less than 55o,ooo acres had been allotted to settlers 
drawn from the more densely populated districts of. the Punjab, and the land 
allotted to them was immediately broken up and brought under cultivation. 
For the lands remaining to be allotted the difficulty is not to find settlers, but 
to select the most eligible among the crowd of applicants. Those to whom 
land has been allotted have brought their families and have settled down, sub· 
stantial homesteads have been erected in the new villages, and there are indica· 
tions on all sides that the prosperity of the settlers is as assured as the financial 
success of the canal. 

557· Apart from the measures thus recommended by the Famine Commis· 
Other extensions or irrigation sioners, others have been taken for extending irri· 

in the Punjab. gation in this province. The Swat River Canal in 
the Peshawar district has been completed as a protective work, and irrigated over 
123,000 acres in 1896-97. Minor irrigation works have also been constructed 
from provincial funds in the same district, and prorr:ise to be very successful both 
financially and as a protection against drought. The Bari Doab Canal which 
traverses the Gurdaspur, Amritsar and Lahore districts has been remodelled, 
enlarged and extended, and large areas of waste land have been brought under 
cultivation in the la~t of these districts. The effect of these improvements has 
been to more than double the irrigated area, which amounted to 327,558 acres 
in 1878·79 (the maximum until then recorded), and to 731,942 acres in 1896-97· 
In the Shahpur district a number of inundaticon canals, which up to 1879·80 had 
never irrigated as much as Io,oo'J acres, ha\·e been improved and extended, and 
in 1896-97 irrigated over 35,ooo acres. A project for a perennial canal to take 
out from the ]helum river and irrigate the lower portion of the doab lying bet\reen 
this and the Chenab river has been prepared and has received formal sanction, 
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though its construction has been held in abeyance pending the completion of 
the Chenab Canal. Ground was, however, broken on this work during the late 
famine for the sake of finding employment for relief labourers in the Gujrat 
district and its regular construction will soon be taken in hand. 

558. As regards the Gangetic Doab the Famine Commissioners remarked 
Extension or Irrigation in the that all that was required was the completion· of th~ 

North·Western Provinces. Lower Ganges Canal, of the distributaries of the 
Upper Ganges Canal, and of the important drainage works that had been found 
necessary. The Lower Ganges Canal has been completed with the excepdon of 
its Fatehpur branch, which is now in full progress and will shortly be opened. 
The delay has been due to the disaster which occurred to the Kali Naddi 
aqueduct on the main line of this canal, which was swept away by the extra• 
ordinary floods of t885, but has since been rebuilt: The other recommendations. 
have been carried out. 

559· The Commissioners next referred to the modified project for the Sarda 

The Sarda Canal. 
Canal in Oudh, which would provide for the irriga· 
tion of 6oo,ooo acres annually ·at an estimated cost 

of Rx. 2, r so,ooo, on which it was said that a return of 5 per cent. might be safely 
anticipated. It had been held in abeyance in consequence of the opposition of 
some of the principal landowners, but the Commissioners thought that "the 
scheme ought not to be any longer rejected, unless grave and substantial objec· 
tions to it can be established." This project has conti~ued in abeyance not only 
on account of the'opposition of the landowners, but because there was serious 
reason for doubting whether the scheme would be remunerative, and whether it 
would not result in water-logging the country. The matter is thus referred to 
at pages 141-42 of the Resolution of the Government of the North· \V estern 
Provinces and Oudh on the administration of famine relief in those provinces in 
J8g6·97 :-

11 In October last year the failure of the crops threatened tp be greater in Oudh than 
elsewhere, and the question of undertaking the Sarda canal as a relief work came arrain 
under discussion. The magnitude of the work, howevPr1 was so great, while the inJury. 
to the country, if a mistake were made, would be so far-reaching, that the Lieutenant· 
Governor deciqed not to enter on this great undertaking as a famine relief work without 
careful preliminary enquiry, But, in view of the possibility that the famine might 
continue for longer than a year, Sir Antony MacDonnell considered it desirable to come to 
some decision on the question whether a canal could be advantageously made or not. 
Accordingly Mr. M. Ki~g, Superintending Engineer, was deputed to enquire into the 
merits of the project, and he spent four months of the cold weather in doing so. Mr. King's 
report has not yet been finally considered; but it may here be said that, in his opinion 
Sitapur, Hardoi, Lucknow and Bara Banki are the only districts of Oudh into which can~ 
irrigation could be profitably introduced. The facts to be deduced from Mr. King's report 
are, on the one hand, that the water-supply from the proposed canal would be for these 
four districts practically unlimited, that a canal could be made for about 4t crores, which 

• The question of return is very would possibly return 5 per cent. on the outlay,* and that 
uncertain. · these districts would be protected from the effects of 
drought, their wealth greatly increased, and about 265 square miles of shallow tanks 
reclaimed for 1'abi cultivation. 

On the other hand, the report shows that there are serious, though probably not 
insuperable, difliculties attaching to the project, arising from the high spring level of 
sub-soil water, nature of sub-soil and drainage. The construction of the canal continues to 
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be viewed with disfavour by a large though a decreased proportion of landowners and culti
vators and there is some doubt whether adequate water-rates could be realized. 

"The matter is still under the Lieutenant-Governor's consideration: but the facts 
which have been established by Mr. King's enquiries show the prudence of the decision 
..,·hich rejected H.e work as a famine relief measure." 

The last word on this subject has therefore not yet been spoken, and it is 
n~t possib~e to anticipate the final decision. Th_e scheme suggested by Mr. King 
d1ffers ent~rely from. that re_ferred to by the_ F~mme ~ommissioners and has yet 
to be ~ons1dered on 1ts ment_s. The four d.1stncts wh1ch it would serve, especially 
Hardo1, all suffered severely m the l~te famme, and as a protection against drought 
the canal would no doubt be effective. But the cost would be so great, the 
revenue return so uncertain, and the objections which have been raised on other 
grounds are so serious, that we refrain from expressing any opinion as to whether 
the construction of this work is desirable. 

s6o. The Commissioners also recommended the construction of two irriga-
The Betwa and Ken Canale i.a ticn works in Bundelkhand, the Be twa and the Ken 

Bundel.khalld. Canals. They recognised that it was doubtful 
whether these works" would prove financially profitable within any reasonable 
period, but observed that there was no question of what their value would be in 
famine. They urged the construction of these works on the ground that "there 
is tlO reason to hope that there will not be a recurrence of famine again in 
Bunddkhand before many years are past. The people of this province have 
contributed their share of the public revenues which were applied to render their 
countrymen secure in the Gang.etic Doab, and it is surely not too much to ask 
that they in turn may receive what protection can be afforded them from the 
same source. The country as a whole must supply what is needed, and the obli
gation to assist in this more particularly rests on those who have been already 
placed beyond danger. ~or can it be forgotten that if this help is not now 
given by constructing irrigJ.tion works, the burden may fall on the province any 
day with tenfold force from having to feed Bundelkhand during famine." 

The Betwa Canal has, as already stated, been completed, but has proved 
not only financially unsuccessful, but more unsuccessful than was anticipated, 
owine1 to the fact that much of the soil is of a character for which water is not 

!:> 

required, except in very dry seasons, so that in ordinary years the reyenue does 
not cover the working expenses. According to the figures which were before 
the Commissioners when they made tbeir recorr.mendation the estimated cost of 
this work was Rx. 2 7 s,coo, the irrigable area was stated to be 9S,4oo acres, and 
an ultimate net revenue of Rx. 9,6oo was anticipated, or about 3l per cent. on 
the capital cost. The actual cost has been Rx -f2S,o86, the maximum irrigation 
in the famine year tSg6·97 has not exceeded 87,306 acres, and the working 
expenses to the end of 1896-97 had exceeded the gross revenue by Rx. -f2,Jj3. 
The actual cost to the State in loss of interest and in working expenses may be 
roughly estimated at Rx. 2o,ooo per annum. The value of the crops raised in 
1896·97 has, however, been estimated at Rx. 231 ,oS t or more than half the 
capital cost of the canal, and no doubt many more thousands would hare come 
on to relief if the canal had not been constructed. 

The Famine Commissioners stated that the Ken Canai would cost Rx. 
46o,ooo, the irrigable area being SS,Soo acres, and the anticipated net re\·enue 
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Rx. 10, 2oo, or little over 2 per cent. The prospects appeared therefore to be less 
favourable than those of the Betwa, and owing to the ill-success of the latter it has 
not been undertaken. The project was again examined in I 896, but the conclusion 
arrived at was that it should not be taken up until the Betwa Canal had shown 
better results. But as the Betwa has since irrigated over 87,000 acres in 

1896·97, and as the Ken project seems likely to cost about the same as the 
Betwa but to give deddedly better results, it is now proposed to re-examine' the 
project in greater detail and to bring it up to date. The case will then be 
reconsidered on its merits, and due weight will no doubt'be given to the claims of 
this district (Banda) in which the distress during the late famine was probably 
more acute than in any other part of India. 

561. The new works recommended by the Famine Commissioners in Bengal 
· were in North Behar and Orissa. It was stated that 

The North Behar Canal sug. • . . • • 
gested by the Famine Comrnis· m Behar north of the Ganges, extensive Irrigation 
aioners has not been constructed. • 'bl f b h b k f h G d k · T' h ts posst e rom ot an s o t .e an a m tr ut, 
Champaran, and Saran, and that irrigation might be afforded to J,Joo,ooo acres 
in these districts at a cost of Rx. 2,2oo,ooo. It was admitted, on the strength 
of the experience gained on the Sone Canal in South Behar, that it might be 
only after a long series of ordinary years that the cultivators would freely avail 
themselves of water, but it was pointed out that the cost of the proposed works 
would be far less than the sum which it had been found necessary to spend in 
these districts on famine relief in I87J•74· They recommended therefore the 
preparation of a carefully considered scheme of irrigation from the Gandak, 
which could be taken up at any time, if thought desirable. The question does 
notappear, however, to have been taken up, and in view of the very unfavourable 
financial results on all the productive irrigation works in Bengal, it is doubtful 
whether such a scheme as that originally suggested, which would involve an 
annual charge of Rx. 88,ooo for interest alone, e~·en if the revenue sufficed to 
cover the working expenses, can be now recommended. A smaller scheme for 
the protect!on of the north of Champaran by means of a canal from the Gand.ik 
was, however, drawn up at the commencement of the late famine, and famine 
labour was employed on the excavation of the main channel, the greater part 
of which was completed. It is said that the estimate for this canal (the 
Tribeni) amounts to about Rx. 340,ooo, but it has not yet been sanctioned, 
though it will probably be recommended as a famine protective work. 

562. In regard to Orissa the Commissioners remarked that up to the 1st 

Extensions of Orissa Canals. 
April 1878 a sum of Rx. J ,75o,ooo had been spent 
on the Orissa Canals but that much of the water 

ran to waste for want of minor channels to distribute it over the fields, and that 
the area actually t'rrigable in that year was t8J,Ooo ,acres only. We find, 
however, t.hat the maximum area actually irrigated in one year up to the 
date of the Commisssioners' report was 111,250 acres only, in I 878-79· 
It was stated that by a further outlay of Rx. 93,ooo, Rx. 4051ooo or Rx. I ,J6o,ooo 
the annually irrigable area might be increased to 287,ooo, 494,000 or 8oo,ooo 
acres respectively, and the second of these alternatives was recommended in the 
hope that after being carried out the situation might be encouraging enough to 
\'\·arrant the completion of the system by the adoption of the third. The capital 
account on the 1st April 1897 stood at Rx. 2,62J,70J, but the irrigation actually 
effected in t8g6-97 amounted to I85,o48 acres only, the average for the previ0 us. 
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five years being IJ6,8J 7 acres. These canals have a protective value of their own 
as water communications, but there appears to be little prospect of their 
material improvement as an irrigating system. 

563. The Commissioners also attached much importance to the com

Other canals in Bengal. 
pletion of the line of navigable canal between the 
Hooghly and Cuttack. This has been effected by 

the completion in r888-8g and I8gJ-94 of the Orissa Coast and Hidgili 
Tidal Canals. They also referred to the possibility of improving the adminis· 
tration of the Sone Canals. The maximum area irrigated by these canals 
up to the date of the Commissioners' report was 241,790 acres in I 87J-78. 
In 1896·97 they irrigated 555, I 56 acres, while the average area in the preceding 
five years was 392,921 acres. 

564. In the Bombay presidency there are two distinct irrigation systemst 
· Major irrigation works in the the irrigation works in the J?eccan .and Gujarat, 

Bombay Deccan and in Gujarat. which depend on the storage of rainfall or draw 
their supplies from the rivers of the Western Ghats, and the Inundation Canals 
in Sind. Regarding the former the Fa.mine Commissioners remarked that it 
would be premature t? draw any conclusions as to the future remunerativeness 
of the Bombay system, which was still in its infancy but certainly did not pay 
its working expenses. They pointed out the special disadvantages to which 
these works were subjected owing to the uncertainty of the supplies, the great 
cost of storage· works, the backwardness of the population, and the charac· 
ter of the black soil upon which in ordinary years fair crops of an inferior class 
can be raised without res~rt to irrigation. They conclude that "on the whole 
the Bombay canals must be regarded as a small but moderately hopeful experi· 
ment. ............ Some portions of the scheme are already doing well, and though 
we mav not share the sanguine expectations of the Bombay Irrigation Depart· 
ment it would be premature to say that the outlay has not been judicious. In 
any case a considerable fraction, more than 2oo,ooo acrest of the most endan· 
gered part of the Province has been protected from future famine. Irriga~ion 
works in the Deccan should, howeYer, be prosecuted with caution if they are to 
be justified by financial success, though they might in some special cases be 
constructed without cert3in prospect of profit, as a protection against famine. 
)'iewed as a means of promoting the growth oi more \·aluabl.e products, it is prob
able that there is a section of the agricultural class prosperous enough to 
utilize the limited supply of permanent irrigation; but we are inclined to think 
that railways are more likely to be immediately profitable to the Deccan by 
opening markets and creating a demand for produce, and that these should ha,·e 
first attention." 

The Commissioners state. that at the close of r877-7S the capital outlay on 
the Deccan and Gujarat irrigation worb amounted to Rx. 1,2So,ooo. This must 
have included the outlay on minor works shown as capital, as the total capital 
outlay on productive works at the end of 1896·97 amounted to Rx. 1,oSS,S6.2 
only. At the end of the same year t!-Ie c<>pital outby on protecth·e and minor 
works amounted to Rx. 826,o56 and R:x. 702,o.p respectively, so thot the 
capital account for irrigation works of all kinds amounted to Rx. z,616,959· 

There are se,·cn productive works, of which the most important is the system 
of Mutha Canals in the neighbourhood of Poona, referred to in the Commission(;rs' 
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repurt, the capi:al octtlay on \\·hich at the end of 18¢·97 amounted to Rx. 6.;g,893· 
This is not a purely irrigation wor~, as it is also the source of the water-supply of 
Pvona and Kirki, and much of the capital has been expended on the water 
works, from which also a large share of the revenue is drawn. Thi~t work 
yidJed a return of 2'12 per cent. only on its capital outlay in f 8¢-97, 
but trere is reason to beEeve that the net revenue will in time cover the 
interest charges. Two of the other works do not pay their working expenses, 
and taking the seven as a whole the return on capital out'.ay for 18¢-97 
amoun~ed to 1'45 per cent. only. The works therefore are not really productive, 
and may be considered with the protective works, twp only of which are in 
opcra:io;'l, to which reference has already been made in paragrap!J 5·+7 supra. 
T<>king the nine works together it is found that thi! average area irrigated 
a:1nua\'ty during the fl\·e years ending_ 1895·9(} averaged 50,036 acres only, the 
a\·erage retuta on the capita.l outlay being 1·28 per cent. only. It is satisfactory 
to note howe\·er that the area irrigated by these \l·vrks in 1896-97 rage to 79,926 
acres, and th:s area has been exceeded. in 1Sg7-gS, being estimated at approxi
ma~ely 84,000 acres. The works ha>e therefore not fa.iled in years of drought, 
but on the contrary have been more than ordinarily effective.. 

565. Simi!arly with minor works for which capital accounts are kept, the 
Mloor .om m the BOBJiay average area irrigated for fi\·e years ending 1895-¢ 

Deccan and Gajatat. amounted to 24,oSS acres, but this rose to 38,078 
acres in I8g5·9j, and the area for 1897"98 is estimated at 39,665 &cres. The 
financial resul~.s attained on these works ha\·e been even less fa•·ouraole than on 
t1e major works, but there ,are in ad:ii:ion a number of minor works for which 
revenue accounts only are kept, which irrigated 144,826 acres in 18¢-97. 
or more· than all the prod01.etive, protective and mi~or works having capital 
accour.ts taken together, and yi~!ded a net revenue of Rx. 30.418. The area 
irrigated in 1895-¢ was r 43,803 acres, or practically the same as in the 
succeeding famine year. The net revenue on these works more than covers 
the nominal interest charges on the mhor works for which capital accounts 
are kept. 

566. The Famine Commissioners stated that more than 2oo,ooo acres of 
Prospects or ini!rlt;oa works ia the most endangered part of the province had been 

the Bombay DilcCiLD and Gojarat. protected from • future famine. It is not known 

what was meant by the area protected, but the area actually irrigated in 18¢-g7 
by irr:gation works of all kinds was 262,8.30 acres. It appears however that 
on all the works for which capital accounts ha\·e been opened, the net revenue 
cloes not yield a return of much mo:e than 1 per cent. in ordinary years, and 
that t'iery acre irrigated;, such ye1rs costs nearly Rs. 10 to the State. The 
va:ue of •.he works in famine years is however very great, and if the profits on the 
s:na:l.::r works for which no capital account is kept be also taken into account, 
the expendi~u:e on these works, taken as a whole, is sufficiently justified. 
The:e are signs of a gradual increase in the proportion of higher class crops 
svwn; and if, as obsen·ed by the Commissioners, the extension of irrigation 
which takes place in time of drought is to a great extent maintained in subsequent 
years, it may be hoped that the financial position of thes<! works will gradually 
improYe, It is understood moreover that the irrigation revenuE' on these works 
ccr.s1s~s mainly of a direct water rate, assessed on the land3 for whicn water is 
ac~ua:;y taken in any crop. No credit is given to the works for large areas en 
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which crops may be matured without the aid of canal water, but which would 
never have been sown if the cultivator had not' been assured that he had this 
water to fall back on if the rains failed. In Madras and other parts of India the 
irrigation revenue on works of this kind is realized in the form either of a share 
of a fixed land revenue assessment, made with reference to the water advantaCYes, 
or of a fluctuating assessm"ent which is levied on the areas on which crops

0

are 
matured, whether canal water has been taken for them or not. We do not 
intend to suggest that such a system should be introduced in Bombay, as apart 
from many obvious objections that may exist to such a course, we are unable to 
tell whether a revised land revenue assessment on these principles would yield 
on the who'e a higher revenue than is now derived from the combined dry 
assessment and water rate. We merely wish to point out that under the system 
which now obtains the irrigation works get credit only for the water actually 
supplied from them in time of need, but get no credit as in some other parts of 
India for their value as protective and insurance works, or for the loss of land 
revenue that tnight be expected to occur if the works were abandoned. This 
point appears to us to deserve consideration in connection with the financial 
results shown by these works. 

567. Although it is evident that Irrigation works cannot be considered 
Urgent necessity for irrliation directly remunerative in the Bombay Deccan, we 

works in the Bombay Deccan. consider that there are few parts of India in which 
protective works are more urgently required, and we hope that it may be possible 
to devote some portion of the Famine Insurance Grant to their construction. 
The experience gained since the report of the Famine Commissioners fully 
justifies their warning that great caution must be exercised in the prosecution 
of such works, but we do not think ~heir prosecution should be discontinued, 
If by any means those who are directly benefited by these works could be made 
to contribute a larger share of the cost involved in their construction and main
tenance, a more active policy might be recommended; but in any case we think 
that the value of these works should not be judged too strictly by the financial 
results, and that due credit should be given to the works, even if it cannot be 
reduced to a quantitative form, not only for the stability of the revenue assessed on 
the lands dependent on them, which may be small, but also for their great value 
in such a country, in all seasons of drought, to the people of the neighbourhood 
as well as to those whose crops are actually secured. 

568. As to Sind the Commissioners recommended the development of the 
inundation canals in that province, not for pro
tection against local famine, but for the sake of 

increasing the general wealth and food supply of the country. Much has 
been done in this direction during the last 18 years, and as will be presently 
shown much remains to be done. Without going into details it may be 
observed that the average area irrigated by irri~ation works of all kinds in Sind 
during the five years ending 188s-86 was r,668,ooo acres, and that in the 
five years ending 1895·96 it amounted to 2,334.000 acres, which was exceeded 
by about 1 so,ooo acres in 1896·97. The works have proved very remuner· 
ativt' and of late )'Cars the avera('Tc return on the capital outlay has 

I b k' d 
cxcccJed 6 per cent., while that on major and minor works of all ·m. s 
for which cJpital accounts have been kept amounted to rr·6 per cent. m 

Irrigation i.n Sind. 

1896•97· 
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s6g. The first measure recommended by the Famine Commissioners for ~Iadras 
was the extension of the Godavari and Kistna 

RecOmmeadations oC the Famine 
commissioners relating to Madras irrigation systems, and the improvement of the 
irrigation works. Cauvery works. The area irrigated by these systems 

appears to have increased by nearly 50 per cent. since 1878-79· The new 
works suggested by the Famine Commissioners were the Tungabharlra Canal 
in Bellary, the Kistnagiri reservoir in Salem, the Periyar project in Madura, 
the Rushikulya project in Ganjam, and the Sangam project in ~ellore. We 
understand that the first of these has been considered, and that the cost 
was found prohibitive, though a scheme of some sort .for extending irrigation 
in Bellary, where it is greatly needed, is still under investigation~ In Salem, 
the !3arur or Kistnagiri tank has been constructed at a capit;.l cost of 
Rx. .p,504, but has failed to fulfil the conditions of a productive public work, 
though the gross revenue has more than covered the working expenses. The 
Periyar project has been successfully completed at a cost of Rx. 8J5,3'4• but 
new irricration commenced only in 18¢-97, and the financial and irrigation pros· 
pects of the work are still uncertain. The Rushikulya project has been uncertaktn 
as a protective work and has already been referred to. The capital expenditure 
to the end of 1S96-97 amounted to Rx. 44-7,853· It has not been quite completed, 
but it irrigated 63,327 acres during tS¢-97, and 36,ooo acres in the previous 
year. On the San gam project Rx:. JS2,812 had been spent to the end of 1 896·97 
and the works were nearly completed ; the area irrigated in 1896·97 amounted to 
79,786 acres, and the net revenue exceeded the interest charges by Rx. t,zS6. 
Another project, the exte,psion of the Kalniganyen channel estimated to cost 
Rx. 8, 71 o and to irrigate 2J,O::>J acres, has been sanctioned but has not yet been 

commenced. 

5 7o. The Commissioners also recommenaed the transfer to the State of the 

The K111'1J00l·Coddapah Canal. 
works of the ~ladras Irrigation Company, or the 
Kurnool-Cuddapah Canal. The transfer has been 

effected, though it is a dead weight on the financial accounts of productive 
irrigation works, the net re\·enue averaging little more than Rx. 1,00::> a year, 
wh:Je the capital outlay to the end of 18¢·97 amounted to Rx. 2 1 171,349· 
The canal was however of great value during the late famine, as it irrigated 
87,226 acres in the Kurnool and Cuddapah districts, • In ordinary years it does 
not irrigate half this area. 

571. The Commission also referred to the necessity of some systematic 
Petty irrigatioa works in scheme for the maintenance and improvement of 

.Madru. the petty irrigatio:1 works, which have already been 
referred to as minor wcrks for which neither capital nor revenue accounts are 
maintained. On the importance of these ~·e have already dwelt. The matter 
appears to have recei\·ed the attention it deserved. A regular establish· 
ment is maintained in connection with ·what is called the Tank Restoration 
scheme, and a systematic investigation is made in each district, the results of which 
are Fermanently recorded. Large sums of money are devoted annually for the 
repairs and improvements which have been recommended in the course of these in· 
vestigati)ns. We are not able to s1y whether there has been any considerable 
increase in the area irrigated from these works as a result of this organization, 
but it should at least serve to prevent retrogression, and it is clear that the 
importance of these petty works, which as has already been pointed out irrigate 
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between them as much as all the other irrigation works in the presidency taken 
together, is fully recognised. 

572. We have now referred to the principal recommendations ma.de by 
Future extensions or irrigation. the Famine Commissioners for the exten'sion of irri-

gation, and have shown that they have all been 
carried out, \\•ith the exception of the Gandak, Sarda and Tungabhadra canal 
projects, none of which can at present be confidently recommended and the 
Ken Canal in Bundelkhand. We have also shown what has been do~e in the 
construction of protective irrigation works, and have described in general terms the 
expansion that has taken place in the irrigation from minor works. The successful 
financial resuft:s of the prosecution of productive works have also been indicated~ 
and we now propose to consider the field that still remains open for \\'orks of this 
important class. The ~amine Commissioners remarked that there were two 
kinds of irrigation vrorks, those urgently necessary for famine protection in popu· 
lated tracts, and those which might be designed for the extension of irrigation to 
areas lying waste and uncultivated, but which might be rendered culturable if 
water were conveyed to them. Their recomm~ndations were chiefly confined to 
the former as of primary urgency, but in the case of the Punjab and Sind the 
Commissioners recognised and ur~ed the importance of the latter. There is now, 
however, little scope for large works of the former kind, for as has been shown all 
that were recommended have been carried out, with the exception of the three 
already named, not one o£ which if eventually sanctioned is likely to be classed as 
a productive work. Nor are there many large areas of waste land that could be 
brought under cultivation by the construction .of large irrigation werks, except in 
the Punjab and Sind, and to a small extent in Upper Burma. We will therefore 
first consider what remains to be done in these three provinces. 

573· In the Punjab three large projects may be proposed, the Jhelum, the· 
Possible exteosioii.B io the Pun- Sind Sagar, and the Montgomery canals. The first 

jab. of these only has been estimated in detail, and 
formally sanctioned. It will be shortly commenced and will take five or six 
years to complete, during which the other projects can be worked out in detail. 
It is estimated that the Jhelum canal will irrigate 4Z4,ooo acres annually, and 
that the capital cost will amount to Rx. 1 ,228,ooo. The lands commanded lie 
in the Shahpur and ]hang distrids. 

The Sind Sagar scheme would irrigate the Sind Sagar doab, or the 
country lying between the Chenab and the Indus. The preliminary investigations 
which ha\·e been made indicate that there are two alternative schemes to be con
sidtreJ. The larger and more comprehensive scheme is for a canal to take off 
frotn the left bank of the Indus at or near l\Iari, opposite Kalabagh, and to irri· 
gale annual! y 1,7 so,ooo acres. This would probably cost about Rx. 6,ooo,ooo. 
The alternative is a smaller canal to take off from the Indus at a point nearly 
opposite to Ahmad Sindi, a few miles north of Dera Ismail Khan, which would 
irrig:1le about 672,ooo acres in the lower part of the doab, and would cost about 
Rx 2,ooo,ooo. No final decision as to which of these alternatives should be 
adl1pted can be arrived at until the schemes have been worked out in detail. 

The third pwjcct is for a canal to ta.ke off from the right bank of the 
Sutlej a short distance bdow the confluence of the Beas, for the irrigation of the 
10wer portion of the Joab lying between the Rari and Sutkj in the Mont· 
gomery aod Multan distrids. This also has not yd been worked out in detail, 
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but the later proposals conte:nplate the annual irrigation of about 6oo,ooo acres, 
and the probable capital cost may be set down at Rx:. 2,5oo,ooo. The construc· 
tion of head works 'at the point na~ed would also render it possible to construct 
a second canal on the ldt bank of the Sutlej which would irrigate part of the 
F erozepore district and might b~ extended into Ba.ia~valpar and possibly into 
Bikanir. It is, however, only necessary to mention this possibility, as the prose· 
cue ion of the scheme would depend on the surplus supply which would be available 
after mee~ing the requirements of the proposed right bank canal, and on the co· 
operation of one or two native states. 

SH· These three proje;ts taken together would provide f::>r an. addition to 
Financial prospects of the Pltlljab the area irrigated by perennial canals in the Punjab 

projects. of 2,77-f,ooo or 1,69l),ooo acres, according to the 
s::heme finally selected for the Sind Sagar Doab, at a roughly estimated 
Clpital expenditure of Rx. g,728,ooo or Rx. s,728,ooo respectively, or at 
the rate of about Rx. 3'5 per acre. If we assume that the larger Sind Sagar 
project is eventually selected, th~ three canals together will command nearly 4 
million acres of land v.·hich is now uncultivated and almost uninhabited, and 
will provide for the annual irrigation of from one·third to one-half of this area. 
Of these 4 million acres at least half are crown waste land3, the sale pro· 
ceeds of which, after water has been conveyed to the::n, would certainly cover 
more than half the capital cost of the canals, though it is proaable that in 
accordance with the policy adopted on the Chenab Canal, they would not be 
actually sold, but given out to colonists on long leases, in which case the rentals 
would be so much additional revenue due to the construction of the works. 
The remaining 2 million acres are said to have been alienated, though it is 
possible that arrangements may be made under which Government will resume 
possession of a portion of them by negotiation with the owners and in com.idera· 
tion of the advantages that will accrue by the construction of canals. This 
would facilitate their earlier colonization, but even if no part can be resumed 
there is no doubt but that these lands also will in course of time be brought 
under cultivation, and assessed to land revenue. On no"ne of these projects are 
all conditions so exceptionally favourable as on the Chenab Canal, upon which 
an ultimate return o£ not less than 16 per cent. on the capital outlay is anticipated; 
but there is little doubt that they wiil prove financially rem~nerative. 

575· In 1892 a committee was formed for considering various proposals that 
Extension of irrigation ill Si.ud. llad been made for the extension of irrigation in 

Sind. The principal recommendations made were 
that two new canals, the Jamrao and Shikarpur, should be constructed, and 
that three existing canals, the Nasrat, Naulakhi and Dad, should be improved 
and extended. Estimates for all these works have since been sanctioned 
with the exception of the Shikarpur Canal, for which an estimate amount· 
ing to Rx. 254,0;)4, and providing for 12J,OOO acres of new irrigation, 
has been submitted by the Government of Bombay. This work is in 
abeyance pending the completion of the other projects, and some of the details are 
being reconsidered. The sanctioned estimate for the Jamrao Canal amounts to 
Rx. 720,377, but a revised estimate has since been submitted for Rx. 797,456 
and the anticipated area of new irrigation is 260,000 acres. The sanctioned 
estimates for the other three projects amount to Rx. 54-5,132, and it is t!>ti• 
mated that they will result in an increase of 277.5~3 acres in the irrigated. 
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area. The total cost of the five projects may therefore be estimated at Rx. 
1,5g6,682, and the extension of irrigation at 66o,563 acres. Of this expendi
ture it is estimated that Rx. 536,132, or about one-third, will have been incurre1 
by the end of 18g8-g9, leaving Rx. r,o6o~sso for the completion of these works. 
Other n:1inor ex.tensions and improvements of the irrigation works in Sind are in 
progress or in contemplation, but it is Ullnecessary to refer to them, and it is pro b. 
able that o~her new works may hereafter be proposed. The figures given p:ill, 
however, indicate that the extension of irrigation is receiving consideration, and 
that much yet remains to be done. 

576. In Upper Burma three productive irrigation works have been proposed, 
New irrigation works in Upper the Mandalay. the Shwebo and the Mon canals, which 

Burma. will serve the Mandalay, Shwebo and Minbu districts. 
Of these the first has been sanctioned and is in progress, the estimate amounting 
to Rx. 323,280, of which Rx. 5,967 only had been spent at the end of r8g6·97· 
It is anticipated that it will irrigate 72,ooo acres annually. Estimates for the other 
two works have also been prepared, though not yet finally sanctioned, and the 
probable total cost of the three projects may be taken at Rx. I,o27,56r, the area 
of annual irrigation anticipated being 262,ooo acres. These works will all be situa· 
ted within what is known as the "dry zone," the only part of Burma that is consi· 
dered liablt: to famine. They will not afford complete protection to this zone, but 
its area will be considerably contracted by their construction, and a great deal of land 
at present uncultivated will be brought under cultivation. The resulting increase in 
food grain!! will reduce pro tanto, if not altogether, the importations of rice from 
Lower into Upper Burma which take place in years of drought, will tend to keep 
down local prices, and will set so much more grain free for exportation from Lower 
Burma to India, when the latter is affected by famine. A striking feature of the late 
famine was the large exportation of Burma rice to India, where it was carried into 
districts and provinces_in which it was before quite unknown, and where its 
appearance tc:nded very materially to inspire confidence, to moderate the rise of 
prices and to mi:igate distress; so that it may safely be said that every extension 
of rice cuhivation in Burma increases the resources on which reliance may be placed 
for meeting famine in other parts of India. It may be noted that whatever may be 
said on general principles against the duty levied on export of rice in Burma, 
that duty does not apply to rice exported to India, and the system therefore has to 
son

1
e cxtt:nt the useful dfect of diverting the ell.port to India in times of famine. 

5
7
7
. \\'e have now mentioned the principal irrigation works of the productive 

. class which accordino- to the information before us 
Active prosecution or new pro- ~ ::. • • 

ductive ilngat1ou works recom· remam to be constructed m India. Others may no 
lutnded. doubt be sooner or later proposed in these and other 
provinces, and much may perhaps also still be done in the extens~on of some of 
th<! existing irrigativn systems, as improved control can be gamed over the 
supply available, or a gre:~.tcr degree cf economy a~tained in its distribu~i?n and 
utili~:Lt.lon. Apart holl'c\·cr from the capital expenditure that may be legmmately 
incurred on impro\'cmcnt:S of this kind, the works that we have mentioned 
way cntail an outlay of about R x. 12,ooo,ooo, and will lead to an increase of 
",8:!0 000 acres in the arra annually irrigated from assured sources of supply .. It 
\~.1 s b~t·n shown tliat th~ areragc expenditure on productire irrigation works smce 

1
s-q-Su, c>.c\uJing the purchas~ of the Kurnooi·Cuddapah canal, has amounted 

to 
1
l{x S+O,UO.:> per ::l!ll1Uill. If this rltC i:S maintained in future, the programme 
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would take a little more than twenty years to complete, assuming that nothing was 
spen: from loan funds on the extension and impro,·ement of existing works, thout1h 
something will no doubt be required for this purpose. We do not know at what 
rate of progress these works could be most economical!y carried out. It is un· 
doub:edly true that irrigation projects require far more time and care in elabo
rat:oa than railways, and th1t progress in construction must necessarily be slower, 
e~prcia!:y when unpopulated tracts of country are to be served and the establish
mer.t of sett!ers provided for. But we recommend that these works should be 
prosecuted as energetically as may be consistent with true economy and ultimate 
e!f.ciency, even though this may involve a higher annual expenditure in the 
future than in the past. · 

SjS. In thus following the Faf!line Commissi'lners in recommending an 

R 
~ ·L- li _ ......... _. adiYe policy in the extension of irri2:ation we recocr-

ea50'!11 or """' po cy ....... ....__. ~ l::> 

e4. nise that in one respect the case is less urgent 
now than v;·h~n tht-y made their recommendations. Except in Upper Burma 
there are no";\" no large works lfhich are certain to be remmerative awaiting 
construction or completion within the districts which are most liable to famine, 
or in which the pressure of population is most severe. But all other reasons 
in famur of such a policy hold good, and they are strengthened by changes 
in conditior.s which have cccurred since 188:>, namely, the great extension of 
the railway system, the growth of the export trade in grain, and the still greater 
rate of increase in the population. In view of these conditions we have no hesita· 
tion in recommending the rapid extension of irrigation to remote districts in Sind 
and the Pt:."ljab, however free they. may be from liability to famine, and however 
s::anty their population, as the principal means for giving to the country an additional 
fooi supply lfhich is beyond the risk of drought, and for increasing the proportion , 
of secure to insecure cultivation. One of the most remarkable features in the recent 
famine was the uniform level of prices all over the country which is attributable to 
the ever·extending system of rculways, and wnich, if it increased the area, greatly 
diminished the intensity of distress. By some it may be thought that the value 
c·f the latter result is much diminished by the effect of the former, bat if new 
grain producing cer.tres can be established in districts which are themselves· 
rerr.ote from all danger of famine, the railways which transport thtir produce 
to the regions in which scarcity and distress prevail will be an un:nixed bless
ir.g to all. The completion of the Southern Punjab and other railways will 
rencer the grain ·that may be grown in Sind or the Southern and Western 
Pur.jab almost as valuable a reserve for Nonhern, Central or Western India as 
if it had been grown in these regions. The demand for export, which is by 
s );r.e ,·icwd w~th apprehension, will stimulate ani encourage the cultivation in 
these r.ewly irrgated tracts, but as that demand contracts or ceases on the 
rise d Fices in India due to the approach of famine the produce w1ll be avail· 
a~le ior ccnsumptior: within the country. :Moreover, as the amount of exports 
deFer,ds c,n other considerations than the quantity of grain in the country, much 
d this new prcduce will e\'en in ordinary years remain and form a permanent 
addi~io:1 to the food supply. 

5 i9· The r.ew works will therefore tend to reduce the pressure of future 
F<=A::~c:a: results that may be famine:;; and to counteract in some degree the effect 

antici?"tte4. of the growth of population, while at the same 
tirr.e adcing in ordinary years to the general wealth of the country. Their 
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construction may also be recommended as a financial investment, and as 
strengthening the financial ,resources of the State. We have already shown 
that the surplus revenue realized by productive irrigation works, after all interest 
charges at 4 per cent. had been paid, amounted in 18g6-97 to Rx. Sog,I 73• This 
was higher than usual on account of drought, but the actual surplus for 1897·98 
was even higher, and when the stimulus afforded by famine has passeJ away 
the normal surplus will probably not be less than Rx. 7oo,ooo, or nearly 
half the amount of the famine grant. If the new works are as profitable, 
taken as a whole, as those already constructed, a surplus revenue of one crore 
may be eventually anticipated, or in other words the net direct financial profit 
on productive irrigation will be· sufficient to meet two-thirds of the whole 
estimated cost of famine. The value of these works, and in a less degree of 
protective and minor irrigation works, in strengthening the financial position of 
the country may, however, be shown in another way. During the years 18g6·97 
and 1897·98 famine necessitated re.nissions of land revenue to the amount of 
Rx.·1,448,ooo, and there was great loss of revenue under other heads directly or 
indirectly attributable to famine. The remissions of land revenue and the whole 
cost of relief would of course have been infinitely greater if these works had 
not been constru~ted; but apart from the value of the· works in this respect, the 
revenue earned by irrigation works of all kinds in these two years showed an 
excess over the normal of Rx. g81,6oo 'which has been directly attributed to 
famine. It is therefore a special recommendation of these works that while 
almost all other sot:rces of revenue are certain to be largely reduced in years 
of famine, irrigation revenue may be expected to increase, while it will be short 
only in years of abundant aPd favourable rainfall, when there is an expansion 
of other sources of revenue consequent on agricultural prosperity. 

580. \V e· have next to consider the question of protective irrigation works. 
1 t has already been shown that with the exception New protective irrigation works. 
of Upper Burma there is no longer any field for 

productive works in those districts and parts of the country which are most 
exposed to fam;ne, but we do not recommend that in such distrjsts new 
irrigation works should not be undertaken because they are not likely to 
prove financially remuneratire. We have elsewhere recommended that a much 
larger share of that portion of the famine grant which is devoted to famine 
protective works should be allotted to proteLti,·e irrigation works, as long as 
suitable works can be proposed. By suitable we do not mean v.crks that a1e 
likely to be remunerative within a reasonable time, for we think that the cost of 
such works should not be charged against the grant, but we mean works the cost 
of which will not, in the judgment of the sanctivning authority, be inordinately 
high with reference to the degree and character of the famine protection pro,·ided, 
and the direct return, if any, that may be anticipated on their cost in a series of 
years. We think that as many works as possible of this class should be sane· 
tioned in districts which experience has sho1rn to be Yery liable to drought, if there 
is a reasonable hope that they will in the long run directly pay their working 
expenses. \V e are not in a position to specify particular works which will fulfil all 
the required conditions, but we think that such works as the Ken Canal in Bunde). 
khanJ or the Tribeni Canal in Champaran should certainly be constructed as 
proterti,·e works if it can be shown that they may be relied on to afford such pro
tection in seasons of drought as will justify the expenditure proposed, or rather as 
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much of it as may be uncovered by any net revenue that may be anticipated in 
a series of years. Funds may also with advantage be supplied from the grant for 
completing irrigation works which may have been undertaken during famine as a 
means of providing employment for relief labourers, and especially for the con· 
struction of masonry or other supplementary works which could not be carried 
out by famine labour, but which are necessary before the works can be effective
ly utilised. Lastly, we think that allotments may with advantage be made from the 
grant for the survey and investigation of irrigation schemes in districts which are 
liable to famine, so that full programmes of such works may be maintained with 
a view to their construction in orde~ of urgency out of the famine grant, or to 
their being started as relief works when distress actually occurs. We do not, 
however, recommend that protective works should be recklessly constructed with· 
out regard to what their real value will be in seasons of drought. We recognise 
that in the case of many projects that may be brought forward their construction 
may prove, from the purely financial point of view, a less effective insurance against 
famine than the application of the amount of their estimated cost to the reduc
tion or avoidance of debt; but we agree with the Famine Commissioners 
that within certain obvigus prudential limits it is but right t.hat some portion of 
the profits realized from irrigation works in provinces in which all conditions are 
favourable may fairly be applied to the construction of others in less favoured 
tracts, from which no direct financial return can be expected, but which will at 
least afford some protection against drought and famine, and we believe that effect 
can be best given to this policy through the modus operandi established in connec• 
tion with the Famine Insurance grant. ' We need but indicate the caution that 
should be exercised in sanctioning such projects; some works will no doubt be 
constructed which will not fulfil the anticipations of the designers, but it may be 
hoped that the results attained on others will surpass them, and as more and 
more experience is gained a system of protective irrigation works will be gra
dually constructed in the districts in which they are most needed which will on 
the whole justify by its efficiency in seasons of drought the whole of the outlay 
incurred. 

581. In connection with the construction of protective irrigation works two 
Water·supply io State grazing points have arisen which seem . to us to deserve 

grounds. careful consideration. It has been brought to our 
notice that in some districts where there are State forests and grazing grounds,· 
these tracts become practically waterless in the dry season, and their utility as 
grazing grounds in famine time is thereby greatly diminished. During. the late 
famine the loss of cattle in some provinces was very great, and there is reason to 
believe that ow.ing to the absence of water the grazing grounds in the .State 
forests could not be utili;eed to the extent they otherwise might have been. The 
preservation of cattle in time of famine is a matter of no small importance to the 
agricultural community, and the question arises whether the sufferings of both 
men and cattle due to want of drinking water in seasons of drought might not be 
greatly alleviated by the construction beforehand of wells or reservoirs in tracts 
where it can be shown with tolerable certainty that their presence will be service· 
able. The question is a wide one and would require very careful consideration 
before definite action could be taken. But, havi:1g regard to the magnitude of 
the interests at stake and to the fact that the value of Government forests would 
be greatly enhanced if a reliable water-supply could be ensured, we think the 
subject is one deserving of full and careful inquiry. We are disposed to suggest 
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that wherever there are considerable tracts of country, where in seasons of 
drought the supply of fodder is liable to fail and a great mortality among cattle 
may be anticipated, and when within a reasonable distance there are Government 
forests or grazing grounds to which the cattle might be driven for protection, 
steps should be taken to ascertain whether there is a possibility of supplyirg 
those grazing grounds with tanks, reservoirs or wells cap1ble of affording a 
sufficient and reliable supply of drinking water for man and beast. If after careful 
investigation by the Forest and Public Works officers it could be shown in any 
case that adequate protection could be afforded at a reasonable cost to a large 
number of valu:.~.ble cattle that would otherwise be lost, we think it might 
then be worth while to provide that protection. The necessary funds, if not 
available from other sources, might legitimately be provided ·from the Famine 
Insurance grant under the head "Protective Works.'' 

582. The second point we refer to i~ in connection with advances made to 

Advances for sinking wells. landowners and cultivators for the sinking of wells. 
Whatever field there may be for many years to come 

for the construction of protective irrigation works of the ordinary kind, that is 
canals or storage works, there are probably more tracts liable to periodical 
drought in which the desired protection may be afforded with greater certainty 
or at less financial risk by the construction of wells, by means of State advances 
which would be only partially recoverable, the irrecoverable portion of the 
advance being a final charge against the Famine Insurance grant. We have not 
attempted to formulate any scheme under which the money would be applied, 
but we think that there are some tracts in which State assistance may be given more 
effectively in this form than in the construction of ordinary irrigation works, and 
for which a satisfactory scheme of this kind might possibly be de,·ised. \V e have 
referred elsewhere in our report to the fact that in Bombay large sums of money 
were wasted by small land-holders in attempts to sink wells in localities where there 
was no certainty of finding water, and it is open to consideration whether when wells 
have to be sunk through rock with uncertain results, it might not be worth while 
for the State to share part of the cost in view of the protection afforded if water 
is eventually found. 1 t is also open to consideration whether the State might 
not bear the cost of scientific aid in the shape of boring operations to ascertain 
whether or not a supply of water will be forthcoming if the well is sunk. \\'e 
have been informed that in the North·\\' estern Provinces operations of this 
nature hare. been conducted in a more or less systematised method and that the 
result has not been unsuccessful. 

583. As regards minor works there is little to be said. We hare already 

Extensions or minor works. 
shown the great usefulness .and general remunera
tiveness of these works, and if w~ refrain from 

recommending a larger expenditure on them, it is because we recognise that 
this can only be arranged for by di,·erting a larger portion of the general 
revenues from other beads of expenditure which may not bear contraction. 
The only suggestion we can make is that new projects which are likely 
to fulf1l the conditions of producti,·c irri&ation works, and which are of sufficient 
importance to justify the opening of capital and re\·cnue accounts, that is, which 
are estimated to cost more than Rx. s,ooo, should be classed as producti,·e works 
and crJnstructcd out of borrowed money, wht~n funds cannot •)therwiEe be found 
for them out of the ordin.1ry grant for minor '"orks. This would rendt'r it pos· 
;;iLk to construct such works carli..:r th;:m would otherwise be tbe case, or woul.i 
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set free more of the ordinary grant for the improvement of existing minor works 
or the construction of new ones which could not be conveniently classed as pro· 
ductiYe. There is no minimum limit to the cost of works classed as productive 
b..1t the cost of the smallest svork hitherto- included in that class has not been less 
than Rx. 37 ,ooo. Ther.::: must be many small and useful irrigation projects which 
are certain to fulfil the conditions prescribed for product_ive works, and the multi· 
plication of such works would be facilitated if they could be so classed and con
structed from borrowed money, the amount available from the ordinary grant for 
minor works, after providing for the maintenance of those works, being utilized 
for extending or improving them, or for the constructio~ of new minor works. 

SECTION III. 

THE CRAPI TRADE, FOOD SUPPLY, AND THE POWER OF _RESISTING FA~IJ~E. 

584. In connection with the question of the food supply of India, the Famine 
Opinion o£ the Famine Commis. Commissioner~ in Part I of their report discussed 

sioners with regard to Govemmtnt h b f h d' · t ' f G 
intervention in the matter oi the t e su ject o t e 1rect m ervent10n o overnment 
food supply. to control or aid the action of private trade in the 
supply of food in time -of scarcity. At the time the Commissioners '\\Tote, 
<lpinion had steadily settled down to the conclusion that, as a rule, such intervention 
should be avoided, but that exceptional circumstances might justify or even 
l'equire it, and their own views were expressed in the following terms:-

"We have no doubt that the true principle for the Government to adopt as its 
,g!'oeral rule of conduct in this matter is to leave the business of the supply and distribution 
of food to pri,·ate trade, taking care that every possible facility is given for its free action, 
and that all obstacles, material or fiscal, ~re, as far as practicable, removed.'.' 

In giving expression to this opinion, the Commissioners took care to .point 
()Ut that a resolution to rely entirely on the ordinary operations of trade to meet 
the wants of the country in time of famine must unquestionably rest not only on 
the expected activity of the traders, but also on the probability of the requisite 
:supplies of food being forthcoming at the critical time. After a prolonged 
inquiry into the out turn and consumption of food in British India and the ordinary 
surplus available for storage, export, or luxurious use, they arrived at the conclusion 
that for the time being and until the the:t estimated yearly surplus_ was absorbed by 
the increase of population which might reasonably be anticipated, there was no 
doubt that the surplus produce of India, taken as a whole, was sufficient to 
furnish the means of meeting the demands of any part of the country likely to 
suffer from famine at any one time. As regards the exceptional cases in which 
the Government might find it necessary to intervene, in departure from the general 
principle of abstention from interference with private trade, the C~mmissioners 
in paragraph 159 enumerated four instances in which this might occur. These 
were-( 1) when it is necessary for the Government to provide food for its own 
relief works and gratuitous distribution in localities where no arrangements for the 
supply of food exist; (:a) when a stimulus is required to trade where it is sluggish, 
as, for example, in districts in which communications or the means of transport 
are defective, or to which access by railways or by water cannot be secured at 
all seasons; (3) when in purely agricultural tracts, where wages are paid in grain 
and not in money and the local demand is met not by imports from distant 
marts but by small purchases from the stores of the agriculturists, the 
agriculturists refuse to sell and local traders are afraid to import; and (~) 

v.·hen a combination takes place among local dealers to refuse to sell or only to 
sell at prices unduly raised above the rates of neighbouring markets. 
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585. During the late famine, the Government of India in its letter to the 

Policy laid down by the Famine Government of Bengal of January 4th, 1897, declared 
Commissio~ers followed during the its intention of adherina to the principles laid do\'' b 
recent fanune. b ,, n Y 

the Famine Commissioners, and of rigidly abstaining 
from intervention with trade save in the very exceptional circumstances in which 
such intervention might be absolutely necessary. With the object of encourag· 
ing trade, the Government of India placed at the disposal of the public freely, 
fully and promptly all the information it possessed, so as to assist the mercan
tile community as far as possible in verifying the facts on which their action 
must depend. Secondly, it guaranteed that in the distressed tracts the demand 
for food should be an effective demand, that is to say, that those who required food 
should have enough money to pay for it, the guarante~ being provided by Gover~
ment undertaking to find work for all who were in danger of starvation, and 
paying them at rates sufficient to buy a subsistence ration, whatever the local 
current price of food might be. Thirdly, it took care that every possible facility 
was given for the free action of private trade, and that all obstacles, material or 
fiscal, were as far as practicable removed. There is a general consensus of 
opinion among the provincial Governments that this policy was right. It has 
been computed that in 18g6-g7 the food·outturn of British fndia (excluding 
Burma) was about one-third below that of ordinary years, representing a defi. 
ciency of some 18 or 19 million tons. It cannot be doubted that the outturn of 
the year was much below the requirements of the population, while in some tracts 
there was virtually no crop at all. ·Yet, with the exception of about 6oo,ooo tons of 
Burma rice, there was but little import of food grains from abroad, and there has 
been no absolute dearth of food. The activity of private trade has been sufficient 
to distribute existing stocks so as to make good the deficiency in the outturn 
of the affected tracts, and fo~d has always been purchaseable though at 
high, and in some remote places excessively high, prices. The exceptional 
cases in which the intervention of Government was thought necessary were very 
few indeed, and were all of the nature contemplated by the Famine Commis
sioners. Instances of these are the Palamau district in Bengal, the Bhadra• 
chalam taluk of the Godavari district in ~Iadras, the Shetphal relief work in the 
Poona district in Bombay, and in the Central Provinces the 1\Iandla and Bala
ghat districts, the Sironcha tahsil of the Chanda district and some relief camps 
and relief centres in other districts. In the North· \V estern Provinces it is stated 
that, "in one or two instances in isolated tr~cts where there was some doubt 
whether the resources of the petty village traders would be equal to the task of 
importing the grain required for consumption on relief works and in remote 
villages, discretion was given to local officers to assist sl}ch traders, if necessary, 
with money advances; but this discretion was little used.'' 

s86. In the series of questions we drew up for the guidance of u itnesses, 
Enquiries made do not affect we included some questions rdating to food·stocks 

the conclusion arrived at by the d · d · d d k 
Commission of xBBo. an pnces an to t}:le gram tra e, an we too 
some intcre:'ting evidence on these subjects, chiefly at Calcutta where a number 
of merchants and business men appeared before us. After a careful examination 
of the evid~nce we took and of the general considerations involved, the recommend· 
ations submitted by the Famine Commissioners in I SSo, which are admirably 
stated in their report, seem to us to be still completely applicable, and we can 
suggest no additions, or qualifications. So far as the past is concerned, the policy 
pf almost entire abstention pursued in the late famine is justified by the substantial 
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degree of success attained. Private trade, we find, proved itself able to regulate 
the supply of fuod throughout India. It is true that the conditions were such as 
not to render necessary the import of food by sea except from Burma, but had such 
import been required and had there been an absolute dearth of food in India, we see 
no reason to belie\·e that private trade would not have be-:n able and willing to 
import from foreign countries, such as Siam, Japan and America. Since I88o the 
great extension of the railway system a:1d the lowering of sea freights and the 
gro\\th of a considerable export trade (not confined to wheat and rice) have very 
largely equalised grain prices in all parts of India, and the same tendency is at work 
all over the ci,·ilised world. It is to this cause and to the fall in the value of the 
rupee, now checked by the closing of the mints, that_the rise in average Indian 
grain prices, which seems to be a permanent one, appears to be due. Whether or 
not it is also in part due to an increase in consumption in India, greater than the in
crease in production, is a factor of the greatest importance as regards the future. 

587. From the figures given in the table in paragraph 156 of their report, 
Estimated llllllmU foocl. grain the Famine Commission after careful inquiry came 

production and surplns. to the conclusion that the annual food grain produc· 
tion in British Jndia (excluding Burma, but including .Mysore which was then 
under British rule) was 51 ,sJo,ooo tons, that its requirements were satisfied by 
4 7,165,000 tons, and that a surplus of 5,165,000 tons (including a surplus of 
Soo,ooo tons in Bunna) was available for export or for storage. In his Narrative 
of the Famine in India our colleague, 1\fr. Holderness, has carried on the calcula· 
tion on the data employed by the Famine Commission, and estimates that since they 
wrote the population of the same area has risen by I 7 per cent., or from 1.81 millions 
to 212 millions, and the food requirements to 541J08,ooo tons. During the same 
period he estimates that the area under food grains has risen by only 8 per cent., or 
fro'.ll 166l millions of acres to 185 millions, the outturn of which would be 
s6,ooo,ooo tons. On these figures a surplus of only I,joo,ooo tons would result 
in place of the surplus of 5,165,000 tons estimated by the Commissioners. Some 
of the witnesses engaged in the export trade, whom we questioned on the point, 
were of opinion that this result is much below the real average surplus of the 
present time. The figures in the following table, which is on the model of that 
given by the Famine Commissioners, have been furnished to us by the local 
Government or Administration of each province in British India:-

I 
Area OrtDINArtT CONSt'MI'TIOM. 

Foo!':.op ~.~~ no~n~ ~ Cattle • Surplus. 
Pro•i•"'- Population. erops, Food, S.ed. fond. \\astai:O· TotaL 
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1
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8ombaJ (tDC:tudina Siod) tS.,oJs,ooo 2J.UJ.OOO! 6,00J,ooo li,OfS,ooo 4,osS,oot.'1 lJB,ox 415,000 304,oX'I 4.9'Ss.ooc r,•Oi,ooo 

I ' 
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1 
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These figures are only rough approximations based on such data as are 
available regarding the average acreage under food crops and the average yield 
per acre. So far as they are capable of comparison, they differ widely from those 
put forward by the Famine Commissioners in J88o, and it wifl be seen that 
they result in a normal surplus of 9~ million tons against the 5 million tons shown 
in the report of the Famine Commission. This increase is mainly due to much 
higher estimates of surplus for Bengal and Burma. Owing to the imperfect 
machinery available for their collection the Bengal returns ·are panicularly 
unreliable. For some other proYinces the estimates differ very large! y in the 
direction of exce£s or deficiency from those taken by the Famine Commissioners. 
On the whole we are disposed to think that in the figures supplied to us by local 
Governments the normal surplus in most cases is placed too high, as the exports 
from India and Burma by sea for a series of years and the tendency of prices 
to rise indicate the existence of a much smaller margin. If there is one part of 

. India in which the production of food might be expected to have increased more 
rapidly than the demands of the population during the last 20 years, it is the 
province of the Punjab. Yet the figures for the Punjab indicate a surplus of only 
205,072 tons as compared with 62o,ooo tons shown by the Famine Commissioners. 
The Punjab Government has informed us that the difference is due to various 
improved methods of computation, as well as to the large increase of pt>pulation. 
But as during the five years ending 1~96-97 the exports, according to the 
trade returns, averaged 482,000 tons, we are forced to the conclusion that the 
Punjab surplus estimate is much too low. It is admitted that the fact that exports. 
from certain native states are included i:n the trade returns cannot suffice to 
explain the difference. On the other hand, the surplus of J,Jo6,ooo tons returned 
for the province of Bengal appears to us to be greatly in excess of the reality, 
and the local Government takes the same view. The average annual export 
from Bengal during the five years preceding the famine was only 305,ooo tons, 
or one-tenth only of the quantity estimated from other data to- be the surplus.. 
The Bombay return also appears to be far too high, as the export from the 
presidency nerer attains high dimensions and prices of food grains have risen 
of recent years. These two facts are incompatible with the existence of so large 
an annual surplus as is returned. For the same reason the Burma annual surplus 
has been pitched too high. It is only in a very good year indeed that the 
surplus rice crop of Burma arailable for export is put by the trade at 1,6oo,ooo. 
tons of cleaned rice. · 

Ha\'ing regard to the degree to which the i'1crease of population appears. 
to have surpassed the increase of food-crop area, we are inclined to the belief that 
whatever may have been the normal annual surplus of food grains in 188o, the 
present surplus cannot be greater than that figure. But that a substantial surplus 
still exists in ordinary years there can, in our opinion, be no doubt. \Y e think 
that the surplus produce of India, taken as a whole, still furnishes amp!e means 
of meeting the demands of any part of the country likely to suffer from famine 
at any one time, supposing such famine to be not greater in extent and duration 
than any hitherto experienced. If proof is wanted, it is found in the fact that 
during the late famine, which affected more or less every province in India, 
c.xcept Burm~, and is estimated to have lowered the a,·erage yield of those 
provinces by one-third, or some J 8 million tons of food grains, the stocks at 
the end do not seem to have been close on exhaustion, though the only import 
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from outside was s0me 6oo,ooo tons from Burma. No doubt the high prices 
led to great and often painful economy of consumption, but nevertheless the 
result indicates considerable ordinary surplus and accumulated stocks. 

588. The great and sudden rise in the price of all food grains that occurred 
High prices of food grains in the later months of I 5g6, the lengthened period 

throughout India during the recent f h' h h h' h • h f • h d 
famine. or w IC t e 1g p1tc o pnces reac e was 
maintained, and the remarkable tendency to a common level of prices throughout 
India during the famine, are matters which have attracted considerable notice. 
The question has been very fully discussed by Mr. Holderness in. his Narrative 
of the famine, and among our appendices will be fvund a table showing month by 
month from June 1896 to April 18g8 average retail prices i~ certain markets of 
the food grains most in use in each tract, and the corresponding annual average 
price for the three pr~ceding years. We do not doubt that the great and sudden 
rise in prices at the end of 18g6· was a reasonable one, to the extent to 
which reason can be held to govern sudden fluctuations of the kind. There 
seem to have been considerable stocks in almost all provinces, but no large 
surplus anywhere except in Burma. The chance of another year of drought had 
to be kept in mind, and the grain-dealers well know that if India had to go abroad 
for her supplies she could o.nly buy at prices which ~o Indians would be famine 
prices. Possibly in Madras and Bombay the rise may have been intensified to a 
small extent by the fact to which some witnesses allude that there was a prophecy 
of a three years famine. This prophecy seems to have affected to s.ome extent the 
peasants, who husbanded their stocks instead of throwing them on the market ; the 

, grain-dealers seem as a rule to have been sceptical as to the continuance of high 
prices, and to have been ready enough to sell at them, or buy at them, and sell 
again for small assured profits. Throughout India generally there was activity 
in the grain trade, but no great tension or excitement. The operations, as a 
whole, were not on a bold or large scale. . The uniformity of prices prevented 
much speculation, or much movement of grain on a large scale. The rather 
remarkable absence of speculative dealings on a large scale may possibly have 
been also due to the well-known tightness in the money market, and to the doubt 
already alluded to as to the continuance of high prices. There is no evidence 
of any general practice of combination among grain-dealers to keep up prices, 
.and the evidence of expert witnesses before us was to the effect that this was 
now as impossible in India as in England. In a few, small centres of no 
importance, where the grain-dealers thought they had a chance of successfully 
combining to keep them up, there is evidence that naturally enough they did on 
occasions combine, but the success of such combinations was only slight and 
temporary and easy to defeat. Where prices were for any length of time excep· 

. tionally high, it was due to exhaustion of local stocks and difficulties of carriage. 
Elsewhere the difference in price above the common level was seldom more than 
the cost of carriage from places where grain was cheaper, plus a small rate of 
profit, So far as the evidence before us shows, no large fortunes were made or 
great losses incurred in the grain trade. 

589. It is clear that the very marked tendency to equalization <>f prices 
Tendency to equalization of throughout India is due to the great extension of 

prtces throughout India due to • • 
railway ntensions. ra1lways and to the opemng up of large tracts of 
country formerly provided with inadequate means of communication. On almost 
ali railways in India the sanctioned rates for grain freight vary from ~ to 1

1o pie 
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per maund pet mile, though on two lines the permissible maximum is 0 •44 pie 
per maund per mile. Within these limits, the actual charges are at the discre· 
tion of the railway administration, and generally vary according to distance. 
We h:we ascertained that during the famine special rates for grain freiglJt were 
sanctioned on all lines, the percentage ?£ reduction varying considerably on 
different lines and on different lengths of the same line. The IT'aximum per
centage of reduction appears to have been 6o per cent. From the information 
before us as to the rates actually charged during the late famine, we infer that 
in future famines the rate for the carriage of grain by rail may be estimated at 

about 1! annas per maund per I oo miles for distances not exceeding soo miles, 
at I anna per maund for distances exceeding J ,ooo miles, and at about 1 i 
ann as for 'distances between sao and 1 ,ooo miles. In J 88o, according to the 
Famine Commissioners, the charge for transport between the most distant parts 
of India connected by rail was about one anna per seer, and grain could be 
bought costing 24 seers per rupee in Northern India and sold with fair profit in 
Southern India at 8 seers the rupee. At the present time grain would be carried 
r,ooo miles for a little over 10 annas per maund of 40 seers, and wheat selling in 
the Punjab at I 2 seers the rupee could, if on the line of rail, be· placed 1 ,ooo 
miles off and sold at I o seers the rupee. 

590. In our appendices we give a statement showing imports and exports 
The import and e:s:port trade or of each kind of grain into and from British India by 

India. sea from and to other countries in each of the twelve 
months October to September 1891·92 to 1896·97, and during the official year 
ending 31st March 1897·98. The figures include the trade between Burma and 
foreign countries, but not between Burma and the rest of India. The effects of the 1 

famine on the export trade have been noticed by the Director General of Statistics 
in his Review of the Trade of India. In 1896·97 (October to September) the im
ports of grain amounted to 95,560 tons as compared with I2,JI3 tons in the pre
ceding year, while the exports fell to 112j8,J6-t. tons from 1,952,145 tons in 
1895·96 and 2,425,642 tons in 1894·95· The revival of the export trade as soon 
as the famine terminat~d is indicated by the figures for the official year 1897·98. 
Although it is probable that the revival of exports may have operated 
to maintain prices at a higher level than would otherwise have ·been the case, we 

cannot but regard the circumstance as indicative of the existence of greater 
accumulations of grain than was ordinarily supposed. Among certain classes 
in India, who do not directly profit by ir, there no doubt exists a feeling of 
bitterness against the export trade. It no doubt tends to pre,·ent prices ever 
falling very low, but on the whole we have no reason to believe that the trade 
is otherwise than beneficial to the country. Higher and steadier prices must be 
good for the landholders and tenants, and ollght not to be otherwise than good 
in the end for the labourers, if their wages rise proportionately, which it is to • 
be hoped they must generally do eventually. Tl:e export is so insignificant 
compared with the production as not to constitute an appreciable drain on the 
country, and by the stimulus it affords to increasing the area and intensity d 
cultivation it must, we think, operate to increase the reserve of food in times of 
scarcity. 

591. A question that nn.turally suggests itself is whether during the recent 
R~sourcPsand resistin~ power or bmine the people ha\·e shown increased resources 

tile people in tuue& or fllmine. d . . h . . famJ'n.os an more rcststmg power t an m prenous , 
of like se\'crity, and the matter is one that has not t:scapcd the cbscrvation of 
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the various local Governments and their officers who were actively concerned in 
the administration of relief operations. In Bengal the local GoYernment is 
wry d<!cidedly of opinion that since the famine of 1873·74- the powers of the 
people to resist the effects of calamity of season have largely increased. This 
advance in material prosperity is held to embrace even the congested and depressed. 
di>tricts of Behar, but in respect of these districts it is stated that "in Behar 
the wage of an a;,aricultural labourer, which term includes Fetty agriculturists 
who supplement profits of their small holdings by working for wages, is in 
ordinary times as low as from It to 2 annas a day"; that "this wage is barely 
sufficient to supply food to the labourer and his family when food grains sell 
at ordinary prices"; and that "this class has in no way benefited by that rise in 
prices of agricultural produce which has tended to allexiate the condition of agri • 
culturists." There is ample evidence, we think, that in Bengal generally, excPpting 
certain unfortunate tracts like:\ uddea, there has been a marked advance in the 
material prosperity of the people since the great famine of 1873·74· But as 
regards the labouring classes in Behar, we are disposed to accept what seems to 
be the general sense of the Commissioners and Collectors and what indeed is 
said by the local Government itself regarding them. We doubt whether there 
has been much improvement in the economic condition of the poorer agricul
turists or the labounng pe1pulation in Behar, or whether they now command 
greater resources and show more resisting power than in previous famines. We 
observe, however, that improved communications enable the best of the labouring 
class to migrate temporarily to other parts of the province and there find 
employment at seasons when they cannot get it at home, and in this respect it 
may be said that their condition has improved. 

In :\ladras the condition of the Deccan d:stricts is an interesting and perplex· 
ing problem. The economic condition of the population of that region compares 
unfavourablv with that of the population in other parts of the Madras presicer.cy, 
and this is ~ natural consequence of the comparative poverty of the soil and the 
liability of the Deccan to drought. The view taken by the Madras Famine Com· 
miss:oner in hi~ final report of the famine seems to be that the condition of the 
Deccan raiyat has not improved of recent years. How far this is the case, it is 
d:fficult to say. For some years prior to 1877-78 the Deccan raiyats had been 
gradually improYing in economic condition. Then came the great famine of those 
years which carried off a considerable proportion of the population and left the 
remainder in a more impoverished condition than before. To make good the 
gcound lost in the famine was a slow process, but in course of time there ensued 
what for the Deccan may be considere~ a succession of good seasons, and a slow 
improvement in the condition of the small raiyats became apparent. It was noticed 
by competent obsen·ers that though the country was still in a low economic con• 
dition and subject as before to frequent droughts, the condition of the mass of the 
raiyats was steadily if slowly improving. Lands which formerly had .little or no 
\·alue gradcally acquired a value, and the raiyats were able to obtain advances 
on them on easier terms: The extension of communications operated to mitigate 
the ,·iolent fluctuations of prices and so rendered more secure the position of the 
culti;·ator. This gradual improvement was checked by the severe scarcity of 
ISSJl·92 1 and before they had time to recover fully from that check the people 
have again been thrown back by the greater calami~y of 1896·sn· That the mass 
of the Madras Deccan raiyats are still very roor and without resources we have 
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no doubt, and it would probably be unsafe to infer that their power of resistance 
to famine has increased during thelast 20 years. On the other hand, we are not 
able to perceive any symptoms of general decline. 

With regard to the Bombay De~can and Southern Mahratta country it is 
the opinion of the Bombay Government that the occurrence of the late famine 

· has afforded indications of a remarkable improvement in the general condition of · 
the c.u!t~v~ting ~lass~s .. and in t~eK- power of resistance. We are not really capable · 
of cntJctsmg th1s opm10n, but 1t seems to us to be rather too sanguine a view of 
the situation. . 

In .the North· West:rn ~rovinces the Lieutenant-Governor draws the general 
conclus10n that the cult1vatmg classes, whether tenants or proprietors, have dis· 
played in the recent famine a command of resources either in the shape of capital 
or credit and a power of resistance which has not been paralleled in any previous 
period of scarcity ; but that this improvement has not been materially shared by 
the labouring classes. In this expression of opinion \\'e general!)· concur, but we 
are disposed to doubt whether it should not be qualified as regards the small pro· 
prietors and cultivators of the country south of the Jumna generally, a~d in 
particular of that part of it which includes the Bundelkhand districts and South 
Allah a bad, We see no sign of improvement in that tract, particularly in the dis
tri.cts named. Nor do we see any such sign in the case of the small proprietors of 
the Hardoi district. 

In the Punjab a larger proportion of the cultivation is now protected by 
irrigation than formerly, and there has been an enormous addition to the 
credit of the agricultural community resulting from the· marked rise in the 
value of agricultural land that has taken place wit~in the last 20 or 30 years. 
The proprietors, who farm most of the land themselves, have profited more or less' 
by the higher prices of food grains which have prevailed, and the rise in the value 
of their land has enlarged their credit. But in the more congested districts. 
where holdings have been much sub-divided, the small owners are frequently very 
poor and greatly in debt. The tenant class has no doubt also benefited to some 
extent from the rise of prices, but they are almost entirely tenants at will, 
and ha \'e little credit and very small resourcP.s. The labouring classes in 
this province are generally well off, and frequently able to save from their 
earnings. 

The general conclusion drawn 'by the Chief Commissioner of the Central 
Provinces is that the resisting power of the people has very markedly 
increased durina the past generation, and that the destitution following on 

b • h severe aO'ri~ultural disaster is limited to certain classes of the corr.mumty muc 
more nar~owly than before. The cultivators, it is said, have generally withstood 
the famine with surprisina firmness, and their resisting power in the more 
fertile parts of the province ~ras independent of th7 :elief o~ered to ~hem.; and in 
the province, as a whole, there has been surpTismgly httle detenoratJOn of a 
lasting character. It is open to question whether this view is not much too 
san(Tuine. There is evidl~nce that many of the old malguzars and of the old 

t> • • 
tenants have falkn hopelessly into debt, while others are just able to mam.tam 
their position in years of ordinary prosperity. The labouring classes we beheve 
)i\'e in tolerable comfort in ordinary years, but they save nothing for bad years, 
and tbt:re are no signs of increased .fowers of resistance on their part. 
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592. Tbe general conclusions we are disposed to draw are that it. may be 

, ,__, '-A •• ,_ said of India as a whole that c.f late \'ears owin.,. to Cet!erau t:O:DC, .... 011 cr ...... - ., . - -"t:> 

the~= high prices there has been a. considerable increase in 
the incomes d the landholding and cultivating classes, and that their standard 
()f comfort and of expenditure has also risen. \Yith a ri._~ in the transfer value 
c.f their tenures, their cred~t ha.s a1so expanded. During the recent famine these 
classes, as a rule, ha>e therefore shown greater power of resisti.J:-,.g famine, either 
by dra-ning· on saxings, or by borrowing, or by reduction of expenditure, than 
in any preYious period of scarcity of like se,erity. Whether it can be safely said 
t1-.at they ha,·e much improved in thrift, that is in the a.ccumulation of capital, 
seems open to doubt. There is some evidence to :.be effect that the export 
trade and the improvement of communications have tended to diminish tbe 
custom of storing gnin, as a protection against failure of ban-est, ,.-hich used to 
be general a:nong the a.ooncultural classes. The skil:ed artizans, excepting the 
navers, ba\'e also great1y improred their incomes and their style of living and 
very few of them required relief. The commercial classes, w-b();;e numbers are 
relati"'elysmall,arenot generaDy ir.jurious1y affected by famines of short du . .T-a.tion. 
The p.:wrer professional classes suffered severely from rise of prices, but do !lOt 

come on famine rtliti. Beyond the.;e classes there .al-nays has existed, and there 
still does exist, a lo'l{'er section of the commu::1ity linng a hand to mouth eX.:Stence, 
11·i:b a low s:ar,dard of comfort, an.d. abnormally sensiti.-e to the effects of ir:.ferior 
larres.ts ar:d calamities of season. This secti()n is very large, and inc.bdes the 
,g:ea.t class d Clay labourers and the ]east slul1ed of the artizans. So far as -we 
haYe been ab1e to form a general opinion upon a difficult questicm from the 
e,-jdence we haYe heard and the statistics place.d before us, tbe wages of these 
people baYe not risen in the last t"~<en:y years in due proportion to the rise in 
p:-ices of tl:eir necessaries of life. The experience of the recent famine fails t!) 

;;u;gest that this section of the community bas shown any larger command of 
re;.ources or any increased power of resistance. Far from contracting, it seems to· 
bt padual:y widenir.g, pa:ticu1a.rly in the more congested districts. Its sensitiveness 
<:.r l~b:~:ty to succurr.b, instead of diminis}Jing, is possibly becoming more ac.::en· 
tua:ed, as larger and more powerful forc<=s supervene and make their eaects felt 
,.-here forrlldy the result v.as determined by purely local conditions. \Y e may 
tal:e this c·pportuzlity of ren::arking that the ev-idence giYen befo:-e us by many 
witnesses pro•·ed that in times of scarcity and famine in India the rise in price of 
foo:i is net accompanied 1y a rise in the \\'ages of labour; on the contrary, owing 
D corn;oet:-.i.on for the E:t1e employment a:rallable l'ben agricultural err.,F~oyment 
falis o:l the rate of 1rages ofiered and accepted is frequently below the ordinary 
or custo::;ary rate. Such wages in times of famine prices are not subsiste."1ce 
•ages for a labourer with ::c.pt:ndants to support. Tbis explains and justi£es the 
p;actice \\l::cb ab1e-bodied labourers often adopt of taking what pn.-ate employment 
t~1ey can get at their homes or elsewhere, and sending their u-ives a.nd chil.Jren to 
tl:e reiid works. Tt,e fact also indicates a practical difficulty in the way of the 
•rorkir:g of a principle wbich bas been laid lovm by hi&h authority. That 
p,..inci~.le "~l-as that remuneration on relief works srJou~d be always fixed so as not 
t0 attract la:.our for -which tbere is exiHing employment else"~<here. But if the 
~a;e for such emp-loyment is not a hing •·age for the ordinary labourer 11-ith 
a far:1::y, the •a&e tbe family can earn on rdid Torks must necessarily be 
I-;;her. 
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SECTION IV. 

SUBJECTS OF NATIVE STATES. 

593· In the territories o~ native states the area affected by famine or scarcity 
The area affected in native 10 1896-97 was returned at 82,000 square miles with 

1tates. I . f . I' 
a popu atwn o 7 mJI1ons. It comprised the Bika-

nir, Bhurtpur and Dholepur States in Rajputana; and in Central India the . 
northern districts of the Gwalior State and virtually all the States (of which 
Rewa is the largest) forming the Baghelkhand and Bundelkhand Agencies- and 
lying between British Bundelkhand on the north and the Central Province~ 0~ 
the south. The southern States of Rajplltana, the States of Indore and Bhopal, 
and the southern districts of Gwalior in Central India were not sufficiently 
affected to require relief operations, although they also experienced short 
harvests. In the Deccan the south-western districts of the H yderabad State, 
which lie in the angle between the distressed districts of Kurnool and Bellary in 
the Madras presidency and the distressed d.istricts of Dharwar and Bijapur in 
the Bombay presidency, were affected in much the same degree as the adjoining 
British districts. In Bundelkhand and Baghelkhand intense distress ·prevailed 
as in the adjoining districts of British flundelkhand in the North-Western Pro
vinces. In Gwalior and Bhurtpur and in the affected parts of Rajputana dis
tress, though severe, was at no time nearly so acute as in Bundelkhand. In 
Hyderabad the affected districts owing to preceding good harvests entered upon 
the year of drought with large reserves of food grain in the hands of the culti
vators. An account of the measures of relief adopted by the rulers of the states 
concerned has been given in the Narrative of the Famine in India in 1896-97 by 
our colleague, Mr. Holderness. We observe it is stated there (paragraph 19) 
that the measures adopted were not always sufficient to meet the emergency, 
and in par~raph 94 of the Narrative allusion is made to the high mortality which 
it is conjectured must have occurred in the affected parts of Central India. 

594· Our instructions did not expressly apply to native states, and for 
.The instructions to the Co.m- several reasons we thought it impossible to 

m1ssioa do not exte.tld to native • 
states. , interpret their extent m that way. To do so, 
it would have been necessary for us to carefully examine and compare 
the several methods of relief adopted in each state, to inquire into the 
degree of success that attended them, and to advise as to their improvement. In 
the absence of accurate and reliable reports and statistics and in consequence of 
the varying and unmethodical systems prevailing, this would have been a long 
and specially difficult task. To get at the facts with any degree of accuracy it 
would have been necessary for us to visit each affected state in turn and there 
to hold much more close and searching local inquiries than was necessary in 
British territory. The time at our disposal precluded us from attempting such 
an investigation. We also felt that the character of any recommendations which 
might be usefully made by us would have to depend on considerations with which 
we were not competent to deal, as for example upon the extent to which the 
Govcrnmt'nt of India may think it politic<tlly ad\·isable to put pressure on a parti
cular nati,·e state to make it conform to British methods of famine administration, 
and as to whether the states have the necessary executive. machinery for carry
ing out these methods effectively. These are very wide and important issues 
1) ing quitl! outsidl! th~ limits of our instructions, the adequate consideration and 
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trer.tment of which would have entailed a much more extended inquiry than was 
contemplated when our Commission ~-as ~ppointed. 

595. In these circumstances we have not felt it to be our duty to inquire 
Mntte~ connected witb native into, and to offer recommendations regarding, famine 

mres into whicll we have inquired. reljef operations in native states. \V e have ho..-.'· 

ever during the course of our inquiries in British districts noticed facts occurring 
there the origin of which is traceable to native states, such as the influx of 
des~itute persons or the cessation of import of grain owing to prohibition of 
export in a native state. \Ye have also taken the evidence of two political offi. 
cers, Colonel Thornton .and Captain Pinhey, who were intimately connected with 
and had spe<.ial knowledge of famine relief in native states. The evidence of these 
two officers will be found among the appendices to our report. Colonel Thornton 
was specially deputed by the Government of India to visit the affected states, 
to ad\·ise the states in the administration of relief and to see that relief was 
being given wherever wanted and that it was given on right principles. In his 
evidence before us, Colonel Thornton has given an account of his tour, of the 
conditions he found in each state and of- the suggestions he made for their 
improyement. He has also made some general recommendations on the broader 
questions of famine relief, such as the control of emigration from distressed 
areas and the various forms of relief which should be applied and the method of 
conducting them. Captain Pinhey was Political Agent of Baghelkhand where, 
as we have said, intense distress prevailed. He has given an account of the 
distress and of the measures taken to meet it, and has made some general 
recommendations for the future. 

596. A not unimportant question is the treatment of subjects of nati,·e 
Treatment of subjects o£ native states who may apply for relief in British dis· 

et.ates in British districts. tricts. In the Narrative of the Famine in India 
in 1896-97 (para. 94} reference is made to the mi;;erable condition of the crowds 
of wanderers from Bundelkhand and Baghelkhand who flocked to the poor-houses 
in the Nerbudda valley districts of the Central Povinces, and in the course of 
our inq :1iries our attention has frequently been called to the inconveniences occa· 
sioned by the influx to neighbouring relief works and poor-houses in British districts 
of destitute wanderers from native states. The Famine Commissioners in para· 
graph 189of their report expressed the opinion that the proper course to adopt 
was to treat all applicants for relief alike whatever their nationality might be, and 
to admit them to relief without distinction as to origin. In this opinion we 
concur. We thirk however that whenever any influx of immigrants from a native 
state takes place on a considerable scale, the local officers in the .British district 
should endeavour by such enquiries as they may be able to make to ascertain its 
cause, and that the local Government concerned should promptly bring the facts 
to the notice of the Government . of India. The Government of India would 
then through its political officers take such measures as it might deem advisable 
to ensure the proper administration of relief in the nati\·e state. \\'e also think 
that in such circumstances it would be advisable to take steps to direct and con· 
trol the emigration somewhat in the manner suggested by Colonel Thornton 
in his evidence. Posts might be stationed along the main lines of communica· 
tion used by the emigrants where they would be questioned and advised as to 
where relief was to be found. This might prerent much aimless wandt>~ing. The 
emigrants would not be driven back to their state: but if the local o::lcers in 
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British territory had reliable information a~ to the existence of adjacent rtlief 
works in the native state they would inform the emigrants of the fact and advise 
them to go there. In the absence of such information, it would be the duty of 
the local offict:rs to point out to them where the nearest relief centre in British 
territory was to be found. 

J. B. LYALL. 

T. W. HOLDERNESS. 

T. HIGHAM. 

J. RICHARDSON. 

B. K. BOSE. 



ROIARKS BY MR. HOLDER!'{ESS. 

RDIARKS BY 1\IR. HOLDERNESS'. 

In signing the report I wish to make some supplementary remarks on certain 
portions of chapter V. · 

Paragra}hs 242·3.-The expediency (lf the measures taken in the North
Western Pro\inces and Oudh to induce the people to leave the relief works and 
to return to their ordinary avocations in June I8g6, in March 1S97, and in June 

1897. is here questioned. It is stated that the policy is not recomrr.ended in any 
of the famine codes and cannot be supported by anything contained in the report 
of the Famine Commission of xSSo: and that the measures taken in pursuance 
of the policy \\ere unprecedented in degree, if not in nature. The opinion is 
expressed that in 1896 these measures possibly had some connection with the 
high death-rates which prevailed in August, September and October in two of the 
four districts of Bundelkhand. With regard to 1897 it is not suggested that 
these measures \\ere the cause of increased mortality, but it is argued that 
because in some districts the death-rate was high, therefore there was danger 
in the policy. The policy is not recommended for future adoption, and its 
adoption is in fact considered unnecessary for the reason that 11 except perhaps 
in the case of very laxly and profusely managed relief works, the cultivators and 
agricultural labourers leave works as soon as ever they see their way to getting 
a living off them, a~d often on the mere chance of so doing." 

The measures 'l:l.ctually taken and the local Government's reasons' for resort• 
ing to them are described in paragraph 102 of the report. I. consider that the 
local Government was fully justified in its action, and that in a furm;e famine in 
similar circumstances and 'l'.ith similar precautions a local Government would be 
equally justified in doing what the Government of the North-Western Provinces 
and Oudh did .. I consider that there is truth in the opinion expressed to the 
Lieutenant-Governor by the officers attending the Hardoi conference of the 13th 
July 1897 that" the people had grown accustomed to the system of State relief 
and would prefer to remain upon relief works to returning to their villages or seek
ing employment in field work," and I am not satisfied that the evidence is in 
favour of the view that relief works will automatically close as soon as private 
employment opens. That there m~y be an element of risk in "increasing tasks 
and stiffening rates" with the object of making the re:ief works less attractive is 
obvious. B .. J:t it is a risk which it is proper in certain circumstances to take alike 
in the interests of the public purse and in the interests of the land. There is a 
still greater danger in allowing the people to remain upon relief works when the 
land has to be cultivated. The degree of the risk in a well managed famine cam· 
paign may be inferred from the fact that our report does not suggest that increased 
mortality resulted in the North-\V estern Provinces from the policy adop:ed in 
1897. As regards the two districts in which it is thought that increased mortality 
may possibly have thereby resulted in 1Sg6, it is sufficient to observe that in lhe 
other two adjoining districts where the same policy was pursued the death race 
was not conspicuously high. 

I do not attach much importance to the fact that the policy pursued in the 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh is not explicitly supported in the Famine 
Commission's report of 188o. I am of the opinion that the relief works system, 
as now t:lal.>Oxated in the codes, offers greater attractions to the people than ~he 
Famine Con•mission contemplated. 1 am averse from any pronouncement of 
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policy which would have the effect of preventing a local Governmer.t, which had 
satisfied itself that there is a real danger of the people staying on re{ef works 
l:;eyond the necessiries pf the case, from taking reasonable measures to dirr.ini:;h 
the attractiveness of the works. \\'hat these measures should be wi:I depend on 
many considerations. Having regard to the great amount of rtlief gi\'en i:1 the 

I\' onh-\\'estern Provinces up to the setting in of the rains, to the complete con
trol which had been obtained over the famine, and to the large sums dis:ributed 
for cultivation expenses on the setting in of the rains, I am of opinion that the 
measures taken by the local Government to reduce the relief works popula~ion 
were reasonable. 

Paragraph 256.-I am not satisfied that the Bengal Government was wro:.g 
in refusing to sanction the proposal of the divisional Commissioner for the im
portation by Government agency of Joo,ooo maunds of rice into the P;;lamau 
district in January 1897, and in electing to adopt the alternative pian of offerir.g 
to private traders a bounty on their imports of rice. The reason why less grain 
was imported under the bounty system than was anticipated was due to carria,se 

.for a larger quantity not being procurable, notwithstanding the efforts made by 
Government officers to aid traders in obtaining it. Had the Go\·ernment ur:der
taken direct importation, it would hav~ met with the same d:fficulty, and so far as 
it might ha\'e obtained carriage it would have interfered with such efforts as 
the trade was making. \\'ith regard to the eventual importati;n by Government 
at the instance of the Commissioner of 15,000 maunds of rice, it is proper to 
mention that this quantity was found to be in excess of requirements, and had 
at the end of the famine to be disposed of at a loss. 

Paragraph 284.-l am not satisfied that the wage scale here described 
which was in force in the Central Provinces in the spring and hot weather of 1897 
was insufficient, or had any injurious effect on the health of the workers. And 
so far as the remarks in this paragraph imply a condemnation on the local Admi
nistration I do not concur. The general tenor of the evidence to my mir.d is in 
substantial agreement with the opinion expressed by the Commissioner of the 
Jabalpur di\·ision in a memorandum dated the 4th September 1897 on tte 
wages on rdid works in the province. He \Hote :- ' 

11 The minimum or 'subsistence' wage of the code is, I \"enture to think, suU:c:er;t for 
a worker on light labour. It is the equivalent of I i lbs. of grain, and o~dir.aril•; £e:d 
labourers seldo:n eat more than It lbs. per diem. In these provinces the wa :re sc:1:e !:as . ~ 

t.een more closely aJjusteJ to t~1e p;:ice level than was the ca~e in the :\'orth-\\'es~ern Pro•·-
ince;, ar.d a~ the present m•ment in three- out of the fhe districts of this divisi,)n a man on 
the D wage receives 2 annas a day, and has tJ feed no one but hioself. This ;;;:v">\ance 
seems ample. i\fy belie£ is that the workers save considerably on it. In no other wa~· ca:1 
J explain the comm,mly observeJ disproportion between the banias' daily takin;s and th:! 
daily payments in wages. ~Lm:':>ver only a \'ery smalll;roiJOrti·•n of the w:>rkers ha,·e e\·tr 

rec(:ived more than the D wage, which during the Jry months of the year su:I.:d Leyond a 
doubt to maint~in them in good health and co~dition. 11 

I hJ.\'e a;;reed with my collea;ucs in recommending (paragraph 456 0f thr: 
rcp0rt) for :1doption in the famine cedes a scale of wages giving l:igher P.:lXi

mum wages than the scale ad0pted in the Central Provinces i~ the la:e hm:1~e. 

D~t in paragrarh 45S of the report ~he expediency of allo\"1 ing dcviatic•:os in th:s 
mattt:r to be made by local Go\'ernments is recognised, and I am of C•(.li:~io:~ :hat 
de\'iations in the direction of reducing the wage are not unlikt:ly to be found 
nt:cessary in the practical administration of future famines. 
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· Ptmzgrapla •¢.-1 consider· that the reference here made to the special 
inquiry instituted in October 1897 by the Central Provinces Administration into 
the cause of the h~vy mortality of the monsoon months of that year might with 
advantage have been fuller. The inquiry originated in an explicit and detailed 
report from the Deputy Commissioner of Chbindwara that as the result of a 
house-to--house inquiry which be had made during September in certain vi1fages 
in his district he bad come to the conclusion that the abnormal· death-rate then 
prevaJ1ing was due to causes with which privation had little direct connection. 
The following citation j)lustrates the character and results of the inquiries be had 
made. He is here referring to a n'lfage in which in September the death·rate 
was at the rate of 130 per mille per annum:- · 

•• l•itited tbi1 'tillage ud ch«ked the register of deaths. I found that the proprietol' 
had far IOlllt rDODtld beeo dittributiog pio to ,the poor aod that sis deaths were those of 
wandering bttgar• who bad come t'> the Yilbge attracted by this fact. The deaths amoog 
reside11t1 had occarred aawog lbe well-to-do .classea with as mach frequency as among lhe 
poor. Tbe death·roD, lor iDstuce, iDc:laded two Marwaris, a well-to-do Brab.mio, a Sunar 
and 6ft ot ai:& Teli._ all oE them person• io good circamsbDces, and farther eoquiries into 
the dtetha &mODI the lower c~a fa.iled t:~ elicit ooe iD which printimt could be said to 
UYI befoo the dete1111ining cuse. The malgu:a.r, Gaopat Singh, had iD fact taha measures 
wbkh precluded lhataoppositioa. lo other •illages, IWDely Sioghpar1 Kopanrari, Ridbora, 
Jokinra aad Jam, I made aimilar eoquiriet ud found that the deaths io these 'fi.llages were 
tctaall7 divided be~~ rich a.od poor. • · 

It was on this report that the local Administration directed similarly close 
inquiries to be made in all the districts of the province. The results of these 
inquiries are contained in a volume of nearly 300 pages. Their general tenor, as 
stated in paragraph lisP of our report, is that the fever prevalent was malarial 
fner. But there is much evidence of the same character as that which I have 
alrc.ady cited, to the effect that escessive mortality from fever was by no means 
con6oed Lo the poorer classes. Thus the Civil Surgeon of Raipur writes:-

.,The c&IIIC!I or the ~atbs show ao eoormoas preponderance oE feter, ud am 
d7H•lt'rJ• As regarda tho fner the Jtlr has beea mark~ by a speciall! ~~re .~ta.~ 
tioG of fat" (eyer ol the hilliou remithat typ~~o accompallled by se"tere pams m the limbs, 

· Yioleot .omitiDf aud gtUt prostratioo. I have c:arefally eoq:..ired into the circumstances 
or the dil.eue ia ma.oy cases, aod lam ~Woble to &ad symptoras of anythiagbataggtanted 
lllllaria1 remit&eat. l.ttal ila mauy cases, ia from 5 to 10 days, and it has been. prenlent all 
ower the diatrlct. aDd aot ouly ht the yi1Jages and ia distressed parts, bat m parts where 
dittreaa wu uot 10 acute, ud amoogst the well-to-do people ia Raipur itself and other 

lowu a.ocllarc• vWagu." 

· The Civil Surgeon of Jabalpur writes:-
.. Eac:ept lA the poor-housu ud relief workr, the great majorit,y or deaths. were due to 

fn~r, which assumed a nry anete ttpta ud which appears to have been particularlJ fatal 

to childreo. • 
• l&nd that 38 per ceot. of the dratbs were of childreu uodrt si.& JUtS• this is c:ertainl:rho 

bs tl occurred amODgst those w 
a "ry high rate. $6-17 per cnt. of the deat • appareu 1 well.to-d chie&y land· 
had not felt tho plac:.h oE d.iatrcu1 aod of these JUst one-balE were o, , 

owaera.'* 
· ....: .. " in the volume. I am 

. ln view of these and other similar passages oecu .. ".,. • t ill aU 
of opiniod the rererence to the special inquiry in paragraph I¢Htstchno •"-

• f • lt 1 ay add that Dr. u eson, ""'" respects a falf eummary o ats resu s. m 
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:Sanitary Commissioner, in paragraph 54 ·Of his Memorandum on the Public 
:Health of the ·Central Provinces wrote:-

"The epidemic of fatal fever in August, September, October and November 1897 was 

'not confined to the Central Provinces, but was common and extremely fatal also in the 

North-Western Provinces and Oudh. The excessive mortality in the latter province was 
stated to be due to the aged men and young children in emaciated and debilitated con· 

clition speedily succumbing to attacks of malarial fever. In the Central Provinces the 

autumnal fever of 1897 severely affected all classes, and not merely those affected by 

privation." 

Paragraph 299.-As the final report of the Administration of the Central 
Provinces which is mentioned in this paragraph may not always be accessible, I 
give the text of part of the passage to which reference is here made :-

"The habits of large classes of the people of the Central Provinces are such that the 
task of bdping them is one of almost insuperable difficulty. In a poor, backward and thinly 
populated province where the Government establishments engaged in the work of famine
relief have to cover extensive areas in their circuits, it is of course impossible to watch 

minutely over the application of help to its proper purpose: no device could ensure that 

a dole given to a pauper to last him for a month, in a district like ~randTa or Eilaspur, 
should not be squandered in riotous living for a day; nor could any action of the State 
prevent the Good and Eaiga from roaming the forests and living on their produce until an 
exclusive course of such diet reduced them to a condition in which no assistance was able 
to save them from death. In the aboriginal tracts, as has alrrady been noticed, nothing 

would induce the people to resort to relief works while strong and fit to labour. If 
the Government had undertaken their gratuitous feeding without exacting as a test the 
work they were able to do, it would have departed from the principle that the able-bodied 
must labour in order to be helped, and would have had upon its hands the whole 
labouring population of the country. And what is true of the aborigines, in the parts 
where they form the hulk of the population, is true of a large portion of the other classes 
·who i~habit the Central Provinces. It is probable that nowhere in the Province...._ 
except possibly in the centre of the Nerbudda Valley-are the people so mobile, or so 
ready to resort to the means appointed for relief, as they are in the North-Western Prov• .. 
inces, Oudh and ~ehar. The difference between this Province and other parts of India 

may be shortly expressed by saying that here relief had to be forced upon the people, 
while elsewhere the people expected and readily availedthemselves of the relief provid-
ed. Here distances relatively insignificant prevented the able-bodied from resorting to 
·relief works, while the least attempt to draft workers in bodies from one work to another 

resulted in the workers melting away; there, it is believed, no diffi~ulty was experienced 
in getting large numbers of people to work at a dist.iLce ·from their homes and drafting 
v•as managed with ease. In such a country as the Central Provinces-and probably 
everywhere else in India-it is impossible to pro\·ide a relief work under proper manage· 
ment at every man's door ; there are no works which could be undertaken in the vast 
expanses of sheet ro<.k which co\'er the poorest areas of the Satpura districts; and 
no supervision that is practically possible could be applied to the multitude of sites 
where work would be necessary to bring it within five miles of e\·ery distressed village. 
These are extreme cases ; but each district in the Pro' ince contains some area to whicn 
such considerations 11.pply, and even in the open and populous parts the reaJiness of the 
people to accept relief is markedly less than it is in other parts of India, " 

In my opinion, though it is permissible to hope tbat a greater degree of 
success would with the experience of the late famine in the Central Provinces be 
attained in combating another famine of like severity and magnitude in that prov· 
incc, anything approaching to complete success must under the conditions of 
the task be regarded as impossiLll!. In paragraph 239 we say that we hare 
rdraint~d from drawing comparisons bettreen the different provinces as to the 
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degree of success attained by the measures adopted for the relief of distress and 
the saving of human life. To this I would add that no comparison is possible 
between provinces so differently affected by 'distress as the Central Provinces 
and the Deccan districts of Madras. In the latter the relief problem was of no 
exceptional comple).-ity or ma.:,.ttnitude. In the Central Pro,·inces the problem 
was one of the most difficult which has e•t'er taxed an Indian Government. 

Paragrap!r. JOJ.-The statement that the n~mber of persons, not in absolute 
need of relief, who were attracted to the relief works in Madras by the concessions 
mace by the local Government's orders of soth March u was probably not large II 
is not in my opinion borne out by the evidence. The wage was high, the task 
light, and under the concession by which the task was reduced in p~oportion to 
the number of miles walked, or supposed to be walked, daily by the workers, the 
wage could be earned by a daily walk. The statistics given in paragraph 345 
of our report as to the proportion of the population attending relief works in the 
se¥eral provinces show an unparalleled resort to relief works in the Madras 
districts, which cannot be accounted for by the extent or intensity of the distress 
there prevailing, and which the evidence clearly connects with the rela..ution of 
the principles of famine administration. If there may be risks in administering 
rel:ef '1\-lth the strictness exercised by the Government of the North-Western 
Provinces and Oudh, there are in my opinion still greater risks in administering it 
on opposite principles. 

T. W. HOLDERNESS. 

G. C. P"'*" Sil•la.-No.•s F. C.-116·11"¢..-J.J~ 


